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FOREWORD
The coordinated research programmeme (CRP) on Advances in HTGR Fuel Technology was
organized in the framework of the technical working group on gas cooled reactors (TWGGCR) established in 1978 with the purpose of advising the Director General of the IAEA and
promoting the exchange of technical information on national programmemes in the field of
gas cooled reactors.
The project has been conducted in close cooperation with both the Nuclear Power and the
Nuclear Fuel Divisions of the IAEA. Initiated in the TWG-GCR meeting in June 2000, it was
actually launched in 2002. The participants were China, France, Germany, Japan, Republic of
Korea, Netherlands, Russian Federation, South Africa, Turkey, United Kingdom, and the
United States of America. The European Commission and Ukraine qualified as ‘observers’
according to the IAEA rules. This CRP, being No. 6, was eventually approved by the IAEA as
an extra-budgetary activity with an estimated duration of 5 years (2002-2006). Ongoing work
of code development and validation and delays in the fuel particle production and distribution
with regard to export/import licensing has led to the request for two extensions (2007-2008
and 2009). The CRP-6 officially ended in December 2009, the final RCM was held in May
2010.
The general objectives of this CRP were to:
•

Support the development of improved HTGR fuel technology;

•

Facilitate the coordination of technology development activities;

•

Exchange relevant technical information among the interested Member States.

Based on the successful conduction of CRP-2 on Validation of Predictive Methods for Fuel
and Fission Product Behaviour conducted between 1992 and 1997 (IAEA-TECDOC-978), the
topical areas and scope of activities in this CRP-6 were to cover all essential aspects of HTGR
fuel including fabrication, quality assurance, performance during normal operation and under
accident conditions, treatment of spent fuel.
The total CRP-6 programme has turned out to be a very ambitious one. Not only does it
comprise a description of the experiences and results of ongoing activities or incorporate the
plans for future research programmemes, it also included research efforts which were
specifically initiated within CRP-6 providing an ideal platform with all major players
participating. These comprised two specific benchmark exercises with the application of
HTGR fuel performance and fission product release codes which helped compare the quality
and validity of the computer models against experimental data and also against each other,
thus being an ideal support for further development and/or refinement. Another major activity
was the examination of techniques for fuel characterization and advanced QA/QC. The key
exercise included was a round-robin experimental study on the measurements of fuel kernel
and particle coating properties of recent Korean, South African, and US coated particle
productions applying the respective qualification measures of either participating Member
State.
This publication has been prepared through the collaboration of the participants and other
experts to the CRP. The IAEA appreciates this support and thanks all contributors who
provided their reviews and comments. Especially appreciated is the contribution of
K. Verfondern (Germany) in the compilation and preparation of this IAEA-TECDOC. The
IAEA officer responsible for this publication was B.M. Tyobeka of the Division of Nuclear
Power.

EDITORIAL NOTE
The use of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any judgement by the
publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their authorities and
institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.
The mention of names of specific companies or products (whether or not indicated as registered) does
not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be construed as an endorsement
or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

An earlier report, IAEA-TECDOC-978 [IAEA 1997], documented the results of high quality,
low enriched uranium TRISO coated particle fuel production, testing, and fuel performance
and fission product transport analysis methods development through the mid 1990s. IAEATECDOC-978 has served as a major international reference for coated particle fuel design and
performance. This report documents the results of coated particle development that has taken
place since the production of IAEA-TECDOC-978 and provides additional information in the
following areas:
• Plant concepts and fuel designs – Summary descriptions of power plant conceptual
design and corresponding fuel designs under consideration in participating member
states.
• Fuel production – Coated particle fuel fabrication process development and fuel
production including development of product and process specifications, production of
the uranium kernels, particle coating and fabrication of fuel elements.
• Fuel characterization and quality control – Techniques used by participating member
states and the conduct and results of characterization of reference coated particle
materials by project participants.
• Operational monitoring of fuel – Methods for monitoring the performance of fuel in
service and examination of irradiated fuel from operating or planned power plants.
• Matrix materials – Experience with carbonaceous matrix materials used to form fuel
particles into fuel elements.
• Irradiation testing – Description of facilities (Materials Test Reactors) capable of
irradiation of coated particle fuels and experience with irradiation of fuels in MTRs and
experimental reactors.
• Post-irradiation examination and testing – Capabilities and future plans for examination
of irradiated coated particle fuels and core heatup simulation testing.
• Normal operation and operational transient benchmarking of fuel performance models –
Comparison of results of participant fuel performance code predictions for cases
ranging from simple first principle calculations to experimental irradiation testing.
• Accident condition benchmarking of fuel performance and fission product transport
models – Comparison of results of participant fuel performance and fission product
transport code predictions for sensitivity studies, postcalculation of existing tests,
prediction of planned future tests.
• Spent fuel treatment and disposal – Experience with shut-down reactors, concepts for
present designs, and advanced approaches for future systems.
• Regulatory perspectives on safety and licensing – Considerations regarding fuel design,
fabrication and testing, fuel performance and fission product transport analysis methods,
fabrication quality assurance, and in-service monitoring.
This comprehensive compilation of data and information on coated particle fuel will be of
value to universities, laboratories and design organizations involved or interested in the
development and deployment of coated particle fuel technology for electricity and/or process
heat production.
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2.

DEFINITION AND BASIS OF VHTR PLANT CONCEPTS AND FUEL
DESIGNS

2.1. ANTARES
2.1.1.

Generals

The ANTARES plant is being developed for complementing the other products of the
AREVA NP product line (i.e. EPR and SWR-1000) which are ‘high-output’ power plants
dedicated to electricity production [Gauthier 2006]. The very high or high temperature
reactors (V/HTR) are selected because of possible application for process heat including
hydrogen production requiring heat at different temperature levels, up to very high
temperature. The low power rating of the VHTR power unit also allows diversification
compared to the high power rating of the other AREVA NP products. Two concepts are
considered for development:
• Electricity production plant dedicated only to electricity production.
• Process heat or cogeneration plant mainly dedicated to applications needing heat at
specific temperatures. One of these considered applications is the process heat for
hydrogen production by thermo-chemical processes. For this application very high
temperature (i.e. in the range of 950°C) could be required. Even if the process heat plant
has to produce essentially heat for applications, this can be combined with electricity
generation if necessary (e.g. for electrical supply of the plant or the facility using
process heat) or if the heat cannot economically be completely used by the process heat
application.
During the pre-conceptual design phase, because of the lack of process heat characteristics
precisely defined, the electrical plant concept was developed first. The possible extension of
the nuclear heat source design optimized for electricity production, to various process heat
applications were assessed and the technological limitations identified. Therefore, only one
nuclear heat source concept is developed. Differences would exist, but they should be limited,
for example due to the difference of operation. In any case, the nuclear heat source (fuel, core,
primary circuit boundary, etc.) should be similar. This limits the costs of development and
associated R&D.
The ANTARES plants are developed for near term implementation on the market (i.e. around
2020). Nevertheless, for improving their commercial attractiveness, they shall have to be
consistent with the international objectives developed for Generation IV (GenIV) nuclear
systems. These include economy, safety, sustainability and non-proliferation.
2.1.2.

Plant design

The structures and components composing the nuclear heat source are housed in metallic
vessels (Fig. 2-1). Another potential candidate was the pre-stressed concrete cavity. This last
concept is rather adapted to high power concepts not consistent with the implementation of
the inherent-safety oriented design.
The indirect cycle concept (i.e. the nuclear heat generated in the core is transferred through an
intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) to a secondary circuit for the application) is selected
because it allows higher physical and operational separation of the nuclear heat source from
the balance of plant. Therefore, the balance of plant equipment may be implemented outside
the nuclear island and it need not be nuclear quality equipment (i.e. classical equipment
should be used). Compared to a direct cycle concept (i.e. the power conversion system is
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implem
mented insidde the prim
mary circuit)), this is more
m
adequaate for appplication oth
her than
electriciity producttion and therefore
t
aallows optim
mization of
o commonnality. Thiss allows
avoidingg using heelium turbo
o-machineryy which reequires sign
nificant R&
&D. For ellectricity
producttion, in the considered
d range of temperature, the efficciency of thhe indirect cycle is
assessedd to be simiilar to the on
ne expectedd for direct cycle.
c

FIGURE 2-1. ANTARES
S nuclear heaat source bassed on the prrismatic nucllear reactor..

wer units on
n a same nuclear islannd is consid
dered for
The posssibility to implement several pow
cost m
minimizationn. Optimization stuudies havee not beeen perform
med, neveertheless,
implem
mentation of four powerr units per nnuclear islan
nd is consid
dered duringg the pre-conceptual
deign phase. The commonalit
c
ty of auxiliaary systemss to share between
b
sevveral powerr units is
investiggated takingg into accoun
nt the safetyy and availaability conseequences
•

dduring norm
mal and abn
normal operaation of a power unit;

•

iin case of equipment maintenance
m
e or failure impacting
i
several poweer units;

•

dduring the constructio
on phase, inncluding po
ossible acciident, of a power unit on the
ppower unitss in operatio
on.

The dessign is develloped with a target for constructio
on duration of a single ppower unit, of three
years. T
This value is selected after
a
compaarison with the constru
uction duratition of EPR
R and the
ones inddicated by competitorss. More gennerally, the design is developed
d
inn order to facilitate
f
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the construction asspects, inclu
uding operaation of oth
her power units
u
duringg constructio
on of an
additionnal one.
In orderr to achievee the plant feeasibility annd its availaability with limited R&
&D possible for near
term deevelopment, the materrials, equippment, systtems and structures ar
are based as
a far as
possiblee on expeerienced co
oncepts. N evertheless, innovatio
ons are reecommended when
necessaary (e.g. beccause of the very high ttemperaturee environmeent of certainn parts of th
he plant)
or whenn this couldd allow a co
ompetitive advantage compared to
t similar pproducts. Where
W
the
use of innnovative equipment
e
iss not necesssary, selectiion of experrienced equiipment is prreferred.
2.1.3.

Fuel and coore

The fueel of the AN
NTARES plant
p
is baseed on enriched uranium
m with a thhermally moderated
neutronn flux. Even if this fuel cycle is lesss sustainable than a breeding fuell cycle, it is selected
becausee of its potential capabiility to deveelop in the near term. The
T feasibillity of uranium fuel
and mooderated neeutron flux is expecteed more acchievable in
n the near term comp
pared to
breedingg cycles. The
T
weak aspect of the uraniu
um fuel with regard tto sustainaability is
nevertheeless expected to be reeduced by thhe high efficciency and high fuel buurnup which
h should
allow ann improvedd use of natu
ural uranium
m compared
d to light water reactorrs (LWR). The
T high
efficienncy allows also
a
minimiizing the am
mount of raadio nuclidees producedd for generaating the
usable ppower (in paarticular plu
utonium andd minor actiinides).
The cappability to use
u sustainab
ble fuels baased on pluttonium or th
horium withhin the nucllear heat
source ooptimized for
f uranium
m fuel is asseessed. Also
o, the capability to reduuce the toxiicity and
the voluume of minnor actinidees producedd in LWR is evaluated
d. The capab
ability to red
duce the
worldw
wide quantityy of weapon
ns-grade pluutonium is evaluated. The
T conseqquences on the
t plant
design, safety andd operation are assesseed in orderr to examin
ne the possiibility to adapt
a
the
design ffor improvinng these cap
pabilities.
The reaactor core is
i a prismatic fuel bloock core (F
Fig. 2-2) to generate a thermal power
p
of
600 MW
W and an ellectric poweer of 284 M
MW, respectively. Comp
pared to a ppebble-bed concept,
block cooncept allow
ws better co
ontrol of thee local poweer generatio
on and betteer control off the fuel
burnup. This is exxpected to allow
a
the hhighest coree power den
nsity and hhighest fuel burnup.
This concept allow
ws more lim
mited core ppressure dro
op which lim
mits the pow
ower needed
d for gas
ore block cooncept is also
a
more favorable
f
w
with regard to noncirculatiion. The prrismatic co
proliferaation issuess, compared
d to the pebbble bed conccept.

FIGURE 2-22. ANTARES
S fuel design.
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The uranium fuel is UO2 type. In order to possibly improve its performance, UCO fuel is also
considered for future development. For limiting the proliferation concerns, the enrichment of
uranium fuel is limited lower than 20%. Reprocessing capability of the spent fuels is
considered in their design process.
Graphite is selected as neutron moderator because of
•

its neutronic characteristics allowing the moderation of the neutron flux allowing high
neutron fission efficiency and therefore limitation of fissile uranium enrichment.

•

its capability to operate in acceptable conditions at high or very high temperature.

•

its high thermal inertia allowing the limitation of temperature evolutions in accident
conditions.

Major specifications of the fuel for the ANTARES are summarized in Table 2-1.
The safety strategy basically used for designing ANTARES leads to a specific core design:
•

annular shape of the core allowing maximizing the capability to radially exchange the
heat after reactor shutdown by maximizing the radial exchange surface;

•

limitation of the nominal core power and core power density for limiting the peak
temperature and slowing the temperature evolution in accident conditions.

2.1.4.

Primary coolant

Helium is selected as primary coolant because
• It has high thermal conductivity;
• It is chemically inert with any other material and at any temperature;
• It is not significantly activated by radiation;
• Its cost is reasonably low;
• It is a naturally occurring material that is relatively abundant.
Limited R&D is expected for the development and qualification of equipment containing
helium.
2.1.5.

Plant operation

The plant is designed considering life duration of 60 years for non-repairable or nonreplaceable equipment. It is based on EPR case and information given by competitors. For
repairable or replaceable equipment (e.g. IHX), the life duration is optimized taking into
account the cost of equipment and its maintenance. The capability to maintain, inspect, repair
and replace equipment is maximized.
The plant is designed with an availability factor target of 0.90. This target is based on
information given by competitors. It is related to each power unit implemented in the nuclear
island. For electricity production plant, load following is required for each power unit. This
option is selected as the enveloping case regarding the available utility requirements.
The main parameters defining the normal operation are described in Table 2-2 below.
Reference configurations are defined for both the plant dedicated to electricity production and
process heat application.
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TABLE 2-1. Major specifications of the fuel for the ANTARES

Fuel
Number of fuel elements
Number of fuel columns
Uranium enrichment
Maximum average burnup
Amount of initial heavy metal
Discharged fuel enrichment
Fuel element lifetime
Fuel Particle

LEU UO2
1020
102
14 %
150 GWd/t
4570 kg
5-6 %
1150 efpd

Kernel diameter
Layer thicknesses
Buffer/IPyC/SiC/OPyC

500±20 μm
95/40/35/40 μm

Fuel Compact
Diameter
Length
Heavy metal loading
Number of coated particles
Packing fraction
Fuel Pin

12.7 mm
50.0 mm
1.47 g
2500
16 %

Outer diameter
Length
Number of fuel compacts
Fuel Element

12.7 mm
800 mm
15

Width across flat surface
Length
Number of fuel pins
Number of coolant channels
Coolant channel diameter

360 mm
800 mm
216
108
16 mm

TABLE 2-2. Reference plant parameters of ANTARES (pre-conceptual design phase).

Configuration

Power
[MW(th)]

Core
inlet
temp.
[°C]

Core
outlet
temp.
[°C]

Pressure
[MPa]

Vessel
material

Number
of
primary
loops

IHX
type

Electricity
production
plant

600

400

850

6.0

Mod9Cr

1

Plate

Process heat
generating
plant

600

400

950

5.5

Mod9Cr

1

Plate
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2.1.6.

Plant archittecture

The plaant architectture is defin
ned on the basis of th
he above req
quirements and by perrforming
trade sttudies for comparing
c
the
t differennt possible options. Th
he general arrangemen
nt of the
plant deedicated to electricity
e
production
p
i s illustrated
d in Fig. 2-3 below.
The maain systemss defining the nuclearr heat sourrce of the ANTARESS plant are:: reactor
buildingg; reactor system;
s
vesssel system
m; primary heat transffer system; shutdown cooling
system; reactor caavity coolin
ng system; helium serrvices systeem; fuel haandling and
d storage
system; and power conversion
n system.

FIG
GURE 2-3. P
Plant Genera
al Arrangement.
2.1.7.

Safety and licensing

The saffety optionss considereed for desiggning the ANTARES
A
plant are cconsistent with
w the
safety oobjectives developed
d
by
y the internnational Gen
nIV Forum. This meanns that the safety
s
of
the ANT
TARES plaant is enhanced comparred to the nu
uclear poweer plants cuurrently in operation
o
in particcular, the design
d
and the operatioon of the plant
p
are ab
ble to offer the Authorrities the
possibillity of simpplifying or not
n requirinng off-site emergency
e
planning
p
zoones and asssociated
drills.
Anotherr importantt path for enhancemeent is the improvemeent of the confidencee in the
demonsstration of thhe safety ob
bjectives (e..g. simplicitty and good
d knowledgee of the pheenomena
occurrinng in any condition,
c
developmen
d
nt of a dessign allowin
ng graduateed and pro
ogressive
defense against pootential risk
ks, preventiion of clifff edge effeccts, consideeration of bounding
b
degradeed plant situuations for achieving
a
thhe exhaustiv
veness of faaults studiedd as likely to
t occur,
minimizzation of thee complexitty of the oveerall plant architecture
a
and operatiion).
The AN
NTARES pllant shall be
b possibly proposed to
t any custtomer. It iss not develo
oped for
some iddentified coountries. Du
uring the prre-conceptuaal design ph
hase, the liccensing asp
pects are
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taken into account by assessing the licensing constraints in Europe and the USA.
Nevertheless, the existing frameworks mainly rely on LWR background, not adapted to the
VHTR. Therefore, technology neutral safety objectives have to be anticipated consistently
with credible licensing evolution in the representative countries.
Defense-in-depth remains the basic principle to consider for developing the ANTARES safety
approach adapted to the ANTARES characteristics.
The basis of the design of the ANTARES plant for achieving the safety objective is:
• Prevention of accidents likely resulting in significant radionuclide releases preferably by
means of inherent and passive design features for the short term;
• Excellent behaviour of the fuel during normal and accident conditions. The fuel
irradiation and performance will be defined consistently with this safety strategy;
• Additional mitigation capability by the slow response of the plant to abnormal
situations.
This safety strategy is expected allowing excluding any severe core damage and therefore
limiting the requirements concerning mitigation systems (i.e. in particular this is expected
allowing to avoid to design a pressure resistance containment as it is for LWR). Also, with
this strategy, the number and the associated requirements of safety-related systems are
expected minimized.
Passive features are preferred, but possibility to use active systems is not excluded. Using
active systems for achieving the safety demonstration should be limited and be exceptionally
done. This may be done where active systems are significantly more reliable and cheaper than
passive systems and where the failure of the safety-related active system can be practically
eliminated (i.e. if there are strong and irrefutable arguments proving a very low frequency of
occurrence of its failure). The main consequences of this safety strategy are:
• The plant behaviour during any accident combined with the failure of the active
shutdown systems is proven acceptable at short term. This is done by the negative
feedback coefficient of the core which allows control of the power generation.
• In particular, the heat removal after reactor shutdown in accident conditions has to be
achieved by passive and inherent means. Nevertheless, active features may be
implemented for lowering the frequency of occurrences of these accident conditions for
availability and investment protection.
The fuel performances will have to be consistent with this safety strategy. This means that
fuel temperature and burnup could be limited for achieving acceptable accident condition
behaviour. This is the main purpose of the experimental fuel qualification programmeme.
The slow response of the plant to abnormal conditions is a key safety characteristic which has
to be verified in any situation. The requested delay for any corrective action has to be defined
on a case by case basis, taking into account the possibility to analyze the abnormal situation
(including external hazards). The design objective is to provide as-long-as-possible grace
periods. A delayed response of at least 24 hours is considered during the pre-conceptual
design phase.
As a consequence of the safety strategy favoring inherent behaviour and passive systems, no
high power electrical supply is rapidly necessary for operating safety-graded systems. For
long term accident management, electrical supply may be considered, but only after
unavailability duration of at least twenty-four hours.
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The radiological releases to the environment, during normal operation are treated according to
the principle of ALARA, ‘as low as reasonably achievable’. This is achieved by the limitation
of the radionuclide content into helium resulting from
• The fuel characteristics which limit the risk of fuel failure during normal operation;
• The fuel fabrication and its controls which minimize the risk of using failed fuel
elements;
• The limitation of helium impurities (i.e. Impurities able to be activated);
• The monitoring of the activity into helium with the plant being shut down if abnormal
activation is detected;
• The monitoring of any release in the environment during normal operation using
dedicated devices as filtering and isolation systems, if needed;
• The limitation of the tritium releases in the environment and in the main secondary
circuit.
The design of the plant minimizes the risks to operators. This applies especially to the
radiological risk during normal operation according to the ALARA principle. The other
potential hazards (chemical, mechanical, etc.) are also considered for the protection of the
operators. The risks of malevolence, sabotage and terrorist attack are considered from the preconceptual design phase. The selection of the various concepts is performed taking into
account this aspect.
2.2. GTHTR300
2.2.1.

Reactor core design

As a follow-on project and based on the experience achieved with the Japanese test reactor
HTTR so far, the Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) is currently studying the feasibility of
a gas turbine HTGR, called GTHTR300, as a reference concept (Fig. 2-4) with the potential
of extension to a nuclear hydrogen production facility in Japan [Kunitomi 2004]. The
GTHTR300 has been designed to meet the requirements of
• Highest thermal power and power density with the maximum fuel temperature being
kept lower than the limit temperature during loss-of-forced-convection (LOFC)
accidents;
• Sandwich shuffling of fuel blocks with the proper placement of burnable poison to
extend the refueling interval to two years;
• Conventional steel material for the reactor pressure vessel (RPV);
• Double confinements instead of a containment vessel to prevent air leakage into the
reactor core;
• Horizontal gas turbine generator installation.
The active core of the GTHTR300 is of an annular shape. It is composed of 720 pin-in-block
type fuel assemblies, hexagonal graphite blocks which are arranged in 90 columns of eight
blocks each. The dimensions of the active core are 8 m of total height, the (equivalent) inner
and outer diameters are 3.6 and 5.5 m, respectively. The inside of the annular core is filled
with 73 graphite columns representing the replaceable inner reflector, and is surrounded by 48
columns of replaceable outer reflector. The outside boundary of the core is given by 18
sectors of permanent side reflector. A horizontal cross-section of this arrangement is shown in
Fig. 2-5. Top and bottom reflector are given by two additional layers of graphite blocks each.
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FIG
GURE 2-4. Pllant layout off the GTHTR
R300.

FIGUR
RE 2-5. Horiz
izontal view of
o GTHTR30
00 core.

The reaactor core peerformance has a big iimpact on th
he plant effficiency andd the plant cost.
c
For
econom
mic reasons and future needs, a tw
wo years continuous
c
operation w
without refu
ueling is
deemedd necessary. The long refueling
r
intterval, whicch increasess the plant aavailability,, and the
use of hhigh burnupp fuel, which reduces fuel cycle co
ost. The maaximum fueel burnup will
w reach
an averaage of 120 GWd/t.
G
Thee enrichmennt of the disscharged fuel is less thhan 4.5 wt%
% and the
amount of fissile plutonium
m is as low
w as possible. Tablee 2-3 summ
marizes the major
specificcations of thhe GTHTR3
300 reactor.
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TABLE 2-3. Major specifications of the GTHTR300.

Thermal power

600 MW

Power density, average
maximum

5.8 MW/m3
13-15 MW/m3

Number of fuel elements

720

Number of fuel columns

90

Reactor inlet/outlet temperature

587/850 °C

System pressure (turbine inlet)

7.0 MPa

Helium mass flow rate

439 kg/s

Active core height

~8 m

Active core inner/outer diameter

3.6/5.5 m

Average fuel burnup

120 GWd/t

Refueling cycle

730 efpd

Net power output

275 MW(e)

Power conversion efficiency

45.8 %

The maximum design temperature during the normal operation was provisionally determined
1400°C that is by 95°C lower than that of the HTTR taking account of the higher average
burnup. The fuel temperature limit in the accident was determined 1600°C that is the same
temperature limit of the HTTR fuel. However, in order to confirm the integrity of the high
burnup fuel for the GTHTR300, further irradiation postirradiation testing for the GTHTR300
will be conducted.
2.2.2.

Fuel reshuffling

A new refueling method is being considered for the GTHTR300 which is called ‘sandwich
shuffling’ (Fig. 2-6) where in a refueling process one half of the active core is exchanged for
fresh fuel. The refueling procedure is planned to take place every 550 efpd. At the end of a
fuel cycle, all fuel assemblies in core layers 2, 4, 6, and 8 are being removed from the core
and go to the fuel waste. They will be replaced by the previously above located fuel
assemblies from core layers 1, 3, 5, and 7, respectively. Those layers will then be filled with
fresh fuel blocks. Reshuffled fuel blocks do not change their radial position.
This type of refueling means that all core layers with odd numbers always contain fuel within
its first fuel cycle only, i.e. with a lifetime ≤ 550 efpd, whereas in all even numbered core
layers, the fuel is in its second and final fuel cycle, i.e. having a lifetime ≥ 550 and ≤ 1100
efpd.
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FIGURE
E 2-6. ‘Sandw
wich shufflingg’ scheme fo
or fuel reload
ding [Kunitom
mi 2004].
2.2.3.

Fuel concep
pt

Each fuuel block in the fuel column contaains 57 fuel rods, and itts size is abbout 0.4 m in
i across
flat andd 1 m in heigght (Fig. 2-7
7). A fuel rood consists of 12 hollo
ow fuel com
mpacts with 9 mm in
inner ddiameter annd 26 mm in outer ddiameter wh
here coated
d fuel partiicles with uranium
enrichm
ment of 14%
% are bondeed with graaphite matriix at the packing fractiion of 29%
%. Dowel
pins andd sockets foor fixing fuel blocks arre arranged respectivelly at the topp and the bo
ottom of
three coorners in a block. The burnable ppoison is stored in holes underneaath the dow
wel pins.
The moost inner layyer of side replaceablee reflectors and contro
ol rod colum
mns adjacen
nt to the
fuel bloocks are madde of graphite correspoonding to IG
G-110, a fin
ne grained, hhigh purity graphite
becausee impurity largely
l
influ
uences on thhe control rod
r worth and
a the reacctivity of th
he whole
core. Cooolant heliuum gas flow
ws downwarrd in annulaar space aro
ound fuel roods and rem
moves the
heat froom the fuel rods.
r
a a ~0.4 m diameterr (across flaats) as is
Each fuuel assemblyy has a size of ~1 m in height and
shown iin Fig. 2-7. A block contains 57 fuuel pins whiich are inserted in vertiical bore ho
oles. The
helium coolant flow
ws through a 6 mm gaap between fuel pin outter surface aand bore ho
ole inner
wall. The fuel pinn contains 12 annularr fuel comp
pacts in a graphite
g
sleeeve with a 9 mm
diameteer central rod. The hollo
ow compac ts have a length of 83 mm
m and a 9 mm inner and a 26
mm outter diameteer. The outeer diameterr of the fueel pin has been
b
reduceed compareed to the
GTHTR
R
nce design (26 mm) inn order to alllow a higheer coolant fflow rate aro
ound the
fuel. A fuel compaact consists of approxim
mately 13 00
00 TRISO particles,
p
wh
which are ov
vercoated
by a mixxture of graaphite matrix powder annd binder material.
m
The packing fr
fraction is 29
9%.
The refeerence conccept for the TRISO coaated fuel particles diffeers from thaat used in th
he HTTR
core. It is based onn a 550 μm diameter U
UO2 kernel with
w low en
nriched urannium surrou
unded by
O coating which
w
includ
des a 40 μm
m thick SiC layer.
l
a TRISO
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Insertion
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Socket

FIGURE 2-7. Horizontal and vertical cross-section of a fuel block [Kunitomi 2004].

In the electricity generating variant, GTHTR300, the fuel has one degree of initial 235U
enrichment (14%), and power inhomogeneities are compensated by proper amounts of
burnable poison located in holes underneath the three dowels on the top and bottom surface of
each fuel block fixing the assembly. With such a fuel design, the requirement of a two years
continuous operation can be met.
Unlike the GTHTR300, in the GTHTR300C reactor, it is not possible to achieve a sufficiently
flat power profile with the use of burnable poison only. Therefore, in addition, the
employment of 8 different levels of enrichment is foreseen varying between 7.0 and 16.8%
depending on the position in the core, in order to achieve a uniform fuel temperature
distribution and coolant outlet temperature, respectively. Also the requirement in terms of
continuous operation is with 1.5 years less stringent. The main characteristic data of the
GTHTR300 fuel and active core, respectively, are summarized in Table 2-4.
2.2.4.

Conditions of reactor normal operation

The reactor core physics analysis was done with 3D calculation models considering a
symmetric 60° section of the core. The fuel zone of this 1/6 core region comprises
15 columns. The burnup was calculated for each half of a fuel block corresponding to 30
values per core layer.
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TABLE 2-4. Major specifications of the reference fuel for the GTHTR300.

Fuel

LEU UO2

Uranium enrichment

7.0 - 16.8, av. 14 wt%

Average burnup

120 GWd/t

Amount of initial heavy metal

7.09 t

Discharged fuel enrichment

4.4 %

Fuel element lifetime

550 efpd

Fuel Particle
Kernel diameter

550 µm

Layer thicknesses
Buffer/IPyC/SiC/OPyC

130/25/40/25 µm

Fuel Compact
Inner/outer diameter

9/26.0 mm

Length

83 mm

Material

A3-3 matrix

Heavy metal loading

13.5 g

Number of coated particles

13 000

Packing fraction

29 %

Fuel Pin
Outer diameter

26 mm

Length

1000 mm

Number of fuel compacts

12

Fuel Element
Width across flat surface

405 mm

Length

1040 mm

Material

IG-110

Number of fuel pins

57

Coolant channel diameter

39 mm

Initial heavy metal loading

7.09 t

The average burnup reaches the target value of 120 GWd/t. The maximum burnup is
155 GWd/t. The distribution of the neutron fluence is the same as that of the burnup. The
maximum neutron fluence in fuel regions is 4.73×1025 n/m2 (E > 0.183 MeV) and that of
discharged fuels is ~2.4-4.7×1025.
Despite the high initial uranium enrichment and an effective use of the plutonium during
operation, the discharged uranium enrichment is expected to be lower than the target value of
4.5%. The assessed plutonium isotope composition (46% of 239Pu; 17% of 240Pu; 24% of
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241

Pu; 13% of 242Pu) shows that the plutonium is actively used being the main reason for a
stable burnup during the two years of the operation. The factor that brings about such
effective use of plutonium is the good point of the sandwich shuffling and effective use of
burnable poison.

Although the highest power peaking ratio is from 1.3 to 1.4, the maximum power density is
limited to less than approximately 13 MW/m3 except the last 50 days of the operation without
depending much on the control rod movement. However, the diameter of a fuel pin in the
GTHTR300 is 26 mm comparing with 34 mm in the HTTR so that the cooling performance
can be improved. Due to the improvement of the cooling performance, the fuel maximum fuel
temperature is less than 1400°C. The maximum fuel temperature peak is 1398°C at the
beginning of the full power operation.
2.2.5.

In-core structure design

The main functions of the in-core structure are
•

to support the reactor core and maintain its coolable geometry;

•

to limit the heat loss from the reactor core to metal structures, such as the RPV;

•

to form the coolant path;

•

to limit neutron fluence from the reactor core to prevent excessive irradiation
embrittlement of metallic structures.

The reactor core structure consists of graphite structures and metallic structures. The graphite
structures are mainly composed of the permanent side reflector blocks and core bottom
structures which include the hot plenum blocks, support columns, thermal insulation blocks
and bottom blocks.
The support column forms hot plenum and leads coolant flow to the concentric cross duct.
The thermal insulation blocks are made of carbon and prevent the heat loss to cold coolant.
The metallic structures are composed of a core barrel and an upper plenum shroud. The core
barrel supports the graphite structures. The support plate of the core barrel bears the weight of
the reactor core and the graphite structures. Its lower surface is cooled by cold coolant to keep
its thermal expansion the same as that of the graphite structures.
One of the major functions of the reactor core structures is to form the coolant path for the
RPV cooling. The RPV with an inner diameter of 7.6 m can be fabricated of code certified,
low cost steel SA533. This is made possible by a plant layout such that the helium gas of
140°C from the compressor flows up cooling the inner surface of the RPV to keep its
temperature below the creep range during normal operation. The thickness of the RPV is
determined 166 mm so that the initial stress is kept at 140 N/mm2, and the creep damage
remains below 0.9.
2.2.6.

The GTHTR300C cogeneration reactor

In the modified version, GTHTR300C (C = Cogeneration) [Kunitomi 2004b], the reactor will
be connected to a sulfur-iodine thermochemical water splitting process for hydrogen
production. The direct cycle, prismatic block-type HTGR with a thermal power of 600 MW
provides a coolant inlet/outlet temperature of 594/950°C. In the IHX, the cooling gas at 950°C
transfers a part of the thermal power, 168 MW, to the H2 generation process, while the
remaining power in the coolant, now at 850°C, is used for electricity generation of
202 MW(e). Overall efficiency of this cogeneration system is estimated to be 45-50%.
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2.3. GT
T-MHR

The dessign of the gas-turbinee modular hhelium reactor (GT-MH
HR) is baseed on rendeering the
excess w
weapons-grrade plutonium uselesss for weapo
ons by desttroying a laarge fractio
on of the
fissionaable plutoniium in a single pass through th
he reactor [Kodochigo
[
ov 2004b, Richards
R
2006]. T
This requirees a fuel thaat can achieeve a high burnup
b
of fissionable pplutonium in
n case of
fission pproduct releease under normal
n
opeerating cond
ditions and in
i design baasis acciden
nts at the
level alllowed for modular
m
reacctors with ddirect gas-tu
urbine cycle.
2.3.1.

Programmeeme organiza
ation

The proogrammemee to develop coated paarticle fuel for disposaal of excesss Russian weapons
w
plutoniuum is beingg carried out
o by Russsian nucleaar labs and industrial organizatio
ons with
support from US specialists
s
at
a General Atomics (G
GA) and Oaak Ridge N
National Laaboratory
(ORNL). Minatom
m of the Russsian Federration and th
he US National Nucleaar Security Agency
o the fundss for the proogrammemee.
each proovide 50% of
Becausee of the lim
mited experrience with high burnu
up plutoniu
um fuel, booth a refereence and
alternatee fuels are being deveeloped and tested prio
or to a finaal selection of the fuell for the
initial core for the first
f
GT-MH
HR module .
The devvelopment programmeeme [Kodocchigov 2004] includes fuel desiggn and perfformance
modelinng, process developmeent, and irraadiation and
d accident testing.
t
Thee sequence of these
activitiees and their interrelatio
onships are shown in Fig.
F 2-8. Thee current prrogramme activities
a
are focuused on devvelopment of the technoology for th
he fuel and the
t power cconversion unit.
u
The
main gooals of the ongoing
o
GT-MHR Fuell Developm
ment Program
mmeme are
•

tto develop the
t technolo
ogy to manuufacture fueel for the GT
T-MHR;

•

tto qualify fuel
fu for use in
i the GT-M
MHR;

•

tto provide the
t fuel data base to deesign, license and operrate the fuell fabrication
n facility
aand the prottotype module of the G
GT-MHR.

FIGURE 2--8. Fuel deveelopment proogrammeme testing
t
sequeence [Kodochhigov 2004]..
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OKBM (Experimeental Mech
hanical Enggineering Construction
C
n Office) iimplementss overall
control of GT-MH
HR program
mmeme. Thhe A.A. Bochvar All Russian
R
Insstitute of In
norganic
Materiaals (VNIIN
NM) has teechnical reesponsibility
y for fuel developm
ment. RRC--KI and
Industriial Associattion Lutch together w
with VNIIN
NM develop
p fuel technnology. Irraadiation,
postirraadiation exaaminations and testingg for safety
y validation will be coonducted att NIIAR
(State S
Scientific Center – Ressearch Instittute of Ato
omic Reacto
ors). It is pllanned to lo
ocate the
prototyppe reactor module
m
fuell fabricationn facility neear Prototyp
pe Module site at the Siberian
Chemiccal Combinne (SCC). Almost alll Russian personnel of the varrious organ
nizations
participating in fuel
fu develo
opment werre involved
d in coateed particle fuel deveelopment
program
mmeme thatt was carried out in thee Russian Federation frrom the midd-1960s to the
t early
1990s.
2.3.2.

Reactor con
ncept

The reaactor system
m couples th
he MHR diirectly to a Brayton cy
ycle power conversion
n system
(PCS) as is show
wn in Fig. 2-9. A G
GT-MHR module
m
operates with a power level of
600 MW
W(th) and caan produce electricity w
with thermaal efficienciies ranging from 48 to 52% for
core ouutlet temperratures rang
ging from 8850°C to 95
50°C. High
h temperatuure operatio
on of the
GT-MH
HR with passsive safety is enabled through thee use of graaphite fuel eelements co
ontaining
ceramicc, TRISO coated
c
fuel in the acttive core zone which has a heigght of 7.93
3 m and
inner/ouuter diametters of 2.96
6 and 4.83 m, respecttively (Figs. 2-10 and 2-11). Maajor core
design pparameters of the GT
T-MHR are listed in Table
T
2-5. Additional
A
information
n on the
MHR design and itts technolog
gy backgrouund is provided in [LaB
Bar 2003].

FIGURE 2-9
9. Gas turbinne modular helium
h
reacto
or, GT-MHR
R.
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FIGURE 2-10.
2
Cross-ssection of refference GT-M
MHR plant.

FIGURE
E 2-11. GT--MHR plant with alternnative inlet flow
f
configu
urations (a) inner refleector; (b)
permaneent side reflector.
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TABLE 2-5. GT-MHR core design parameters.

Thermal power
Power density
Reactor inlet/outlet temperature
Core upper plenum inlet pressure
Core pressure drop
Helium mass flow rate
Active core height
Active core inner/outer diameter
Average/maximum fuel burnup
Refueling cycle
Fast neutron fluence
Maximum fuel temperature, average max.
peak
RPV inner diameter
Electric power
Power conversion efficiency
2.3.3.

600 MW
6.6 MW/m3
490/850 °C
6.9 MPa
~0.050 MPa
320 kg/s
7.93 m
2.96/4.83 m
640/< 930 GWd/t
750 efpd
4×1025 n/m2, E>0.18 MeV
1250°C
1320°C
7.23 m
286 MW
47.7 %

Reactor operation

The GT-MHR is designed to operate with coolant inlet and outlet temperatures of 490°C and
850°C, respectively. A potential issue associated with operating at a higher coolant inlet
temperature is the impact on the vessel temperature during normal operation and accident
conditions. For the GT-MHR, the inlet flow is routed through channel boxes located between
the core barrel and the reactor pressure vessel. With this configuration, the vessel temperature
during normal operation is approximately 50°C below the core inlet temperature. Additional
design modifications are being investigated to further lower the vessel temperatures, such that
proven light water reactor vessel materials (e.g. SA533 steel) could be used for the MHR
vessel.
2.3.4.

Fuel design

In the conceptual and preliminary design phases of the GT-MHR project, a reference fuel
design was developed and the need for including work on alternate fuel designs in the plan to
reduce technical and programmemematic risks was identified. Both a reference fuel and an
alternate backup fuel will be carried in the early process development and in initial
irradiations and accident simulation tests before the final fuel selection is made. The reference
fuel is TRISO coated, 200 μm diameter kernels consisting of a mixture of PuO2 and Pu2O3
with an O/Pu atom ratio of < 1.7. This design is based on fuel particles of this type irradiated
to high burnup in a test element in Peach Bottom I in the 1970s. Alternate fuels being
considered are plutonium oxides diluted with inert or fertile materials and use of ZrC in the
coatings. The fuel for the GT-MHR has quality requirements similar to those of commercial
coated particle fuels and the GT-MHR core is designed to subject the fuel to in-service
irradiation conditions similar to those of the commercial GT-MHR designs. The main fuel
design characteristics are listed in Table 2-6, design figures on fuel quality are given in
Table 2-7.
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TABLE 2-6. Major specifications of the reference fuel for the GT-MHR.

Fuel
Uranium enrichment
Average burnup
Amount of initial heavy metal
Fuel element lifetime

UC0.5O1.5 , PuO2-x, x > 0.3
Fissile: 19.9 wt%, Fertile: 0.7 wt%
Fissile: ≤ 26 % FIMA, Fertile: ≤ 7 % FIMA
Fissile: 1748 kg LEU; Fertile: 514 kg Unat
417 efpd

Fuel Particle
Kernel diameter
Layer thicknesses
Buffer/IPyC/SiC/OPyC

UCO: 350 µm; PuO2: 200 µm
Fissile: 100/35/35/40 µm
Fertile: 65/35/35/40 µm

Fuel Compact
Diameter
Length
Material
Heavy metal loading
Number of coated particles
Packing fraction

12.45 mm
49.3 mm
H-451 or TS-1240
Fissile: 4310, Fertile: 520

Fuel Pin
Outer diameter
Length
Number of fuel compacts

12.7 mm
0.79 m
15

Fuel Element
Width across flat surface
Length
Material
Coolant channel diameter

0.36 m
0.79 m
H-451
15.9 mm

Table 2-7. Coating integrity required for GT-MHR fuel.

Parameter

> 50% Confidence

> 95% Confidence

Missing or defective buffer

≤ 1.0×10-5

≤ 2.0×10-5

Defective SiC
Heavy metal (HM) contamination
Total fraction HM outside intact SiC

≤ 5.0×10-5
≤ 1.0×10-5
≤ 6.0×10-5

≤ 1.0×10-4
≤ 2.0×10-5
≤ 1.2×10-4

≤ 5.0×10-5

≤ 2.0×10-4

[≤ 1.5×10-4](a)

[≤ 6.0×10-4] (a)

As-Manufactured Fuel Quality

In-Service Fuel Performance
Normal operation
Core heatup accidents

(a) Values in [square brackets] are provisional and subject to revision as the design and safety analysis evolve.
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2.3.5.

Safety and licensing considerations

Passive safety features for the MHR include ceramic, coated particle fuel and an annular
graphite core with high heat capacity and low power density. Recently, INL has used the
ATHENA thermal hydraulic code to model the response of the MHR during loss-of-flow and
loss of coolant accidents and has confirmed these passivity safety features work to maintain
fuel temperatures well below failure thresholds [Harvego 2005].
Another key consideration for safety and licensing is co-location of the MHR modules with a
hydrogen production plant. The n-th-of-a-kind plants consist of four MHR modules coupled
to hydrogen production plants. It is proposed to locate the two facilities as close as possible
(e.g. within about 100 m) in order to minimise the distance over which high temperature heat
is transferred. INL has recently performed an engineering evaluation for these separation
requirements and has concluded separation distances in the range of 60 m to 120 m should be
adequate in terms of safety [Smith 2005]. Other recommendations from the INL study include
a 100 kg on-site limit for hydrogen storage, use of double-walled pipes for hydrogen
transport, and location of the nuclear plant control room outside of the dispersion zone for
chemical release. The below-grade installation of the MHR modules, combined with an
earthen berm between the MHR modules and the hydrogen production plant for defense in
depth, provide additional safety margin for co-location of the two facilities.
2.3.6.

The H2-MHR for hydrogen production

For the HTE based H2-MHR, approximately 68 MW of heat is transferred through an
Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX) to generate superheated steam and the remaining heat is
used to generate electricity. For the SI based H2-MHR, nearly all of the heat is transferred
through an IHX to a secondary helium loop that supplies heat to the SI process.
For the H2-MHR, the inlet flow is routed through holes in the permanent side reflector, which
is similar to the configuration used by the JAEA for their GTHTR300 design [Kunitomi
2004]. This configuration should provide enough additional thermal resistance between the
inlet flow and reactor vessel to maintain vessel temperatures at acceptable levels [Richards
2005].
The coolant inlet and outlet temperatures are increased to 590°C and 950°C, respectively, for
the H2-MHR core. The outlet temperature was increased in order to improve the efficiency
and economics of hydrogen production, but was limited to 950°C to avoid any potential
adverse impacts on fuel performance during normal operation. Also, a higher coolant outlet
temperature could require significant advances in technology to develop a viable IHX design.
The coolant inlet temperature was also increased in order to maintain the same coolant flow
and convective heat-transfer rates within the core as that for the GT-MHR. Peak fuel
temperatures during normal operation are maintained below 1250°C as the result of design
modifications to optimise the core thermal hydraulic and physics designs [Richards 2005].
These modifications include using lateral restraint mechanisms and sealing keys to reduce the
fraction of flow that bypasses the coolant holes (e.g. through gaps between the graphite
blocks), improved zoning of fissile/fertile fuel and fixed burnable poison, and improved
refueling schemes.
2.4. HTR-PM
2.4.1.

Demonstration plant

Because of its rapid economy growth, China is eagerly searching for new energy sources with
nuclear energy being an essential component. At present, the main objective for nuclear
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energy is to provide a viable and secure electricity supply. In the future, nuclear-driven
processes such as hydrogen production or sea-water desalination may become more and more
important. Besides mature PWRs, which are considered the work horses in the new Chinese
nuclear programmeme, also the modular HTGR is a very attractive option due to its safety, its
higher electricity generation efficiency, and its possibility for direct process heat application.
The so-called HTR-PM power plants are intended to be a series of commercial plants,
beginning with a demonstration plant. All project activities including investment, design,
construction and operation are required to follow market rules. Work on the HTR-PM project
can be divided into four categories, namely: the technical design, marketing, project, and
organization. Concerning the technical design, the main work is to find and optimize an HTRPM standard design which is based on the enveloping or reference site conditions.
In the organization category, a development team which includes all aspects of Chinese
nuclear industry is set up to push forward the HTR-PM project, including research, design,
construction, manufacturing and operation. The kernel of this team is the Institute of Nuclear
and New Energy Technology (INET) of Tsinghua University, which is responsible for
research, design and technology development of the nuclear island of the HTR-PM. The
second level of this team is a future architecture and engineering company for the HTR-PM,
called CHINERGY, which is responsible for the engineering design, main components supply
and all issues concerning the construction. Another part of the team is the Chinese utility
China HUANENG Group, and a nuclear industry company, namely the Chinese Nuclear
Engineering and Construction Corporation (CNECC), Tsinghua University and other local
investors. This utility company will be responsible for all issues of marketing, financial, site
selection, etc.
For the demonstration plant, three parallel lines of the project are being followed. One is the
standard design of the HTR-PM, one is the site selection of the demonstration plant, and the
third one is the fuel plant for the HTR-PM. The standard design of the HTR-PM envelops all
possible site conditions in China. The purpose of standard design is to accelerate the design
process and to improve the design quality. The work for the fuel plant is aimed to expand the
capacity of the plant, to stabilize the mass production processes, to produce fuel elements for
initial loading of demonstration nuclear power plant, and to produce enough fuel elements for
the operation of the demonstration plant and for future power plants.
2.4.2.

Core design of HTR-PM

The design of the HTR-PM demonstration plant is characterized by a ‘two reactors with one
generator’ scheme. Two standardized reactors with a total thermal power production of
500 MW collocating one steam turbine generator set have an electric power output of
200 MW. Average thermal power density is about 3.2 MW/m3 with a maximum value of
6.4 MW/m3 in the equilibrium core. The average helium coolant outlet temperature is 750°C
and the average inlet temperature is 250°C. The rated mass flow rate of the coolant in the
primary circuit is 96 kg/s with about 6% flowing as bypass through the control rod channels
and gaps between the graphite segments. Rated system pressure is 7.0 MPa. Table 2-8 gives
some key design parameters of the HTR-PM.
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TABLE 2-8. HTR-PM main core design parameters.

Thermal power of two units
Electric power
Thermal power density
Reactor inlet/outlet temperature
Core upper plenum inlet pressure
Core pressure drop
Helium mass flow rate per unit
Active core height/diameter
Reshuffling scheme
Average/maximum burnup
RPV inner diameter/height
Power conversion efficiency
Steam outlet temperature/pressure
Steam flow rate per unit

500 MW(th)
200 MW(e)
3.2 MW/m3
250/750°C
7.0 MPa
0.058 MPa
96 kg/s
11/3.0 m
Multi-pass, 15 cycles
90/100 GWd/t
5.7/24.9 m
45.7 %
571°C/14.1 MPa
96.13 kg/s

The primary pressure boundary is composed of the reactor pressure vessel, RPV, the steam
generator pressure vessel in a side-by-side concept, and the hot gas duct pressure vessel,
which connects the other two vessels. The helium circulator is a vertical compressor installed
on top of the steam generator. The steam generator designed for 250 MW of thermal power is
vertically seated and consists of 19 helical-type heat transfer assemblies in a counter-current
flow arrangement. The secondary feed water is heated and live steam of 538°C at 13.5 MPa is
generated to drive the turbine-generator system. In the side reflector, eight control rod units
are arranged as the primary shutdown system which allows the quick hot shutdown of the
reactor. The side reflector also includes the 22 small absorber ball units as the second
independent and diversified shutdown system. A schematic of the primary system is shown in
Fig. 2-12.
The primary confinement contains all equipment of the reactor primary circuit. It includes
columnar cavities for both the RPV and the steam generator connected by the hot gas duct.
Total volume of the confinement is 3700 m3. The design pressure in the confinement is 0.13
MPa.
2.4.3.

HTR-PM fuel concept

The active core consists of a pebble bed of spherical fuel elements in a single fuel zone of the
core. It has an equivalent height of 11 m, a diameter of 3 m and an equivalent volume of
77.8 m3. The fuel is discharged through a 700 mm inner diameter tube at the bottom of the
core. Reshuffling concept is the multi-pass scheme with 15 cycles. Approximately 6000 fuel
spheres will be reshuffled per day in one reactor. For an average discharge burnup of 90
GWd/t, this means that about 400 fresh fuel spheres will be charged to the core per day. The
maximum fuel temperature limit during the normal operating conditions is 1200°C, and
1620°C under accident conditions.
The spherical fuel element of the HTR-PM reactor has a diameter of 60 mm. Its fuel zone
with a diameter of 50 mm contains approximately 12 000 TRISO coated LEU fuel particles.
Each sphere contains 7 g of heavy metal with a 235U enrichment of 8.5%. Characteristic data
are summarized in Table 2-9.
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Primary systtem of HTR-P
FIG
GURE 2-12. P
PM.
LE 2-9. Majo
or specificati ons of the reeference fuell for the HTR
R-PM.
TABL

Fuel
Number of
o sphericall fuel elemeents
Amount of
o initial heeavy metal
Fuel elem
ment lifetim
me
Fuel Parrticle

LE
EU UO2
42
20 000 per unit
u
2.94 t/unit

Kernel diiameter
Kernel deensity
Sphericitty (Dmax/Dmin
m )
Uranium enrichmentt

45
50-550|95/95 µm
≥ 10.4
x ≤ 1.2|95/95
4.2 wt% (first load)
oad)
8.5 wt% (relo

Layer thiicknesses
Buffer
IPyC, OP
PyC
SiC
yC layers
Anisotroppy factor Py
Fuel Sph
here
Total/fueel zone diam
meter
Number of
o coated paarticles
Packing fraction
f
in fuel
f zone
Initial heavy metal loading
Free urannium fractio
on
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50
0 ≤ x ≤ 140|95/95 µm
20
0 ≤ x ≤ 60|955/95 µm
25
5 ≤ x ≤ 45|955/95 µm
≤ 1.03 (OAF))
60
0/50 mm
12
2 000
7.5 %
7 g U or 7.942 g UO2 peer sphere
(6
6.65 ≤ x ≤ 7.35 g U)
≤ 6×10-5

2.5. NEXT GENERATION NUCLEAR PLANT (NGNP)
2.5.1.

Introduction

The next generation nuclear plant (NGNP) will be a demonstration of the technical, licensing,
operational, and commercial viability of high temperature gas cooled reactor (HTGR)
technology for the production of process heat, electricity, and hydrogen. This nuclear based
technology can provide high temperature process heat (up to 950°C) that can be used as a
substitute for the burning of fossil fuels for a wide range of commercial applications. The
substitution of the HTGR for burning fossil fuels conserves these hydrocarbon resources for
other uses, reduces uncertainty in the cost and supply of natural gas and oil, and eliminates the
emissions of greenhouse gases attendant with the burning of these fuels. The HTGR is a
inherently safe nuclear reactor concept with an easily understood safety basis that permits
substantially reduced emergency planning requirements and improved siting flexibility
compared to other nuclear technologies.
The Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct) directed the US Department of Energy (US-DOE) to
develop a demonstration of this HTGR technology to economically and reliably produce
electricity and hydrogen by the year 2021. The EPAct also stipulated that the task should be
undertaken in partnership with the industrial suppliers and end users of the technology. To
that end, a working group consisting of suppliers of the technology, nuclear plant
owner/operators, other supportive technology companies, and potential end users was
assembled. The objective of this working group is to form an Alliance that would provide the
private sector perspective and direction for completion of the NGNP in partnership with the
US DOE. The Alliance will support the selection of the specific operating conditions and
configuration for NGNP to ensure it meets private sector expectations, commence
management of the project using commercial processes, share the cost of design and
construction with the government, and secure a commercial nuclear operating company to
operate the plant. Finally, as required by EPAct, the approach for licensing the NGNP is being
developed through a joint effort between the US-DOE and the US-NRC.
2.5.2.

Pre-conceptual design team recommendations for plant configuration, operating conditions and
startup

Three contractor teams with extensive experience in HTGR technology, nuclear power
applications, and hydrogen production developed preconceptual designs for the NGNP
Project. Westinghouse Electric Company, LLC, AREVA NP, Inc., and General Atomics were
the leaders of each of the three teams. The objectives of the pre-conceptual design activities
were to
•

Initiate development of the functional and operational requirements (F&ors);

•

Establish a reference configuration of the NGNP;

•

Provide direction to the NGNP Project R&D programmes to ensure they support
design development, licensing, construction, and deployment of the NGNP;

•

Support development of the licensing strategy for the NGNP and, ultimately,
development of a certification of design for the use of the HTGR technology in the
private sector;

•

Develop pre-conceptual designs with sufficient detail to provide credible estimates of
the schedule and costs for NGNP and an nth-of-a-kind plant;

•

Perform economic assessments for the nth-of-a-kind plant to confirm the economic
viability of the HTGR technology in production of electricity and hydrogen.
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Table 2-9 summ
marizes the key resuults of each contracctor team’ss evaluatio
ons and
recomm
mendations for
f the NG
GNP operatinng conditio
ons and con
nfiguration. The Westiinghouse
team seelected a 5000 MW(th) pebble bedd reactor in
n an indirecct cycle connfiguration (helium
secondaary loop) thhat would prroduce pow
wer via a traaditional Raankine cyclle and hydro
ogen via
the hybbrid-sulfur process
p
in series. Thee AREVA team seleccted a 565 MW(th) prismatic
p
reactor in an indirrect cycle configuratio
c
on that would produce power viia a Rankin
ne cycle
(using hhelium-nitroogen secondary loop) in parallel with hydro
ogen producction (using
g helium
secondaary loop) via
v high tem
mperature eelectrolysis in the neaar term andd the sulfu
ur iodine
process in the lonnger term. The Generral Atomiccs team sellected a 5550 to 600 MW(th)
prismatiic reactor inn a direct cycle
c
configguration to produce po
ower with a Brayton cy
ycle and
via a ssmall interm
mediate heeat exchangger to pro
oduce hydro
ogen in paarallel with
h power
producttion. Schem
matics of thesse configuraations are sh
hown in Fig
g. 2-13.
Followiing these prreconceptuaal design e fforts, addiitional special studies were perfo
ormed to
examinee high risk areas assocciated with the design and technology. As paart of thosee studies,
the GA team modified their design
d
to hhave an optiion in whicch the vesseel is cooled
d so that
SA508//533 (LWR vessel matterial) can bbe used. In addition, based
b
on thhe near term
m market
needs foor process heat,
h
the pro
oject has sellected 750 to 800°C as the reactor outlet temp
perature.

FI
FIGURE
2-13
3. Configurattions of pre-cconceptual NGNP
N
designns.

The dessigns have continued
c
to
o evolve in response to
o this chang
ge in outlet temperature. While
the highh level conffiguration off the Westinnghouse peb
bble bed reactor remaiined unchan
nged, the
prismatiic designs have
h
adopted an indirecct power conversion sy
ystem with a steam gen
nerator in
the prim
mary loop annd in parallel an indireect hydrogen
n production system. A
Additional details
d
of
the currrent configuurations and
d operationaal parameterrs are shown
n in Table 22-10. Thesee designs
will continue to evolve
e
as the projectt moves in
nto conceptual design and the end
e
user
requirem
ments are beetter defined
d.
2.5.3.

Key develop
pment risks and
a associateed research an
nd development

The priincipal techhnical riskss associatedd with the HTGR tecchnologies anticipated
d for the
NGNP iinclude:
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TABLE 2-10. Summary of design configurations and operating conditions.

Item

Recommended Operating Conditions & Plant Configuration
Westinghouse

AREVA

General Atomics

500

565

550-600

Reactor outlet
temperature [°C]

750-800

750-800

750-800

Reactor inlet
temperature [°C]

350

500

490

Power level
[MW(th)]

Cycle Configuration

Indirect – Series
hydrogen process and
power conversion

He

He-Nitrogen to PCS
He to H2 Process He

He

100% of reactor
power

100% of reactor
power

100% of reactor
power

Secondary fluid
Power Conversion
Hydrogen Plant
Power

Indirect – power
Indirect – power
conversion system
conversion system
with steam
with steam
generation in primary generation in primary
loop and parallel
loop and parallel
indirect hydrogen
indirect hydrogen
production
production

10% of reactor power 10% of reactor power

Reactor Core Design

5 MW(th) –HTE
60 MW(th) – S-I

Pebble bed

Prismatic

Prismatic

Fuel

TRISO UO2
1 and subsequent
cores

TRISO UCO
1 and subsequent
cores

TRISO UCO
1 core, variable
subsequent cores

Graphite

PCEA & NBG-18

NGG-17 and NBG18

IG-110 & NBG-18

RPV design

Exposed to the gas
inlet temperature

Exposed to the gas
inlet temperature;
insulation and vessel
cooling options may
be pursued

Exposed to the gas
inlet temperature

SA508/533

9Cr -- 1Mo

SA508/533

IHX

2-stage PCHE,
In 617 material

Process – PCHE or
Fin-Plate, In 617

Process – single
stage PCHE, In 617

Hydrogen Plant

Hybrid thermochemical plus
electrolysis

Initial: HTSE
Longer term: S-I

Initial: HTSE
Longer term: S-I

RPV Material

st

st

st
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•

Qualification and acquisition of reactor fuel (e.g. qualification of fuel production
facilities); reactor core ceramics, including graphite and graphite production facilities;
and metals in the high temperature regions of the plant (e.g. in the reactor and heat
transport system);

•

Verification and validation of analysis methods required to support design
development; American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) code acceptance;
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards acceptance; and NRC
licensing;

•

Availability of materials with acceptable metallurgical and physical properties in the
required sizes and thicknesses and the ability to fabricate large vessels on-site using
these materials;

•

Availability and development of instrumentation (e.g. to monitor the fluence, high
temperatures, and gas flow rates in the plant);

•

Development of the hydrogen production processes and components;

•

Potential contamination of the product streams and meeting acceptable limits .

Research and development activities are planned in the areas of fuels, graphite, high
temperature materials, design and safety methods, and heat transport to address these risks.
Specifically:
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•

The Fuel Development and Qualification Programme will qualify TRISO coated
particle fuel for use in NGNP. TRISO coated particles will be fabricated at pilot scale
for use in the formal qualification testing. The testing programme consists of
irradiations, safety testing and postirradiation examinations that will characterize the
behaviour of TRISO coated fuel under both normal and off-normal conditions. The
programme also contains out-of-pile experiments, special irradiations and safety
testing to characterize the release and transport of fission products from the kernel,
through the coatings, the fuel matrix, the graphite and the primary system (i.e. source
term). Formal validation testing is also planned to validate fuel performance and
fission product models, required for core performance assessments and safety analysis.
The programme is currently considering both UCO and UO2 and, different from past
prismatic core designs, as a one particle design. Once a design decision is reached by
the project, the programme will focus on either UCO for prismatic or UO2 for pebble
bed. Feasible acquisition strategies for fabrication of first core and qualification of the
associated production scale fuel fabrication facility for both design concepts have been
established and will be executed once the reactor design decision is made.

•

The objective of the NGNP Graphite Programme is to develop the qualification
dataset of thermomechanical and thermophysical properties for unirradiated and
irradiated candidate grades of graphite for NGNP. Where practical, other grades of
graphite may be tested/characterized to provide a baseline for comparison or to help
understand material property changes for the NGNP graphite grades. The programme
consists of statistical characterization of unirradiated graphite material properties to
establish the lot-to-lot, billet-to-billet and within billet variability of the material.
Irradiations are planned at specified temperatures and doses within the design service
condition envelope anticipated for NGNP. Extensive postirradiation examinations are
planned to establish the change in relevant material properties as a function of
temperature and neutron dose. Of particular interest is the irradiation induced creep of
graphite, which is critical to determining the lifetime of the graphite under irradiation.
From these datasets, constitutive relations will be established for use in a detailed

predictive thermo-mechanical finite element model. These data will also support
development of relevant ASTM standards and ASME design rules. In the longer term,
the programme plans to evaluate processing route and raw material constituent
influences on graphite behaviour so that additional large qualification irradiation
programmes are not needed when new coke sources are used to make graphite for
HTGRs.
•

The goal of the High Temperature Materials Programme for NGNP is to establish the
relevant thermomechanical performance data to support the development of an
intermediate heat exchanger and other high temperature components for an outlet
temperature up to 950°C. Creep, creep-fatigue, aging, and environmental degradation
testing is planned using the candidate high temperature materials selected for NGNP.
Thick and thin sections of base material, weldments and other joints (e.g. diffusion
bonding) will be evaluated given the different design options under consideration for
the intermediate heat exchanger. (Current candidates are Inconel 617 and Haynes
230). Depending on the outlet temperature selected by the NGNP project, additional
high temperature data may be needed to support relevant ASME code cases for the
material. R&D to establish requisite in-service inspection techniques will be
developed as key components are being designed. Prototype testing of key
components is envisioned in a high temperature flow loop to characterize overall
behaviour under prototypic flowing HTGR conditions and to validate in-service
inspection techniques.

•

The goals of the Design and Safety Methods Validation Programme for NGNP are to
develop validation experiments and data to validate models and analytical tools for
NGNP, to resolve key safety, performance, and technical issues through confirmatory
modeling and/or tool development when existing models and/or tools are judged to be
inconclusive or inadequate, and to modify, upgrade, and/or develop new analytical
tools for future use that will reduce uncertainties and improve the capability of
understanding the behaviour and operating margins of the plant. Current areas of focus
include developing improved differential cross-sections for plutonium isotopes to
reduce uncertainties in the reactivity performance of high burnup low enriched
uranium HTGR cores, assessing and improving reactor physics and kinetic methods
for prismatic and pebble bed HTGRs, performing physics benchmark studies on past
relevant experiments, evaluating important phenomena that influence thermal-fluid
behaviour in HTGRs and establishing relevant experiments for V&V, evaluating airingress phenomena in HTGRs and participating in relevant validation experiments,
developing experiments to validate reactor cavity cooling system behaviour, and
evaluating and establishing system level codes appropriate for HTGR safety analysis.

•

The goal of the Component Test Facility project is to design, construct, and startup a
test facility to support development of high temperature gas thermal-hydraulic
technologies (e.g. helium, helium-nitrogen, CO2) as applied in heat transport and heat
transfer applications in HTGRs. Such applications include but are not limited to
primary coolant; secondary coolant; direct-cycle power conversion; intermediate,
secondary and tertiary heat transfer; and demonstration of processes requiring high
temperatures (e.g. hydrogen production, process heat demonstrations at large scale).
The initial use of this facility will be in support of the completion of the NGNP.
However, this test facility will be open for use by the full range of suppliers, endusers, facilitators, government laboratories, and others in the domestic and
international community supporting the development and application of HTGR
technology. The facility shall provide for full scale testing and qualification of high
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temperature fluid flow systems, components, and equipment (e.g. circulators,
intermediate and tertiary heat exchangers, piping, and isolation valves) and associated
instrumentation.
2.5.4.

Conclusions

The NGNP project will develop and demonstrate a first of a kind very high temperature gas
cooled nuclear system with the capability to generate electrical power and produce process
heat for hydrogen production and other applications. The NGNP incorporates an inherently
safe reactor concept with an easily understood safety basis that permits substantially reduced
emergency planning requirements and improved siting flexibility compared to current and
advanced light water reactors. The scope of the project includes development of a very high
temperature gas cooled nuclear system, alternative hydrogen production technologies that can
efficiently use the process heat from the nuclear system, and power conversion technologies
that promise important improvement in electrical power generating efficiencies.
The overall objectives of this project include:
•

Developing and implementing the technologies required to achieve the functional
performance and meet the design requirements determined through close collaboration
with commercial industry end-users.

•

Demonstrating the basis for commercialization of the nuclear system as a process heat
source, the hydrogen production facility, and the power conversion concept. An
essential part of the prototype operations will be demonstrating that the requisite
reliability and capacity factor can be achieved over an extended period of operation.

•

Establishing the basis for licensing the commercial version of NGNP by the US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). This will be achieved in major part through
licensing the prototype by NRC and initiating the process for certification of the
nuclear process heat system design.

•

Fostering rebuilding of the US nuclear industrial infrastructure and contributing to
making the US industry self-sufficient for our nuclear energy production needs.

The project will be accomplished though the collaborative efforts of the US-DOE and its
national laboratories, commercial industry participants and international government
agencies. The Idaho National Laboratory acting as the agent of the US-DOE currently
provides project management and technology development leadership for the project.
2.6. PBMR
2.6.1.

Introduction

The pebble bed modular reactor (PBMR), being developed in South Africa through a world
wide international collaborative effort led by Eskom, the national utility, will represent a key
milestone on the way to achievement of the VHTR design objectives. The PBMR project has
been progressing rapidly over the past few years to a relatively high level of detail.
The PBMR concept was introduced into the Republic of South Africa (RSA) in 1993 as
exploratory evaluations began to determine the feasibility of small nuclear reactors based on
this concept to satisfy the anticipated future growth of electrical demand. Small-sized reactors
are of interest in South Africa because of the widespread distribution of moderate load
demand and the high cost of new transmission across this large country. A project team was
formed within Eskom to perform a detailed feasibility study. International investors, including
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British Nuclear Fuels plc, were brought into the project and development efforts were
accelerated.
The PBMR is a small, modular pebble bed reactor that is helium cooled and graphite
moderated. The genesis of the PBMR design originates with the German HTGR development
programme of the 1970s and 1980s. The major innovations for the current PBMR design are
the direct coupling of the high temperature reactor system to a gas turbine and the
achievement of a very high level of passive safety without the use of active engineered
systems. The direct cycle gas turbine eliminates the complex and costly steam cycle for power
conversion and results in a significantly higher thermal efficiency. Passive safety is
accomplished by the use of high integrity particle fuel which retains its integrity under high
temperature accident conditions and has good resistance to chemical attack, e.g. from water or
air ingress. Further, the introduction of an annular core allows fuel decay heat to be conducted
through the reactor structures to the vessel cavity and then to atmosphere without the need for
electric power or early operator intervention.
2.6.2.

Physical layout of the PBMR

The PBMR is based on a relatively simple design with passive safety features that require no
short-term human intervention. While existing commercial reactors use active engineered
safety systems, the PBMR achieves its safety through its design approach, the materials used,
and the fuel form. The key safety features of the PBMR are:
-

The radionuclide retention capability of the high quality fuel with extremely low
particle failure rates;

-

Small operational excess reactivity;

-

Large negative temperature coefficient;

-

Passive heat removal capability of the reactor design.

The removal of decay heat is achieved by conduction, convection, and radiation heat transfer
from the fuel particles through the reactor to the environment. The high surface area to
volume ratio of the core promotes this heat transfer process and ensures that the core never
reaches a temperature at which significant degradation of the fuel can occur. The combination
of the low power density of the core together with the high temperature resistance of the fuel
allows this approach to be used.
The power conversion unit of a PBMR module is contained in four steel pressure vessels that
house the reactor core, two turbo compressor units, and the power generation turbine.
Interconnecting piping allows for recuperation and cooling of the helium returning to the
reactor to achieve the needed gas compression and overall improved thermodynamic
efficiency. The pressure boundary of the entire PBMR power conversion unit is shown in
Fig. 2-14.
The thermodynamic cycle of the PBMR is a closed Brayton cycle with recuperation. Helium
exits the reactor at 900°C and passes successively through the high and low pressure turbines
that drive the compressors and then to the power generation turbine which is coupled to the
main electrical generator. The exhaust helium out of the power generation turbine now passes
for the first time through the recuperator transferring its heat to the helium returning to the
reactor. The helium coolant then passes through two coolers and the compressors, increasing
its pressure to 9 MPa before re-entering the recuperator for the second time prior to returning
to the reactor at 482°C. The overall efficiency of this cycle is calculated to be approximately
42% with the current conservative bypass flows, including turbine blade clearances, and
cooling water temperatures.
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2.6.3.

Reactor corre design

The PB
BMR core (Fig.
(
2-15) consists off approximaately 452 000
0 fuel sphheres packeed in an
annular geometry with an inn
ner radius oof 1.0 m an
nd an outerr radius of 1.85 m. Th
he active
height of the corre is 11.0 m, resultinng in a relatively low
w thermal power density of
4.8 MW
W/m3.

FIGURE 2-14. Physicall layout of PB
BMR main po
ower system..

FIIGURE 2-15.. Schematic oof the 400 MW(th)
M
PBMR
R annular coore.
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High plant availability is achieved with on-power refueling. The pebbles gradually move
downward in the core bed from top loading locations and exit via one of three de-fueling
chutes at the bottom of the bed. After exiting the core, the pebbles are assayed for burnup and
checked for general spherical integrity. If insufficient burnup has been achieved, a pebble is
returned to the top of the core by the pneumatic fuel handling and storage system. On average,
pebbles make about six passes through the core before being placed in spent fuel storage
tanks. Maximum fuel temperature during normal operating conditions is 1080°C. The peak
pebble burnup is approximately 95 MWd/t at an equilibrium enrichment of 9.6 wt% of 235U.
The maximum fast neutron fluence is 3.7×1025 n/m2, E>16 fJ. Target specifications are
summarized in Table 2-11.
TABLE 2-11. PBMR core design parameters.

Thermal power

400 MW(th)

Average/maximum power density

4.8/~12 MW/m3

Reactor inlet/outlet temperature

500/900°C

Core upper plenum inlet pressure

9.0 MPa

Helium mass flow rate
Nominal bypass flow

~20 %

Active core height

11 m

Active core inner/outer diameter

2.0/3.7 m

Number of core passes

6

Maximum fuel temperature (normal operation)

~1080°C

Maximum fuel temperature (accident conditions)

~1570°C

Fuel residence time

~930 efpd

Average/maximum fuel burnup

92/100 GWd/t

Electric power output

160 MW(e)

Power conversion efficiency

39 %

Plant availability

> 95 %

The inner and outer reflectors of the annular core are composed of graphite blocks that
provide the geometrical boundary of the core and reduce the temperatures that the metallic
internals and RPV see. The outer reflector contains 24 control rod system units; the inner
reflector houses the eight reserve shutdown system units where small borated graphite spheres
are inserted inserted. These systems provide two independent means of achieving reactor
shutdown to cold conditions defined as 100°C.
2.6.4.

PBMR fuel concept

The PBMR fuel concept is practically identical to the German reference fuel concept for the
HTR-Modul. Specifications of the fuel are listed in Table 2-12.
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TABLE 2-12. Major specifications of the fuel for the PBMR.

Fuel

LEU UO2

Number of spherical fuel elements

452 000

Uranium enrichment

4.4 wt% (first load)
9.6 wt% (reload)

Amount of initial heavy metal

7.09 t

Discharged fuel enrichment

4.4 %

Fuel element lifetime
Fuel Particle
Kernel diameter

500 µm

Layer thicknesses
Buffer/IPyC/SiC/OPyC

95/40/35/40 µm

Maximum power

400 mW

Fuel Sphere
Total/fuel zone diameter

60/50 mm

Number of coated particles

14 440

Packing fraction

2.6.5.

Initial heavy metal loading

9.0 g

Maximum power

~4.1 kW(th)

Plant architecture

The turbo machinery for the PBMR (Fig. 2-16) has been optimized to strike a balance among
efficiency, proveness/technological challenge, cost, and ease of performing maintenance. The
selection of three separate shafts allows smaller, higher speed turbo machines with simpler
rotor dynamics and balancing and also improves maintenance of the different components
because there is easier access to each. The principal disadvantage is the higher helium coolant
bypass flow, which reduces the overall plant efficiency slightly. Secondly, a more complex
control system with multiple bypass paths must be used to compensate for fast transients and
load follow operations.
The building for a single PBMR module consists of a reinforced concrete confinement
structure, also called the citadel. It is a ‘vented containment with filtering’, which protects the
nuclear components of the power conversion unit from external missiles and to retain the vast
majority of fission products that might be released in the event of a reactor accident. Release
of fission products during a postulated accident is very slow. Thus, it is desirable to vent the
pressure from the confinement early in an accident to ensure the confinement’s integrity later
in the accident when fission products might be present. Depending on the size of break in the
reactor pressure boundary, the venting occurs through the heating, ventilation, and cooling
system, through the confinement stack, or through blowout panels.
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FIGU
URE 2-16. PB
PBMR power conversion cycle.
c

The fueel handling and storagee system is a pneumatiic system th
hat uses heliium to circu
ulate the
fuel pebbbles as neccessary for refueling
r
orr storage. It has been deesigned to ooperate for 12 hours
per dayy at a maxim
mum circullation rate of 600 fuel spheres per
p hour. It is rated at the full
power cconversion unit
u operatiing pressuree of 9 MPa and a maximum operaating temperrature of
260°C. There are three
t
separaate de-fuelinng chutes an
nd fueling lines
l
that ciirculate fuell back to
the top of the reacctor. There are variouus filters, bllowers, and
d valve bloccks that en
nsure the
a transferred to theirr proper destination
system operates reeliably and that the fueel pebbles are
dependiing on their condition (burnup
(
andd/or integrity
y). The spen
nt fuel is stoored in belo
ow grade
tanks w
within the conventiona
c
al module bbuilding. Th
he storage capacity is 6 million spheres,
which iss selected too accommodate all speent fuel on site for the liife of the pllant.
2.7. CO
ONCLUSIONS
S

All conncepts provvide electriccity. For m
most concep
pts, modifiied versionns for process heat
applicattions are beeing develop
ped. Table 22-13 provid
des a summaary of the m
major plant and fuel
design pparameters of the differrent VHTR
R concepts.
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10 × 102

No of fuel
spheres/assemblies

Fuel life time
[efpd]

150

400/850

He inlet/outlet
temp. [°C]

Burnup [GWd/t]

~300

Electric power
[MW(e)]

7.0

6.3

Power density
[MW(th)/m3]

He pressure [MPa]

600

Thermal power
[MW(th)]

Reactor

ANTARES

1100

8 × 90

120

7.0

587/850

275

5.8

600

GTHTR300

417 (UCO)
750 (PuO2)

10 × 102

121 (LEU)

6.9

490/850

286

6.3

600

GT-MHR

2 × 420 000

90

7.0

250/750

200

3.2

2 x 250

HTR-PM

5.0

490/750-800

300

550-600

NGNP
(GA design)

TABLE 2-13. Plant and fuel design parameters for concepts of future VHTRs.

452 000

92

9.0

500/900

160

4.8

400

PBMR
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1.47

Coating layer
thicknesses [µm]
Buffer
IPyC
SiC
OPyC

Kernel diameter
[µm]

Enrichment
[235U wt%]

95
40
35
40

500

14

UO2 or UCO

13.5

16

Packing fraction
[vol%]
HM loading
[g/sphere-comp.]
235
U content
[g/sphere-comp.]
Coated Particle

Kernel
composition

29

2500

No of cp per
sphere/compact

130
25
40
25

550

7.0-16.8

UO2

13 000

Prismatic
12.5 dia
50 length

Pin-in-block

GTHTR300

Fuel type and
sphere-compact
dimensions [mm]

Fuel Element

ANTARES

100/65
35/35
35/35
40/40

UCO: 350
PuO2: 200

Fissile: 19.9
Fertile: 0.7

Fiss. UC0.5O1.5
Fert. UnatC0.5O1.5
PuO2

Fissile: 4310
Fertile: 520

Prismatic
12.5 dia
50 length

GT-MHR

95
40
35
40

500

8.5

UO2

100
40
35
40

350

95
40
35
40

500

9.6

UO2

0.86

0.62

14 440

Spherical
60 dia

PBMR

9.0

UCO

Prismatic
12.5 dia
50 length

NGNP
(GA design)

7.0

7.5

12 000

Spherical
60 dia

HTR-PM

3.

FUEL PRODUCTION

3.1. KEY FUEL PROBLEMS AND POSSIBLE FABRICATION PROCESSES

Based on nearly five decades of HTGR fuel particle testing under a wide range of in-reactor
operating conditions and accident simulations, followed by comprehensive fuel evaluations, a
number of potential failure mechanisms have been identified. These mechanisms have been
shown responsible for causing damage to, and under extreme conditions, the total failure of
the TRISO coating system. Total failure of the TRISO coating results in the loss of volatile
gaseous and metallic fission products. The list of potential failure mechanisms applicable
under in-reactor or accident conditions, together with the known potential as-fabricated fuel
kernel and coating defects is provided in Table 3-1 presenting a summary of the coated
particle failure mechanisms with respect to the major in-reactor operating conditions, and key
particle design and material property parameters that influence their behaviour [Petti 2010].
3.2. FUEL PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES IN CHINA

In China, R&D activities for HTGR and its fuel element started from the middle of 1970s and
were a part of China High Technology Programme from 1986 to 2000. R&D work of HTGR
fuel element was carried out in laboratory scale before 1991. Since 1991, R&D activities have
been focused on fabrication technology for Chinese 10 MW High Temperature Gas cooled
Reactor (HTR-10) first core fuel. The Institute of Nuclear Energy Technology (INET),
Tsinghua University, has successfully developed own fabrication technologies of spherical
fuel elements for HTR-10. A total of 20 541 fuel balls were fabricated in 2000 and 2001. The
performance of the fabricated fuel elements meets the design requirements of HTR-10 fuel.
3.2.1.

Design specification of the HTR-10 fuel element

The HTR-10 is a modular pebble bed type of high temperature gas cooled reactor. Spherical
fuel elements are used in the pebble bed core. Geometry of fuel element used in HTR-10, as
shown in Fig. 3-1, is same as spherical LEU TRISO fuel element of Germany [Heit 1985].
The LEU TRISO coated fuel particle for HTR-10 is composed of a low enriched UO2 kernel
and four layers of (1) a low density porous PyC buffer layer, (2) an inner high density
isotropic PyC lager, (3) a SiC layer, and (4) an outer high density isotropic PyC layer. The
dimension and function of this TRISO coated fuel particles are listed in Table 3-2.
This spherical fuel element consists of a spherical fissile material zone, in which the fissile
material in the form of low enriched UO2 TRISO coated fuel particles is embedded in a
matrix of graphite material, and a shell of fuel-free pure matrix graphite, surrounding the
spherical fissile material zone. The diameter of the fuel zone is approximately 50 mm. The
thickness of the shell is about 5 mm. This fuel element is 60 mm in diameter. The matrix
graphite serves as a neutron moderator as well as a heat conductor from the fuel to the coolant
gas.
The specification of HTR-10 fuel element is based on that of HTR-Modul designed by
Siemens/Interatom of Germany [Gontard 1990] and operational requirements of HTR-10. The
design specification of HTR-10 fuel element [Tang 2002] is given in Table 3-3.
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TABLE 3-1. Summary of coated particle failure mechanisms and key design material properties
[Petti 2010].

Failure
mechanism
Pressure-induced
failure

In-reactor operating
conditions
Temperature
Burnup
Fast neutron fluence

Irradiation induced
PyC failure

Fast neutron fluence
Temperature

IPyC-SiC interface
debonding

Temperature
Fast neutron fluence

Kernel migration

Temperature
Temperature gradient
Burnup

SiC corrosion – CO
corrosion

Temperature
Burnup
Fast neutron fluence
Time at temperature

SiC corrosion –
fission product
attack (noble
metals, rare earths,
Cs)

Temperature
Burnup
Temperature gradient
Time at temperature

SiC decomposition

Temperature
Time at temperature
Temperature
Burnup
Time at temperature

Non-retentive SiC

Particle design and
material properties
Buffer density (void
volume)
SiC strength and
modulus
Fission gas release
CO production
Fuel kernel composition
PyC thickness
PyC anisotropy
PyC density
PyC dimensional changes
PyC irradiation induced
creep
Nature of interface
Interfacial strength
PyC dimensional changes
PyC irr.-induced creep
Kernel composition
CO/CO2 production
PyC, SiC thickness
Kernel migration coeff.
Kernel composition
IPyC anisotropy
IPyC dimensional
changes
CO production
Diffusion coefficient
Fission product transport
behaviour
SiC microstructure
Kernel composition
SiC microstructure
SiC thickness
Kernel composition
Enrichment
Fission product transport
behaviour
SiC microstructure

Comments
UCO fuel eliminates
CO

Proper PyC coating
conditions

Proper PyC coating
conditions

UCO fuel eliminates
CO

UCO fuel eliminates
CO
Proper PyC Coating
Conditions
Concern at high
burnups with LEU
Pd concern in
accident conditions
Negligible
Concern at high
burnups with LEU
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FIGU
URE 3-1. Sph
herical fuel eelement with
h UO2 TRISO
O coated partticles.
TAB
BLE 3-2. Dim
mensions andd function of a TRISO coa
ated fuel parrticle.

Com
mponent

Dimensiion
[μm]

Main Function
F

UO2 keernel

500

1. cause nucclear fission
n;
2. retain fisssion productts;
3. be deposition substraate of the buuffer PyC.

Bufferr PyC layer

95

1. provide frree volume for gaseouss fission pro
oducts;
2. absorb sw
welling of th
he fuel kerneel due to fisssion;
3. protect th
he inner dense
d
PyC coating from
fr
the
damage due
d to the fisssion fragm
ment recoil.

Inner ddense
isotroppic PyC
layer

40

1. protect SiiC layer fro
om detrimeental reactio
ons with
fuel and rare
r earth fisssion produucts;
2. prevent reaction between
b
U
UO2 and chlorinec
containing
g materiaals releassed durin
ng SiC
deposition
n;
C 2 and
3. take up part of the pressure of CO, CO
gaseous fission
f
produ
ucts.

SiC layyer

35

1. play rolee as pressu
ure vessel for CO, CO
C 2 and
gaseous fission
f
produ
ucts;
2. be barrierr against gasseous and ssolid fission
n product
release.

Outer ddense
isotroppic PyC
layer

40

1. protect SiiC layer fro
om mechani
nical damage during
fuel manu
ufacture;
2. be additio
onal barrier against fisssion gases in
n case of
a failure of
o the SiC laayer.
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TABLE 3-3. Main specifications for the HTR-10 fuel.

UO2 Kernel
Diameter [μm]
Density [Mg/m3]
Sphericity (Dmax/Dmin)(a)

(450 ≤ x ≤ 550) 95/95
x ≥ 10.4
(x ≤ 1.2) 95/95

O/U ratio
Equivalent B content [μg/g]

x ≤ 2.01
x ≤4

Coated fuel particle
Buffer PyC layer thickness [μm]
IPyC layer thickness [μm]
SiC layer thickness [μm]
OPyC layer thickness [μm]
Buffer PyC layer density [Mg/m3]

(50 ≤ x ≤ 140) 95/95
(20≤ x ≤ 60) 95/95
(25 ≤ x ≤ 45) 95/95
(20 ≤ x ≤ 60)95/95
x ≤ 1.10

IPyC layer density [Mg/m3]

1.80 ≤ x ≤ 2.00

SiC layer density [Mg/m3]
OPyC layer density [Mg/m3]

x ≥ 3.18
1.80 ≤ x ≤ 2.00
x ≤ 1.03 (OPTAF)(b)

Anisotropy factor of IPyC and OPyC layers
Graphite Matrix Ball
Density [Mg/m3]
Total ash [μg/g]
Li content [μg/g]
B equivalent [μg/g]
Thermal conductivity, @ 1000°C [W/(m·K)]
Anisotropy (coefficient of thermal expansion), α┴/α||(c)
Corrosion rate @ 1000°C, He+1vol% H2O [mg/(cm·h)]
Erosion rate [mg/h per sphere]
Number of drops (4 m in height)
Breaking force [kN]
Fuel sphere
Thickness of fuel-free shell [mm]
U loading [g/ball]

x > 1.70
x ≤ 300
x ≤ 0.3
x ≤ 3.0
x ≥ 25
x ≤ 1.3
x ≤ 1.3
x ≤ 6.0
x ≥ 50
x ≥ 18.0
x>4
4.75 ≤ x ≤ 5.25

U contamination (Ucont/Utotal)(d)

x ≤ 2.5×10-5

Free U fraction (Ufree/Utotal)(e)

x ≤ 3×10-4

Average discharge burnup [MWd/(t U)]

80 000

(a)
(b)
(c)

dmax and dmin are maximum and minimum diameters of a kernel, respectively;
OPTAF is the Optical Anisotropy Factor;
α┴ and α|| are thermal expansion coefficients of the matrix graphite in perpendicular parallel to the equatorial
plane of the matrix sphere, respectively;
(d)
Ucont/Utotal is the ratio of uranium in the matrix graphite and outer dense PyC layer to the complete U content of
the measured sample.
(e)
Ufree/Utotal is the ratio of measured uranium to the complete U content of the measured sample in the burn-leach
test.
x denotes a single value and, and x denotes a mean value;
()95/95 denotes that with 95% confidence, 95% of measured values shall lie within the range specified in brackets.
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3.2.2.

Fabrication
n process of th
he HTR-10 fu
uel elements

The fabbrication proocess for th
he HTR-10 spherical fuel
f
elemen
nt has been developed through
intensivve R& D activities
a
in the past 220 years in
n INET [Taang 2000]. The testing
g results
showedd that the perrformance of
o the spherrical fuel eleement manu
ufactured byy this proceess could
be qualiified for thee specification of the H
HTR-10. Thee fabrication
n process inncluding UO
O2 kernel
preparattion, PyC annd SiC coatting on the UO2 kernells and spherrical fuel eleement manu
ufacture,
as show
wn in Fig. 3--2, is describ
bed below.
3.2.2.1.

UO2 kernnel fabrication process

The welll known geel precipitattion processs was used to produce the UO2 keernels for AVR
A
and
THTR-3300 by NU
UKEM of Germany [Heeit 1985] an
nd for the High
H
Tempeerature Eng
gineering
Test Reeactor (HTT
TR) at the Nuclear
N
Fuell Industries Ltd of Japaan [Sawa 19999]. This prrocess is
also adopted to faabricate thee UO2 kernnels for thee HTR-10, but some m
modificatio
ons were
ount of ureaa and hexamethylene tetramine ffor internal gelation
incorporated, i.e. a small amo
process [Förthmannn 1973] was
w added too a solution
n containin
ng uranyl attmosphere. Finally,
UO2 paarticles are sintered at 1550°C in H-nitrate and
a additivees. Therefoore, this preeparation
method is labeled as
a the total gelation
g
proocess of uraanium [XuZC 1992].

FIIGURE 3-2. Fabrication
F
fflow sheet off HTR-10 firrst loading fuuel.
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In this process, the first step is to mix up an acid-deficient uranyl nitrate solution and urea for
sol preparation, and then the solution mixed by the tetrahydrogen furfuralcohol-polyvinyl
alcohol is added, and finally the sol is prepared by adding hexamethylene tetramine just
before dropping. By means of pressurized air, the prepared sol is transported through a piping
system to a vibrating nozzle with pre-set frequency. Spherical droplets are emitted from the
vibrating nozzle and fall into an ammonia solution to form gel particles. After washing and
drying, the gel particles are calcined to UO3 particles at 500°C in air. The UO3 particles are
then reduced to UO2 particles at 900°C in H2 atmosphere. The density of UO2 kernel reaches
about 98% of its theoretical density after sintering. Over-and undersized particles are
separated by using a vibrator sieve. The sorting of fractured and non-spherical particles is
performed through a slightly inclined vibrating plate.
3.2.2.2.

PyC and SiC coating process

The CVD process used in coating process of HTR-10 fuel particles is similar to that applied
by all countries engaged in the HTGR [Fukuda 1991, Hackstein 1985, Lauf 1980, Degaltsev
1991]. The PyC and SiC coatings of the particles are deposited on the UO2 kernels in a
fluidized bed coater by the pyrolytic decomposition of hydrocarbon and methyltrichlorosilane
at temperature between 1250°C and 1700°C. In the production of HTR-10 fuel, 3 kg of UO2
kernels per batch were put into the graphite reaction tube from the top of the coater, reactant
and carrier gases were blown from the bottom of the coater. Adjustment of the depositing
temperature, reactant concentration, flow rate of the pyrolysis and the carrier gas, and
depositing time can be made if required to achieve the specified coating parameters and
properties. The buffer layer with porous and low density PyC is deposited from acetylene.
The second and fourth high density isotropic PyC layers are derived from a mixture of
acetylene and propylene. The third layer, SiC, is deposited by the decomposition of
mithyltrichlorosilane using hydrogen as the fluidizing gas.
3.2.2.3.

Manufacture process of the spherical fuel elements

The coated fuel particles are dispersed in the graphite matrix of the fuel zone inside the
spherical fuel element. The components of the graphite matrix is the same as the German A33 graphite matrix [Hrovat 1973], which consists of 64% natural flake graphite, 16%
electrographite and 20% phenolic resin binder. The natural flake graphite from Beishu
Graphite Mine (Shandong province, China) is purified by means of immersion of HF, HCI
and H2SO4. The content of ash is ~100 μg/g, that of lithium < 0.005 μg/g, and the boron is < 1
μg/g.
In the first step of the fabrication procedure for the spherical fuel element, graphitic raw
material is processed to resinated powder by means of mixing, kneading, drying and grinding.
In the second step, a portion of the resinated powder is used to overcoat coated fuel particles
in an overcoating drum. The overcoating layer is about 200 μm in thickness. In the third step,
these overcoated particles mixed with the resinated graphite powder are premolded to a
50 mm diameter spherical fuel zone under about 50 MPa pressure. The fuel zone is covered
with resinated graphite powder to form an integral spherical fuel element under about
300 MPa pressure in a press line. The press line consists basically of two units, i.e. the prepressure and the high-pressure press. The silicon rubber stamps are used in a pressure press in
order to maintain an isostatic pressure distribution on the graphite matrix. In the final step, the
spherical fuel elements are heated in Argon atmosphere in a coking oven for carbonization of
the binder in the resinated powder, and in vacuum at 1950°C to remove out some impurities
from the fuel balls.
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Table 3-4 shows the inspection results of the spherical fuel element and graphite matrix balls
for the first loading of the HTR-10. Compared with the German fuel, many results are similar,
but some properties of the HTR-10 fuel, especial the free uranium, need to be further
improved.
TABLE 3-4. Statistical performance data of spherical fuel element production of
HTR-10 first loading fuel.

Performance Item

Mean value of
lots

Standard
deviation of
mean value of
lots

Density [Mg/m3]

1.75

0.01

Total ash [μg/g]

75.6

23.6

Li content [μg/g]

0.0014

0.0022

B equivalent (EBC(a)) [μg/g]

0.902

0.53

Thermal conductivity, @ 1000°C [W/(m·K)] ⊥
||

29.3
28.5

1.9
1.7

Corrosion rate @ 1000°C, He+1vol% H2O [mg/(cm2·h)]

0.92

0.18

Erosion rate [mg/h per sphere]

2.6

0.5

Graphite Matrix Ball

Number of drops (4 m in height)

> 100

Breaking force [kN] ⊥
||

23.4
25.0

1.1
1.4

CTE(b) anisotropy, α⊥/α||

1.07

0.04

Spherical Fuel Element
Diameter [mm]
Thickness of fuel-free shell [mm]
Uranium loading [g U/sphere]

59.6 - 60.2
4.0 - 6.0
5.008

0.041

Uranium contamination of matrix graphite (Ucont/Utotal)

-7

6.1×10

7.0×10-7

Free uranium fraction (Ufree/Utotal)

4.6×10-5

6.3×10-5

(a) EBC = Equivalent boron content.
(b) CTE = Coefficients of Thermal Expansion.
⊥ and || denote perpendicular to and parallel to the equatorial plane of the matrix sphere, respectively.
3.3. FUEL PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES IN FRANCE
3.3.1.

Introduction

The Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (CEA) is a partner of the Generation IV Forum for
the development of the very high temperature reactor (V/HTR) system dedicated to massive
production of hydrogen and co-generation of electricity. The long term objective of the
French V/HTR fuel development programme [Guillermier 2004] is to optimize the coated
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particle design for conditions of high burnup and very high reactor temperature. In this
context, CEA, supported by AREVA NP, conducts R&D projects on HTGR fuel. The first
step is the mastering of UO2 coated fuel particle and fuel element fabrication technology.
A review of existing technologies and first laboratory scale experiments have been performed
aiming at the recovering of the know-how for HTGR coated particle and fuel element
manufacture. The different stages of UO2 kernel fabrication GSP process have been reviewed,
understood and improved. The experimental conditions of the chemical vapor deposition of
coatings have been defined on surrogate kernels and a modelling approach to CVD process is
now beginning. The study of coated particle quality control methods including innovative
characterization methods has been carried out. Former compacting processes used at CERCA
have been reviewed and actualized.
In parallel, an experimental manufacturing line, named CAPRI (CEA AREVA PRoduction
Integrated) line, is running. The CAPRI line is made up of two parts: the GAIA line at CEA
(Cadarache, France) devoted to the production of TRISO particles and the compacting line at
CERCA (France, Romans) dedicated to the fabrication of fuel elements. The GAIA line,
based on UO2 and SiC, is versatile in order to explore UCO fuel manufacture and ZrC
coating.
The major objectives of the CAPRI experimental manufacturing line are [Guillermier 2004,
Guillermier 2006]:
• To produce HTGR TRISO fuel particles representative of future industrial fuels and to
determine the key parameters for the construction of a modern fabrication plant;
• To permit the optimization of reference fabrication processes for kernels and coatings
defined previously and the investigation of alternative (UCO kernel) and innovative fuel
sealing layers (zrc coating);
• To fabricate and to characterize first batches of coated particles and fuel elements
(compacts) for irradiation tests (SIROCCO experiments). Data from following
postirradiation examination will feed into the modeling codes.
3.3.2.
3.3.2.1.

Current and planned fabrication activities
Preliminary fuel specification

The preliminary fuel specifications for coated fuel particles and fuel compacts have been
issued by AREVA NP to prepare the SIROCCO irradiation programme in the OSIRIS
Reactor at Saclay [Guillermier 2004, Charollais 2004b]. These preliminary fuel specifications
based on former HTGR achievements [IAEA 1997], given in Table 3-5, are guidelines for the
current laboratory scale R&D work [Bendotti 2004, Charollais 2004b, Phelip 2003, Phelip
2004]. Further irradiations supported by fuel modelling will permit to precise and define the
final fuel specifications, including alternative fuel design such as UCO kernels or more
refractory fission product retention barrier such as a ZrC layer.
The reference coated particle fuel design consists of a UO2 kernel, surrounded by a low
density pyrocarbon layer, a high density and isotropic inner pyrocarbon layer, a dense SiC and
a high density and isotropic. Each layer has to fulfill particular functions [IAEA 1997].
The basic fuel-containing unit for the prismatic core system is the fuel compact, which
consists of coated particles bonded in a close-packed array by a carbonaceous matrix. Those
compacts are stacked in the fuel holes of the prismatic fuel blocks. A schematic description of
coated particles and their embedding in a graphite fuel compact is given in Fig. 3-3.
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BLE 3-5. Preeliminary speecifications oof coated parrticles & fuell compacts fo
for the SIROC
CCO
TAB
experimentss.

Parameeter
UO2 Kernel
Diameteer [μm]
Densityy [Mg/m3]
Sphericity (Dmax/Dmin)
O/U ratio
Coated Fuel Particcle
Buffer llayer thicknness [μm]
IPyC layyer thickness [μm]
SiC layeer thicknesss [μm]
OPyC laayer thickneess [μm]
Buffer llayer densityy [Mg/m3]
IPyC layyer density [Mg/m3]
SiC layeer density [M
Mg/m3]
OPyC laayer densityy [Mg/m3]
Anisotroopy factor of
o IPyC and
d OPyC layeers (BAF)
Heavy m
metal contam
mination [U
Ucont/Utotal]
Defectivve coating [U
[ free/Utotal]
Fuel Coompact
Diameteer [μm]
Length [mm]
Matrix ddensity [Mgg/m3]
Packingg fraction [vvol%]

Preliminary
P
y Specifica
ation
5000 ± 40
≥ 10.4
< 1.1
1.99 ≤ x ≤ 2.02
955 + 20
400 + 10
355 + 7
400 + 10
≤ 1.05
1.855 ≤ x ≤ 2
≥ 3.18
1.855 ≤ x ≤ 2
≤ 1.06
≤ 10-7
≤ 55×10-6
112.6
50
> 1.5
100 - 15

FIGURE
E 3-3. Schem
matic of fuel coated
c
particcles and their embedding
g in graphite fuel compacct (HTGR
prismatiic core system
m).
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3.3.2.2.

UO2 kernel manufacture

During the early years of HTGR fuel development, different processes for kernel manufacture
have been investigated such as the powder agglomeration route used in the DRAGON project
[Howard 1978] or a process based on fusion under vacuum for uranium carbide kernel
preparation [Ragone 1965], but rapidly, wet chemical processes studied in Europe and in USA
were preferred with two main sol-gel methods coming to the fore [Beatty 1979]:
• The external gelation known as Gel supported precipitation (GSP);
• The internal gelation also called the HMTA (hexamethylenetetraamine) process.
Both are based on the precipitation of uranyl nitrate by ammonia into ammonium diuranate.
The fundamental difference between GSP and HMTA processes lies in the source of
ammonia. In the GSP process, the ammonia is available from an external ammonium
hydroxide solution, into which the sol (dispersed as droplets) fall. Whereas, in the internal
gelation process, an ammonia precursor added in the solution decomposes thermally to release
ammonia internally within the droplet of the sol.
The German experience [Heit 1985, Nickel 2002] acquired in the 1980-90’s, has
demonstrated high quality manufacturing of UO2 kernels using the GSP process at an
industrial scale with the production of about 400 kg of UO2 kernels for AVR reloads [Nickel
2002]. The HMTA process has only been studied at a laboratory scale and has as a major
handicap the large quantities of organic waste to be retreated. For these reasons, the GSP
process has been chosen. It has also been adopted by the Japanese [Sawa 1999] and the
Chinese [Tang 2000] to fabricate UO2 kernels for the HTTR and the HTR-10, respectively.
The external gelation process is based on the preparation of an uranium feed solution of
uranyl nitrate solution in which an organic polymer such as a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and a
modifier agent such as tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol (THFA) have been added. This feed
solution is then dispersed into droplets through a vibrating nozzle. The spherical droplets are
formed in air from the effect of surface tension, before passing through an ammonia gas layer,
hardening the bead surface into the final shape. The droplets are then collected in an aqueous
concentrated ammonium hydroxide bath where ammonia induces the precipitation of the
uranyl nitrate in ammonium diuranate (ADU). The gelled droplets are aged for a suitable
length of time to assure completion of the reaction. The excess ammonium nitrate produced
during ADU precipitation is removed from the gelled droplets by washing in water or in a
diluted ammonium hydroxide solution. A second washing stage is realized using isopropanol
to dehydrate the wet gel beads. After drying, the beads are calcined at 400-600°C in air, then
reduced and sintered into UO2 kernels in Ar/H2 atmosphere at 1600-1700°C. Investigations
led on each stage of the GSP process described above have been performed at CEA,
Cadarache using two laboratory scale devices, both equipped with a vibrating nozzle, in
vertical and horizontal positions.
Experimental parameters in the broth preparation such as the type of polymer, the
concentration of uranium, the polymer/THFA ratio, the influence of acid-deficient uranyl
nitrate, the viscosity of the feed solution have been extensively studied. The U based droplet
formation has been optimized using a stroboscopic lamp, charge coupled device (CCD)
camera and image analysis software. At the same time, the appropriate conditions of the
gelation and ageing stages principally regulated by the temperature and ammonium hydroxide
concentration have been determined. The influence of the thermal treatment atmosphere on
the microstructure and the composition of the U based sintered kernels have also been
investigated in order to obtain as-specified dense, spherical UO2 kernels [Charollais 2004a].
Preliminary small batches of UO2 kernels have been successfully manufactured with
characteristics (density, sphericity and diameter) fulfilling the guidelines (Fig. 3-4). Presently
this R&D work is being transposed to the future GAIA experimental facility.
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E 3-4. U baseed kernels prroduced at C
CEA Cadarache after dryying step (lefft) and after sintering
FIGURE
(right).
3.3.2.3.

Coating particle manu
ufacture

Referen
nce HTGR SiC-TRISO
O coated p
particle exp
periments
The SiC
C and PyC coatings aree applied uusing the Ch
hemical Vap
por Deposittion (CVD)) method
which is the same as all counttries involveed in HTGR
R programm
me [Gyarmaati 1970, Heeit 1985,
Sawa 19999, Tang 2000].
2
The fuel kernells are coateed in a fluid
dized bed uusing a vertiical high
temperaature furnacce. Pyrocarb
bon layers are obtaineed by the cracking
c
of hydrocarbo
on gases
and siliicon carbidde is deposiited by thee decompossition of methyltrichlo
m
orosilane (M
MTS) in
hydrogeen, the fluiddisation of th
he kernels iis ensured by
b argon flow
w.
Initial eexperimentaal trials hav
ve been perrformed at CEA, Gren
noble. The primary sh
hort-term
task waas to reprodduce the reeference coaated fuel particle
p
as given
g
in Taable 3-5. Sttabilized
zirconiaa and hafniia have beeen used ass surrogatee kernels fo
or the explloration off coating
parametters in a labboratory scale coater w
with 3 inch
h (76.2 mm
m) and 2 incch (50.8 mm
m) inner
diameteer crucibless. An opticcal microgrraph of TR
RISO SiC coated partticles fulfillling the
guidelinnes with opttimized paraameters is sshown in Fig
g. 3-5.
Pyrocarrbon coatinng tests hav
ve been peerformed an
nd adjusted
d by varyinng the tem
mperature
reactionn (1300-14000°C) measu
ured by a ppyrometer an
nd the activ
ve gas fractiion (C2H2 or
o C3H6).
The low
w density PyC
P
buffer layer is obbtained by decomposittion of aceetylene (C2H2). The
density of this layyer dependss on the ga s fraction principally
p
and to a leesser degreee on the
temperaature of deposition. For the highh density isotropic
i
layers of IPyyC and OP
PyC, the
temperaature is thee controllin
ng coating pparameter. IPyC and OPyC are obtained at
a lower
depositiion rate com
mpared to th
he buffer annd the efficieency is vary
ying betweeen 50% to 70%. The
use of a gas mixtuure (C2H2/C
C3H6)) is prreferable an
nd allows to
o maintain a constant reaction
temperaature. The silicon
s
carbiide coating is made at about 1600
0°C by decoomposition of MTS
which is carried inn an H2 flow
w. The MTS
S flow is controlled by
y flowing H 2 at fixed pressure
mperature.
and tem
The coaating param
meters tested
d for the SiC
on were the temperaturre, the totall flow of
C depositio
reactantt and product gases. Th
he depositioon temperattures studied
d were rangged from 15
500°C to
1600°C, with diffeerent H2/MT
TS ratio. Thhe values off deposition
n efficiencyy are high and
a close
to therm
modynamic predictions near 1600°°C. The SiC
C density meeasured by a sink-floatt method
was cloose to the thheoretical one
o (3.2 Mgg/m3). A sm
mooth surfaace and met
etallic aspecct with a
converssion efficienncy of 93%
% were obseerved for deepositions performed
p
aat 1600°C. Particles
P
with duull aspect were
w
obtained at 1500-11550°C (Fig
g. 3-6). Com
mplementarry X ray diffraction
analysiss has showeed that the coating
c
tem
mperature sh
hould be ch
hosen betweeen 1550-16
600°C to
prevent hexagonal SiC formation.
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FIGURE
E 3-5. Crosss-section of TRISO SiC coated parrticle producced at CEA Grenoble with
w ZrO2
kernel.

FIGURE
E 3-6. Silicon carbide co
oated particlles manufactured at CEA
A Grenoble at 1550°C (left)
(
and
1600°C (right).

ZrC-TR
RISO coateed particle experimen
nts
In the V
VHTR conccept, ZrC iss a candidaate to replacce SiC becaause of its pphysical properties.
Zirconiuum carbidee has a meelting pointt at 3540°C
C and meltts eutecticaally with caarbon at
2850°C, whereas SiC
S begins to
t decompoose above 20
000°C [Min
nato 1997]. Irradiations of ZrC
coated particles sttudied undeer normal or accidental conditio
ons have sh
shown good
d results
[Minatoo 1995, Minnato 1997, Wagner 19977b]. Zirco
onium carbiide shows hhigher resisstance to
chemicaal attack byy the fissio
on product palladium than SiC, a good reteention capaability of
caesium
m (and less for
f rutheniu
um). The meethod choseen for ZrC deposit
d
is thhe chloride route,
r
Zr
powder is attackedd with HCl gas dilutedd in Ar to form ZrCl4. Hydrocarb
rbons gases such as
C3H6 orr methane (CH4) are ussed to provvide the carb
bon [Wagneer 1977]. A
An H2 atmossphere is
used to avoid formation of freee chlorine.
a increase in
i the ratio of the hydrrocarbon
Previouus study [Hoollabaugh 1976] has shhown that an
gas to thhe ZrCl4 in the coating
g gas result s in a co-deeposition off carbon (i.ee. an increaase if the
C/Zr rattio in the deeposit). In that
t case, inncreasing th
he H2 concen
ntration inhhibits this efffect and
allows tthe ZrC to be
b deposited
d at higher hydrocarbo
on gas conceentrations w
which is efffective in
increasiing the coatiing rate of ZrC.
Z
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FIGURE
E 3-7. Cross-ssection of ZrrC coated pa
article producced at CEA G
Grenoble.

Preliminnary ZrC coating
c
trialls of about 35 μm thiick (Fig. 3--7) have beeen perform
med. But
during tthe depositt process, th
he C3H6/ZrrCl4 ratio varied due to
t an unconntrolled inccrease of
temperaature in the chlorinatorr vessel (thee chlorinatio
on is a very exothermicc reaction) and thus
it was iimpossible to master the
t experim
mental coating conditions yet. M
Modifications on the
chlorinaator vessel are in prog
gress to supppress thesee technical problems aand to focu
us on the
optimization of thee ZrC deposit parameteers.
Modelin
ng approacch
In suppport to the coating exp
perimental tests, it is essential to
o develop aand experim
mentally
validatee computatioonal models for the fuuel particle coating pro
ocess. Modeels will be designed
d
to accouunt for inddividual and
d coupled eeffects of heat
h
transferr, mass trannsfer and chemical
c
kineticss on coatingg formation
n in order tto enhance the understtanding of gglobal and detailed
aspects of the CV
VD coating
g. The appproach is based
b
on ex
xisting com
mputational models
developped for fluiddized bed reeactors. Thee long term
m objective is
i to definee tools able to adapt
coating conditionss to furnacees of differrent size (scale up). Associatedd efforts off coating
characteerization wiill permit th
he improvedd understan
nding of thee process-prroduct-perfo
formance
relationnships.
3.3.2.4.

Coated particle
p
fuel ch
haracterizatioon

In the ccontext of re-establishm
ment of a F
French capaability to maanufacture hhigh quality
y HTGR
particless, developm
ment of accu
urate charaacterization equipmentss is indispennsable to en
nsure, at
least, thhat productt specificatiions are weell met, bu
ut also to provide perttinent data for fuel
perform
mance and fission
f
prod
ducts modells and codees. Well kn
nown characcterization methods
are appllied such ass thermograavimetric annalysis for the
t determin
nation of thhe O/U ratio
o, the He
pycnom
metry or Hgg porosimettry for the density measurement
m
t of UO2 kkernels. In order to
control fuel particle features such
s
as UO2 kernel diam
meter and sphericity
s
or coating prroperties
(layer tthickness, density,
d
deg
gree of aniisotropy of IPyC and OPyC), wh
which are keey basic
productt parameterss for HTGR
R fuel manuufacturing, specific ch
haracterizatiion tools haave been
developped at CEA
A. The outeer diameter and spheriicity of fuel kernels an
and coated particles
(after each depositt or complete coatingg) are meassured using an opticall particle au
utomatic
image aanalysis running with a software ddedicated to this task [C
Charollais 20002]. The th
hickness
of each coating layyer can also be determinned using th
his method.
Neverthheless, anothher specificc method baased also on
o image an
nalysis (but in this case, crosssectionss of polished coated particles arre required
d) is being developed using a computer
c
controllled platform
m allowing an efficiennt sampling
g with mino
or effort. T
The density of each
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coating layer is determined either by sink-float method on isolated layer or by differential
calculations.
Particular attention has also been paid to the anisotropy measurement of the dense OPyC and
IPyC layers. The pyrolitic carbon of these two layers must be dense and as isotropic as
possible to sustain the high speed neutron irradiation and to avoid shrinkage or creep cracks
under neutron irradiation. The anisotropy factor is performed by measuring the change of
polarized light reflected from a polished cross-section of dense PyC. Innovative
characterization methods such as the weak irradiation and the 3D tomography using
synchrotron X ray source are being investigated to measure defective SiC fractions and
coating layer density, respectively.
In addition, characterizations of the coating layer microstructure and chemical composition
are carried out by SEM (scanning electron microscopy), TEM (transmission electron
microscopy), XRD (X ray diffraction), EPMA (electron probe micro analysis), SIMS
(secondary ion mass spectrometry) and ESCA (electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis)
in order to study and to enhance the understanding of relations between coating conditions
and properties of the coating layers [Helary 2004].
3.3.2.5.

R&D for compacting programme

The last stage of HTGR fuel fabrication is the manufacturing of the fuel element, consisting
of dispersed coated fuel particles in a graphite matrix. The compacting process requires
putting pressure on coated particles. This step is thus generally considered as the primary
source of particles defects. Special R&D is being made to suppress this. AREVA NP has
decided to build a lab scale compacting line for this purpose at CERCA. The aim of this line
is to recover past knowledge, to test alternative process options, and to fabricate fuel
compacts for the SIROCCO irradiation tests programme in the OSIRIS Reactor, Saclay.
In the 1960’s and 1970’s, numerous developments have been performed on various
compacting processes. Data are available on different techniques such as graphite granulation,
overcoating, tar injection, use of recycled graphite. New preparation equipment for matrix
material, as well as compacting machine and heat treatment furnace have been designed,
according to past experience, with expertise of former HTGR fuel specialists, but using up-todate components such as electronically controlled stepping motors, high accuracy detectors or
measuring devices, computer controlled process supervision. The lab scale line will be
installed in a renewed building, designed according to the latest safety and security
regulations. Start-up of this line will begin with first tests on surrogate kernels (stabilized
ZrO2 or HfO2), then fuel compacts will be manufactured with GAIA fuel particles (depleted,
enriched uranium) for irradiation purposes.
Three categories of compacting processes can be defined: the overcoating process used, for
instance, in the former NUKEM process, the injection process used by GA, and the so called
‘CERCA process’. The CERCA process differs from the overcoating process in that the loose
coated particles are mixed directly with pre-agglomerated graphite, similar to the shim used in
GA process. The main advantage, apart from simplicity, is the very good accuracy in coated
particle weighing, and therefore in the quantity of uranium in the fuel compacts. This process
was used with great success in the past for the manufacturing of 85 000 fuel compacts for the
MARIUS critical experiment at CEA, Cadarache.
Great care must be taken with the reliability and reproducibility of the process, and modern
experimental methods will be used to cover a very wide variety of parameters, such as volume
fraction, matrix density, compacting pressure, heat treatment temperature and duration,
quality of graphite powder and resin binder. Work will be focused on the ‘CERCA process’,
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which w
was once coonsidered as
a the most efficient, but
b overcoaating will allso be inveestigated,
althoughh not considered for the momennt as the reference prrocess. Oveercoating was
w used
extensivvely for DR
RAGON fueel (SPITFIR
RE experiment irradiateed in the O SIRIS reacttor), and
for use w
with recycleed graphite.
The Frrench CER
RCA comp
pacting prrocess mainly consissts of thee following
g steps:
manufaccturing of the
t graphitee matrix grranulates, mixing
m
coated particless with the obtained
granulattes, pressingg and heat treatment.
t
A diagram of
o fuel comp
pacts manuufacturing prrocess is
shown iin Fig. 3-8. A resinateed graphite powder is first
f
prepareed by mixinng graphitee powder
and pheenolic resinn. The mixtture is thenn fed into a rotating drum
d
by a vvibrating bowl and
alcohol is sprayed directly on
n the powdder, giving small
s
agglo
omerates off resinated graphite.
g
These ggranulates arre then dried to removee the alcoho
ol and sieved.
In orderr to get a high
h
uniform
mity of partiicle distribu
ution, a speecific CERC
CA device has
h been
developped. It essenntially consiists of two hholders, in which
w
granu
ulates and pparticles aree placed.
The lattter are then pushed into
o the dye inn order to reeach the req
quired packking fraction
n, before
being w
warm presseed to form green
g
comppacts. They are finally sintered in a graphite furnace.
Heat treeatment tem
mperatures are
a directly linked with
h dimension
nal changess of compaccts; final
physicaal propertiess, structure and densityy of the grap
phite matrix
x. Heat treaatment is peerformed
under ddifferent atm
mospheres. First
F
a polym
ymerization of the resin
n occurs at 2200°C, follo
owed by
degassinng of the voolatile organ
nic productss coming frrom the resiin in flowinng N2 at 800
0°C. The
final steep is heat treeatment up to 1800°C iin vacuum to
t insure haardening of tthe matrix.
Quality control off fuel comp
pacts will iinclude dim
mension meeasurement,, such as diameter,
d
length, weight, as well
w as phy
ysical characcteristics, such as heav
vy metal coontamination
n or fuel
particle failure deetermination
n. Characteerization meethods, succh as burn leach test or fuel
compacct disintegraation are un
nder develoopment at CEA
C
and AREVA
A
NPP and will be used
extensivvely during this phase of
o compact fabrication developmeent.

FIGURE 3-8. Diagram
m of the CERC
CA compactiing process.
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3.3.2.6.

GAIA labboratory VHT
TR fuel fabricaation line

An expeerimental manufacturin
m
ng facility, nnamed GAIIA, is underr operation at CEA Caadarache.
The design of GA
AIA has beeen focusedd on the handling
h
off batches laarge enoug
gh to be
represenntative for experimenta
e
al R&D studdies. Batchees of 50 to 500
5 g U of U
UO2 kernels will be
produceed in a 1.5 m high GSP
P sol-gel reaactor (10 liteers of volum
me) using onne vibrating
g nozzle,
CVD cooatings willl be done in
n a 3 inch (76.2 mm) fluidized bed
b furnace.. A 3D view
w of the
CVD fuurnace with the glove boxes
b
is giveen in Fig. 3-9.
In this laboratory fuel manu
ufacturing line are asssembled the capabiliity to perfform the
preparattion of the feed
f
solutio
on containinng depleted,, natural or enriched urranium, the U based
kernel fformation up
u to the siintering staage, the sieving and sh
hape selecttion and fin
nally the
depositiion of PyC and
a SiC lay
yers. The coompacting sttep will be done
d
at CER
RCA, Romaans.

FIGURE 3--9. 3D view of
o fluidized bbed furnace of
o GAIA faciility at CEA, Cadarache.

The firsst objectivess of GAIA is to optimiize the referrence sol-geel and CVD
D processes for UO2
kernels and TRISO
O SiC coatin
ngs with paarameters in
n compliancce with the guidelines and thus
k parameeters for thee constructiion of a modern fabriication plan
nt taking
to deterrmine the key
scale-upp problems into accoun
nt. GAIA hhas also beeen designed to be as fleexible and versatile
as possiible in orderr to study different connfigurations of HTGR fuel
f fabricat
ation process. In this
perspective, the othher objectiv
ves of GAIA
A is to allow the manu
ufacture of wide rangee designs
of coateed fuel partticles and also
a
the invvestigation of alternative and inno
novative fueel design
such as the UCO kernel and ZrC
Z coating [Phelip 200
06].
In the short term, the
t GAIA installation w
will producce the batch
hes of coateed fuel partiicles and
those laatter will bee compacted in CERC
CA for the set of SIRO
OCCO HTG
GR Fuel irrradiation
tests fooreseen in the Material Testingg Reactor OSIRIS
O
at CEA Sacclay. Data on fuel
perform
mance undeer irradiatio
on will feeed into the modeling code via the postirrradiation
examinaation resultss.
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3.4. FUE
EL PRODUC
CTION ACTV
VITIES IN GE
ERMANY
3.4.1.

Introductioon

As far bback as the early sixtiees, NUKEM
M Company,, working to
ogether withh Nuclear Research
R
Center Juelich, staarted work on the devvelopment of
o fuel elem
ment for thhe high tem
mperature
reactor. By 1989 NUKEM had alreaddy produced
d over a million
m
fuell elements for the
hsreaktor (A
AVR) and the Thorium High-Teemperature Reactor
Arbeitsggemeinschaaft Versuch
(THTR)). NUKEM′′s withdraw
wal from fueel element production was
w in 1988..
Coated particle deevelopment in the form
mer Federaal Republic of Germanny led to a particle
design qqualified foor use in thee THTR-3000 in 1975. This particle consistedd of a mixeed oxide,
thorium
m-uranium kernel
k
with a methane dderived pyro
ocarbon coaating. The (T
Th,U)O2 HT
TI BISO
fuel dessign utilizedd high enrich
hed uranium
m.
In the period betweeen 1975 an
nd 1980, thee reference particle
p
coaating design changed to
o the LTI
bardment
TRISO coating whhich affordeed a greaterr degree off resistance to fast neuutron bomb
and a ssignificantlyy higher deegree of fiission prod
duct retentio
on. The SiC
C interlayeer is the
definitivve fission product
p
barrrier in this design. At first, the kernel
k
materrial and enrrichment
remaineed (Th,U)O
O2 and high
h enriched. Then the developmen
nt work forr the low enriched
uranium
m (LEU) cyycle started in 1979. Thhe sequence for HTGR
R fuel partiicle develop
pment is
shown sschematicallly in Fig. 3-10 [Nabiellek 1990].

ment.
FIGU
URE 3-10. Sequence
S
for German HT
TGR fuel partticle developm

The primary aim of
o the Germ
man HTGR
R fuel elemeent program
mme was too develop a unique
elementt valid for all
a high temp
perature appplications, such
s
as steaam cycle/coogeneration,, process
heat, proocess steam
m, and gas tu
urbine reacttors.
3.4.2.

Fuel production for AVR
R

One of the main taasks of the AVR
A
experiimental pow
wer plant was
w to test thhe newly deeveloped
sphericaal fuel elem
ments used here
h for the first time. Since
S
AVR
R operation sstarted, 12 different
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fuel element types produced by Germany have been used. They reflect the overall
development of spherical HTGR fuel elements in Germany.
The fuel elements of the AVR first core and the first recharges were hollow graphite spheres
which were manufactured on a lathe from graphite blocks; the coated particles and graphite
powder were filled in and the sphere was closed with a graphite plug. After this, only pressed
fuel elements were produced by NUKEM. They had an outside diameter of 60 mm and a 50
mm large inner fuel zone in which the coated fuel particles were embedded. The Tables 3-6
and 3-7 give a survey of all fuel element types produced by Germany and used in AVR [Ivens
1990, Pohl 2002].
With the exception of the initial core loading (UCC type fuel) and the first reload (T type fuel)
which both were machined from graphite blocks, only pressed fuel elements were used
produced by NUKEM. Table 4-7 gives a survey of all fuel element variants fabricated in
Germany which were used in the AVR [Ivens 1990]. The detailed fuel composition of the
reactor core during the operational life is indicated in Fig. 3-11 [Verfondern 2007].

120,000

100,000
graphite+boron
GLE4
GLE3
GO3
GO2
GFB-3/4/5
THTR
GFB-1/2
GLE1
GO1
GK
T
UCC

60,000

40,000

20,000

0

19
66
19 -06
67
19 -03
67
19 -12
68
19 -09
69
19 -06
70
19 -03
70
19 -12
71
19 -09
72
19 -06
73
19 -03
73
19 -12
74
19 -09
75
19 -06
76
19 -03
76
19 -12
77
19 -09
78
19 -06
79
19 -03
79
19 -12
80
19 -09
81
19 -06
82
19 -03
82
19 -12
83
19 -09
84
19 -06
85
19 -03
85
19 -12
86
19 -09
87
19 -06
88
19 -03
88
-1
2

Number fuel elements

80,000

AVR operation

FIGURE 3-11. Operational life history of different fuel element types in the AVR.
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GO-THTR
(22 =
KAHTER)

GO-3

GO-2

GO-1

GK

Dec 1974

Dec 1974

Sep 1986

10

11

22

Sep 1974

Oct 1985

20

9

Feb 1981

15

Jul 1981

Nov 1976

14

18

Mar 1976

12

Jan 1973

7

Oct 1973

Dec 1971

5-2

6-1

Nov 1970

5-1

Apr 1969

3

Jul 1970

Aug 1973

1-2

4

Oct 1968

1-1

T

Jul 1966

0

UCC

Begin
insertion

Reload
charge
number

Fuel
variant
Fuel
kernel

(Th,U)C2

(Th,U)O2

(Th,U)O2

15 248

5000

10 022

5145
(Th,U)O2

11 546 (Th,U)O2

11 850

6083

9930

11 325

39 662

26 814

6210 (Th,U)C2

17 770

2954

4550

30 155 (Th,U)C2

Number
of fuel
elements

400

400

500

400

400

400

200

Kernel
diameter
[µm]

93.0

93.0

93.0

92.3

93.0

93.1

93.0

U
enrichm.
[%]

235

U

0.96

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

235

1.033

1.075

1.075

1.083

1.075

1.074

1.075

Utot

10.2

4.96

5

4.96

4.94

4.96

4.87

Th

Fuel compos ition

TABLE 3-6. Fuel elements inserted in the AVR reactor [Pohl 2002].

HTI BISO

HTI BISO

LTI TRISO

HTI BISO

HTI BISO

HTI BISO

HTI BISO

Coating

38 600

20 800

20 800

23 700

23 700

171 000

No. of
cp per
sphere
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Feb 1984

Oct 1987

13-2

13-3

6-2

19

21

21-2

GFB-4

GFB-5

GLE-1

GLE-3

GLE-4

Jul 1982

13-1

GFB-3

Dec 1973

Dec 1977

Jul 1980

Dec 1977

Σ 290 705

8740

20 350

24 611

2400

5354

5860

6076

1610

May
1974

8-2

GFB-2

1440

Number
of fuel
elements

May
1974

8-1

GFB-1

Begin
insertion

Reload
charge
number

Fuel
variant

200
500
200
530
200
500

UC2
ThO2
UC2
ThO2 +
additives
UCO
ThO2

UO2

UO2
502

502

600

200
600

UO2
ThO2

UO2

93.0
-

200
600

UO2
ThO2

U

16.76

1.00

1.00

1.32
0.08

14.94
0.7
9.82

0.93
-

1.00
-

1.00
-

1.00
-

1.00
-

235

6.0

10.2

8.6
11.4

1.00
-

1.075
-

1.075
-

1.075
-

1.075
-

Utot

-

-

-

4.814

5

5

9.99

9.99

Th

Fuel compos ition

93.0
-

93.0
-

93.0
-

93.0
-

Kernel
diameter
[µm]

Fuel
kernel

U
enrichm.
[%]

235

TABLE 3-6. Fuel elements inserted in the AVR reactor [Pohl 2002] (cont.).

LTI TRISO

LTI TRISO

LTI BISO

LTI TRISO
LTI TRISO

LTI TRISO
LTI BISO

LTI TRISO
LTI BISO

LTI TRISO
LTI BISO

LTI BISO

Coating

9560

16 400

8000
9500

27 100
8600

7500
8000

24 500
10 100

24 500
10 100

No. of
cp per
sphere

TABLE 3-7. All fuel element types produced by Germany and used in AVR.

Fuel type

Fuel

Particle
coating

Fuel per fuel element
[g]
235

U

U

Th

Number
of fuel
elements
used in
AVR

Carbide

(U,Th)C2

HTI-BISO

1.00

1.08

5

50 840

Oxide

(U,Th)O2

HTI-BISO

1.00

1.08

5

72 418

(U,Th)O2

LTI-TRISO

1.00

1.08

5

6083

(U,Th)O2

HTI-BISO

0.96

1.03

10.2

35 415

UO2, ThO2

LTI-BISO
LTI-BISO

1.00

1.08

10

1440

UO2, ThO2

LTI-TRISO
LTI-BISO

1.00

1.08

10

1610

UC2, ThO2

LTI-TRISO
LTI-BISO

1.00

1.08

5

6067

UC2, ThO2

LTI-TRISO
LTI-BISO

1.00

1.08

5

5860

UCO, ThO2

LTI-TRISO
LTI-TRISO

1.00

1.08

5

5363

UO2

LTI-BISO

1.40

20

-

2400

UO2

LTI-TRISO

1.00

10

-

24 611

UO2

LTI-TRISO

1.00

6

-

29 090

Separate
fissile and
fertile
particles

Oxide low
enriched

3.4.3.

Fuel production for the THTR-300

In spherical THTR-300 fuel spheres, the (Th,U)O2 HTI BISO particles were adopted. This
particle consisted of a mixed oxide, thorium-uranium kernel with a methane derived
pyrocarbon coating. The (Th,U)O2 HTI BISO fuel design utilized high enriched uranium.
Between 1973 and 1980, a total of 380 000 fuel balls were produced for the THTR-300 initial
core. From 1980 to 1988, 600 000 reloading fuel spheres were manufactured. Up to the final
THTR shutdown (Sept. 1988), approximate 400 000 fresh fuel elements were still on storage
[Röllig 1991b]. A high production yield was achieved. During the production of 600 000
reloading fuel spheres, only integral 4900 fuel element were rejected as the scrap material.
Tables 3-8 through 3-10 show the major quality control data evaluated for the entirety of the
initial core fuel elements [Röllig 1991b].
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TABLE 3-8. Statistical performance data of coated fuel particle in production of THTR-300 initial
core fuel.

Performance Item

X

S/ X [%]

406
77.4
100.0
78.1

2.6
18
11
12

9.93
1.12
1.84

1.4
3.6
1.1

1.11
1.14

-

0.104

15

Dimensions [μm]
Kernel diameter
Buffer layer thickness
Seal + HTI layer thickness
O-HTI layer thickness

Densities [Mg/m3]
Kernel
Buffer layer
HTI layer

Anisotropy
Seal layer
HTI layer

U contamination [wt%]
HTI layer

X : mean value of lots.
S: standard deviation of sample.
TABLE 3-9. Statistical performance data of A3-3 matrix material in production of THTR-300 initial
core fuel.

Performance Item

X

S/ X [%]

Density [Mg/m ]

1.720

0.76

Thermal conductivity [W/(m·K)]
@ 20°C ┴
||
@ 1000°C ┴
||

63.1
70.1
37.9
40.9

8.2
7.1
11.6
11.8

Bending strength [N/mm2] ┴
||

24.5
24.3

6.6
7.2

Coefficient of ┴
thermal expansion TE [10-6/K] ||

3.34
2.93

6.9
7.2

E-modulus [N/mm2] ┴
||

9.61
9.98

5.2
5.5

3
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mance data off fuel
TABLE 3-10. Statisttical perform
spheress in productio
on of
THTR-3300 initial coore fuel.Perfformance IItem

X

S/ X [%
%]

Impuritiies [μg/g Bequ
e ]

0.26

Corrosioon rate @ 1000°C
1
in He + 1 vol% H2O [mg/(cm
m2·h)]

1.00

19

Abrasioon rate [mg//h per sphere]

2.82

46

Numberr of drops (44 m in heigh
ht)

420

21

Crushinng load [kN]]] ┴
||

23.4
22.3

6.5
6.0

3.0×10-4

23

Free U ffraction (Ufree
f /Utotal)
3.4.4.
3.4.4.1.

LEU-TRISO
O elements
Design specification
s
of the LEU-T
TRISO elemen
nts loaded into AVR and ddesigned for the HTRmodule

The pebbble bed coore conceptt was evolvved in the German
G
HT
TGR develoopment effo
orts. The
pebble bed uses sppherical fueel elementss with a diaameter of 60
6 mm as sshown in Fig.
F 3-12
[WolfL 1975]. Eacch sphere co
onsists of ann inner 50m
mm-diameter fuel regionn and a 5 mm-thick
m
fuel-freee shell surrounding thee inner fuell zone. The fuel zone and
a fuel-freee shell are made of
the sam
me matrix grraphite. The TRISO ccoated fuel particles arre uniformlyy distributeed in the
graphitee matrix off the fuel zone.
z
The fuel elemeents are fab
bricated by the quasi--isostatic
pressingg process att the room teemperature [Hrovat 19
973].

FIGUR
RE 3-12. Spheerical fuel ellement config
guration devveloped by Ge
Germany.
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The German coated particle development started in the mid sixties with its high enriched
thorium/uranium fuel cycle (HEU). The (Th,U)O2 fuel kernels are coated with a methane
derived pyrocarbon layers only (HTI BISO type). In the period between 1975 and 1980, the
mixture of C2H2 and C3H6 derived pyrocarbon coating (LTI) replaced HTI. Since 1980 fuel
particles with UO2 kernels were developed for the low enriched uranium cycle (LEU). In
order to improve the fission product retention capability, the UO2 fuel kernels were coated
with an additional SiC interlayer sandwiched between the high density isotropic layers
(TRISO type) [Homan 1978, Kania 1980]. Apart from the fuel particles, the manufacture of
the fuel elements is identical for both fuel cycles.
After a thorough study of low enriched fuel particle performance, the Germany adopted low
enriched uranium for all future HTGR projects [Nabielek 1990]. LEU UO2 was selected as the
reference fuel kernel in 1980. The reference coating design is the TRISO coating. The
manufacture of the fuel spheres remained the quasi-isostatic pressing process. The target
specification for the HTR-500 and HTR-Modul [Gontard 1990, Mehner 1990, Nabielek 1984]
is listed in the Table 3-11. German HOBEG GmbH had produced more than 50 000 fuel
elements of this LEU TRISO type for AVR 19 reloading and Phase 1 experiment in 1981, for
AVR 21 reloading in 1983, for AVR 21-2 reloading in 1985 and for proof test in 1988,
respectively. The fabrications of these fuel elements had been performed under the
requirements of the target specification mentioned above.
3.4.4.2.

Fabrication process of the LEU-TRISO fuel elements loaded into AVR

The spherical fuel element was developed by NUKEM [Heit 1985, Hrovat 1973]. This fuel
element consists of a fueled zone, which is about 50 mm in diameter, and a fuel-free shell
with a thickness of about 5 mm. The shell and the fueled zone are made of the same matrix
graphite. A fuel element contains up to 40 000 coated fuel particles, depending on the
specification.
In the period between 1975 and 1980, the German reference particle coating design changed
from the HTI BISO coating to the LTI TRISO coating which afforded a greater degree of
resistance to fast neutron bombardment and a significantly higher degree of fission product
retention. In 1980 LEU was selected as the fuel kernel material, whereas the reference coating
design remained the TRISO coating. During the fabrication of AVR reloads 19 and 21, over
50 000 spherical fuel elements with modern LEU TRISO particles were fabricated. The
fabrication process for spherical fuel elements and their constituents (LEU kernels and TRISO
particles) consists of following steps [Heit 1985]:
(a) gel precipitation technology for LEU UO2 kernel formation,
(b) chemical vapor deposition of the coating layers, and
(c) preparation of resinated graphitic matrix powder and cold molding of the fuel balls.
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TABLE 3-11. Target Specification for the HTR-500 and HTR-Modul.

Property

Specification

Coated fuel particle
Uranium enrichment [wt% 235U]
Stoichiometry

8.0 ± 0.1
UOx, x ≤ 2.01

Diameter [μm] (95% confidence)

500 ± 50

Density [Mg/m3] (average)

x ≥ 10.4

Coating thickness [μm] (95% confidence)
Buffer layer
Inner PyC layer
Silicon carbide layer
Outer PyC layer

95 ± 22.5
40 ± 20
35 ± 8
35 ± 20

Coating density [Mg/m3]
Buffer layer
Inner PyC layer
Silicon carbide layer
Outer PyC layer

x ≤ 1.05
1.8 ≤ x ≤ 2.0
x ≥ 3.18
1.8 ≤ x ≤ 2.0

Anisotropy factor (BAF)
Inner PyC layer
Outer PyC layer

x ≤ 1.10
x ≤ 1.0

Fuel element
Carbon mass [g]

x ≥ 190

Thermal conductivity @ 1000°C [W/(m·K)]

≥ 30

Anisotropy (thermal expansion)

≤ 1.3

Abrasion(1) [mg/h per sphere]

x ≤6

Corrosion rate(2) [mg/(cm

≤ 1.5

Thickness of fuel-free layer [mm]

4.0 ≤ x ≤ 6.0

Drop strength(3)

≥ 50

Crushing strength(4) [kN]

≥ 18

Matrix density [kg/m3]
Defective coating [Ufree/Utotal]

≥ 1700

x ≤ 6×10-5

(1) 20 graphite elements are placed in a drum rotating at 55 revolutions per minute and rotated for 100 h.
(2) Graphite element is heated to 1000°C in a pure helium gas stream at atmospheric pressure. On reaching
the target temperature, the gas stream is changed to helium containing 1 volume percent of water and
the element is kept at a constant temperature for 10 h.
(3) Fuel element is taken to a height of 4 m and allowed to freefall onto a pebble bed of the same quality
and size as the test element until fracture.
(4) Fuel element is pressed between two parallel steel plates at a 10 mm/min rate and breaking force
measured.
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UO2 keernel fabriccation
In the ccase of low enriched UO
U 2 fuel kerrnels, the well
w known gel precipittation proceess [Heit
1985] iss modified as shown in
n Fig. 3-13 . At first urranyl nitratee solution (U
UN) is prep
pared by
dissolviing uranium
m oxide in nitric
n
acid. T
The UN is mixed
m
with polyvinyl aalcohol (PV
VA). The
sphericaal droplets are produceed by a vibrrational dro
opping technique. Thesse droplets then are
aged to improve thhe internal structure annd are washed to rem
move the nittrate. Follow
wing the
drying aand calcininng stages, a UO2-relateed step – red
duction of th
he calcined kernels to UO
U 2 – is
insertedd. Kernel fabbrication is completed by sintering
g to producee highly dennse UO2 kerrnels.
The sinntered particcles are screeened, wherreby over- and undersized particlles as well as small
fragmennts are sepaarated from the correctlly sized product. After the screeninng, the partticles are
sorted. N
Non-sphericcal particle and larger ffragments are
a removed
d.

FIGURE
F
3-113. UO2 kern
nel formation
n.

PyC an
nd SiC coating processs
Coatingg of the kernnels [Guldeen 1977, Huuschka 1977
7, Kadner 1976] is perrformed in fluidized
f
beds byy pyrolysis of
o adequate hydrocarboons and silaane derivativ
ves, as show
wn in the flo
ow sheet
in Fig. 33-14. The pyrocarbon
p
layers are ddeposited by
b the pyrollysis of aceetylene or acetylene
a
and proopane mixtuure (depend
ding on thee layer) at temperature
t
e 1000-140 0°C. An ad
dditional
intermediate SiC laayer is depo
osited by thhe decomposition of meethyltrichloorosilane at 1500°C.
The varriation of thhe coating parameters
p
aallows the production,
p
as requiredd, of differiing coats
with vaarying properties. The kernels to be coated are fluidizzed in a soo-called carrier gas.
Coatingg gases are added
a
to thee carrier gass, from whiich the vario
ous coats arre deposited
d. Figure
3-15 shhows this cooater. Durin
ng the courrse of the coating
c
pro
ocess the offf-gas are produced
p
(carrier gas and gaaseous resid
dues from thhe pyrolysiss). The filteered off-gass is then dirrected to
the stackk.
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3.4.4.3.

Matrix fabrication
f

The besst solution for meeting
g the requirrements forr the Germaan sphericaal fuel elem
ment was
found in the isosttatically preessed elemeent with th
he design of a fueled zone of ≤ 50 mm
diameteer surroundeed by a fueel-free shelll of ≤ 5 mm
m thicknesss, both baseed upon A3
3 matrix
materiall. Raw mateerials for th
he matrix prroduction are natural graphites
g
annd electro-graphites.
There aare large resources worldwide for nnatural grap
phite with th
he most apppropriate on
nes, with
regard tto nuclear purity,
p
bein
ng the flakee graphites. The electro-graphites are derivates from
crude ooil or hard coal by disstillation annd coking of
o the resulting pitch aat a temperrature of
3000°C. The com
mposition off raw materrials (beforre heat treaatment) is 64 wt% off natural
graphitee, 16 wt% of
o petroleum
m coke grapphite, and 20
0 wt% of reesin binder [[Schulze 19
982]. For
the prodduction of 1 million sph
heres, the raaw materiall demand is approximattely 160 t of natural
graphitee and 40 t of electro-graphite.
begins witth the cold
The A33 matrix fabrication
fa
d mixing of
o natural fflake graph
hite and
graphitiized coke poowder (elecctro-graphitte). This filller material is then mixxed with thee binder,
a pre-faabricated theermoplasticc material m
made of a ph
henolic resin dissolvedd in methanol. After
the stepps of kneediing, drying,, grinding, tthe result iss a resinated
d powder, A
A3-3, which
h is then
used forr the pressinng process. In a later m
modified pro
ocess, the filler
f
raw maaterials werre mixed
with phhenol and hexamethyl
h
lenetetraminne at 130°C. The ressin itself w
was no longer prefabricatted, and rathher generatted during tthe matrix manufactur
m
e as a durooplastic binder. The
result affter grindinng was A3-2
27 grade re sinated pow
wder, whosee propertiess have moree narrow
bandwiddths compaared to A3-3
3. The compposition of the
t two grad
des after finnal heat treaatment is
given inn Table 3-122.
T
TABLE 3-12.. A3 matrix material
m
comp
mposition afteer final heat treatment [SSchulze 1982]].

Com
mponent
heat-ttreated @

A3-3
A
1800 or
o 1950°C

A3-27
1950°C

Naturaal graphite grade
g
FP [%
%]

72

71.2

Graphiitized coke grade KRB [%]

18

17.8

Non-grraphitized binder
b
coke [%]

10

11

FIGURE 3-14. C
Coating of HTGR
H
fuel kerrnels.
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FIGU
URE 3-15. Coater.
C

The proocess step of
o isostatic cold
c
mouldiing is the same for botth matrix m
material grad
des. It is
carried out in siliccon rubber dies, whicch behave like a liquiid at high pressures and
a thus
guaranteee low anisotropy. Thee pressing pprocess takees place at ro
oom temperrature and at
a 3 MPa
during ppre-mouldinng (of the fuel
fu zone) annd 300 MPa during fin
nal mouldinng. It is follo
owed by
a lathinng step to obtain
o
the correct
c
diam
meter. The coated partticles admixxed to the graphite
materiall were giveen an overco
oating to reeduce the riisk of damaage during tthe pressing
g step. It
had a thhickness of ~100
~
µm fo
or BISO parrticles and ~200
~
µm forr TRISO paarticles. By testing a
wide vaariety of fueel element variants,
v
an upper limitt for the colld pressing process in terms of
heavy m
metal loadinng was deeemed to bee at 20-25 g per spherre. At too hhigh a load
ding, the
mechannical strengtth of the sphere
s
decrreases, whiile the num
mber of deefective parrticles is
increasiing.
Final sttep is the heeat treatmen
nt consistinng of two stteps which were conduucted batch
h-wise in
separatee furnaces:
•

ccarbonizatioon of the biinder in an inert gas attmosphere by
b slowly hheating up to
t 800°C
w
with max. 1000
1
spherees per batch ;

•

hhigh tempeerature anneealing undeer vacuum over
o
1 hourr at 1950°C
C for degasssing and
ppurificationn of the sph
heres with max. 450 spheres per batch. (E
Earlier fuel element
rreload batchhes for the AVR reacttor and other spheres subjected
s
too irradiation
n testing
w
were basedd on A3-3 heat-treateed at 1800
0°C. For th
he AVR reeloads 6 to
o 9, the
ttemperaturee was raised
d to 1900°C
C; for later reloads and
d THTR annd all A3-27
7 fuel, it
w
was furtherr raised to 19
950°C). Purrpose was th
he improvem
ment of corrrosion resisstance.

The deggree of heavvy metal co
ontaminationn of the maatrix materiaal is stronglly dependin
ng on the
annealinng temperatture in the high tempeerature treattment step, which wass especially true for
the fuel of the THT
TR with BIS
SO coated pparticles. A reduction of
o the anneaaling temperrature of
100 deggrees was obbserved to decrease thhe contamin
nation level by 20%. A chlorine trreatment
of the sspherical eleements wass found to bbe efficient in removin
ng surface im
mpurities proven in
corrosioon tests at 1000°C.
Apart ffrom the staandard mattrix materiaal A3-3, many variantts were fabbricated and
d tested,
mainly for the purrpose of eitther expandding the raw
w material data base, or simpliffying the
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fabricattion processs, or furtherr improving the materiaal properties. The standdard A3-3 has
h been
satisfacttorily used and proven
n suitable iin the AVR
R since 196
69 and in tthe THTR-300, the
modificcation A3-227 since 19
976 (startingg with AV
VR reload 14)
1 basicallly within the
t LEU
generic tests.
Some sstatistics onn the produ
uction of thhe 850 000 fuel spherres for the THTR-300
0, which
correspoond to:
820
0
3000
0
2100
0
850
0
3400
0
with < 5%
%

times thee kernel pro
oduction cap
pacity per dday
coating ccharges
times thee pressing liine throughput per dayy
carbonizzation runs @ 800°C
heat treaatment runs @ 1950°C
reject fraaction

Manufaacture proccess of the spherical
s
fu
fuel elements
Within tthe field of fuel elemen
nt manufactture, the tecchnology used for the T
THTR-300 elements
e
was impproved [Haackstein 1971, Schulzee 1982]. Fiigure 3-16 shows the fabrication process
steps foor LEU TR
RISO fuel that,
t
in prinnciple, do not differ from the T
THTR fuel element
fabricattion proceduure. In the first step, graphitic raw
r
materiaals are proccessed to resinated
r
powder. In this steep the proceess was sim
mplified by using
u
the reesin binder ccomponents phenol
and hexxmethylene--tetramine, warm
w
mixinng of these binder com
mponents wiith graphite powder,
and grinnding the product
p
to final grainn size. The resin bindeer is formeed by the chemical
c
reactionn of the coomponents during the warm mix
xing process. A portioon of the resinated
r
powder is then useed to overcoat the coaated particlees; another portion is ppremolded together
with theese overcoaated particlees to form the fueled zone of thee fuel elem
ment; and th
he rest is
used forr the final molding
m
of the
t fuel elem
ment built up
u by the fueled zone aand a fuel-frree shell.
Final steeps in the process
p
are lathing the elements to
o obtain the appropriatee diameter and heat
treatmennt for bindeer coating an
nd removal of impurities.

FIG
GURE 3-16. Manufacturre process off the spherica
al fuel elemen
ents..
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3.4.4.4.

Characterization of fabricated LEU TRISO elements

The detailed description of the status of product quality is summarized in Tables 3-13, 3-14,
and 3-15 [Heit 1985]. All data meet the design and target specifications.
TABLE 3-13. Properties of UO2 kernels.

Mean value

Standard deviation

Diameter [μm]

500

11

Density [Mg/m3]

10.9

0.08

Shape factor (Dmax/Dmin)

1.07

n.a.

before tabling

5×10-4

n.a.

after tabling

10-5

n.a.

Fraction of odd-shaped
kernels (twin kernels,
cracked kernels, rollershaped kernels
n.a. = not available

TABLE 3-14. Properties of UO2-TRISO coated particles.

Mean value

Standard deviation

92
39
35
40(a)

14
4
2.5
3

0.97
1.91
3.20
1.91

0.02
0.003
0.02

Inner PyC
Outer PyC

1.054
1.024

0.012
0.005

Fraction of defective SiC layers

9×10-6

n.a.

Layer thicknesses [μm]
Buffer
Inner PyC
SiC
Outer PyC

Layer density [Mg/m3]
Buffer
Inner PyC
SiC
Outer PyC

Layer anisotropy

(a) Deviation from design (35 μm) intended due to special requests of reloading the AVR reactor
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TABLE 3-15. Properties of fuel spheres.

Mean value

Standard deviation

1.750

0.004

Thermal conductivity @ 1000°C [W/(m·K)] ┴
||

39
40

3
-

Ash content [μg/g]

40

-

Standard specific corrosion rate [mg/(cm ·h]]

0.62

0.08

Crushing strength [kN] ┴
||

23.7
26.3

0.3
0.4

Standard abrasion rate [mg/h]

2.9

0.7

1.5×10-6

n.a.

Apparent density [Mg/m3]

2

Fraction of particles with defective SiC layers
(after tabling)

|| = parallel, ┴ = with and across orientation of the graphite granules in the sphere.

Two mechanisms exist that can induce particle defects: First, during the molding process,
adjacent particles can be pressed against each other. This problem can be overcome by
overcoating the particles with layer of resinated graphite powder. Optimum results of
overcoating quality have been obtained by classifying the overcoated particles. The second
mechanism leading to coating layer cracks are extremely odd-shaped particles. These particles
are not able to withstand the pressure applied during molding. To exclude this second cause of
particle defects, the coated particles are classified before overcoating, using the vibration
table. This device ensures a precise separation of the odd-shaped material from the good
fraction.
TABLE 3.16. Evaluation of free uranium in German LEU UO2 TRISO fuel.

Designation of FE population

LEU I

AVR 19

AVR
21

AVR
21-2

Proof test
fuel

1981

1981

1983

1985

1988

-

14

11

8

-

< 100

24 600

20 500

14 000

< 200

9.8

9.8

16.7

16.7

10.6

Number of particles per FE

16 400

16 400

9560

9560

14 600

Total number of measured particles

82 000

1 148
000

525
800

382
400

146 000

Equivalent free uranium [ppm]

37

49

46

8

21

Upper 95% confidence limit [ppm]

95

61

64

20

53

Production year
Number of FE lots
Number of FE produced
235
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U enrichment [%]

With m
modern TRIS
SO particless, it can be demonstraated that all radiologicaally relevan
nt fission
productts are comppletely retain
ned inside the SiC lay
yer of intacct fuel particcles. The dominant
d
source tterm for fisssion produ
uct release w
will be the small numb
ber of partiicles with defective
d
coatingss.
The TR
RISO particlles with deefective coaatings can be
b determin
ned by the bburn-leach method.
Burn-leach data foor different TRISO fueel elements are given in
i Table 3- 16 [Gontard 1990].
As show
wn in the taable, the pro
ogress in thee fuel elemeent quality became
b
eviddent. The measured
m
values ffor the totall free uraniu
um fractionn cover a ran
nge between
n 8 and 51×
×10-6. Thereefore the
design vvalue has beeen conserv
vatively fixeed at 5×10-5 (see also Section 4.3.22.5).
3.5. FUE
EL PRODUC
CTION ACTIV
VITIES IN JA
APAN
3.5.1.

Introductioon

3.5.2.

Design speccification of the HTTR fueel element

3.5.2.1.

Fuel elem
ment geometryy

The higgh temperatuure engineeering test reaactor (HTT
TR) is the bllock-type hiigh temperaature gas
cooled rreactor. Thee HTTR fuel is a pin-iin-block typ
pe (fuel blo
ock) configuuration as shown
s
in
Fig. 3-117 [Yamashita 1996].

FIG
GURE 3-17. Configuratio
on of HTTR fuel.
f

R consists oof replaceab
ble hexagonal reflector and 150 heexagonal
The reaactor core off the HTTR
fuel bloocks, both of
o which aree surroundeed by permaanent reflecttor. There aare two typees of the
fuel bloocks, one off which is lo
oaded with 31 fuel rod
ds, and the other
o
with 333 fuel rodss [JAERI
1990]. T
The fuel bloocks with 33 fuel rods are loaded
d in the inneer region off the core, while
w
the
blocks w
with 31 fuell rods in thee outer regioon.
The fueel block is a hexahedraal prism of 3360 mm in width across flats andd 580 mm in
n height.
The fueel rods are innserted in a graphite bllock. The 14
4 fuel comp
pacts were ffitted into a graphite
sleeve oof 34 mm inn outer diam
meter to forrm a fuel ro
od. The fuel compact hhas shape off annular
cylinderr which connsists of graaphite matrixx and aboutt 13 500 TR
RISO coatedd fuel particcles. The
coated ffuel particlee is compossed of low eenriched UO
O2 kernel co
oated with ffourfold lay
yers: low
density PyC, high- density inn
ner PyC, SiC
C and high density
d
outeer PyC.
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3.5.2.2.

Design specification

The major specifications of the first loading fuel of the HTTR are listed in Table 3-17
[Fukuda 1991, Sawa 1999, Yamashita 1996].
TABLE 3-17. Major specifications of the first-loading fuel of the HTTR.
Parameter
Fuel kernel
Diameter [μm]
Density [Mg/m3]
Impurity (EBC(a)) [μg/g]
Coating layers
Buffer layer thickness [μm]
IPyC layer thickness [μm]
SiC layer thickness [μm]
OPyC layer thickness [μm]
Buffer layer density [Mg/m3]
IPyC layer density [Mg/m3]
SiC layer density [Mg/m3]
OPyC layer density [Mg/m3]
OPTAF of IPyC and OPyC layers
Coated fuel particle
Diameter [μm]
Sphericity
Fuel compact
Coated fuel particles packing fraction [vol%]
Impurity (EBC(a)) [μg/g]
Exposed uranium fraction
SiC failure fraction
Outer diameter [mm]
Inner diameter [mm]
Height [mm]
Matrix density [Mg/m3]
Compressive strength [N]
Fuel rod
Number of fuel compacts
Uranium content [g]
Total length [mm]
Fuel compact stack length [mm]
Diameter [mm]
Fuel block
Material
Distance across flats [mm]
Length [mm]
(a) EBC = Equivalent boron contents.
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Specification
600 ± 12
10.63 ± 0.26
≤3
60 ± 12
30 ± 6
25 +25/-0
45 ± 6
1.10 ± 1.10
1.85 +0.10/-0.05
≥ 3.20
1.85 +0.10/-0.05
≤ 1.03
920 +50/-30
≤ 1.2
30 ± 3
≤5
≤ 1.5×10-4
≤ 1.5×10-3
26.0 ± 0.1
10.0 ± 0.1
39.0 ± 0.5
1.70 ± 0.05
≥ 4900
14
188.58 ± 5.66
577 ± 0.5
≥ 544
34
IG-110
360
580

3.5.3.

Fabrication
n process of th
he HTTR fueel elements

The fueel fabricationn for the HT
TTR first looading fuel started at th
he Nuclear FFuel Industtries, Ltd
(NFI) inn June 19955. 4770 fuell rods with 12 kinds off enrichmen
nt in total, w
which correspond to
66 780 fuel compaacts, were fabricated
f
thhrough the fuel kernell, coated fuuel particle and fuel
compacct process. 150 fuel elements
e
off 900 kg U of the HTTR
H
first loading fu
uel were
assemblled in the reactor
r
build
ding Decem
mber 1997. The fabricaation technoology of the HTTR
fuel is ddescribed beelow [Fukud
da 1991, Saawa 1999].
3.5.3.1.

UO2 kernnel fabrication process

UO2 keernels are faabricated by
y the so-caalled ‘gel prrecipitation process’ sshown in Fiig. 3-18.
Metal ssolution is prepared with
w the mixxture of the uranyl niitrate solutiion and add
ditive to
control the viscosity of the solution. D
Droplets of the metal solution arre generated at the
vibratinng nozzles and
a fall intto ammoniaa water to be aged to ammonium
m diuranatee (ADU)
particless. The reacction produccts of ammoonium nitraate etc. are washed off
ff, then the particles
are drieed and calciinated to UO
O3 particless at 500°C in
i air. The UO3 particlles are redu
uced and
sinteredd to UO2 parrticles with about 97%
% of the theo
oretical density at 16000°C under hydrogen
h
atmosphhere [Kato 2001].
2

FIGURE 3--18. UO2 kerrnel fabricatiion process [Kato
[
2001].
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Mainly, coated layers of the coated fuel particles have a function to enclose fission products
generated in fuel kernel. The mechanical strength of the coated layers depends on their
thickness and sphericity. These characteristics strongly depend on the diameter and sphericity
of the kernels. Therefore it is essential to establish the fabrication technology to obtain the
kernels with more uniform diameter and excellent sphericity. The vibrating nozzles from
which droplets are emitted with high speed were developed for such kernels fabrication. The
vibrating nozzles can emit droplets with uniform diameter continuously since the diameter of
a droplet is determined by the combination of the flow rate of metal solution and the
frequency of the nozzles as indicated in the equation (3-1).
The diameter of a droplet is controlled to have same uranium content as that of a fuel kernel.
Q =

π ⋅ D3
6

⋅f

(3-1)

where Q – flow rate of metal solution, kg/s; D – diameter of droplet, m; f – frequency of
vibrating nozzle, s-1.
Most of the degradation of kernel sphericity is caused by the deformation at the stage of
droplet formation and wet ADU particle. At the stage of formation, a process is applied to
prevent the deformation of droplets when landing on the ammonia water. In the process,
droplets are solidified while falling in ammonia gas blown against the droplets. At the stage of
wet-ADU particle, the processes of aging, washing and drying are carried out in the same
conical dryer. It is possible to mitigate the impact against the particles by retaining very soft
wet-ADU particles in the same conical dryer during the operations, and came to prevent the
deformation.
3.5.3.2.

PyC and SiC coating process

The coating layers are deposited on the kernels by a CVD process using a fluidized bed type
of coater. The TRISO coating process is divided into four coating process for the porous PyC,
IPyC, SiC and OPyC layers. Mixing gases of acetylene (C2H2) and argon are used for the
deposition of porous and low density PyC for the first layer; propylene (C3H6) and argon for
the deposition of dense PyC for the second and fourth layer; methyl-trichlore-silane (MTS)
and hydrogen for the deposition of SiC for the third layer. Figure 3-19 shows the fabrication
flow diagram of coated fuel particles [Kato 2001].
The amount of charged UO2 kernels corresponds to 3 kg of uranium per coating batch. At a
desired temperature, reactants are put into the coater to produce a coating layer on the
particles fluidized in the coater. After a certain time to produce the desired thickness of the
layer, the reactant gas supply is replaced by argon. The coater and the coated particles are
cooled down, and then the coated particles are removed from the coater. All the coated
particles are classified by means of a vibrating table to exclude the odd shape particles.
The as-manufactured quality of the fuel has been improved by the modification of fabrication
conditions and processes [Minato 1997b]. The coating failure during the coating process is
mainly caused by the strong mechanical shocks to the particles given by violent particle
fluidization in the coater and by the unloading procedure of the particles. The coating process
was improved by optimizing the mode of the particle fluidization and by developing the
process without unloading and loading of the particles at the intermediate coating process.
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3.5.3.3.

Manufaccture process of the fuel com
mpacts

The fabbrication flow
w diagram is shown inn Fig. 3-20.

FIGURE
E 3-19. Fabrication flow diagram of coated
c
fuel particles
p
[Kaato 2001].

First, nnatural grapphite powdeer, electro-ggraphite po
owder and a binder arre mixed, then the
coated fuel particlles are oveercoated wiith the grap
phite matrix
x and warm
m-pressed to make
o green com
mpacts. Thhe final step
p of the co
ompaction pprocess is the
t heatannular cylinder of
ompacts at 800°C in flowing
fl
N2 to carbonizze the bindeer and at
treatmennt of the grreen fuel co
1800°C in vacuum
m to degas the
t fuel com
mpacts. Am
mong these processes, the green compact
pressingg is most coomplicated, which invoolves weighiing, pre-heaating, loadinng and unlo
oading of
overcoaated particlees and prin
nting an ideentification number on
n a green ccompact, ettc. [Kato
2001].
In orderr to improvve the failurre fraction oof coating layers
l
at thee stage of a fuel com act, it is
necessaary to disperrse coated fuel
f particlees in a green
n compact as
a uniformlyy as possible. From
this poiint of view,, the punch
hing speed aand the tem
mperature during the w
warm-pressiing were
optimized to fix thhe best timing of the softening by
b heating and
a the plaastic flow of
o matrix
graphitee by pressinng [Minato 1997b]. Ass a result, it
i was realizzed that aveerage bare uranium
functionn and SiC defective
d
for all fuel coompact lots were 2×10
0-6 and 8×100-5, respectiive [Oda
1998, Sawa 1998].
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FIIGURE 3-20
0. Fabricatio n process off fuel compacct [Kato 20011].
3.5.3.4.

Assembling

Fourteen fuel com
mpacts are encased
e
in a long grap
phite sleeve, making uup a fuel rod.
r
The
phite blockss are made of IG-110, a fine graiined, low impurity,
graphitee sleeves annd the grap
isostaticc-pressed isotropic grap
phite. The ggraphite sleeeves are tran
nsported froom Toyo Taanso Co.
Ltd. to N
NFI to asseemble the fu
uel rods. Thhe fuel rods and graphitte blocks arre transporteed to the
HTTR rreactor buildding. Assem
mbling of thhe fuel blocks is carried
d out in the reactor buiilding by
insertionn of the fueel rods into to the graphhite blocks.. Assembled
d fuel blockks are stored
d in new
fuel storrage cells after
a
inspecttion. The ceells are filleed with heliu
um gas to kkeep the fueel blocks
in dry condition.
3.6. FAB
BRICATION
N PROCESS OF
O HTGR FUE
EL IN THE REPUBLIC
R
OF
F KOREA
3.6.1.

Introductioon

The Koorea Atom
mic Energy Research Institute (K
KAERI) sttarted the so-called ‘Nuclear
Hydrogen Key Teechnology Developmen
D
nt (NHTD)) Project’ in
i 2006, coonsisting off VHTR
design technologyy developm
ment, fuel ttechnology developmeent, materiial and com
mponent
developpment. The developmeent of technnologies relevant to thee reactor fuuel and matterials is
one of tthe importaant tasks in respect of reactor safeety. Work at
a KAERI hhas been deevoted to
developp the fundam
mental techn
nologies forr coated parrticle fuel, which
w
includde the fabriccation of
uranium
m kernels, coating
c
tech
hnology forr pyrolytic carbon and
d silicon carrbide, and for their
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respective material characterization technology. In the following, the development of
laboratory equipment and apparatus to perform experiments for kernel preparation and
coating of PyC and SiC, and main results of the fundamental experiments carried out in order
to establish the basis of the so-called the TRISO coated particle fuel fabrication technology
are described.
3.6.2.

Development of fabrication process for coated particle fuel

Even though it has not been decided yet whether pebble or prismatic fuel would be used, it
can be rationalized that the development of fabrication technology for coated particle fuel can
be started even before the decision for a core configuration is made, since the technology
relevant to the coated particle fuel would be commonly utilized both in pebble bed or
prismatic fuels and it differs, to a large extent, from a mature LWR fuel technology
established with a considerable experience accumulated during its development for several
decades in the Republic of Korea.
After the work performed on the literature survey and analysis of the current status of the
technology for kernel fabrication in the feasibility study, it was decided, in the first place, to
perform experimental work with both internal and external gelation methods based upon the
so-called wet chemical sol-gel technology in order to observe the mechanism of formation of
Ammonium Di-Uranate (ADU) gel and successively to find preliminary desirable conditions
for its formation. In order to construct a laboratory scale apparatus, a simple flow diagram and
a schematic process flow for the apparatus arrangement were established, based upon the
work conducted by literature survey and analysis for both internal and external gelation
experiments. After some basic experiments performed on both methods and essential
understanding of the methods obtained, only the external gelation method has been focused
on for further development, as most of the commercialized process for the large production
worldwide involve the external gelation method. Figure 3-21 shows an established flow
diagram for both internal and external gelation for comparison.
Based upon these diagrams, a laboratory scale apparatus mostly with glassware was
constructed with a capacity of about 50 g U/batch. Figure 3-22 shows an example of the
construction of the laboratory sol-gel arrangement for external gelation, which was made use
of for the experimental work carried out, in order to find a desirable condition for gel
formation and subsequent drying and calcination steps. Developmental work for an alternative
was also envisaged and being carried out for kernel preparation using a dry route based on a
slurry drop gelation method.
In parallel, experiments were performed on UO2 formation by calcination after drying of gels
formed during gelation. In order to convert the gel product ADU to UO2 a successive two-step
oxidation-reduction step is required for a specified stoichiometric range of UO2 kernel to be
prepared for subsequent sintering. As is well known in HTGR coated particle fuel technology,
the coating technologies for pyrolytic carbon and silicon carbide coating layers are the most
crucial and delicate. In the past experiences in the United States of America and Germany,
there have been differences in fuel failure between the German NUKEM fuel and fuels
supplied by General Atomics in the US [Petti 2002].
In order to construct a laboratory scale fluidized bed chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
coating furnace, a simple flow diagram and a detailed specification of the furnace to be
manufactured were established based upon the work conducted by literature survey and
analysis. In the coating process [Heit 1985], several hydrocarbon gases are involved for the
PyC coating and specifically Methyl Trichloro Silane (MTS) gas is to be used for SiC coating
which, after coating, gives hydrogen chloride as by-product off-gas to be treated or recovered.
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FIGURE
E 3-21. Flow diagram forr internal and
d external geelation [LeeYYW 2006].

FIGURE
E 3-22. Labooratory scalee sol-gel appparatus arran
ngement for external gelaation [LeeYW
W 2006].
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The coating conditions for desirable layer thicknesses of respective pyrolytic carbon and
silicon carbide by CVD method are different, but these can be more or less optimized by
monitoring of coating temperature, reactant gas flow rate and reaction time. However, in
order to make more precise coatings, it is found that the design of the furnace with an exact
geometrical definition of the gas nozzle would be required. Previous experience was acquired
for various research purposes in coating, among others:
•

PyC coating of particles of various diameters using zirconia with CVD technique;

•

Coating of C/SiC compositionally-graded layer by CVD;

•

SiC coating on plate-type graphite substrate by low pressure CVD;

•

Development of PyC/SiC coating technology for pellet type fuel.

From this experience, coating technology of carbon and SiC by CVD techniques was
established. However, difficulty was encountered with coating of particles of very small
diameter.
In the coated particle fuel technology, a fluidized bed system is generally employed to coat
the entire surface of sphere particles without defects. In order to visibly observe the formation
of a fluidized bed with particles of about 600 μm in diameter, a simulation test was carried out
to optimize the formation of the fluidized bed, using a transparent cylindrical annular column
of about 50 mm (2 inches) inner diameter and ZrO2 beads with a similar diameter as UO2
kernels. As a consequence, it was observed that the design of the inlet nozzle for carrier and
reactant gases plays an important role in the design of fluidized bed furnaces.
Based upon these kinds of simulation tests and previous experience mentioned above, a
laboratory scale fluidized bed reactor was designed, manufactured and installed in KAERI.
Construction of the CVD furnace together with the associated gas supply and control system
and the ventilation system for off-gas treatment. The vertical furnace has a graphite heating
system with which a maximum temperature of a 1700°C can be attained with a constant
heating zone about 10 cm long, and a 50-mm (2 inch) graphite reaction tube with specially
designed gas nozzles for carrier and reaction gases at the gas inlet. By utilizing this system,
after several successful test runs, experiments on coating of PyC and SiC layers on fluidizing
ZrO2 beads were carried out to observe the formation of the coating layer and to optimize the
behaviour of fluidization of the particle bed and the characteristics of the coating layers.
Figure 3-23 shows examples of PyC and SiC coatings.
Figure 3-23 (a) shows the macrographs of the surrogate kernel material (ZrO2 bead) before
and after coating. In order to develop the coating technology of PyC and SiC layers,
experiments were carried out, in the first place, to attempt coating with a single layer of PyC
and SiC separately (Fig. 3-23 (b) and (c)). After several runs of the experiments for the
control of thickness and densities in a single PyC or SiC layer, attempts were made to coat
four different layers at one experiment run with a parametric condition pre-determined in the
single layer experiments. Figure 3-23 (d) shows a typical ceramographic microstructure of the
TRISO coated particle layers with up-to-dated developmental status, revealed by SEM. It still
remains further experiments of the coating of PyC and SiC to establish optimum conditions
for the coating process for PyC and SiC within the specified characteristics of respective
coating layers.
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FIGURE
E 3-23. Exam
mples of PyC
C and SiC cooating on surrrogate ZrO2 beads (a) m
macrographss of ZrO2
before annd after coatting (b) PyC
C coated ZrO2 and its coa
ating layer (c)
c) SiC coatedd ZrO2 and itts coating
layer (d)) micrographh of the TRIS
SO coated paarticle with 4 coating layeers

3.7. FUE
EL PRODUC
CTION ACTIV
VITIES IN TH
HE REPUBLIIC OF SOUTH
H AFRICA
3.7.1.

Introductioon

Project for the pebbble bed mo
odular reacttor (PBMR)) is being performed inn South Afrrica. The
PBMR is expectedd to achiev
ve the goalss of safe, efficient,
e
en
nvironmentaally acceptaable and
econom
mic productiion of enerrgy at highh temperatu
ure for the generationn of electricity and
industrial process heat
h applicaations.
The PBM
MR uses fuuel consistin
ng of coatedd enriched uranium
u
fuel kernels em
mbedded in graphite
spheres. Fuel kerneels are coateed with suc cessive layeers. The inn
nermost layeer is porouss carbon,
which aallows fissioon productss to collect without creeating intern
nal pressuree. The nextt layer is
pyrolytiic carbon, followed
f
by
y silicon carrbide and a final pyrollytic carbonn layer. Theese outer
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three laayers createe a compou
und barrier against fisssion producct release o f which thee silicon
carbide coating plaays the dom
minant role. A predeterrmined masss of these already ‘co
ontained’
fuel parrticles (eachh now appro
oximately 1 mm in diaameter) is th
hen embeddded inside a 50 mm
graphitee sphere, which
w
is theen covered with a 5 mm
m fuel-freee graphite llayer. The graphite
making up the sphere acts as a moderatoor, and the outer
o
layer protects
p
thee fuel particcles from
mechannical effects, such as ab
brasion. Figgure 3-24 sh
hows the deesign of thee PBMR fueel sphere
[Matzneer 2004].

FIGURE 3--24. PBMR fuel
f element.
3.7.2.

Manufacturring technolo
ogy basis

One of the essentiaal points off the PBMR
R philosoph
hy is to use the well-prroven and qualified
q
RISO fuel element T
The PBMR fuel manu
ufacturing process steps and
Germann LEU TR
principlles have been specified to be thee same as th
hose that were
w
used inn Germany. PBMR
purchassed the Germ
man HTGR
R fuel manuufacturing teechnology. Access hass been gaineed to the
This incluudes the fo
documeented Germ
man HTGR fuel manuufacturing know-how.
k
ollowing
documeents, amonggst others [V
Venter 2004bb]:
• Sppecificationns for direct materials (m
matrix grap
phite constittuents);
• Sppecificationns for produ
ucts and inteermediate prroducts;
• Teesting and acceptance
a
requiremen
r
nts;
• Faabrication and
a inspection procedurres;
• Prroduction innformation;
• Pllant licensinng informatiion.

3.7.3.
3.7.3.1.

PBMR fuell development laboratory
Purpose and Organiza
ation of the Laaboratory

In orderr to synchrronize fuel availabilityy with the planned fuel loading date of thee Eskom
demonsstration plannt, PBMR FUEL
F
(PTY
Y) LTD. sh
hall first co
onstruct a ppilot plant with the
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production capacity of 270 000 fuel spheres per annum. This plant shall be located at
Pelindaba and housed in the PWR fuel manufacturing facility. The purpose of the laboratory
work [Barry 2006, Müller 2006, Venter 2004, Venter 2004b, Venter 2005] is to accomplish
the following in advance of commissioning of the PBMR pilot fuel plant:
• Reproduce on laboratory scale the latest German HTGR TRISO fuel manufacturing
technology and thereby gain experience and understanding of the processes and
materials that will be used in the Pilot Fuel Plant;
• Develop the QC test methods, perform capability studies and qualify the QC test
methods;
• Establish and qualify suppliers of materials;
• Train core staff for the pilot fuel plant.
The PBMR Fuel Development Laboratories at Necsa’s Pelindaba site includes the following
laboratory scale facilities for development of the expertise required to manufacture PBMR
Fuel:
• The Kernel Laboratory for uranium dioxide kernels;
• The Coating Laboratory for TRISO coated particles;
• The Graphite Laboratory for PBMR spherical fuel elements (FEs);
• The QC Laboratory to perform the prescribed chemical, physical and dimensional tests.
3.7.3.2.

Kernel laboratory for UO2 kernels

The Kernel Laboratory started manufacturing UO2 kernels in 2002. Initially the throughput of
the Kernel Laboratory was very low, less than 200 g of UO2 kernels being produced per week.
Early in 2005, the throughput was increased to 1 kg of UO2 kernels per week to confirm that
the processes were repeatable and consistent with higher throughput. Once the Advance
Coater Facility, with a 5 kg UO2 kernel batch loading, was being designed and constructed,
the Kernel Laboratory throughput increased to 5 kg of UO2 kernels per week in order to be
able to supply the Advance Coater with feed stock.
The laboratory kernel production facility is based on the same process outline and process
principles as the reference technology for the external gelation process, as well as the same
process parameter values, but with changes as necessary to accommodate the laboratory scale
equipment.
Figure 3-25 shows the schematic diagram of the external gelation kernel production process
used in the PBMR Fuel Kernel Laboratory. U3O8 powder is dissolved in nitric acid to form a
uranyl nitrate solution according to the chemical reaction:
3 U3O8 (s) + 20 HNO3 (aq) → 9 UO2(NO3)2 (aq) + 10 H2O +2 NO (g)
The uranyl nitrate solution is pre-neutralized with dilute ammonium hydroxide to just prior to
precipitation of the uranium according to the following reaction:
2 UO2(NO3)2 (aq) + NH4OH (aq) → 2 UO2(NO3)1.5(OH)0.5 (aq) + NH4NO3 (aq)
A casting solution is prepared by adding specific amounts of organic additives to the preneutralized uranyl nitrate solution. These additives adjust the surface tension and viscosity to
ensure proper droplet formation and also assist with later uniform shrinkage of the kernels and
to establish the required crystal growth of the uranium.
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FIGURE
E 3-25. Scheematic of the UO2 kernel pproduction process
p
as fo
ollowed in thee Kernel Lab
boratory.

Casting is carried out in a gllass columnn filled with
h the conceentrated am
mmonium hy
ydroxide
26, left). Thhe casting so
olution is pn
neumaticallly fed to thee nozzles
precipittation solution (Fig. 3-2
at the top of the column
c
wheere a vibrattor ‘shakes off’ dropleets from thhe feed stream. 100
discretee droplets arre formed per
p second ffrom each nozzle.
n
The droplets falll through air
a where
they atttain a spherrical shape as a result of surface tension. Th
he sphericall droplets th
hen pass
throughh an ammonnia atmosph
here where ammonia gas
g is blown
n directly oonto the dro
oplets to
create cchemical reeaction with
h the uranyyl nitrate on
n the surfacce of the dr
droplets. The uranyl
nitrate pprecipitates as ADU in
n the outer layer of thee droplet, forming
f
a prrotective film. This
film enaables the droplets
d
to retain
r
their spherical shape
s
on im
mpacting prrecipitation solution
withoutt deforming.
As the reaction coontinues in the castingg column, ADU
A
formss throughouut the kerneels, with
ammoniium nitrate as by produ
uct:
2U
UO2(NO3)1.5(OH)0.5 (aq)) + 2 NH4O
OH (aq) → (N
NH4)2U2O7 (s) + NH4N
NO3 (aq) + H2O
The kerrnels are kept in the casting collumn until they are sttrong enouggh to be prrocessed
further. The diametter of a castt gel kernel is about 1.8
8 mm.
Once caasting is coomplete, thee wet kerneels and the accompany
ying precippitation solu
ution are
transferrred from the
t casting column too a rotary flat
f tank, known
k
as tthe AWD (Ageing,
(
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Washinng and Dryiing vessel). During aggeing, the AWD
A
is heaated with ssteam to 80
0°C. The
ageing pprocess fullly converts the gel sphheres to ADU
U kernels, and
a initiatess the crystal growth
in the keernels.
Initiallyy during thee development of the pprocess, ageeing had beeen done inn the bottom
m part of
the castting columnn where thee column w
was heated with silico
one-oil to 880°C. Howeever, the
laboratoories were established as the forrerunner forr the Fuel Plant, withh the philossophy of
replicatiing the proocesses and
d equipmennt as closee to the German
G
HT
TGR techno
ology as
possiblee. With this in mind, it was decideed to build the
t rotary fllat tank sim
milar to the one
o used
at HOB
BEG in whiich ageing, washing aand drying of the kern
nels could bbe done (Fiig. 3-26,
right).
After aggeing, the soolution is drrained from
m the AWD. The ADU kernels in tthe AWD vessel are
washed with waterr to removee the ammoonium nitraate as well as ammonnium hydrox
xide and
d
and
d the kerneels are wash
hed with
some off the organnic additivess. The washh water is drained,
alcohol to remove moisture,
m
an
nd any remaaining addittives.

FIGURE
E 3-26. Mullti-nozzle cassting columnn (left) and steam-jackeeted ageing washing an
nd drying
vessel (rright).
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Following drying, the ADU kernels are calcined in air above 400°C in a batch furnace. The
remaining organic additives are cracked and evaporated from the kernels during a gradual
temperature increase. From 300°C, the ammonium diuranate is converted to UO3 according to
the reaction:
(NH4)2U2O7 (s) + O2 (g) → 2UO3 (s) + 2H2O (g)+ NO (g)
The diameter of a calcined kernel is 750 μm and the bulk density ~2 Mg/m3.
After calcining follows reduction and sintering at high temperature to reduce the UO3 to UO2,
remove remaining impurities and densify the kernels. The process is carried out under 100%
hydrogen:
UO3 (s) + H2 (g) → UO2 (s) + H2O (g)
The reduction of the kernels takes place between 450°C and 650°C where after the
temperature is increased to 1600°C in order to form dense, stoichiometric UO2 kernels that
have a diameter of 500 μm and a density just below the theoretical value of 10.96 Mg/m3. The
final production steps are sieving to remove any under and over sized kernels, followed by
sorting to remove any odd-shaped particles. The latter is performed on a sorting table that is
slightly inclined to allow spherical kernels to roll down-hill while odd-shaped particles are
vibration transported along a perpendicular direction and collected for recycling.
3.7.3.3.

Coating laboratory for TRISO coated particles

In 1999 work was begun to build a one-fifth scale (1 kg UO2 charge; 20 kW power
consumption) coater at the NECSA laboratories. This was embarked upon in order to
• gain understanding of coating processes so as to produce particles that are equivalent to
the latest German HTGR technology;
• train personnel;
• provide initial material for the quality control and fuel sphere laboratories, for the
further development of their methods and processes.
Only depleted (< 0.7% 235U) UO2 kernels have been used in the small coater.
In 2003, PBMR decided to build a ‘full size’ (5 kg UO2 charge; 110 kW power consumption)
coater, also at the Necsa laboratories. This coater was designed to be the prototype for the
coaters of the same size in the planned pilot fuel plant. The 5-kg coater is therefore also
known as the ‘Advance Coater’. Its goals are to
• mitigate the risks for the pilot fuel plant. Coaters and coating technology are seen as the
biggest risk due to their complexity. Other coating systems copy inherently simpler
proven German systems. The coater was intended to be as close a copy of the German
coater as possible, so as to be able to produce fuel that is equivalent to the German fuel.
• train production plant personnel, as the coater will operate eventually with depleted
(< 0.7% of 235U) UO2 kernels.
• enhance the understanding of coater processes and of coatings behaviour.
• demonstrate modifications intended for the production plant that can enhance its
productivity.
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The fouur coating layers
l
are deposited oon kernels in a heated
d furnace bby a processs called
chemicaal vapor depposition (CV
VD). The pprocess outlline to coat kernels witth the four layers is
shown iin Fig. 3-27.
3.7.3.4.

Graphitee laboratory for
fo PBMR sph erical fuel eleement

The labboratory faccility for thee preparatioon of matrix
x graphite powder,
p
ovvercoating of
o coated
particless, and mannufacture off fuel elemeents is baseed on the saame principple process steps as
those ussed in Germ
many. The process
p
outlline to manu
ufacture fueel elements is shown in
n Fig. 328.
Generallly the equiipment desiigns have bbeen modiffied to acco
ommodate th
the laborato
ory scale
producttion, but keyy process vaariables are equivalent;; for examplle:
• Prressing mouulds and preessures;
• Carbonizing temperaturee and atmossphere;
Annealing tem
mperature and
a atmosphhere.
• A

FIGURE 3-27. Coatin
ng process.
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FIGURE
E 3-28. Spheerical fuel eleement manuffacturing.

All the equipment needed to manufactuure (pressed
d) graphite spheres andd fuel elem
ments are
S
of natural grraphite and
d electro-graaphite powdders have produced
p
fully opperational. Suppliers
batches of materiaal for development woork in the laboratory. Matrix grraphite pow
wder and
g
pow
wder have been routiinely madee on laboraatory scale (2.5 kg
overcoaat matrix graphite
batches)). The desiign of the tooling forr the pressiing moulds, as well aas the mateerial and
process for manufaacturing the moulds, is sufficiently
y developed
d to be able to produce working
press m
moulds.
Technollogy to pre--press graph
hite cores aand thereaftter press graaphite spherres at high pressure
is sufficciently devveloped to be able to manufactu
ure small laaboratory bbatches of graphite
spheres routinely that confform to ddensity and
d crushing strength requiremen
nts after
carbonissation and annealing.
a
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3.7.3.5.

Quality control laboratory

The quality control (QC) methods have been specified to be the same as those in the reference
technology, but other methods are used if they can be shown by means of capability studies to
provide adequately accurate results.
The QC laboratory is being equipped and the test methods developed as required for the Pilot
Fuel Plant. Necsa’s analytical laboratories are being used for isotopic and impurity analyses
of uranic materials. Most of the equipment items needed in the QC Laboratory are already
available. The test methods are being installed and validated to support the development
activities in the process laboratories as well as the selection and pre-qualification of suppliers
of materials.
Following the production process, the kernels are sent for extensive analyses to the PBMR
Fuel Quality Control Laboratory before being accepted as good quality feed stock for the
coater. Table 3-18 contains the results currently obtained for UO2 kernels produced in the
Kernel Laboratory, with a comparison to the specification.
The UO2 kernels, coated fuel particles and spherical fuel elements manufactured in
laboratories at Necsa’s Pelindaba site are shown in Figures 3-29, 3-30 and 3-31, respectively
[Venter 2004b].

TABLE 3-18. Comparison of the current results with the current product specification.

Requirement

Specification

Stoichiometry

O/U ≤ 2.015

Diameter

95% of kernels
within 450-550 μm,
confidence level of
95%

Sphericity

90% of kernels ≤
1.2, confidence
level of 90%

Density

≥ 10.5 Mg/m3
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Average
Results for 2006

Remarks

2.014

On average, all kernel batches
are within specification.

499 ± 12 μm

All kernel batches are within
specification.

1.11

All kernel batches are within
specification; however, it is
aimed to obtain sphericities of
below 1.05.

10.77 Mg/m3

All kernel batches are within
specification.

FIG
GURE 3-29. P
Photographss of UO2 kern
nels.

FIGURE 3-30.
3
Ceram
mography of the
t coated fuel particle.

FIGURE 3-31.
3
Photoggraph of the spherical
s
fueel elements.
3.8. HIS
STORY OF THE
T
DRAGON
N REACTOR
R FUEL DEVE
ELOPMENT IN
I THE UNIT
TED KINGDO
OM

This section givess an overview of the historic dev
velopment of HTGR fuel describ
bing the
origin oof coated paarticle fuel for
fo the Draggon Project [Howard
[
19
978, Price 22010].
3.8.1.

Dragon reaactor core stru
ucture

The Draagon reactoor was the first
f
demonnstration hig
gh temperatu
ure gas coooled reactorr built in
the 19600s. Thirteenn OECD co
ountries beggan this projject in 1959
9 known as Dragon at Winfrith
W
in the U
UK to serve the growin
ng needs of the HTGR community
y for irradiat
ation testing
g of fuels
and fueel elementss, and technological ttests of com
mponents and
a materiaals. Criticality was
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achieved in Augusst 1964 and
d full designn power of 20 MW was reached in April 19
966. The
reactor was finally shut down in Septembber 1975. Th
he core had
d a maximum
m thermal power
p
of
21.5 MW
W (reachedd in May 1971) with corresponding core in
nlet and outtlet temperaatures of
350ºC aand 750ºC reespectively.
The corre of the Draagon reactor was prism
matic with an
n effective diameter
d
off 1.08 m and
d formed
by 37 ffuel elemennt clusters held
h
betweeen the top block
b
and bottom
b
ringg and arranged in a
hexagonnal array. Because
B
of the small ssize of the reactor corre and the cconsequent neutron
leakage, a fuel elem
ment clusteer consistedd of six fuell rods contaaining highlly enriched
d ‘driver’
fuel surr
rrounding a central rod that containned an expeerimental seection. A fuuel rod was made
m
up
from 300 annular graphite
g
fueel compactss within graaphite sleev
ves. The staandard Drag
gon fuel
elementt had an ovverall length
h of 2.54 m with both
h ends to co
ontain refleector materiial and a
1.60 m middle secction to con
ntain the fueel. With thiis fuel desig
gn, it was ppossible to irradiate
experim
mental fuels to 1000 day
ys or more bby exchang
ging the driv
ver fuel everry 200 dayss.
Helium coolant waas flowing through thee annular gap
g between
n graphite ttube and fu
uel body.
The fueel element clusters
c
coulld be indiviidually purg
ged from fisssion gases which prov
ved to be
very useeful in tracking defecttive fuel. Thhere was co
onsiderable flexibility in the fuel element
design. A total of 25 fuel eleement varietties for thee Dragon co
ore were deeveloped du
uring the
course oof Dragon operation
o
(th
hree examplles shown in Fig. 3-32)).

FIGURE
E 3-32. Draggon reactor core
c
(top) annd some of th
he fuel element varietiess (bottom) [P
PriceMST
2010, H
Howard 19788].bottom lefft: D4 with experimenttal fuel in th
he center rood; middle: D9 with
enlargedd center rod to allow full--size Germann fuel spherees; right: D13 reference ffuel element design.
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3.8.2.
3.8.2.1.

Stage 1 period of fuel development
Releasing fuel versus retaining fuel

Back in 1960, HTGR fuel development work was concentrated on fuel, from which it was
hoped (!) that fission products would be released, thereby removing parasitic neutron
absorbers from the core. The fuel manufacturing process for an 'emitting' type of fuel was
comparatively simple involving cold compaction of graphite powder and the appropriate
metal or carbide powder into fuel inserts followed by reaction sintering to form the carbides.
The annular fuel bodies were then loaded into fuel boxes, which themselves were placed in
the graphite tubes of the fuel element cluster. Purging of the clusters was made to remove
high neutron cross-section gaseous fission products from the core.
Up to the end of 1961, materials development work had concentrated on fission product
emitting fuel. But already in the early days of the HTGR it was recognized that a fission
product emitting fuel would not be acceptable for a power reactor due to the implied radiation
dose to the operators and the consequential maintenance problems resulting from the
migration of gaseous or volatile fission products and circuit contamination. Such a fuel
concept was not considered viable to progress to a prototype power reactor. Hence a parallel
concept was pursued where the fission products are retained in situ.
Originally proposed by Roy A. U. Huddle in October 1957 and patented in March 1959, the
particle with a pyrolytic carbon coating as barrier to the escape of fission products became a
considerable option. The advantage of a delay in fission product release by a few hours was
that most of the heat release would be inside the boxes.
3.8.2.2.

Fuel fabrication

Principal objective of the 1st charge loading was to irradiate fuel for the thorium cycle. The
fuel was in form of a carbide with 93% enriched uranium arranged in a two-zone core. The
ten centrally located fuel element assemblies contained the fertile material thorium at a
Th/235U ratio of ~10 with the remaining 27 fuel elements mainly serving to drive the reactor
(‘driver’ fuel). The highly enriched uranium (or driver) zone of the core should operate for as
long as possible, but it was considered unlikely that an unalloyed fissile coated particle could
withstand a burnup of 30-50% FIMA. Therefore, it was decided to use zirconium as an
alloying diluent to reduce burnup. For the zirconium-containing fuel, uranium monocarbide
was ground to powder and then mixed with zirconium monocarbide, formed into
microspheres by agglomeration, and sintered to form (Zr,U)C driver fuel with a Zr/235U ratio
of ~8 [PriceMST 1966].
In essence, the method of making particles studied was powder agglomeration. The correct
size was achieved by building up the particle as with a snowball. The powder agglomeration
process gave spheroidal particles at a reasonable rate and with a yield approaching 100%. It
readily gave a porous sintered particle which was thought necessary to provide free space for
the fission gases. The process also permitted a wide variety of compositions to be made with
ease. A porous kernel made by a dry process became one of the important features of Dragon
reference particles, whereas liquid routes to make spheroidal particles, such as the ORNL solgel process, were not pursued.
Particle kernel used in driver fuel had a diameter between 251-422 µm (defined by passing
through respective sieves), while they were sized between 353-500 µm for the fertile fuel. For
experimentation, the center rods of three fuel element assemblies were used for the so-called
Metallurgical Series I (MET-I) elements each containing 43 varieties of fuel (plus some 2000
graphite specimens).
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Work on ceramic coated particle fuel at the Battelle Memorial Institute in the USA had shown
that irradiated UO2 particles coated with alumina in a fluidized bed had favorable gaseous
fission product retention characteristics. By the end of 1960, the technique had been adapted
successfully to the coating of uranium and thorium carbide microspheres with pyrolytic
carbon. The success of the fluidized bed process lay in the use of much larger, nearly
spherical fuel kernels (> 100 μm diameter) compared to the small irregular particles that came
out of the tumbling bed furnace. It could be demonstrated that PyC also provided an effective
means of retaining fission products.
Although it was recognized that kernels had some retention capability, it was found in
experiments that fission products such as caesium, strontium, or barium could diffuse through
the pyrolytic carbon layer. Studies on metallic carbides had suggested that a silicon carbide or
zirconium carbide intermediate layer could be incorporated into the particle design having the
advantages of low neutron capture cross-section, impermeability to fission products, and
compatibility with the fuel and pyrolytic carbon.
Soon afterwards, also in the UK at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, a
successful coating was carried out on a silica fluidizing reactor using a 1 inch laboratory
coater. By the end of 1961, sufficient progress with coated particle fuel manufacture had been
made such that the recommendation was given to use coated particle fuel for the initial charge
of Dragon. During 1962, a prototype fluidizing apparatus was developed at Winfrith where a
2 inch fluidizing reactor was installed. Coater size eventually increased via 3 inch to 5 inch
furnaces.
For the first charge, fuel particles with zirconium/uranium carbide and thorium/uranium
carbide were embedded in a resin coated graphite powder matrix to form annular-shaped fuel
compacts. In the ‘admix’ process developed for the early fuel loads, the basic ingredients of
the fuel compact matrix were a high char yield resin and graphitized petroleum coke filler.
The initial development of a fabrication route for the fuel bodies was dictated by the
requirement of coated particle volume fractions as high as 50%. At this level, many particles
had direct contact, which allowed only very low forming pressures to avoid particle damage.
The process evolved was based on the UK powder casting process which subsequently has
been used commercially for the manufacture of high precision moulds. It used graphite
powder coated with a thermosetting resin as matrix, a forming pressure of ~0.7 MPa (100 psi)
followed by benzene vapor impregnation to densify and strengthen the resulting compact by
carbon deposition.
When the fuel particle parameters were finally specified, it was apparent that with a maximum
coated particle loading of less than 30% by volume, higher forming pressures were possible.
Also the gas impregnation operation could be eliminated, which although practicable,
complicated the production route. It was found from experiments on density, strength, and
particle damage, that a forming pressure of ~7 MPa (1000 psi) with no impregnation gave
satisfactory results, and this route was, therefore, adopted for the initial charge of Dragon.
In May 1963, the important decision was made to use coated particle fuel for the first charge
of Dragon. Its manufacture, a total of 18 fuel elements with ‘releasing’ type fuel containing
(UZr)C kernels coated with pyrolytic carbon only, was completed by June 1964, in time for
criticality to be achieved on 23 August 1964 (with 16 of the 18 elements of the outer ring).
The complete core loading of 37 fuel elements was achieved in February 1965. The mean
production rate of the first charge was 1.2 fuel elements per week. For the zirconiumcontaining driver fuel the apparent loss of 235U was 1.6% and for the thorium-containing fuel
0.7%. Reject fuel was not recovered at the time; nevertheless, the overall yield on a once
through basis was impressively high. Fuel charge 1 was operated over 229 efpd.
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3.8.2.3.

Fuel quality control

From 1963, fuel quality control was gradually beginning to emerge. A quality control Worki
was set up for the development of suitable quality assurance methods. It was mostly used for
the ceramographic examination of coated fuel particles and a non-destructive examination for
fuel compacts, graphite fuel tubes, alpha contamination and metrology of the fuel particles.
Many other physical properties of fuel body and fuel particle were measured, but only on a
very small number of samples. The small size of the particles necessitated a statistical
approach to quality during manufacture. Many of the methods developed became well
established testing procedures with a high degree of confidence, but a number of physical
property measurements were discontinued as a routine after the completion of the first charge.
There was, however, initially an important test procedure missing at that time which was the
estimation of the broken particle fraction in consolidated fuel, although acid leaching for
estimation of broken particles in coating batches was carried out. But once the broken particle
test and associated statistical methods had been developed, examination of the various stages
of manufacture enabled to identify the critical parts of the process, and this feedback led to a
progressive reduction in the overall broken particle fraction in the reactor. The information on
the defective particles assisted in the interpretation of irradiation experiments.
3.8.3.

Coated particle development for commercial HTGRs

Following the successful stage 1 period, which had demonstrated the feasibility of the
fabrication of coated particle fuels and their performance and the improvement of fuel quality,
work on stage 2 turned towards the study of these fuels for power producing versions of the
HTGR involving a very flexible approach to the fabrication aspects and the development and
exploitation of a very extensive irradiation and postirradiation examination programme. At
this time it was considered that a commercial system would be launched using the thorium
high enriched uranium cycle. Thus, 'feed and breed' reference fuels were specified.
During an initial phase, the main factors controlling the performance of coated particle fuels
were identified. An extremely wide range of fuels, including Pu fuel, was fabricated and
irradiated. Kernels were produced by both melting and sintering and the first comparisons
between the behaviour of pyrolytic carbon (PyC) and silicon carbide coatings were made,
with the latter clearly superior to plain PyC coated fuels. At this time the development of the
replaceable experimental fuel elements in Dragon (such as the D5 design where six driver
channels surround one experimental channel) was a key feature of the programme.
For the 2nd charge, the Dragon core needed 32 new fuel element assemblies. Due to the aim of
an unpurged fuel element design, a new type, D4 MK II, was developed where only the
central rod as an experimental section remained purged, whereas the surrounding six ‘driver’
fuel rods were unpurged. By January 1967, every fuel element was of this type. Also the new
designed ‘UC-10’ (UC2 with excess carbon at a C/235U ratio of ~10-12) fuel kernel with a
420-572 µm diameter and a TRISO coating was applied in the driver zone. Furthermore the
particles received a thick overcoating. The driver fuel considered the ‘Dragon Reference
Particle’ consisted of fuel particles with an 800 µm UO2 kernel and a TRISO coating, bonded
together in a carbonaceous matrix and pressed to compacts. Fuel charge 2 was operated over
262 efpd.
A significant portion of the 2nd charge was experimental fuel tested in a large scale
comparison of fuel compositions and coatings, and also for different irradiation times with the
goal of extending fuel lifetime. They contained oxide or carbide mixed compounds, involving
low enrichment uranium, thorium and plutonium, and with BISO or TRISO coatings.
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Charge 2 included approximately 10 g of plutonium contained in TRISO coated fuel particles
which were placed in cartridges. This amount of Pu is about the same as was produced in
charge 1 from neutron capture of the 238U during operation [Price 1966b]. Also interest shifted
from the thorium cycle to a LEU fuel cycle in a heterogeneous core which was considered an
attractive alternative to the AGR. The first such fuel was fabricated for irradiation in June
1967, and the first experiments were reasonably successful and led to the specification of the
so-called LE reference fuel. This switch to uranium fuel cycles was also influenced by doubts
over high enriched uranium availability and thorium recycle technology.
In the 3rd charge starting in July 1968, 13 new fuel elements with introduced, with them 26 of
the 37 being of the D5 type, where the center rod and the surrounding driver rods were
independently replaceable. Following the new fuel concept, by far most of the driver fuel was
oxidic: UO2+10C, UO2+5C, UO2+33C, UO2+18C. Total production of this oxide fuel was
around 650 kg of coated particles used in 43 000 compacts of various types and dimensions,
of which some 33 000 compacts were the ‘standard D13 type fuel’. With charge 3, a cyclic
mode of operation was pursued, which allowed the variation of residence times for the
experimental fuel unlike the once-through character of the charges 1 and 2. Cycling was made
by exchanging 20% of the driver fuel every 30 efpd [Howard 1978].
The pin-in-block design for fuel elements, which was already tested with the earlier fissilefertile fuel system to avoid high stresses in the main structural components of the core, was
also later employed for the LEU fuel tested in the D14 and D16 type fuel elements. With
beginning of charge 5, the first integral multi-hole graphite block fuel element (type D22) was
introduced into the Dragon core investigating the block design as was used for the US Fort St.
Vrain HTGR.
By the end of 1973 a sound basis of knowledge had been reached on the factors limiting the
performance of LEU fuels. Large quantities of fuel had been produced and irradiated and
some fuels had been irradiated to almost full lifetimes. Design rules for the fuel particles had
been quantified for the three main performance limiting features (amoeba failure, pressure
failure, fast neutron dose limit for PyC) enabling the designer to specify operational margins.
3.8.3.1.

Kernel fabrication

As far as LEU cycle fuel was concerned, the main attention was directed towards the
suppression of amoeba failure by development of additives to the kernel to cause gettering of
the oxygen released on fission, and thus reduced formation of CO which was involved in the
attack of the coating. This was explored in two main developments: (i) the incorporation into
the kernel of cerous oxide which could form a solid solution with sub-stoichiometric uranium
oxide, and (ii) the addition of another phase to getter the oxygen directly, e.g. ZrC or SiC.
For the advanced fuels in the Th-U cycle, the main areas of development were to produce an
improved fully enriched uranium fissile particle from the viewpoint of very high temperature
stability and to explore a chemical gettering system for the fission products in the thorium
oxide fertile particle. The main variants on the reference UO2 fuel were by means of dilution
with carbon (using the carbon agglomeration route or the WAR process developed by
ORNL1) or with alumina (UO2+Al2O3), or to alter the composition to uranium carbide with
zirconium carbide additions (UC+ZrC, UC+5ZrC). Some experiments also involved uranium
carbo-nitride kernels. A large number of oxide getters was examined to explore the possibility
1

Presized weak acid resin (WAR) ion exchange materials made from acrylic acid/divinyl benzene copolymers
are loaded with uranium from uranyl nitrate solution, dried, and then heat-treated to produce a mixed
oxide/carbide particle, typically 360 μm diameter.
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of fission product gettering in oxide fuels (Al2O3, Ce2O3, SiO2, ZrO2, Al2O3·SiO2, Cr2O3,
Fe2O3, MoO3, MnO2, Nb2O5, TiO2, V2O5, Y2O3).
The production of green kernels by the powder route was very simple. The required weights
of carbon black, UO and furfuryl alcohol were intimately mixed in an edge runner mill
producing a slightly compressed and well dispersed mixture. The mix was then reduced to
granules and powder by passing through a series of sieves. The granules and powder were
spheroidized on a planetary mill and the required size fraction shape separated on an inclined
vibrating plate. Acceptable particles were exposed to hydrogen chloride vapor to polymerize
the furfuryl alcohol. Heat treatment of the green kernels was carried out in a static atmosphere
of carbon monoxide to minimize the formation of uranium carbide.
The specification of UO2 particle size was found to be very important in this process. The
UO2 powder available initially consisted of particles up to 250 μm which gave problems of
uniform dispersion in a nominally 600 μm diameter kernel and also caused severe segregation
of the UO2 during the spheroidizing process. These problems were immediately eased by
sieving out particles greater than 100 μm from the UO feed powder and in the longer term the
specification for the supply of new UO was modified.
The liquid route for kernel manufacture was more complicated than the powder
agglomeration process and required more elaborate control of the initial stages of kernel heat
treatment. Particle shape was better, leading to a reduction in the within-particle variation of
coating thickness. Methods of sphere formation needed further development to render them
less operator sensitive with respect to shape and size distribution. The liquid route process led
to a stronger kernel and thereby reduced coating contamination.
3.8.3.2.

Coating process

Developments involved improvements to the pyrocarbon, the study of the high temperature
performance limits for silicon carbide and the development of a potential alternative in ZrC
and, finally, the exploration of new particle designs involving new coating materials. These
studies were principally directed towards obtaining fuels which could operate at temperatures
above 1400°C for prolonged periods.
Improvements had been indicated in the performance of material derived from propylene and
butane at low temperatures (rather than the traditional high temperature methane coatings),
high coating rates and uniformity of coating. Since the process is carried out in a fluidized bed
coater, it was first necessary to investigate the fluidization process itself by studying particle
motion and gas flow patterns. A parallel approach, which was based on the extensive
accumulated experience of coating, was the development of a model of the deposition
process. The simple concept was that pyrocarbon is formed of initially substantially spherical
agglomerates, whose size affects the structure (but not the density) and whose degree of
deformation affects the density of the deposit. Before the agglomerate falls onto a coating, its
spinning motion and the surface tension of any low viscosity phase give it a spheroidal shape
and a tangled internal structure.
The production of the first ‘UO2+10C’ driver fuel was started in the second half of 1967.
Changes of enrichment, coating layers and procedures led to revised specifications until the
accepted standard driver fuel Type D13 was specified (Table 3-19).
In almost all cases the coating agents were acetylene for the porous layers and methane for the
high density pyrocarbon layers. All driver fuel of this composition was made with a TRISO
coating, the silicon carbide layer being derived from methyltrichlorosilane. The coating of all
the layers on one batch was carried out in a continuous process.
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TABLE 3-19. Specifications of the UO2+10C reference fuel used in the D13 type fuel element.

Enrichment in 235U

typically 93%

Kernel composition

UO2+10C

Kernel diameter

600 μm

Coating layer thicknesses:
porous
inner HDI
total inner PyC
silicon carbide
outer PyC

25 μm
50 μm
75 μm
35 μm
45 μm

Instances of the deposition of poor quality SiC occurred at times during the driver fuel
fabrication. It was usually indicated by a low density and a porous appearance on a
metallographic section. Bad quality SiC was traced on several occasions to an incorrect
operating temperature. But equipment for SiC deposition was steadily improved.
Contamination of coated particles was reduced when changing the unloading procedure of the
particles from extraction through a nozzle systen to a particle extraction system by suction
through the top of the furnace. Contamination levels were also reduced by sieving the coated
particles immediately after removal from the furnace. It was found that the undersize fraction
which usually consisted of broken or only partially coated particles had a higher
contamination level than the main batch.
Experiments during the LEU period had indicated that the SiC coating became transparent to
the fission product 110mAg at about 1200-1250°C and that at successively higher temperatures
the SiC became transparent to strontium and caesium, respectively. It was felt that these
phenomena were probably caused by small concentrations of silicon at the crystal boundaries
in the SiC and, therefore, experiments were undertaken to examine the effects of varying the
structure of the SiC, e.g. through the addition of nitrogen in the coating process to remove
silicon and in controlled variation of the SiC grain size. As a back-up, work began on the
development of zirconium carbide, a more refractory material, as an alternative coating.
Finally the concept of getters to bind the fission products more strongly within the kernel led
to work on the incorporation of getters into the coatings where much higher concentrations
could be used. Thus, coating variants using AlO and ZrC as buffer layers were studied.
In the overcoating process, also developed by the Battelle Memorial Institute, the emphasis
was on spraying a premixed slurry of matrix material, binder and solvent coupled with a
drying process to build up the overcoats. The basic process involved tumbling the coated
particles in a rubber-lined copper drum rotating at about 30 rpm. The resin coated matrix
powder was then dropped through spraying with Industrial Methylated Spirits, IMS, (ethyl
alcohol). At the same time, the resinated matrix powder was vibro-fed onto the particles.
Different sizes of drums were used for overcoating, varying from 457 mm (18 in) diameter
down to 51 mm (2 in) diameter for overcoating small quantities of coated particles (as low as
200 particles). The overcoated particles were dried in a vacuum oven in a flow of nitrogen at
50°C. During the process, a uniform size range of overcoated particles was maintained by
removing the larger particles at certain stages and replacing them at a later time.
By far the largest amount of driver fuel was made to the specification type D13 (see Fig. 332) described in Table 3-19. Evidence from the Dragon operation and maintenance testified to
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the highly satisfactory quality of the driver fuel, sustained over a period of many years. Many
variations of the fuel were made for special applications.
3.8.3.3.

Fuel element production

The process for compaction of the overcoated particles was considerably improved over the
years. The original method of compaction was to use a die placed between the plates of a
hand-pumped hydraulic press. The die was heated to approximately 80°C and loaded with the
overcoated particles. The die temperature was then increased to above 120°C and the compact
pressed. A further temperature increase to 180°C was made to polymerize the resin. The
pressed bodies were baked in a semi-continuous nitrogen atmosphere tube furnace to 800°C,
the typical heating rate being 75°C/h. Prior to final testing, inspection and assembly the fuel
bodies were degassed at 1800°C in vacuum. This process which was adequate for fuel bodies
with volume packing fractions of less than ~35% persisted for several years.
The most commonly used matrix powder was British Acheson Electrodes Limited Type 60
which was a premium grade petroleum coke, graphitized as powder with a particle size of
about 60 μm. This was resinated with a phenol formaldehyde resin Type CS-217 supplied by
the Carborundum Co. Ltd., mixed with a hexamine hardener and stearic acid.
The heat treatment of the pressed compacts was carried out in two stages. The first stage was
a low temperature treatment at about 900°C in a semi-continuous tube furnace. The furnace
tube was made of stainless steel with an internal diameter of 127 mm (5 in) and a length of
about 4.6 m (15 feet). Compacts passing through the tube were heated from room temperature
to 900°C and cooled down to room temperature over a period of about 45 hours. The furnace
tube was continuously purged with nitrogen to remove the resin decomposition products.
The second stage of heat treatment involved vacuum degassing, which was carried out in a
batch furnace. Compacts were contained in open-ended graphite tubes and heated under
vacuum to 1800°C over a period of ~4 hours. The furnace power was then switched off and
the compacts were allowed to cool before submitted to the quality control.
3.8.4.

Status at termination

The invention and manufacture of coated particle fuel was an extremely important
development step in the history of the HTGR. A whole variety of types of fuel particles has
been developed, fabricated, tested, and inserted into the Dragon core. They included kernels
made of uranium monocarbide, uranium dicarbide, uranium dicarbide/thorium dicarbide,
uranium monocarbide/zirconium monocarbide, or uranium dioxide, which were uncoated or
coated either with pyrocarbon only or with a sequence of layers pyrocarbon/silicon
carbide/pyrocarbon. Also the ratios of U/Th or U/Zr or U/C varied over broad ranges.
Furthermore process parameters during the fuel manufacture were changed to develop optimal
designs. Fuel kernel diameters were ranging within allowable limits defined by the sieves
employed.
Between 1963 and 1976, a series of commercial HTGR concepts was studied including a
feed-and-breed HTGR using high enriched uranium and 233U bred from thorium, a low
enriched homogeneous HTGR a direct cycle gas turbine HTGR, and process heat HTGRs.
Correspondingly, a set of basic reference particle designs was established as listed in Table 320.
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TABLE 3-20. Basic reference particle designs resulting from the Dragon project.

Particle Type

Dragon reference
Variant 1 Feed
Breed
Variant 2 Feed
Breed
Variant 3 Mixed

Kernel
Composition Diameter [μm]
LEU fuel cycle
UO2
650 - 800
(Th,U) fuel cycle
UO2
200
ThO2
500
UO2+10C
600
ThO2
800
(Th,U)O2
400

Coating type

TRISO
TRISO
BISO
TRISO
TRISO
TRISO

Production of the reference UO2+10C type fuel was carried out over a period of about eight
years. In that time, approximately 250 kg of green kernels of various enrichments were
manufactured and these supplied about 700 coating runs producing around 650 kg of coated
particles. These coated particles were further fabricated into nearly 43 000 compacts of
various types and dimensions. The standard D13 type fuel for Dragon was produced in 344
coating runs and the coating batch rejection rate was about 3%. Such batches were rejected
for reasons of high contamination or poor quality silicon carbide. Approximately 33 000
compacts were produced of this type of fuel.
The essential concept of Dragon driver fuel was conservative and this aim was achieved by
dilution of the fissile material in the kernel and by trying to obtain maximum protection from
a TRISO coating. The normal diluent for the fissile material in the kernel was carbon, the
UO2:C atom ratio being typically 1:10. The method of manufacture was frozen at an early
stage and the process did not change markedly thereafter.
The powder agglomeration route for kernel manufacture was simple and variations in
composition were easily made. It was economical in labor as well as having low losses.
Recycle of reject material was possible up to the stage of hardening the kernels. The shape of
the particles was dependent on the operator and the binder content.
Coating requires at least 150 manual operations per batch and since even the best operators
tend to be less than 98% efficient in such manual operations, it is clearly a process requiring
automation. In the preparation of Dragon fuel, automation would have increased the validity
of all fuel testing, both driver and experimental, as well as assisting in a modest way towards
the automation of refabrication. LTI pyrocarbons probably require a higher degree of
temperature control than HTI pyrocarbons, further emphasizing the need for automatic
control. Although control was exercized on the manufacturing process, a proper quality
assurance programme was not carried out. It is fortunate that the underlying quality was good
and that the product was so conservatively designed that this did not matter.
Although a variety of commercial HTGR developments was being considered, design studies
did not lead to a clear definition of the way forward. The extreme flexibility of the HTGR and
the array of possible design solutions contributed to the difficulty in defining the basic core
design for a prototype system. Good progress being made with some aspects of the work on
advanced fuels up to mid-1975. But the increasing difficulties of the Dragon Project in
fulfilling the programme, especially that involving extra-mural irradiation, began to interfere
with progress. Unfortunately, a great part of the experimental programme was never
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completed. Overstretched resources, coupled with a worldwide trend in that era to favor water
reactors eventually caused work on the Dragon project to be terminated in March 1976.
3.9. FUEL PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES IN THE USA
3.9.1.

Introduction

The primary HTGR programmes in the USA consist mainly of the Peach Bottom HTGR, Fort
St. Vrain (FSV) HTGR, and the modular high temperature gas cooled reactor (MHTGR)
[Stansfield 1991].
The Peach Bottom project was initiated in 1958 and produced the first electricity from an
HTGR on Jan. 27, 1967 [Goeddel 1967]. The fuel element design consisted of 3660 mm-long,
89-mm-diameter, low-permeability graphite sleeves which contained annular compacts. The
fuel compacts were made by mixing coated particles with graphite powder and pitch binder
followed by hot pressing.
The FSV project was initiated in 1965, and the first electricity was produced in late 1976
[Simon 1982]. The fuel element for FSV HTGR consisted of a hexagonal graphite block 356
mm across the flats and 790 mm high. Coolant and fuel holes were bored into the block, and
fuel compacts were inserted into the fuel holes. The fuel compacts was fabricated by filling a
mold with coated particles and then injecting a mixture of graphite powder and molten
petroleum pitch binder into close packed bed of particles. The compacts were heated to
decompose the binder and produce a stable body.
Since the late 1970s several reactor designs have been evaluated based on energy and safety
requirements. The MHTGR programme was the culmination of that ongoing development
effort [Turner 1988]. The MHTGR will utilize the same fuel particle and element design
employed for the FSV HTGR, with the incorporation of technological advances to reduce
initial defects in the fresh fuel. Because of performance and process advantages of UCO, it
was selected in 1981 as the reference fissile fuel kernel for the US-DOE HTGR development
programme [Turner 1983].
Peach Bottom Unit 1 and FSV initial cores and reload fuel were manufactured in the USA.
For cores 1 and 2 of Peach Bottom Unit 1, about 3500 kg of BISO coated, high enriched
uranium (HEU) (Th,U)C2 particles were manufactured and assembled into more than 48 000
annular fuel compacts in cylindrical fuel elements. The FSV initial core required about 20 000
kg of (HEU) (Th,U)C2 and ThC2 TRISO coated particles into about 1500 hexagonal prismatic
fuel elements [IAEA 1997].
3.9.2.
3.9.2.1.

Fuel production for the Fort St. Vrain HTGR
Introduction

TRISO coated fuel was massively produced by General Atomics (GA) and performed
impressively in the FSV [McEachern 2001]. The Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Generating Station
[Dahlberg 1969, Dahlberg 1969b, Walker 1969] was a 330 MW(e) (842 MW(th)) HTGR that
was operated by the Public Service Company of Colorado from 1974 to 1989. The FSV core
used prismatic fuel elements with hexagonal cross-sections. Fuel for the reactor was based on
the 93% enriched uranium/thorium cycle (HEU/Th). TRISO coated fissile and fertile particles
were separately used. Fuel lifetime in the core was six years, i.e. about one-sixth of the fuel
elements were removed and replaced at each refueling.
The General Atomics fuel fabrication facility was located on the main General Atomics site in
San Diego, California. All fabrication operations were carried out in a 4000 m2 tilt slab and
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Approximate 3000 fuel compacts were loaded into each graphite fuel block to form a fuel
element. The fuel blocks for the initial core and first reload fuel segment were made from
machined H-327 graphite that was manufactured by Great Lakes Carbon Corporation. Fuel
blocks for subsequent reload segments were made from the more dimensionally stable H-451
graphite that was provided by the same vendor. The fuel blocks were hexagonal in crosssection, 360 mm across flats and 790 mm high (Fig. 3-33 [Oehme 1974]). The core, made
from 1482 hexagonal fuel elements, stacked six elements high, was roughly cylindrical in
shape, about 6 m in diameter and 4.8 m high. The average core power density was 6.3
MW(th)/m3. Specifications for the FSV coated particles are shown in Table 3-21.
TABLE 3-21. Specifications of FSV coated particles.

Fissile

Fertile

Particle
Smaller (A)

Larger (B)

Smaller (A)

Larger (B)

Material

(3.6Th,U)C2(a)

(3.6Th,U)C2(a)

ThC2

ThC2

Diameter

100-175

175-275

300 - 410

410 - 500

93

93

-

-

45 - 100

45 - 100

45 - 65

45 - 65

Seal

<5

<5

<5

<5

IPyC

20 - 30

20 - 30

20 - 40

20 - 40

SiC

20 - 30

20 - 30

20 - 30

20 - 30

> 25

> 35

> 30

> 40

Kernel

Enrichment
[% 235U]
Coating
Buffer

OPyC
Defective coatings
Heavy metal
migration
+ missing buffer
+ missing IPyC

1×10-3

1×10-3

Defective SiC

3×10-3

5×10-3

Missing OPyC

1×10-3

1×10-3

(a) Initial core Th/U = 4.25.
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The fuel cycle using 93% enriched uranium and thorium was the economical optimum cycle
for FSV. It was desired to fission the 235U completely, but particles which could sustain the
high burnup had not yet been developed. Therefore, a fissile particle containing both fissile
and fertile material was used. Coatings on the FSV particles were generally thinner than those
used in later designs and the acceptable range of coating thicknesses and kernel diameters
were wider than specified in later designs. Later, an all 93% enriched uranium carbide fissile
particle was developed and licensed for use at FSV to a burnup of > 70% FIMA and a fast
neutron fluence of 8×1025 n/m2. Although the fuel was extensively irradiated in test reactors,
it was never used in the FSV core.
Fuel compact specifications include dimensions, impurities, matrix coke content, allowable
defective particle coatings, and heavy metal contamination. These specifications are shown in
Table 3-22.
TABLE 3-22. Specifications of FSV fuel compact lots.

Specification

Value

Diameter (ring gauge) [mm]

~12.6

Length (mechanical measurement) [mm]

~50

Coke content (coke + filler) [%]

< 0.36

Iron [μg/compact]

≤ 20

Sulfur [ppm]

≤ 1200

Chlorine vapor pressure @ 1600°C [Pa]

5×10-3

Contamination (average for all rods in segment)

Uranium

Fission gas release (85m Kr @ 1100°C)
Heavy metal contamination – burn-leach
(contamination + totally exposed kernels)

Thorium
3×10-5

3×10-3

Fission gas release (85m Kr @ 1100°C)

1×10-2
Not specified

-

1×10-4

Fuel dispersion

1×10-3

1×10-3

Burn-leach (heavy metal contamination + SiC defects)

3×10-3

1×10-2

Thorium contamination (hydrolysis)

3.9.2.3.

Fuel fabrication process

FSV Fuel production consisted of five major steps:
(1) Fabrication of spherical fissile and fertile kernels;
(2) Application of coatings;
(3) Production of fuel compacts;
(4) Assembly of the compacts into prismatic graphite blocks;
(5) Packaging and shipping the fuel assemblies to the FSV site.
For the FSV assemblies, 25 processing steps were utilized. The steps are shown in Fig. 3-34.
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FIGU
URE 3-34. Bllock flow diaagram of the Fort St. Vraiin fuel fabriccation.
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Fabrication of spherical fissile and fertile kernels
Two types of kernels were made. The fertile kernels contain only thorium; the fissile kernels
initially contained a mixture of four parts thorium to one part 93% enriched uranium; the ratio
was later changed to 3.6 to 1.
For fissile kernel fabrication, thorium oxide (ThO2) powder, uranium oxide (UO2) powder,
and carbon powder were mixed together with ethyl cellulose and a solvent to form nuggets
approximately 1 cm in diameter. The nuggets were dried, ground, and screened to obtain
particles of the desired diameter range. Oversize material was reground and screened;
undersized material was sent back to the beginning of the process and formed again into 1 cm
nuggets. The grinding operation yielded a broad range of particle sizes so about 40% of the
material was undersize and had to be recycled back to the beginning of the process. The
product material was then converted into thorium/uranium carbide in a vacuum furnace at
2000°C. The rough shaped thorium/uranium carbide particulates were then made into spheres
in a drop/melt process at 2700°C. Because the process made a wide spectrum of kernel sizes,
screening was performed between each process step to select the material suitable for further
processing. The fertile kernels were produced in larger equipment with the same process
starting with thorium oxide powder, ethyl cellulose, and carbon powder.
PyC and SiC coatings
Pyrocarbon and SiC coatings were applied to the kernels in fluidized bed furnaces operating
between 1200°C and 1650°C. The TRISO coating was applied in three steps. In the first
coating step, three types of pyrocarbon were applied to the kernels (buffer, a thin seal over the
buffer, and an inner pyrocarbon). Then the coated particles were removed from the coated and
inspected. Next, the SiC coating was applied, and the particle batch was removed and
inspected again. In the final step the outer pyrocarbon was applied and a final inspection of
the TRISO particles was performed.
For the initial core, the fissile coating was applied in eleven coaters each having an inside
diameter of 120 mm. Fertile coatings were applied in six coaters each having an inside
diameter of 240 mm. Using these seventeen coaters, a production record was set in July, 1971,
when 308 coating batches were processed in a single 24 hour period. Starting in 1978, a new
freon cooled coater (known as the dry coater) was utilized for all of the FSV coating (this
process improvement is discussed later); both the fissile and fertile coatings were applied in
three steps using this single coating furnace. Table 3-23 describes the coaters used to make
the FSV fuel.
Production of fuel compacts
Following coating, the particles were molded into fuel compacts that were 13 mm in diameter
and 50 mm long. To form the compacts for the initial core and Segment 7, fissile and fertile
particles were metered and transferred to a 20 compact mold where binder was injected and
compacts solidified. This compacting machinery was replaced for reload segments 8, 9 and 10
by an improved process discussed below.
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TABLE 3-23. Coater designs used in FSV fuel manufacturing.

Segm.

1-8

Material
coated

Fissile

Fertile

9-10

Fissile
and
fertile

Number
of
coaters

11

6

1

Coater design
Dia.
[mm]

Heating

Coolant

Gas distribution

120

200 kW resistance
3-phase 28 Volts
phase to phase
with split electrode
ring

Water

Porous graphite
flat frit PyC 60°
cone for SiC
both with hot
unloading feature

240

200 kW resistance
3-phase 28 Volts
phase to phase
with split electrode
ring

Water

60° cone with
hot unloading
feature

240

200 kW resistance
3-phase 28 Volts
phase to phase
with split electrode
ring

Freon

Nozzle and cone
with hot
unloading feature

After formation the compacts were heat treated in three steps. The compacts were first
carbonized in a nitrogen atmosphere in a mold packed with small alumina particles at 900°C,
and the pitch volatiles were driven away. Next the compacts were leached with HCl gas at
1650°C to remove uranium and thorium contamination present outside of the SiC coatings;
other metallic impurities such as iron were also removed. The compacts then were final heat
treated at 1700°C in an argon-purged, graphite-lined, push-through furnace during which the
carbonization of the matrix was completed and the residual sulfur and chlorine were removed.
Compacts were mass produced in ‘compact lots’; containing about 30 000 compacts. For
Segments 8, 9 and 10, compact formation was carried out with an automated, integrated unit.
Following final inspection and quality control release, the compacts were manually loaded
into the prismatic fuel blocks to form the fuel assemblies. The prismatic fuel blocks were
procured fully machined. Each block contained approximately 3000 compacts. After the
compacts were loaded, a graphite fuel hole plug was placed in the top of each fuel hole; the
plugs were sealed in place with graphite cement that was cured at a low temperature. The
completed fuel block was engraved for identification and packaged for shipment to the reactor
site.
Characterization of fabricated fuel elements
Quality control measurements of the uranium contents in the graphite and in exposed kernels
are plotted in Fig. 3-35 for the initial core and reloads.
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FIGU
URE 3-35. Evvolution of HTGR
H
Fuel Quality.
Q

Fuel fab
brication process
p
imp
provement
In paraallel with the
t
producttion of FS
SV fuel, GA developed improveed fuel fab
brication
equipmeent and proocesses for commercial
c
l HTGR fueel. Some off the new tecchniques were
w used
in produuction of reeload segments for FS
SV. Followiing is a sum
mmary desccription of the
t most
significaant process improvemeents introduuced.
(1) Desm
ma press
For use on Segmennts 8, 9, and
d 10, a new compact fo
orming unit, graphite shhim particlees, and a
man compan
ny, Desma,, supplied the new
new maatrix formuulation weree introduceed. A Germ
compacct formationn unit. Thee Desma Prress was a computer controlled thermo-meechanical
system that autom
matically fo
ormed the fuel comp
pacts ready
y for carboonization and
a
heat
treatmennt. The onlyy manual op
perations reequired of th
he operatorss were loadi
ding of particles into
feed hopppers, loadiing matrix into
i
the mattrix hopper,, and remov
val of the coompleted co
ompacts.
Fully eqquipped witth eight molds and assuuming an 80%
8
on linee time, the ppress could produce
30 720 compacts per
p 24 hourr day. For F
Ft. St. Vrain
n productio
on, only twoo molds weere used,
and the other six sttations weree vacant; 76680 compactts were prod
duced each 24 hour day
y.
In this new proceess, fissile particles, fertile partticle, and graphite shhim particlles were
accurateely weighedd for each fu
uel compac t with an au
utomatic maachine and ddropped intto one of
the holees in a 40--hole transffer cart. Thhe three typ
pes of particles were tthen air bleended to
provide a homogenneous mixtu
ure. The bleend was loaded into on
ne of the cavvities in a mold
m
that
had 40 compact mold
m
cavitiees. When thhe 40 cavitties were filled,
fi
the m
mold was heated
h
to
160°C aand molten matrix wass injected innto the mold
d cavities th
hrough a m
matrix maniffold. The
matrix was a mixxture of lo
ow sulfur petroleum pitch, grap
phite flour,, octadecan
nol, and
3
r
prod
duces a relaatively low density (1..7 Mg/m ), carbonized
d matrix.
polystyrrene. This receipt
The maatrix filled the
t voids between the particles and
a bonded the particlees together into the
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compact. The mold was cooled to 30°C and the compacts were ejected from the forty-cavity
mold and placed into fuel assembly loading tubes by a harvesting robot.
The compact fabrication process has been significantly improved by the recent work of
Besenbruch and colleagues [Spense 1981] who have shown that compacts with very low
defects can be fabricated by controlling the matrix impurity levels, controlling the compact
formation and injecting forces, removing the metallic impurities prior to high temperature
firing, and performing the high temperature firing in a clean furnace.
(2) Dry coater
By 1974, General Atomics had built and operated over twenty coaters for mass production of
particles with pyrocarbon and silicon carbide coatings. During the initial core, seventeen
coaters were used 24 hours a day, five days a week and sometimes seven days a week. The
experience gained from production coating was combined to design and build the ‘dry coater.’
The dry coater was to be used for development of the process to be used to fabricate fuel for
the large, commercial HTGRs. Objectives of the coater design were to coat larger batches of
particles and retain or improve coating quality. Its first use was for production of reloads 8, 9,
and 10.
The inside diameter of the coating chamber was 250 mm. Because this was not a safe
geometry for enriched uranium if the coater was cooled with water, a chlorinated hydrocarbon
was used for coolant. With the elimination of a coolant with hydrogen, the 250-mm diameter
coating chamber could be used for enriched uranium. The coater was made mainly from
stainless steel components, resistance heated, and used computer-controlled ‘digital valves’
for regulating flow rates.
(3) Other improvements
Improvements were also made in particle homogeniety by air blending, carbonization by
better transport of impurities from the heat treating fixtures, and final heat treatment of the
compacts by cleaning the furnace components of impurities.
3.9.3.

Fuel technology programme supporting the MHTGR

The coated fissile fuel particles for the modular high temperature reactor (MHTGR) consist of
a UCO fuel kernel surrounded by the TRISO coating, i.e. a porous buffer layer, a dense inner
pyrocarbon layer, a silicon carbide layer, and a dense outer PyC layer. An additional outer
protective layer of low density PyC is added to achieve very low breakage during fuel
compact fabrication and thus, low as-manufactured defect fraction.
Because of performance and process advantages of UCO (a mixture of UO2 and UC2), it was
selected in 1981 as the reference fissile fuel kernel for the US-DOE HTGR development
programme. The UCO kernel is to be fabricated using the internal gel precipitation process
[Huschka 1977, Spense 1981]. This process consistently produces high quality kernels with
the correct dimensions and specified characteristics, minimizes the environmental processing
of wastes and scraps recycle materials, and meets the specific performance requirements. The
gelled spheres are stabilized; the kernels are air-dried, calcined and sintered to remove excess
oxygen. The kernels are then exposed to argon and argon/CO gas mixture to chemically adjust
the ratio of carbon and density of the kernels [IAEA 1997].
The kernels are coated by chemical vapor deposition in a fluidized bed furnace. The buffer
and PyC layers are deposited from pyrolysis of hydrocarbon gases and the SiC from
methyltrichlorosilane (MTS). TRISO coated ThO2 kernels produced similarly are also
included in the MHTGR to allow varying the local U/Th ratio for core zoning purposes and to
decrease the reactivity changes from burnup of fuel.
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Activities within thhe US Fuel Technologyy Programm
me in suppo
ort of the MH
HTGR are centered
in the tthree main areas: fuel materials ddevelopmen
nt, fuel process develoopment, and
d fission
productt behaviour. The majo
ority of thee technology
y developm
ment activitities for the Process
Developpment are underway
u
at
a General A
Atomics (G
GA), while those
t
in thee fuel materrials and
fission pproduct behhaviour areaas are centerred at Oak Ridge
R
Natio
onal Laborat
atory (ORNL
L).
In the fuel processs developm
ment area, the major emphasis was on thhe constructtion and
qualification of ann improved fuel compaact injection
n press. The LEU UC
CO fissile an
nd ThO2
fertile T
TRISO coatted fuels weere fabricatted by GA as a candid
date fuel forr the MHTGR, and
mean ccontaminatioon and deffect particlee fraction were
w
< 1×10-6 and 2.33×10-5, resp
pectively
[Besenbbruch 2001]]. The as-maanufacturedd quality hass been imprroved signifficantly, resulting in
less heaavy metal coontaminatio
on and loweer particle defect
d
fractio
on in fresh fuel (see Fiig. 3-35)
[Goodinn 1991, McE
Eachern 200
01].
The fueel particles are embedd
ded in a fueel compact composed of the coatted fuel parrticles, a
carbon matrix and graphite sh
him. The m
matrix is oriiginally 47%
% petroleum
m pitch, 38% filler,
10% occtadecanol and 5% polystyrene
p
. The mattrix is injected into a mold at 160°C.
Afterwaards, coolinng to below
w ambient temperaturre solidifiess the comppact. The compact,
c
packed in Al2O3, iss then carbo
onized at 9000°C to decompose org
ganic compoounds and to
t obtain
a solid carbon com
mpact. The size of the alumina paarticles musst be controolled to restrain the
compacct but allow the escape of volatile gases. Therreafter the compacts
c
arre heated att 1650°C
briefly tto stabilize the compacct. The diam
meter of thee resulting compact is between 12
2.37 and
12.72 m
mm and ann adjustablee length, exxpected to be
b 49.3 mm
m in most application
n [IAEA
1997].
3.10. AD
DVANCED FU
UEL DESIGN
N PARAMETE
ERS
3.10.1.
3.10.1.1.

Challenges on the road to
t high tempeerature, high
h burnup SiC fuel
Introducction

The fueel service coonditions proposed forr the very high
h
temperrature reacttor (VHTR)) will be
challengging [US-D
DOE 2002]]. While thhe highly successful German cooated partiicle fuel
program
mme established an accceptable dessign envelop
pe for the fiive key fuell-related parrameters
(burnupp, temperatuure, fast flueence, particcle packing fraction, po
ower densityy), the Germ
man fuel
does noot adequatelyy envelope the conditioons expecteed for the VHTR
V
for anny of these five key
fuel-relaated parameeters and neeither does any other programme
p
around thee world (Fig
g. 3-36).
Thus, addditional fuuel developm
ment will bee required [M
Maki 2007]].

FIG
GURE 3-36. Comparison
n of US VHTR
TR and Germa
an fuel opera
ating enveloppe [Maki 200
07].
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An assessment has been performed using modeling in the PARFUME code [Miller 2004b] to
quantitatively evaluate the challenges associated with high temperature and high burnup with
TRISO coated particle fuel. There are a number of known fuel failure and fission product
release mechanisms that are temperature and burnup dependent. These include:
thermomechanical response of PyC, fission gas release and CO production, amoeba effect,
metallic fission product diffusion and Pd attack of the SiC. For each mechanism the effects of
increasing burnup and/or temperature were evaluated and where possible the results
normalized to results at 1100°C and 8% FIMA. These numerical values then provide a metric
to determine how the fuel performance will change as the temperature and burnup are
increased.
Fuel development and qualification programmes usually irradiate fuel in test reactors. These
high neutron flux irradiations accelerate (or reduce) the time required to reach full design
burnup and/or neutron fluence. Accelerated irradiations also result in increased power per
particle and increased temperature gradients in the TRISO coated particles. Several fuelrelated phenomena are affected by these variations in time and temperature.
The PARFUME code has been used to evaluate some of the most significant effects of
accelerated irradiation that are dependent upon time at temperature. These evaluations were
based on both German UO2 and US UCO fuels.
3.10.1.2.

Accelerated irradiation

The PARFUME code was used to examine the effects of accelerated irradiation on coated
particle fuel performance. Two fuel forms representing typical German particles and US AGR
particles were used in the evaluations. German fuel consisted of coated 500 μm diameter UO2
kernels and the US AGR fuel consisted of coated 350 μm UCO kernels. Particle performance
was examined at power levels ranging between 50 and 500 mW/particle which corresponds to
approximately real time irradiation up to 10 times acceleration to reach end of life (EOL)
service conditions. For these calculations, end of life conditions were 10% FIMA for the
German fuel and 20% FIMA for the US AGR fuel, with each fuel form experiencing an EOL
fast neutron fluence of 4.0×1025 n/m2 (E>0.18 MeV). Both fuel burnup and fast neutron
fluence were accelerated in this analysis, since in many reactors fast and thermal neutron
fluxes scale. To simplify the comparisons, these evaluations also assumed that all particles
were at the given power throughout its entire life and were held at a thermal boundary
condition of 1000°C at the outer surface of the OPyC layer.
As power or acceleration increases, the time required to reach full burnup decreases and fuel
temperatures increase. These expected results are illustrated in the Figs. 3-37 and 3-38. For a
given power, the US AGR fuel temperature is higher than for the German fuel due to the
higher power density associated with the smaller AGR kernels (at 500 mW/particle, the
corresponding power density for AGR particles is 22.3 kW/cm3 and for the German particles
it is 7.6 kW/cm3).
Accelerated irradiation increases total internal gas pressure in both fuel forms as shown in
Fig. 3-39. This pressure increase is primarily due to the increased temperature of the fuel with
increasing power. German fuel pressures are higher than AGR fuel pressures due to the
formation of CO in the UO2 fuel which is negligible in UCO fuel. Internal pressures are also
affected by the amount of fission product gases released to the void volume which is a
complex function of time and temperature. The contributions of CO and fission product gas to
the total gas pressure are displayed in Fig. 3-40.
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FIGUR
RE 3-37. Effeect of particle
le power on time
t
to full burnup [Makii 2007].

FIGURE 3--38. Effect off particle pow
wer on particle center tem
mperature [M
[Maki 2007].

FIGURE
E 3-39. Effecct of particle power on in
nternal gas prressure [Makki 2007].

FIIGURE 3-40. Contributioon to internall gas pressurre [Maki 20007].
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Metallic fission product release is modeled by Fickian diffusion with Arrehnius diffusion
coefficients [IAEA 1997]. The calculated results demonstrated that the behaviour is a
complex function of time and temperature as illustrated in Figs. 3-41 and 3-42 for caesium
and silver release. Generally, as power increases, fractional release decreases due to less time
available for diffusion. This trend continues until the diffusion rate increases sufficiently (due
to increasing temperature and its impact on diffusion coefficients) to dominate over the
irradiation time and release begins to increase with increasing power. For some fission
products and irradiation conditions, this overall trend may not be displayed as illustrated by
Pd penetration in SiC (which is rate limited by diffusive release from the kernel) for German
fuel. As shown in Fig. 3-43, Pd penetration continuously decreases with increasing power for
German fuel, while for US AGR fuel, Pd penetration initially decreases and then increases
with increasing power.
Effects of acceleration on fuel performance metrics are complicated due to varying degrees of
dependence on temperature, time, burnup and fast fluence. Therefore, fuel performance
models are required to accurately predict these effects for a specific fuel form and irradiation
history. However, this evaluation has shown the substantial increase in fuel temperatures
associated with high levels of acceleration. This gives support to the historic German
approach of limiting irradiations to less than three times acceleration.
3.10.1.3.

Conclusions

With the exception of the thermomechanical response of the particle, these calculations
indicate that high temperature and high burnup will erode existing fuel performance margins
in the traditional UO2 German TRISO coated particle system. Additional fuel development
will be required to demonstrate that UO2 TRISO coated particles will work under VHTR
conditions. Irradiations and accident heating tests are proposed as part of the European gas
reactor programme to understand the limits of UO2 at high burnup and high temperature.
Potential solutions exist to recover some of the performance margin that is expected to be lost
in going to higher burnup and higher temperature. However, all of them require extensive
testing and analysis. The solutions are at different stages of maturity. Some require scoping
irradiations and heating tests to demonstrate satisfactory proof of performance while other
options are more mature and only require the more extensive set of activities related to formal
fuel qualification. These solutions include:
•

Reducing kernel size as enrichment/burnup goes up will reduce CO and fission gas
pressures but hinders with respect to fission product attack of the SiC.

•

The use of UCO will reduce the CO pressure and effectively reduces the potential for
kernel migration.

•

An alternative fuel kernel is UO2* which has shown very promising fuel performance,
little kernel swelling, no kernel migration, and improved fission product retention in
postirradiation annealing tests in comparison to conventional TRISO coated particles
(see also following Section 3.12.3).

•

ZrC as an alternative coating for particle fuel may have higher performance capability
than SiC.
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FIGU
URE 3-41. Eff
ffect of particcle power on
n caesium rellease [Maki 22007].

FIG
GURE 3-42. Effect
E
of partticle power on
o silver release [Maki 20007].

FIGURE 3-43. Effect of particle ppower on Pd penetration into SiC [Ma
Maki 2007].
3.10.2.
3.10.2.1.

Perspectivee fuel designs
UO2* fueel concept

A particcle design designated
d
UO2*, withh a dense py
yrocarbon seal
s coat annd thin ZrC
C coating
applied directly to a UO2 kerrnel followeed by the ty
ypical SiC TRISO coaatings, as shown in
Fig. 3-444, was fabrricated and tested in thhe late 197
70s and earlly 1980s. T
The objectiv
ve of the
thin ZrC
C layer, which was nott expected tto survive th
he irradiatio
on, was to sserve as a getter
g
for
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oxygen to limit CO
C productiion and to retard kern
nel migratio
on. UO2* pparticles fro
om three
coating batches wiith dimensiions as show
wn in Tablle 3-24, weere irradiateed and subjjected to
postirraadiation heaating tests alongside staandard SiC TRISO paarticles haviing kernels of UO2,
UC2, annd UCO. UO
O2* in loosee particle, bbonded wafeer and fuel compact for
orms were irrradiated
in the H
HFIR reactoor at ORNL in capsuless HRB-15A
A, HRB-15B
B, and HRB
B-16 at temp
peratures
ranging from 860°C to 1210°C
C, burnups from 19 to
o 29% FIMA
A, and fast fluence from 3.7 to
6.5×10225 n/m2 (E > 29 fJ) [IAE
EA 1997].

FIGURE
E 3-44. UO2* Particle.
TAB
BLE 3-24. As-fabricated
A
d UO2* particcle dimension
ns [IAEA 19997].

Value
V
[μm]
Paarameter

Batch 1

Batch 2

Batch 3

Kernel ddiameter

31
12

312

346

Pyrocarrbon seal cooat thicknesss

8.9

7.7

3.0

ZrC layyer thicknesss

9.1

14

14

Buffer tthickness

82
8

93

100

IPyC thhickness

35
3

39

39

SiC thicckness

37
3

36

35

OPyC thhickness

41
4

40

49

Unexpeectedly, the ZrC layerrs remainedd intact in all particlees observedd in postirrradiation
examinaation of fueel from the lower tempperature HR
RB-15B irraadiation, andd in the maajority of
particless from the higher
h
temp
perature irraadiations. In addition, kernel diam
metral swelling was
*
observeed to be lim
mited to ~1% for UO2 particles with intactt ZrC layerrs versus ~10% for
particless with faileed ZrC layeers as welll as UO2, UC
U 2 and UC
CO TRISO
O particles [Bullock
1983]. A
As an exam
mple of co
omparative metallic fisssion produ
uct retentioon, Fig. 3-45 shows
autoradiiographs off particle traays which ccontained UO
U 2* and UCO
U
loose pparticles du
uring the
HRB-155A irradiation.
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FIGURE 3-45.
3
Europiuum release in
n HRB-15A irradiation.
i

The actiivity on thee UCO partiicle tray waas found to be
b primarily
y 154Eu. Posstirradiation
n gamma
scanninng of fuel from HRB
B-15A [Kettterer 1984]] and HRB
B-16 [Ketteerer 1985] showed
superiorr retention of all mettallic fissionn products,, including silver, by the UO2* fuel (no
release was obserrved from any of thee fuel typees for the lower temp
mperature HRB-15B
H
irradiatiion).
Three ssets of ten particles of
o each off the four fuel
f
types irradiated in HRB-15
5B were
subsequuently annealed for 10 000 hours aat temperattures of 120
00, 1350, annd 1500°C [Bullock
[
1984]. T
The results from the 1500°C
1
annnealing testss are summarized in FFig. 3-46. The UO2*
fuel typpe was the only
o
one that did not rrelease a deetectable am
mount (less tthan 0.01%
%) of any
fission product in any of these postirraddiation heatting tests. In
I addition to Cs and Ce, this
includedd the moree diffusive 110mAg andd 154Eu isotopes for which
w
releaase from in
ndividual
particless for all othher fuel typees at 1500°C
C ranged ass high as 15
5 to 100%. A
All ten UO2 TRISO
particless without a ZrC layer released 100% of th
he silver att 1500°C, so this 9-μ
μm layer
*
applied over the UO
U 2 kernel in
i UO2 fueel led to a dramatic
d
im
mprovement in retention
n of this
oducts.
and otheer importannt fission pro

Percent Release

1
100
80
Eu-1 54
Ag-1 10m
Cs-1 34
Ce-1 44

60
40
20
0

UC2
2

UO2
2

UCO
O

UO2
2*

F uel Type
FIGURE 3-46. Postirraadiation annealing of HR
RB-15B fuel.
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Despite the wide range of variation in the pyrocarbon seal and ZrC layer thicknesses of the
three UO2* particle batches, as shown in Table 3-24, all of the UO2* particles exhibited
superior performance in the irradiations and postirradiation annealing. This is an indication
that the concept is robust and not sensitive to these primary parameters. The UO2* concept
was not pursued in the 1980s largely due to the lower fuel temperatures associated with steam
cycle designs under development at the time. More recent interest in gas turbine cycles and
process heat applications may require development of particle designs such as UO2* with
enhanced ability to retain fission products at higher operating and accident condition
temperatures.
3.10.2.2.

Postirradiation test programme for high burnup SiC coated fuel particles

The target burnup and fast neutron fluence of the high burnup SiC coated fuel particle are
higher than those of the first-loading fuel of the HTTR [Sawa 1996, Sawa 1999b]. In order to
keep the fuel integrity up to high burnups beyond 5% FIMA, thickness of the buffer and SiC
layers of the fuel particle has been increased in the specification. The configuration of the
high burnup SiC coated particle is summarized in Table 3-25, comparing with the firstloading fuel of the HTTR.
TABLE 3-25. Major configuration of the high burnup SiC coated fuel particle.

High Burnup Fuel
Kernel diameter [μm]

First-Loading Fuel of the HTTR

500 - 550

600

Buffer layer thickness [μm]

90

60

SiC layer thickness [μm]

35

25 - 30

5 - 10

3.6

3-5

1.5

Target burnup [% FIMA]
25

2

Fast neutron fluence [10 n/m ]

In order to confirm the integrity of the high burnup SiC coated fuel particle, behaviour of the
coating layer should be investigated. PIE techniques required for the investigation of the high
burnup SiC coated particle are basically the same as those for the first-loading fuel, except
handling of the high burnup fuel. The major postirradiation test items are measurements of the
burnup and the through-coatings and SiC layer failure fractions. In addition, we are trying to
develop a technique to measure the stress in the SiC layer by, for example, the Raman
spectroscopy or the X ray diffraction analysis. The obtained stress data will be used to
understand the quantitative relationship between the internal pressure and the coating failure
and to develop an improved fuel failure evaluation code.
3.10.2.3.

Postirradiation programme for ZrC coated fuel particle

Major characteristics of the ZrC coated fuel particle are its high temperature resistance (much
higher than 1600°C which is the criteria for SiC coated particle) and weakness against
oxidation [Minato 1995b, Ogawa 1990]. Considering these characteristics, R&D should be
carried out concentrating on ZrC behaviour at high burnups and high temperatures, and on its
oxidation behaviour.
In development of ZrC coated fuel particle, new PIE techniques should be devised to
investigate its irradiation behaviour. Since a ZrC layer is easily oxidized by burning, the burnleach method can not be applicable to measurement of the failure fraction of ZrC coated
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particle, while this method is useful for the SiC coated particle. Therefore an alternative
method to measure the failure fraction should be developed. In this respect, a plasma
oxidation technique was developed in order to remove the OPyC layer of unirradiated ZrC
coated particle. Applicability of this method to irradiated ZrC coated particle will also be
investigated.
4.

CHARACTERIZATION AND ADVANCED QUALITY CONTROL TECHNIQUES

4.1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the high temperature gas cooled reactors successfully operated in the past several
decades in the USA, Germany and the UK, and currently in operation in Japan and China
have employed coated particle fuels, assembled in graphite matrix with various fuel element
forms dependent on reactor design. The so-called pebble bed and prismatic cores are the two
typical designs for the HTGR. Although these two different cores have various differences in
nuclear and fuel element design, they contain similar coated particle fuels. A fuel element
consisting of coated particle fuel in graphite matrix is one of the specific characteristics of
HTGR for its inherent safety features.
As the coated particle fuels have features different from other nuclear fuels, fabrication
technologies employed are also different from those for other nuclear fuels, which are mostly
of pellet and fuel rod type. The fabrication technologies developed so far and currently being
utilized involve fabrication of the nuclear fuel material into so-called kernels, which are small
spherical particles of uranium oxide (UO2) or uranium oxide mixed with uranium carbide
(UCO), or even Pu- and Th-containing fuel materials. Pyrolytic carbon and SiC layers on the
surface of the kernel in four successive layers form the tristructural isotropic coating
(TRISO). Specifically, a silicon carbide layer is sandwiched between two dense pyrolytic
carbon layers (Inner and Outer PyC), with a buffer layer of porous pyrolytic carbon
surrounding the kernel. Layers are deposited by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of the
respective precursors, i.e. hydrocarbons and methyltrichlorosilane (MTS). These fabrication
technologies and the relevant processes with adequate process parameters have to be
developed and optimized to a certain extent in order to make the coated particle fuel well
suited for its design criteria, i.e. the quality of the fuels fabricated with the developed
technologies have to be within the design specification of the fuel.
In order to verify the quality, the fabricated coated particle fuel has to be tested in terms of its
properties, as required by its fuel specification, which is based on and extended from the
design specification. The properties of the fuel should ensure its performance behaviour and
should be such that the fuel failure fraction be less than the limit given by the design criteria.
An important concern in the inspection of the fuel is the characterization techniques
employed, given that the measured properties must be accurate and relevant to the design
basis.
In this Section, after a short review and identification of the important properties measured for
the coated particle, as previously and currently practiced, selection of the characterization
items, techniques and measurements for a round robin exercise among the participating
member states is described. These results are then summarized with a discussion of the
different results of measurement performed among the participating Member States.
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4.2. IDE
ENTIFICATIO
ON OF IMPO
ORTANT CHA
ARACTERISTICS OF COA
ATED FUEL
L PARTICLES
S AND
TH
HEIR CHARA
ACTERIZATIION TECHNIIQUES IN HT
TGR FUEL PR
RODUCTION
N

Propertiies (inspecttion items for
f quality control) meeasured durring the fabbrication prrocess of
the coatted particlee fuel, thou
ugh they aree used in different
d
fueel designs ffor pebble bed and
prismatiic cores, are
a similar and can bbe categoriized into three
t
groupps: (1) fueel kernel
inspectiion, (2) coaated particlee inspectionn, and (3) fuel elemen
nt inspectioon. The firsst one is
mainly for nuclear design, fueel performannce and the coating pro
ocess, the seecond one is mainly
for fuel performancce associateed with reteention of fisssion products in the ccoated particcles, and
the last group is foor the fuel mechanical
m
and chemiccal integrity
y. The fabriication proccesses of
the HTG
GR fuel element in diffferent fuel ddesigns hav
ve been disccussed in deetail in the previous
p
chapter for variouss fuel desig
gns and maanufacturing
g technolog
gies employyed by the member
countriees, includiing their respective schematicc flow diiagrams. FFigure 4-1 shows
represenntatively thhe schemaatic processs flow diiagram of the Chinnese HTR--10 fuel
manufaccturing proccess for the pebble bedd core fuel element.
e
The priincipal propperties meaasured in qquality conttrol (QC) for
f several different past
p
and
present processes together
t
witth the QC sppecification
ns are summ
marized andd compared in Table
4-1. As can be seen in this tab
ble, differennt philosoph
hies were adapted
a
to aassure the quality of
the prodduct.

FIGUR
RE 4-1. Repreesentative fuel manufactuuring flow diiagram for HTGR
H
(pebblle) fuel [Tang
g 2002].
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TABLE 4-1. Comparison of items to be controlled and specifications of the coated particle fuel for the
different fuel designs used in HTGR [Petti 2002, Sawa 2001, Tang 2002, Fu 2002].

USA
(NPR fuel)

Germany
(HTR-Modul)

China
(HTR-10)

Japan
(HTTR)

UCO

UO2

UO2

UO2

Fuel kernel
Kernel material

+0.15
-1.00

93.15

Enrichment [wt%]
Impurities [ppm]

≤ 5000

C/U atomic ratio

≤ 0.5

O/U atomic ratio

1.4 - 1.7

8.0 ± 0.1

6
≤ 3 EBC
≤ 2.01

Diameter [µm]

195+10
-50

480 - 520

500 ± 50

600 ± 55

Density [Mg/m3]

≥ 10.3

≥ 10.4

≥ 10.4

10.63 ± 0.26

Sphericity
Fraction of odd-shaped
kernels

≤ 1.2
≤ 5×10-4

Coated particle
Buffer layer thickness
[µm]

90 - 110

72 - 108

90 ± 36

60 ± 12

Buffer layer density
[Mg/m3]

0.80 - 1.10

≤ 1.05

≤ 1.10

1.1 ± 0.1

IPyC thickness [µm]

40 - 60

30 - 50

40 ± 20

30 ± 6

IPyC density [Mg/m3]

1.85 - 1.95

1.91 ± 0.1

1.9 ± 0.1

1.85+0.10
-0.05

≤1.20

≤1.1
≤ 1.03

≤ 1.03

IPyC BAF
IPyC OPTAF
SiC thickness [µm]

35 - 40

31 - 39

35 ± 10

25+12
-0

SiC density [Mg/m3]

≥ 3.18

≥ 3.18

≥ 3.18

≥ 3.2

OPyC thickness [µm]

30 - 50

25 - 45

40 ± 20

45 ± 6

OPyC density [Mg/m3]

1.80 - 1.95

1.91 ± 0.1

1.9 ± 0.1

1.85+0.10
-0.05

Not Specified

≤ 1.1
≤ 1.03

≤ 1.03

OPyC BAF
OPyC OPTAF
PPyC thickness [µm]
3

PPyC density [Mg/m ]

40 - 60
0.80 - 1.10

In the early stages of TRISO processing development, several different characterization
techniques were used in parallel to measure key fuel characteristics, as described in detail by
Delle et al. [Delle 1976] In the developmental stage, as many properties as possible were
characterized in order to understand the complete material behaviour. However, once the
fabrication process was established, routine QC inspection should measure only the
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specifically representative properties. Delle and Koizlik [Delle 1977] listed the measured
properties for testing of the coated particle fuel including the fuel elements as a final product,
mostly for the pebble bed core. The properties they considered to be measured in the
developmental phase were not completely identical with those controlled in the modern
practice as shown in Table 4-1. The representative properties for kernels and coated particles
were essentially the same as those listed in Table 4-1, except for the oxidation behaviour of
coating layers. Additional items for structural material, and hence the fuel element considered
at that time were, for example, the electrical resistivity and the irradiation induced creep.
These were not considered as quality inspection parameters, and therefore, not specified in the
fuel design. Also, Delle and Koizlik [Delle 1977] further identified in more precise
description, the QC parameters associated with the pyrolytic carbon coating (PyC) layers;
these included PyC growth feature size, PyC crystallite size, LC, and the layer spacing, c/2. In
addition, they described the available methods by which they attempted to measure the
representative properties. They also discussed the characterization techniques in light of their
adequateness for routine and timely quality inspection. Some of the examples are described in
4.2.2.
In addition, they described for item by item the available methods by which they attempted to
measure. They also discussed the characterization techniques for the adequateness to the
routine quality inspection for the timely application. Some of the examples are described in
4.2.2.
4.2.1.

Characteristics of UO2 kernels in the kernel fabrication process

During kernel fabrication, the items for quality inspection differ among the fuel producing
organizations, as is discussed and shown in the tables in the following sections for measured
properties and preferred measurement techniques as well as the sampling rates of some items
for HTR-10 fuel, for German LEU TRISO fuel, for HTTR fuel and PBMR fuel, respectively.
Among others, important items characterized in kernel production are density of kernel,
dimension and sphericity, O/HM (heavy metal) ratio and fraction of odd-shaped kernel.
Impurities can be checked either in the raw material inspection or after the kernel production
and/or both depending on the purpose of the inspection. The odd-shaped kernels can be
removed during the process by use of a shape sorting table, but this item is again checked
after the kernel production and/or after the coating process. The sampling rates are varied
among organizations, and the sampling rate are usually established according to the stability
of the process, hence the level of the quality confidence that the whole kernel production
process can produce.
4.2.2.

Characteristics of coated particles during the coating process

After the coating process, coated particles are subjected to inspection. The important items for
the coated particles are; density and thickness of the four coating layers, anisotropy factor for
IPyC and OPyC, particle dimension and sphericity, as is discussed and shown in the tables in
the following sections. For certain items, such as buffer layer density, sampling should be
done during the coating process, because the buffer density cannot be characterized accurately
after the coating of the three outer layers. Among the inspection items, the most important
items are defective SiC layers and surface contamination with uranium, which are usually
checked by Burn-leach and leaching methods. Unlike other organizations, the Japanese NFI
inspects these items after the fuel compact manufacturing.
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4.3. AN
NALYSIS OF CHARACTE
ERIZATION O
OF UO2 KERN
NEL AND CO
OATED FUEL
L PARTICLE
ES

This secction descriibes the chaaracterizatioon techniquees and QC items
i
currenntly establisshed and
their staandard quallity for the different prroduction processes
p
fo
or HTR-10 in China, HTTR
H
in
Japan aand PBMR in South Africa
A
toge ther with th
he former German
G
HT
TGR, and compares
their diffferences.
4.3.1.
4.3.1.1.

Characterizzation in the Chinese fuel element prod
duction for th
he HTR-10
Inspectedd parameters

In orderr to ensure the fuel qu
uality, manyy propertiess of producct (the spheerical fuel element),
e
intermediate produucts (UO2 kernel,
k
coatted fuel parrticle and matrix
m
graphhite) and main
m
raw
materialls (uranium
m, natural an
nd artificial graphite po
owder, and phenol
p
resinn binder) neeed to be
inspecteed. The insppected itemss of HTR-1 0 spherical fuel elemen
nts, their inttermediate products
p
and raw
w materials are
a shown in
n Fig. 4-2.

FIGURE 4-2. Insspected item
ms of HTR-10
0 fuel.
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4.3.1.2.

Used measurement methods

In order to measure all the properties of HTR-10 fuel element, its intermediate products and
raw materials, some traditional measurement methods were adopted. However, due to details
specific to TRISO fuel manufacturing, some quick, precise and simple measurement methods
were researched and developed. Therefore, some new measurement methods and related
instruments and devices have been also developed. The measurement methods of all the
properties of UO2 kernels, coated fuel particles for the HTR-10 are listed in Table 4-2.
TABLE 4-2. Measurement methods for UO2 kernels and for coated fuel particles in HTR-10 fuel
production.

QC
Inspected product
HP
Fuel kernel

Inspection item
Density
Diameter

HP 5

Fuel kernel

Portion of
Dmax/Dmin ≥ 1.2
Ratio of O/U atom
number
Portion of odd-shaped
particles

Inspection method,
instrument
Specific gravity bottle
Microradiograph, projection
instrument
Microradiograph, digital image
method
Thermogravimetric method
Vibration, stereoscopic
microscope

Coated fuel particle
Low density PyC
layer

Thickness
Density
Thickness

Inner high density
PyC layer

Density
Anisotropy degree

HP 6

SiC layer

Thickness
Density
Thickness

Outer high density
PyC layer

Density
Anisotropy degree

Coated fuel particle

Surface uranium
contamination
Free uranium content

Metalloscope, displacement
sensor
Weighing, size measurement
Metalloscope, displacement
sensor
Titration
Microscope photometer model
MPV-2
X ray photograph, projection
instrument
Titration
X ray photograph, projection
instrument
Titration
Microscope photometer model
MPV-2
Leaching, laser-induced
fluorimetric method
Burning and leaching, laserinduced fluorimetric method
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4.3.1.3.

Standard quality

UO2 kernel and coated fuel particle
A total of 44 batches of UO2 kernels and coated fuel particles (3 kg of UO2 per batch) have
been produced for first loading of the HTR-10 in 2000 and 2001. The measured data for all
performance items in each batch are summarized in Table 4-3. A metallographic cross-section
of the TRISO coated UO2 particles and the microstructure of the SiC layer, which has
important impact on the SiC strength and the diffusion of the fission products in the SiC layer,
is shown in Figs. 4-3 and 4-4, respectively. In comparison with NUKEM coated fuel particle,
the standard deviation of UO2 kernel diameter is a little large, but the sphericity of the INET
UO2 kernel and the thickness deviations of the PyC and SiC layers are as good as those of
NUKEM.
TABLE 4-3. Statistical performance data of coated fuel particle in the production of HTR-10 first
loading fuel.

Performance item

Mean value
of lots

Standard
deviation of
mean value of
lots

Standard
deviation of
all samples

Diameter [μm]

497.0

7.0

14.8

Density [Mg/m3]

10.81

0.05

-

Sphericity (Dmax/Dmin)(1)

1.044

0.009

0.027

O/U ratio

2.00

0

-

Equivalent B content [μg/g]

0.25

0.15

-

Buffer PyC layer thickness [μm]

99.1

7.4

11.8

IPyC layer thickness [μm]

41.6

3.2

4.3

SiC layer thickness [μm]

36.6

1.8

2.6

OPyC layer thickness [μm]

42.5

1.9

4.8

Buffer PyC layer density [Mg/m3]

0.98

0.07

-

IPyC layer density [Mg/m3]

1.85

0.02

-

SiC layer density [Mg/m3]

3.20

0.00

-

1.86

0.03

-

1.025

0.005

-

1.023

0.005

-

UO2 kernel

Coated fuel particle

3

OPyC layer density [Mg/m ]
IPyC layer OPTAF

(a)

OPyC layer OPTAF

(a)

(a) optical anisotropy factor.
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F
FIGURE
4-3. Metallograpphic section of the coated
d fuel particlle.

E 4-4. Microsstructure of SiC coating (etched).
FIGURE

The raddiological fisssion produ
ucts releasedd to the prim
mary coolan
nt should bee as low as possible.
p
Except 110mAg, all fission pro
oducts can bbe completeely retained
d inside the intact SiC layer of
the TRIISO coated fuel particlles below 12200°C [Nab
bielek 1977
7, Schenk 19989]. Thereefore the
dominannt sources of
o fission prroduct releaase in the HT
TR-10 reacttor are due tto the defecctive SiC
layers oof few particcles and thee contaminaated uranium
m in the mattrix graphitee and the ou
uter PyC
coating.. The uncoaated uranium
m in the parrticles with defective SiC
S layer annd the contaaminated
uranium
m are referreed to as ‘th
he free urannium’. The free uranium fraction is measured by the
burn-leaach methodd. The average free urannium fractio
on of 44 sph
herical fuel element lotts for the
HTR-100 first loadinng fuel is 4.5×10-5. It iis noticeablee that the av
verage free uranium fraaction in
-4
the begiinning of faabrication (from
(
F1 too F10) was 1.1×10 an
nd decreasedd in the sub
bsequent
fabricattion (form F11
F to F44)) to 2.7×10--5. The imprrovement iss attributed to bufferin
ng strong
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mechanical impact and collision of coated fuel particles during the unloading from the
fluidized bed, carrying out the sieving and sorting of the UO2 kernels and coated fuel particles
more carefully and reducing odd-shaped UO2 kernels and avoiding twin overcoated particles.
Each batch contains about 500 spherical fuel elements. Two or four fuel pebbles were
inspected through the burn-leach method for measuring free U content in each batch. Table 44 shows the number of the fuel pebbles with different number of failed particles in all the
inspected spherical fuel elements.
TABLE 4-4. The HTR-10 manufacture-induced defective particles.

Fuel
pebbles
produce
d for
HTR-10

Inspected fuel
pebbles/particle
s in inspected
fuel pebbles

20 451

96/796 800

4.3.2.
4.3.2.1.

Number of fuel elements in burnleach test with x defective
particles
X=
0

X=
1

X=
2

X=
3

X=
4

X≥
5

72

17

3

3

1

0

Free
uraniu
m [10-5]

Design
specificatio
n [10-4]

4.5

3.0

Characterization of the German LEU-TRISO fuel element production
Principles of German fuel quality assurance procedure

Requirements for the coated fuel particle design are principally defined to address the selected
fuel cycle, the chemical behaviour of the fuel kernel during irradiation, and the overall
irradiation performance. Since the fuel element plays a central role in retention of
radionuclides in an HTGR, quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) of asmanufactured fuel will be of utmost importance. Quality is defined as conformity of
properties and conditions of items or activities with the specifications. Quality can be
measured by identifiable and measurable characteristics. The programme to assure quality
consists of programmematic (administrative) and work-oriented (technical) activities, which
requires an effective management to provide control and verification.
The principal intention of the proof tests is receiving data to demonstrate the feasibility and
reliability of fuel elements manufactured by the prescribed procedures and components. The
reference tests are intended to ensure that the irradiation results of the previous generic
qualification programme for the LEU TRISO fuel can also be transferred to the fuel fabricated
on a large production scale and to the operating conditions of the German HTR-Modul. In
combination with the postirradiation examinations, these tests with randomly selected fuel
elements fabricated under the conditions of mass production provide the necessary
information for the specification and production of licensable fuel spheres for future HTGRs.
In order to transfer the results of the proof tests to fuel elements manufactured later, the exact
conformity of manufacturing now and later has to be assured. This is done by describing the
manufacturing processes in detailed procedures, by automated process control as far as
possible, and by specifying examinations and inspections to scrutinize the manufactured
quality with the properties of the standard quality. The requirements for these inspections are
described in the work performance and inspection sequence plan dealing with
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•

raw, auxilliary, and operational materials;

•

kernels;

•

coated particles;

•

matrix materials;

•

fuel elements.

The SiC layer is the most important barrier to keep the fission products inside the coated
particles. Damage of the SiC layer during the manufacturing process should therefore be
minimized. Defective SiC layers are measured by the so-called ‘burn-leach’ test (see next
section). Test results are authenticated in certificates in accordance with the German DIN
50049, 3.IB.
4.3.2.2.

Inspected parameters

Within the extensive German fuel qualification programme in the past, the procedure was
such that certain quality characteristics were specified and then proven by examination. This
applied to the fuel kernels, the coated particles, the fuel spheres, and, first of all, to the raw
materials. The major characteristics examined and the standard testing methods which were
used in Germany are presented in further detail in Table 4-5 [Hantke 1992]. The following
sections will describe some of the major techniques of characterizing coated particle fuel
[Delle 1976].
4.3.2.3.

The used measurement methods

Particle size analysis
The automated optical particle size analyzer (PSA) is a device for measuring kernel and
particle diameters and respective volumes. It is considered a reliable, accurate and precise
method based on the variation of light intensity when a particle is passing a light beam. The
achievable throughput rate is on the order of about 50 particles per second, the feed rate is
chosen to match the desired accuracy and precision of the application. The sphericity of
kernels and coated particles, i.e. the ratio of a particle’s maximum diameter to its minimum
diameter, can also be measured by having one particle pass the light beam many times with
randomly changed position. Other procedures involve optical image analysis of a photograph
of a large number of particles on a tray.
Kernel, buffer and coating layer density measurement
Density is one of the most important parameters with regard to both fission gas retention and
irradiation behaviour. SiC and pyrolytic carbon densities are typically measured with the sinkfloat method (Fig. 4-5) by means of suitable gradient density columns. In a column, two
miscible liquids, are mixed such that a uniform density gradient is developed. Representative
test samples are obtained by extraction from the coater after completion of the layer
considered. Pieces of that layer are then cracked off and allowed to sink and settle in the
column. The column is calibrated by means of standards of known density.
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Representative quantity

Chemical analysis after incineration, emission and absorption
spectrometry, photometry, fluorimetry
Chemical analysis after incineration, emission and absorption
spectrometry, photometry, fluorimetry
Mass spectrometry with regard to 234U, 235U, 238U

Impurities in graphite powder

Impurities in uranyl

Isotope composition

Transfer of kernels into a stoichiometrically well defined state and do
chemical analysis
Potential controlled coulometry
Mass spectrometry with regard to 234U, 235U, 238U
Oxidation of kernels and do chemical analysis of CO2
Hot extraction of oxygen, transfer into CO and do chemical analysis
of CO, infrared spectrometry
Spectral photometry, Atom absorption spectrometry
Optical imaging with particle size analyzer, X ray micro-radiography
Counting of fraction of odd-shaped particles,

Heavy metal loading

O/HM ratio

Isotope composition

Carbon content

Oxygen content (UCO)

Dope material content

Diameter

Sphericity

Fuel kernel

Representative quantity

Measurement of voltage drop along powder column

Spec. electric resistance of
graphite powder

Representative quantity

Powder in forging die

Powder in forging die

Measurement of height difference of powder column during and after
load

Rebound of graphite powder

Powder in forging die

Sampling rate

Density measurement under defined load

Method

Compression density of graphite
powder

Starting and raw materials

Inspection item

TABLE 4-5. Characterization methods applied in Germany for HTGR fuel.
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Measurement of reflection on certain lattice planes and comparison of
intensities with Debeye-Scherrer goniometer
Measurement of reflection on defined lattice planes,
X ray with Debeye-Scherrer goniometer
100% sieving with DIN sieves
Weight of counted number of kernel and determine mean weight
Spectral photometry, Atom absorption spectrometry

Phase structure

Structure

Sieve fraction

Weight

Impurities
Optical particle size analyzer
X ray projection micro-radiography (only OPyC and SiC),
X ray contact macroradiography,
Microscopy analysis of ceramographic sections,
Optical particle size analyzer, Fluid pycnometer
Weight of counted number of particles and determine mean weight
Liquid density gradient column with calibration bodies,
Gas pycnometer
Ceramographic cuts exposed to polarized light,
OPTAF is ratio of reflected light intensity vertically to deposition
direction over reflected light intensity in deposition direction;
Correlation between OPTAF and BAF
Etching of ceramographic sections by wet oxidation, plasma
oxidation, or ion bombardment,
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM),

Diameter

Layer thickness

Density

Density of highly dense layers

Optical anisotropy factor
OAF (in air) or OPTAF (in oil),
Bacon anisotropy factor BAF

Growth features size and
distribution

Coated fuel particle

Optical particle size analyzer or V-slot to measure mean diameter;
Mercury pycnometer or air pycometer to measure volume

Density

Multiple measurement of maximum and minimum diameter,
Micro-radiography, stereo-microscope

SEM on fractured coating,
TEM on thinned coating
specimens

Volume of ~50 g

Grinded kernels

Larger number of kernels
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Grinding of particles and transfer into distinct compounds of U by
oxidation, quantitative chemical analysis of U
Leaching of particles with HNO3, quantitative chemical analysis of U
Burn-Leach method
Micro-radiography, visual inspection of buffer layer
Micro-radiography, visual inspection of buffer and IPyC layers after
leaching with HNO3 compared to before
Determination of fractions of layer, fiber, mosaic components in PyC
by X ray small-angle diffraction
Quantitative image analysis and determination of pore size
distribution
Determination of fracture load by crushing between sapphire plates,
Hemispherical bursting, Ring compression test
Vickers or Brinel hardness
Crushing between sapphire plates and recording stress-strain curve

Heavy metal content

Surface contamination

Defective SiC layers

Heavy metal migration

Tightness of IPyC

Micro-porosity

Pore structure

Ultimate tensile strength of PyC,
SiC

Micro-hardness

E-modul of PyC and SiC
Dimension and weight measurements

Measurement of temperature and dimensional change with
dilatometer;
Anisotropy is ratio of coefficient (parallel) over coefficient (vertical)
Elastomat or frequency generator
E = 4 f2 l2 ρ

Matrix density

Thermal expansion coefficient
and anisotropy

Dynamic elasticity modulus

Fuel sphere

X ray diffraction, Stereo-microscope,
Measurement of layer thickness in 300 - 900 position

Polygonity of layers

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

Matrix specimens 5 x 5 x 35 mm3

Matrix specimens 5 x 5 x 35 mm3

Matrix specimens 5 x 5 x 35 mm3

PyC or SiC specimens

Single SiC or PyC rings prepared
from layers,
Single SiC half shells

Fragments of PyC layers

Samples taken after IPyC coating
process
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3-point test on bending device
σ = (Fm l)/W
where Fm – fracture strength, l – support span, W – resistance
momentum
σ = Fc/Q
where Fc – crushing strength, Q – cross-section of specimen
σ = Ft/Q
where Ft – breaking force, Q – cross-section of specimen
R = (U·Q)/(I·l)
where U – voltage drop, Q – cross-section, I – electric current, l length
Direct measurement
Thermo-conductometer after Schröder setting a stationary
temperature differenz by means of the boiling temperatures of two
liquids and measuring the time required for the vaporization of a
certain quantity of liquid, comparison with calibration standard
Radial flux method
λ = (Q ln(r2/r1))/(2·l·ΔT)
where Q – power of central heater, r1, r2 – distances of TC from
specimen axis, l – active length of specimen, ΔT – temperature
difference between TC
Modified Kohlrausch procedure by setting an almost parabolic axial
temperature profile with maximum in specimen center and small drop
to the sides (< 10°)
Spectral photometer, atomic absorption spectrometry
Drop onto pebble bed of the same spheres until fracture

Bending strength

Compressive strength

Tensile strength

Specific electrical resistance

Thermal conductivity @ RT

Thermal conductivity @ 40°C

Thermal conductivity @ 1000°C

Impurities, ash contents,
B equivalent

Number of drops

where f – resonance frequency, l – length, ρ - density

Sphere

20-50 g of matrix material

Matrix specimens 6 mm diameter
x 32 mm with axial bore hole of
1 mm diameter

Matrix specimens 40 mm
diameter x 25 mm

Matrix specimens 5 x 5 x 35 mm3

Matrix specimens 5 x 5 x 35 mm3

Matrix specimens 5 x 5 x 35 mm3

Matrix specimens 8 mm diameter
x 30 mm

Matrix specimens 5 x 5 x 35 mm3

Matrix specimens 5 x 5 x 35 mm3
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Sphere
Sphere

Examination of particle-free shell by X ray and visual inspection
Determination of mass loss in mg/h in flowing helium in abrasion
drum rotating at 55 rpm over 100 h
Visual inspection
Electrolytical disintegration of matrix material with HNO3 and
quantitative chemical analysis of U in electrolyte and leach solution
Burning of spheres in muffle furnace and leaching of U
Burning of spheres in muffle furnace, destruction of SiC layers
Quantitative image analysis or determination of pore radius by
mercury porosimeter
p r = 2 s cosΘ
where p – pressure, r – pore radius, s – surface tension, Θ – border
angle between specimen and mercury

Fuel-free zone

Abrasion

Surface appearance

Released heavy metal
(matrix contamination)

Defective SiC layers

Heavy metal content

Pore size distribution

Sphere

20 spheres

Sphere

Sphere

Determination of mass loss after heating up to 900°C or 1000°C in
pure flowing helium and then change gas stream to helium plus 1%
water contents and annealing for 10 h @ constant temperature and
0.1 MPa
K = Δm/(F·t)
where Δm – mass loss, F – sphere surface, t - time

Corrosion velocity

Sphere

Direct measurement of fracture strength with specimen between two
parallel steel plates pressed at a rate of 10 mm/min

Fracture load

This method is neither applicable to UO2 kernels where density is too high, nor to the porous
buffer layer, where liquid infiltration may occur. For these components, the particle size
analyzer or a mercury porosimeter is used to determine kernel and buffer volume. With regard
to the kernel, the mass of a sample of kernels is determined, before it is passed through the
PSA and the sum of the volume of all the kernels in the sample is divided by the sample mass
to yield the mean kernel ‘apparent’ density. The density of the buffer layer is determined in a
similar way after subtracting the mean kernel volume from the mean total volume and using
the appropriate mass values. The real or ‘theoretical’ density considering a specimen without
internal voids is measured by grinding the specimen to powder with ~1 µm sized particles and
employing a pycnometer to determine the powder volume. The total porosity can then be
calculated by 1 minus the ratio of apparent density over theoretical density.One method to
measure layer thickness is by X ray micro-radiography allowing good statistics of intrinsic
layer variation over a large number of particles (100-200). A mono layer of particles is
positioned directly on a high resolution photographic film and exposed to an X ray source.
Layer thickness analysis of the film is done in a transmission light microscope using standard
image processing software. Another option is optical image analysis of a monolayer of
particles polished to the midplane.
Anisotropy
High density pyrocarbon is a polycrystalline graphitic material and therefore has anisotropic
material properties, such as thermal expansion and fast neutron induced shrinkage. The
material should be as isotropic as possible to allow a uniform heat conduction and minimize
dimensional changes under irradiation.
A direct measure of the anisotropy in macroscopic material is the so-called Bacon Anisotropy
Factor, BAF. According to the method derived by Bacon [Bacon 1956], a frequency
distribution J(Θ) of the interference (OO2) is determined where Θ is the angle between
deposition normal and c-axis of the particular crystallites.
π /2

BAF = 2

 J (Θ) sin Θ cos

2

Θ dΘ

0

π /2

 J (Θ) sin

3

(4-1)

Θ dΘ

0

The BAF is basically defined by the coefficients of thermal expansion at 400°C parallel and
perpendicular to the preferred orientation. The BAF cannot be measured easily on coated fuel
particles. Usually it is necessary to deposit pyrolytic carbon on graphite and produce small
disk-type specimens.
Since the structure of PyC on spherical particles is not homogeneous, an optical method can
be applied based on the bi-reflection of crystalline graphite. A beam of linear polarized light
is sent through the equatorial area of the coated particle onto a ceramographic cut (Fig. 4-5).
The ratio of the reflected intensities of the light with polarization and preferred direction
being parallel over the case with polarization and preferred direction being perpendicular is
called the optical anisotropy factor, OPTAF (or OAF). The OPTAF again is related to the
BAF.
Burn-leach testing
One of the essential characterization techniques for quality assurance is the burn-leach testing
of HTGR fuel. During a ‘burn-and-leach’ test, the graphite of the sample to be measured
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(loose ccoated particcles, fuel sp
phere, fuel ccompact or coupon)
c
is burnt
b
in a coombustion chamber
at ~8000°C in air down
d
to the SiC layer, until the weight
w
remaains constannt (about 90
0 h for a
fuel sphhere). The residual
r
of ash
a and parrticles is treated with a nitric acid solution at ~100°C
and the amount off dissolved uranium
u
is analyzed. Since
S
the SiC layer is corrosion resistant,
r
the urannium found in the soluttion includees the naturaal U-contentt of the mattrix materiall and the
U conteent of thosee particles with a defeective SiC layer. Also
o particles w
with an inccomplete
coating will be ideentified. Teest results aare presenteed as the raatio of meaasured free uranium
over thee inserted uranium,
u
Ufree/Utot. Thhe detection
n limit is ty
ypically at a level of 1-3×10-6
dependiing on the uranium
u
con
ntent of thee sample, much
m
lower than the urranium conttent of a
single ddefective cooated particcle. In a fuuel element with abou
ut l g of 2355U/sphere and
a 0.07
mg/partticle, the conntent of 1 defective
d
parrticle corressponds to an
n Ufree/Utot vvalue of 7×10-5.

FIGU
URE 4-5. Quaality control methods forr the determin
nation of den
nsity, anisotrropy, and strrength.
4.3.2.4.

Quality of
o fuel producced for the AV
VR

Uranium
m contaminnation in freesh fuel eleements for the
t AVR was
w specifiedd to not exceed the
limit off 5×10-4. It was
w measurred by leachhing and etcching. Tablee 4-6 summ
marizes the acquired
data forr different fuel
f
types [Wimmers
[
11977]. The table also indicates a steadily in
ncreasing
final heeat treatmennt temperatu
ure which w
was used to
o further reduce the im
mpurity leveel in the
spheres and thus raaise its resiistance agaiinst corrosio
on. The relaatively highh contaminaation for
BISO ffuel comparred to TRISO is due to the man
nufacturing process w
where the fiinal heat
treatmennt at high teemperaturess expels thee heavy mettal from the kernel intoo coating an
nd matrix
materiall.
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TABLE 4-6. Average uranium contamination in fuel elements of different types.

Fuel type

UCC
T
GK

Reload charge

Fraction of uranium
contamination
[10-4 Ufree/Utot]

Final heat
treatment
[°C]

First core

4.7(a)

1450

1

0.7 ± 0.5

1450

3, 4, 5

GO

5-2, 6-1

GO

6-1, 7

9.6

(a)

1800

1.0

(a)

1800

1.0

(a)

1900

GLE-1

6

7.0 ± 7

1900

GLE-2

6

11.9 ± 7

1900

GFB-1

8

2.6 ± 7

1900

GFB-2

8

1.6 ± 1.6

1900

GO-THTR-1

9

4.8 ± 0.6

1900

GO-THTR-2

10, 11

2.7 ± 0.6

1950

GO

12

2.9 ± 0.5

1950

GLE-3

19

0.49(b)

1950

GLE-4

21

0.46(b)

1950

GLE-4

21-2

0.078(b)

1950

(a) calculated from comparative measurements.
(b) [Nabielek 1990].
4.3.2.5.

Free uranium in modern German HTGR fuel

The TRISO particles with defective coatings can be determined by the burn-leach method. In
a study conducted by Interatom [Ragoß 1989, Nabielek 2006] evaluating the burn-leach
measurements on as-manufactured spherical fuel elements (AVR-19, proof test fuel) with
TRISO coated LEU particles, the fraction of free uranium, Ufree/Utot, i.e. uranium not covered
by an intact SiC coating, was generally found to be either below or near the detection limit
(typically 1×10-6), or a multiple of the uranium inventory of a single coated particle (1/16400
= 0.6×10-4). These measurements indicate that in most cases the measured free uranium
fraction is due to fabrication-induced defective particles, whereas the quasi-homogeneously
distributed 235U contamination level in the matrix material is extremely low basically
originating from natural contamination of the graphitic raw materials. Figure 4-6 shows all
non-zero results from the AVR-19 fuel production.
The total AVR-19 fuel production was done in 14 lots each comprising some 2000 spheres.
From each lot, five spheres were taken for the destructive burn-leach test. From these 70
spheres examined, 39 were identified to contain one (26) or two (9) or three (4) particles with
a defective SiC coating layer. These data correspond to a Poisson distribution with a mean
and variance of 0.80 defects per fuel sphere and a relative defect fraction of 4.9×10-5 for the
AVR-19 fuel (GLE-3) [Nabielek 2006]. Improvements in the fuel manufacture procedure
have resulted in lower defect fractions with expected values of 1.1×10-5 for the recent fuel and
3.9×10-5 for the total manufactured UO2 TRISO fuel in Germany.
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In safetyy analyses for future HTGR
H
desiggns regardin
ng modern UO2 TRISO
O fuel, an expected
e
value ffor the freee uranium
m fraction of 3×10-5 (which was the inittial target of fuel
developpment) wass chosen [IIAEA 19977]. This vaalue was practically
p
eexclusively
y due to
defectivve particless. Contamin
nation withh natural uranium
u
intrroduced byy the graph
hite raw
-6
materialls is estimated to be 1×10 . A
As a design value for radiologicaal calculatiions, the
recomm
mended assuumption forr the contaamination is 50 µg off natural urranium perr sphere,
which ttranslates innto a Ufree/U
Utot fractionn of 7×10-6 (related to the HTR-M
Modul fuel element
with 7 g of uranium
m per spheree) [Ragoß 11989].

FIGUR
RE 4-6. Free uranium meeasurements from
f
burn-leeach tests on GLE-3.

Later prroductions of
o LEU TR
RISO fuel reepresenting the state off the art of G
German peb
bble fuel
developpment resultted in a furtther improv ement of th
he statistics. Table 4-7 sshows the results
r
of
the quallity examinnation comp
paring GLE--3 (AVR reeload chargee 19) and G
GLE-4 (AVR
R reload
charges 21 and 21-2) with th
he proof tesst fuel (= German
G
refeerence) prodduced in 19
988 on a
small sccale. The taable summaarizes the acchievementts in quality
y of the Gerrman spherrical fuel
elementt productionn showing the improvvement in fu
uel quality when compparing the prep and
post-1985 fuel productions, which
w
is maainly the efffect of moving over too automated
d particle
overcoaating and off the fact th
hat the kernnel, the coaated particlee, and the ccoated partiicle with
overcoaating were subjected to
t running over the vibration
v
tab
ble, a quallity control method
which aallowed a beetter separattion of odd--shaped partticles.
The levvel of heavvy metal co
ontaminationn and the transport of
o iodine annd fission gases in
graphitee were subjject to the heating
h
testt series, FR
RJ2-KA1 an
nd FRJ2-KA
A2, at the Research
R
Center JJülich [Schenk 1991]. In each tesst, three AV
VR sphericaal fuel eleme
ments of typee GLE-4
with UO
O2 TRISO coated
c
fuel particles w
were activatted to 0.6 and 2% FIM
MA, respecttively, to
producee short lived isotopes. Shortly aft
fterwards th
he spheres were
w
heatedd at 1000, 1200, or
1400°C over 50 h followed by
y a 1600 orr 1800°C ov
ver another 50 h, or evven at 2000
0°C for 2
t release bbehaviour of
o the short lived isotoopes from th
he heavy
hours inn order to innvestigate the
metal coontaminatioon. Iodine and
a xenon ttransient reelease curvees were obsserved to bee similar
supportiing the inteerpretation of a releasee from trap
ps in the matrix
m
graphhite. The fact that a
burst-likke release occurred
o
bettween 10000 and 1600°°C, supportss the interprretation of a release
from traaps within the
t matrix. A burst-like
ke release off iodine between 1600 and 1800°C
C shows
that still at this higgh temperatu
ure level (F
Fig. 4-7), iodine is bein
ng retained to a certain
n degree.
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Overall release fractions were very low with an average value of 6×10-9 (FRJ2-KA1) and
8×10-9 (FRJ2-KA2) as is shown in Table 4-8. The analysis has shown that the heavy metal
contamination level was more than one order of magnitude lower than guaranteed by the fuel
manufacturer [Schenk 1991].
4.3.3.
4.3.3.1.

Characterization in the Japanese fuel element production for the HTTR
Inspected parameters

The inspection items are determined to confirm specifications, which certify nuclear and
thermal-hydraulic design, irradiation performance and so on. Considering the purposes for
inspections, the inspection items can be divided into three categories [Kobayashi 1992b, Sawa
2001]:
(1) compulsory,
(2) user’s requirement or optional and
(3) vender’s quality control.
The sampling rate is also determined by considering the variability in inspection
measurements. Three categories are basically classified as (a) small-scattering data, (b)
medium-scattering data and (c) large-scattering data. One sample is measured from an
inspection lot with small-scattering data. For the inspection lot with medium-scattering data,
three samples are measured and all of them should satisfy criterion. For the large-scattering
data, measured data should meet a statistically required criterion with 95% confidence. The
inspection item, purpose, method and sampling rate in the HTTR fuel fabrication are
summarized in Table 4-9 [Kobayashi 1992b, Sawa 2001].
4.3.3.2.

Measurement methods performed

Uranium content and 235U enrichment in a fuel compact are measured by gamma ray
spectrometer analysis as a nondestructive inspection. On the other hand, O/U ratio is
measured by the oxidation method as a destructive inspection. The precision of uranium
content has been examined [Kobayashi 1992a]. Diameter and sphericity of fuel kernels and
the coated fuel particles are measured by optical particle size analysis. An automatic particle
size analyzer has been installed [Kashimura 1984]. The liquid substitution and sink-float
technique have been investigated for measurement of pyrocarbon and SiC layer densities
[Ikawa 1974]. In addition, the density of fuel kernel is measured by a mercury substitution
method. Coating layer thickness is measured by X ray radiograph. Suitable selection of the X
ray energy, exposure time and geometric factors has been examined to obtain radiographic
images with high contrast and resolution [Kashimura 1972]. For determination of the exposed
uranium fraction in the fuel compact, the electrolytic disintegration/acid leaching method has
been developed [Tobita 1973]. The optimum condition of the electric current, leaching time
and concentration of the nitric acid has been examined [Kobayashi 1987]. The SiC failure
fraction is measured by burn-leach method where the particles are burnt in air and leached
with nitric acid. A correlation between the value of SiC-failure fraction and the times of burn
and leaching has been examined [Kobayashi 1988].
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< 100

No FEs produced
16 400

Number of particles/FE

16 400

9.8%

24 600

1981

AVR 19

9560

16.7%

20 500

1983

AVR 21

3

Total number of defective particles observed

56

0

Average number defective particles per FE

6.1×10-5

0

No. of FEs with ≥7 defective particles

0

9.5×10-5

0

No. of FEs with 6 defective particles

0

Upper 95% confidence limit of Ufree

0

No. of FEs with 5 defective particles

0

4.9×10-5

0

No. of FEs with 4 defective particles

4

3.7×10-5

0

No. of FEs with 3 defective particles

9

Measured free uranium fraction

1

No. of FEs with 2 defective particles

26

1 148 000

1

No. of FEs with 1 defective particle

31

82 000

3

No. of FEs with 0 defective particles

70

Total number of measured particles

5

Number of fuel elements tested in burn-leach

0.64

6.4×10-5

4.6×10-5

525 800

24

0

1

0

0

2

2

8

42

55

Evaluation of free uranium from burn-leach measurements

9.8%

U enrichment

235

1981

LEU Phase I

Production year

Designation of fuel element (FE) population

2.0×10-5

7.8×10-6

382 400

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

38

40

9560

16.7%

14 000

1985

AVR 21-2

TABLE 4-7. Evaluation of free uranium and defective SiC in German UO2 TRISO fuel elements.

0.12

5.3×10-5

2.1×10-5

146 000

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

8

10

14 600

10.6%

< 200

1988

Proof test fuel

FIGURE 4-7. Fractiona
al release off Xe-133 and
d I-131 from the
t sphere FR
FRJ2-KA2/3.
q
fuel eelements deriived from
TABLE 44-8. Fractionn of heavy metal contamiination in Geerman high quality
annealinng tests with activated FR
RJ2-KA1 andd -KA2 spherres [Schenk 1991].
1

Test

Fractio
onal releasee after
50 h(a) 16600°C(a)

Nucliide

13
33

131 (b)

Xe

I

50 h(a) 11800°C
133
1

Xe

131

I

FRJJ2-KA1/1

5.6
6×10-9

3.7×10-99

FRJJ2-KA1/2

5.8
8×10-9

5.2×10-10

FRJJ2-KA1/3

8.7
7×10-9

2.3×10-99

2.2
2×10-9

6.0×10-99

FRJJ2-KA2/1

1.1
1×10-8

9.9×10-99

FRJJ2-KA2/2

6.9
9×10-9

9.0×10-99

FRJJ2-KA2/3

7.1
1×10-9

7.1×10-99

5.2
2×10-8

1.7×10-8

7×10-9
8.7

8.2×10-99

5.2
2×10-8

1.7×10-8

Mean vallue

Mean vallue

(a)) FRJ2-KA1/22 only 36.5 h.
(b) Values for FRJ2-KA1
F
relatively uncerttain.
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TABLE 4-9. The inspection item, purpose, method and sampling rate in the HTTR fuel fabrication.
Inspection item

Major
purpose*

Method

Fuel kernel
235
U enrichment

B

Diameter

B

Mass spectrometer and γ ray
spectrometer analysis
Optical particle size analysis

Sphericity

A

Optical particle size analysis

Density
O/U ratio
Impurities

B
A
A, B

Coated fuel particle
Layer thickness

A

Mercury substitution
Oxidation and weighing
Emission spectrometer
analysis

Sampling rate

1 sample/enrichment
1 sample (100 particles)/fuel
kernel lot
3 samples (100
particles/sample)/fuel kernel
lot
3 samples/fuel kernel lot
1 sample/fuel kernel lot
1 sample/enrichment

3 samples/cp lot

A

Solvent substitution or sink
float
Polarization photometer

Optical anisotropy
factor
Diameter
Appearance
Cross-section
Sphericity
Strength
Fuel compact
235
U enrichment

B
A
A
A
A

Optical particle size analysis
Visula observation
Ceramography
Selection by vibration table
Point crushing

1 sample (100 cp)/cp lot
1 sample (2000 cp)/cp lot
1 sample (20 cp)/cp lot
All cp
30 cp/enrichment

D

1 sample/enrichment

U content
O/U ratio
Graphite powder

B
A
A

Binder

A

Exposed uranium
fraction
SiC failure fraction
Packing fraction
Matrix density
Dimensions
Appearance
Marking
Strength
Cross-section
Impurities

A

Mass spectrometer and γ ray
spectrometer analysis
γ ray spectrometer analysis
Oxidation and weighing
Density, impurities, grain size
and water content
Contents, ash, melting point,
and impurities
Deconsolidation and acid
leaching
Burn and acid leaching
Weighing and calculation
Weighing and calculation
Micrometer
Visual observation
Visual observation
Compression
Ceramography
Emission spectrometer
analysis

A
B
A
C
A
D
A
A
B

1 sample (5 cp)/enrichment

All fuel compacts
1 sample/fc lot
1 sample/graphite powder lot
1 sample/binder lot
2 samples/fc lot
3 samples/fc lot
3 samples/fc lot
3 samples/fc lot
All fc
All fc
All fc
3 samples/enrichment
1 sample/fc lot
1 sample/enrichment

A: Irradiation performance, B: Nuclear design, C: Thermal-hydraulic design, D: Process control.
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4.3.3.3.

Inspectioon results

Figure 44-8 [Kato 2001]
2
show
ws the inspeection resullt of kernel diameter ffor enrichm
ment lots.
Almost all standarrd deviation
ns were lesss than 10μm
m and unifform diametter of kernels were
obtainedd. Figure 4-9
4 [Kato 2001]
2
show
ws the inspeection resullt of spheriicity of kerrnels for
enrichm
ment lots. The average of each loot is about 1.05
1
which indicates eexcellent sp
phericity.
Figures 4-10, 4-111, and 4-12
2 [Kato 20001] show the
t inspection results of diameteer, layer
thicknesss and denssity of the coated particcles respecttively. Figurre 4-13 [Kaato 2001] sh
hows the
final ressult of SiC defect
d
fractiion for all fu
fuel compacct lots.

FIGURE
E 4-8. Diameeter of UO2 kernels
k
[Katto 2001].

FIGURE
E 4-9. Spheriicity of UO2 kernels [Katto 2001].

F
FIGURE
4-1
10. Diameterr of coated fu
uel particles [Kato 2001]].
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FIG
GURE 4-11. Layer thicknness of coated
d fuel particles [Kato 20001].
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FIIGURE 4-12.. Layer densiity of coated
d fuel particlees [Kato 20001].
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FIGURE
E 4-13. Freqquency of fueel compacts hhaving differrent amounts of particle ffailures [Katto 2001].
4.3.4.
4.3.4.1.

Characterizzation in the fuel element production in South Africca
Quality assurance
a

Coated particles foor developm
ment and tessting purpo
oses must bee manufactuured and co
ontrolled
in accorrdance withh a documeented QA pprogramme that has been establisshed in acccordance
with an appropriatee standard, for examplle, ASME NQA
N
1 (Am
merican Socciety of Meechanical
Engineers – Qualiity Assuran
nce Requireements for Nuclear
N
Faacility Appllications). Amongst
A
other thhings, the QA
A programm
me must proovide for:
•

P
Product andd material specificationns to prescribe the tech
hnical and qquality requirements
tthat must bee met;

•

A
Appropriatee sampling procedurees and acceeptance critteria for deetermining that the
sspecified vaalues have been
b
met;

•

P
Performancce of work in accordancce with writtten manufaacturing andd test instrucctions;

•

C
Calibration and control of measurring and testt equipmentt;

•

IIdentificatioon and conttrol of materrials and product;

•

G
Generation of reports in accordaance with established formats an
and mainten
nance of
aappropriatee QA record
ds.

4.3.4.2.

Statisticaal quality control

As in anny industry, quality assurance, quuality contro
ol and testin
ng go hand in hand tog
gether to
ensure tthe quality of the produ
uct and clieent satisfacttion. The nu
uclear indusstry, howev
ver, is far
more riigid and strringent in defining
d
itss requiremeents, standaards and sp ecificationss as ‘the
client’ aalways involves the saffety of the ggreater public.
Quality control is in essencee a set of pprocedures laid down
n to evaluatte a work product.
Productts are evalluated by testing
t
agaainst stringeent specificcations wheether they be raw
materialls, intermeddiate produccts or final products. Quality
Q
assu
urance is thhe process by
b which
developpment and/oor productio
on is ’guideed’ to ensurre the system
m will attaiin the objecctives set
for it.
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In the evaluation of a material there are always a multitude of possible errors present –
sampling, being perhaps the most critical. The test itself will have a ‘random error’ present.
The development of testing methods strives to reduce all of the errors to a manageable
quantity whilst ensuring the parameter value ascribed to any sample is the best possible
estimate of the whole batch. This process involves validation of the test method applied to a
specific type of material. In order to achieve ultimate confidence in the results of testing,
standard statistical processes are used to quantify the uncertainty (of the test value) and the
consequences of this uncertainty.
Confidence levels are created by application of statistical processes to ensure that any material
in use meets the specification set by the assurance programme. By this process the likelihood
of unexpected failure is reduced to a remote probability which can be quantified and accepted
in the design. Variability of these critical confidence levels is monitored by the assurance
process and manufacturing will be guided by ‘trend analyses’ of the process. An example of
specific information on statistical methods, quality control, and quality assurance as applied to
TRISO fuel QA/QC characterization and testing is provided in the reference [Sowder 2003]
for the US AGR Fuel Development Programme.
4.3.4.3.

QC and characterization test methods

Table 4-10 contains a list of typical QC tests and the preferred techniques used to diagnose
TRISO coated particles [Hunn 2007]. Some of the more unique tests are discussed in the
sections below.
TRISO particle size and shape analysis (PSA)
The benchmark apparatus for measuring particle diameters (and the associated volumes) for
spherical particles in the size range applicable to kernels and coated particles is an automated
optical particle analyzer with pneumatic particle transport, custom developed by Seibersdorf
for NUKEM. It is a reliable, accurate and precise method that relies on the intensity dip
observed by a detector when a particle passes through a light beam. For spherical particles, it
is possible to achieve a linear response between an appropriately defined function of the
intensity dip and the particle diameter. Accurate calibration of the system is achieved by
means of standard steel balls. Particles are pneumatically transported, separated and passed
through the light beam where they are counted and measured. Although a maximum rate of
about 50 particles per second is achievable, the feed rate is chosen to match the desired
accuracy and precision of the application.
Kernels and coated particles are not perfect spheres. Spherical pressure vessels provide
maximum strength and therefore sphericity, defined as the ratio of a particle’s maximum
diameter to its minimum diameter, has to be within specified bounds. To measure sphericity
many randomly selected orientations of the same particle are presented to the measurement
system by cycling the same particle many times through the light beam. The next particle is
then selected and so on. In practice, particle sphericity tends to have a log-normal distribution,
indicating that multiplicative accumulation of random errors conspire during manufacture to
cause deviation from a perfect sphere.
Particle size and shape is also often determined using a shadowscope technique. In this
method, a sample of particles is arranged in a monolayer on a transparent plate. An optical
microscope is used in bright field transmitted mode to image the silhouette of each particle.
Manual or computer automated image analysis is performed to measure the minimum,
maximum, and average diameters of each particle. The shadowscope technique can provide
particle size and shape to an accuracy that is equivalent to or better than the PSA, but sample
analysis rate is more limited.
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TABLE 4-10. Fuel kernel and coating properties and test techniques.

Property

Test technique

Fuel kernel
Uranium enrichment

Mass spectrometric analysis using thermal ion mass
spectrometry or gamma ray spectrometry

Equivalent boron content
(impurities)

Spectroscopic analysis using plasma source mass
spectrometry or emission spectrometry

Stoichiometry (O/U ratio)

Thermo-gravimetric analysis

Diameter and sphericity

Particle Size Analyser (PSA)
Shadowscope techniques using an optical microscope
and image analysis system

Density

Geometrical determination by means of PSA
Mass by helium pycnometry or mercury porosimetry

Microstructure

Microscopy on ceramographic sections

Shape defect distribution (odd
shapes)

Sorting table fraction analysis

Coated fuel particle
Layer thickness and symmetry

Micro radiography
Ceramography using image analysis techniques

Density of buffer layer

Geometrical determination by means of PSA and
mass change between the coated and uncoated
particles
Mercury porosimetry

Density of other layers

Gradient column (sink float method)

Anisotropy of the inner and outer
PyC layers

Optical anisotropy measurement
Advanced Two-Modulator Generalized Ellipsometry
Microscope (2 MGEM)

SiC layer integrity

Burn leach testing
Micro-radiography

Microstructure and chemical
composition of layers

Transmission electron microscope (TEM)
Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
Electron probe X ray micro analyser (EPMA)
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
Scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM)
Ceramography

Uncontained uranium

Burn-leach testing

Shape defect distribution (odd
shapes)

Sorting table fraction analysis
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Optical anisotropy
High density pyrolytic carbon is a graphitic material with a complex extended structure.
Roughly speaking it behaves in a way similar to a polycrystalline material where each
crystallite has inherently anisotropic properties, such as thermal expansion and fast neutron
induced shrinkage. It is imperative to strive for isotropic macroscopic orientation in order to
have average macroscopic properties that are homogeneous and isotropic. For macroscopic
graphite samples, X ray diffraction can be used to define and measure a so-called Bacon
Anisotropy Factor (BAF) that directly relates to macroscopic material anisotropy. On the tiny
layers of coated particles, normal X ray diffraction is not possible. Fortunately it so happens
that the intensity of reflected, polarized light differs depending on the orientation of the
polarization direction relative to the crystallographic axes of the graphite crystal.
Measurement of the ratio of the reflected intensities of a light beam, polarized first along one
direction and then perpendicular to that direction, therefore yields an optical anisotropy factor
(OAF). It can be shown that this OAF can be related in a consistent way to the BAF, which in
turn relates to actual expected anisotropy and fuel performance. As a light beam can easily be
focused onto a polished metallurgical section of a coated particle under a light microscope, an
OAF profile across a pyrolitic carbon layer can conveniently be determined.
This principle was utilized at Seibersdorf to develop an OAF instrument for NUKEM, which
can now be viewed as the primary standard for determination of anisotropy of pyrolitic carbon
layers.
Recently, advanced ellipsometry techniques have been applied to the measurement of
pyrocarbon anisotropy in TRISO fuels. A system developed by ORNL called the TwoModulator Generalized Ellipsometry Microscope (2-MGEM), was designed to completely
determine the polarization effect on light reflected off a polished pyrocarbon cross-section
[Jellison 2006, Jellison 2008]. This ellipsometer provides very accurate determination of the
pyrocarbon anisotropy with a selectable spatial resolution down to a few micrometers.
Kernel, buffer and layer density determination
SiC and pyrolitic carbon densities are measured by means of suitable density gradient
columns [ASTM 1999]. A density gradient column is created by filling a glass column with
two liquids of different density, where the ratio of the two liquids is varied during filling in
order to create a linear density gradient as a function of the column height. This linear density
gradient is determined by measuring the zero buoyancy position of calibrated floats. Samples
of the IPyC, SiC, and OPyC layers are obtained by fracturing the coatings of individual
TRISO particles. Pieces of free standing OPyC fragments usually can be easily picked out of
the fractured coatings because of the weak bonding between the SiC and OPyC layers. Free
standing IPyC fragments usually can not be obtained after deposition of the SiC because of
the infiltration of SiC into the open porosity of the IPyC, which results in a strong interface.
For this reason, IPyC density must be determined using hot sampling or interrupted batches.
Free standing SiC is obtained by picking out multiple layer fragments and heating in air to
about 850°C to remove the attached pyrocarbon.
Density of the other two TRISO components (i.e. fuel kernels, and buffer layer) must be
obtained by other methods. Suitable liquids spanning the density of the fuel kernels are not
available. Liquid penetration of the buffer material results in the determination of the skeletal
density of that layer, which is not of interest. A particle size analyzer (PSA) can be used to
determine kernel density. The mass of a sample of (pre-sieved and sorted) kernels is
determined accurately. The sample is then passed through the PSA and the sum of the volume
of all the kernels in the sample is divided by the sample mass to yield the mean kernel
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geometric density. The geometric density is a reasonable approximation of the envelope
density if the particles are close to spherical. The density of the buffer layer can be determined
in a similar way after subtracting the mean kernel volume from the mean total volume and
using the appropriate mass values. Apart from the relative standard deviation caused by
variation in buffer volume, the relative standard deviation in kernel density becomes
amplified (by about 6 times for nominal TRISO particles) and adds to the overall relative
error. This places a strict upper limit on the required accuracy and precision of kernel density
determination. Alternately, mercury porosimetry can be utilized to determine the envelope
volume of the kernels and buffer coated particles. This technique can provide improved
measurement accuracy, especially for non-spherical particle shapes.
Layer thickness determination: micro-radiography
Although PSA analysis can be used to derive layer thickness, the method becomes
increasingly imprecise for outer layers due to error propagation. To achieve good statistics of
intrinsic layer variation over a large number of particles (100-200), X ray microradiography
can be utilized [KimWK 2006, PriceJR 2006]. A single layer of particles is positioned directly
on the emulsion of a high resolution photographic film (about 1 µm resolution) and
illuminated with an X ray source approximately 300 mm away. With such an arrangement
sharp projected images of layers can be achieved even with an X ray tube that does not
behave like a true point source, so that there is no need for a fine focus source. To distinguish
between the buffer and the adjacent pyrolitic carbon layer, low energy X rays are needed and
the exposure must be in vacuum. Tube voltage and current are selected to give the required
contrast needed for the intended layers. The developed and mounted film is analyzed under a
transmission light microscope equipped with a CCD camera. Layer thickness analysis is
achieved by means of standard image processing software. Coating thickness is also often
determined by preparing metallographic cross-sections and directly imaging with an optical
microscope using bright field reflected light [Wallisch 1977]. Resolutions of 1 µm can be
obtained and analysis can again be performed by standard image processing software.
SiC layer integrity: burn-leach testing
A very important test for SiC layer integrity is the burn-leach test. A representative sample of
coated particles of statistically significant size is selected. Under clean laboratory conditions
these are burned down to the SiC layers and the remaining particles and ash are leached under
reflux for an extended time period in a nitric acid solution. A sample of the liquid is then preconcentrated in a rotary evaporator and analyzed for uranium by an extremely sensitive
analytical technique such as fluorimetry, mass spectrometry methods, or delayed neutron
counting (after activation in a reactor). When no coated particles leak, the analytical result
reflects the unconfined uranium content. The number of broken/leaking particles can be
calculated after division of the total concentration by the expected contribution per particle.
The intrusion method has also been applied to determine particle defect or failure fraction.
This method involves surrounding the particles with a liquid under pressure. The liquid
intrudes into the pores of the particles and the measurement of the extent of the intrusion
yields information about the existence or size of the pores. The intrusion liquid can be a
wetting or non-wetting liquid e.g. mercury, halogenated carbons or aqueous solutions. For
wetting liquids, the liquid will flow into the pores depending on the relative interior/exterior
pressure of the pores and for non-wetting liquids pressure will have to be applied. For
mercury (a non-wetting liquid) intrusion, commercial mercury porosimeters are available.
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Thermal conductivity
The most important property for predicting the in-pile fuel temperature is the thermal
conductivity. For the graphite element (compact or pebble) this property can easily be
obtained by the conventional laser flash method. The thermal properties of coated particles
must also be evaluated to improve the prediction of the in-pile behaviour.
Photo-thermal experiments are particularly suitable for determining thermal diffusivity
between micrometer and millimeter scale simply by varying the modulation frequency [Basini
1999]. The currently selected technique is thermo-reflectance microscopy, based on detecting
a photo-thermal effect and therefore allowing no-contact thermal diffusivity measurement.
The thermal conductivity is the product of the experimentally measured thermal diffusivity by
the heat capacity and density, according to the following relation:

K = ρ α cp

(4-2)

where K – thermal conductivity, W/(m·K); α – measured thermal diffusivity, m2/s; ρ –
density, kg/m3; cp – heat capacity, J/(kg·K).

Description of the thermo-reflectance microscopy
The thermo-reflectance microscopy technique [Le Houëdec 2004] is based on measuring and
analyzing the periodic temperature increase induced by the absorption of an intensitymodulated laser beam (pump beam). By detecting the thermally induced reflection coefficient
variations with the help of a secondary continuous laser beam (probe beam), the temperature
increase is measured at the sample surface with a sensitivity better than 10-3 kHz-0.5. Unlike
other photo-thermal methods, this contactless technique has micrometric spatial resolution.
The experimental setup (Fig. 4-14) consists of three main parts: an optical system for focusing
and positioning the pump and probe beams, a device for measuring the reflected probe beam
intensity, and several electronic devices for detecting the signal and driving the experiment.

FIGURE 4-14. Thermal microscope setup [Le Houëdec 2004].
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The pump beam is a continuous-wave Ar+ laser with a maximum power of 2 W. Its intensity
is modulated by a frequency generator-driven acousto-optic modulator operated at frequencies
up to 2 MHz. The pump beam is then oriented by a dichroic mirror and finally focused onto
the sample surface in the heating stage with a microscope.
The probe beam is a laser diode that passes through a quarter-wave plate and the dichroic
mirror, and is then focused onto the sample surface with the same microscope. After
reflection, it passes through the quarter-wave plate again and is then sent to the photodiode by
a beamsplitter cube. An optical filter prevents any pump beam photons from reaching the
detector. A lock-in amplifier extracts the amplitude and phase of the periodic photodiode
signal. A PC controls the dichroic mirror orientation and consequently the distance r between
probe and pump beam location.
The fused silica heating stage window transmits 93% of the intensities of the two beams. An
objective with suitable magnification and a large working distance is used to correct the
spherical aberrations due to the heating stage window. The highest temperature that the
heating stage can reach is 1500°C with a heating rate of 0.1-130°C/min. The sample must be
polished to a mirror finish to ensure good reflection. In our case, the measurements were
performed on polished particle cross-sections.
When an isotropic, homogeneous medium is heated by a periodic point-like heat source of
power Q, the periodic temperature increase, also called the ‘thermal wave’, at a distance r
from the pump location is described by the following equation:

δ T (r ) =

 r

Q
r
exp−  cos ω t − 
μ
4π k r
 μ


(4-3)

and

μ =

α
π f

(4-4)

where µ - thermal diffusivity length; f – modulation frequency of the harmonic heat source; α
– thermal diffusivity of the material; k – thermal conductivity of the material. The argument
of δT (i.e. its phase) is –r/µ; the slope of the phase versus r curve is -1/µ, which is used to
estimate the thermal diffusivity of the medium by simple linear regression. The thermal
diffusivity can thus be determined with a precision often better than 5%.

Thermal characterization applied to dense pyrolytic carbon layers
Thermoreflectance microscopy has been applied to characterize dense pyrolytic carbon layers
of TRISO particles. Measurements have been performed at room temperature [Rochais 2006],
and tests at temperatures of up to 1500°C are currently in progress. The thermal diffusivity is
estimated from the 1D least-squares fit of the phase profiles. An example for IPyC is
illustrated in Fig. 4-15.
The results for the diffusivities obtained on TRISO particles are 7.6 ± 3.2 mm2/s for IPyC and
3.6 ± 0.2 mm2/s for OPyC. These results give an order of magnitude of thermal diffusivity
values which could be used in modeling of TRISO particles. Differences in the diffusivity
values observed between IPyC and OPyC may be correlated with annealing of the IPyC
around 1500-1600°C during the SiC deposition process, which tends to increase the
diffusivity.
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FIGURE
E 4-15. 1D scanning and iits related sq
quares adjusttment [Rochaais 2006].

Thermaal characterrization applied to buffe
fer layer
Buffer tthermal property measu
urements caan be perforrmed at room temperatture. The diffusivity
obtainedd for the dense
d
partss of the buuffer layer is 5.2 ± 0.5
0 mm2/s [Rochais 2006].
2
A
numericcal model of
o steady-sstate thermaal conductiion inspired
d from the guarded hot
h plate
method is used too determinee the therm
mal diffusiv
vity of the buffer layyer. This ap
pproach,
couplingg local meaasurement and
a numericcal homogeenization, has been vallidated as shown
s
in
2
[Rochaiis 2008]. Thhe diffusivitty value obttained on th
he buffer lay
yer is 4 mm /s.
Elasticiity modulus
Elastic m
modulus meeasurements were perfo
formed with
h a Nanoindenter NT 6000 (Micro Materials
M
Limitedd) that alloows indentaation displaacement off 50 µm. The penetrration of the
t
nondeformaable diamoond indenteer is measuured by a capacitive sensor wiith about 0.01
0
nm
accuracy.
Thirty iindentationss were perfo
ormed in eaach layer on
n a polished
d equatoriall cross-section. The
averagee results forr Young’s Modulus
M
obbtained are 18 ± 1.1 GPa for IPyC
C and 23 ± 1.4 GPa
for OPyyC. These values
v
are in
i agreemennt with liteerature data [Barin 19773, Hofman
nn 2000,
MartinD
DG 2001, Miller
M
2004
4]. They giive an ordeer of magn
nitude of thhe IPyC and OPyC
Young modulus vaalues which
h can be ussed in mod
deling. Diffferences aree observed between
Young’s modulus of IPyC an
nd OPyC. A
As for the th
hermal prop
perties, thiss differencee may be
correlatted with annnealing of th
he IPyC durring the SiC
C deposition
n process.
4.4. RO
OUND ROBIN
N EXERCISE OF ZRO2-KE
ERNEL SURR
ROGATE COATED PART
TICLES AMO
ONG
PA
ARTICIPATIN
NG ORGANIIZATIONS

The chaaracterizatioon methods of the coateed particle fuel
f being used
u
by diffferent HTGR
R coated
particle fuel produucers have been
b
develooped in parrallel with their
t
early ddevelopmen
nt of the
manufaccturing proocess, and
d they are being im
mproved with
w
their own techn
nological
developpment in thiis area. The characterizzation techn
niques used for the QC
C tests are im
mportant
in view
w of the quuality verification of thhe fuel pro
oduction. These shouldd be validaated and
verifiedd to give eviidence that the
t quality m
measured by
b the techniques corressponds to th
he actual
quality of the produucts.
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In this round robin exercise (RRE), four surrogate TRISO coated particle samples were
submitted to the participating organizations in the IAEA CRP-6 for testing and the results
obtained by the participating organizations were compared. These four surrogate samples,
which originated from the Republic of Korea (KAERI), USA (ORNL and BWXT) and RSA
(PBMR), have been distributed to nine participating organizations: INET-Tsinghua Univ.
(China), AREVA (France), JAEA (Japan), KAERI (Republic of Korea), PBMR (RSA),
Hacettepe Univ. (Turkey), ORNL (USA), BWXT (USA) and ITU (EU) in this CRP-6. The
purpose of this exercise was the comparison and benchmarking of the characterization
methods and results. Test items considered were properties of different coating layers.
Namely, 13 items were identified for characterization in this study: particle diameter,
sphericity, (surrogate) kernel diameter, four coating layer thicknesses and four coating layer
densities (buffer, IPyC, SiC and OPyC), and anisotropy of IPyC and OPyC. However, certain
layers, such as buffer layer and IPyC coating layer, were not able to be totally characterized
under given conditions, i.e. surrogate kernel instead of uranium kernel and completed TRISO
coated particles as samples. Note that these surrogate samples were not necessarily
representative of the typical particle quality at the participating organizations or their full
range of available characterization methods.
4.4.1.

Supply of standard material specimens to the participating Member States

Four surrogate TRISO coated particle samples originating from the Republic of Korea
(KAERI), USA (ORNL and BWXT) and RSA (PBMR) were submitted to the participating
organizations in the IAEA CRP-6 for testing and compared among the results of
characterization obtained by the participating organizations. These four surrogate samples
were distributed to nine participating organizations, INET-Tsinghua Univ. (China), AREVA
(France), JAEA (Japan), KAERI (Republic of Korea), PBMR (RSA), Hacettepe University
(Turkey), ORNL (USA), BWXT (USA) and ITU (EU) in this so-called round-robin exercise.
It should be noted that the purpose of this exercise was for the comparison and benchmarking
of the characterization methods and results. Also, these surrogate samples were not
necessarily representative of the quality and the readiness of the process operation at the
participating organizations.
4.4.2.

Selection of characteristics to be measured in the coated particle samples

Since the common samples distributed for the test were surrogate (zirconia kernel) coated
particles, the characterization items to be measured by each participating organization were
limited not only by the samples but also by the methods available up to the time of testing at
the participating organizations. At the beginning, some uranium containing coated particles
were also considered for this RRE. However, due to the complexity of international
transportation, this consideration was abandoned. As a result, the kernel was excluded in this
exercise for the characterization items, usually tested for uranium enrichment, uranium
content and kernel dimensions including sphericity. Also, there were some participating
organizations which did not perform measurements on the buffer and inner PyC layers. For
example, INET, JAEA and Hacettepe University measured only on the OPyC and SiC layers
both for density and thickness. Table 4-11 summarizes the items tested by the participating
organizations. PBMR samples were not distributed to ITU (EC) and JAEA (Japan).
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TABLE
E 4-11. Chara
acteristics teested by the nine
n participating organiizations.

4.4.3.

Characterizzation methods used by th
he participatiing organizations

There m
may be seveeral method
ds for one ccharacterizaation item. For
F examplle, two meth
hods are
currentlly being ussed for meaasuring layyer thicknesss: metallog
graphic exaamination and
a nondestructtive X ray radiography. For the deensity measu
urement, also, there aree some alternatives,
with prrecise measurements of weight and volum
me and maathematicall calculatio
ons. The
methodss used in this RRE can be cattegorized as
a follows for the iteems tested and are
summarrized in Tabbles 4-12 to 4-15.
TABLE 4-12
2. Test technniques for varrious particle properties..

Propertyy

Test tech
hnique

Kernel ddiameter

Ceramograaphy, X ray
r
radiogrraphy, partticle size analyzer
(PSA)

Kernel ssphericity

Ceramograaphy, particcle size anallyzer (PSA))

Coatingg layer thickknesses

Ceramograaphy, X ray
y radiograph
hy

Coatingg layer densities

Sink-float method, X ray radiogrraphy

PyC aniisotropy

Optical annisotropy meeasurement (OPTAF), ellipsometrry

Coated particle diaameter and Ceramograaphy, X raay radiograaphy, projec
ection, partiicle size
sphericiity
analyzer (P
PSA)
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TABLE 4-13. Methods employed for layer density measurement.
Buffer

IPyC

SiC
Sink-float

OPyC
Sink-float

X ray

X ray

X ray

X ray

JAEA

Sink-float

Sink-float

KAERI

Sink-float

Sink-float

PBMR

Sink-float

Sink-float

ORNL

Sink-float

Sink-float

BWXT

Sink-float

Sink-float

INET
AREVA

Hacettepe U.

ITU
TABLE 4-14. Methods employed for layer thickness measurement.
Buffer

IPyC

SiC
X ray &
projection

OPyC
X ray &
projection

AREVA

X ray

X ray

X ray

X ray

JAEA

Ceramography

Ceramography

Ceramography
& X ray

Ceramography
& X ray

KAERI

Ceramography
& X ray

Ceramography
& X ray

Ceramography
& X ray

Ceramography
& X ray

PBMR

Ceramography

Ceramography

Ceramography

Ceramography

Ceramography

Ceramography

INET

Hacettepe U.
ORNL

Ceramography

Ceramography

Ceramography

Ceramography

BWXT

Ceramography

Ceramography

Ceramography

Ceramography

ITU
TABLE 4-15. Methods employed for anisotropy and particle dimension measurement.

INET

Anisotropy
IPyC
OPyC
OPTAF
OPTAF

AREVA
JAEA

OPTAF

OPTAF

KAERI

OPTAF

OPTAF

PBMR

OPTAF

OPTAF

Ellipsometry

Ellipsometry

BWXT
ITU
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Particle
diameter
X ray

X ray

X ray

Ellipsometry

Ellipsometry

Sphericity

Projection
Ceramography
& X ray
Ceramography

Hacettepe U.
ORNL

Kernel
diameter

PSA

PSA

PSA

PSA

Ceramography

Ceramography

Shadowscope

Shadowscope

Ceramography

Ceramography

PSA

PSA

All the participating organizations measured coating layer densities by sink float method and
or by a titration method only for the OPyC and SiC layers, except AREVA who nondestructively measured the density for all four layers by X ray radiography.
Preparation of the samples for the sink float method involved crushing particles to obtain
fragments of multi-layer mixtures and selecting unique outer PyC layers. For the SiC layer
samples, these multi-layer sample fragments were oxidized in air above 800°C to get rid of
parts of the PyC layers and obtain fragments of the pure SiC layer.
For the anisotropy measurement of PyC layers, most of the participating organizations used
optical anisotropy factor (OPTAF) measurement method except ORNL and ITU which
measured the anisotropy of PyC layers by the ellipsometry using the 2MGEM instrument
developed by ORNL.
The coated particle diameter and its sphericity were measured by a particle size analyzer
(PSA), which was a well developed commercialized laboratory instrument using an optical
imaging system. They can be also estimated by the ceramography following careful sample
preparation by grinding and polishing to obtain the exact mid-plane cross-section of the
particles on the surface of the resin mount and direct measurement on an optical microscope
or an image analysis system. More detailed explanation for important characterization
methods are described in the following subsections, by taking the representative methods used
in participating organizations as examples.
4.4.3.1.

Coating layer thickness measurement

The coating layer thicknesses were measured by ceramography followed either by a direct
measurement on a microscope or a (computer-controlled) projector or by an image processing
with a software. This needs a careful preparation of samples via embedding the particle
samples in a resin, grinding and polishing with a precise control of depth to obtain the exact
mid-plane cross-section of the particles on the surface of the resin mount. ORNL applies a
mathematical correction to layer thicknesses measurements done by ceramography. Polished
mount cross-sections rarely present a planar section that passes exactly through the center of
individual particles because of polishing variability and the particle size range of typical
TRISO coating batches. This results in an imaged layer thickness that is greater than the
thickness along the radial direction of the particle. The magnitude of the error can be
minimized by polishing the particles as close to the mid-plane as possible. For maximum
accuracy, ORNL applies a simple geometric correction to each thickness measurement by
calculating the offset of the imaged plane using the polish down distance and the measured
particle radius in the plane of polish, with the assumption of a spherical geometry.
Figure 4-16 shows a representative microphotograph example of the ceramography after
sample preparation. (KAERI sample taken by JAEA).
AREVA used the X ray radiography method to measure the layer thickness of the four layers.
The method relies on X ray Phase Contrast Imaging (PCI) technique: by setting an X ray
detector at a finite distance from an HTGR TRISO coated particle, interference fringes at
layer interfaces caused by phase distortions occur and are superimposed to the conventional
radiographic attenuation image. Due to these fringes, PCI resolves HTGR particle layers
where conventional radiography fails. PCI images can be obtained via monochromatic beams
(synchrotron) or via polychromatic radiation (conventional X ray sources).
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FIGURE
E 4-16. Crross-section of KAERII sample prepared
p
byy JAEA (m
magnitude frrom left,
100,×4000,×1000).

In the A
AREVA meethod, a miicrofocus tuube with a 0.9µm focal spot is uused at 40k
kV as an
X ray soource, and the
t detectorr consists inn a high ressolution X ray
r camera with a pixeel size of
9.3µm. In order to
t simulatee a TRISO
O particle PCI
P
intensiity profile, preliminarry work
consisting in charaacterizing eq
quipment iss necessary. In particulaar, the tubee spectrum has
h to be
oint spread
d function (PSF). Spectrum
S
known accuratelyy, as well as the ddetector po
characteerization iss performed by simuulation, in inputting in GEANT
T4 code the
t
tube
characteeristics suchh as the eleectron flux, the electron
n energy, th
he target thhickness and
d nature,
the distaance betweeen the targeet and the ddetector takiing into acccount the atttenuation of air and
of the camera winddows prior to
t the scintiillator. Finallly, the mag
gnification ffactor is dettermined
in imagging a metroology pin (d
diameter meeasured witth an accuraacy of 1µm
m) in the exaact same
conditioons as for the TRISO
O particles (energy, object
o
to source and detector to
o object
distancees). After thresholding
t
g the acquiired image, a pin inteensity profilile is extraccted and
measureed in terms of pixels: experimenttal size of th
he pixel is then found in dividing
g the pin
diameteer by the nuumber of piixels. Magnnification faactor is then
n deduced bby dividing the real
pixel size by the experimenta
e
al size of thhe pixel. Fo
or each batch, the partticles are sorted by
sphericiity using a vibrating
v
tab
ble and thenn, 30 particlles were ran
ndomly pickked among the
t most
sphericaal one. Thenn, one PCI image
i
was aacquired peer particle (ssee Fig. 4-177).

FIGURE
E 4-17. Proffile extraction of a BWX
XT particle. (a)
( PCI imag
ge and (b) eextracted pro
ofile with
approxim
mated layer interface
i
locations.

On eachh image, 600 intensity profiles
p
werre extracted
d along linees crossing the TRISO
O particle
within aangles of ±30° with reespect to th e horizontaal. For each of these prrofiles, a ‘sspherical
coefficient’ is com
mputed correesponding tto the sum of the gap between thhe kernel baarycenter
and thee barycenter of each layer. The first selectted profile is the onee with the smallest
‘sphericcal coefficieent’. The second
s
proffile is the one with the second smallest ‘sspherical
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coefficient’ and aw
way from the
t first proofile with at
a least ang
gle of 5°. T
The third profile
p
is
extracteed with resppect to the horizontal.
KAERI used also the X ray radiography
r
y method to
o measure the
t layer thhickness of the four
layers. In KAERI, a micro-ffocus X raay imaging system waas used forr the coatin
ng layer
thicknesss measurem
ment non-d
destructivelyy, which waas developeed by KAER
RI [KimWK
K 2008].
Althouggh the methodology used
u
is diff
fferent from
m that used
d in the AR
REVA metthod, its
principlle is the sam
me. The focaal spot size of the X raay generatorr was aboutt 2 μm. Thee number
of pixells of the ussed flat pan
nel X ray deetector wass 1024×1024. The sizee of a pixell was 48
μm×48 μm. In the measuremeent system, the distance between the
t sample and detecto
or screen
was adjjusted from
m 40 to 140
0 cm, and tthe tube vo
oltage was adjusted
a
froom 40 to 80
8 kV to
control the wavelenngth of the X ray. Thee coating thiickness wass measured automaticaally from
the acqquired phase contrast X ray radiiograph forr the coateed particless by the deeveloped
measureement algoorithm baseed on digittal image processing techniquess which in
nclude a
brightneess and conntrast enhan
ncement, a random noise
n
reducttion, an edg
dge detectio
on and a
recognittion. The X ray poweer was miniimized to obtain
o
a goo
od resolutioon for an im
mage by
maintainning a smalll size of th
he focal spoot. 50 imagees were inteegrated to ccontrol the exposure
e
for an oobject. The random
r
noisses were redduced by in
ntegration du
ue to an aveerage effectt.

FIGURE
E 4-18. A result of acquiisition of PCI
CI image and an extractedd profile.

The hisstogram of the image was adjustted to enhaance the brrightness annd contrastt for the
integratted image. The
T intensitty of the ennhanced imaage was con
nverted inveersely for an
a image
data proocessing. Here,
H
the in
ntensity of a pixel (piccture elemeent) is higheer in a reg
gion of a
higher ddensity for a particle. A higher inttensity regio
on is repressented by a brighter pix
xel in an
image. B
Boundary areas
a
can bee classified by the graay level diffferences of the pixels by
b using
the Sobbel operatorr. The result of PCI iimage acqu
uisition and the develooped prograamme to
automattically meaasure the co
oating thickkness from the X ray image of a coated paarticle is
shown iin Fig. 4-188. The distaance betweeen the boun
ndary position and the center of a TRISO
particle image is thhe radius off the coatingg layer. The radii of thee coating layyers were circularly
measureed for the X ray imagee by rotatinng it throug
gh 360° with a step off 5° and thee coating
thicknesss was compputed by ussing the meaasured radiii as shown in Fig. 4-19 (a) and (b).
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FIGURE
E 4-19. Exam
mple of (a) measured
m
raddius of the co
oated particlle, and (b) caalculated thiickness of
coating llayers.
4.4.3.2.

Coating layer density measurementt

All the participatinng organizattions measuured coating
g layer denssities by sinnk float metthod and
or by a titration method
m
for the OPyC and SiC laayers, excep
pt AREVA who measured the
density for all thee four layeers by the X ray radiiography no
on-destructiively. The titration
method is a derivattive method
d of the sinkk-float meth
hod using th
he same Arrchimedes principle.
p
The X rray radiogrraphy metho
od has attraactive beneefits such ass less liquidd waste gen
neration,
sample preparationn and timely
y measurem
ment.
Sink-flooat method
d
A liquidd density grradient column is used to determin
ne sink-float density off the IPyC, SiC, and
OPyC layers. A liqquid density
y gradient ccolumn is created by fiilling a glasss column with
w two
liquids of differentt density, where
w
the rattio of the tw
wo liquids is varied duuring filling in order
d
as a function oof the colum
mn height. This linear density graadient is
to creatte a linear density
determined by meeasuring thee zero buoyyancy posittion of caliibrated floaats. Differen
nt liquid
density gradient columns
c
wiith differennt density liquids are used to ccreate colu
umns for
measuriing pyrocarrbon (typicaal range 1.6 -2.2 Mg/m3) and SiC (typical
(
rannge 3.1-3.3 Mg/m3).
In orderr to preparee density solution with a gradient, prepare low
wer densityy and higherr density
solutionns to cover the
t range of densities w
which shou
uld include the
t sample density. In KAERI,
as an example, thee mixture solutions
s
foor the meassurement off OPyC (deense PyC) and SiC
coating layers werre carbon tetrachlorid
t
de – dibrom
moethane mixture
m
(dennsity rangee : 1.603
2.18 Mgg/m ) and bromoform
b
– diiodom
methane mix
xture (densiity range : 2.90-3.30 Mg/m3),
respectiively. The density
d
of buffer
b
layer is generally
y measured by a geom
metrical meth
hod. For
the SiC
C density measuremen
m
nt, lower aand higher density seet were 3. 1 and 3.3 Mg/m3,
respectiively. Figure 4-20 show
ws (a) generral view of a density grradient coluumn, (b) thee density
solutionn mixing staation, and (c)
( examplee of standarrd floats imm
mersed in tthe density gradient
column to measuree SiC layerr density Thhe density solution miixing stationn consists of
o a low
density flask (left, with a mag
gnet stirrer) and a high density flassk filled witith density solutions
s
which aare interconnnected with
h a valve.
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(a) (b) (c)
FIGURE
E 4-20. (a) general
g
view of a densityy gradient co
olumn; (b) deensity solutioon mixing sta
ation; (c)
example of standardd floats imm
mersed in thee density gra
adient colum
mn to measuure SiC layeer density
(KAERI’s example).

Sampless of the IP
PyC, SiC, and
a OPyC layers are obtained by
b fracturinng the coattings on
individuual coated particles. Free
F
standinng OPyC layer
l
fragm
ments were picked ou
ut of the
fractureed coatings.. A significcant quantiity of free standing OPyC
O
layerr fragments usually
forms uupon fracturring a TRISO
O particle ssample becaause of the weak
w
bondin
ing between
n the SiC
and OPyyC layers. The
T IPyC deensity was nnot measureed for this benchmarkin
b
ng exercise because
free staanding IPyC
C layer frag
gments usuaally cannott be obtaineed after depposition of the SiC
becausee of the imppregnation of SiC intoo the open porosity
p
of the IPyC llayer. Free standing
SiC wass obtained by
b picking out multiplle layer frag
gments and
d heating in air to abou
ut 850°C
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for 2 hoours to rem
move the atttached pyroocarbon. Caare must bee exercisedd to not exccessively
oxidize the SiC byy heating at too high a temperaturre or for too
o long a tim
me. Layer frragments
were pllaced in thee appropriatte liquid deensity gradieent column. The sink--float densitty of the
fragmennts was deteermined by measuring tthe zero buo
oyancy position in the column.
X ray rradiographyy
AREVA
A used an X ray radio
ography metthod develo
oped in its laboratory to measuree coating
layer deensity, usingg the same principle ass when meaasuring the coating thicckness. Eacch of the
obtainedd intensity profiles is processed in first loccating appro
oximately tthe layer in
nterfaces
thanks tto the interfference fring
ges.

FIIGURE 4-21.. Inverse pro
oblem princip
ple.

FIGURE
E 4-22. Com
mparison between the experimenttal data and
d the simullation (left) without
(good denssities and
optimizaation (bad density
d
and thickness);
t
((right) after stochastic optimization
o
thicknessses).

After vvalidation of
o these loccations is performed, another profile
p
is siimulated using the
previouusly determined X ray
y source sppectrum, th
he detector PSF as w
well as the nominal
(specificcations) layyer densities and the thhickness vaalues issued
d from the vvalidated lo
ocations.
This sim
mulated proofile is theen compare d to the ex
xperimentall profile, errror calculaated and
minimizzed via a sttochastic alg
gorithm, layyer densitiees and thick
knesses are iteratively adjusted
(see Figg. 4-21 andd 4-22). Wh
hen the erroor reaches the
t desired threshold, iteration is stopped
and the layer thickknesses and
d densities aare accepted. Then, fo
or each batcch, the averrage and
standardd deviation of each of the
t parametters are calcculated.
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4.4.3.3.

Anisotrop
opy measurement

Most off the particiipating orgaanizations m
measured th
he anisotrop
py of inner and outer pyrolytic
p
carbon layers by a commercially avaailable optiical polarim
meter attacched to an
n optical
microsccope. The principle
p
useed at these different laaboratories is the samee, but the measured
m
anisotroopy values on
o a given sample
s
depeend on the manufactur
m
rer of the eqquipment an
nd subtle
differennces in techhnique.. Fo
or example, at KAERII, an opticaal anisotroppy photomeeter was
installedd on an optiical microsccope. Theirr measured reflectance
r
values, a(θ)) are correccted with
a cubicc zirconia with
w
reflecttance of 3. 1, to have the correccted values,, r(θ). The KAERI
equipmeent consissts of an optical (p
(polarization
n) microsccope, anisootropy pho
otometer
(polarim
meter) and a personal computer, ass shown in Fig.
F 4-23.

FIG
GURE 4-23. Anistropy ph
hotometer insstalled in an
n optical micrroscopy (KAE
AERI’s examp
ple).

Sampless for the opptical anisotrropy factor measuremeent are prepared in the same mann
ner as for
observaation of miicrostructurre by opticcal microsccopic ceram
mography. Measurements are
automattic by the dedicated
d
so
oftware instaalled in a personal
p
com
mputer. Cauution is emp
phasized
with reggard to the periodical
p
calibration
c
w
with a well--defined stan
ndard. OPT
TAF is relateed to the
Bacon A
Anisotropy Factor (BA
AF) by the foollowing eq
quation:
O
OPTAF =

1 + η c + η c BAF
B
2η c + BA
AF

(4-5)

where ηc = 3.52 (m
monocrystallline graphitee).
ORNL measured the anisotrropy of PyyC by the 2 Modulaator Generaalized Ellip
psometry
Microsccope (2MG
GEM) developed by O
ORNL as is shown in Fig. 4-24. ITU used also the
ellipsom
metry with the same principle aas that useed by ORN
NL. The 22-MGEM uses
u
two
polarizeer-photoelasstic modulator pairs, osscillating att two differeent frequenccies in the kilohertz
k
range, tto generate and analyzze ellipticallly polarized
d light. Thee 2-MGEM
M can determ
mine the
optical ppolarizationn properties of the pyroolytic carbon by reflectting the polaarized light beam at
near noormal incideence from a polished ccross-sectio
on of the co
oated particcle. This insstrument
fully deetermines the
t change in the elliiptical polaarization off the light reflected from
f
the
pyrocarrbon surfacee and determ
mines all thhe elements of the Mueeller matrixx. From thiss matrix,
the diatttenuation (N)
( can be extracted. The diatten
nuation is directly
d
relaated to the Optical
Anisotroopy Factor (OPTAF) by
b the equattion,

O
OPTAF =

1+ N
1− N

(4-6)
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(a) (b)
FIGURE
E 4-24. 2 Genneralized Mo
odulator Ellip
ipsometry Microscope
Mi
(2M
MGEM, ORN
NL). (a) general view
and (b) sschematic strructure of the equipment
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Sampless are mounnted and pollished simillar to the methods
m
useed for imagging with an
n optical
microsccope. A com
mputer-conttrolled stagee is used to
o scan the sample
s
benneath the 2-MGEM.
This maakes it posssible to obtaain detailed images of the diattenu
uation with a resolution
n as low
as 2 µm
m. Figure 4--25 shows an
a example of a particlle cross-secction imagedd for reflected light
intensityy using an optical miccroscope (Fiig. 4-25(a))) and for diiattenuationn intensity using
u
the
2-MGEM (Fig. 4-225(b)). Figu
ure 4-25(c) sshows the distribution
d
n each of
of the diatttenuation in
n in diatten
nuation withhin each paarticle is
the carbbon layers. Typically, the observved variation
much laarger than the
t variation
n of the aveerage diatteenuation fro
om particle to particle within a
batch. T
The observeed variation
n in diattennuation with
hin each paarticle is muuch larger than the
uncertaiinty in the measuremen
m
nt and has bbeen shown to be very reproducibl
r
le.

(a) (b)

(c)
FIGURE
E 4-25. (a) Image
Im
using intensity of rreflected ligh
ht. (b) Image using diatttenuation off reflected
light wiith color temperature scaled
s
to thhe diattenua
ation. (c) Histogram
H
of the correesponding
diattenuaation.
4.4.3.4.

Particle diameter and
d sphericity meeasurement

Optical microscopyy was used to measuree particle sizze and shape. Particle ssize and shaape were
T
light wass used to produce
measureed using a shadow graphic tecchnique. Transmitted
silhouetttes of the particles.
p
Analysis
A
of tthese imagees producess informatioon on mean
n particle
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diameter and aspect ratio. Aspect ratio is defined as the maximum diameter divided by the
minimum diameter. Particles were mounted in a monolayer in a large transparent tray and
imaged by acquiring a series of tiled photographs using an automated microscope.
At ORNL, quantified analysis of images obtained for size and shape was done using an
ORNL developed image analysis programme. Manual measurements can introduce error from
operator bias and tend to be more limited because of the required effort. Automated image
analysis allows for both larger sample size (typically over 1000 particles measured for each
particle sample) and for more measurements to be made on each imaged sample. For size and
shape determination, the image analysis programme identifies approximately 360 points
around the outer boundary of each particle silhouette and calculates average diameter and
aspect ratio.
4.4.3.5.

Microstructure observation

Microstructure of the different coating layers were observed by using optical method and/or
scanning electron microscopy to reveal the cross-sectional view and any abnormal appearance
such as internal cracks. Ceramography was used by all the participating organizations. The
same procedure was applied as for the thickness measurement, i.e. with careful sample via
resin mounting, grinding and polishing. In order to reveal the microstructure such as grain
boundaries, some special etching techniques are often used.
4.4.3.6.

Open porosity measurement

Among the participating organizations, only ORNL measured the open porosity of the outer
PyC layer by using the mercury porosimetry method.
A mercury porosimeter can be used to determine kernel and buffer density, as well as open
porosity in the IPyC and OPyC layers. The mercury porosimeter is essentially a volume
measurement device. A sample of a few thousand particles is placed in a penetrometer cell
with mercury and the air is evacuated. Because mercury does not wet to the sample, the
mercury will tend to surround the particles with void space between the particles. The volume
not occupied by the mercury is the called the bulk volume. Pressure is applied on the mercury
to cause it to surround the individual particles. At some point the majority of void space in
between the particles is filled with mercury and under this condition the mercury essentially
enshrouds each individual particle in the sample. The volume not occupied by the mercury at
this pressure is called the envelope volume. As pressure is increased beyond this point, the
open pores at the particle surface are gradually filled, where the size of the penetrated opening
is inversely related to the applied pressure. When all open porosity is filled, the volume not
occupied by the mercury is called the skeletal volume. The difference between the envelope
volume and the skeletal volume is therefore the open pore volume. These various types of
volume and density are defined in ASTM standard D3766.
The buffer envelope density is defined as the weight of the buffer divided by the volume of
the buffer. This can not be measured directly so it is estimated using the average weight and
volume of the buffer coated particles and kernels. The porosimeter is used to measure the
average envelope volume of a sample of buffer coated particles. The average envelope
volume of the kernels inside the buffer coated particles is then subtracted. The difference,
being the envelope volume of the buffer, is then divided by the average weight of the buffer to
calculate the envelope density. The average weight of the buffer is determined from the
difference between the average weight of the buffer coated particles and the average weight of
the kernels inside. As for the kernel measurement, this analysis does not resolve the density of
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an individual buffer layer. In addition, because it is not feasible to separate the buffer from the
IPyC layer in a fully coated particle, this analysis is not performed on the actual coated
particle batch, but is instead performed on buffer coated particles either removed during
coating by hot sampling or obtained by interrupting the coating process.
Kernel and buffer envelope density were not measured for this QC Benchmark exercise
because samples of bare kernels and buffer-only coated kernels were not available. OPyC
open porosity was measured on the samples provided from ORNL and B&W. Sufficient
material was not available in the samples from KAERI and PBMR. IPyC open porosity was
not measured because this cannot be done after deposition of the SiC layer. OPyC open
porosity was calculated in units of ml/m2 from the open pore volume of a sample divided by
the surface area of that sample. Surface area was estimated from the approximate number of
particles in the sample and the average volume of the particles (with the assumption of a
spherical shape). Open pore volume was determined from the mercury intrusion over a
pressure range of 1.7 to 69 MPa (~250 to 10 000 psi). Note that this pressure range is only
appropriate for OPyC open porosity. IPyC open porosity cannot be measured at higher
pressures, typically above 20 MPa (~3000 psi), because of compression of the IPyC/buffer
layers.
4.4.4.
4.4.4.1.

Test results of the participating organizations
Coating layer density measurement

Table 4-16 summarizes the results of the measurements that the participating organizations
carried out on the coating layer density. The methods employed by each organization for this
test were already given in Table 4-12. The layer densities were measured by two methods;
one was the sink float method and the other non-destructive X ray radiography. INET and
JAEA used the so-called the titration method which is a variation of the sink float method.
The participating organizations measured the densities only for SiC and outer PyC layers,
except AREVA who measured all the four layers nondestructively. However, in the table, the
result of buffer and inner PyC layers by AREVA was omitted as there are no other data
available to compare with. The values of layer density obtained by AREVA for buffer and
IPyC for the four samples are given separately in Table 4-17. ITU and Hacettepe University
did not participate in the layer density measurement. In the table, the mean values are also
compared between the data obtained with the X ray radiography result and those without the
X ray radiography result by designating ‘mean(total)’ and ‘mean(-X)’, respectively.
For the SiC layer density, standard deviations of the measurement by each participating
organization are narrow compared with that of PyC layer measurements which are about 10
times larger than the former.
It is worth comparing the results obtained by the two different methods. The density values
obtained by the X ray radiography are generally higher than the mean values of the data
obtained by the sink float method. This is illustrated by Fig. 4-26 where the deviations from
the mean values of the densities of outer PyC and SiC layers are shown.
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TABLE 4-16. Results of coating layer density measurements [Mg/m3] (standard deviations in
parentheses) obtained by the participating organizations.

Sample ID

KAERI

ORNL

BWXT

PBMR

Participant

SiC

OPyC

SiC

OPyC

SiC

OPyC

SiC

OPyC

INET

3.200

1.46

3.200

2.01

3.20

1.89

3.190

1.61

AREVA
(X ray)

3.21
(0.02)

1.45
(0.11)

3.21
(0.02)

2.00
(0.13)

3.20
(0.02)

1.98
(0.14)

3.19
(0.02)

1.82
(0.2)

JAEA

3.20
(0.003)

(0.01)

3.20
(0.004)

1.99
(0.20)

3.20
(0.003)

1.92
(0.04)

KAERI

3.201
(0.003)

1.435
(0.004)

3.197
(0.002)

2.006
(0.027)

3.192
(0.002)

1.893
(0.009)

3.198
(0.002)

1.615
(0.017)

PBMR

3.198
(0.001)

1.417
(0.011)

3.192
(0.002)

2.011
(0.006)

3.192
(0.002)

1.882
(0.005)

3.196
(0.002)

1.650
(0.006)

ORNL

3.2058
(0.0023)

1.4448
(0.0068)

3.2033
(0.0063)

2.0266
(0.004)

3.1971
(0.0018)

1.8885
(0.0201)

3.2073
(0.0007)

1.633
(0.0067)

BWXT

3.202

-

3.204

2.017

3.194

1.892

3.200

-

Mean(-X)(a)

3.203

1.443

3.199

2.012

3.196

1.893

3.198

1.627

Mean(total)

3.202

1.443

3.201

2.010

3.196

1.906

3.197

1.666

(a) mean(-X) : mean values calculated without the data of AREVA which measured the density by X ray
method.

TABLE 4-17. Results of buffer and IPyC layer density measurements [Mg/m3] obtained by AREVA
using X ray radiography.

Sample ID

KAERI

ORNL

BWXT

PBMR

Participant

Buffer

IPyC

Buffer

IPyC

Buffer

IPyC

Buffer

IPyC

AREVA

0.99

1.45

1.43

2.00

1.25

1.98

1.06

1.82
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O-PyC Density
10

AR-X

Deviation from mean, %

8

IN -TR
JA -TR

6

BW-SF

4

KA-SF
PB-SF

2

OR-SF

0
-2

KAERI

ORNL

BWXT

PBMR

-4

SiC Density
0.4

AR-X
IN -TR
JA -TR
BW-SF
KA-SF
PB-SF
OR-SF

Deviation from mean, %

0.3
0.2
0.1
-0.1
-0.2

KAERI

ORNL

BWXT

PBMR

-0.3
-0.4

FIGURE 4-26. Deviations from the mean values of the densities of outer PyC and SiC layers
measured by the two different methods. (AR: AREVA; IN: INET; JA: JAEA; KA: KAERI; HU:
Hacettepe Univ.; PB: PBMR; OR: ORNL; BW: BWXT. X, TR and SF denote measurement by X ray
radiography, titration and sink-float, respectively).

4.4.4.2.

Layer thickness measurement

The results of layer thickness measurements by the participating organizations are shown in
Table 4-18. The methods employed by the participating organizations were given in Table 413. The thicknesses are measured mainly by two methods, either by X ray radiography or by
conventional ceramography. AREVA measured the layer thickness by use of the X ray
radiography PCI (phase contrast imaging) method to measure the four layers. KAERI used the
same method and ceramography method as well to compare the results from the two different
methods. JAEA used the X ray radiography with an Automatic Visual Measuring System
(AVMS) (for outer PyC and SiC layers only) as well as the ceramography to measure all the
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four layers. INET used a X ray crystalline analyzer to take microradiographs and measured
the thickness with a projector. PBMR used X ray radiography. All the other organizations
used the ceramography. Among the participating organizations, only ITU did not measure the
layer thickness. Some of the participants measured only the outer PyC and SiC layer
thicknesses. In the table, the mean values are also compared between the data obtained with
the X ray radiography result and those without the X ray radiography result by designating
‘mean(total)’ and ‘mean(-X)’, respectively.
For comparison of the results, deviations from the total mean values of the measurements
plotted with the different methods for each sample as shown in Fig. 4-27. Similarly to the
density measurement, the layer thickness values obtained by the X ray radiography are
generally higher than the mean values of the data obtained by ceramographic method for outer
PyC and SiC layers. However, for the buffer and inner PyC layers, this observation is reverse.
The layer thickness values obtained by the X ray radiography are generally lower than the
mean values of the data obtained by ceramographic method. The dependency of the method of
the thickness measurement for this observation is more pronounced than in the case of the
density measurement. These differences are certainly due to the black interfaces between the
layers in how precisely the boundaries are determined. An observation to note also is that in
the thickness measurement of buffer and iPyC layers, the data for the KAERI TR-64 sample
by Hacettepe university were not available separately, and they provided only the combined
value of the thicknesses of buffer and iPyC layers since the boundary between he two layers
could not be clearly revealed by them.
4.4.4.3.

Anisotropy and particle dimension measurements

Anisotropy of PyC layers was measured by ellipsometry at ORNL and ITU using the 2MGEM instrument and optical polarimetry by INET, KAERI and PBMR. The results of the
measurements are summarized in Table 4-19. The precision of the ellipsometry was generally
higher than by the optical polarimetry.
Kernel diameter, particle diameter and particle sphericity were measured either by X ray
radiography or by ceramography as for the thickness measurement. The results of the
measurements are summarized also in Table 4-19. In both measurements, there is no tendency
on the deviation from the mean values observed by the difference in the measurement
methods as in the thickness or density measurements.
4.4.4.4.

Microstructure observation

For the microstructure observations, INET, JAEA, KAERI and PBMR used an optical
microscope with different magnifications, from 100 up to 1000 to reveal the structure of the
coating layers. ORNL used scanning microscope and X ray tomography to reveal the coating
layer structure and scanning electron microscopy in the back scattering electron (BSE) mode
to reveal the SiC structure. In the following sections, micrographs with different
magnifications for the samples taken and analyzed by each organization are shown with Figs.
4-28 (a)-(d) by INET, Figs. 4-29 (a)-(c) by JAEA, Figs. 4-30 (a)-(d) by KAERI, Figs. 4-31 (a)
and (b) by Hacettepe University, Figs. 4-32 (a)-(c) by PBMR, and Figs. 4-33 (a)-(c) by
ORNL.
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O-PyC Thickness
6

AR-X

Deviation from mean, %

4

IN-X

2

JA-X

0

KA-X

-2
-4

JA-C
KAERI

ORNL

BWXT

PBMR

HU-C

-6

BW-C

-8

KA-C

-10

PB-C

-12

OR-C

SiC Thickness
20

AR-X

Deviation from mean, %

15

IN-X

10

JA-X

5

KA-X

0

JA-C

-5
-10

KAERI

ORNL

BWXT

PBMR

HU-C

-15

BW-C

-20

KA-C

-25

PB-C

-30

OR-C

I-PyC Thickness
8

AR-X

Deviation from mean, %

6

KA-X

4
2

JA-C

0

HU-C

-2
-4

BW-C
KAERI

ORNL

BWXT

PBMR

-6

KA-C
PB-C

-8

OR-C

-10

Buffer Thickness
6

AR-X

Deviation from mean, %

4

KA-X

2

JA-C

0

HU-C

-2
-4
-6
-8

KAERI

ORNL

BWXT

PBMR

BW-C
KA-C
PB-C
OR-C

-10

FIGURE 4-27. Deviations from the mean values of the layer thicknesses measured by the two different
methods. (AR: AREVA; IN: INET; JA: JAEA; KA: KAERI; HU: Hacettepe Univ.; PB: PBMR; OR:
ORNL; BW: BWXT. X and C denote measurement by X ray radiography and ceramography,
respectively).
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166

108.0

94.0

KAERI
(Ceramo)

PBMR

103.9

103.5

103.6

mean(X)

mean(-X)

mean(total)

42.0

42.5

40.8

38.07

36.57

40.33

35.1

102.6

BWXT

43.3

35.4

106.0

ORNL

45.3

41.9

35.0

37.0

Hacett.
Univ.

40.0

44.0

37.0

104.0

KAERI
(X ray)

40.0

35.0

107.0

JAEA
(Ceramo)

40.0

41.4

JAEA
(X ray)

41.5

40.8

103.8

AREVA

SiC

42.1

Buffer IPyC

KAERI

INET

Participant

Sample ID

51.17

50.08

52.80

50.6

46.0

53.9

48.0

51.0

52.0

51.0

52.2

53.9

53.1

83.28

84.20

80.50

82.3

83.8

85.1

83.0

85.0

79.0

86.0

82.0

30.9

31.7

31.6

36.0

36.0

35.0

32.0

38.1

38.8

38.1

SiC

36.92

39.10

35.5

37.1

36.9

37.0

39.0

40.0

36.0

39.0

39.2

38.2

60.49

60.90

59.80

58.9

61.9

63.7

61.0

62.0

57.0

58.0

61.4

32.9

32.1

30.5

35.0

35.0

33.0

31.0

36.5

35.5

39.09 33.86

39.63 32.75

37.45 35.53

38.5

40.9

38.4

39.0

41.0

37.0

40.0

37.9

37.1

SiC

BWXT
OPyC Buffer IPyC

40.80 34.82 37.79

41.50 33.03

38.70 37.50

41.5

43.7

43.8

38.0

42.0

37.0

40.0

40.4

OPyC Buffer IPyC

ORNL

40.37

39.60

41.53

38.6

38.4

41.6

42.0

39.0

42.0

38.0

41.9

42.4

39.8

109.81

109.74

110.00

104.6

115.4

102.7

115.0

111.0

107.0

113.0

32.60

35.85

31.3

29.6

24.9

36.0

35.0

36.0

35.7

75.13 33.41

76.56

71.55

76.3

78.3

78.2

75.0

75.0

70.0

73.1

38.8

SiC

PBMR
OPyC Buffer IPyC

TABLE 4-18. Results of layer thickness measurements by the participating organizations.

103.6

103.5

103.9

102.6

106.0

94.0

108.0

104.0

107.0

103.8

OPyC

Sample
ID

Kernel dia.

IPyC

Participant

532.5

525.4

mean(total)

1.010

mean(-X)

1.012

518.3

mean(X)

1.009

1002.7

1004.9

994.9

1007.0

1.007

1001.0

ITU

1.005

1000.8

1.004

BWXT

ORNL

1011.8

1.074

1.055

1.048

1.055

1.161

1.070

1.028

1.037

1.034

1.040

1.025

1.017

1.027

1.013

1.010

1.025

518.5

519.3

517.7

530.6

508.0

912.3

912.5

911.3

921.0

909.0

907.4

913.4

911.0

930.0

1.047

1.049

1.042

1.044

1.043

1.060

1.045

Sphericity

1000.0

Sphericity

1.057

1.025

1.019

1.021

1.030

1.029

1.021

1.016

1.017

1.020

1.031

1.022

518.1

508.4

527.8

492.8

524.0

536.0

519.5

687.1

737.6

878.9

894.0

882.0

881.2

887.6

881.0

896.0

875.0

873.8

884.0

1.045

1.045

1.038

1.039

1.047

1.060

1.038

Sphericity

529.0

1.010

PBMR

1027.0

1.024

1.012

1.0058

1.010

1.020

IPyC

Hacett.
Univ.

536.0

1.023

KAERI
(Ceramo)

525.0

896.0

910.1

912.5

1.013

1.006

1.010

1.024

OPyC

1.000

531.0

KAERI
(X ray)

Particle dia.
510.4

Kernel dia.

987.0

IPyC
1.009

OPyC

1.004

Particle dia.

985.5

IPyC

1004.3

OPyC

505.6

Kernel dia.

1.020

1.014

Anisotropy

PBMR

526.1

517.4

534.9

500.7

534.0

537.0

532.7

Kernel dia.

JAEA
(Ceramo)

OPyC

1.016

Anisotropy

BWXT
Particle dia.

INET

Anisotropy

ORNL

1078.5

1077.2

1081.7

1062.0

1067.8

1076.2

1081.0

1099.0

1089.3

1074.1

Particle dia.

AREVA

Anisotropy

KAERI

TABLE 4-19. Results of anisotropy and particle dimension measurements by the participating organizations.

1.043

1.043

1.048

1.038

1.041

1.050

1.038

Sphericity
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Microsccopy imagees by INET
T

FIGU
URE 4-28(a).. Cross-section of ORNL sample (mag
gnification from
fr left: ×1000, ×400, ×1
1000).

FIGU
URE 4-28(b). Cross-sectio
on of BWXT
T sample (mag
gnification from
fr left: ×1000, ×400, ×1000).

FIGU
URE 4-28(c). Cross-sectio
on of KAERII sample (ma
agnification from
f
left: ×1 00, ×400, ×1000).

FIGU
URE 4-28(d). Cross-sectio
on of PBMR sample (mag
gnification from
fr left: ×1000, ×400, ×1000).
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Microsccopy imagees by JAEA
A

FIGU
URE 4-29(a). Cross-sectio
on of BWXT
T sample (mag
gnification from
fr left: ×1000, ×400, ×1000).

FIGU
URE 4-29(b).. Cross-section of ORNL sample (mag
gnification from
fr left: ×1000, ×400, ×1
1000).

FIGU
URE 4-29(c). Cross-sectio
on of KAERII sample (ma
agnification from
f
left: ×1 00, ×400, ×1000).
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Microsccopy imagees by KAER
RI

FI
FIGURE 4-300(a). Cross-section of KA
AERI sample (magnificatiion from left:: ×100, ×200).

F
FIGURE 4-300(b). Cross-ssection of OR
RNL sample (magnification from left:: ×100, ×400
0).

F
FIGURE 4-300(c). Cross-ssection of BW
WXT sample (magnification from left:: ×100, ×400
0).

F
FIGURE 4-300(d). Cross-ssection of PB
BMR sample (magnification from left:: ×100, ×200
0).
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Microsccopy imagees by Hacetttepe Univeersity

FIGURE 4-31(a).
4
Crosss-sections off KAERI sam
mple (left) and ORNL sam
mple (right).

FIGURE 4-31(b).
4
Crosss-sections off BWXT sam
mple (left) and
d PBMR sam
mple (right).
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Microsccopy imagees by PBMR
R

FIGUR
RE 4-32(a). C
Cross-section
n of KAERI sample.
s

FIGUR
RE 4-32(b). Cross-sectio
on of ORNL sample.
s

FIGUR
RE 4-32(c). C
Cross-section of BWXT sample.
s
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Scannin
ng electron
n microscop
py images aand X ray tomograph
t
s by ORNL
L

F
FIGURE 4-333(a). Microstructure obseervation with
h secondary electron imaaging (ORNL
L).

FIG
GURE 4-33(b
(b). Microstru
ucture obserrvation with backscattere
b
d electron im
maging (ORN
NL).

FIGURE 4--33(c). X rayy tomographiic cross-sectiion (ORNL).
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In ORNL, microstructure observation by limited scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X
ray tomography was performed in order to demonstrate the capabilities of those methods.
Figures 4-33 (a) and (b) are composites of SEM images from each particle batch. In Figure 433(a), variation in microstructure such as porosity and interface intercalation can readily be
resolved by scanning electron (SE) imaging. In Figure 4-33(b), back-scattered electron
detection (BSE) can be used to resolve differences in SiC grain structure. Figure 4-33(c) is a
composite of X ray tomography images presented as two dimension cross-sections through
the center of each particle. Dimensional information such as particle size and shape and
coating layer thickness can be extracted using this non-destructive method. Microstructural
variations such as layer porosity can be resolved. Additional SEM and X ray images are
included in each data section for the variation particle samples.
4.4.5.

Summary

In this round robin exercise (RRE), characterization was carried out among 9 participating
organizations on the 4 different surrogate (ZrO2 kernel) TRISO coated particle samples
supplied from KAERI in the Republic of Korea, ORNL and BWXT in the USA and PBMR in
South Africa. The participating organizations were INET-Tsinghua Univ. (China), AREVA
(France), JAEA (Japan), KAERI (Republic of Korea), PBMR (RSA), Hacettepe Univ.
(Turkey), ORNL (USA), BWXT (USA) and ITU (EU).
The purpose of this RRE was for the comparison and benchmarking of the characterization
methods employed by the participating organizations and their results obtained by the
methods. It should be stressed that the surrogate particle samples are not necessarily
representative of the baseline of the process used by each organization and conclusion should
not be drawn regarding fuel performance based on the properties obtained during the
characterization of these samples.
The characterization items to be measured were selected after a review of the important
characteristics of coated fuel particles in HTR fuel production at fuel-producing organizations
as described in the section 4.2. The characterization items to be measured by each
participating organization were limited not only by the samples but also by the methods
available up to the time of testing at the participating organizations. At the beginning, some
U-containing coated particles were also considered for this RRE. However, due to the
problems of complexity of international transportation, this consideration was abandoned. As
a result, the kernel characterization was excluded in this exercise. Therefore, the selected
items for the measurement were mostly limited to the coating layers, i.e. densities of the outer
PyC and SiC coating layers, thicknesses of 4 coating layers, anisotropy of inner and outer
PyC coating layers and particle dimensions including sphericity.
The characterization methods employed by each organization were established independently
by their own technology development. They are both destructive and non-destructive. The
characterization methods were discussed fairly in depth in the section 4.3., by taking
examples of current practice as well as of previous experiences in the former German fuel
production activities.
The results of the exercise obtained by the participating organizations were quite similar as
evidenced in the section 4.4.5 where the results obtained by different organizations for each
item were compared and analyzed. However, for certain items, such as layer thickness, the
results of the measurement were somewhat different depending on the method employed, i.e.
between the destructive ceramography and non-destructive X ray radiography. It should be
desirable to perform a further study to elucidate these differences.
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4.5. IMPROVEMENT
4.5.1.

Why study advanced QA/QC

Due to the number of coated fuel particles in the fuel elements required, i.e. some billions of
TRISO particles for each core fuel load, and these are packaged into clusters commonly
identified as compacts or pebbles, each of which contains thousands of TRISO particles
bound together in a carbonaceous matrix, the standard QC methods for inspection of coated
particle fuel during the manufacturing process are labor intensive, as were done manually and
in many cases destructive. These methods are not suitable for economically testing large
numbers of particles or for providing timely feedback of fuel property measurement data to
the manufacturing processes. Therefore, along with the fuel fabrication process, automated
inspection technologies are required to enable economical TRISO particle fuel production.
These need to be high-speed, computer controllable, and have outputs compatible with realtime processing to provide rapid feedback to the manufacturing processes. Very highthroughput methods capable of 100% inspection, with provisions for product sorting to
remove defective material, are also attractive for some properties and will be considered for
development where feasible.
4.5.2.
4.5.2.1.

Advanced techniques – description and purpose
Innovative quality control methods of HTGR fuel particles at AREVA

AREVA NP’s Non-Destructive Evaluation Technical Center is engaged in a R&D programme
aiming the development of innovative industrial non-destructive evaluation methods for
HTGR fuel [Banchet 2007]. After investigating a number of potential techniques, some of
them were selected based on their performances and/or their industrial potential. In particular,
development has been carried out on high resolution X ray imaging allowing accurate layer
thickness, layer density and structural defects characterization, X ray tomography offering the
possibility to characterize fuel element homogeneity and determine the number of in-contact
particles contained in a fuel element, infrared thermal imaging allowing cracks detection,
eddy currents enabling particle diameter measurements as well as crack detection and vision
enabling real time automatic crack detection. These techniques were selected either for the
richness of their information (X ray tomography), or because of their high throughput rate.
For all these techniques, besides the development of a HTGR fuel dedicated control method,
equipment and probes were specifically designed, tested and optimized to obtain, in particular
for infrared thermal imaging and eddy currents, throughput rates that are compatible with a
100% production control strategy [Guillermier 2009b].
X ray phase contrast imaging
In contrast to conventional X ray imaging, phase contrast imaging [Cloetens 1997] occurs
when the object to inspect is placed at a large distance to the film or digital detector. In such a
configuration, interference fringes arising at the location of density variations within the
object are superimposed to the traditional X ray absorption image. While coupled to
tomography, a submicron X ray source focal spot and a very high resolution detector, HTGR
particle phase contrast images enable an easy identification of all the particle layers (even
though their densities are for some of them very similar), their accurate thicknesses
measurement and the detection of flaws such as micron scale porosities or inclusions, layer
delaminations and cracks.
As a first stage of the development, images of TRISO particles were acquired at the European
Synchrotron Research Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France. Thanks to the monochromatic,
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highly ccollimated and high fllux beam, aand the usee of a very high resoluution X ray
y camera
(0.9 miccrons per piixel), tomog
graphy of TR
RISO particcles was perrformed (Fiig. 4-34).
By deveeloping imaage analysiss tools and image proccessing algo
orithms, thi s high resolution X
ray phasse contrast imaging
i
meethod enableed automateed measurem
ment of layyer thicknesses to an
accuracy of ± 1 μm,
μ detectio
on of micrrometric po
orosities or inclusions, detection of layer
cracks aand interlayyer delaminaations (Fig. 4-35)
In addittion, a deddicated meth
hod was deeveloped to
o retrieve each
e
layer ddensity from
m phase
contrastt images, via
v the iteraative reducction of thee differencee between an image-eextracted
profile aand a simullated one. Results
R
show
wed a differrence of less than 2% w
with the destructive
referencce method for
f HTGR fuel
fu layer deensity determ
mination, i.ee. the sink ffloat method
d.

FIGURE
E 4-34. Left: phase contrrast image off a TRISO pa
article at ES
SRF, middle: zoom on thee particle
layers, aand right: tom
mographic sllide.

FIGURE
E 4-35. Poroosities in OP
PyC and SiC
C, kernel incclusion, cracck in the buf
uffer and bufffer/IPyC
delaminaation detecteed on ESRF’ss TRISO parrticle tomogrraphic slide.
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Howeveer, even thoough this tecchnique wass more than
n satisfactory
y on the tecchnical perfformance
point off view, usinng a synch
hrotron facillity can ob
bviously nott be considdered as a potential
p
solutionn for an inndustrial qu
uality contro
rol method. Thus, in parallel, A
AREVA NP
P’s NonDestrucctive Evaluaation Techn
nical Centeer performed a study aiming
a
the constructio
on of an
industrial demonsttrator, via, among othher activitiees the bencchmarking of differen
nt X ray
ugh this sy stem is currrently stilll under testting to con
nfirm its
camerass and sourcces. Althou
technicaal performaances relativ
ve to the ES
SRF equipm
ment (Fig. 4--36), it coulld be stated that this
demonsstrator couldd provide an
a HTGR fuuel particle phase conttrast image of extremeely good
quality in two minnutes and that
t
determ
mination of layer thickn
nesses and densities could
c
be
d
in
one
sup
pplemental
minute.
achieve

FIGURE
E 4-36. Leftt: ESRF and
d right: induustrial demo
onstrator phase contrastt image of the same
TRISO pparticle.

Eddy cu
urrents
Due to the TRISO
O particles’ reduced ssize, a high
h frequency
y electromaagnetic method and
b developed to assess these objeccts. A simulation work was first co
onducted
equipmeent had to be
for definning adequaate coil paraameters, as well as opeerating cond
ditions. Resuults showed
d that the
coil innner diameterr had to be as
a close as ppossible to the TRISO particle diaameter, and
d that the
frequenncy range shhould lie beetween 20 too 50 MHz. Knowing that
t
no com
mmercially available
a
hod was ini
nitially deveeloped to
eddy cuurrent equippment existeed in this frrequency raange, a meth
measuree the impeddance modu
ule of a partticle on an impedance
i
meter
m
in a sstatic config
guration,
i.e. wheere the particcle was placced manuallly in differeent coils.
Results confirmed the simulattion results,, i.e. that th
he coil having the bestt sensitivity was the
meter, that a direct relattion betweeen particle diameter
d
one sligghtly exceedding the paarticle diam
and imppedance moodule existeed enabling diameter measuremen
m
nt with an aaccuracy off 10 µm,
and thatt a variation of the im
mpedance m
module occu
urred in the presence oof a laser machined
m
notchedd particle.
Howeveer, experimeent campaig
gns led on ddifferent TR
RISO batchees and differrent types of
o flawed
particless revealed that the sole
s
impeddance modu
ule measurrement wass not suffiicient to
discrimiinate betweeen sound and
a flawed pparticles. In
ndeed, impeedance moddule variatio
on in the
case of a flawed paarticle due to
t the relativve position of the flaw with respecct to the coiil was so
und particlee. A discrim
mination
large thhat its minimal value could mattch the onee of a sou
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criterion was then set, tested and validated, based upon the impedance module ‘dispersion’,
i.e. the difference between the maximum and minimum impedance module values for a
flawed particle placed in the coil with different orientations. Such a criterion enabled the
undoubtedly discrimination between sound and flawed particles containing real cracked or
notched layers with depth ranging from few tens to few hundreds microns (Fig. 4-37).

Impedance Module dispersion(Ohm)

400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
43 microns
Sound particles

97 microns

135 microns

228 microns

Flawed particles

Laser-machined notch depth

FIGURE 4-37. Impedance module dispersion for sound and flawed TRISO particles as a function of
laser machined notch depth.

Simultaneously, development was performed to build a device matching the industrial HTGR
fuel quality control constraints. The obtained equipment (Fig. 4-38) was proven to fulfill the
performances in terms of sensitivity of the static configuration experimental setup, and
exhibited the ability to theoretically control 200 particles per second. Current experimental
tests reveal a forty particles-per-second throughput rate, with the particle free falling in the
coil. Development of a mechanical system enabling active particles injection in the coil is in
progress aiming to achieve a throughput rate as close as possible to the theoretical one.
Infrared thermography
In the first step of the development, different infrared thermography techniques were tested,
mainly studying crack detection in fuel particles. Infrared thermal microscopy already
developed for carbonaceous layer thermal characterization [Le Meur 2006], active
photothermal camera [Krapez 1998] and flash thermography method were assessed on
naturally cracked and on laser machined notched TRISO particles. Whereas the first two
methods did not yield positive results, the flash thermography method exhibited a potential
for discrimination between sound and flawed particles. This technique relies on particle
heating thanks to a light flash whose power and duration are adjusted to provide the best
heating efficiency and on the follow-up of the particle temperature in time via a high
resolution infrared camera.
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FIGU
URE 4-38. D
Developed edd
dy current syystem.

This technique was further developed via a paraametric stu
udy aimingg, on one hand,
h
to
d on the onn the other hand, to
determine the optiimal operating conditioons and protocol, and
p
such as thhe number of light
define a discriminnation criteerion. Expeerimental parameters
ature and shape of the particles
p
sam
mple holderr and the
sources, their poweer and durattion, the nat
neously, tessts were carrried out
requiredd camera reesolution were studied and defineed. Simultan
on sounnd particless, naturally or microfllexion indu
uced cracked particles,, and laser notched
particless issued froom differentt batches, too set and validate a discrimination
on criterion. Finally,
influencce of the crack
c
positiion with reespect to th
he heating source andd camera was
w also
assessedd.
It was found that flash therm
mography w
was a suitab
ble technique for deteecting open
n surface
a narrow as few microons and as shallow
s
as few
f tens off microns, providing
cracks oor notches as
a flat paarticle sampple holder, whatever tthe position
n of the crack with resspect to thee heating
source aand cameraa. The criterrion used too yield such
h a conclussion is baseed on the maximum
m
temperaature reacheed by a parrticle. For a flawed particle, the presence
p
off the crack or notch
acts as a thermal barrier to the
t heat difffusion thro
oughout thee particle, lleading to a higher
or a sound particle. Whereas
W
this temperaturre can be measured
m
maximuum temperaature than fo
individuually for eacch TRISO particle,
p
thee use of a CC
CD infrared
d camera ennables the ex
xtraction
of a thermal false colored
c
carttography at the maximu
um reached
d temperaturre (Fig. 4-39). With
c
with a proper
er magnificcation, a
this connfiguration,, provided a high reesolution camera
throughhput rate varrying from 200 to 6000 particles per
p second could
c
be acchieved, possitioning
the flashh thermograaphy metho
od as a 100%
% productio
on quality co
ontrol methhod for open
n surface
crack deetection.

Vision
With thhe need forr particles geometricaal characterrization, vission methoods appeareed as an
obviouss characteriization tech
hnique. Be sides, acqu
uisition of particles im
mages with
h image
processiing algorithhms or ligh
ht based graanulometry techniques that are appplicable to
o HTGR
fuel havve already been
b
develo
oped in the ppast for sph
hericity and
d diameter m
measuremen
nt. Thus,
on the ccharacterizaation point of
o view, no sspecific effo
fort was placced in the ddevelopmentt of such
a techniique.
Howeveer, thanks to the recent
r
deveelopments in image acquisitioon and pro
ocessing
technoloogies, visionn could then
n be envisaaged as a qu
uality contro
ol techniquee for crack detection
d
in HTG
GR fuel partticles. Both high resoluution camerras as well as real-tim
me image processing
algorithhms are now
wadays available, enabbling industtrial quality
y control. T
Thus, AREV
VA NP’s
Non-Deestructive Evaluation
E
Technical Center co
oncentrated its develoopment aro
ound the
identificcation of commercial
c
ly availabl e state of the art vision equipm
ment and on their
integrattion in an inndustrial dem
monstrator ((Fig. 4-40).
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FIGURE
E 4-39. Infrared cartogra
aphy of soundd (1,2,3) and
d microflexio
on induced crracked (4,5,6
6) TRISO
particless via the flashh thermograp
phy method.

FIGURE 4-40.
4
Develop
oped vision in
ndustrial dem
monstrator.

Neverthheless, wheereas the so
ole integrattion of existing elemeents did noot constitutte a real
challengge even if the choicee of light source was not triviaal to ensurre uniform particle
illuminaation, intereest of the developed demonstrattor lies in the fact thhat 100% coverage
c
inspectiion of each TRISO particle surfacee was perfo
ormed. A meechanical syystem based
d on two
rolls rottating in thhe same dirrection at ddifferent speeeds was developed,
d
eenabling th
he quasisphericaal particles to
t rotate wh
hile images were acquired by a hig
gh resolutioon camera.
More prrecisely, thee particles are
a fed via a vibrating bowl
b
to an inclined
i
ram
mp where att the end
of the laatter, an auttomated system separattes them in batches of four
f
particlees. Each con
nstituted
batch iss then propeelled by a compressed air mechan
nism to the cylinder baased rotating
g system
located below the camera.
c
Wh
hile rotatingg, four imag
ges of each batch are aacquired, an
nd image
processeed with a blob
b
and crack detecttion algorith
hm (Fig. 4-41). Accor
ording to th
he image
processiing verdict,, each batch
h is then aut
utomatically
y directed, either
e
to thee ‘sound parrticle’ or
to the ‘fflawed partiicle’ reservo
oir via a auttomated slid
ding selecto
or.
With thhis demonsttrator, takin
ng into accoount that 10
00% coveraage inspectioon is performed on
each paarticle via thhe acquisitio
on of four iimages per particle, a throughput
t
rrate of 1.5 particles
per seccond is currrently ach
hieved. Succh a limitaation arisess from thee acquisitio
on cards
perform
mances desppite being the fastestt commerciially availaable ones. One could
d though
envisage that evoolution of the semicoonductor teechnology will providde through
hput rate
improveement in thee next yearss.
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E 4-41. Illusstration of th
he used imagge processin
ng algorithm
m including bblob, mask and
a edge
FIGURE
detectionn steps.

HTGR fuel manufacture qua
ality controol strategy
Thanks to the devvelopment of
o the abovve describeed techniques, and theeir performances in
ughput ratee, quality control
c
strattegies of H
HTGR fuel can be
terms oof sensitivitty or throu
suggesteed.
It is firsst necessaryy to mention
n that all thee previously
y described techniques
t
w
were compared and
validateed with the existing characterizatioon techniqu
ues. For exaample, the ddensity retriieval via
X ray phhase contraast imaging method waas tested on particle lay
yers that werre characterrized via
the sinkk float metthod. Besid
des, as alreeady mentiioned, all the
t developped techniq
ques and
especiallly their related criteriaa were asseessed on sev
veral types of TRISO ffuel during the fuel
fabricattion processs developmeent, i.e. on ssurrogate an
nd uranium based particcles. To thaat extent,
it couldd be admitteed that thesse new techhniques werre validated
d, but are, m
most of theem being
still at a laboratoryy scale, requ
uiring industtrialization developmen
nt on the waay to qualifi
fication.
4.5.3.

Outlook

Currenttly, various characterizzation technniques in nuclear
n
fuel area are bbeing develo
oped for
mechannization andd automation
n, along wiith the deveelopment off high-tech IT technology, not
only forr the easy handling off radioactivve materialss but also for
f the conssistent operration of
measuriing equipmeent to reducce sources oof human errror. Also, for
f the reduuction of rad
dioactive
waste inn the fuel production
p
stream,
s
it iss desirable to
t utilize no
on-destructiive characteerization
techniquues which can
c replace destructive methods fo
or easy automation [Hoockey 2004]].
Consideering the laarge numbeer of the paarameters th
hat must bee monitoredd and contrrolled to
producee a large am
mount of fueel particles w
with a multtitude of speecific propeerties, it seems clear
that sevveral nondesstructive meeasurement techniques will be requ
uired to dete
termine quality.
For thiss reason, several meth
hods are bbeing evalu
uated that can
c be expeected to ulltimately
provide sufficient QA/QC forr particle fuuel fabricattion. X ray techniques have been
n used to
y of charracteristic particles. Measurem
ment resultts from
create a referennce library
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electrom
magnetic siignatures an
nd optical imaging in
nspection methods
m
shoow that au
utomated
detectioon of some of the defeects found in surrogatte fuel partiicles is posssible at pro
oduction
throughhput rates. These
T
metho
ods are beinng recommended for furrther develoopment.
55.

METH
HODS FOR ASSESSIN
NG OPERA
ATIONAL FUEL
F
PERFFORMANC
CE

5.1. ME
EASUREMEN
NT METHOD
DS OF THE AC
CTIVITY RE
ELEASE FROM THE REAC
ACTOR CORE
E
5.1.1.
5.1.1.1.

HTR-10
Introducction

HTR-100, a modulaar pebble bed type higgh temperatture gas cooled reactoor, was succcessfully
construccted and opperated in China [XuYH
H 1994, Tan
ng 2005] an
nd sphericall fuel elemeents with
the LEU
U TRISO cooated fuel particles [Nicckel 1975, Heit
H 1985] were
w emplooyed in its core.
c
The
cross-seection of thhe HTR-10 primary cirrcuit is show
wn in Fig. 5-1. The thhermal pow
wer is 10
MW. The operatinng pressure of the prim
mary circuitt is 3.0 MPa. The heliu
ium outlet and
a inlet
temperaature are 7000°C and 250°C,
2
resppectively. The
T reactor core and ssteam generrator are
separateely arrangedd in two preessure vesseels which are
a connecteed by the hoot gas duct pressure
vessel.

FIGURE 5-1. Cross-secction of the HTR-10
H
prim
mary circuit.

An HTR
R-10 fuel ellement with
h 60 mm in diameter consists of matrix
m
graphhite and abo
out 8300
TRISO coated fuell particles. The fabricaation techno
ology for HTR-10
H
fueel element had
h been
&D activitiies in the paast 20 years in Institutee of Nuclearr Energy
establishhed throughh a lot of R&
Technollogy, Tsingghua University (INET
T) [Tang 20
000, Tang 2002]. Oveer 20 000 spherical
s
fuel elem
ments weree manufactured for HTR
R-10 in 200
00 and 2001.
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After thhe first critiicality in December 20000 and thee full powerr operation in January 2003, a
series oof nuclear physics
p
and
d safety expperiments have
h
been successfully
s
y carried ou
ut at the
HTR-100 [Hu 2004,, Hu 2004b]]. In winterttime, HTR--10 provides the districct heating fo
or INET,
too. Up to now, 17 000 fuel baalls fabricatted by INET
T were loadeed in the HT
TR-10 core.
o the dom
mestic fuel eelements, a system
In order to monitoor the operrational perrformance of
from the fueel balls was build in HT
TR-10.
measuriing gas fissiion products released fr
5.1.1.2.

Measureement method for
f the gaseo us fission products in HTR--10 primary ccoolant

The nobble fission gases
g
can be released ffrom particlles with a defective
d
orr failed coatting, and
from thhe uranium contaminattion in the ffuel graphite matrix and outer PyyC layer. Since
S
the
releasedd fission gases are not deposited iin the primaary coolant system, thee failure fraaction of
the fueel particless in the core
c
can bbe excellen
ntly monito
ored usingg these no
oble gas
concenttrations in thhe cooling gas.
g

Measurrement systtem
In ordeer to measuure the con
ncentrationss of the noble
n
gas fission
f
prodducts throu
ugh their
radioacttivity, a testt loop was installed in H
HTR-10 as is shown in
n Fig. 5-2.
The priimary coolaant is samp
pled from a tube betw
ween the blower
b
outleet and the inlet of
primaryy coolant puurification system.
s
Thee pressure of the primary coolant iis decreased
d from 3
ْ
to 0.4 M
MPa, while the
t temperaature is decrreased from
m 250 ◌C to
o the room ttemperaturee prior to
enteringg the samplling canister. The inneer volume of
o the samp
pling canisteer is approx
ximately
0.5 literr. Figure 5-33 shows thee sampling ccanister insttalled in thee test loop. T
The radioacctivity of
the fisssion gas prroducts is measured
m
bby HPGe detector,
d
gaamma specttrometer an
nd some
softwaree imported from ORTE
EC Companny.

FIGURE
E 5-2. Measurement sysstem of the rradioactivityy of the gas fission prodducts in thee HTR-10
coolant.
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FIGURE 5-3.
5 Samplinng canister in
nstalled in the test loop.

Measurrement proocess
(a) The sampling
s
caanister is fixxed in the teest loop. Th
he HPGe deetector is plaaced just
below
w the samplling canisterr.
(b) Openn the valvees of the ssampling canister inleet and outllet for purg
ging the
samppling canisteer, and keepp the pressu
ure of 0.4 MPa
M in the saampling can
nister for
a stippulated timee. Then closse the valvees of the sam
mpling canisster inlet an
nd outlet.
The He
H gas inveentory in thhe sampling
g can be calculated usinng He gas pressure,
p
tempperature, len
ngth and diaameter of pip
ping.
(c) Meassure the rad
dioactivity oof the fissio
on gas prod
ducts in thee sampling canister.
The type
t
and acctivity of thhe radioactiive fission gases
g
can bbe identified
d by the
energgy analysis system usinng gamma spectroscop
py. The isottopes of Krr and Xe
in thee sampling canister cann be detecteed.

Measurrement resu
ults
Measureement resullts have not been obtainned yet from
m this test lo
oop. Currenntly underw
way is the
purchasse of the standard
s
raadioactivityy gas for calibration
c
of the dettector and gamma
spectrom
meter.
5.1.2.

AVR

The 46 MW(th) AV
VR was opeerated from
m 1967 throu
ugh 1988 an
nd generateed 1.67×109 kWh of
vided invalu
uable inform
mation on spherical
s
electric power. Duuring its opeeration, thee AVR prov
fu particlee developm
ment with many
m
particcle variantss (kernel
fuel eleement deveelopment, fuel
materiall, enrichments, coating
g designs) aand HTGR fuel
f
cycles. Nearly 2900 000 spherrical fuel
elementts of five different
d
ty
ypes, contaiining more than 6×10
09 coated ffuel particlees, were
insertedd into its corre (see also Section 3.44.2.).
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5.1.2.1.

AVR fuell temperaturess

Assessinng the operrating temp
peratures exxperienced by
b the fuel elements aas they trav
verse, on
multiplee passes, thrrough the AVR
A
pebblee bed core during
d
their irradiation lifetime haas been a
difficultt situation. Predictionss based onn model callculations were
w
alwayys available, but no
experim
mental meaasurements were madde until th
he mid-1980s. In 19986, a ‘m
melt-wire
experim
ment’ was conducted
c
during
d
the pperiod relev
vant to wheen the GLE
E-3 and GLE-4 fuel
elementts were preesent in thee AVR [Deerz 1990, Gottaut
G
1990
0, Nabielekk 2008, Poh
hl 2009,
Stoker 2010]. This experimeent insertedd into the AVR
A
specially designned graphitee matrix
m
spheres which incoorporated a set of 20 qquartz capssules, each containing a single melt-wire.
c
n that woulld melt if a specific
The meelt-wires weere fabricateed of a speccific alloy composition
temperaature was exceeded. A total of 1990 of thesee monitoring
g spheres w
were added into the
AVR coore throughh standard fuel loadinng procedurres. At the time of innsertion, Seeptember
1986, thhe AVR was
w operated
d at full poower with a nominal coolant ouutlet temperrature of
950°C.
1
of the monitoringg spheres were
w
X ray
yed to asseess the mo
omentary
Upon ddischarge, 144
maximuum peak tem
mperatures experiencedd during theeir passage through thee AVR. Theey could
be identtified uniquuely between
n inner coree (IC) and outer
o
core (OC) passagge through the
t core.
Results obtained reeveal that 21
1 of the 1444 monitoring
g spheres haad seen opeerating temp
peratures
U
the
higher tthan the maaximum meelting tempperature where all the wires weree melted. Using
correcteed melting points and
d proper tem
m
mperature adjustments [Pohl 20009], the maximum
melting temperaturre value wass 1244°C thhat was exceeeded by 15
5% of the m
monitoring sp
pheres.
butions [Villjoen 2008, Viljoen
In recennt AVR corre analyses of power aand temperaature distrib
2010], m
meas-ured and
a predicteed temperatture distribu
utions are in
n reasonablee agreementt (Figure
2) whenn using varrious modelling assumpptions on co
ore modelin
ng and He by-pass flo
ows. The
designaations AVR--1, AVR-3b
b and AVR
R-9 in Figurre 2 refer to
o the modelling assump
ptions in
the papeer by Carel Viljoen and
d Sonat Senn [Viljoen 20
010].
From thhe melt-wiree test in AV
VR, the undeerlying tem
mperature disstributions w
were determ
mined by
construccting a quanntile-quantiile (Q-Q) pllot [Ben 20
004] based upon
u
the pro
robability prroperties
of the hhistogram distribution
d
ns (Fig. 5-55). This waas done by ordering tthe histograam data,
calculatting probabiilities, using
g these probbabilities with a normaal distributioon to find quantiles.
q
In the Q
Q-Q plot, it can be seen
n whether thhe quantiless and the daata are lineaarly related: a single
straight line in this type of disp
play would represent a normal disstribution off temperaturres.

FIGURE
E 5-4. Prediicted radial distributionns of AVR co
oolant exit and
a maximuum fuel temp
peratures
compareed to experim
mental melt-w
wire test resuults (originall, uncorrected data).
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FIGURE
E 5-5. Melt-w
wire results reproduced by normal distributionss for IC spheeres (green) and OC
spheres (red) with thhe same spreead in the QQ-Q plot that shows the measured
m
tem
mperatures versus
v
the
(transforrmed) cumullative frequen
ncy.

In the ccase here (F
Fig. 5-5), there are twoo parallel strraight lines that can bee interpreted
d as two
Gaussiaan distributiions with th
he same stanndard deviaation, but diifferent meaan values fo
or the IC
and the OC melt-w
wire spheres. The two nnormal distrributions define the varriation of maximum
m
fuel elem
ment surfacce temperatu
ures, centerr temperaturres of the fu
uel spheres would be higher
h
by
a few doozen degreees dependen
nt on operattional historry, fissile loading and pposition in the core.
The sim
multaneous least squaares fit yiellds two no
ormal distriibutions wiith temperaatures of
1097 ± 64°C for thhe IC meltwire spherees and 119
92 ± 64°C for the OC
C meltwire spheres.
These aare not ranndom statisttical distribbutions in the thermodynamic seense, but represent
r
variations caused by
b the AVR
R basic des ign, reload mechanism
m, sphere fllow and opeerational
proceduures. To a liimited exten
nt, these tem
mperatures can be takeen as repressentative maximum
m
fuel tem
mperatures inn AVR.
5.1.2.2.

Coolant activity

The acttivity in thee cooling gaas was systtematically measured at three possitions of th
he AVR
primaryy circuit (Figg. 5-6) [Weber 1979].
•

A
Activities of
o totally 12 isotopess of the noble
n
gasess Xe and K
Kr were measured
m
ccontinuouslly in a by
ypass flow by gamm
ma analysis. This wass accompaanied by
ccontinuous measuremeents of total beta-activity.

•

C
Concentratiions of solid fissioon productts at the core exiit were measured
m
ddiscontinuoously in the hot gas sam
mpling loop
p VAMPYR
R, where a coolant byp
pass was
rrouted to a deposition section beffore passing
g through filters. After a sampling
g time of
aabout 6 weeeks, filters and
a depositiion tube weere analyzed
d.

•

A
At the coree entrance behind
b
the bblower, coo
olant activities were me
measured in cold gas
ffilter tests, which werre running pparallel to VAMPYR to allow coomparison between
hhot gas andd cold gas acctivities.
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FIGURE 5-6.
5 Position
ns of fission pproduct relatted experimeents in the AV
VR reactor.

Due to a complete retention in
nside the exxperimentall devices an
nd assumingg a constantt activity
t derive
concenttration in thhe hot coolant, the inttegrated hellium mass flow could be taken to
coolant concentrattions and release ratess. Original purpose of
o the cold gas filter was the
ns in the cooolant and dust-borne
d
i
measureement of duust fraction
activities oof selected isotopes.
Early m
measurementts showed graphite
g
dusst concenrattions in the range of 4--40 μg/Nm3 [Weber
1979].
y was to a large extent the heav
vy metal coontaminatio
on in the
Source of the coolant activity
e
whhose level has changeed significaantly over the
t long
matrix material off the fuel elements
-3
Wimmers 19977]. BISO fuel exhibitted with ~1 0 a compaaratively
operatioon time of thhe AVR [W
high levvel of matrixx contaminaation. The m
measured co
oolant activ
vities in the early years of AVR
operatioon were aroound 1100 GBq (30 C
Ci). The tessting of TR
RISO coateed fuel in th
he AVR
started as early as 1974 with
h the fissilee particles contained
c
in
n the GFB--2 variant and,
a
at a
T insertio
on of mixedd oxide TRIISO fuel
larger scale, in 19777 with the GFB-3/4/55 variants. The
began in 1981 (GO
O-2), finallly followedd by the mo
odern LEU TRISO fueel (GLE-3, GLE-4)
since 19982.
The firsst TRISO fuel
fu contamiination show
wed already
y a lower level of ~100-4. Modern
n TRISO
fuel redduced this level
l
furtheer to the raange of con
ntamination with naturral uranium
m (~10-5)
making the fractionn of fissile material as low as ~10
0-7. This imp
provement was verifieed as one
t particulaarly low cooolant activity measurem
ments on thhe level of 740
7 GBq
of the reeasons for the
(20 Ci) in the final years of op
peration (Figg. 5-7).

FIGURE
E 5-7. Coollant outlet temperature
t
and activityy measurem
ments duringg the AVR operation
o
history.
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After raaising the avverage coolaant outlet teemperature to 950°C, fission
f
gas aactivity stab
bilized at
a level of 1100-1500 GBq (30-40 Ci) or 30 GB
Bq/MW (0.8 Ci/MW) [Wimmerss 1977].
d for full-poower statio
onary AVR operation at 950°C, as were
Activityy concentraations valid
measureed in the tim
me period 1984-87 arre listed in the following Table 5 -1. The inccrease of
liberatedd activity with
w increasiing averagee helium exiit temperatu
ures is show
wn in Fig. 5-8.
TABL
LE 5-1. Coollant activities in the AVR
R during statiionary opera
ation at 950°C
C [Gottaut 1990].
1

Radionu
uclide
3

H

14

C

131

3.7×107
1.9×107

I

5.2×102

Css

3.0×102

Srr

2.0×102

137
90

Activity concentrati
c
ion [Bq/m3]

110m

4.9×101

60

1.0×101

Ag
A

Co
o

Total fissio
on gases

4.6×108

FIGU
URE 5-8. AVR
VR coolant acctivity vs. med
dium coolant exit temperrature.
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5.1.3.

THTR-300

During THTR-3000 operation
n, the coollant activity
y was con
ntinuously m
monitored by beta
he fuel quaality and deetect immed
diately relattive changees and in
countingg devices to control th
more deetail by gam
mma spectro
oscopy of ggas samples. Figure 5-9
9 gives an eexample forr the gas
release of short lived Xe and Kr
K isotopess into the prrimary circu
uit at partiall load operaation and
mparison witth respectiv
ve calculatioons.
the com
Measureements of thhe specific coolant acttivity as the sum of nin
ne noble gass nuclides, covering
c
an estim
mated 90% of the total activity, ovver the totaal operating time is shoown in Fig. 5-10. A
steep rise can be recognized
r
at about 1000 efpd (maarked with ‘SWKP’) w
which was found
f
to
uel elementss and a fraccture of man
ny BISO
coincidee with a verry high occurrence of ddamaged fu
coated particles, respectively
y [Röllig 1991b]. Sttill the meeasured acctivity is generally
g
greement w
with respecttive model predictionss, not sign
nificantly
considered to be in good ag
mparatively high fractioon of broken
n balls.
affectedd by the com

FIGURE
E 5-9. Calcuulated and measured inerrt gas releasee in the THTR
TR-300 at 40%
% load [HKG
G 1989].

FIGURE
E 5-10. Speccific coolant activity (suum of nine noble
n
gas nu
uclides) in thhe THTR-300 [Röllig
1991b].
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5.1.4.
5.1.4.1.

HTTR
Introduction

In the safety design requirements for the HTTR fuel, it is specified that ‘the as-fabricated
failure fraction shall be less than 0.2%’ and ‘the additional failure fraction shall be little
through the full service period’ [Saito 1994, Sawa 2001]. For the safe operation of the HTTR,
the continuous and reliable measurement of the coolant activity is required to allow the
evaluation of the fuel performance and the radiological assessment of the plant during normal
operating conditions [Sawa 2001]. The fission gases are released from the through-coatings
failed particle (i.e. there are no intact layers) and from the uranium contamination in the fuel
compact matrix [Sawa 2001b]. Since the released fission gases do not precipitate on the inner
surface of the primary coolant system piping, their concentrations in the primary coolant
reflect the core average through-coatings failure fraction and the fuel matrix contamination
fraction. Therefore the failure fraction should be evaluated quantitatively during operation.
In order to measure the radioactivity, the primary coolant radioactivity (PCR) instrumentation
of the safety protection system, the fuel failure detection (FFD) system and the primary
coolant sampling system have been installed in the HTTR.
5.1.4.2.

Measurement items and experimental results

PCR instrumentation
The PCR instrumentation is one of the process instrumentations used for the reactor
protection system, which consists of three identical channels due to the design requirement for
redundancy and physical separation. Figure 5-11 is the diagram of the PCR instrumentation
[Saito 1994].
Reactor pressure vessel

Ionization chambers
Auxiliary cooler

Primary coolant
purification system

To main cooling system

FIGURE 5-11. PCR measurement of safety protection system.

The PCR instrumentation assembly consists of three ionization chambers for γ ray detection
which are located between the auxiliary cooling system (ACS) and the primary helium
purification system. The sampler has a inner volume of about 200 L, through which the
helium gas of the primary helium purification system passes at a flow rate of about 200 kg/h,
corresponding to 0.4% of the total flow rate. Each ionization chamber has a detection
response to gamma energy in the range of 60 keV to 3 MeV with a sensitivity of 7×10-6
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(Sv/h)/(MBq/m3). The signals from the ionization chambers are transferred to the plant
computer, in which the PCR is calculated with the factor corresponding to the accuracy of the
ionization chamber for 1 MBq/m3 of 88Kr. The upper limit of the detectors is 3×105 MBq/m3.
The signals are used to initiate a reactor scram under abnormal operating conditions. The
scram level is 7×104 MBq/m3, corresponding to the concentration of fission gases released
from 1% of failed particles.
The PCR was measured continuously during the rise-to-power tests of the HTTR. An example
of the measured value in the phase three test of the HTTR is shown in Fig. 5-12 [Ueta 2003,
Ueta 2003a]. During the rise-to-power test, all signals were less than 1×103 MBq/m3.
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2002/2/3

2002/3/1

Operation Date

FIGURE 5-12. PCR signals in safety protection system in the phase three test.

Fuel failure detection (FFD) system
The fuel failure detection (FFD) system was employed in the HTTR to prevent the additional
abnormal failure of coated fuel particles during normal operation. The detection of fuel failure
is more difficult compared with that for conventional metal cladded fuel because the amount
of fission products released from the failed fuel to the primary coolant system are far smaller
than that in LWRs. To solve this problem, the FFD system measures short lived fission gases
released into the primary coolant.
Figure 5-13 shows the diagram of the FFD system [Saito 1994]. In this system, the primary
coolant from two of seven regions in the hot plenum are transferred automatically via the
precipitating wiring, around which such isotopes as 88Kr and 138Xe are gathered and detected
by two NaI (Tl) scintillation counters.
For example, the result from the No. 1 fuel region during the phase three test of the rise-topower test is shown in Fig. 5-14 [Ueta 2003, Ueta 2003a]. The (S/N) ratio of the FFD system
seemed quite good because of its low noise level. In addition, Fig. 5-15 shows the signal from
the No. 1 region for the reactor power during the phase-three test [Ueta 2003, Ueta 2003a].
The signal varied in proportion to the reactor power, which increased linearly up to 60%
reactor power and exponentially thereafter.
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Reactor pressure vessel
Controller
Amp.
Line selector

Precipitator
Primary helium
purification
system

Precipitator

Compressor

Sampling line

Hot plenum region
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FIGURE 5-13. Fuel failure detection system.
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FIGURE 5-14. Count rates of the FFD system in the phase-three rise-to-power test of the HTTR.
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FIGURE 5-15. Count rates of the FFD system versus reactor power in the phase-three test.
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Primarry coolant sampling
s
sy
ystem
The prim
mary coolant sampling
g measurem
ment is the only
o
way to
o determine the fission
n product
gas conncentrations. A sample of the prim
mary coolantt gas is obtaained in a bbottle using the grab
sample apparatus. Figure 5-1
16 schematiically show
ws a grab sample
s
linee [Ueta 200
03, Ueta
2003a].

FIGURE
E 5-16. Scheematic showiing grab sam
mple line.

mpling poin
nts in the primary cooliing system,, such as
Grab saamples can be taken frrom ten sam
core inllet, core outtlet, primary
y coolant puurification system inlet, etc. Any sampling point
p
can
be seleccted manuaally by the sampling
s
pooint selecto
or. In rise-to
o-power tessts, primary
y coolant
was sam
mpled from the core ou
utlet, which is the neareest point fro
om the fuell region. Preessure of
the prim
mary coolannt was decreeased from 4 to 0.2 MPa
M (gauge) prior to ent
ntering the sampling
s
bottle. T
The inner volume
v
of th
he bottle iss approximaately 1 L, correspondinng to aboutt 3 Nl of
the sam
mpled gas. Table 5-2 sho
ows the calcculated inveentories in the
t samplingg line.
TABL
LE 5-2. He-ggas inventoryy of sampling
g lines.

L
Line

Core ouutlet to VC331
VC31 too bottle

Inner volu
ume
[L]

Pressure
P
[MPa
[
in
gauge]

He inveentory
[N
Nl]

1.70

Abs.
A 4.0

68.0

0.2

0.4

0.18

(a))

(a) calcullated value usiing length and
d inner diametter of piping.

The hellium gas innventory of the sampliing line is larger
l
than the volumee of the sam
mple, so
sampledd gas is noot taken direectly from the core ou
utlet. Each section off the line sh
hould be
purged before a saample is tak
ken; that is,, the sampliing line at 4 MPa (gauuge) and th
he line at
I the rise-tto-power te st, the flow
w rates of th
he first and the second purging
0.2 MPaa (gauge). In
were 166.7 and 6 Ndm
N 3/min, respectively
r
y. Both the first and th
he second ppurging tim
mes were
determined by the confirmatio
on test, at m
more than 10 min and more
m
than 5 min, respectively.
b
was about
a
10 minn.
Finally, the coolingg time from the core ouutlet to the bottle
mpling, the type and acctivity of raadioactive fission
f
gas in the grab
b sample
Soon affter the sam
was ideentified by the energy analysis syystem using
g gamma spectroscopyy. The γ raays were
detectedd by an intriinsic Ge detector. The detector waas calibrated
d by simulaated standarrds using
both 1333Xe and a solid mixtu
ure of isotoopes enclossed in bottlles with ideentical volu
ume and
geometrry [Ueta 20003a]. The acquisition
a
time for thee spectrum was 500 s for very short lived
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species such as 89Kr (3.18 min), 135m Xe (15.65 min), 137Xe (3.83 min) and 138Xe (14.17 min),
and 2000 s for short lived species such as 85m Kr (4.48 h), 87Kr (76 min), 88Kr (2.8 h), 133Xe
(5.29 d) and 135Xe (9.1 h), with a 30 min cooling interval.
Every sampling was performed after the reactor achieved a steady state condition because of
the (R/B) measurement discussed below. The measured concentrations of the fission gas i in
the primary coolant Cimeas were calculated by the following equation [Ueta 2003, Ueta
2003a]:
C meas =
i

ASV
i
 P1atm + Psmp 

V 
SV 

P
1atm



(5-1)

where AiSV – measured radioactivity (corrected automatically with the acquisition time), Bq;
V
SV

– inner volume of a bottle, m3 P
– pressure of a sampled gas, Pa; P1atm – pressure at
smp

room temperature, atm.
Each value of Cimeas is shown in Figs. 5-17 and 5-18 as a function of the reactor power [Ueta
2003]. The results revealed that the detected fission gas nuclides in the primary coolant were
Kr, 87Kr, 88Kr, 133Xe, 135Xe, 135mXe, and 138Xe, and concentrations were less than
0.1 MBq/m3.
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FIGURE 5-17. Primary coolant activity concentrations of krypton isotopes during rise-to-power tests.
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FIGURE 5-18. Primary coolant activity concentrations of xenon isotopes during rise-to-power test.
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The concentration of 88Kr varied in proportion to the reactor power, similar to what was
observed for the FFD signal in Fig. 5-15. Figure 5-19 shows the relation between FFD count
rates in the central hot plenum region and 88Kr concentrations obtained by the primary coolant
sampling. The relation is linear. It means that the FFD system properly measured the daughter
nuclides of short lived fission gases such as 88Kr.
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FIGURE 5-19. Correlation of the FFD system coun trate and fission gas concentration by sampling.
5.1.4.3.

Evaluation of (R/B) values

Fractional releases of short lived fission gases can be expressed in terms of the (R/B), because
the radioactive equilibrium is established quickly in the primary coolant circuit by a flow rate
of 45 t/h under normal operating conditions (This corresponds to 1 minute per one
circulation.). 88Kr is a candidate to investigate the fuel and the fission gases behaviour in the
HTTR, because there is no secondary production from the precursor and it has a sufficiently
short lifetime (2.8 h). Sampling measurements were performed more than two days after the
reactor achieved the target power. That is about five times longer than the lifetime of 88Kr,
when the radioactivity can reach more than 98% of the equilibrium value [Ueta 2003, Ueta
2003a].
The release rate of 88Kr, R, is calculated from the differential equation of the radioactive
equilibrium as follows:
A(t ) = A R ( sat ) (1 − e − λt )

(5-2)

dA(t )
= λA R ( sat ) e −λt
dt

(5-3)

R=

dA(0)
λA(t )
=
− λ ( t −t )
dt
1− e
smp

(5-4)

a

where λ – decay constant of 88Kr, = 6.88×10-5 s-1; AR ( sat ) – radioactivity of 88Kr, Bq; ta – time
when the reactor power has been steady, s; tsmp – time when the sampling was done, s.
A(t ) is the radioactivity of

88

Kr in the primary circuit at equilibrium, calculated by the

following equation:
A(t ) = C satVHe

(5-5)

where C sat – radioactive concentration of 88Kr, Bq/m3.
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C sat takes into consideration the decay which occurs during transporting of the gas in the

sampling line as follows:
C sat =

C meas
e − λt

(5-6)

1

where t1 – time taken to transport the sample from the core outlet to the bottle, s; VHe –
inventory of the primary circuit, m3, written as
VHe =

Pinitial ⋅ 293K
VRPV
P1atm ⋅ 393K

(5-7)

where VRPV – inner volume of the primary circuit, m3; Pinitial – initial pressure of the primary
On the other hand, the birth rate of 88Kr, B, is calculated from the number of fissions at the
reactor power according to following equation:
B = λN f Y = λ

Wop
Y
3.2 × 10 −11

(5-8)

where Wop – reactor power measured by the neutron detectors, W; Nf – number of fissions at
the reactor power Wop; Y – fission yield of 88Kr (= 3.58%) [Meek 1974].
The fission energy was assumed as 200 MeV in this equation.
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The measured (R/B) of Kr as a function of the reactor power are plotted in Fig. 5-20 [Ueta
2003, Ueta 2003a]. These are constant at 2×10-9 up to 60% reactor power and then increase to
7×10-9 at full power.
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FIGURE 5-20. Measured (R/B) of 88Kr during rise-to-power tests.
5.1.5.

DRAGON

Helium samples were taken from the primary circuit for gas analysis, initially Xe and Kr
isotopes. The purge system, in the first core applied to all fuel rods, but later only to the
central rods with the experimental fuel, served initially the purpose to keep the coolant clean.
With the employment of retaining coated particle fuel, it became more or less obsolete, but
served then as a diagnostic means to monitor fission gas release from the fuel experiments and
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individuual fuel speecimens, resspectively. L
Later DRAC
CULE prob
be monitorinng of coolaant borne
activitiees and heliuum purge fro
om the indivvidual fuel elements; was
w a samplling device for both
hot gas from the coore and cold
d gas downsstream a heaat exchangeer.
c
fuel in the Drag
gon reactor starting in A
With thhe insertion of the 2nd charge
April 1967 and due
to the faact that now
w ~70% of the fuel rem
mained unpu
urged, the quantity
q
of gas-borne activities
a
rose to an equilibriium level of
o 56 GBq [[Price 1967
7]. Table 5-3
3 shows thee measured R/B for
mary circuitt) of some fission
f
gas iisotopes. Th
he mean
fuel (viaa purge) annd for coolaant (via prim
purge faactor is the ratio
r
of both
h R/B valuees.
Iodine rrelease from
m Dragon fu
uel elementss could not be identifieed directly ddue to cond
densation
in the saampling linnes. But from
m MTR tessting, a similar release behaviour between xeenon and
iodine ccould be dedduced, i.e. no
n significannt holdup in
n the matrix
x material.
Figure 55-21 showss the R/B off 133Xe meaasured via the
t purge sy
ystem for ann experimental fuel
rod whiich was operated at 180
00°C, muchh higher than
n the nomin
nal fuel tempperature of 1250°C.
Under tthese severee conditions, the increease in the gas releasee was relativvely slow [Graham
[
1974].
TAB
BLE 5-3. Fisssion gas activvities in the Dragon
D
reacctor [Price 19967].

Isotop
pe

R//B fuel

R/B coollant

Mean
M
purge factor

1st charrge
133

Xee

1.2
22×10-4

1.8×10
0-6

65

135

Xee

1.1
10×10-4

1.5×10
0-6

72

0.6
65×10-4

1.2×10
0-6

53

85m

K
Kr

2nd chaarge
133

Xee

8.8
81×10-6

3.75×10-6

2.4

135

Xee

7.3
31×10-6

2.34×*1
10-6

3.1

2.8
81×10-5

6.97×10-6

4.0

85m

K
Kr

FIGURE 5--21. 133Xe R//B for experim
mental fuel operated
o
at 1800°C
1
[Graaham 1974].
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5.1.6.

Peach Bottom

The Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Unit 1, owned and operated by Philadelphia Electric
Company, was a 40 MW(e) HTGR prototype plant. Peach Bottom was the first HTGR to
generate electricity and the first to operate at modern steam conditions (540°C at 10 MPa
(1450 psi)) with high thermal efficiency (37%). The plant had an overall lifetime availability
of 88%. The heart of the nuclear steam supply system was a helium cooled, graphitemoderated, 115 MW(th) reactor operating with a 700°C gas outlet temperature on a thoriumuranium fuel cycle.
Peach Bottom began operation in June 1967 with core 1 and continued until October 1969
accumulating 452 efpd. After the installation of a second core of 804 fuel elements, reactor
operation was resumed in July 1970 and terminated in October 1974 after additional 899 efpd.
Radioactivity in the main coolant system was controlled by drawing a purge stream of helium
through the fuel elements to the external fission product trapping system. The system
consisted of a series of low temperature delay beds and fission product traps to remove and
permit decay of fission products. A dehydrator, an oxidizer, and a liquid-nitrogen cooled
charcoal trap removed moisture, chemical impurities, and the 85Kr from the main coolant
system.
Core 1 operated only about half of its design life. The premature installation of a second core
was necessitated by the development of cracks in the graphite sleeves surrounding the fuel
compacts of 90 of the fuel elements. The cracked sleeves were caused by swelling of the fuel
compacts and rupture of the monolayer coatings on fuel particles. The existence of cracked
elements was detected by an increase in circulating primary coolant activity which eventually
reached a level of ~10 000 GBq (270 Ci). Although this activity level was well below design
activity of 4225 Ci (~156 000 GBq), it was considered prudent to replace the core in view of
the accelerating rate of fuel element cracking. The new fuel particle contained in core 2 was
(U,Th)C2 kernels coated with a double layer of pyrolytic carbon (BISO) consisting of an inner
low density carbon coating and an outer high density carbon coating. During the entire core 2
lifetime, the primary coolant circuit has been remarkably clean. Primary circuit activity never
exceeded 37 GBq (1 Ci) confirming the improved fission product retention characteristics of
the core 2 fuel particles [Steward 1978].
Surveillance of fission product release and behaviour was intensified during core 2 operation
to permit a wider range of measurements to be made. In addition to monitoring the noble gas
content of the fuel element purge system and the coolant circuit, the programme was extended
to include measurements of coolant impurities (including dust) by means of sampling probes
in the loop 1 circuit when entering or exiting the core and steam generator. Monitoring
stations were established to measure deposited activity concentrations on the primary circuit
surfaces of loop 1. Gaseous release from core 2 was predominantly from contamination. The
coolant sampling probes were designed to withdraw samples of helium under isokinetic
conditions, separate the molecular and particulate impurities, and classify the latter with
respect to size [Malinauskas 1975]. Figure 5-22 shows the reactor plant and the locations of
coolant sampling probes and gamma activity monitoring stations.
Even at EOL, with a calculated failure fraction of 0.9%, only 15% of the predicted release
was from failed particles. Levels of contamination in core 2 fuel were high (4.3×10-3 fraction
of free uranium) relative to the current fuel specification of ~10-4. (With the fuel element
purge system, there was no incentive to impose tight specifications on Peach Bottom fuel.)
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FIGUR
RE 5-22. Mea
asuring posittions in Peacch Bottom plant [Stewardd 1978].

Verificaation of HTGR
H
desig
gn methoddology for fission gas release w
was perforrmed by
compariing actual Peach
P
Botto
om operatinng data from
m core 2 wiith design ccode predicttions for
noble gaas release innto the purg
ge stream ussing the PER
RFOR codee. The calcuulated and measured
m
R/Bs (reelease rate into
i
purge divided
d
by bbirth rate in
n the fuel) fo
or the refereence nuclid
des 85mKr
and 138X
Xe are com
mpared in Fig.
F 5-23. T
The agreem
ment is excellent and well within
n design
marginss (by a factoor of ~5). Gaseous releaase into thee primary co
oolant was a factor of 5000
5
less
than intto the purge. To furth
her confirm performance predictio
ons, a seriees of fuel compacts
c
recovereed from speent fuel elem
ments was re irradiateed in the GA
A TRIGA rreactor to deetermine
the releaase characteeristics of in
ndividual coompacts; deespite some scatter, theese results were
w also
consisteent with calcculations.
From thhe measurem
ments of laarge dust-asssociated fraactions of caesium,
c
it w
was conclu
uded that
caesium
m behaviourr in the coollant circuit was primarrily governeed by entraiinment of deposited
d
caesium
m released during
d
core 1 operatioon, i.e. that the steam generator
g
su
surfaces mig
ght have
acted m
more like a source than a sink for caaesium [Steeward 1978]].

FIGURE
E 5-23. Compparison of measured
m
andd calculated fission
f
gas release
r
from Peach Botto
om core 2
[Stewardd 1978].
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5.1.7.

Fort St. Vrain

The release of fission products from the reactor core is monitored routinely as a part of the
reactor surveillance programme [Hanson 1985]. Considerable analytical instrumentation has
been installed in FSV to measure directly the circulating and plateout activity in the primary
circuit. The instrumentation includes a continuous activity monitor, grab-sample systems to
measure fission gases, including selected iodine isotopes, and plateout probes to measure the
coolant concentrations of condensible species, especially iodines and fission metals.
Additional information has been obtained by radiochemical examination of components
removed from the primary circuit, including spent fuel elements and helium circulators in
need of repair.
The FSV primary circuit remained remarkably clean after 657 efpd of operation. The peak
circulating activity of 16 240 GBq (439 Ci), measured at 100% power during Cycle 3
operation, was almost two orders of magnitude below the FSAR design activity of 1.14
million GBq (30 900 Ci).
As an indication of the excellent fuel performance experienced to date, the release rate-tobirth rate ratio (R/B) for 85mKr has remained approximately constant at about 7×10-6 since the
initial rise-to-power. In fact, the 85mKr R/B actually decreased slightly after the first two
refuelings when spent fuel from the initial core was replaced with new fuel with lower levels
of as-manufactured, heavy metal contamination.
FSV has experienced water ingress into the primary circuit occasionally followed by lengthy
drying-out per iods, and an adverse effect on fuel performance might have been expected.
Laboratory tests have demons trated that water can react wi th the exposed kernels of failed,
carbide based fuel particles, and the result of this fuel hydrolysis in an out-of-pile
environment is an order-of-magnitude increase in the fission gas release rate from failed
carbide particles. The periodic water ingresses in FSV have resulted in no discernible
increases in fission gas release upon return to power.
5.2. POSTIRRADIATION TEST METHODS FOR UNLOADED FUEL ELEMENTS FROM THE
REACTOR
5.2.1.
5.2.1.1.

AVR
Sampling of AVR fuel for postirradiation examination

Apart from the previously described in-core measurements in the AVR, PIE was conducted
regularly on single fuel spheres, mainly in the hot cells at FZJ. Both random and especially
selected fuel element samples from the AVR were taken and separated during removal from
the core. Sample size was between 33 and 50 spheres with a total number of 92 samples over
the whole operation time. Guidelines were established according to which a specific PIE
programme was executed. It included
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•

measurements of 133Xe and 85Kr equilibrium release from single fuel elements during
heating tests at constant temperatures of 1050 and 1250°C, respectively, used as
indicator for coated particle failure;

•

measurements of burnup;

•

measurements of concentration profiles of solid fission products in the fuel-free zone;

•

metallographic investigations to study the integrity of particles.

After reemoval from
m the AVR core, measuurements with
w individu
ual fuel sphheres were possible.
p
During operation of
o the reacto
or, neither ssingle fuel spheres
s
nor a single fuuel element type can
be indivvidually anaalyzed. Only
y integral sttatements on
o the fuel performance
p
e over the to
otal core
can be ggiven via cooolant activiity measureements.
5.2.1.2.

Release of metallic fisssion productss from the AVR
R core

Solid fiission produucts were typically
t
deeposited on
n the fuel element
e
surrfaces and partially
remobillized as dusst and transsported throough the primary circcuit. In 19774, after raiising the
averagee coolant ouutlet temperrature from
m 850 to 95
50°C, a relaatively highh level of sttrontium
contamiination wass identified in the AV
VR core, which
w
has caaused a maaintenance problem
since. T
The AVR was
w even qu
uoted as haaving ‘the worst
w
beta contaminattion of any
y nuclear
installattion in the world’ [Nu
ucleonics W
Week 2002]]. The orig
gin of this strontium could
c
be
traced bback to enhhanced releaase from caarbidic fuell (GK) with
h (Th,U)C2 HTI BISO
O coating
(UCC, T, GK) annd at tempeeratures > 9900°C havin
ng reached
d a maximuum burnup of 17%
FIMA [[Ziermann 1997].
1
The cooolant activiity increasee observed from mid
d 1975 wass presumedd to originaate from
particle failure. It were
w
the ro
outine 1250°°C heating tests with all
a fuel typees which ev
ventually
d activity
identifieed the smalll charge off GLE-1 sphheres as beeing responssible for thee enhanced
release. During PIE
E heating att temperatur
ures < 1200°°C, no failu
ures were obbserved. Th
he failure
nificantly w
when heated
d at tempeeratures aboove 1250°C
C. When
rate, hoowever, inccreased sign
reachingg 1500°C, even moree than 25%
% of the paarticles were found deestroyed [W
Wimmers
1977]. A
As a conseqquence, it was
w decided tto remove all
a poor-quaality GLE-1 fuel elemeents from
the coree. The trial not being perfect,
p
how
wever, the circulation
c
strategy
s
wass changed so
s not to
re-circuulate GLE-11 spheres to
o the outer core with its higher temperature
t
es. The bulk
k of this
variant was not reemoved unttil 1982. T
The effect of
o the com
mplete remooval on the coolant
activitiees can clearlly be seen from
f
the preevious Fig. 5-7.
5
Activities of metaallic fission
n products released in
nto the prim
mary circuiit of the AVR
A
vs.
operatioon time are shown in Fig.
F 5-24. T
Table 5-4 lists the fracctional releaase of AVR
R fuel at
EOL [N
Nabielek 20008].

FIGURE
E 5-24. Actiivities of diff
fferent radioonuclides acccumulated in
n the AVR pprimary circuit over
operatioon time [Gotttaut 1990].
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The ‘irrradiated miicrosphere gamma
g
anaalyzer’, IMGA, is a PIE
P system to characteerize the
perform
mance of a large
l
popullation of cooated particlles measuring radioisootope inventories of
individuual coated particles
p
by detecting γ radiation. Among thee fuel spherres examineed at the
ORNL w
with the IM
MGA method
d was the A
AVR irradiaated GLE-3 sphere 76/220 used as a control
sphere ((vs. irradiated and heatted spheres)). From the electrolyticcally deconssolidated AVR ball,
some 50000 individdual coated particles w ere given to
o the IMGA
A system. T
The main reesult was
characteeristic of no
n particle failure. Noo statisticall evidence of caesium
m release from
f
the
individuual particless and no sig
gnificant parrticle to parrticle variatiion in fissioon product retention
r
was obsserved [Balddwin 1990].
TABL
LE 5-4. End-of-Life fractiional releasee of metallic fission
f
produ
ucts and iodiine from AVR
R fuel.

R
Radionuclid
de

EOL
L fractionall release fro
om AVR coore

137

Cs

2×10-3

134

Cs

1×10-4

Sr

1×10-2

90

110m

Ag

131

5.2.1.3.

I

4×10-2
9×10-6

Fission product
p
profilles in the fuel-f
-free zone

The fueel-free zonee of spherees was exaamined witth respect to
t the longg lived isottopes of
caesium
m, strontium
m, silver, an
nd others. T
The proced
dure of proffile measurrement wass usually
such thaat a 6 mm wide groov
ve was madde over the whole circu
umference of the spheere in 10
steps off 0.4 mm each. Activ
vities for tthese singlee graphite powder speecimens were then
measureed and calcuulated back to the date of discharg
ge from the reactor.
Figure 55-25 showss for the nu
uclide 137Cs the profilees discovereed in GLE- 1 spheres with
w (top
curve) aand withoutt (bottom cu
urve) defecttive/failed particles.
p
Co
oncentrationns at the surrface are
generallly higher (for
(
normall particle pperformancee) than furrther insidee the ball. Activity
transporrted with thhe coolant was
w obviouusly deposited on the fuel
f
element
nt surfaces in
i colder
core areeas. In contrrast, a high concentratiion level weell inside the ball indicaates the preesence of
defectivve/failed parrticles having releasedd part of theeir radionucclide inventtory into the matrix
materiall.

FIGURE
E 5-25. Cesiium profiles in the fuel-f
-free zone off AVR fuel elements
e
witth and witho
out failed
coated pparticles [Waawrzik 1985]].
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m
The 110m
Ag profilees were foun
nd to be strrongly vary
ying for diffferent spherres with sometimes
high, sometimes low activitties. No buurnup depeendence on
n the releaase behavio
our was
observeed. The aboove typical fission prodduct profilees were also
o observed in other fu
uel types
and eveen identifiedd in a modeerator spherre. Figure 5-26
5
shows the measurred caesium
m activity
ratios (ssurface overr depth of 3.9 mm) [El--Masry 198
89]. Deviatio
ons were onnly found fo
or silver.

FIGURE
E 5-26. Compparison of acctivity ratios 137Cs/134Cs between
b
a GO-THTR
G
sphhere and a moderator
m
graphitee sphere [El-M
Masry 1989]].
5.2.1.4.

End of lif
ife performancce of the modeern fuel in thee AVR

The AV
VR fuel relooads of partticular impoortance relaative to mod
dern LEU U
UO2 TRISO
O particle
perform
mance are GLE-3
G
and GLE-4.
G
Alll of these fuel
fu elementts were man
anufactured to highquality requiremennts. For a seeven year pperiod from
m 1982 to 1988, these fuel elemen
nts were
insertedd into the AVR
A
and experienced
e
real-time HTGR
H
operating condditions. At periodic
intervals over this period,
p
a nu
umber of irrradiated elem
ments woulld be random
mly drawn from the
core foor postirraddiation evaaluation annd accidentt condition testing. IIn seven years
y
of
irradiatiion, a total of 240 GLE
E-3 and GL
LE-4 elemen
nts were withdrawn annd evaluated
d at FZJ.
Peak buurnups of thhe withdraw
wn elementss were 9.8%
% FIMA for the GLE-33 elements and
a 13%
FIMA ffor the GLE
E-4 elementss. Peak accuumulated faast fluence was
w ~2.9×10025 n/m2 (E > 16 fJ)
25
for the G
GLE-3 elem
ments and ~2.3×10
~
n//m2 (E > 16 fJ) for the GLE-4 elem
ments. PIE included
i
measureements of fission pro
oduct invenntory (burn
nup), of ou
ut-of-reactor
or gas releaase, and
accidennt simulationn testing.
To asseess the EOL
L performan
nce of GLE
E-3 and GL
LE-4 AVR fuel elemennts, a meth
hodology
was devveloped based upon fission gas rellease measu
urement during the temp
mperature inccrease in
the earlly phase off accident condition
c
teesting [Scheenk 1988]. The heatupp process begins
b
at
room teemperature, progresses over a seri es of heatin
ng-ramps to specific tem
mperatures (300°C,
1050°C, and 1250°C) and ho
old periods until the deesired accid
dent simulaation temperature is
t
hold points, 10550°C, and 1250°C, arre designedd to equilib
brate the
reachedd. Two of these
irradiateed fuel partticles in the fuel elemeent at or neaar their prio
or irradiationn temperatu
ure. This
allows tthe fuel to develop a stable
s
internnal environment before being heaating to an elevated
temperaature, not previously
p
experienced
e
d by the fuel particles. The 10500°C hold po
oint was
considered the mean
m
workin
ng temperaature for fuel
f
specim
mens from accelerateed MTR
0°C hold pooint was co
onsidered th
he typical w
working tem
mperature
irradiatiion tests, annd the 1250
for AVR fuel elem
ments. During heatingg, the test facility
f
is purged
p
withh a sweep gas and
continuoously monitored for reelease of thee long lived
d 85Kr noblee fission gaas. Detection of any
significaant activity in the sweeep gas is ann indicator of
o failed or defective fuuel particless present
in the irrradiated fueel element.
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TABLE 5-5. Noble gas 85Kr release fraction measurements made during accident simulation tests on
AVR type GLE-3 fuel elements [Nabielek 2010].
Fuel element

Burnup
[% FIMA]

Measurement
temperature of
85
Kr release [°C]

Isothermal accident simulation tests
AVR 70/33
1.6

85

Kr release
fraction

1250

3.8×10-6

AVR 73/21 (ITU*)

2.5

NI(a)

NDR(b) <1600

AVR 71/22

3.5

1250

4.5×10-8

AVR 74/18 (ITU*)

4.8

1600

5.9×10-6

AVR 74/10

5.5

1250

< 8.0×10-7

AVR 74/11

6.2

1250

1.3×10-7

AVR 76/18

7.1

1250

1.6×10-8

AVR 88/41

7.6

1250

1.3×10-8

AVR 88/33

8.5

1250

< 4.2×10-8

AVR 82/20

8.6

1250

5.5×10-8

AVR 88/15

8.7

1250

6.3×10-8

1250

1.3×10-8

1500

1.0×10-8

AVR 82/9
8.9
HTR-Modul depressurized loss of coolant event profile
AVR 91/31
9.0
AVR 89/13

9.1

1490

6.7×10-8

AVR 85/18

9.2

1495

2.6×10-8

AVR 90/5

9.2

1495

5.3×10-8

AVR 90/2

9.3

1495

9.2×10-8

9.8

1500

5.7×10-8

1.8

1250

3.1×10-7

AVR 70/19

2.2

1200

1.9×10-6

AVR 74/8

2.9

1250

1.4×10-7

AVR 73/12

3.1

1250

< 1.4×10-7

AVR 74/6

5.6

1250

1.3×10-7

AVR 76/28

6.9

1250/NI(a)

NDR(b) < 1750

AVR 76/19

7.3

1250

2.3×10-7

AVR 76/27

7.4

1250

4.6×10-7

AVR 80/16

7.8

1250/NI(a)

NDR(b) < 1900

AVR 80/14

8.4

1250/NI(a)

NDR(b) < 1900

AVR 80/22

9.1

1250/NI(a)

NDR(b) < 1600

AVR 90/20
Ramp accident simulation tests
AVR 71/7

Table 5-5 is a detailed list of 29 GLE-3 fuel elements that have been subjected to accident
simulation testing. Of these, 24 from the list were used to analyze AVR EOL irradiation
performance. Five were excluded because of the lack of detailed 85Kr release data at testing
temperatures near those expected in the AVR. Figure 5-13 presents the fractional release data
for these elements. Eleven of the GLE-3 elements were ultimately subjected to isothermal
tests from 1600°C or 1800°C, six elements were subjected to a simulated HTR-Modul design
basis depressurized event temperature profile up to 1620 or 1700°C; and seven elements were
subjected to ramp tests ranging from 1900 to 2500°C.
The 85Kr fractional release data in Fig. 5-27 are indicative of the EOL fuel performance for
the GLE-3 elements irradiated in the AVR. For the eleven GLE-3 elements subjected to
isothermal accident tests, the release data were measured at the 1250°C hold period during the
ramp-up to test temperature and are directly representative of EOL AVR performance. For
those elements subjected to a constant heating ramp to temperatures > 1900°C, only release
data in the temperature range of 1250°C to ~1400°C were used to estimate EOL performance.
And finally, for those elements subjected to a design basis HTR-Modul depressurization event
temperature profile, only the release data along the temperature curve where the furnace
temperature was between 1490°C to 1500°C were used as representative of EOL AVR
performance.
Isothermal Tests 1600C to 1800C
Depressurized Accident
Simulation
Ramp Tests / 1900C to 2500C

1.E-03

1.E-04

One UO2 Particle Inventory

1.E-05

1.E-06

85

Kr Fractional Release

MTR and Module Proof Tests

One UO2 Particle
Inventory

1.E-07

1.E-08
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Burnup (% FIMA)

FIGURE 5-27. Noble gas 85Kr release fraction monitored during accident simulation testing of AVR
type GLE-3 fuel elements and accelerated MTR and HTR-Modul Proof Tests.Measurements by the
FZJ and the JRC-ITU.

Based on the 85Kr fractional release data from 24 accident simulation tests, the EOL
performance of the GLE-3 fuel elements at the time of discharge from the AVR are excellent.
Most of the release data, with few exceptions, are < 10-6 in the temperature range of 1250°C
to well beyond 1400°C. The 85Kr release fraction of a single LEU UO2 TRISO particle at
these temperatures is ~6.1×10-5 and those measured from the 24 separate GLE-3 elements are
all > 10 times to > 1000 times less. The AVR GLE-3 elements fractional release data also
compares well with 85Kr release data obtained from accident simulation testing of MTR
Irradiation and HTR-Modul Proof Tests specimens [Nabielek 2010].
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Collectively, the 24 Type GLE-3 elements represent a population of ~393 600 LEU UO2
TRISO coated particles, and with no in-reactor failures their EOL performance is
representative of a failure fraction of ≤ 7.6×10-6 at the upper 95% confidence limit [Nabielek
2010].
5.2.2.

THTR-300

Unlike the AVR reactor, the THTR-300 was fueled with only one type of fuel element and
coated particle design. Also fuel temperatures were lower than in the AVR under normal
operating conditions with the average coolant temperature being 750°C at the steam generator
inlet.
Apart from the experience gained from THTR operation, the investigation of the irradiation
behaviour of THTR fuel elements was done in respective experiments in MTRs and, as a
mass test, in the AVR reactor. The THTR reactor itself was not designed for an intentional
discharge of fuel elements for testing purposes. Correspondingly, PIE work was conducted on
those spheres tested in the MTRs and on random samples of THTR-type fuel taken from the
AVR. There were never fuel elements discharged from the THTR to be taken for further postirradiation examination.
5.2.3.
5.2.3.1.

HTTR
Introduction

The future research and development concerning the HTGR development is scheduled in a
wide range mainly using the HTTR. The R&D subjects aiming at improving the performance
and economy of HTGR are concerned mainly with the advancement of basic HTGR
technologies and improvement of the core performance. The R&D using the HTTR is
scheduled in a wide range
•

to establish the technology basis on HTGRs;

•

to upgrade present HTGR technologies;

•

to establish high temperature nuclear process application technologies;

•

to make the innovative basic research on high temperature engineering.

R&D of HTGR fuel is carried out to establish the technology basis on HTGRs and to upgrade
the present HTGR technologies.
5.2.3.2.

Postirradiation test programme for the HTTR fuel

For the R&D of HTGR fuel, it is important to improve fission product retention capability of
the fuel with a high power density and a high burnup durability under long-term high
temperature operation [Sawa 1996, Sawa 1999b]. A modified SiC TRISO coated fuel particle
is selected as a high burnup fuel. In order to achieve higher burnups up to 10% FIMA,
thickness of the buffer and SiC layers is increased in the design. At the same time, the kernel
diameter is somewhat reduced to mitigate the internal pressure in a coated fuel particle
increased by the higher burnup. Furthermore, HTGR fuels in the next generation are required
for higher temperature utilization and an enhanced safety. For the higher temperature
utilization of the HTGR fuels, a key issue is adoption of a new coating material, which is
more refractory than SiC used in the conventional coated fuel particles. Since zirconium
carbide (ZrC) is one of the promising materials to meet this requirement, development works
on the ZrC coating have been conducted at JAEA [Ogawa 1992, Minato 2000b]. The works
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are going to be upgraded in an engineering scale including production, property and
irradiation studies.
On the background described above, JAEA will proceed R&D works in the field of HTGR
fuel by the following steps:
STEP-1:

Confirmation of irradiation performance of the first-loading fuel of the HTTR;

STEP-2:

Study on irradiation performance of high burnup SiC coated fuel particle;

STEP-3:

Development of ZrC coated fuel particle.

The future postirradiation programme concerning the first-loading fuel of the HTTR is
scheduled using the HTTR fuel handling facilities and the Hot Laboratory in Japan Materials
Testing Reactor (JMTR).
Postirradiation test programme for the HTTR fuel
The postirradiation test of the first-loading fuel of the HTTR is carried out to confirm its
irradiation performance and to obtain data on its irradiation characteristics in the core. Hot
cells were prepared in the HTTR reactor building to handle spent fuels. General equipments
such as those for consolidation of fuel compacts and for handling of coated fuel particles were
also installed in the Hot Laboratory of the JMTR.
The fuel assembly of the HTTR is so-called a pin-in-block type of hexagonal graphite block
containing fuel rods. The fuel assemblies will be transferred to the spent fuel storage pool in
the reactor building by the fuel handling machine. The irradiated fuel assembly will be
disassembled to the fuel rods and a graphite block in the HTTR cells. Then the fuel rods are
transferred to the Hot Laboratory of the JMTR by a cask for the postirradiation examination.
In the Hot Laboratory, the following postirradiation examinations will be carried out:
•

Appearance observation of the fuel rods and the fuel compacts to confirm no abnormal
crack and corrosion occurs;

•

Dimension measurement of the fuel rods and the fuel compacts to confirm no
abnormal swelling or shrinkage.

•

Fuel failure fraction measurements to confirm there is no abnormal additional failure
during irradiation. Since fission products are almost completely retained by the
coating layers, the dominant sources of fission product release are failed particles and
contaminated uranium in the fuel compact matrix [Sawa 2001b]. The through-coatings
failed particle and uranium contaminated uranium in the fuel compact matrix
determine the fission gas concentration in the primary coolant during operation. From
this point of view, the free uranium fraction is one of the most important
postirradiation test items. On the other hand, since the as-fabricated SiC-failed particle
does not have the mechanically strongest coating layer, SiC, the as-fabricated SiCfailed particle is predicted to result in the through-coatings failed particle by internal
pressure during operation. The intact particle is predicted not to fail in the HTTR
operating condition [Sawa 2001b]. It means that the as-fabricated SiC failure fraction
determines the additional through-coatings failure fraction, i.e. increase in fission gas
concentration in the primary coolant during operation. The free uranium fractions of
the fuel compacts were measured by the electrochemical deconsolidation followed by
the acid leaching [Sawa 2001]. Figure 5-28 shows the flows of fuel failure fraction
measurements.

•

Burnup measurement, X ray radiography, ceramography, etc., will also be carried out
to obtain detail irradiation characteristics.
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FIGURE 5--28. Flows of fuel failuree fraction measurements.
5.2.3.3.

Postirraddiation test fa
acility

Hot cellls in the HT
TTR reacto
or buildingg
Three hhot cells nam
med ‘high teemperature irradiation materials in
nspection ceells’ are preepared in
the HTT
TR reactor building
b
as shown in Fiig. 5-29 [In
no 2001].
The No. 1 and No.. 2 cells are designed m
mainly to diismantle irradiated fuell rods from
m the fuel
assemblly. The No. 3 cell is provided for analysis off gaseous fission produucts and preeparation
of mainntenance woorks. The irradiated
i
fu
fuel assemb
bly is broug
ght in/out th
through an opening
located on the top of
o the No. 2 cell. Shiel ding wall of
o the No. 1 and the Noo. 2 cells is 95
9 cm of
concretee and 35 cm of steel to handle an irradiateed fuel asseembly up too 33 GWd/t which
containss 3.7×1015 Bq
B of activiity. Shieldinng wall of the
t No. 3 ceell is 60 cm
m of concrette. There
are three shielding windows ass shown in F
Fig. 5-30.

FIGU
URE 5-29. High
H
tempera ture irradiattion materialls inspection cells.
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FIGU
URE 5-30. High
H
tempera ture irradiattion materialls inspection cells.
TABLE 5-6
6. Inspection items in the HTTR reacttor building.
Transportt of fuel blocck
Disassem
mbling of fuel rod
Visual innspection
Fuel rod canning
Leak testt

Fuel handling maachine
Hot cell
c in HTTR
R reactor buillding
Maniipulators
Perisscope
Innerr capsule
Load
ding cask
Leak
k detector

TA
ABLE 5-7. Iteems and majjor apparatusses for the PIE
P of the firsst-loading fueel of the HTT
TR.
PIE items
Transporrt of fuel rodd
Disassem
mbling of fueel compact
Dimensiion measurem
ment
Disassem
mbling of fueel compact
Burnup m
measuremennt
X ray raddiography
Failure ffraction meassurement(a)

Ceramoggraphy
Non-desstructive failuure fraction measurement
m
t(b)

Major
M
appaaratuses
Transport
T
cassk
Loading
L
lift
Cutter
C
Manipulators
M
s
Linear
L
scale
Periscope
P
Electrolytic
E
deconsolidate
d
e
Coated
C
fuel particle
p
handdling device
Ge
G detector
Fission
F
produ
uct inventoryy measuremeent
X ray radiogrraph
Electrolytic
E
deconsolidate
d
e
Acid
A leaching
g test
FP
F inventory measuremennt
Polisher
P
Optical
O
micro
oscope
Sweep
S
gas fu
urnace

(a) The frree uranium frractions of thee fuel compactts are measureed by the deco
onsolidation fo
followed by th
he acid
leaching. The SiC-failuure fractions are
a measured bby the burn/leeach method.
veloping the postirradiation
p
n heating meth
hod of a
(b) Postirrradiation heatting test identifies failed fueel. We are dev
fuel rod aand analytical method to qu
uantify failure fraction by measuring
m
releaased 85Kr from
m a heated fueel rod.
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Hot laboratory in the JMTR
There are three kinds of beta, gamma cells in the JMTR hot laboratory, i.e. concrete cells with
microscope lead cells attached, lead cells and steel cells. A lead cell and two concrete cells
will be prepared to carry out postirradiation tests for HTGR fuel development. Table 5-7
shows the items and major apparatuses for the PIE of the first-loading fuel of the HTTR.
5.2.3.4.

Preliminary postirradiation examination of the first loading fuel of the HTTR

Preliminary postirradiation examinations were carried out to confirm postirradiation
examination techniques. Irradiated fuel compacts of the accelerated irradiation test of the first
loading fuel of the HTTR were used, of which the irradiation test as 94F-9A capsule
irradiation test in the Japan Materials Testing Reactor (JMTR) was performed to confirm the
intactness of the first-loading fuel during the HTTR operation [Sawa 1999c, Sawa 2001a,
Sawa 2002]. Fuel compacts irradiated has same dimensions as the first loading fuel and
7.8wt% of 235U enrichment. Table 5-8 shows irradiation conditions of 94F-9A capsule.
TABLE 5-8. Irradiation conditions of 94F-9A capsule.

Lower capsule
Compact No.

94FP1-3

94FP1-7

Irradiation
temperature [°C]

Burnup [% FIMA]

94FP2-7

94FP2-9

1300 - 1350

Irradiation time [h]
Fast neutron
fluence [1025 n/m2,
E>0.18 MeV]

Upper capsule

8733
1.4

1.6
5.5 (lower)

2.0

1.8
7.0 (upper)

Figure 5-31 shows the items of postirradiation examination. Irradiation capsule is dismantled
and fuel compacts are taken out. Visual observation is carried out by periscope. Dimensions
of outer diameters and axial lengths of fuel compacts are measured by laser micrometer and
electric micrometer, respectively, to measure dimensional shrinkage of fuel compacts by fast
neutron irradiation. Weights of fuel compacts are measured by electric balance. Fuel
compacts are dissoluted by electric deconsolidation method and acid-leaching with HNO3.
After that leaching solutions are divided to coated fuel particle and leaching solution. Gamma
measurements of coated fuel particles and leaching solution are carried out to measure failure
fraction of each fuel compact. If it suggests failed particles exists by failure fraction
measurement, X ray radiograph will be carried out to find them. To observe fission product
distribution in the cross-section of coated fuel particle, ceramography, scanning electron
microscope (SEM) observation and electron probe micro analysis (EPMA) is carried out.
5.2.4.

Peach Bottom

As part of the Peach Bottom EOL programme, gamma scanning of 55 driver fuel elements, 21
fuel test elements, 3 reflector elements, and a control rod and sleeve was performed on-site
[Steward 1978]. The major components of the gamma scanning equipment were a collimator,
a charge machine, a Ge(Li) gamma spectrometer, and associated electronic data acquisition
equipment.
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FIG
GURE 5-31. Flowsheet
F
off preliminaryy postirradiattion examinaation.

FIGURE
E 5-32. Test arrangemen
nt for gamm
ma scanning Peach Botto
om test and driver fuel elements
[Stewardd 1978].
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The chaarge machinne driver mechanism
m
w
was modifieed to slow movement
m
of the elem
ment past
the colliimator slit (Fig.
(
5-32) and
a gammaa rays passin
ng through the
t slit weree monitored
d using a
high-ressolution Gee (Li) detecctor. The siignal from the detecto
or was trannsmitted to a pulse
height m
multichanneel analyzer (MCA) annd a series of single-cchannel anaalyzers. Thee MCAaccumuulated gamm
ma ray speectra were stored on magnetic tape
t
for sub
ubsequent computer
c
analysiss and data processing.
p
Ten
T differennt isotopes were
w monitored.
Normalized axial and radial 137Cs, 140L
La, and 95Zr
Z profiles in
i the coree were succcessfully
determined from thhe gamma scans.
s
The 1137Cs profilees were subsequently sshown to bee in good
agreemeent with preedicted axiaal and radiaal time averraged powerr distributioons. Also, 1440La and
95
Zr proofiles prediccted corresp
ponding pow
wer profiless at EOL reeasonably w
well. Of the isotopes
1377
134
4
analyzed, only Cs and Cs were fo
found to migrate and redistributee within th
he hotter
elementts as is show
wn for an example
e
in Fig. 5-33. Redistributi
R
ion is madee by the purrge flow
which iis diverted from the up
pflowing prrimary coollant through
h the top oof the fuel elements
e
flowingg downwardds and sweeping the ffuel compact surfaces before arriiving at thee fission
productt traps and thhe external cleanup sysstem, respecctively.
Fission gas releasee measurem
ments were made on archive
a
and irradiated Peach Botttom fuel
compaccts to providde BOL an
nd EOL nobble gas releease values. The deterrminations of
o 85mKr
R/B at 1100°C were
w
made using
u
a TR
RIGA reacttor King fu
urnace facillity. The R/B
R data
determined were then emplo
oyed to reefine fission
n gas releaase predictiions and to check
calculatted particle failure fracctions. Relaative caesiu
um sorption determinattions were made
m
on
archive sleeve grapphite, spinee graphite, aand matrix material. In addition, the diffusiivities of
caesium
m in fuel ellement sleeeve and spinne graphitee archive materials
m
weere determiined and
subsequuently employed to refi
fine fuel eleement and to
otal core metallic releaase predictio
ons. The
major reesults and conclusions
c
from the raadiochemicaal studies caan be summ
marized as fo
ollows:

FIG
GURE 5-33. 137Cs inventory vs. axial ccore position
n for fuel elem
ment F03-011 [Steward 19
978].
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• Specific activities in the primary circuit ranged from ~1-8 μCi/cm2 (40-300 kBq/cm2)
for 137Cs. A decrease in caesium activity in the direction of coolant flow was indicated
as anticipated, together with an increase in the 137Cs/134Cs ratio.
• The specific activity levels of 90Sr obtained from leach solution radiochemistry were in
the range of 0.02-0.3 kBq/cm2, several orders of magnitude lower than caesium
activities. Activation of leach samples indicated no detectable 129I, indicating that the
fuel element purge system was effective in controlling iodine release.
• Compared with H-327 graphite, Peach Bottom fuel element spine graphite was slightly
less sorptive and sleeve graphite slightly more sorptive of caesium. Peach Bottom
compact matrix material was about 12 times more sorptive than bulk H-327 graphite
and about 6 times more sorptive than bulk Peach Bottom sleeve graphite. Peach Bottom
fuel element spine graphite was 3 to 4 times more permeable to caesium than H-451
graphite, whereas the sleeve graphite was 10 to 20 times less permeable.
5.2.5.

Fort St. Vrain

The 842 MW(th)/330 MW(e) Fort St. Vrain (FSV) reactor, owned and operated by Public
Service Company of Colorado (PSCo), was the second HTGR built and operated in the USA
[US-NRC 1997, US-NRC 1997a]. The reactor operated between 1976 and 1989 for about 875
efpd [Baxter 1994]. The reactor core was rated at 842 MW(th), but it was operated well below
that rating for much of its lifetime due to chronic water ingress problems associated with the
water bearings used in the helium circulators [Copinger 2004]. For a short time period the
reactor operated at 100% design power and achieved a thermal efficiency of 39%.
Figure 5-34 is a cut-away view of the FSV prestressed concrete reactor vessel (PCRV)
showing the main primary circuit components. The PCRV acted as a pressure vessel,
containment, and biological shield. The primary coolant circuit was wholly contained within
the PCRV with the core and reflectors located in the upper part of the cavity, and the steam
generators and circulators located in the lower part. The helium coolant flowed downward
through the reactor core and was then directed into the reheater, superheater, evaporator, and
economizer sections of the 12 steam generators. From the steam generators, the helium
entered the four circulators and was pumped up, around the outside of the core support floor
and the core barrel before entering the plenum above the core. The superheated and reheated
steam was converted to electricity in a conventional, steam-cycle, power conversion turbinegenerator system.
The FSV reactor core was composed of 247 columns of fuel elements, with six fuel elements
stacked in each column. The core cross-section in Fig. 5-34, right, shows the locations of the
columns in the core, surrounded by one row of replaceable reflector elements, which were in
turn surrounded by the permanent reflector blocks. Axial reflector blocks were also located
above and below the core. The core columns were grouped into 37 refueling regions with the
flow in each region controlled by an adjustable inlet flow control valve on the top of the core
to maintain a uniform core outlet temperature as power generation per region changed due to
fuel burnup and the attendant control rod repositioning. About one-sixth of the 37 regions
were refueled each reactor year. The elements in the central column of each of the refueling
regions contained two holes for insertion of control rod pairs, and one hole for insertion of
reserve shutdown pellets.
Two spent FSV fuel elements, one discharged after one cycle of operation and the other after
two cycles, have undergone postirradiation examination in the GA hot cells. The emphasis
during these PIEs has been on gamma scanning and on assessing the mechanical integrity of
the fuel elements, and the PIEs confirmed the satisfactory structural performance of these
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elementts. Selectedd fuel rodss and fuel particles from
f
these elements w
were exam
mined by
standardd PIE technniques, inclu
uding sectiooning and metallograph
m
hy.
There w
was evidencce of limited in-pile faailure of thee IPyC and OPyC coattings of thee TRISO
particless, but these types of faiilures do noot result in fission
f
prod
duct release.. A small nu
umber of
fuel parrticles weree observed to have com
mpletely faailed coatings, but thesse appear to
t be asmanufacctured failuures rather th
han in-serviice failures because thee kernels off these partiicles had
been at least partiaally leached
d (FSV fuell rods are HCl
H leached during man
anufacture to
o reduce
heavy-m
metal contamination). Moreoveer, the SiC
C defect fraction, aas determiined by
metalloggraphy, in the
t irradiateed fuel rodss was unchaanged from that measur
ured by a bu
urn-leach
techniquue in unirraadiated rods from the saame manufaacturing lot..

FIG
GURE 5-34. F
FSV primaryy coolant circuit.

Fission gas releasee rates for 17
1 fuel rodss irradiated in fuel element 1-07443, discharg
ged after
n, were meeasured by neutron acttivation of tthe rods in the GA
one cyccle of reactoor operation
TRIGA reactor andd compared
d to R/B meeasurementts for severaal of these same fuel rods
r
that
had beeen made prioor to irradiaation; the re sults are sum
mmarized in Table 5-99. The R/B of
o 85m Kr
for the irradiated rods was nominally
n
llower than forthe unirrradiated roods but witthin one
standardd deviation for RIS measuremen
m
nts. The imp
plication is that inservvice particlee failure
was neggligible whiich is consisstent with thhe metallogrraphic exam
minations.
In orderr to assess these two effects,
e
the performancce analysis was repeatted for (1) the case
with noo particle faailure wherrein the onlly source of
o fission gas
g release is as-manu
ufactured
heavy m
metal contam
mination, and
a (2) the case of nom
minal failurre but no fu
fuel hydroly
ysis. The
results aare shown in
i Fig. 5-35
5, and they indicate th
hat excellent agreement
nt with the data
d was
obtainedd throughouut the first th
hree cycles for both caases.
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FIGURE
E 5-35. Com
mparison of measured 885mKr relea
ase data and
d predictions
ns for Fort St.
S Vrain
[Hansonn 1985].
TABLE 5-9. Fission gas releasee measuremeents for fuel rods irradia
ated in FSV
V fuel elemen
nt 1-0743
[Hansonn 1985].
Fuel rod
d ID

Bu
urnup
[% FIMA]
F

Fisssion gas rellease
(R/B of 85mKr
K
@ 1000°C
C)
PrrePostirradiiation irradiation

Tiime
averraged
maxx. fuel
tem
mp.
[°°C]

Fast
fluence
f
[1025 n/m2,
E>29
E
fJ]

Fissile

Fertilee

12-22

6
690

0.8

6.1

0.3

1.1×10-4

12-77

6
660

0.8

6.2

0.3

1.1×10-4

12-133

6
625

0.8

6.2

0.3

1.1×10-4

47-22

6
685

0.8

6.1

0.3

1.1×10-4

47-77

6
660

0.8

6.2

0.3

1.1×10-4

47-144

6
625

0.8

6.2

0.3

1.1×10-4

189-77

6
695

1.0

6.2

0.3

1.1×10-4

285-22

7
750

1.1

6.1

0.3

1.1×10-4

285-77

7
720

1.1

6.2

0.3

1.1×10-4

285-14

6
680

1.1

6.2

0.3

1.1×10-4

47-88

6
655

0.8

6.2

0.3

278-88

7
745

1.0

6.2

0.3

285-88

7
710

1.1

6.2

0.3

189-22

7
720

1.0

6.1

0.3

9.2×10-5

189-14

6
655

1.0

6.2

0.3

5.5×10-5

278-12

7
745

1.0

6.2

0.3

8.2×10-5

278-13

6
670

1.1

6.2

0.3

8.8×10-5

Averaage

6
690

0.9

6.2

0.3

1.3×110-4 (a)

1.3× 10-4

9.3×10-5

1.0×10-4

(a) Measuured on groupp of five rods including rodds 41-8, 218-8
8, and 285-8. Rod
R 157-8, onne of the five rods, was
broken duuring disassem
mbly and could not be meassured tor fissio
on gas releasee.
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5.3. BU
URNUP MEAS
SUREMENT SYSTEM (BU
UMS) FOR PEBBLE
P
FUEL HANDLIN
NG CONTROL
L

In a classical statioonary nucleaar reactor, ffuel elemen
nts are simplly removedd from the core after
a given time that iss determined
d by predicttive calculattions or lon
ng-time operrational exp
perience.
In a pebbble bed coore, the indiividual spheerical fuel element
e
loo
oses its idenntity after in
nsertion.
The proocedure, theerefore, is to
o look at all fuel elemen
nts every tim
me they leaave the coree through
one or sseveral exhaaust chutes and decide whether to re-insert thee ball or to rremove it.
There arre two wayss to check th
he status off fuel:
1. D
Determinatiion of remaaining fissilee content (p
pre-1981 by
y attenuationn of a neutron beam
iin AVR, byy a small critical devicee in THTR)..
2. M
Measuremeent of fissio
on product content th
hat can be uniquely
u
coorrelated with
w total
137
aaccumulated burnup (p
post-1981 ggamma specctrometric measuremen
m
nt of Cs in AVR
((Fig. 5-36) [Wimmerss 1982]. T
This method
d is foreseeen with pllanned peb
bble bed
rreactors (Fiigs. 5-37 and Fig. 5-38)).

FIGURE
E 5-36. Spheerical fuel ellement (left)) and Ge ga
amma ray deetector (righ t) in AVR [Wimmers
[
1982].

FIGURE
E 5-37. Ge gamma
g
ray detector (lefft) and spherical fuel element (rightt) as planneed for the
Siemens 200 MW(th)) HTR-Modu
ul pebble bedd reactor [Lo
ohnert 2009].
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FIGURE
E 5-38. Burnnup measureement system
m in PBMR DPP400 fu
uel handlingg and storag
ge system
[VenterJJH 2009].

ncentrate oon the seco
ond method
d: the ‘BU
Urnup Meassurement
Modernn consensuss is to con
System’’, BUMS, is
i based on
n the princiiple of meaasuring of fission
f
prodduct 137Cs in
i a fuel
137
sphere w
with high precision.
p
The chosen nnuclide, Cs, has uniique propert
rties that maake it an
ideal nuuclide to meeasure burnu
up.
137

•

Cs has a long half-liife (30a) com
mpared to the time a fu
uel sphere sppends in thee reactor
ccore resultinng in an acttivity that inncreases linearly with the
t number of fissions and thus
tthe burnup; any deviatiions from liinearity can
n be numericcally accounnted for.

•

T
The fissionn yields of 137Cs for 2355U, 239Pu, an
nd 241Pu fisssion are veery nearly th
he same,
137
sso that the Cs conteent is almostt independeent of the mix
m of fissilee species prresent in
tthe fuel thatt changes th
hroughout thhe lifetime of a fuel sphere in the rreactor coree.

•
•

137
2241

Cs has hiigh fission yields
y
of 6.22, 6.6, and 6.7
6 percent per fission for 235U, 239Pu, and
Pu fissionns, respectiv
vely.

A
Although 1337Cs itself is
i not a gam
mma emitterr, it decays to a short llived daugh
hter, 137m
B
Ba (half-liffe 2.552 m), with a proobability off 0.946 per decay. 137mm Ba emits a gamma
rray of energgy 661.6 keeV with a pprobability of 0.898 peer decay. Thhus, for eveery 137Cs
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ddecay, the probability
y for the emission of a gamm
ma ray is 0.850. In nuclear
sspectroscoppy terminolo
ogy, the 6611.6 keV gam
mma is calleed the 137Css line.
•

W
While caessium is co
onsidered a volatile fission pro
oducts, moodern HTG
GR fuels
-4
gguarantee a retention in
nside the fuuel of betterr than 10 , therefore
t
pllacing no reestriction
oon 137Cs as a reliable burnup
b
indiccator.

Gammaa spectromeetry is a po
owerful toool [Harrison
nTA 1983] to determi
mine fission product
content of irradiaated reactorr fuel elem
ments and also the releases froom the fueel, when
componnents outsidde the fueel element are assayed. Typicaally, these measuremeents are
perform
med weeks or
o months or
o years aftter the irrad
diation and measuremeent times arre hours.
The staatistical erroor in activiity determinnation can be reduced
d to a relattive level of
o a few
percent..
Figure 5-39 showss a typical gamma speectrum in the
t vicinity of the 137C
Cs line of a 2.02%
FIMA ffuel elemennt after 3.5 months coooling and 5.5 hours measuremeent time. Th
he welldevelopped 661.6 keV
k
peak caan be used for burnup
p determinaation with a statistical error of
0.45% rrelative (thhere are also
o systematiic errors from calibration, from geometry, etc., but
these arre not considdered here). The resultt of the burn
nup measurement is theerefore 2.02
2±0.01%
FIMA.
fter leaving the
t core,
Burnup measuremeent via 137Cs representss a problem at the reacttor: soon aft
2.5 MeV
the counnt rate will be dominatted by shorrt lived fissiion products with highh energy 1-2
gammass. Comptonn scattering in the Ge ddetector pro
oduces a bro
oad Comptoon backgrou
und. The
137
long livved Cs prroduces only low counnt rates and its contribu
ution to couunts in the 650-680
keV ennergy range might not be significcant. In thee extreme case,
c
wheree there are 10 000
137
backgroound countss and only 100
1
Cs coounts, the statistical un
ncertainty oof the backg
ground is
±100 coounts and the
t 137Cs co
ontribution becomes in
nsignificantt. Furthermoore, there are
a three
137
short livved competting neighbours that m
may addition
nally swam
mp the Css peak (Tab
bles 5-10
and 5-11). The invventories caalculated foor a PBMR DPP400 fu
uel sphere aat 100 hourrs decay
time aftter each pass through th
he reactor coore for relev
vant nuclidees are show
wn in Table 5-12.

FIGURE
E 5-39. Gam
mma measurrement of 22.02% FIMA
A spherical fuel elemennt FRJ2-KA2/3 after
3.5 montths cooling and
a 5.5 hourrs of measureement time [Kühnlein
[
19
991]. The rellative statistiical error
in the deetermination of the burnu
up is 0.45%.
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FIGUR
RE 5-40. Gam
mma measurrement of 2.002% FIMA sp
pherical fuell element FRJJ2-KA2/3 affter 7.54
days ccooling and 1.4
1 hours of measuremen
m
nt time [Kühn
nlein 1991]. Relative
R
stattistical error: 4.2%.
TABLE 5-10.
5
Decay schemes
s
of nnuclides with
h gamma pea
aks near the 1137Cs line.

Nuclide
N
97

Nb

137
143

Cs

Ce

132

I

Decay
y chain
97
40
137
55

97
Zr → 41
Nb
N →

97
42

Mo

Cs → 13756m6 Ba → 137
a
56 Ba

143
57

3
143
La → 143
58
8 Ce → 59 Pr

132
52

Te → 135323I → 132
54 Xe

TABLE 5-111. Nuclear Data
D
for 137C
Cs and neighb
bours with siimilar transitition energy.

Parent nuclide
n
Nucl.

97
40

H
Halfllife

D
Decay
coonstant
[s-1]

Branchin
B
g ratio to
daughter
d

166.8 h

1.1461E-5

1.000

97
41

Cs

330 a

7.30045E-10

0.946

137 m
56

La

144.2 m

8.1355E-4

1.000

143
58

3.20 d

2.5070E-6

1.000

Zr

137
55

143
57

Dau
ughter nucl
clide

132
52

Te

Nucl.

Nb
Ba

Ce

132
53

I

Half-life
H

Decay
constant
c
[s-1]

Gammy
energy
[keV]

Branching
ratio to
daughter

1.23
1 h

1.5654E-4

657.9

0.983

2..552 m

4.5268E-3

661.6

0.898

1.377 d

5.8261E-6

664.6

0.0575

2.28
2 h

8.4448E-5

667.7

0.987
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TABLE 5-12. PBMR DPP400 fuel sphere inventories after each pass.

Cycle

Burnup
[% FIMA]

1
2
3
4
5
6

2.2
4.2
5.9
7.3
8.6
9.8

97

Nb
4.11E+10
3.50E+10
2.97E+10
2.55E+10
2.22E+10
1.97E+10

Activity per fuel sphere [Bq]
137
143
Cs
Ce
2.33E+10
2.78E+11
4.38E+10
2.33E+11
6.13E+10
1.96E+11
7.63E+10
1.67E+11
8.92E+10
1.44E+11
1.01E+11
1.26E+11

132

I
7.07E+11
6.17E+11
5.35E+11
4.69E+11
4.16E+11
3.74E+11

In the following, the statistical evaluation is done on a conventional gamma spectrometry
setup as has been used at the Forschungszentrum Jülich, in Petten and in the Institute of
Transuranium in Karlsruhe: gamma counting is a statistical affair. When we count C counts,
then its intrinsic Poisson distribution predicts the standard deviation σC according to:

σC = C

(5-1)

This means that the next measurement under absolutely identical conditions gives a value
different than C and the spread is given by σC.
If counts C sit on a background B, then we will count A=C+B counts and obtain C=A-B net
counts of interest. This way, the statistical error is getting larger, because

σ C = A + B = C + 2B

(5-2)

If we multiply the counting time by n, then the relative error becomes slowly smaller:

σ nC
nC

=

1 σC
n C

(5-3)

If we denote counts from neighbouring peaks in the area of evaluation by N1, N2, N3, then
the total is given by
A = C + N1 + N2 + N3 + B

(5-4)

and the net count is
C = A - N1 - N2 - N3 - B

(5-5)

with standard deviation:

σ C = A + N1 + N 2 + N 3 + B = C + 2N1 + 2N 2 + 2N 3 + 2B

(5-6)

In the case of counting the 137Cs peak at 661.6 keV, the interfering peaks are 97Nb, 143Ce and
I (see Tables 5-10 and 5-11). The range of evaluation is from 657.1 to 665.9 keV.
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For validation, the measured gamma spectra from a dedicated series of gamma activity
measurements of spherical fuel element FRJ2-KA2/3 with cooling times from 46 hours to
2548 h (3.5 months) were analyzed. The rig containing FRJ2-KA2 spheres was activated in
the Jülich Dido reactor in uninstrumented capsules at an estimated temperature of ~400°C.
Table 5-13 shows the difficulty in finding the caesium peak after 50 h cooling time and with
50 s measuring time. On the other hand, after 2548 h (3.5 months) cooling and 5.5 h
measurement, the gamma measurement gives highly precise results. The various spectra are
shown in Figures 5-39, 5-40, 5-41, and 5-42.
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TABLE 5-133. FZJ measu
urement of 2. 02% FIMA sphere
s
FRJ2
2-KA2/3 [Kühhnlein 1991]].
Cooling time [h]
Measureement time [s]
20 mm F
Fe shieldingg

97

Counts in
137
Cs
range
g
from 657.1
to 665.7

Nb
Cs
143
Ce
132
I
Background B
Cs + 2N
Nb + 2Ce + 2I
2 + 2B
Relativee error in 1377Cs [%]
137

22548
200 000
no

181
5000
yes

2000 000

15 694
9789
1303
201 584
441 044
4.2
Fig. 5-40

3008 770
81 7 540
00.45
Figg. 5-39

46.77
50000
yes
491 8993
15 7000
163 6770
43777
392 6885
2 120 9948
9.3
Fig. 5--41

46.2
50
yes
5017
5
157
1653
44
3945
3
21 476
93
Fig
g. 5-42

FIGUR
RE 5-41. Gam
mma measurrement of 2.002% FIMA sp
pherical fuell element FRJJ2-KA2/3 affter 46.7
hours ccooling and 1.4
1 hours off measuremennt time [Kühn
nlein 1991]. Relative stattistical errorr: 9.3%.

FIGUR
RE 5-42. Gam
mma measurrement of 2.002% FIMA sp
pherical fuell element FRJJ2-KA2/3 affter 46.2
hours ccooling and 50
5 seconds off measuremeent time [Küh
hnlein 1991]]. Relative staatistical erro
or: 93%.
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TABLE 5-14. Counts in 137Cs range for the Siemens HTR-Modul with 55h cooling/10s measurement.

Burnup
[% FIMA]

97

Nb

137

Cs

143

Ce

132

I

Background

Counts in Cs range for Siemens HTR-Modul
55 h cooling/10 s measurement

Relative error
in 137Cs and
burnup [%]

2.35

698

31

275

8

730

187

4.43

594

59

231

7

621

92

6.24

505

83

194

6

528

61

7.81

433

103

165

5

453

46

9.20

377

120

142

5

395

37

10.44

334

136

124

4

349

31

11.00

295

143

109

4

309

28

11.50

261

150

95

3

273

25

12.00

231

156

84

3

241

23

12.20

204

159

73

3

213

21

12.40

180

162

64

3

189

20

12.60

160

164

56

2

167

19

12.70

141

165

49

2

148

18

12.75

125

166

43

2

130

17

Table 5-14 summarizes the statistical analysis of counting a sphere from the Siemens
HTR-Modul after 55 h for 10 s in the energy range from 657.1 keV to 665.9 keV. Here, it is
practically impossible to remove high burnup spheres with any reliability from the core.
PBMR designers, on the other hand, provide for 100 h of cooling time and 100 s measurement
time (Table 5-15) that offer a chance to remove high burnup spheres in time from the core.
AVR spheres have been checked successfully in the period 1980 to 1989 for accumulated
burnup by gamma spectrometry. The statistical analysis in Table 5-16 shows a statistical error
(standard deviation) below 10% for spherical fuel elements with more than 8% FIMA. While
the occasional wrong decision for sphere removal can be expected, this has been acceptable,
particularly in view of the burnup potential of modern UO2 TRISO fuels up to 15% FIMA.
The comparison of the three cases is shown in Fig. 5-43. This study only looks at the
statistical limit under idealized measurement conditions using the Jülich setup that had been
optimized for high precision gamma measurements after half a year cooling and one or two
hours of measurement time. For a reliable decision to remove spheres from a pebble bed core,
both collimation geometry, detector shape and volume can be optimized in a way that differs
from the Jülich setup, but trends will remain the same, i.e. better statistical results with longer
counting times and less interference from other peaks with longer cooldown periods.
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TABLE 5-15. Counts in 137Cs range for PBMR with 100h cooling/100s measurement.

Burnup
[% FIMA]

97

Nb

137

Cs

143

Ce

132

I

Background

Relative error
in 137Cs and
burnup [%]

Counts in Cs range for PBMR
100 h cooling/100 s measurement

2.35

1092

364

1070

54

5523

35

4.43

929

685

898

47

4700

17

6.24

789

958

755

41

3993

11.5

7.81

678

1193

642

36

3429

8.7

9.20

590

1396

553

32

2986

7.1

10.44

522

1573

484

29

2640

6.0

11.00

462

1663

424

26

2335

5.4

11.50

408

1738

372

23

2065

5.0

12.00

361

1814

325

21

1826

4.57

12.20

319

1844

285

19

1614

4.31

12.40

282

1874

249

17

1428

4.07

12.60

250

1904

218

15

1262

3.86

12.70
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1919

191

14

1116

3.69

12.75

195

1927

168

12

987

3.54

TABLE 5-16. Counts in 137Cs range for AVR with 100 days cooling/30s measurement.

Burnup
[% FIMA]

97

Nb

137

143
132
Cs
Ce
I
Background
Counts in Cs range for AVR
100 d cooling/30s measurement
109
0
0
465

Relative error
in 137Cs and
burnup [%]
30

2.35

0

4.43

0

205

0

0

396

15

6.24

0

287

0

0

336

10.8

7.81

0

357

0

0

289

8.6

9.20

0

418

0

0

251

7.3

10.44

0

471

0

0
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6.4

11.00

0

498

0

0

197

6.0

11.50

0

521

0

0

174

5.7

12.00

0

543

0

0

154

5.37

12.20

0

552

0

0

136

5.20

12.40

0

561

0

0

120

5.04

12.60

0

570

0

0

106

4.91

12.70

0

575

0

0

94

4.80

12.75

0

577

0

0

83

4.72
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The succcessful opeeration of th
he AVR burrnup measurrement systtem has beeen made posssible by
the onee-month cooldown in the exhauust chute an
nd the 30 s measurem
ment time. Gamma
spectrom
metry also determines
d
the whole aarray of fission producct and activvation produ
ucts; this
has beeen used in AVR
A
to sep
parate HEU
U from LEU
U spheres and
a GLE-3 spheres with
w 10%
enrichm
ment from GLE-4
G
spherres with 17%
% enrichmeent.
The PB
BMR designn with seveeral paralleel processin
ng lines (seee Fig. 5-3 8) providess a long
enough cooling tim
me for statisttically signiificant burn
nup measureements.
In concllusion: under PBMR and
a AVR coonditions, sp
pheres can be
b removedd with an accceptable
uncertaiinty in timee from the core by thhe measurement of 1377Cs for burrnup determ
mination.
Siemenss work onn the HTR
R-Modul reaactor was terminated 1990; unnder the co
onditions
requesteed for the Siemens HTR-Modul
H
l in the eig
ghties - namely 55 h cooling and
a 10 s
measureement - a severe
s
redeesign is neccessary to achieve
a
a workable
w
buurnup meassurement
system.

FIGURE
E 5-43. Prediicted statisticcal error in B
BUMS burnu
up measurem
ments as a funnction of burrnup with
cooling times and measurement
m
times as paarameters. Predictions
P
have been peerformed witth certain
aracteristics. Optimizatioons and imprrovements
assumptiions on meassurement geometry and ddetector cha
are posssible, but thee trends rema
ain valid andd the final design
d
must go
g through aan extensive modeling
and dem
monstration procedure.
p

6.

PROPERTIES AND PERF
RFORMANCE OF MA
ATRIX MA
ATERIALS
S

6.1. EX
XPERIENCE AND
A
DEVELOPMENT IN
N GERMANY

The graaphitic mattrix materiaal representts an integral part in the develoopment of the fuel
elementt. It mainlyy serves ass moderatoor and as structural
s
material
m
prootecting thee coated
particless from outsside attackss. But it ha s also the task
t
of tran
nsporting heeat from the coated
particless to the fuel element su
urface wherre it is taken
n up by the coolant. Thhe key prop
perties of
the mattrix materiaal are densitty, strengthh, and corro
osion resistaance. Furthhermore the neutron
irradiatiion inducedd shrinkage during operrational con
nditions shou
uld be limitted.
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6.1.1.

Matrix properties

The principal properties of the two grades of German matrix materials are summarized in
Table 6-1 [Schulze 1982]. Moreover, in special cases, further properties are also investigated.
The desire for the highest possible density of the matrix material results from the need for
high mechanical strength of the fuel spheres as structural elements, and also for high thermal
conductivity to keep thermal gradients low. A more general reason is to minimize the volume
of the moderator material required for a given reactor.
TABLE 6-1. A3 matrix properties compared with specifications [Schulze 1982].
Property

A3-3
heat-treated @

1800°C

1950°C

A3-27
1950°C

Carbon mass [g]

Required
≥ 190

3

Geometrical density [kg/m ]
4

2

Young’s modulus [10 kN/m ] ||
┴

Thermal expansion coefficient
20 - 500°C [10-6/K] ||

1700

1730

1740

1020
991

1000
970

1070
1020

≥ 1700

≤5
2.80
2.92

2.89
3.45

2.43
2.69

59
63
38
38

70
63
41
37

69
64
44
39

1.56
1.60

1.46
1.48

1.43
1.48

Falling strength [Number of falls (from 4
m height onto A3-3 spheres) until
fracture]

521

437

652

≥ 50

Corrosion rate (@ 1000°C and 0.1 MPa in
helium with 1 vol% H2O over 10 h
[mg/(cm2·h)]

1.19

0.97

0.73

≤ 1.5

Abrasion [mg/h per sphere]

1.81

2.89

Anisotropy factor

1.19

Crushing strength [kN] ||

24.9
23.1

┴

Thermal conductivity [W/(m·K)]
@ RT: ||
┴

@ 1000°C: ||
┴

Specific electrical resistance
[10-3 Ω cm] ||
┴

┴

Impurities [μg/g]

Ash
B equivalent
Li

60
(S:36; Si:6; Ca:4; Cl:3)
50
?
?

≥ 30

≤ 1.3
23.7
26.3
32
(Cl:16; Ca:7;
Fe:3)
30

≥ 18

≤ 300
≤ 1.3
≤ 0.05

|| = parallel, ┴ = perpendicular to the equatorial plane of the matrix sphere.
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The lim
mitation of the graphitization tem
mperature to
t < 2000°C requires the use of highly
crystalliine graphitee powder (like naturall graphite) as raw maaterial. The mixture off natural
3
graphitee with bindeer was foun
nd to be com
mpressible to
t 1.8-2.0 Mg/m
M
, but cracks wou
uld occur
during the subseqquent heat treatment,
t
m
most probaably due to
o high presssure from gaseous
productts originatinng from the binder. Theerefore a fu
urther comp
ponent in foorm of a graaphitized
powder,, which is more
m
difficu
ult to press , was necesssary as a filler
f
materiaal with a grrain size
not too low to avoiid to low thee mechanicaal strength (optimal:
(
50
0% of grainns sized < 32
2 μm).
For proccessability, the elastic properties oof the naturral graphite and graphiitized coke powders
are of m
most imporrtance as well
w as the m
molecular weight
w
of th
he resin binnder. The elasticity
e
modul aand also thee thermal ex
xpansion cooefficient sh
hould be low
w to keep tthermal grad
dients in
the mateerial low.
The BE
ET (‘Brunauuer, Emmeett, Teller’) surface an
nd porosity are closelyy associated to the
corrosioon of the graphite and
d can be ussed to identtify the type of corrossion. In thee case of
surface corrosion at
a high temp
peratures, B
BET surfacee is large in
n the outer 1-2 mm off the fuel
elementt shell and low
l elsewheere. In the ccase of volu
ume corrosio
on at lowerr temperaturres, BET
surface is large in the
t total sph
here.
Materiaal investigattions have confirmed that the co
orrosion ressistance of matrix matterials is
influencced both byy the type off binder andd by the tem
mperature of heat treatm
ment explaiining the
differennces in the respective
r
data of the abbove table.
The porrosity of thhe matrix material,
m
whhich is form
med during the
t fabricattion processs can be
classifieed into miccropores with ≤ 2 nm diameter, macropores
m
s with ≥ 500 nm diameeter, and
mesopoores as a stagge in betweeen. Porosityy can be correlated witth electricall resistance,, thermal
conducttivity, elastiicity modullus, and perrmeability of
o the materrial as welll as with the fission
productt transport behaviour.
b
Also coorrosion hass a certain influence eespecially in
ncreasing th
he open porrosity and the
t BET
surface,, the latter decreasing
d
again
a
at verry high burrn-offs. A higher tempeerature at final
fi
heat
treatmennt for the matrix
m
mateerial was foound to deccrease corro
osion rates. With regarrd to the
operatioonal conditiions of tem
mperatures vvarying betw
ween 300-1
1000°C andd pressures between
4-9 MPa, in-pore diffusion iss the corroosion rate controlling
c
mechanism
m. Impuritiees in the
coolant have only a limited efffect on the ffuel spheress.

E 6-1. Mattrix density distributionn measured
d in a graph
hite sphere manufactu
ured in a
FIGURE
warm-ppressing proocess.
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In a fabbrication vaariant of a cold
c
pre-preessing and a warm fin
nal pressingg step on laaboratory
scale, a higher strength of the matrix matterial was achieved,
a
bu
ut a lower thhermal cond
ductivity
compareed to the A3-3
A
standaard. A furthher drawbacck, as can be seen in Fig. 6-1, were
w
the
relativelly large density
d
grad
dients obseerved insid
de the sphere. The ddifference between
minimuum and maxximum of 0.3
0 Mg/m3 w
was deemed
d too large such that fu
further R&D
D efforts
were reqquired.
6.1.2.

Irradiation behaviour off A3 matrix

Dimenssional changges of the matrix
m
materrial induced
d by irradiattion with fas
ast neutrons occur at
temperaatures above 300°C prrimarily deppending on
n fluence, teemperature,, anisotropy
y, lattice
defects, and the degree
d
of graphitizati
g
ion. The laarger the siize of the crystallitess, which
increasees with graaphitization,, the smalleer is the diimensional change. Thhe influence of the
neutronn irradiation on the shrin
nkage (or sw
welling) of the matrix material
m
is sshown in Fiig. 6-2.

FIGURE
E 6-2. Shrinnkage of A3-3 grade maatrix as a function
f
of fast
f
neutronn fluence at different
temperattures (top) and for differeent fuel spheeres (bottom)).
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Matrix material is geometricaally stable w
with lowestt dimension
nal changes in the tem
mperature
range 9900-1000°C
C, whereas shrinkage increases both
b
at low
wer and hiigher temperatures.
Shrinkaage is connnected with
h a densityy increase. With respeect to the THTR opeerational
conditioons, shrinkaage was fou
und to be chhanged by 2%,
2 if the irradiation tim
me of 450 efpd
e
at a
temperaature of 12250°C is reached;
r
thhe change would even be 2.7%
% at an irrradiation
temperaature of 1430°C.
The Yooung’s moddulus for the
t
matrix material steeply
s
risees at low fluences, passes
p
a
maximuum, and theen decreasees again at rates depending on th
he irradiatioon temperaature. Its
value iss decreasingg with increaasing tempeeratures.
The efffect of anneealing of irrradiation innduced dimeensional changes is maainly depen
nding on
the fastt fluence. At
A lower doses,
d
the aannealing causes both the crystaallites and the
t bulk
graphitee to close crracks and reeturn to theiir original state. At higher doses, iirreversible changes
occur duue to radiattion creep causing plasstic flow thaat cannot bee reversed. IInternal streesses are
then creeated whichh may result in more craacks reducin
ng the therm
mal crystalliite expansio
on.
The tottal porosityy of the maatrix materiial is decreeasing upon
n neutron iirradiation, because
crystalliites are expanding into
o the microppores, and th
he larger po
ores serve aas buffer volume for
the dim
mensional chhanges within the bulk material. The
T extent of
o the reducttion depend
ds on the
degree oof graphitizzation. In materials
m
wiith large cry
ystallites, th
he reductionn is smallerr than in
less grap
aphitized onnes. After paassing the tuurning poin
nt of dimenssional changge, stresses build up
which m
may lead to the formatiion of new ppores and an
a increase of
o the porossity, particu
ularly the
open poorosity. Only beyond a certain neuutron fluencce dependin
ng on materiial composiition and
temperaature, the open
o
porosiity is decreeasing again
n, even below the prre-irradiation value.
Figure 66-3 shows the
t size disttribution of the open po
ore system in
i the matriix material of a fuel
sphere aas was meassured by meercury poro simetry [Faachinger 200
06].

Figure 6-3. Size diistribution of
o open porrosity in uniirradiated and
a irradiaated matrix graphite
g
[Fachinnger 2006].
The thermal condductivity which,
w
in the unirrad
diated statee, decreasees with in
ncreasing
temperaature, is stroongly influeenced by neeutron irradiiation (Fig. 6-4). It deccreases with
h neutron
irradiatiion due to thhe increase of lattice deefects.
As an overall result, it was stated thaat the behaaviour of matrix
m
mateerial under neutron
od. The A33-3 standarrd materiall was judgged to be of good
irradiatiion is welll understoo
dimensiional stabiliity and behaaves isotroppically even under extreeme irradiattion conditions.
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E 6-4. Therm
mal conductivvity of A3-3 heat-treated
d @ 1950°C as a functioon of temperrature for
FIGURE
differentt neutron dosses [Kania19
980].
6.1.3.
6.1.3.1.

Fission product behavio
our in A3 mattrix
Diffusionn

The traansport behaaviour of fission
f
prodducts by diiffusion in matrix matterial is priincipally
dependiing on the temperaturre, but theree are vario
ous other in
nfluencing pparameters such as
graphitee type and nature,
n
coollant gas preessure, statee of oxidatio
on, irradiatiion damagee, fission
productt concentration, their bo
onding to thhe graphite surface, or interferencce with otheer fission
productt species.
The usee of effectivve diffusion coefficientts, i.e. the asssumption of
o the Fickiian diffusion
n model,
is a sim
mplified sim
mulation off the transpport mechaanism. At least for caaesium, a trapping
mechannism was found to desccribe more rrealistically
y the transpo
ort process in graphite [Hensel
1995]. The diffusion/trappin
ng/re-emissiion model assumes that migraating particcles are
capturedd in traps for
f some tim
me, before tthey are re--emitted and
d become m
mobile agaiin. Traps
are unifformly distrributed, pred
dominantly in the poly
ymeric binder carbon (ddue to its nu
umerous
adsorptiion sites), and do nott lose theirr trapping character
c
iff occupied. The proceesses are
describeed by a traapping coeffficient, μ, and a re-eemission co
oefficient, bb, whose reeciprocal
values iindicate aveerage times of a particlle to be trap
pped or mob
bile, respecttively. Undeer quasiequilibrrium condittions, the trapping-em
mission pro
ocess appro
oaches thee Fickian diffusion
d
process with the efffective diffu
fusion coeffi
ficient
'
Deff
=

Deffff
1+ μ /b

(6-1)

It was oobserved, however,
h
th
hat the trapss for caesiu
um disappear, if the m
matrix mateerial was
slightly oxidized (uup to a weig
ght loss of 00.3%) due to
o opening of pores [Heensel 1995].
Comparrative meassurements with
w A3-27 type materrial at 1000
0°C showedd that the diffusion
d
coefficient for caessium was lo
ower by a ffactor of 20
0 in relation
n to A3-3 m
material. In addition,
a
FRESCO postcalcuulations of heating tessts indicated
d that for A3-27
A
materrials a redu
uction of
the A3-3 diffusion data for caeesium (and strontium) could be reduced by att least a facttor of 10
mperature ran
nge 1600-18800°C.
in the acccident tem
Silver ttransport measuremen
m
nts were ddone on 110mAg dopeed specimeens of as-rreceived,
oxidizedd, and irraddiated A3-3 as well as oon as-receiv
ved A3-27 matrix
m
in thee temperatu
ure range
of 850-1300°C [Hoinkis 1994
4]. It was oobserved th
hat Ag main
nly concenttrates on th
he binder
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materiall rather than the graaphite grainns. For all types inveestigated, tthe silver transport
t
behavioour was founnd to be co
onform withh the classiccal Fickian diffusion. SSilver transp
port data
in A3-227 were meeasured to be
b lower thhan in A3-3
3. Also for strontium transport in
n matrix
materiall, the classiccal (effectiv
ve) diffusionn behaviourr was observ
ved [Hensell 1991].
With regard to iodiine, a certaiin trapping effect in grraphite mateerials has beeen identifieed in the
lower teemperature range main
nly based onn the perceeption that the
t heavy m
metal contam
mination
and the iodine, resspectively, originating from it, iss buried in the graphitte grains co
onnected
with a ccomparatively slow transport proocess outwaards to the grain bounndaries, from
m where
there w
will be a fasst transport, i.e. no hoold-up in th
he fuel elem
ment matrixx. Under acccidental
conditioons, the ioddine transpo
ort is usuallly treated conservative
c
ely as to bee fast in an
nalogy to
fission ggases.
As a reesult of nuumerous FR
RESCO poostcalculatio
ons of heatting tests w
with spheriical fuel
elementts, for saffety analyssis purposees, the claassical Fick
kian diffussion is considered
sufficienntly correctt and conseervative. Thhis could bee demonstrated when the ten heaated fuel
spheres, for whichh a post-heaating deconnsolidation was
w made, was evaluaated with reespect to
caesium
m and threee spheres with respe ct to stron
ntium. Figu
ure 6-5 shoows the caalculated
137
concenttration profiile of Cs in the fuel eelement mattrix for the example off three heatin
ng tests.
For sphhere AVR 71/22,
7
low concentratioons were measured
m
indicating noo significant release
from the coated paarticles, wheereas the paarticles in both HFR-K
K3 are at thee end of thee heating
test in a stage of highly
h
releasing caesiuum. Respecttive profiless calculatedd with the FRESCO
F
code (w
where the caaesium releaase from thee coated paarticles into the matrix was adjusteed to the
measureements in order
o
to iso
olate the diiffusion transport in th
he matrix) show a veery good
agreemeent with thhe measureements. It means thaat the ‘effeective’ difffusion apprroach is
sufficienntly well deescribing caaesium transsport behaviiour in matrrix materiall.

FIGURE
E 6-5. Compparison of ca
aesium profi
file measurem
ments for heeated fuel sppheres with FRESCO
F
postcalculations (witth adjusted release
r
from coated partiicles).
6.2. DE
EVELOPMEN
NT IN FRANC
CE

A part oof the VHT
TR program
mme at CEA
A was to stu
udy the asp
pects of thee graphite liife-cycle
includinng selectionn of eligible graphite grrades, behav
viour during
g operation and post-irrradiation
manageement [Seraan 2004]. Requiremen
R
nts for grap
phite to be used in nnuclear applications
include mechanicaal propertiees, thermal propertiess and physico-chemiccal properties, both
before aand after irrradiation. The
T main iteems to be sttudied on seelected grapphite grades are the
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mechannical, therm
mal, structu
ural propertties beforee irradiation
n, and thee physico-cchemical
propertiies.
Impuritiies are a maajor concern
n with regarrd to the nucclear use off graphite. SSome impurrities can
have siggnificant im
mpact on neu
utron flux, ssuch as boro
on or cadmiium, while oothers may produce
undesiraable isotopees. In particcular, feedb ack from th
he former French CO2 cooled reacctors has
driven aattention to 36Cl and 144C, which rrepresent th
he main con
nstraint withh regard to graphite
36
6
disposall as waste. Actually, Cl is an acctivation pro
oduct of chllorine whichh is used to
o remove
other im
mpurities frrom the graaphite. On tthe other hand,
h
it app
pears that thhe main pro
oduction
14
source oof C in grraphite is th
he activatioon of nitrog
gen when itss concentraation reachees values
above 550 ppm.
Variouss graphite grades
g
are already avvailable whiich may fu
ulfill nucleaar standardss. These
graphitee grades cann be classiffied accordiing to the precursor (peetroleum orr pitch cokee), to the
process (extrusion, isostaticallly mouldingg) and to thee grain size.. In the projject HTR-M
M, part of
the 5th FP of thee European
n Union, soome gradess were seleected as pr
promising for
f High
Temperrature Reacttors applicattions.
Irradiatiion effects on
o mechanical and phyysical propeerties: presen
nt status andd needs
Mechannical and thhermal prop
perties of grraphite are modified under
u
neutroon irradiatio
on. Two
particularly important property
y changes fo
for the core lifetime inteegrity are ddimensional changes
and irraadiation creep. Figure 6-6 shows the irradiattion induced
d dimensionnal changess for the
graphitee grade P3JH
HAN.

FI
FIGURE 6-6. Dimensiona
al changes off P3JHAN grraphite underr irradiationn [Seran 2004
4].

The figgure shows that when
n a near isootropic pollycrystallinee graphite iis irradiated above
300°C, it initially shows a shrinkage
s
inn both parrallel and perpendicula
p
ar direction
n, which
increasees with neuttron fluencee. The shrinnkage slowss down toward a ‘turn--around’ point, after
which thhe graphite swells back
k to its origiinal volumee and goes beyond.
b
The graaphite dimennsional chaanges depennd on irradiiation tempeerature, cokke anisotrop
py, grain
size andd graphitizaation temperrature. For nnear-isotrop
pic graphite, minimum shrinkage occurs
o
at
an irraddiation tempperature off about 7000°C. The more
m
isotropic the cokee, the smalller is its
dimensiional change.
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Dimenssional channges are sm
maller for highly crystalline graaphite whicch implies a large
crystalliite size and a high grap
phitization ttemperaturee (2800-300
00°C). The eend of life of
o an old
grade oof near-isotrropic graph
hite is abouut 8 dpa (g
graphite) in the tempeerature rang
ge 10001100°C.
While tthermal creeep of grap
phite is knnown to bee quite neg
gligible up to about 2000°C,
irradiatiion creep is very signifficant from ttemperaturees as low ass 100°C.
•

T
The so-called primary creep occuurs only at low
l
fluencees. During th
this stage, th
he strain
rrate of grapphite decreaases continuuously with time and su
uppression oof the applied stress
dduring irraddiation imp
plies the ellimination of all irrad
diation creeep strains. Thermal
aannealing leads to the same effeccts. Only feew scattered
d values forr the primaary creep
cconstant aree known but it seems too increase with
w temperature.

•

T
The seconddary stage off irradiationn creep matcches with a steady statee characteriized by a
cconstant strrain rate. All strains crreated durin
ng this stagee are permaanent and caannot be
eeliminated if
i the applieed stress is ssuppressed.

Anotherr property which
w
strong
gly changess with neutrron irradiatiion is the thhermal cond
ductivity.
The deccrease of theermal condu
uctivity gennerally observed is due to vacanciees in the bassal plane
and vaccancies loops above 500°C.
5
A cchange occu
urs already at doses aas low as 10-3 dpa
(graphitte) and decrreases with increasing iirradiation temperature
t
e (Figure 6-77, left).

FIGURE
E 6-7. Therm
mal conductivvity (left) andd Young’s mo
odulus (rightt) as a functiion of neutro
on fluence
for graphhite grade P3JHAN
P
[Serran 2004].

Changes of Youngg’s moduluss are due too dislocatio
ons pinning
g of by inteerstitial clussters. As
shown in Fig. 6-7, right, Young’s
Y
moodulus incrreases quicckly at thee beginning
g of the
irradiatiion then satuurates at a neutron
n
flueence ranging
g from 0.5 to
t 2×1025 n//m2. The ΔE
E/E ratio
is higheer for the loower irradiaation tempeeratures bettween 600°C
C and 12000°C. Generaally it is
observeed that grapphite mechaanical strenggth increasees under neeutron irradiiation; stren
ngth and
Young’s modulus are
a linked by
b the relatioon:

σ i  Ei 
= 
σ 0  E 0 
where
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n

(6-2)

n = 0.5

0°C ≤ Tirr ≤ 900°C;
for 500

n=1

for Tirrr > 900°C.

The importance of these irradiation effects demands similar studies on modern grades to be
selected for VHTR applications.
6.2.1.

Effect of oxidation on graphite behaviour in normal and accidental conditions

One of the key concerns with graphite is its reactivity with oxidizing species, especially at
high temperatures. Originally, CEA studies on graphite oxidation were concentrating on
accidental conditions, i.e. massive air ingress in the primary coolant. But also new studies
were considered to include long-term behaviour of graphite in a representative atmosphere of
the VHTR. Oxidation studies are performed using thermo-gravimetric analysis and the
‘oxygraph’ facility.
The thermo-gravimetric device allows studying graphite samples up to 5 g. The gases
produced during oxidation are measured on-line using micro-gas chromatography and mass
spectrometry. This facility allows performing parametric studies linked to oxidation kinetics:
effect of graphite grade, effect of temperature, effect of gas composition. First results
confirmed that the oxidation rate is very small below 600°C (chemical regime), and increases
sharply in the diffusion regime between 600°C and 1000°C. At higher temperatures, only a
small evolution of corrosion rate is observed.
Grade to grade variations are significant only in the diffusion regime (800°C) where the
microstructure, and particularly the porosity, play an important role. In the ‘chemical regime’,
an effect of the minor elements could be expected via their properties of oxidation catalyst.
Indeed, this effect is efficient only if the amount of catalysts is sufficient. In fact, regarding
the different grades examined here, the small amount of impurities present in all graphite
samples cannot play an important role on oxidation. At high temperatures, and in agreement
with the theory, graphite variability has less influence on the oxidation rate, since this is
governed by mass transfer in the gas phase.
The ‘oxygraph’ facility is devoted to the study of graphite behaviour in case of air ingress in
the primary circuit of an HTGR. It consists of a vessel where a graphite sample of about 400 g
is oxidized at temperatures up to 1200°C. The sample is actually an electrode, through which
a current is sent to reach the expected temperature. Other components in the circulation loop
are a cooler (to cool the gas down to 50°C), a circulator, and a heater (to reach 400°C). ‘Open
loop’ tests simulate oxidation with infinite air source. In this case, the circulating loop is not
used, and the oxidizing gas is injected close to the sample, the gas products being released to
the outside. In ‘closed loop’ tests simulating oxidation with limited amount of air, the
intention is to study the equilibrium states in the circuit according to the oxidizing conditions.
In these cases, the vessel is connected to the circulating loop. During oxidation, the gaseous
products are monitored on-line, using micro-gas chromatography and mass spectrometry.
Additionally, gas is periodically sampled during the experimentation and analyzed in the
laboratory.
Preliminary results allow assessing the amount of corrosion that needs to be dealt with in the
case of massive air ingress and are in good qualitative agreement with the thermogravimetric
analyses.
6.2.2.

Post-irradiation management

In terms of quantity, graphite represents the largest amount of waste from an HTGR, with up
to 10 000 tons (depending on design and replacement frequency for fuel blocks and
replaceable reflectors) to be disposed of during and after reactor life. Two options of disposal
have been investigated by CEA: re-use of the irradiated graphite in the nuclear industries, or
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disposal as final waste. In order to re-use irradiated graphite, various innovative processes
have been under investigation, including healing the blocks, or conversion into another carbon
based material, such as SiC. Final disposal of irradiated graphite could be done through
graphite destruction (for example, by burning and gas treatment) or direct disposal, as was
done for the former French CO2 cooled reactors.
6.3. EXPERIENCE AND DEVELOPMENT IN JAPAN
6.3.1.

Graphitic material for the HTTR

The structural graphite IG-110 produced by Toyo Tanso has been used in Japan for the
fabrication of the prismatic fuel blocks and the sleeves of the fuel rods in the HTTR. It is a
highly purified, fine-grain petroleum coke graphite with a density of 1760 kg/m3. It is
produced by isostatic rubber pressing at very high pressures and exhibits semi-isotropic
properties. The matrix material A3-3 (see section ‘Germany’ in this section) has been used in
the fuel compact fabrication in form of an overcoating for the coated particles. Thickness of
the overcoating (~200 μm) was selected such that after pressing of the annular-shaped
compacts, the required packing fraction of 30% was obtained. Final heat treatment of the fuel
compacts is at 800°C in N2 atmosphere and 1800°C in vacuum to degas the fuel compacts.
The fuel compacts are produced by the warm-pressing of the coated fuel particles with
graphite powder. In the first step, coated fuel particles are overcoated by resinated graphite
powder with alcohol. The resinated graphite powder is prepared by mixing electrographite
powder, natural graphite powder, and phenol resin as a binder in the ratio 16:64:20, followed
by grinding the mixture to powder. The aim of the overcoating is to avoid direct contact with
neighboring particles in the fuel compact. The thickness of overcoating layer is about 200 μm,
which is determined by the specification for the volume fraction of the coated fuel particles in
the fuel compact (30 vol% for Japanese HTTR fuel). Then the overcoated particles are warmpressed by metal dies to form annular green fuel compacts. The final step of the compaction
process is the heat-treatment of the green fuel compacts at 800°C in flowing N2 to carbonize
the binder and at 1800°C in vacuum to degas the fuel compacts [Sawa 1999]. The fabrication
flow of the fuel compact was already described in Section 3.5.3 [Kato 2001].
6.3.2.

Fuel graphite block of HTTR

The HTTR applies pin-in-block type fuel element with hexagonal graphite block which is
360 mm in width across the flats and 580 mm in length. IG-110 graphite (Toyo Tanso Co.),
fine grained isotropic graphite, is used for the fuel element. It was developed for the core
components and core support components of the HTTR with collaboration between the JAEA
and Toyo Tanso Co.
Since the in-core graphite components are subjected to various cyclic stresses caused by
thermal/irradiation induced loads during reactor operation, it is necessary to keep enough
safety margins for the component design. For this purpose, it is important to use high strength
graphite with small variation of material properties [Sumita 2006]. The typical material
properties of IG-110 are shown in Table 6-2 [Ishihara 2004]. In comparison with medium-tofine grained PGX graphite, IG-110 has superior thermo-mechanical properties.
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TABLE 66-2. Typical thermo-mechanical propperties of gra
aphite(unirra
adiated and uunoxidized condition)
c
[Ishiharaa 2004].

Property
P

IG-1
110

P
PGX

Bulk density
d
[kg/m
m3]

178
80

11730

Mean tensile
t
stren
ngth @ RT [[MPa]

25..3

8.1

Mean compressive
c
e strength @ RT [MPaa]

76..8

330.6

Youngg’s modulus @ RT [GP
Pa] (1/3 Su(aa))

7.9
9

6.5

Mean thermal
t
exp
pansion coeffficient
(20-400°C) [10-6/K
K]

4.0
06

22.34

80
0

75

Ash [w
wt-ppm]

max 100

max
ax 7000

Grain size
s [μm]

mean
n 20

maax 800

Thermal conductiv
vity [W/(m··K)]

(a) determ
mined from thhe joining two
o points (one ppoint is one third
t
of speciffied minimum
m of tensile strrength and
the other is one third of specified miinimum strenggth) on the stress-strain curv
ve

FIIGURE 6-8. Production process
p
of IG
G-110 graphite and inspeection items [[Toyota 1991].

The prooduction proocess of IG--110 graphitte is shown in Fig. 6-8 with inspecction workss defined
by the ccriteria for thhe HTTR [T
Toyota 199 1] which arre determineed to meet tthe specificaations as
well ass to assurre the maaterial idenntification. The proceess parameeters and product
characteeristics are strictly meaasured and ccontrolled on
o each pro
ocess to meeet the requirements.
IG-110 graphite blocks forr HTTR iin-core components were provvided throu
ugh the
manufaccturing proocess with stable
s
propperty, high purification
n process aand highly accurate
machiniing by Toyoo Tanso Co.
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6.4. EXPERIENCE AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
6.4.1.

Previous development of matrix materials

Russian HTGR designs (VGR-50, VG-400, and VGM) were developed in the 1970-80s with
pebble bed core using spherical fuel elements with 60 mm in diameter and evenly distributed
TRISO coated fuel particles in a graphite matrix. Fuel elements service conditions and
requirements are summarized in Table 6-3.
Operating conditions for the fuel elements are complicated by the presence of friction and
contacts between fuel elements, the mechanical influence of absorbing rods, the necessity of
frequent transportation by pipelines outside the reactor core (VGR-50), corrosion and erosion
attack of the coolant and others [Grebennik 1985]. Spherical fuel elements, first of all matrix
material, should meet severe requirements on physical, mechanical and thermo-physical
properties. It should have a density ≥ 1.8 Mg/m3, thermal conductivity ≥ 20 W/(m·K) at a
temperature of 1000°C, strength (fuel element crushing strength) ≤ 20 kN, high purity
(physical factor ≤ 1.6), and radiation stability.
TABLE 6-3. HTGR spherical fuel elements service conditions and requirements.

Characteristics

VGR-50

VG-400

VGM

1.2

1.7

1.3

10 - 15

≤8

10 (max)

1300
1600 (5-10h)

1250
1600 (5-10h)

1250
1600 (100h)

≤ 2000

≤ 200

up to 15

0.5

0.4

0.56

Enrichment [%]

21

6.5

8

Compressive stress [kN]

≤15

≤ 20

≤ 20

≤ 10-5

≤ 10-5

Fast neutron fluence
[1025 n/m2 , E > 0.18 MeV]
Burnup [% FIMA]
Maximal temperature of fuel [°C]
• Nominal
• Accident
Number of thermal cycles
235

U content in a fuel element [g]

Average erosion rate [mg/(cm2·h)]
Permissible fission gas products
release (R/B)
6.4.1.1.

≤ 4×10-2
≤ 10-4

Matrix material

Graphite based compositions consisting of 80% graphite and 20% binder were used for
manufacture of a fuel elements matrix material. The matrix material properties are mostly
governed by the graphite filler properties [Chernikov 1988, Chernikov 1992]. This is a result
of that it constitutes the major volume fraction and undergoes minimum modifications in the
course of fabricating a fuel element. Simultaneously, also the binder material appreciably
contributes to the fuel element final parameters since affects the MM structure obtained after
heat treatment, when compacted.
Screening of candidate materials for a graphite matrix composition and considering
requirements to a matrix material (a combination of high physical, mechanical and thermo-
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physical characteristics) are required to carry out complex R&D to develop processes of its
preparation, compacting, and heat treatment.
(1) Filler graphite
Two grades of Russian artificial graphites having low content of ash residue were
investigated: 3OPG (graphite based on calcinated petroleum coke) and MPG (fine grained
graphite based on non-calcinated coke) [Chernikov 1988, Chernikov 1992]. In Table 6-4,
these materials main characteristics are presented.
TABLE 6-4. Characteristics of graphites.

Property

3OPG

MPG

1.80

1.74

Thermal expansion coefficient, α, ||
at 77-293 K [10-6 K-1] ┴

3.1
3.6

5
4.8

Effective thermal conductivity, λ eff(a)
at 250°C [W/(m·K)]

101

64

Spec. electrical resistance, ρ [µΩ·m] ||

9.3
7.5

12.4
10.4

42
22

100
45

Anisotropy factor, Kα

0.86

1.04

Graphitization degree

0.85

0.7

Ash сontent [wt%]

< 0.03

< 0.03

Impurities [wt%]
B
Fe
Si
Mn

3×10-5
3×10-3
5×10-3
1×10-4

1×10-5
(1-3) ×10-3
(1-3) ×10-3
1×10-4

Density, γ [Mg/m3]

┴

Compression strength, σc [MPa]
Bending strength, σв [MPa]

(a) λ eff was measured by ultrasonic method giving averaged (effective) value without connection to moulding
axis || = parallel, ┴ = perpendicular to the axis of blank moulding.

Analysis has shown that the MPG-type graphite filler possesses a higher strength and lower
anisotropy in physical properties.
(2) Binder
To fabricate the matrix material, two kinds of coal-tar pitches were used: mid temperature
grade with a 65-70°C softening point and high temperature grade (143°C softening point)
[Chernikov 1988, Chernikov 1992, Chernikov 2005]. The both grades of pitches were used
either individually or as intermixture.
6.4.1.2.

Preparation of matrix materials and investigation of their properties

The developed scheme includes the steps of preparation of powders (milling and screensizing), intermixing of matrix material components, forming presspower (milling and
bolting). Conventional for the powder metallurgy equipment was employed (jawbreaker,
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impact centrifugal mill, ball mill, mixeers (Z-shapee-paddle mixer, heatedd rolls) and
d screen
classifieers.
At the sstage of invvestigation of
o milling cconditions of
o starting coarse
c
grindded fillers 3OPG
3
or
MPG, thhe modes providing
p
neecessary deggree of pow
wders disperrsion, in parrticular, 2-3
3 powder
fractionns with parrticle size from
f
16 too 1000 µm have been
n developedd (Table 6--5). The
followinng investiggation of these powdders compaactibility haas allowedd to determ
mine the
necessaary fractionaal makeup.
T
TABLE 6-5. Fraction
F
content providinng the maxim
mal packing of
o powder paarticles [wt%
%].

Composiition
indexx
B
S
F

Sieve an
nalysis [μm
m]
-11000 +400

-4000 +200

-200
0 +100

-5
50

33 - 51

445 - 60
-

40
0 - 60
17
7 - 25

60 - 40
55 - 40
38 - 48

The com
mpositions B, S, F weere approveed while faabricating th
he experimeental specim
mens by
techniquue used foor manufaccture of thee sphericall fuel elem
ments (bakinng combin
ned with
mouldinng i.e. carbbonization under
u
pressuure (CUP method).
m
Th
he achievedd density of
o matrix
materiall for the com
mpositions of F and S w
was 1.76-1.80 Mg/m3.
Investiggations show
wed a possibility of an addition
nal effect in respect of matrix material
propertiies due to reegulating a shape of filller powderr particles att the stage oof their prep
paration.
The speecial modees of filler powder treeatment permitted to obtain a m
more isomeetric and
roundishh shape of powder
p
partticles than uusually obseerved (Fig. 6-9).
6

a

b

FIGURE
E 6-9. Tradittional (left) and
a improvedd (right) shap
ape of artificiial graphite ppowder partticles: (a)
-200 + 4400 μm powdder (х10) fracction (b) -500 μm (х400) fraction.
f
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The pow
wder samples microsccopic analyysis, for exaample, of fraction
f
- 4400 + 200 μm, has
shown possibility to decreasse an anisoometry factor from 1.67
1
(usual powders) to 1.33
(processsed) and acccordingly to
o decrease tthe fraction of particless with irreguular shape from
f
4585 to 155-40 wt%. Globular
G
strructures apppear among
g particles of
o -50 μm fr
fraction pow
wder (see
Fig. 6-77b) .
The connsequence of particless shape chaange was th
he further increase of compactibiility and
decreasee of elasticc aftereffectt of graphitee powder - filler (for grain compposition S example,
e
Fig. 6-110) allowingg to increase based onn it matrix material density,
d
to ddecrease ch
hange of
density in blank voolume and to reduce m
molding preessure necessary for m
maximum deensity of
green bllank.

FIGURE
E 6-10. Depeendence of powder-filler
p
r compactibillity on powd
der particles size distribu
ution and
shape att pressure 15 MPa: 1, 4 - compactiibility (densiity) and elasstic after-effe
fect (Cea) off powders
with parrticles of irrregular shap
pe; 2, 3 - thee same for powders
p
witth round-shaaped particlees;Cea =
(∆h/h) ·1100% where ∆h - a pure gain of heighht of powderr compact aft
fter pressure removal, h - compact
height unnder pressurre.

The preess composiition filler formulation
f
n for preparaation of maatrix materiaal was baseed on the
powder with roundded shape paarticles of S composition (Table 6-5).
6
Binderr content in a matrix
compossition was frrom 18 to 20 wt%.
Essentiaal influencee on affinitty of presss composition compon
nents alonggside with a binder
compossition is renddered with structural aand other ch
haracteristics of graphitte - filler deepending
on its teechnologicaal backgrou
und. In the context of a press com
mposition w
with optimu
um filler
particless size distriibution, imp
proved pow
wder particlees morpholo
ogy and a bbinder comp
position,
the routtes of manuufacture of spherical sppecimens 60
0 mm in diameter from
m a matrix material
by CUP
P process based
b
on do
ouble actionn compactin
ng of press powders hhas been reaalized at
press urre 10 MPa with
w the folllowing carbbonization under
u
pressu
ure (20 MPaa) up to tem
mperature
550°C aand final heeat treatmen
nt in argon aatmospheree at 1800°C. The prepaared matrix material
(indexess composittions of MM
M-3OPG aand MM-M
MPG) being in essencee a carbon--graphite
compossite with 855% of graph
hitized fillerr and 15% of coke (T
Table 6-6) hhas high density (γ)
and low
w degree of anisotropy of thermal expansion (K
( α). The laargest valuee of the latteer (1.15)
had MM
M-3OPG.
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TABLE 6-6. Properties of the matrix materials.

Property

Matrix material
ММ-30PG

ММ-МPG

Density, γ [Mg/m3]

1.89

1.87

Modulus of elasticity, Е, at 20°С ||
[104 МPa] ┴

0.99
0.93

1.13
1.12

Thermal expansion coefficient, α ||
at 77-293 K [10-6 К-1] ┴

3.8
3.3

4.0
3.9

Effective thermal conductivity, λ eff(a) ,
at 250°C [W/(m·K)]

78

82

15.1
12.4

17.3
17.1

24
28
80

38
45
90
110

27

39

1.40

0.93

Specific electrical resistance, ρ, [µΩ·m] ||
at 20°С ┴
Bending strength, σb, at 20°С [MPa] ||
┴

Compression strength, σс, at 20°C [MPa] ||
┴

Crushing strength, Рc [kN]
Abrasion [mg/h]
Falling strength (Number of falls from 1 m
height on steel plate until fracture)
Anisotropy factor, Kα

Required
≥ 1.80

≥ 20 at 1000оС

≤ 20

> 3000
1.15

1.02

(a) eff was measured by ultrasonic method giving averaged (effective) value without connection to moulding
axis || - parallel, ┴ - perpendicular to the axis of moulding sphere.

Due to the presence of the non-graphitized pitch coke second phase, the specific electrical
resistance (ρ) of matrix material is much higher in comparison with initial graphite-fillers. At
the same time, the thermal conductivity (λ) correlating with ρ at 250°C is lower for
compositions based on 3OPG and is higher for based on MPG compositions in comparison
with initial graphite. In the latter case, thermal conductivity of matrix material is better due to
its higher density than of filler. Thermal conductivity of matrix material and graphite, as
measurements have shown, become approximately the same at temperature near to 1000°C.
CTE (α) values of a matrix material are receivable. Good thermophysical characteristics in a
combination with strength, which is higher (matrix material 3OPG) and comparable (matrix
material MPG) with initial graphite (see Tables 6-4, 6-6), and isotropy define high thermal
strength of matrix material especially based on non-calcinated coke.
The results of matrix materials analyses on impurities content limited by neutronics
requirements and corrosion stability are shown in Table 6-7.
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TABLE 6-7. Content off impurities in
n matrix material [wt%].

Material

MM-30ΠΓ
Γ

MM-MΠ
ΠΓ

B

1.0×10-5

1.0×10-55

Cd

3.7×10-5

2.6×10-55

Gd

2.5×10-5

8.0×10-55

Co

1.9×10-5

7.5×10-55

Mn

2.3×10-5

9.5×10-55

Fe

8.9×10-3

9.8×10-33

Ni

8.4×10-5

1.4×10-44

Ti

5.2×10-3

6.5×10-33

V

1.2×10-5

8.1×10-66

W

1.9×10-4

4.3×10-66

Additional graphitee balls chlo
orine processsing follow
wed by finishing heat trreatment in vacuum
at 1900--1950°C provides decrrease in ironn content in
n a matrix material
m
at thhe level of < 6×10-4
wt% and ash residuue ≤ 0.01 wt%.
The miicrostructure of a maatrix materiial (Fig. 6--11, left) is specifiedd by distincct phase
boundarry betweenn filler and
d binder, reeminding in
nitial graph
hite - fillerr microstru
ucture. It
consistss of the sam
me elements (grains, layyer of a bind
der of coke,, voids), as graphite filller. Fine
voids annd uniform structure of
o MPG-typ e graphite predetermin
p
ne similar sttructure of a matrix
materiall on its bassis. Due to the greaterr affinity off pitch cokee to this tyype filler, th
he phase
boundarry is blurriing, large grains of 2200-400 μm
m fraction are poorlyy revealed, and the
structurre looks likee fine grain (Fig. 6-11, right).

FIGURE
E 6-11. Micrrostructure of
o matrix maaterials baseed on calcina
ated (a) andd non-calcina
ated coke
(b), x70.

The corrrosion behaaviour in heelium (10000°C, He + 1 vol% Н2О)) is characteerized by th
he rate of
compossitions weigght loss: ~1
1.0 mg/(cm2 ·h) based on
o calcinateed coke, ~22.0 mg/(cm
m2·h)2 for
non-calccinated cokke. Less co
orrosion ressistance of the second
d group off matrix maaterial is

Corrossion rate forr matrix matterial MPG specimens which havee undergonee final heat
treatmennt at 2173 K in vacuum
m, is 1.04 m
mg/(cm2·h).
2
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explained, by appreciable intra-grain microporosity of MPG-type fillers connected with
specificity of non-calcinated coke as raw material. At the same time, based on the MPG
matrix material during tests at equal conditions has identical loss of weight, but the oxidation
front penetration depth is approximately two times smaller than for compositions based on
calcinated coke where the binder phase is mainly oxidized and is more expressed loosening
the oxidized layer. Uniform character of both phases burning in materials with non-calcinated
coke is indirectly proven by measurement of their magnetic susceptibility.
The reactor irradiation of matrix material specimens was carried out at 1000-1270°C and fast
fluence 3.4×1025 n/m2 followed by estimation of their irradiation behaviour (Fig. 6-12).
Matrix material 30PG tends to anisotropic dimension changes under irradiation (see Fig 6-12,
a). The samples cut along the moulding axis at a fluence higher than 2.2×1025 n/m2 undergo
secondary swelling with the rate of ~0.7 %/1025 n/m2. Nevertheless properties degradation of
this matrix material was not observed. Matrix material MPG in the studied range of fluences
undergo nearly isotropic shrinkage with a rate of 0.2-0.5 %/1025 n/m2 and dimension
stabilization under further irradiation (Fig. 6-12, a). For the tested matrix material,
stabilization (MPG) or slight constant growth (3OPG) of the electrical resistance value is
observed (Fig. 6-12, b).
Values of α of compositions based on non-calcinated coke increase by 40% and are stabilized
during further irradiation (see Fig. 6-12, c). Value of α of compositions 3OPG in a direction
perpendicular to compaction axis has practically no change under irradiation, but in opposite
direction it decreases in the beginning of irradiation and then is stabilized at a level of -20% of
the reference value.
The microstructure analysis of the irradiated matrix material did not reveal any qualitative
change in comparison with the initial materials.
The developed matrix materials, in particular matrix material based on non-calcinated coke,
possessing good physical, mechanical, and thermo-physical properties and radiation stability,
were used for the manufacture of spherical fuel elements for the Russian HTGR designs.
A total of 30 000 spherical fuel elements and 25 000 spherical elements (without fuel) for
representative bench and reactor tests, as well as for critical facilities and test beds, has been
produced in the 1980s in conditions of a pilot production facility. The test results at these
stands were used for calculation and experimental substantiation of neutronics characteristics
of the Russian HTGR cores and for research of pebble bed movement dynamics.

6.4.2.

Present status of matrix materials development

Activity under the modular HTGR project with gas turbine and prismatic core (GT-MHR)
containing 3 million of fuel compacts was carried out in the Russian Federation in the last
years. Compacts are regular-shaped cylinders with 12.5 mm in diameter and 50 mm in length
containing 12.6-15.2% of fuel as TRISO coated fuel particles.
The programme of matrix materials development includes the investigation of two versions of
material differing by filler:
•

artificial graphite, and

•

a mixture of natural (basis) and artificial highly graphitized fillers.

Phenol-formaldehyde resin serves as a binder in both versions.
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а

b

c

Fluencce, 1025 m-22
E 6-12. Channge of sizes (a),
( specific rresistivity (b)
b) and CTE (c)
(c of irradiatted matrix materials.
m
FIGURE
1 – MM-3OPG,, ||

2 – MM-3OPG, ┴

3 – MM-MPG, ||

4 – MM-MPG
G, ┴

At pressent, the first
f
stage is implem
mented with
hin the fram
mework off the investigation
program
mme. Experimental graaphite MPG
G-KS producced by the Russian
R
com
mpany ‘Grap
phiteEl Moscow
w Electrodee Factory’ iss investigateed as a filleer of compaacts. A basiis of this graphite is
non-calccinated slatte coke KS and high ttemperaturee pitch as a binder. Thhe structuree of this
compossition with such
s
coke is
i the closesst to the strructure of coke KNPS,, a raw matterial for
manufaccture of thee MPG-typee graphite [[Avramenko
o 1998]. Th
he KS-type coke has a slightly
higher ccontent of ash residue and
a more finne-grain strructure.
Implem
mented flow diagram prrovides prepparation of a powder off graphite fi
filler with maximum
m
3
grain sizze 100 µm and bulk density 0.5-00.6 Mg/m . Its typical characteristtics are giveen in the
Tables 66-8 and 6-9.
The seccond component of a matrix com
mposition is the bind
der, SFP-0111L, representing a
powder--like materiial (< 100 μm)
μ basis oon the high purity phen
nol-formaldeehyde novo
olac type
resin. The binder mass
m fraction
n is 18-20%
%. Impurities contents are
a given inn Table 6-10
0.
Graphitte powder is blended with
w resin ffor preparattion of presspowders. T
Then the paste like
mixturee is dried annd milled. Green com
mpacts are moulded
m
by method off double-sid
de warm
compacction in a diee at P ≤ 10 MPa with uuse of poweer press prov
viding to doose precisely
y a load,
to studyy shrinkage kinetics, an
nd to measurre the effortt of compacct removal ffrom a die.
Parametters of mouulding and some charaacteristics of
o the form
med compaccts are pressented in
Table 6-11.
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TABLE 6-8. Characteristics of graphite powder MPG – KS.

Graphite type

Maximum size
of fraction [µm]

Average size of
fraction [µm]

Specific surface
[m2/g]

Bulk density
[Mg/m3]

MPG-KS

100

30 - 70

8.3

0.52

TABLE 6-9. Ash and impurities content in the MPG - KS graphitized filler.

Ash
content
[wt%]
< 0.03

Contents of impurities [wt%]
Fe

Mg

Mn

Al

Si

Cu

B

≤ 3×10-5

1×10-5

1×10-5

1×10-4

1×10-3

1×10-5

1×·10-5

TABLE 6-10. Impurities and ash content in the binder.

Impurity

Contents [wt%]

Fe

< 1×10-3

Si

< 1×10-3

Co

< 1×10-3

Cr

< 1×10-3

Ti

< 1×10-3

Ni

< 1×10-3

Zr

< 1×10-3

Ca

< 3×10-3

Cd

< 3×10-5

Hf

< 1×10-3

B

< 3×10-5

Ash residue

< 0 01

TABLE 6-11. Moulding parameters and some characteristics of green compacts.

Parameter

Values

Binder fraction in a press powder [wt%]

20.0

Pressure [MPa]

10.0

Temperature [°C]

105

Length [mm]

~50

Diameter [mm]

12.75

Curvature of surface [mm]

0.03 max
3

Mean density of matrix material [Mg/m ]
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1.73

Further operations of binder polymerization (200°C), carbonization (800-850°C), and high
temperature (1800оC) heat treatment in vacuum provide production of compacts with matrix
material density at a level of 1.5-1.55 Mg/m3.
For a validation of a matrix material choice, the programme includes irradiation of specimens
in the SM-3 reactor (RIAR, Dimitrovgrad).
Matrix material type samples irradiation conditions:
±

о

•

temperature 1250

•

fast neutrons fluence up to 4×1025 n/m2 (with intermediate ampoule change after
fluence equal to 1 and to 2×1025 n/m2).

50

C

As the result of this work, it is planned to investigate the following characteristics of matrix
materials:
•

geometrical sizes;

•

weight and density;

•

thermal conductivity;

•

coefficient of thermal expansion;

•

strength at room temperature;

•

dynamic elastic modulus;

•

thermomechanical interaction of outer PyC layer of coated fuel particles simulators
with a matrix material (for fuel compacts simulators).

Complex technology and material science investigations and tests of matrix compositions at
pre-reactor, reactor and postirradiation stages will allow prove the material choice for GTMHR fuel compacts.
6.5. EXPERIENCE AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE UKRAINE
6.5.1.

New matrix graphite materials

Presently graphite based products are widely used in many branches of engineering and
industry. Requirements to graphite, in particular, to the density, strength, purity, isotropy
properties and gas density are increasing continuously. Therefore, the electrode methods of
graphite production, well worked in the industry, frequently are ineffective that promotes, in
its turn, development of new technological processes of carbon-graphite material production.
In the last few decades, in the carbon-graphite material technology there have appeared at
least two radically new trends which make it possible to improve essentially their operating
characteristics. These are gas-phase methods (CVI-chemical vapor infiltration) and the
development of carbon fiber and carbon-carbon composite materials (CCCM) with these
carbon fibers as a basis. Both trends have been actively developed just for the solution of
HTGR problems. However, they have not found wide applications here, although large scale
manufactures were realized for other applications, mainly, for space-rocket engineering.
At NSC KIPT, research work on fabricating carbon-graphite materials by the CVI methods
has been started since early sixties. For this period, much research has been done, production
equipment developed, skilled researchers and technicians trained, special technology sections
brought into action, where all HTGR core components were fabricated. Simultaneously, the
behaviour of the components produced was studied in bench and in-reactor tests. During the
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last 50 years, the National Science Center ‘Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology’ was
and still remained one of the main designers of materials and components for the HTGR core.
6.5.2.

Production technologies of new matrix graphite materials

At present, the worldwide most wide spread application is the graphite electrode. The
technological process includes the following basic operations: splitting; calcinating without
access of air at temperatures of 1100-1300°С; mixing of calcinated and grinded coke-filler
with a pitch-binder; forming a billet by extrusion through the die or pressing into the form;
complex heat treatment with annealing at 1000-1300°С in gas furnaces and graphitization at
2400-3000°C in electrical resistance furnaces and refining by reaction gases (chlorine,
fluorine, etc.) at > 2300°С. For increase of density and improvement of thermal and
mechanical properties, impregnation of the graphite billet is applied after annealing or after
first graphitization by liquid resin or pitch with subsequent graphitization. For the gas phase,
pyrolytic impregnation of porous preforms in once-through, homogenous-heterogeneous
reactors is used. In the volume of such a reactor, a convective-diffusive mass transfer of
reacting components is realized at a constant low pressure (1.3 - 2.7 kPa) in the reaction
chamber. In the case of isothermal process, the temperature of the preform being compacted
and of the reactor walls is practically equal. Here, methane and its homogenous
decomposition products diffuse to the preform surface and into its porous structure. On the
heated surfaces, heterogeneous reactions take place forming a solid-phase pyrolytic carbon.
The production of GSP graphite (GSP is the Russian abbreviation for pyrocarbon-bound
graphite) in NSC KIPT is based on CVI methods the basis of which includes the following
technological processes:
•

preparation of graphite powder;

•

powder mesh on fraction sieving and mixing of various fractions of powder in
required proportions;

•

formation of billets;

•

densification of billets with pyrocarbon;

•

billets treatment up to the required sizes and surface finish; heat treatment;

•

quality testing.

GSP graphite is obtained from the powder of commercial graphite (for nuclear applications ARV-2 graphite) with a specific granulometric composition, in most cases with a particle size
up to 0.63 mm. Powder graphite is produced by cutting of billets on the turning lathe, with
subsequent selection and mixing of various fractions in required proportions. This mixture is
charged into a porous mould and compacted on the vibrostand to a packed density of
0.8 - 1.0 Mg/m3. The charged mould is placed into a pyrolysis furnace where binding
saturation of the mould with pyrocarbon to a density of 1.65 - 1.97 Mg/m3 is carried out.
NSC KIPT developed and introduced a new method of thermogradient pyroimpregnation of
porous billets to produce high-quality GSP pyrocarbon-bound graphite. Unlike the isothermal
method of pyroimpregnation, the thermogradient method provides creation in the preform
being treated in a temperature gradient in the direction reverse to the gradient of the carboncontaining gas concentration in the preform, i.e. the temperature is decreasing from the central
internal regions of the preform to its surface.
From several variants of the thermogradient method, the most promising is the method of the
radially moving pyrolysis zone. It is characterized by the pyrolytic deposition of carbon
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taking pplace in a raather narrow
w zone – thhe pyrolysiss zone. For this methodd, it is neceessary to
have a ppreform com
mprising a graphite
g
botttom and a porous shelll. In the cennter of the perform,
p
a currennt leading rod
r is instaalled. The sspace betweeen shell an
nd central rrod is filled
d with a
powder mix of a reequired com
mposition. Inn the pyroly
ysis chambeer, the centrral rod is reesistively
heated iin a flow of
o natural gas to 1000--1500°C. A comparatiively narrow
w pyrolysiss zone is
created around the rod with a temperaturee from 1000
0-1500 to 840°C wheree the powdeer in this
zone is bonded witth pyrocarb
bon. The tem
mperature in
n the rest of the preforrm volume is lower
than thee above inddicated. There is no pyrrocarbon deeposition in
n that volum
me and the transport
t
pores arre not packked with pyrrocarbon. T
These condiitions provide free acccess of hydrrocarbon
gas to thhe pyrolysiis zone and a release oof hydrogen
n which is fo
ormed due to its interd
diffusion
in the trransport porres.
A principal distincttion betweeen the methood of movin
ng pyrolysiss zone and tthe above-d
described
method consists inn that during
g the initial phase, the temperaturee of the extternal surfacce of the
preform
m is lower thhan the threeshold tempperature of the
t pyrocarb
bon depositition reaction
n. In this
case, the effective access of methane
m
intoo the pyroly
ysis zone is provided; tthe externall surface
is packeed with pyrrocarbon at the last mooment. The pyrolysis zone
z
movess along the preform
radius ffrom its cennter to its su
urface with a required rate at the expense
e
of gradual inccrease of
the heatter temperature that waas set in thee beginning
g of the pyrroimpregnattion processs. In this
way, GSP blocks of different sizes (Figg. 6-13) can
n be produced dependding on thee type of
pyrolysiis installatioon: ranging from smalll ones to 2500 mm in leength and ddiameter (in GF-3).

FIGU
URE 6-13. GSP
G block: ~9
900 mm in ddiameter and
d ~2600 mm in
i length (witithout machin
ning).
6.5.3.

GSP graphite propertiess

A principal featuree of GSP graaphite is thee use of high
h-strength, low
l tempera
rature pyroccarbon as
a binderr. GSP-typee graphite haas a charactteristic welll-defined ceellular structture. The in
ndividual
elementts of the sttructure aree composedd of powder-filler particles withh pyrocarbo
on films
depositeed on their surface. Th
he structuree of GSP grraphite con
nsists of pow
wder-filler particles
‘cementted’ with a pyrocarbon
n layer (~200 μm thick) and pores of
o an irregul
ular shape. At
A points
of inteersection, the pyroccarbon depposits grow
w together formingg a fully graded
multidim
mensional spatial fraame/body iinvolving all powderr-filler part
rticles (Fig. 6-14).
Annealiing of speciimens at 1600°C over eeight hours does not leead to any oobservable structure
s
changess.
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URE 6-14. G
GSP graphitee structure, х 70х.

The chaaracteristicss of GSP maaterial suchh as electricc resistance, thermal coonductivity, thermal
expansion and streength are prractically issotropic. Du
ue to the feature that ggas-phase deposited
d
pyrocarrbon containns a very sm
mall amounnt of impuriities (exceptt hydrogen)), and by th
he use of
pure graaphite powders as a filler,
fi
it is ppossible to obtain a hig
gh-purity m
material suittable for
applicattion in the electronic
e
in
ndustry.
By millling GSP grraphite and subsequennt gas-phasee compactio
on of the poowder obtaiined, the
content of the pyrocarbon component can be inccreased eveentually ressulting in a unique
materiall of ‘pyrocaarbon bound with pyroocarbon’ ty
ype (Fig. 6-15). The coompression strength
increasees from 1200 to 350 MPa
M with ppyrocarbon contents in
ncreasing frrom 30 to 90
9 wt%.
Some chharacteristiccs of GSP graphite witth pyrocarbon content ~50
~ wt% arre given in Table 612.
Accordiing to the data
d of X ray
y diffractionn analysis, the
t degree of
o the GSP graphite crrystalline
structurre perfectionn is 0.45-0.47, not diffferent from
m the degreee of graphhitization off widely
applied sorts of reeactor graph
hite. Probabbly, it is du
ue to the faact that thee highly graaphitized
n influence on the form
mation of X ray diffracction patterrn, while
materiall-filler exerrts the main
the conttribution off the pyrocaarbon bindeer is insigniificant. To date, the sttrength and thermal
physicaal propertiess of GSP graphite
g
aree extensiveely studied [Odeychukk, 2004, Odeychuk
2004b].

FIGURE
E 6-15. GSP--30 graphite,, х 1200х (lefft); GSP-50 graphite, х 1200х
1
(middlle); GSP-90 graphite,
х 1200х (right).
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TABLE 6-12. Properties of GSP graphite.

Characteristic

Commercial Graphites

GSP Graphite

1.7 - 1.88

1.7 - 1.95

9 - 12

9 - 21

Ultimate strength at 20°C [MPa]
in compression
in bending
in tension

60 - 120
30 - 70
20 - 40

160 - 400
30 - 70
25 - 35

Thermal conductivity [W/(m·K)]
@ 20°C
@ 500°C
@ 1000°C

90 - 130
70 - 75
50 - 55

10 - 80
10 - 60
15 - 60

5-8
8-9

4-5
4.5 - 5.5

11-16

16-35

-

0.1 - 0.3

≤ 1.3

1.03-1.05

Density [Mg/m3]
Young’s modulus [103 MPa]

Thermal expansion coefficient [10-6/K]
@ 20-1000°C
@ 20-1500°C
Specific electrical resistance
@ 20°C [Ω·mm2·m-1]
Friction coefficient (carbon-copper)
Anisotropy factor
6.5.3.1.

Mechanical properties

The strength characteristics of GSP-50 graphite (~50 wt% of pyrocarbon) as a function of the
annealing temperature are given in Table 6-13. It can be seen that the values of σc and σe
slightly decrease with increase of the annealing temperature up to ~2300°C. The σb and Ec
values of GSP graphite annealed at a temperature of 2800°C are approximately 80% of the
initial level. The σb and σc values are non-monotonously changing with the annealing
temperature. Besides, in the temperature range of 2500-2800°C, an appreciable decrease of
the strength characteristics is observed. Data for the temperature influence on the strength
characteristics of GSP graphite are presented in Figs. 6-16 to 6-18.
TABLE 6-13. Strength characteristics of GSP-50 graphite (density 1.91 Mg/m3).

Annealing temperature
[°C]

Strength characteristics [MPa]
σc

σe

σb

Ec [104]

Ee [104]

900 (init.)

205

33

70

1.85

2.35

1600

199

30

57

1.77

2.01

1800

192

32

60

1.53

-

2000

194

30

62

1.42

1.61

2280

187

33

65

1.44

1.51

2500

175

29

67

1.50

1.44

2800

165

27

58

0.96

1.37
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FIGURE
E 6-16. Depeendence of durability
d
lim
mit by comp
pression of GSP-50
G
grapphite from prrocessing
temperatture.

FIGURE
E 6-17. Deppendence of durability liimit by stretching of GSP-50 graphhite from prrocessing
temperatture.

FIGURE
E 6-18. Deppendence off durability limit by bend
b
of GS
SP-50 graphhite from prrocessing
temperatture.
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The neuutron irradiaation effect on the mecchanical properties of reactor grap
aphite consists in an
increasee of the strrength charracteristics and in a decrease
d
of the plasticcity. The deegree of
change in the mechhanical pro
operties deppends on thee dose and the irradiattion temperature, as
well as on the strructural staate of the m
material. Th
here is exp
perimental evidence th
hat with
increasiing irradiatiion temperrature, the increase raate of reacttor graphitee strength becomes
b
smaller..
Irradiateed GSP speecimens sho
ow an increease of the strength ch
haracteristiccs in tensilee tests, a
decreasee in compreession tests, and very llittle changee in bending tests (seee Figs. 6-19 through
6-22). A
As the mechhanical prop
perties of G
GSP graphitee in tensile tests
t
are maainly determ
mined by
the pyroocarbon binnder strength
h, and in coompression tests by thee filler strenngth, the inccrease of
Δσe/σe vvalues occuurs as a result of radiaation harden
ning of the pyrocarbonn binder, an
nd some
decreasee of Δσc/σc values occu
urs probablyy due to inteernal stressees at the filller-binder in
nterface.

FIGURE
E 6-19. Relative change in the averaage values off strength ch
haracteristicss of GSP-50 graphite
samples,, irradiated at 1200°C
C, dependingg on the neeutron fluen
nce: 1: tenssile; 2: ben
nding; 3:
compresssion.

FIGURE
E 6-20. Relattive change in
i bending sttrength of GS
SP-50 graphite samples iirradiated att 1200°C,
dependinng on the neuutron fluencee: 1: 315-6300 μm; 2: 0-6
630 μm; 3: 0-315 μm.
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FIGURE
E 6-21. Relaative change in compresssive strengtth of GSP-50
0 graphite ssamples irradiated at
1200°C, depending on
o the neutro
on fluence: 1 : 315-630 μm
m; 2: 0-630 μm;
μ 3: 0-3155 μm.

FIGURE
E 6-22. Relattive change in tensile strrength of GS
SP-50 graphiite samples iirradiated att 1200°C,
dependinng on the neuutron fluencee: 1: 315-6300 μm; 2: 0-315 μm; 3: 0-630 μm.
6.5.3.2.

Moduluss of elasticity

The moodulus of elasticity of commercial
c
l graphites depends on
n the porositty and temp
perature.
When thhe treatmennt temperature increas es to ~1900
0°C, the modulus of eelasticity deecreases.
During subsequennt temperatture increasse to 2300
0°C, the modulus
m
off elasticity slightly
increasees and thenn decreases again. For GSP reactor graphite, a monotonnic decreasse of the
moduluus of elasticity is obserrved in the range of 10
000-2800°C
C to the valu
lue of ~1×104 MPa.
The datta on the vaalues of the modulus off elasticity for
f reactor graphites
g
arre given in Table 614.
TABLE 6-14.
6
Moduluus of elasticity
ty of reactor graphites.

meter
Param

Moduluus of
elasticitty
E [104 M
MPa]

Grap
phite gradee
GMZ(a)
G

ARV
A

MP
PG6 (a)

GSPG
1.65
1

GS
SP-1.75

GSP1.85

GSP-50

0.65/
0.50

0.60
0

1.005/
1..06

1.3

1.5

1.6

1.7

(a) In thhe numerator given are the values for the specimen
ns cut out paarallel to the specimen ax
xis, in the
denominaator - perpenddicularly.
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Data forr the temperature influ
uence on thee change in the modulu
us of elasticcity of GSP graphite
are pressented in Fiig. 6-23. Th
he relative cchanges in the value of
o the moduulus of elastticity for
irradiateed GSP graaphite speciimens are sshown in Fig.
F 5-24. For GSP graaphite, the stage of
ΔE/E deecrease is not observed
d up to a flu ence of ~4--6 ×1025 n/m
m2.
It is knoown that thee change of the elasticitty modulus correlates with
w the chaange of the material
strengthh: Δσ/σ = (Δ
ΔE/Eo)n, where Δσ/σ – rrelative chaange of ultim
mate strengtth of graphiite under
irradiatiion; ΔE/Eo – relative change
c
of tthe elasticitty modulus of graphitee at irradiattion; n –
exponennt, n=0.5-1.0, dependin
ng on radiattion conditio
ons and matterial proper
erties.

FIGUR
RE 6-23. Deppendence of GSP-50
G
grapphite elasticity modulus from
fr the proccessing temp
perature.

FIGURE
E 6-24. Relaative changee of the dynnamic modu
ulus of elasticity (ΔE/E
Eo) of GSP material
dependinng on neutroon fluence.

Thus, thhe drop in the radiatio
on increase rate of thee elasticity modulus
m
annd its decreease to a
level loower than itts initial value marks tthe beginning of the stage
s
of maaterial streng
gth loss.
This phhenomenon is apparen
ntly relatedd to the occcurrence of
o the crack
cking proceess. This
supposition is in good
g
agreem
ment with tthe changess of other properties
p
liike specificc electric
resistannce or therm
mal conductivity obserrved under irradiation
n, as well aas with the data of
structurre analysis. When in
nvestigatingg the neuttron fluencce, the staage of ob
bservable
degradaation in the values
v
of th
he elasticity modulus was
w not reach
hed for GSPP graphite.
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6.5.3.3.

Thermal physical properties

Thermal conductivity
The thermal conductivity coefficient of reactor graphite determines in many respects the
thermal stresses and the temperature of the graphite cladding. The thermal conductivity is a
very sensitive characteristic of graphite depending on the type of source material,
graphitization temperature, anisotropy and other structural and process parameters. There is
presently no theory allowing to obtain qualitative data on the thermal conductivity of
polycrystalline reactor graphite and its behaviour under irradiation, therefore experimental
data are of particular importance.
The thermal conductivity of graphite with a laminar structure is determined by the energy
transfer, as a result of elastic wave propagation along the basis planes parallel to the layer
direction. Hence, significant changes in the thermal conductivity are caused by local changes
in the material density. The results of measurements at high temperatures show that the most
drastic decrease of the thermal conductivity is caused by the formation of vacancies.
Therefore, also for irradiated graphite, a larger decrease of the thermal conductivity is
supposed to be connected with a formation of vacancies arising in the basis planes. Besides,
single vacancies are assumed to exert the strongest influence, since they give largest relative
variations in the density.
The thermal conductivity values for unirradiated graphite at different temperatures are given
in Table 6-15 and in Fig. 6-25. It is seen from the table that the thermal conductivity of the
graphite is very much varying from grade to grade and essentially depends on the production
technology. For most commercial graphites, the thermal conductivity anisotropy is apparently
conditioned by the preferential orientation of some crystallites in the process of billet
formation.
For GSP graphite (Table 6-15) the minimum values belong to the material in the initial
condition, and the maximum ones to the material after heat treatment at 1800°C for one hour.
The thermal conductivity increases with increasing treatment temperature, and the most
intensive changes are observed at temperatures between 2000 and 3000°C. For GSP-1.85
graphite (density: 1.85 Mg/m3) irradiated at 900-1000°C, a non-monotonic change of the
thermal conductivity coefficient with increasing neutron fluence is characteristic: after
significant change of λ values at a fluence of 1×1025 n/m2, the thermal conductivity increases
at higher neutron fluences (Fig. 6-26). This effect can be explained by the simultaneous action
of two processes, heat resistance increasing due to accumulation in the crystallites of radiation
defects, the concentration of which reaches a saturation at a fluence of ~1×1025 n/m2, and
thermal conductivity increasing due to material density increase as a result of shrinkage by
~3%.
TABLE 6-15. Values of the thermal conductivity of some reactor graphite grades.

Grade of
graphite

Thermal conductivity [W/m·K]
20°C

500°C

λ||

λ⊥

MPG-6

138

125

GSP-1.65

10-80

GSP-1.75
GSP-1.85
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1000°C

λ||

λ⊥

λ||

λ⊥

10-80

10-60

10-60

15-60

15-60

10-80

10-80

10-60

10-60

15-60

15-60

10-80

10-80

10-60

10-60

15-60

15-60

FIGURE
E 6-25. Deppendence off heat condductivity coeefficient of GSP-50 graaphite on annealing
a
temperatture.

FIGURE
E 6-26. Temp
mperature dep
ependence off heat condu
uctivity of GSP-1.85
G
gra
raphite:1 - Initial;2
I
25
Irradiateed to neutroon fluence 1×10
1
n/m2 at tempera
ature 900-10
000°С;3 - Ir
Irradiated to
o neutron
fluence 22×1025 n/m2 at temperatu
ure 900-10000°С.

Thermaal expansioon coefficient
The expperience with
w
uranium
m-graphite reactor opeeration sho
ows that a destruction
n due to
thermal expansionn of graphite must bbe preventeed. The kn
nowledge oof temperatture and
irradiatiion effects on the th
hermal expaansion coeefficient (TEС) of graaphite materials is
necessaary for the graphite refleectors desiggn.
The theermal expannsion coeffi
ficient (TEC
C) of reacto
or graphite is anisotroopic and, to
o a great
extent, depending on the tem
mperature. T
TEC anisotrropy arises as a resultt of the preeferential
orientattion of anisootropic grain
ns (particless) of the sou
urce material (coke) thhat is revealeed in the
process of billet foorming (forrcing or preessing). Thee process of
o cracking in reactor graphite
exerts tthe greatestt influence on its TE
EC. The craacks compeensate partiially the crrystallite
expansion along thhe hexagon
nal axis andd thereby decrease
d
thee total TEC
C of graphiite. TEC
values oof reactor grraphites aree listed in Taables 6-16, 6-17 and in
n Figs. 6-27 and 6-28.
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TABLE 6-16. TEC of ddifferent grad
des of reacto
or graphite.

Paarameter
TEC (α4400°C) [10-6 K-1]

Grade
G
of grraphite
MP
PG-6(a)

GSP-1.65

GSP-1.75

GSP
P-1.85

GSP-50

7.3/6.6

-

5.5

55.4

4.4

(a) In thhe numerator given are the values for the specimen
ns cut out paarallel to the specimen ax
xis, in the
denominaator perpendiccular.

TABLE 6-17. T
TEC values off GSP-graph
hite.

α [10-6 K-1]

Den
nsity
[Mgg/m3]

1.7 - 1.95

20 - 1000°°C

20 - 11500°C

α||

α⊥

α||

α⊥
⊥

4-5

4-5

4.5 - 5.5

4.5 - 5.5

FIGURE
E 6-27. Deppendence off GSP grapphite TEC at
a temperatture 1000°C
C on the prrocessing
temperatture.

FIGURE
E 6-28. Relaative changee of GSP grraphite TEC
C, irradiated at temperaature of 900
0-1000°C,
dependinng on neutroon fluence.
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As a rule, the TEC for most graphites quickly increases up to a temperature of ~100°C, and
then the rate of TEC changing sharply decreases. It should be noted that TEC changing for
GSP graphite has an isotropic character.
Dimensional change of graphite under irradiation
The radiation dimensional stability of graphite is its most important characteristic which, to a
great degree, determines its working efficiency as a material and as graphite based
construction on the whole.
The rate and behaviour of changes in dimensions of graphite products depend on the
irradiation temperature and are varying with neutron fluence accumulation at a fixed
temperature. Generally, the dimensional change of carbon materials under neutron irradiation
exhibits a complex dependence on the irradiation conditions: the integral flux and the
temperature.
At the initial stage of irradiation, an accelerated shrinkage of irradiated graphite is observed.
The shrinkage rate slows down with neutron fluence growth, and then the process is reversed
– shrinkage is changed by secondary swelling. The swelling rate is higher than the shrinkage
rate, and this phenomenon is accompanied by a change in the physical properties of the
graphite. Micro cracks that developed become coarser and join forming macro cracks.
As a result, the material strength decreases, that can limit the operational life of the reactor
and, consequently, the entire reactor cladding. The temperature elevation decreases the dose,
corresponding to the transition from shrinkage to swelling, and increases the swelling rate.
Radiation forming of GSP graphite specimens as a function of the fast neutron fluence
(E>0.18 MeV) is presented in Figs. 6-29 – 6-37. GSP graphite shows the isotropic shrinkage
over the whole investigated temperature range of 300-1200°C. The shrinkage depth depends
on the contents of non-graphitized binder in the structure and has a maximum value for the
GSP-1.65 material. Shrinkage does not depend on the fractional composition of the powderfiller (in the range up to 630 μm) and on the direction of specimen cutting relative to the GSP
billet axis. It weakly depends on the irradiation temperature but sharply increases, especially,
at the initial irradiation stage, with density decreasing and pyrocarbon content increasing. The
rate of radiation forming after reaching the neutron fluence of 2-3×1025 n/m2 sharply slows
down and reaches a saturation stage.
A degradation in GSP graphite properties up to the investigated neutron fluence of 15×1025
n/m2 has not been observed. It is known that the temperature range from 900°C to 1000°C is
the most harmful for pressed materials from the viewpoint of material transition into the
secondary swelling. GSP graphite shows a maximum shrinkage depth as compared to other
materials of this type. In the range from 500°C to 1200°C, the temperature dependence of the
GSP graphite shrinkage is more weakly defined than in other materials.
GSP graphite has been tested under conditions of in-reactor irradiation at 300-1250°C up to a
fast neutron fluence of ~15×1025 n/m2. It has been established that the material under
irradiation suffers from isotropic shrinkage which does not depend on the fractional
composition of the powder-filler (in the range up to 630 μm). This value weakly depends on
the irradiation temperature but sharply increases, particularly, at the initial stage of irradiation
(up to a fluence of ~1.5×1025 n/m2), with density decreasing and pyrocarbon content
increasing. The rate of radiation forming after reaching the neutron fluence ~2-3×1025 n/m2
sharply slows down and reaches a saturation stage. GSP graphite did not reveal any
observable degradation of properties, a result that makes it promising for the use in nuclear
reactors cores.
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FIGURE
E 6-29. Relattive change of
o the linear dimensions of
o ARV and GSP graphitte samples, irrradiated
at tempeerature 600°C
C (open sym
mbols) and 8000°C (closed
d symbols), depending
d
onn neutron flu
uence: ○●
- ARV grraphite; Δ▲ - GSP-30 grraphite; □■ - GSP-50 gra
aphite.

FIGURE
E 6-30. Relative change in linear dim
mensions of GSP-50 grap
phite samplees with vario
ous grain
sizes irraadiated at 12200°C, depen
nding on fasst neutron flu
uence: ○: 0-6
630 μm; □: 00-315 μm; Δ:: 315-630
μm.

FIGURE
E 6-31. Depeendence of sh
hrinkage of G
GSP-50 grap
phite samplees (1,3; densiity 1.91 Мg/m
/m3) - and
3
GSP-90 graphite sam
mples (2,4; density
d
1.75 Мg/m ) on fast
f neutron fluence
f
(Tirrr = 500-600°°C): 1,2 Heat treaatment under 2800°С, 1 hour; 3,4 – IInitial materrial.
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FIGURE
E 6-32. Depeendence of sh
hrinkage of G
GSP-30 grap
phite the samp
ples with a ddensity of 1.8
85 Mg/m3
on fast nneutron fluennce.

FIGURE
E 6-33. Dim
mensional ch
hanges of G
GSP-50 matrrix graphite samples deepending on
n neutron
fluence. Without heaat treatment:: 1 – Tirr = 6600-700°C, 2 – Tirr = 700-750°C, 3 – Tirr = 80
00-900°C.
50°C.
Heat treaatment under 2900°C: 4 – Tirr = 600--700°C, 5 – Tirr = 700-75

FIGURE
E 6-34. Dimeensional cha
anges of GSP
P matrix gra
aphite samples irradiateed under tem
mperature
900-10000°C: 1: GSP
P-1.65; 2: GS
SP-1.75; 3: G
GSP-1.85.
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FIGURE
E 6-35. Dim
mensional changes
c
of GSP-1.65 matrix grap
phite sample
les irradiateed under
temperatture: 1: 800--900°C, 2: 900-1000°C, 33: 1000-1200°C.

FIGURE
E 6-36. Dim
mensional changes
c
of GSP-1.75 matrix grap
phite sample
les irradiateed under
temperatture: 1: 800--900°C: 2: 900-1000°C; 3: 1000-120
00°C.

FIGURE
E 6-37. Dim
mensional changes
c
of GSP-1.85 matrix grap
phite sample
les irradiateed under
temperatture: 1: 300--400°C; 2: 500-600°C; 33: 900-1000°°C; 4: 1100-1
1200°C.
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6.5.4.

New carbon-carbon composite materials

Carbon-carbon composite materials (CCCM) represent a rather new class of materials. They
consist of a cage on the base of carbon filaments and carbon matrix, uniformly distributed in
the cage volume. As reinforcing elements for CCCM discrete or continuous fibers are applied.
In the latter case the fibers are usually used as threads, containing 103-104 monofibers of a
strand.
Presently there are liquid-phase and gas-phase production technologies of carbon matrix in
CCCM. In the liquid-phase process of CCCM technological operations, the know-how
adopted from artificial graphites and composites with a polymeric matrix is widely used. The
production process mainly consists of (i) addition of coke forming hydrocarbon (pitch,
bakelite lacquer, furfural spirit, phenol-formaldehyde resin and others) to structure a fibrous
cage; (ii) polymerization of polymeric binding; (iii) carbonization; and (iv) graphitization.
In the gas-phase process of CCCM production with a pyrocarbon matrix, also known as
chemical vapour impregnation (CVI) process, the deposition of carbon is conducted from
gaseous hydrocarbon (methane, propane, propylene, natural gas, etc.) on a carbon substrate.
The essence of the process consists in diffusion of hydrocarbon into the reinforcing cage
being the substrate.
Three main methods of formation of a pyrocarbon matrix in the carbon cage in CVI-process
have been developed:
(a) Isothermal
While performing the cage saturation, a constant temperature in the volume of the
working chamber is maintained and gas is supplied at reduced pressure. The main
advantage of this process is the capability to saturate simultaneously several
products in the working volume of the chamber. A drawback is the densification
that occurs near cage surface. For reaching a high density, it is necessary to
remove periodically the dense surface crust.
(b) Thermal gradient
In the thermogradient method, the billet under saturation is placed on a special
mandrel heater, where saturation begins from the heated internal part of the billet
and spreads in radial direction. Carbon gas diffuses into the billet providing thus
densification with pyrocarbon in a significant thickness of the cage. This method is
inferior to the isothermal method in the quantity of cages which are being
simultaneously saturated. Besides, it is not always possible to achieve the high
density of the matrix.
(c) Pressure differential
The process of saturation with a pressure difference is characterized by the fact
that gaseous hydrocarbons move inside the cage under excessive pressure relative
to the furnace chamber pressure. Over the width of the billet, the pressure
difference forces gaseous pyrocarbons to permeate through the pores. During the
process, it is necessary to isolate the pressurized internal cavity from the furnace
chamber.
CCCM properties may be varied over a wide range by change of the type and volumetric
content of carbon fiber filler, reinforcement scheme, type of carbon matrix, processing
temperature, etc. As in the case with artificial graphite, CCCM properties, first of all density
and strength, depend on features of technological process of matrix production. Also the type
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of matrrix, its maanufacturing
g method, and geom
metric dimeensions, esspecially th
he billet
thicknesss, significaantly influen
nce the prooperties of the
t CCCM products. M
Massive sam
mples do
often noot reach the level of chaaracteristicss obtained on
o rather thiin billets.
All CCC
CMs of NSC KIPT aree produced in the CVI--process app
plying one work cyclee of fiber
cage satturation witth pyrocarbo
on. The prooduction inccludes conceerns thin-waalled (~40 mm)
m and
thick-w
walled (~1200 mm) CCC
CM billets ass cylinders,, rings and plates.
p
The methods deeveloped
at NSC KIPT allow
w achieve th
hick-walled cages up to
o rather high
h densities.
At the ggiven stage, a CCCM reflector deesign for an
n HTGR is not conside
dered. It may not be
requiredd to manufaacture it com
mpletely froom CCCM,, but rather restrict to iits internal part, the
most strressed by neutron
n
load
d. The thickkness of succh a CCCM
M shield couuld comprisee tens of
percentss of the totaal graphite reflector
r
thiickness. Ass one option
n of reflectoor constructtion, two
coaxial CCCM tubes filled with graphite blocks are considered.
c
6.5.5.

Carbon-carrbon composiite materials properties

The advvantages of volume gass-phase imppregnation are
a most successfully rrealized when using
fillers oof carbon fibers
fi
or fab
brics. In thhis case, thee moulding of requireed-size strucctures is
substanttially simpplified,. without the need for binders. The
T
produccts obtaineed, after
impregnnating with pyrocarbon
n, can be useed without any
a further surface treaatment.
The СС
ССM structuure is formeed by a systtem of threee filaments in the rectaangular coordinates.
Monofillaments in bundles
b
are bound withh pyrocarbo
on in the mo
onolith (Figg. 6-38, left)). Filling
of CCC
CM cells is incomplete as a conse quence of clogging
c
off channels ffor hydrocarrbon gas
passagee in the proccess of satu
uration (Figg. 6-38, righ
ht). The thickness of ppyrocarbon deposits
on the bbundle surfface inside the
t elementtary CCCM
M cells reaches ~500 μμm, thick en
nough to
reveal thhe features of the struccture of bothh the lamin
nar formatio
ons and the ccones of grrowth. In
particular, in Fig.6-38, right, a laminar pyyrocarbon structure
s
insside the elem
mentary celll can be
seen. Taable 6-18 gives the meean values oof main pro
operties of CCCM
C
withh pyrocarbon matrix
and som
me characterristics of commercial ggraphites [O
Odeychuk 20
004, Odeychhuk 2004b].
The lim
miting (miniimum and maximum)) values of strength ch
haracteristiccs for the GSP
G
are
determined by the final densitty of the maaterial. In co
ontrast, the CCCM streength is dettermined
by the sstrength of carbon fibeers and the rreinforcemeent pattern depending only weaklly on the
density..

FIGURE
E 6-38. Macrro- (left: 50хх) and microo- (right: 10
000х) structures of carboon-carbon co
omposites
with a pyyrocarbon matrix.
m
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TABLE 6-18. Some properties of CCCM with pyrocarbon matrix.

Characteristic

Commercial
Graphites

CCCM

1.7 - 1.88

1.3 - 1.9

9 - 12

12 - 40

Ultimate strength at 20°C [MPa]
in compression
in bending
in tension

60 - 120
30 - 70
20 - 40

150 - 400
100 - 160
50 - 120

Thermal conductivity [W/m·K]
@ 20°C
@ 500°C
@ 1000°C

90 - 130
70 - 75
50 - 55

5-7
7 - 11
10 - 15

5-8
8-9

1-4
2 - 4.5

Specific electrical resistance at 20°C
[Ω·mm2·m-1]

11 - 16

40 - 65

Friction coefficient (carbon-copper)

-

0.1 - 0.3

≤ 1.3

-

Density [Mg/m3]
Young’s modulus [103 MPa]

Thermal expansion coefficient [10-6/K]
@ 20-1000°C
@ 20-1500°C

Anisotropy factor
6.5.5.1.

Mechanical properties

In any fiber composite the high-strength fibers have to take up the main stresses arising in the
material under external loads, and to ensure rigidity and strength in the direction of the fiber
orientation. The matrix filling the interfiber space provides joint acting of separate fibers at
the expense of own rigidity and interaction existing on the matrix-fiber interphase. Therefore
the mechanical properties of a composite are mainly influenced by the strength of reinforcing
fibers, the matrix rigidity, and the strong bond on the matrix-filament interphase.
Table 6-19 lists some characteristics of cages and CCCM billets on the basis of carbon fibers
UN-2 and Ural N-24, noticeably different in strength characteristics. Blocks of various carbon
fabrics were pierced by a carbon fiber with a distance between stitches of 7-8 mm and a stitch
length of 8-10 mm. As can be seen from the table, the tensile strength values σt for CCCM
samples on the basis of the stronger thread of the Ural N-24 exceed 2-3 times the values for
CCCM samples based on UN-2 of less strong thread. The difference in the compression
strength data σc is less noticeable.
An experience from CCCM production is that the strength of carbon fibers is not a unique
parameter determining the strength of С-С materials. This is well visible from the data listed
in Table 6-20 where substrates on the basis of VMN-4 and Ural-4 carbon fibers exhibit large
differences in strength and elastic characteristics. In contrast, CCCMs on the basis of various
woven fillers, despite their differences in elastic and strength characteristics of used fibers,
differ only insignificantly in the strength characteristics. It is connected with a denser packing
of carbon filaments in the reinforcing substrates from low-modular filler due to finer pore
structure and high stress-strain behaviour of fabrics. Besides, low-modular fibers are rather
stable against textile processing.
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TABLE 6-19. Some properties of CCCMs on the base of woven structures.
№

Carbon thread
Fabrics
Stitching

1

UN-2 Blade

2

Ural N-24

CCCM
density
[Mg/m3]

0.63

1.60

Ural NSh

UN-2 Blade

3

Cage
density
[Mg/m3]

UNP

Ural N-24

0.63

0.54

1.62

1.52

Satin stitch
4

Ural N-24

5

Ural N-24+
Ural TM-4

Ural NSh

Ural NSh

0.53

0.61

1.56

1.51

Jersey fabric

Tensile
strength(b)
σt [MPa]

Compression
strength(b)
σc [MPa]

(10.4-13.4)
/11.4

(147.9171.1)/162.6

2

(8.0-12.0)
/10.4

(117.7176.2)/147.8

1

(10.3-14.5)
/13.3

(156.7193.7)/185.2

2

(9.2-13.6)
/11.7

(129.9171.8)/150.4

1

(21.8-26.0)
/23.5

(167.8216.0)/185.2

2

(0.8-39.0)
/36.3

(132.9171.0)/155.2

1

(23.5-30.9)
/27.7

(119.7163.4)/147.2

2

(19.1-23.2)
/21.8

(125.8159.3)/138.7

1

(24.8-33.6)
/28.6

(98.1124.4)/111.9

2

(20.3-27.7)
/23.7

(81.7112.1)/98.3

Direc
tion(a)
sample
cutting
1

(а) 1 - cutting along broaching, 2 - cutting across broaching;
(b) variations of the characteristics in numerator, average values in denominator.

TABLE 6-20. Physical-mechanical characteristics of CCCM on the basis of pyrocarbon matrix.
Characteristics
Ural ТМ-4

Reinforcing filler
Ural Т-22
‘Dnepr’
(VMN-4)
0.62
0.54

TGN-2М

Apparent density of reinforcing cage
[Mg/m3]

0.78

Apparent density of material [Mg/m3]

1.42 - 1.48

1.58

1.61 - 1.67

1.58

Ultimate tensile stress [MPa]
along the warp direction
along the fill direction

83/10
46/12

76/8
30/2

63/6
-

73/6
21/3

Young's modulus(a) [GPa]
along the warp direction
along the fill direction

26/15
21/10

24/5
15/5

29/3

21.2/8
11.5/14

Ultimate compression stress(a) [MPa]
along the warp direction
along the fill direction

185/13
158/10

155/8
103/8

59/6
-

167/18
96/9

Ultimate interlayer shear stress [MPa]

16.0

-

13.0/13

-

0.57

(a)

(a) denominator desscribes variation [%].
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Unlike graphites which
w
are widely
w
usedd in reactor constructio
on, there iss only little data on
CCCM irradiation tests. Therefore irradiiation of sam
mples witho
out heat treeatment wass carried
out at 3000°С and 600°С up to a neutron ffluence of 1×1023 - 1×1025 n/m2, annd for samp
ples with
24
2
thermal treatment at 300°С up
u to a flueence of ~1..8×10 n/m
m (Е>0.18 МeV). CCCM and
CCCM--h/t materiaals of 3D-sttructure wiith a pyrocaarbon matriix on the bbasis of UK
KN-5000
fiber with the reinnforcement scheme x:yy:z = 2:2:1 in an initiial state (affter saturatiion with
pyrocarrbon) and annnealed hav
ve been usedd at ~2750°С
С over ~0.5
5 hours.
The deppendence off deformatio
on of CCCM
M and CCC
CM-h/t on th
he fluence oof neutrons is given
in Fig. 6-39. Eachh experimen
ntal point reepresents an
n arithmeticcal mean oof measurem
ments on
nine saamples. It is
i obvious that the shhrinkage off the materrial without
ut heat treattment is
practicaally isotropiic. The incrrease of thee irradiation
n temperaturre from 3000°С and 60
00°С had
practicaally no effecct on the CC
CCM samplle shrinkagee.

FIGURE
E 6-39. Relative change of the linearr dimensionss of CCCM samples (○●
●Δ▲) and CCCM-h/t
C
samples (◊ □), irraddiated at tem
mperature 3000°C (open symbols) an
nd 600°C (cclosed symbo
ols), as a
function of neutron fluence:
f
○●□
□ - х,у-cuttingg samples; Δ▲◊ - z-cutting samples.

A compparison of the data in
n Fig. 6-300 and Fig. 6-39 shows that withh regard to neutron
irradiatiion and shrrinkage, GS
SP and CCC
CM materiaals irradiated up to equual fluences (but at
differennt temperatuures) are veery similar. Some higher shrinkage of СССM
M as compaared with
GSP graaphite can be
b related to
o different ppyrocarbon
n contents: ~50
~ wt% inn GSP and ~75
~ wt%
in ССС
СМ. Hence, it can be concluded
c
tthat the maain contribu
ution into thhe radiation
n CCCM
formingg is made byy the pyrocaarbon matrixx and not by
y the fibrou
us filler.
In Figs.. 6-40 throuugh 6-43, the
t irradiatiion influence on electtric resistannce and meechanical
characteeristics of CCCM
C
are shown.
s
It shhould be no
oted that irraadiation hass resulted in
n a sharp
growth of electricaal resistance and strenngth charactteristics of CCCM-h/tt material (T
Table 621).
The chaange of strrength charracteristics of CCCM without heat treatmeent is illusttrated in
Figs. 6-41 – 6-43. As can be seen,
s
the innvestigated materials
m
no
oticeably exxcel the besst grades
of reactor graphite in the absollute level off strength ch
haracteristiccs.
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on irradiatioon at 300°С up to a fluen
nce of ~1.8× 1024 n/m2 on
n relative
TABLE 66-21. Influennce of neutro
change oof electrical resistance
r
an
nd strength ccharacteristiics of heat-treeated CCCM
Ms.

Charaacteristic

Direcction of cuttting
x,y

Relativee change
of propeerties [%]

z

Δσt/σt

Δσ
Δ b/σb

Δ
Δσc/σc

Δρ
ρ/ρ

Δσt/σ
σt

Δσb/σb

Δσc/σc

Δρ/ρ

413

465

83

39
91

73

323

117

581

FIGURE
E 6-40. Relattive change in
i electric reesistance of CCCM
C
samples, irradiateed at 300°C (3,4) and
600°C (11,2), dependiing on the neeutron fluencce: 2,3: х,у-ccutting samplles; 1,4: z-cuutting samplees.

FIGURE
E 6-41. Relative change in tensile str
trength of CC
CCM samplees, irradiatedd at 300°C (1,3) and
600°C (22,4), dependiing on the neeutron fluencce: 1,2: х,у-ccutting samplles; 3,4: z-cuutting samplees.
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FIGURE
E 6-42. Relattive change in compressiive strength of CCCM sa
amples, irraddiated at 300
0°C (1,3)
and 600°°C (2,4), deppending on th
he neutron flluence: 1,2: х,у-cutting
х
sa
amples; 3,4: z-cutting samples.

FIGURE
E 6-43. Relattive change in bending sstrength of CCCM
C
samplles, irradiateed at 300°C (1,3) and
600°C (22,4), dependiing on the neeutron fluencce: 1,2: х,у-ccutting samplles; 3,4: z-cuutting samplees.

When aanalyzing thhe results off mechanicaal tests of CCCM,
C
it is necessary tto take into account
that (i) tthe strengthh of CCCM under tenssile tests (σt) is determiined essentiially by the strength
of carboon filamentts, under co
ompression tests (σc) by
b the strength of pyroocarbon mattrix, and
under bbending testts (σb) by a complex sttressed statee with the specimen
s
beeing partially under
tension and partiallly under co
ompression; (ii) the con
ntent of carb
bon filamennts in x,y diirections
a that in z direction.
d
was twiice as high as
During the processs of irradiattion, delamiinations aro
ound filameents may apppear caused by the
differennt character of filler an
nd matrix foorming. Thee increased content of filler (filam
ments) in
the x,y plane leadds to an inccrease of thhe Δσcz/σcz values and
d to some ddecrease off Δσtz/σtz
values. Irradiation hardening of the pyroocarbon pro
omotes the increase off the Δσc/σc values.
Appearaance of a minimum
m
in the curves of Δσc/σc at
a a neutron
n fluence off 1024 n/m2 is
i not an
experim
mental errorr since at th
he same doose, anomallies in the change
c
of tthe specificc electric
resistannce are obserrved (Fig. 6-40).
6
In total,, it can be noted
n
that th
he level of innitial streng
gth of CCCM
M material is sufficien
ntly high:
σt ≥ 50 МPа, σb ≥ 120 МP
Pа, σc ≥ 1990 МPа [O
Odeychuk 2004,
2
Odeyychuk 2004
4b], and
irradiatiion softeninng (loss off strength) is insignificant. Thereefore, takinng into acco
ount the
positivee results off neutron irrradiation teests of GSP
P graphite having
h
a diifferent pyrrocarbon
content in a widee temperature range, the efficaacy of CCC
CM materiial with th
he given
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reinforcing structure and manufacturing technique (gas-phase technology) can be predicted at
least up to a neutron fluence of ~5×1025 n/m2.
6.5.5.2.

Thermal physical properties

The influence of the reinforcement scheme of the 3D-structure and heat treatment at
2700-2800°C over 0.5-1 h on the thermal physical characteristics the CCCM is shown in
Table 6-22. As reinforcing component, a carbon UKN-5000 fiber was used and pyrocarbon as
matrix.
TABLE 6-22. Dependence of CCCM thermal characteristics on the reinforcement scheme and high
temperature annealing of cages.

Characteristic
γ [Mg/m3]

Cage
processing

Temperature
tests [°C]

without h/t

Reinforcement scheme on axes x : y : z(a)
2:2:4

2:2:2

2:2:1

1.75

1.72

1.73

λ [W/(m·K)]

50

6.9/5.7

5.2-12.0/
3.2-7.6

8.0/5.6

α [10-6 K-1]

20 - 100

1.9/0.3

-3.2-4.3/
-4.3-4.3

-

20 - 1800

2.9/2.5

2.5-3.9/
3.2-5.4

3.6/5.8

1.85

1.80

-

γ [Mg/m3]

with h/t

λ [W/(m·K)]

50

14.8/16.6

27.0/11.8

-

α [10-6 K-1]

20 - 100

0/0

-/0-1.2

-

20 - 1800

1.8/1.2

-/1.9

-

(a) numerator contains characteristics in x,y directions , denominator those in z direction.

Table 6-23 shows the temperature dependence of TEC on CCCM billets, measured on initial
and on heat-treated at ~2800°C for 0.5 h. The initial density of CCCM billets was 1.74 Mg/m3
and 1.76 Mg/m3, after heat treatment 1.65 Mg/m3 and 1.64 Mg/m3.
The annealing process has obviously a poor influence on the TEC values; the measured α
values are almost isotropic.
Thermal-physical characteristics of CCCM in the initial state and after heat treatment at
~2750°C for ~0.5 h with the structure reinforcement 2 : 2 : 1 are given in Table 6-24.
Thermal-physical characteristics of CCCM on the basis of WBS cages and pyrocarbon matrix
are listed in Table 6-25. The WBS structures were of two types: a fabric package pierced with
a Ural-NSh thread, and a tubular structure obtained by spiral winding on TGM-2M fillets
mandrel (6-70) mm in width. For comparison the data of CCCM, where the cage was made by
spiral winding on the mandrel of UKN-5000, are also shown in the table.
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TABLE 6-23. Temperature dependence of TEC (α [10-6 K-1]) for CCCM in an initial state and after
high temperature annealing.

State of
CCCM

Direction
of sample
cuttings

Without h/t
After h/t

Temperature of measurement [°C]
100

200

400

600

800

1000

x,y

-2.4

-1.3

-0.4

0.2

0.4

0.7

z

-1.5

-0.9

-0.3

0.1

0.3

0.5

x,y

-3.3

-2.1

-0.7

0

0.2

0.4

z

-1.5

-1.2

-0.2

0.2

0.5

0.7

Note: The reinforcement structure of a cage by UKN-5000 fiber was 2:2:2.

TABLE 6-24. Thermal characteristics of CCCM in the initial state and after heat treatment.

State of CCCM

Characteristic
γ [Mg/m3]

λ50(a) [W/(m·K)]

α20-1800(a) [10-6 K-1]

Without h/t

1.73

8.0/5.6

3.6/5.8

After h/t

1.65

32/30

0.8/1.0

(a) numerator contains characteristics in x,y directions , the denominator those in z direction.
6.5.6.

Pyrolysis installations and process parameters

Gas-phase installations are vacuum steel chambers provided with a vacuum pumping system,
gas supply system, electric heating, and automatic control of main process parameters.
A principal characteristic of CVI based carbon-graphite material production is the use of low
temperature pyrocarbon (instead of pitch or resin) as a binder. Natural gas (~98% CH4) is
used at a pressure slightly higher than atmospheric pressure to prevent air penetration into the
vacuum chamber and formation of explosive mixtures. Saturation of porous fillers is
performed at 900°C to 1000°C, duration of the process is between a few hours and thousands
of hours depending on the required final density of materials, and, first of all, on the
dimensions of articles, i.e. on diameter or thickness, not on length.
For realization of volume gas-phase impregnation of porous media, a series of pyrolysis
installations have been developed at NSC KIPT (Figs. 6-44 – 6-45). The main types and
characteristics of the pyrolysis installations are presented in Table 6-26.
As can be seen from the table, the smallest of the installations, AGAT-1.6, has been designed
for the production of articles of 160 mm in diameter and with a length of up to 1000 mm. At
the same time, the largest installation, GF-3, enables to compact articles of 2.5 m in diameter
and with a length of up to 2.6 m.
Nearly 20 pyrolysis installations of the types listed in Table 6-26 are operating at the NSC
KIPT, enabling us to produce up to 100 t/a of high-quality carbon materials and to carry out
research programmes.
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TABLE 6-25. Thermal characteristics of CCCM with a pyrocarbon matrix.

Characteristics

Temperature
measurements
[°C]

Cage

Density [Mg/m3]
Sizes of billets
[mm]

Billet form
Plate

Pipe-1

Pipe-2

Fabric package
TGM-2

Fillet winding
of TGM-2M
fabric

Plait winding of
UKN-5000 fiber

1.45

1.48

1.49

500×500×80

inner dia: 160
outer dia: 85
length: 1000

inner dia: 140
outer dia: 80
length: 800

αx,y [10-6 K-1]

20-1500

4.7

-

-

αz [10-6 K-1]

20-1500

4.3

-

-

αrad, [10-6 K-1]

1000

-

4.6

5.9

αaxis [10-6 K-1]

1000

-

4.4

1.7

αcircul [10-6 K-1]

1000

-

4.0

0.4

20

7.8

-

-

λ [W/(m·K)]

20

5.4

-

-

λrad [W/(m·K)]

20

-

5.8

5.5

λcircul [W/(m·K)]

20

-

8.1

17.5

x,y

λ

[W/(m·K)]

z

TABLE 6-26. Main types and characteristics of the pyrolysis installations.

Installation type
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Technical characteristics
Maximum diameter
of product [mm]

Maximum length
of product [mm]

Maximum power
consumption [kW]

AGAT-1.6

160

1000

100

AGAT-2.0

200

1200

100

AGAT -3.2

320

1200

250

AGAT -5.0

500

2000

500

GF-2

1000

2000

1000

GF-3

2500

2600

1000

GF-2 G
GF-3 AGAT-55.0

AGAT-11.6 AGAT-2.0 AGAT-3.2
F
FIGURE
6-44
4. Pyrolysis iinstallations developed at
a NSC KIPTT.

FIIGURE 6-45. General vieew of the pyrrolysis section
n at NSC KIP
IPT.
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6.5.7.

Recommendations for fu
urther studiees

Since a wide set off graphite based
b
elemeents of HTG
GR core willl be in operration up to
o fluence
of ≤ 5×1025 n/m2, by
b now the use of GSP
P and CCCM
M can be reecommendedd as basic materials
m
for HTG
GRs. Particcularly prom
mising for this purposse are the CCCM
C
matterials with
h a wide
variation of the phyysical-mech
hanical and thermo-phy
ysical propeerties depennding on thee type of
binder, reinforcingg structure, temperature
t
e of treatmeent of a cagee made from
m carbon fiilaments,
billets eetc. The CC
CCM material being sttudied belon
ngs to record-holders with regard
d to heat
resistannce and therm
mal strength among a w
wide range of carbon-g
graphite matterials.
The preesented techhnology allo
ows the prooduction of blocks, plaates, pipes, cylinders and
a other
structurres which may
m have extensive appplications in
n the HTGR
R core (Fig. 6-46). It is possible
to fabriicate CCC cylinders up
u to 2500 mm in diaameter and 2600 mm in height in GF-3
installattion (Fig. 6--41) or thick
k-walled plaates, for exaample, 1500 × 1000 × ((100-150) mm
m 3.
There iss presently no need fo
or larger sizzes, but theere are no technical orr economic barriers
expected to the construction
c
n of pyrolyysis installations capaable of prooducing larrger-size
TGR reflecttors. This m
may offer radically new
n
possibiilities of in
ncreasing
structurres, e.g. HT
HTGR rreliability. Cost
C of CCC
CM is preseently ~1000
0.0 US$/kg.

CCCM pipes

GSP grap
phite blocks

CCC
CM conic pro
oduct
FIGURE 6-46. Potenttial applicatiions in an HT
TGR core.
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One of the progresssive solutio
ons of refleector producction for HTGRs is itss manufactu
ure from
rings off appropriatee sizes (Fig. 6-47). Theere are no principal
p
diffficulties seeen in manuffacturing
thick-w
walled rings from CCC
CM of diam
meter ≥ 3 m and (1.5
5-2) m in height. It requires,
r
howeveer, the consttruction of new
n pyrolyssis installations of incrreased overaall dimensio
ons with
approprriate energy supply.
Manufaacturing of reinforcing
r
cages shoulld be carrieed out by a method
m
of m
machine winding of
carbon ffabric a manndrel with consequent
c
fastening and
a strengthening of wiinding struccture in a
radial ddirection, byy thread pierrcing, or byy rod broach
hing. For su
uch bulky biillets, the method
m
of
windingg will be onne of most ecconomic annd simplest in
i engineeriing construcction.

FIGURE
E 6-47. Sugggested (foreecasted) onee-piece largee scale unitt for HTGR
R made of composite
c
materialls with carboon fiber fillerrs bound witth pyrocarbo
on: 1 – side reflector
r
(3-66) m in diam
meter, 2 –
bottom aand top face reflector, 3 – bottom andd top discharrging tube.
6.5.8.

Conclusions

Analysiis of experim
mental resullts obtainedd enables to state the fo
ollowing:
•

U
Under neuutron irrad
diation thee carbon-g
graphite GSP
G
and CCCM materials
m
m
manufacturred by the gas-phase
g
teechnology undergo
u
iso
otropic shrinnkage only
y slightly
ddependent on
o the irradiiation temp erature and
d neutron flu
uence (abovve 3×1025 n//m2).

•

G
GSP graphhite did nott reveal any
ny degradation of prop
perties up to the inveestigated
nneutron flueence of 10×
×1025 n/m2.

•

R
Regarding the absolu
ute values, the strengtth characterristics of ir
irradiated GSP
G
and
C
CCCM matterials remaain high andd significan
ntly exceed those of thee presently existing
bbest grades of reactor graphite.
g

•

M
Materials manufacture
m
ed by the gaas-phase tecchnology caan be recom
mmended forr the use
aas thermallyy stressed elements in aan HTGR core.
c

•

Supposed thhe use of gaas-phase meethods allow
ws the manu
ufacture of large-size GSP
G and
C
CCCM billlets possessing a hiigh neutron
n irradiatio
on resistannce, perfecttly new
oopportunitiees will be opened
o
for tthe construcction of HT
TGR cores iin the form of large
sscale facilitties.
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6.6. EXPERIENCE AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE USA

In the USA, a comprehensive programme titled advanced gas reactor (AGR) has been started
with the overall goal of VHTR fuel development and qualification. The fuel particle and fuel
compact development work was performed at the ORNL. Phase one of the AGR programme
(AGR-1) involved fabrication of AGR-1 fuel compacts for irradiation in the INL advanced
test reactor (ATR) [Pappano 2008].
6.6.1.1.

Matrix production

The matrix was made by mixing natural graphite, synthetic graphite, and a thermosetting resin
in the ratio of 64, 16, and 20 wt%, respectively, which is equivalent to the A3 matrix
formulation that was developed in Germany. Natural graphite is highly anisotropic, but can be
milled into a fine particle size and re-formed into graphite that is macroscopically isotropic.
Synthetic graphite is less anisotropic than natural graphite, but also can be milled and reformed in order to produce an overall isotropic graphite. The resin used in the A3 matrix is
added in order to provide adhesion to the mixture and the TRISO particles during overcoating,
and to fuse the compact into a solid piece during the carbonization step.
After carbonization and heat treatment, final impurities concentrations were within
specification. Based on this requirement, the best natural graphite candidates were the Asbury
Graphite Mills sample (RD 13371), and the Graftech natural flake milled grade (GTI-NFM).
The synthetic graphites with lowest impurities content were the SGL sample (KRB2000) and
the Timcal KS-15 grade. The resin candidates with the lowest impurities were the Borden
Durite sample, and the Plenco P-800 resin.
The matrix was produced by wet mixing the three raw materials in a jar mill with ethylalcohol. After spinning for one hour, the contents of the container were poured into a large
rectangular pan and allowed to dry for 48 hours. After drying, the ‘cake’ of graphite and resin
was broken into smaller pieces and charged to a Holmes pulverizer with a US Sieve 60 mesh
screen (250 μm opening) in place. After pulverizing, the matrix production was complete.
6.6.1.2.

Overcoating method

The first AGR overcoater utilized a top secured design. Coating of 500 μm surrogate zirconia
kernels (outer diameter: ~1000 μm after coating) was initially performed in order to try to
replicate the German coating process. The overcoating process developed in Germany
involved slowly rotating the TRISO particles and matrix in a large steel drum. Methanol jets
were also incorporated into the drum which aided in the matrix adhering to the TRISO
particle.
The TRISO coated 500 μm particles produced as part of the first TRISO coating applications
were available, so they were used to gain experience with the overcoating process and
generate early data. The slow rolling method developed by the Germans was used to
successfully overcoat these TRISO coated 500 μm surrogates in the top secured overcoater.
Figure 6-48 shows a particle overcoated by this method.
In the next step, it was switched from TRISO coated 500 μm particles to TRISO coated 350
μm particles corresponding in size to the eventual LEU UCO TRISO particles for AGR-1 test
article fabrication. Interestingly, poor overcoating results were obtained in the top secured
overcoater. It was then decided to secure the bottom of the overcoating chamber to the motor,
thus allowing easier access to the particle/matrix mixture. Figure 6-49 shows the bottom
secured overcoater. After redesigning the overcoating chamber, it appeared that this process
change led to successful overcoating of TRISO coated 350 μm particles.
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FIGURE
E 6-48. Overrcoated particle using toop secured overcoater
o
an
nd slow rolliing method, overcoat
intentionnally broken off to show TRISO
T
particcle.

FIGURE
E 6-49. Overrcoater setup
p where ‘A’ iis the syring
ge pump, ‘B’ is the ultrassonic atomizzer, ‘C’ is
the overccoating cham
mber, and ‘D
D’ is the motoor.

Throughh experimeentation it was
w found tthat the best way to create
c
the eenvironmen
nt – well
mixed pparticles annd matrix with
w an addded agent to
t aid in th
he adherencce of matrix to the
smaller sized particles – woulld be a cenntrifugal oveercoating method.
m
Thee key aspects of the
centrifuugal overcoaating method are:
(1) tthe particless and matrix
x are pre-m
mixed in a seet ratio;
(2) tthe particlee/matrix mix
xture is spuun at high enough
e
speed to forcee the mixturre to the
w
walls of thee overcoaterr;
(3) uupon insertion of the agitator
a
arm
m, the mixtu
ure comes offf the wall oof the overccoater as
a spray whhich passess through a fine mistt of methan
nol. The m
mist of methanol is
aachieved with a syringe pump andd ultrasonic atomizer.
A schem
matic of the centrifugall overcoatinng process iss shown in Figure
F
6-500.
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FIGURE 6-50. Schemattic of the cen trifugal overrcoating proccess developped at ORNL..

The pree-mixing off the particlees and matrrix in a set ratio
r
allowss for good ccontact betw
ween the
matrix and the paarticles and
d a lesser probability that matriix clumps will form because
essentiaally no exceess matrix th
hat could leaad to clump
p formation is present. The spinnin
ng of the
particle//matrix miixture ensu
ures that th
the set mixture ratio
o will be maintained
d during
overcoaating, as thee particles an
nd matrix aare not moving becausee they are piinned to thee wall of
the overrcoater. The use of thee agitator aarm to spray
y the particles off the wall and th
hrough a
mist of methanol ensures
e
thatt the methaanol is deliv
vered at a time
t
when the correct ratio of
particless and matriix is presen
nt such thaat the matrix
x will adheere to the O
OPyC layerrs of the
particless, and not ittself. The mist
m of methhanol helps to
t evenly co
oat the partiicles so thatt an even
layer off matrix is deposited over the eentire surfacce area of the particlees. The cen
ntrifugal
overcoaating method proved efffective andd overcoated
d particles with
w the dessired overco
oat layer
thicknesss were suuccessfully produced. Optimal process
p
variables of qquantity off TRISO
particless, quantity of matrix, volume o f methanoll, angle of the overcooater, and speed
s
of
overcoaating, were determined
d
experimenttally.
6.6.1.3.

Compacting method

Once thhe overcoatting metho
od had succcessfully prroduced ov
vercoated pparticles wiith outer
diameteers required to meet thee fuel particcle packing fraction, co
ompacting oof those overcoated
particless was initiaated. As parrt of the coompacting method
m
deveelopment, L
LEU01-46T
T TRISO
(baselinne) particless were received afterr having beeen characterized [Hun
unn 2005]. Prior to
overcoaating, the paarticles weree washed inn methanol to
t reduce th
he amount oof contamin
nation on
the partticles. After washing, th
he LEU01-446T particlees were oveercoated in tthe above described
d
way.
Figure 66-51, top, shows an im
mage of the outer surfaace of a com
mpact that w
was formed
d without
overcoaated particlee exposure to
t methanoll prior to compacting. Notice
N
the ppits and open spaces
betweenn particles where
w
the overcoat
o
di d not effecctively flow
w into the innter-particlee spaces.
Figure 6-51, bottoom, shows a compacct whose overcoated
o
particles
p
w
were saturatted with
methanool prior to compactin
ng. The surrface finish
h of this co
ompact apppears smootther and
uniform
m because thhe overcoatt was moree malleable and able to
o fill the vooid spaces between
particless.
The oveercoated paarticles werre sized ussing sieves and tabled
d in order tto extract the
t most
sphericaal overcoateed particles available. T
The sieved and tabled overcoated particles were
w then
riffled iinto aliquotts for comp
pacting wheere one aliq
quot was ussed to form
m one comp
pact. The
overcoaated particlees were satturated with
th methanoll vapor priior to comppacting in order to
increasee the malleaability of th
he overcoat and thus allow it to more effectivvely migratee and fill
inter-paarticle spacees during compacting
c
g. Table 6-2
27 provides a summaary of the relevant
overcoaating and coompacting data
d used in fabricating the AGR-1
1 test articlees.
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FIGURE
E 6-51. Imagge of compa
act side show
wing compleete compresssion due to pproper satu
uration of
overcoatted particless prior to compacting (top); inco
omplete presssing due tto lack of methanol
saturatioon in the origginal overcoa
ated particlees (bottom).
TABLE 6-27. Overcooating and compacting
c
summary.

LEU
U01-46T
(Baaseline)

LEU01-47T
T
(Variant 1)

LEU011-48T
(Variaant 2)

LE
EU01-49T
(V
Variant 3)

Weight TR
RISO [mg]

00.727

0.733

0.7224

0.726

Diameter [μm]

7799.7

804

7998

795

g of +18 pparticles, Biin 3

4410

424

3558

415

Tabler yieeld [%]

77

96

966

90

Weight ovvercoated paarticle [mg]

11.16

1.12

1.119

1.21

Compactinng charge overcoated
o
particles uused [g]

4..8600

4.7300

4.94400

5.0230

No. of com
mpacts fabrricated

84

85

711

82

No. of com
mpacts needded for AGR
R-1

79

79

677

79

Item
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Table 6-28 gives the upper limit of the 95% confidence interval of the defect fraction for
exposed kernels. No exposed kernels were detected in any of the compact lots. The table also
gives the upper limit of the 95% confidence interval of the defect fraction for particles with
defective SiC before and after compacting. No defective SiC was detected in Variants 1 and 3.
Baseline showed two defective particles and Variant 2 showed one. The baseline defective
SiC fraction appears to have increased due to the compacting process. This may be due to
cracking of the SiC during compacting on particles with abnormally thin regions of SiC (< 15
μm as opposed to a normal thickness of 35 μm).
TABLE 6-28. Overcoating and compacting summary.

Property

Baseline

Variant 1

Variant 2

Variant 3

Exposed kernel fraction

≤ 3.1×10-5
(0/99 470)

≤ 4.1×10-5
(0/74 699)

≤ 3.1×10-5
(0/99 110)

≤ 3.1×10-5
(0/99 032)

Defective SiC coating
fraction, after compacting

≤ 1.3×10-4
(2/49 735)

≤ 6.1×10-5
(0/49 799)

≤ 9.6×10-5
(1/49 555)

≤ 6.1×10-5
(0/49 516)

Defective SiC coating
fraction, before compacting

≤ 2.5×10-5
(0/120 688)

≤ 4.0×10-5
(1/121 117)

≤ 9.5×10-5
(1/50 265)

≤ 4.0×10-5
(1/120 660)

Values in parentheses are the actual measured defects over the number of particles in the analyzed compacts.

7.

IRRADIATION TESTING OF HTGR FUEL

7.1. INTRODUCTION
7.1.1.

Various types of irradiation tests

There are various types of irradiation testing of HTGR fuel which can basically be
categorized in four groups:
•

Irradiation of the HTGR fuel inside closed capsules. This is the simplest irradiation
geometry. Since no information on the fuel behaviour is obtained during the
irradiation test, information can only be achieved during the postirradiation
examination (PIE).

•

Irradiation of the HTGR fuel inside capsules in which the gas is purged during the
irradiation. The xenon and krypton fission gas atoms which were released during the
irradiation are taken up by the purge gas and the activity of this gas can be measured
outside the irradiation experiment.

•

The HTGR fuel is placed in a gas loop in which high pressure high speed helium gas
is purged along the fuel. The fuel is then directly cooled by the flowing helium gas. In
the capsules mentioned under the previous two bullets the heat is generally transported
from the fuel over a small gas gap surrounding the fuel. The pressure and cooling
conditions in a gas loop are therefore more representative for HTGR conditions than
the capsules mentioned above. However, the technical and financial complications
involved in constructing an in-reactor gas loop are immense and therefore, in the past,
capsule irradiations were considered sufficient for fuel qualification.

•

The irradiation is performed in experimental HTGRs, such as Dragon, AVR, Peach
Bottom, or the currently operated HTR-10 and HTTR. These irradiation conditions are
the most relevant, but it is more difficult to analyze the irradiated fuel
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spheres/compacts amongst others because of the imprecise knowledge of the
irradiation history.
Besides the irradiation of fuel compacts and fuel spheres with a wide variety of kernel
material, there have also been performed a large number of irradiations in which parts of the
fuel compacts and fuel sphere have been irradiated:
•

irradiation of matrix graphite;

•

irradiation of loose coated particles;

•

irradiation of designed-to-fail particles;

•

irradiation of coating layers that do not contain fissile material.

Besides irradiation testing under normal conditions it is also of crucial importance to study the
behaviour of the fuel during accident conditions. Accident simulation testing can be done
•

by heating the irradiated fuel in a hot cell in order to study fission product release
behaviour during a simulated core heatup accident. One of the devices constructed for
accident testing is the KÜFA test facility which will be described in more detail in
Section 8;

•

by heating the fuel during irradiation. An example of this is described later in this
section for the IVV-2M reactor in the the Russian Federation;

•

by introduction of water vapor into the irradiation capsule to study fission product
behaviour under oxidizing conditions simulating a water ingress.

In this section, the focus is on irradiation testing of HTGR fuel in MTRs. Real-time testing in
HTGRs was already treated in the previous Section 5.
7.1.2.
7.1.2.1.

Short lived noble gas/halogen release
Introduction

The release of noble gases from spherical fuel elements has been extensively investigated by
in-pile measurements of irradiation experiments and the regular monitoring of the coolant gas
activities of the AVR and the THTR.
The transport mechanisms of the noble gases produced by the finely distributed uranium
contamination of the matrix material were clarified by the results from seven irradiation
experiments in the R2 test reactor at Studsvik (seven xenon, six krypton isotopes) [Röllig
1977]. The gas release from artificially failed particles was firstly studied in detail with the
irradiation experiments FRJ-P25 ((Th,U)O2 kernels) and FRJ2-P28 (UO2-kernels) in the FRJ2
test reactor at Jülich [Thiel 1982]. More refined model data of the transport characteristics of
production induced defects of TRISO particles with UO2 kernels were drawn from the
German reference irradiation tests for proof test fuel, HFR-K5 and -K6, in the HFR, Petten
[Röllig 1993]. A description of internationally applied fission gas release models was given in
[IAEA 1997].
In several irradiation experiments, the 131I activity released from the test elements and
deposited on the capsule walls was measured out-of-pile directly after termination of the
irradiation. Furthermore, during reactor shut down periods between consecutive irradiation
intervals, the ‘cold’ release of 133Xe and 135Xe atoms (70°C) being produced by their
radioactive precursors 133I and 135I were measured in-pile. These data determine upper limits
for the iodine release during irradiation, because iodine atoms entirely released from the fuel
sphere and still adhering to the surfaces of open porosity cannot be distinguished. All
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experimental findings confirm that the transport behaviour of the halogens at elevated
temperatures is similar to that of noble gases.
Regular measurements of the coolant gas activities in the AVR and the THTR-300 have been
conducted and evaluated on the base of above transport models verifying their reliability and
applicability under real pebble bed reactor conditions [Thiel 1989, Röllig 1991a]. Not only
did these evaluations serve to test the underlying design methods, they also helped identify
potential failure mechanisms and supervise the quality of the fuel elements.
7.1.2.2.

Radionuclide transport and release phenomena

The relative importance of the phenomena associated with radionuclide transport and release
is strongly dependent upon a number of parameters, including birth location within a particle
or sphere, particle condition/characteristics, temperature, and radionuclide physical and
chemical properties.
The following phenomena are associated with radionuclide transport within a fuel sphere:
•

Fission product recoil: The fission products are produced with a high initial kinetic
energy and travel through the surrounding material over a finite distance and if
near the kernel surface or in a graphite particle may be ejected and deposited in a
pore location from which they can be more readily transported to the fuel sphere
surface. The average recoil distance varies by radionuclide and by the material.
The fraction of fission product released by recoil is independent of irradiation
parameters and, in particular, of temperature. For the reference 500 mum diameter
UO2 kernel, the release fraction in the surrounding buffer region is ~2% to 3%. For
fissions from heavy metal contamination in the matrix material, the fraction
deposited in the intergranular region is approximately an order of magnitude
higher [Kasten 1994].

•

Diffusion: Radionuclides move within the fuel particles and matrix material of a
fuel sphere by diffusion associated with the concentration gradients within the
sphere. The rate of diffusion varies by many orders of magnitude and is a strong
function of many parameters including chemical and physical properties of the
radionuclide, material, location in microstructure, and temperature. During normal
operation, the oxide kernel (and to a lesser degree oxycarbide and carbide kernel)
is highly retentive of most radionuclides, the dense pyrocarbon layers are effective
barriers to gaseous fission product diffusion, and the silicon carbide layer is an
effective diffusion barrier to almost all radionuclides (silver being a notable
exception at elevated temperatures).

•

Surface sorption and mass transfer: Graphite has the ability to adsorb metallic
atoms. On the surface of the fuel sphere, fission product transport to the coolant
gas is controlled by a combination of surface sorption and convective mass
transfer [Krohn 1983].

Extensive irradiation and post-irradiation safety testing to measure radioisotope release has
been conducted on fuel particles and spheres [Schenk 1984, Gontard 1990, Venter 2004]. The
dominant radionuclides released from the fuel were identified by gamma and beta
measurements in the course of PIE. In-pile irradiation data were measured in an ex-core loop,
with results limited to noble gases because of condensation and plate-out of other species in
the tubing between the core and detector. Postirradiation testing data included both gaseous
radioisotopes measured in a gas loop, and metallic radioisotopes detected on cold finger
deposition plates that were periodically cycled through the furnace in the course of the test.
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Limited postirradiation testing data were developed for the more short lived radioisotopes
(e.g. 131I, 110mAg) in testing conducted shortly after completion of the irradiation, but the
majority of data was for the longer lived species (e.g. 85Kr and 137Cs).
Equivalent sphere model
Notwithstanding the fact that SiC is the primary fission product barrier in HTGR fuel,
retention in the UO2 kernel plays an important role. A set of useful correlations has been
derived for kernel retention assuming a delay in the UO2 grains that are modeled as small
spheres with radius a , known as Booth [Booth 1957] model or ‘Equivalent Sphere Model’
[Nabielek 1974]. These correlations have also been applied for release of fission gases from
heavy metal contamination in the matrix material, in which case the equivalent sphere stands
for a graphite grain. Applying numerical simulation diffusion codes, a is replaced by the real
radius of the fuel kernel, of the coated particle, or of the spherical fuel element.
Some special solutions of the pertinent diffusion equation are given below. Assuming
constant production rate and a stable fission product, the in-reactor fractional release is
2
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(7-1)
is efficiently

for D′t ≤ 0.35 , and

(7-2)

for D′t > 0.35 .

(7-3)

The predicted release curve, applicable to the irradiation of a defective or failed particle is
shown as the lower term in Fig. 7-1 displayed versus a dimensionless kernel diffusion time
given by the product of the reduced diffusion coefficient with heating or irradiation time. It is
compared with the respective release curve for the heating condition.

Fractional Release

1 E+0

1 E-1

1 E-2
1 E-4

1 E-3

1 E-2

1 E-1

1 E+0

tau = D't

FIGURE 7-1. Fractional release of long lived fission products during heating (upper curve) and
during irradiation (lower curve) as a function of diffusion time t=D’t according to the equivalent
sphere model [Nabielek 1974].
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Kernel retention is mainly due to fission product slow-down in UO2 grains. Further delays in
grain boundaries, intergranular bubbles, etc., are usually neglected in high burnup (> 8%
FIMA) HTGR fuel. Because numerical diffusions codes like GETTER [Keshaw 2006] and
FRESCO [Krohn 1982, Krohn 1983] treat the whole kernel as one representative unit, the
equation
D′ =

Dgrain
a2

=

Dk
rk2

(7-4)

is valid with a being the equivalent grain radius and rk = 250μm kernel radius. Usual tables
[Verfondern 1993, Verfondern 1997] contain Dk values. Recommended kernel diffusion
coefficients are given in Table 7-1.
TABLE 7-1. Recommended reduced kernel diffusion coefficients of key fission products in UO2.

Species

Do’ [s-1]

Q [kJ/mol]

Cesium

0.90

209
4

Strontium

3.5×10

488

Silver

0.107

165

Xenon, krypton
Xenon, krypton

(a)

2.1×10
5×10

-5

-3

Reference
row „FRG’ in
[Verfondern 1997]

126
155.4

[Verfondern 1985]

(a) for prediction of the release of stable and long lived fission gases.

The release equations (7-1), (7-2), (7-3) can also be used to predict 137Cs, 90Sr, and 110mAg
release from the kernel into the buffer layer or, vice versa, to derive the effective mean
irradiation temperature from the measurement of internal fission product release.
Short lived fission gases Xe and Kr
To determine in-reactor release rates of short lived fission gases, the steady state solution of
the diffusion equation
0=D

1 ∂ 2 (rc )
− λc + p
r ∂r 2

(7-5)

is solved to give the release rate (R) to birth rate (B) ratio

R
B

= 3

D′ 
D′ 
λ

 coth
−

D′
λ
λ 

(7-6)

Figure 7-2 shows the good agreement of this model with a calibration experiment for gas
release and also the comparison to the more sophisticated NOBLEG code [Röllig 1977].
By comparing in-reactor measured R/B data to predicted R/B for one bare kernel from the
formula above, one can estimate the fraction of manufacture-induced defective or in-reactor
failed particles. The full transient solution of the diffusion equation results in the R/B ratio is
given by:
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The primary fission products are distributed homogeneously in these components by direct
recoil. The gas atoms diffuse from the recoil sites in the grains of the solid components to the
open porosity of the fuel sphere. The steady state fractional release due to this diffusion in
each solid component is determined by the above described equivalent sphere model
according to

R
= 3Uc
B

Dr 
Dr 
 coth λ −

Dr
λ 
λ 

(7-9)

where R – release rate into the open porosity, atoms/s; B – fission (birth) rate in the fuel
sphere, atoms/s; Uc – ratio of uranium finely distributed in the matrix material to total
uranium inventory of fuel sphere (‘U-contamination of the matrix material’); λ – decay
constant of noble gas nuclide, 1/s; and Dr = D/r2 – reduced diffusion constant of noble gas
element in component 1 or 2, 1/s; D – diffusion constant of xenon or krypton in component 1
or 2, m2/s; r – equivalent sphere radius of component 1 or 2, m.
The two solid state diffusion processes and the direct recoil into the pore system are followed
by the pressure and temperature dependent gas phase transport through the open porosity of
the fuel sphere to the coolant. This process is also described by the Booth equation (7-9)
where r equals the radius of the fuel element and D equals the effective diffusion constant for
the combination of Knudsen and binary gas diffusion given by the Bosanquet equation:
1
1
1
=
+
(k1 v ) (k 2 D1, 2 )
D

(7-10)

8 RT
– mean thermal
πm
velocity of gas atoms, m/s; m – atomic weight; T – absolute temperature, K; R – absolute gas
constant; D1,2 – binary diffusion constant of xenon or krypton in helium.

where k1, k2 – structural parameters of A3 matrix material; v =

The parameters k1 and k2 were measured for unirradiated A3 matrix material using a
hydrogen permeation method. The binary the gas-in-gas diffusion coefficient is approximately
proportional to T1.5 following the Chapman-Enskog theory of gases.
The release from the grains of the material components and the recoil into the pore system are
working in parallel followed in series by the gas phase transport through the porosity.
Consequently, the total gas release from the fuel sphere is given by the addition of two terms
according to equation (7-1) and a constant term multiplied with the same equation (Uc being
omitted) where Dr = D/r2 and D is given by equation (7-10) with r = 0.03 m.
7.1.2.3.

Release from MTR experiments

In general, analytical solutions of the diffusion equation are not available for the complex
situation of a coated particle with several coating layers embedded in spherical fuel or
compacts elements. Therefore, numerical simulation codes have been developed to predict
and postcalculate irradiation tests in material test reactors and postirradiation heating tests
[see also Section 9]. Then, theses codes are also used for release predictions in planned
reactors like the Siemens HTR-Modul and the Chinese HTR-PM, or for the analysis of the
core releases from operating reactors like AVR, THTR, and Fort St. Vrain.
All models have to be verified and – together with an appropriate data set – they have to be
validated by suitable experimental material. This is most reliably done on the measured
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releases from complete spherical fuel elements. Fission gases are measured throughout
irradiation. The release of metallic fission products is deter-mined after irradiation by gamma
and beta spectrometry of all components outside the fuel element. A compilation of the most
representative results [Nabielek 2001] is given in Table 7-2 and shown in Fig. 7-4 versus an
average irradiation temperature.
It can be observed that silver release becomes significant at irradiation temperatures above
1000°C. This is a well known phenomenon even in particles with high quality SiC coatings
[Nabielek 1975, Nabielek 1977, Van der Merwe 2009].
1 E+0
F(Ag 110m)

1 E-1
1 E-2
1 E-3

F(Cs 134)

1 E-4
1 E-5

F(Cs 137)

1 E-6
1 E-7
R/B (Kr 85m)
EOL

1 E-8
1 E-9
700

900

1100

1300

Irradiation Temperature [°C]
FIGURE 7-4. Fractional release of 110mAg, and 134Cs, 137Cs release fractions as a function of
temperature in 230-530 d irradiation tests. as measured in postirradiation examination work. Also
included are end-of-irradiation gas release rates R/B.

Cesium releases shown in the table are insignificant below the 2×10-5 level, because this is the
lower detection limit when working in a hot cell environment. In the case of in-reactor
caesium release, the 137Cs and the 134Cs release fractions should be identical, because the two
caesium isotopes have the same chemical behaviour. If this is not the case, caesium comes
from external contamination sources.
In several irradiation experiments with R/B values of 133Xe in the range from 10-7 up to 10-2
covering contamination and failed particle dominated releases, an approximate 1:1-relation
between the 133Xe (half life: 5.3 days) and 131I (half life: 8.0 days) R/B values was found. For
R/B values below 10-5, the 131I data lie by a factor of about 3 below the 133Xe R/B values. This
indicates the effect of an adsorption/desorption equilibrium on the surfaces of the open
porosity at low iodine partial pressures which reduces the effective gas phase diffusion
constant of iodine. In total, it can be concluded that it is conservative to use the same diffusion
data for iodine as for xenon. The same applies to bromine and krypton.
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359

533

517

533

232

308

396

396

232

396

396

533

517

359

359

308

232

HFR-K3/3

FRJ2-K15/1

R2-K13/4

FRJ2-K15/3

FRJ2-P27/1

R2-K12/1

FRJ2-K13/4

FRJ2-K13/1

FRJ2-P27/3

FRJ2-K13/3

FRJ2-K13/2

FRJ2-K15/2

R2-K13/1

HFR-K3/1

HFR-K3/4

R2-K12/2

FRJ2-P27/2

n.m. = not measured

359

Irradiation
time [efpd]

HFR-K3/2

Test

1320

1280

1220

1200

1170

1150

1150

1150

1130

1125

1120

1100

1080

990

980

970

920

920

Irradiation
temp. [°C]

8

12.4

9

7.5

10.2

15.3

8

7.9

7.6

7.5

7.6

11.1

7.6

14.8

9.8

14.1

10.6

10

Burnup
[% FIMA]

1.7×10-5
1.7×10-5
1.3×10-6
3.2×10-6
4.3×10-7
4.7×10-5
2.4×10-5
6.4×10-6
1.4×10-5
1.6×10-4
6.1×10-6
1.8×10-5
9.5×10-7
-5

9.1×10-6
1.4×10-5
1.7×10-5
1.5×10-4

1×10-7
1×10-7
1×10-6
5×10-8
3×10-9
2×10-6
3×10-7
7×10-9
2×10-8
1×10-7
7×10-9
2×10-8
5×10-9
-8

2×10-7
3×10-7
2×10-7
1×10-5

7×10

1.1×10

137

F
Cs

85m

R/B
Kr

1.6×10-4

1.9×10-5

3.2×10-6

2.7×10-6

2.9×10-5

2.0×10

2.1×10-5

3.4×10-5

2.0×10-4

3.4×10-5

1.4×10-5

1.2×10-5

2.4×10-5

n.m.

1.1×10-5

n.m.

1.9×10-6

4.1×10-6

F
Cs

134

8.2×10-3

1.4×10-2

1.8×10-2

2.2×10-3

3.9×10-2

2.0×10-2

1.7×10-2

2.0×10-2

1.9×10-2

3.9×10-2

3.3×10-2

1.8×10-2

n.m.

2.7×10-3

7.5×10-4

1.6×10-4

4.5×10-4

F
Ag

110m

TABLE 7-2. Experimental end-of-irradiation 85mKr release rate R/B and cumulative fractional metallic release F from fuel elements with high quality (Th,U)O2
and UO2 TRISO particles. Results are arranged with increasing average irradiation temperature.

7.1.3.
7.1.3.1.

Some fundamental considerations pertaining to modeling the mechanical behaviour of coated
fuel particles during irradiation
Introduction

A number of important features that are required in a computer code to model the irradiation
performance of coated fuel particles during irradiation are identified. Amongst these are the
following:
(a) A suitable equation of state to calculate the internal gas pressure is necessary since the
perfect gas law is inadequate.
(b) An allowance for the presence of CO2 should be taken into account when calculating
gas pressures.
(c) The code should be able to model the whole life of a particle, from manufacture,
followed by a complex irradiation history and then on to long term storage.
(d) Kernel-coating mechanical interaction (KCMI) as a possible cause of particle failure
must be taken into account.
(e) Execution times must be sufficiently fast to enable statistical calculations, involving
many computer runs, to be feasible.
These features are illustrated in the modeling of a number of experiments using the computer
programme STRESS3 and the associated statistical code STAPLE.
The modeling of two Japanese irradiation experiments illustrated (a) the need for a statistical
code, and (b) to be able to model monotonic changes in temperature over the course of an
irradiation, in order to reproduce the experimental observations.
Pre-irradiation modeling of German fuel in the HFR-EU1 experiment demonstrated that
KCMI is predicted to be the predominant failure mechanism, and that statistical variations in
the burnup at which failures occur are governed, almost entirely, by the variability in the
buffer layer thickness. KCMI was also identified as a failure mechanism in the US NPR-1
irradiation, but only after the IPyC layer had failed first. This was identified as being due to a
rather subtle IPyC Poisson ratio effect.
A modeling of the comprehensive Dragon Project Charge III Centre Rod experiment is
reported. A reasonable correlation with experimental observations was obtained provided
there was included the option that the outer pyrocarbon (OPyC) layer had failed first, due to
interaction with the retaining meniscus bonded resin. The modeling was performed using
STRESS3 [MartinDG 2003], a code which models stresses in individual particles, and
STAPLE which calculates particle failure statistics by running STRESS3 many times.
7.1.3.2.

Some important features desirable in an advanced fuel performance code

Equation of state

Because it is known that failure of coatings will occur if the internal gas pressure exceeds
some critical value, it is clearly important that an appropriate equation of state be employed to
calculate pressures. Amongst the many equations of state which have been proposed, the one
by Redlich and Kwong [Redlich 1949] appears to combine the advantages of both a simple
formula and a high level of accuracy for the current application. Figure 7-5 compares some
experimental pressure-volume values for xenon, due to Harrison [HarrisonJW 1969], at three
temperatures, with the corresponding Redlich-Kwong isotherms. It is apparent that agreement
is excellent over the temperatures and pressures that are relevant to coated particle modeling.
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FIGURE 7-5. A comparison between the Redlich-Kwong equation of state (lines) and experimental
values (symbols) for xenon.

The Redlich-Kwong equation of state is



a
 P + 1/ 2
(V − b ) = RT
T V (V + b) 


(7-11)

where P,V,T and R represent pressure, volume per mole, temperature and the universal gas
constant, respectively; a and b are constants whose values are obtained by noting that at the
critical point

 ∂2P 
 ∂P 
 =  2  = 0

 ∂V T  ∂V  T

(7-12)

implying that
a=

ξ RTc
R 2Tc2.5
, b=
9ξ Pc
3Pc

(7-13), (7-14)

where Tc, Pc – critical temperature and pressure; ζ = 21/3–1.
In the case of a gas mixture mean values of a and b, a and b , are required, given by
2

μ
μ

a =   ζ m a m0.5  and b =  ζ m bm
m =1
m=1


(7-15), (7-16)

where μ – number of gas species comprising the mixture; ζm – fraction of gas molecules in the
mixture that consist of species m.
Figure 7-6 illustrates the inadequacy in using the perfect gas law to calculate gas pressures
within coated particles. The abscissa represents the gas pressure of a Xe-Kr fission gas
mixture that would be calculated, knowing the temperature, the number of moles of gas
present and the volume they can occupy, using the perfect gas law. Ordinate values show the
factor by which this pressure needs to be multiplied in order to obtain the corresponding
Redlich-Kwong equation of state value. Figure 7-6 demonstrates that during irradiation gas
pressure values could be underestimated by up to ~40% if the perfect gas law is used in the
calculation.
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FIGURE 7-6. Correction of fission gas pressures, calculated assuming the perfect gas law.

This is mainly because it ignores the volume occupied by the gas molecules. By contrast,
when irradiated particles are cooled to room or ambient temperatures, pressures could be
overestimated by a factor of ~2 if the perfect gas law is employed. This is because these
temperatures are close to the critical temperature, when the gas will be attaining more liquidlike properties. It also implies that stresses in the silicon carbide (SiC) layer during the long
term storage of irradiated particles will be lower compared with those derived using the
perfect gas law.
Gas pressure contributions due to CO and CO2

Let us assume that as a result of irradiation a hypothetical pressure PO of oxygen atoms is
created in the voidage. In practice this oxygen will react virtually completely with carbon to
produce equilibrium concentrations of CO and CO2 in accordance with the Boudouard
reaction
C + CO2 ↔ 2 CO

(7-17)

If f is the fraction of oxygen atoms that react to form CO, the partial pressures of CO and CO2
are given by
PCO = f PO

PCO2 =

(7-18)

1
(1 − f ) PO
2

(7-19)

so that the total pressure is
PCO + PCO2 =

1
(1 + f ) PO
2

(7-20)

The equilibrium constant, KP, defined as
KP =

[ PCO ] 2
PCO2


1.997 × 10 4
is equal to [Kubaschewski 1967]: exp18.36 −
T


(7-21)

 MPa
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to an accuracy of better 2.2%. From equations (7-18) through (7-21), it follows that
PCO + PCO2
PO

=

1
+
2

K P2 + 8 K P PO − K P

(7-22)

8PO

Figure 7-7 shows a plot of this fraction and also of f as a function of PO for a number of
temperatures. It is apparent that in many situations a significant fraction of the oxygen reacts
with carbon to form CO2 and that this will lower the additional pressure from the oxygen
released during fission compared with the situation in which it reacted to produce only CO.
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FIGURE 7-7. Effect of CO2 production on gas pressure.

Finally, from the point of view of establishing the composition of the gas, which will be
required in the calculations described above, we note that if no moles of oxygen atoms are
created by irradiation, then the number of moles of CO and CO2, are given by
PCO nCO
=
=
PO
nO

K P2 + 8 K P PO − K P

PCO2

K P2 + 8K P PO − K P
1
−
2
8 PO

4 PO

(7-23)

and
PO

=

nCO2
nO

=

(7-24)

Other desirable features of a computer code

In addition to being able to calculate gas pressures reasonably accurately, a few of the other
desirable features that should be incorporated into an advance computer code are presented
here.
An adequate model should be able to handle the history of a coated particle, from its
manufacture, during irradiation, and finally throughout its long term storage in a repository.
Amongst other things this implies that during irradiation changes in the neutron flux and
temperature are capable of being modelled, for example as particles pass through and are then
re-inserted into a pebble bed reactor, and also during shut-downs. This is not to say that
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simpler models have no use. For example, analytical models that assume constant neutron
flux and temperature values enable stresses in the layers to be calculated readily by hand.
Furthermore they enable a scientific understanding of how the various material properties
influence these stresses [MartinDG 1973]. The same is also true of simple models which
calculate the stresses that are introduced due to a change in temperature [MartinDG 1975].
Another feature which a coated particle performance code should be able to model is the
possibility that particles may fail due to kernel-coating mechanical interaction (KCMI)
[MartinDG 2002], a mechanism which to date has received little attention. Failure by this
means rather than because of a sufficient build-up of gas pressure may occur if the buffer
layer possesses adequate voidage, or if the fraction of gas released from the kernel is small as
will occur at sufficiently low irradiation temperatures. It is well known that fuel kernels will
swell during irradiation; as a result, once gaps between the kernel and IPyC layer have closed,
this will enhance considerably stresses in the SiC layer due to its high (compared with PyC)
elastic modulus. Failure of this layer will then occur at burnup values only slightly in excess
of that at which KCMI is initiated. Not many experimental irradiations appear to have been
reported where failure of particles has been attributed to KCMI. The one clear case is an
unpublished report by Horsley and Brown (Harwell Laboratory, 1971) relating to the
irradiation of some gas cooled fast reactor particles to 11.7% FIMA burnup at around 925°C.
An obvious way of postponing the onset of KCMI is to increase the early in life gas gap
between the kernel and IPyC layer by enhancing the thickness of the buffer, since the gap is
caused by its shrinkage in the radial direction during irradiation. However, a sizeable gap
containing low thermal conductivity fission gases will result in a significant temperature drop
between the fuel and cladding. Bearing in mind that in practice the kernel is unlikely to
remain in a perfectly symmetrical position within the particle, temperature variations around
the periphery of the IPyC layer would then be expected, which could promote appreciable
carbon transport (the amoeba effect). So clearly there must be a limit to how much the
thickness of the buffer layer can be increased in order to avoid KCMI.
Computer codes which calculate stresses in the layers of particles during the course of an
irradiation are invaluable in determining the burnup at which failure will occur. However,
such calculations only refer to individual particles, whereas in practice one is interested in the
fraction of a batch of particles that have failed as a function of burnup. The most satisfactory
way to calculate failure fractions is to run the code many times (in practice 105-106 runs),
varying for each run the particle specifications in accordance with the statistical variation of
items such as the layer thicknesses.
7.1.3.3.

Some practical examples that illustrate a number of important factors in modeling particle
endurance

HRB-22 irradiation

In the Japanese sponsored irradiation HRB-22 [MartinDG 2001] in the high flux isotope
reactor (HFIR) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 32 000 particles were irradiated up to a
maximum burnup of 7% FIMA. Four failures were observed, two each in the region of 2.5
and 6% FIMA respectively. STRESS3 calculations, using mean particle specifications,
predicted that up to 7% FIMA burnup the SiC layer was always under compression, implying
that no failures would occur. This conclusion was in agreement with a previous calculation
using a Japanese fuel performance code [Sawa 1999]. Even if both PyC layers were to fail
very early in the irradiation, another STRESS3 run showed that tensile stresses at the end of
life were extremely modest, and so unlikely to cause failure of the SiC layer.
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These calculations employed mean particle dimensions and fracture stress values. However,
when particle statistics are included in a STAPLE calculation two failures were predicted to
occur over the burnup range 6-7% FIMA. Therefore, to a first approximation, the third and
fourth failures that were observed have been modelled successfully, but not the first two,
which tentatively may be attributed to these particles being defective. It was through
STRESS3 runs that in other irradiations, such as in some reported below, failures were
identified to have been caused by KCMI.
91F-1A irradiation

The irradiation 91F-1A [MartinDG 2001] in the Japanese Materials Test Reactor comprised
two capsules, upper and lower, each containing 4400 particles. The upper capsule was
irradiated at 1300°C to a burnup of 8% FIMA, by which time two failures were observed.
Modeling of this irradiation produced results that were rather similar to those discussed above
relating to the HRB-22 irradiation. It predicted two failures, in keeping with the experimental
observations.
Although the lower capsule experienced a higher rating compared with that of the upper
capsule, so that a burnup of 9.5% FIMA was achieved, no failures were observed. It was
speculated that this was because of the irradiation temperature history. During the first half of
the irradiation particles were irradiated at 1250°C. However at this point, due to a malfunction
of the temperature controller, the temperature decreased monotonically with time, falling to
820°C by the end of the irradiation. A STAPLE run was able to support this suggestion
because, up to 9.5% FIMA burnup, no failures were predicted.
HFR–EU1 irradiation

The HFR-EU1 irradiation experiment that took place in the Petten HFR reactor included three
spherical fuel elements of German origin, each containing 9500 particles. The original
intention was to irradiate them to a burnup of ~20% FIMA exploring the limiting burnup that
presently manufactured coated particles can attain (see also Section 7.2.4).
First, a STRESS3 run was performed, using mean values of the particle specifications and
with fracture stresses set artificially high in order to avoid failure of any of the layers.
Figure 7-8 shows tangential stresses in the SiC layer over the course of the irradiation. The
noteworthy feature is the abrupt increase in the rate at which stresses increase with burnup at
about 18% FIMA. This is due to the onset of KCMI. (The decrease in the slope at burnups
above ~20% FIMA is due to creep of the SiC which makes a contribution at very high stresses
even though the creep constant was assumed to be about two orders of magnitude lower than
that of PyC.) This is demonstrated in Fig. 7-9, which shows the kernel-coating radial gap over
the course of the irradiation. Initially the gap increases owing mainly to the shrinkage in the
radial direction of the buffer and IPyC layers. Next, the effect of the swelling kernel, thereby
closing the gap, predominates until at ~18% FIMA burnup, the gap becomes closed. Note that
the maximum radial gap is predicted to be ~14 µm. A gap of this size could result in an
appreciable temperature drop between the kernel and coatings. For example, if the kernel
were located (unrealistically) symmetrically in the center of the particle, then the temperature
drop for this particle design would be in the region of 150°C if the kernel is generating a
power of 0.25 W. Fortunately, gaps of this size only occur over a comparatively small burnup
range, but nevertheless they could be the cause of significant carbon transport, as observed in
the amoeba effect.
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The heavy solid line in Fig. 7-8 shows the failure fraction as a function of the burnup from a
STAPLE run when all the known statistical variations of the particle specifications are
included. However, it is instructive to explore how some of the individual statistical variations
affect this result. For example, if all particle specifications, including fracture stresses of the
layers were to adopt their mean values, all particles would fail at ~22.5% FIMA burnup, from
Fig. 7-6, because the mean fracture stress of the SiC layer in the calculation was assumed to
be 400 MPa. The light solid line in Fig. 7-10 shows how that result is modified when Weibull
statistics for the three load bearing layers are introduced into the calculation. Up to ~18%
FIMA burnup, a few failures occur due to stresses created by the internal gas pressure.
However, from Fig. 7-8 it is known that at ~18% FIMA burnup, KCMI will be initiated and
stresses will then increase rapidly as the irradiation continues, thereby causing the sharp rise
in the failure fraction with burnup. The dotted line in Fig. 7-8 shows the results of a
calculation in which all particle specifications adopted their mean values, apart from the
buffer layer thickness. This implies that there will be a particle to particle variation in the
burnup value at which KCMI is initiated. As a result, burnup values at which failure fractions
of practical interest occur are lowered compared with the situation when the buffer layer
thickness of all particles in the batch are assumed to be the same. However, what is significant
is that this dotted line, corresponding only to a variability in the buffer layer thickness is very
close to the heavy solid line, for which all particle specifications were included in the
calculation. This is because KCMI predominates over all other factors that affect the failure of
particles.
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NPR-1 irradiation

In the US irradiation NPR-1 [MartinDG 2002a] in HFIR, particles were irradiated at ~950°C
to a burnup of 79% FIMA. A number of compacts were irradiated; that labelled A5 is
considered here. A STAPLE run predicted failure of the SiC in 2.4% of the particles.
Experimentally, 0.6% with a 95% confidence in the range 0-3% was observed, so reasonable
agreement between the two sets of results was obtained.
However, the interesting feature of this modeling exercise emerged from a number of
exploratory STRESS3 runs. It was found that provided the IPyC and OPyC layers remain
intact over the course of the irradiation the SiC coating was always under compression. On
the other hand, if the IPyC layer fails during the early part of the irradiation KCMI can occur,
resulting in possible failure of the SiC layer. Further STAPLE exploratory runs indeed
demonstrated that the predicted failures referred to above occurred by KCMI. The explanation
why KCMI occurs when the IPyC has failed but not when it is intact is due to Poisson ratio
dimensional changes in the latter case. At appreciable neutron doses a failed, unrestrained,
IPyC layer will expand radially, thereby contributing to the closure of the kernel-coating gap.
By contrast, an intact IPyC will be highly stressed in the tangential direction as it creeps in
order to nullify the shrinkage that a corresponding unrestrained layer would undergo. From
Poisson ratio considerations this will result in shrinkage in the radial direction, thereby
contributing to a delay in the burnup value at which KCMI will be initiated.
Charge III centre rod experiment

The ‘charge III centre rod experiment’ irradiation [Hick 1973] in the Dragon reactor was a
realistic demonstration of particle performance under power reactor conditions. Eight particle
designs were irradiated at two temperatures, namely 1250 and 1400°C. For each of these 16
combinations, several batches of 104 particles were irradiated at a number of burnup values,
up to 12% FIMA. Particles in each batch were held in position in their containing box by
means of resin, to which they were meniscus bonded. At the end of the irradiation, PIE on a
number of boxes was performed to determine the failure fractions. Results for two of the
designs, LE 10 and FB 3, are shown as data points in Figs. 7-11 and 7-12.
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The solid lines in these figures are the results of STAPLE calculations, assuming an
irradiation temperature of 1300°C. It is evident that many of the experimental results lie
above these lines. STAPLE calculations were repeated, but now with the OPyC layer made to
fail, to produce the dotted lines in Figs. 7-11 and 7-12. It is apparent that many of the
experimental results lie between the two lines.
One can advance plausible arguments to justify the supposition that OPyC layers may fail
during the irradiation. For example, failure of OPyC layers deposited from methane has been
reported in the past [Sayers 1973]. Again, during the early stages of the irradiation, the resin
holding the particles in position is expected to undergo large dimensional changes, which
could cause such failures. If only a fraction of the OPyC layers were to have failed, then the
appropriate failure line should lie somewhere between the two shown in the above figures.
7.1.3.4.

Concluding remarks

It is highly desirable for there to be a close collaboration between experimentalists and
modellers in the development of fuel that will perform to the desired specifications. This is
because, for example (a) both experimentalists and modelers are able to identify failure
mechanisms; (b) experimental work can point to inadequacies in a fuel performance code,
thereby leading to its improvement; (c) modeling can greatly assist in the experimental work,
both concerning the particle design and the irradiation conditions to aim for; in addition what
sort of PIE should be undertaken.
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the German HTR-Modul, the HTR-500 and to a lesser extent for the US HTGR
concepts. It is shown with representative examples that these fuels have excellent fission
product retention capabilities under normal and anticipated off-normal operating
conditions. Extended irradiation programmemes in the HFR Petten have significantly
contributed to the database for the design of HTGR graphite structures. The
programmes not only comprise radiation damage accumulation in the temperature
range from 570 to 1570 K up to very high fast neutron fluences and its influence on
technological properties, but also irradiations under specified load conditions to
investigate the irradiation creep behaviour of various graphites in the temperature
range 570 to 1170 K.”
7.2.1.2.

‘BEST’ sample holder in the HFR Petten

For the HTGR fuel irradiation, two different types of irradiation rigs/locations are available:
one that can accommodate compacts, and one that can accommodate spheres. The REFA and
BEST rigs are multi-cell capsules, 63 to 72 mm in diameter, which can handle four to five
spheres in up to four separate cells. The TRIO or QUATTRO rigs/locations are ~32 mm in
diameter and 600 mm in useful length. They can handle three or four parallel stacks of
compacts. For the three-stack configuration, about 30 compacts could, in principle, be
irradiated in the rig. There is a large axial flux gradient across the useable length (40% spread
maximum to minimum) that must be considered in the design of any experiment.
Most of the HTGR fuel irradiations that were performed in the HFR in the period until the
early nineties were performed in a sample holder based on the ‘BEST’ concept [Ahlf 1993].
The irradiation rig BEST can accommodate full size spherical fuel elements or cylindrical
segments of the prismatic block fuel element with a maximum outer diameter of 65 mm in up
to four independent capsules. The basic design of the BEST rig (Figs. 7-14 and 7-15) is the
use of up to four independently and individually monitored and operated single contained
capsules, arranged in line.
The capsules are surrounded by a protection tube which also forms the water cooling gap. The
instrumentation cables of the lower capsules are passed through this gap to the upper rig head
in the central reactor top lid. The connection between the capsules and the rig head is formed
by the extension tube. The heat, generated by fissions and gamma absorption is dissipated
radially by conduction and radiation through the material layers. Temperature control is
obtained by a binary gas mixture of helium and neon. The control range is greater than 300 K.
The complete in-pile section of the BEST rig can be moved vertically in the irradiation
channel. Additionally, the upper and lower capsule can be displaced relative to the rig. Both
independent movements are operated remotely by a displacement unit inside the rig head.
This feature allows compensation of the shift of the vertical neutron fluence rate pattern
during the run of an irradiation cycle and allows power and/or temperature cycling. Methods
and instrumentation are in use for power and/or temperature cycling and transient
experiments, as well as for in-situ fuel hydrolyzing and graphite oxidation irradiation
experiments. Instrumentation for injection of water vapor into the purge gas (range 102000 Pa) is in regular use.
All relevant process data, such as temperature, mass flow, gas pressure, down-stream
radioactivity, up- and downstream gas impurities, neutron fluence rate and reactor power, etc.,
are recorded by the central computerized data logger and stored on tape for on-line and offline data evaluation. Experimental data as temperature field, neutron fluences, fission power,
burnup and fractional fission gas release data are reported cycle by cycle. The BEST-type
sample holders are connected to a gas sweep loop facility which is similar to the one that has
been used for the irradiation experiment HFR-EU1 (see Section 7.3.3.1).
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After having developed a new type of fuel element, it must be demonstrated and proven that
all the properties required by power reactor design, remain unchanged or are at least only
modified to a tolerable extent under the conditions of normal reactor operation or even design
base accidents. This irradiation testing (together with appropriate postirradiation examination)
is performed in two phases:
Phase I:

Irradiation experiments with simplified but in general covering conditions with
regard to target burnup, fast neutron fluence and fuel temperature, aiming at
information concerning different objectives, such as particle failure function,
fission product transport and fuel element integrity.

Phase II:

Power reactor plant specific ‘reference tests’ (or proof tests) to demonstrate the
transferability of Phase I results to the specific demand of a commercial power
reactor project. ‘Near to production’ fuel is investigated under conditions as
close as is reasonably achievable to HTGR power plant operation, e.g. including
simulation of a multi-pass fuel reloading system.

To obtain reliable thermal design data for different reactor positions, a pre-runner experiment
was performed for Phase II. The unique feature of this test was that the spherical fuel
elements were equipped with more than 20 thermocouples each to determine the temperature
distribution within the spheres for each test reactor position. Based on these data, the thermal
irradiation history for the Phase II tests has been recalculated and the core position in the
MTR for each cycle has been selected.
For the actual German reference LEU-TRISO fuel, several irradiation experiments have been
realized in the framework of Phase I. Tests with the reference type of coated fuel particles are
listed in Table 7-3 [Mehner 1990]. In some cases, it was impossible for technical reasons to
irradiate full-size (60 mm diameter) elements. To meet the experimental requirements, ‘small
spheres’ were installed in the irradiation capsules, which are identical to the original fuel
elements with respect to materials and methods employed for their manufacture, but have a
fueled zone of only 20 mm diameter with a corresponding 20 mm thick fuel-free shell. From
this sphere, a cylindrically shaped irradiation specimen was machined.
In some other cases, hot pressed cylindrical compacts and flat coupons (with a monolayer of
coated particles) have been used. In these Phase I experiments, a total of approximately 212
000 particles have been irradiated. Up to the final values for burnup and fast neutron fluence,
given in the table, not a single particle has failed in the sense of irreversibly increased fission
gas release. This was determined by the quasi-continuous control of fission gas release during
irradiation of the specimens. Fission gas release always stayed below values which would
have been obtained if one particle were defective in the capsules. The specific fission gas
release from defective particles – which is necessary to interpret the measurements above
mentioned – was determined by an additional experiment with intentionally inserted defined
amounts of ‘designed-to-fail’ fuel particles.
The HTGR fuel irradiation testing in the HFR can be categorized in two time periods:
•

The period from the seventies until the early nineties. In this period a large number of
fuel irradiations have been performed, mainly within the German HTGR programme.
This involved, amongst others, the HFR-K5 and -K6 irradiation experiments, for
which the BEST-type sample holder was also used.

•

The period starting around 2004 in which, amongst others, the European HTGR
research activities restarted. This involved the HFR-EU1bis (Section 7.2.3), HFR-EU1
(Section 7.2.4), and the PYCASSO (Section 7.2.5) irradiation experiments.
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FRJ2-P27

FRJ2-K13

HFR-K3

SL-P1

HFR-P4

Experiment

32 800
7340
7340
7340

2 fuel elements

2 fuel elements

3 compacts,
2 coupons

3 compacts,
2 coupons

3 compacts,
2 coupons

1

2

1

2

3

32 800

16 400

1 fuel element

3/C

32 800

2 fuel elements

16 400

19 572

19 572

19 572

capsule

22 020

65 600

65 600

19 572

39 144

experiment

Number of particles

2/B

1 fuel element

1/A

12 small spheres

C/03

12 small spheres

12 small spheres

A/01

-

Specimen number
and type

Capsule

232

396

359

330

351

Irradiation
time [efpd]

8.8

10.9

9.4

7.6 - 7.9

7.5 - 8.0

9.0

10.2

7.5

8.6 - 11.3

9.9 - 14.7

11.1 - 14.7

Burnup
[% FIMA]

1.3

1.7

1.4

< 0.2

< 0.2

4.9

5.9

4.0

5.0 - 6.8

5.5 - 8.0

5.5 - 8.0

Fluence
[1025 n/m2,
E>0.1 MeV]

TABLE 7-3. Characteristic data of Phase I irradiation experiments with LEU TRISO fuel.
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7.2.2.2.

Preparation

The fuel proof test HFR-K6 [Röllig 1994] was originally designed to test the fuel elements for
the planned HTR-Modul, and the proof test HFR-K5 for the validation of fuel for the HTR500. Before the start of HFR-K5 irradiation, it was decided to abandon the HTR-500 project.
HFR-K5 was therefore performed with the same fuel under the same conditions as HFR-K6.
The fuel elements were manufactured under similar conditions and standards as the AVR-21
reload batch consisting of LEU TRISO particles at NUKEM. Four 60 mm reference fuel
elements with LEU TRISO coated particles were selected and inserted into a three-capsule
BEST rig for irradiation in the HFR Petten. Capsule A contained the test element HFR-K6/1,
capsule B the test elements HFR-K6/2 and HFR-K6/3, and capsule C test element HFR-K6/4.
A similar arrangement was chosen for the irradiation test HFR-K5.
7.2.2.3.

Conduction

The irradiation temperature was automatically adjusted by gas mixture technique (He/Ne).
The heat transfer characteristics for neon are lower than for helium, and by adjusting the
helium/neon gas mixture, the temperature of the test elements can be regulated. In order to
simulate the multi-pass core circulation of the fuel elements, the central fuel temperatures
were planned to be set to ~800°C for one third of the irradiation time and ~1000°C for the
remainder for each HFR cycle. A total of 36 thermocouples, 17 neutron fluence detectors, 9
gamma-scanning detectors and 4 self-powered neutron (SPN) detectors were attached to the
fuel elements and capsules to determine the temperature distribution and history with respect
to neutron fluence and burnup. The downstream gas from each capsule was analyzed
quantitatively and qualitatively by a 4096 multi-channel analyzer with two Ge (Li) detectors.
The release of noble gas nuclides 85mKr, 87Kr, 88Kr, 89Kr, 133Xe, 135Xe, 135mXe, 137Xe, and 138Xe
was measured and recorded during irradiation for each capsule.
The neutron fluence, burnup and plant specific temperature targets were all met including
operational transients and water ingress investigations. Not a single coated particle failed in
the sense of irreversible increased fission gas release. For HFR-K6 (Table 7-4), the test
elements were irradiated over 26 HFR periods between 21 June 1990 and 8 April 1993 for
633.6 effective full power days. The parallel HFR-K5 (Table 7-5) under nominal identical
conditions started on 8 January 1991 and ended on 16 May 1994 after 23 completely
measured irradiation periods for a total of effective 564.3 days. The HFR-K5 irradiation time
was 69 days shorter than HFR-K6, resulting in lower burnup and fast neutron fluence values.
7.2.2.4.

Results

In accordance with the multiple core passage of the fuel in the HTR-Modul, the test elements
were subjected to 17 temperature cycles [Röllig 1994]. Figures 7-16, 7-17, and 7-18 show the
R/B values from the three HFR-K6 capsules for various fission gas isotopes during the final
200 days of irradiation. While gas release for capsules A and B started at a very low level and
gradually increased to the level of 10-8-10-7, data of capsule C remained, on the whole, in the
range of 10-7-10-6. This is a strong indication for the presence of 1, probably 2 manufactureinduced defective coated particles in sphere HFR-K6/4. It is supported by the satisfactory
agreement found when comparing with a postcalculation of the gas release assuming two
defects (Fig. 7-19). The three spheres in the other two capsules reveal a release level far
below the level expected from a defective particle. Table 7-6 summarizes the fission gas
(krypton) release data for both HFR-K5 and HFR-K6.
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TABLE 7-4. HFR-K6 test element specification and irradiation data.

Parameter
Specification

Fuel element designation
HFR-K6/1

HFR-K6/2

capsule A

Fuel element No.

HFR-K6/3

capsule B

HFR-K6/4
capsule C

2953-56

2953-98

2953-38

2953-26

Uranium content [g]

9.44

9.44

944

9.44

235

10.6

10.6

10.6

10.6

14 600

14 600

14 600

14 600

0

0

0

2(a)

Burnup [% FIMA]

8.3

10.6

10.9

9.9

Neutron fluence
[1025 n/m2, E>0.1 MeV]

3.2

4.6

4.8

4.5

Max center temp(b) [°C]

1090

1130

1140

1130

1.82

2.51

2.70

2.48

U enrichment [%]

Number of coated particles
Failed coated particles
Irradiation data

(c)

Max power [kW/FE]

TABLE 7-5: HFR-K5 test element specification and irradiation data.

Parameter
Specification
Fuel element No.

Fuel element designation
HFR-K5/1

HFR-K5/2

capsule A

HFR-K5/3

capsule B

HFR-K6/4
capsule C

2953-12

2953-42

2953-68

2953-72

Uranium content [g]

9.44

9.44

944

9.44

235

10.7

10.7

10.7

10.7

14 600

14 600

14 600

14 600

0

0

0

1(a)

Burnup [% FIMA]

7.8

10.1

10.3

9.3

Neutron fluence
[1025 n/m2, E>0.1 MeV]

4.0

5.8

5.9

4.9

Max center temp.(b) [°C]

1020

1070

1010

1030

(c)

2.21

3.03

3.19

3.06

U enrichment [%]

Number of coated particles
Failed coated particles
Irradiation data

Max power [kW/FE]

(a) Fabrication-induced defects.
(b) Calculated from the measured surface temperature and fuel element power output.
(c) Fission power and γ heat.
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ues from cappsule A of HF
FR-K6 based
d on center teemperatures.
FIGURE 7--16. R/B valu

FIGURE 7--17. R/B valu
ues from cappsule B of HF
FR-K6 based
d on center teemperatures.

FIGURE 7--18. R/B valu
ues from capssule C of HF
FR-K6 based
d on center teemperatures.
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FIGURE
E 7-19. R/B of 88Kr from
m capsule C oof HFR-K6 and comparison with a ccalculation assuming
a
two defeective particlees [van der Merwe
M
2003]].
TABL
LE 7-6. Summ
mary of HFR
R-K5 and HF
FR-K6 krypto
on release reesults.

Fuel Sphere
Desiggnation

R/B
85m

Kr

88

Kr

85m

Kr

88

Kr
K

HFR-K55/1

4.76×10
0-10

3.67×10-100

1.64×10-7

1.35×
×10-7

HFR-K55/2+3

2.69×10
0-10

1.47×10-100

3.11×10-7

2.56×
×10-7

HFR-K55/4

2.51×10-7

1.95×10-7

3.5×10-7

2.9×
×10-7

HFR-K66/1

5.0×10
0-10

4.95×10-100

1.52×10-7

1.73×
×10-7

HFR-K66

3.0×10
0-10

2.07×10-100

4.38×10-7

3.44×
×10-7

HFR-K66/4

4.5×10
0-7

3.66×10-7

1.22×10-6

9.7×
×10-7

The HF
FR-K6 testt spheres were
w
also eexposed to
o temperatu
ure transiennts with sh
hort-term
increasee of the tem
mperature by
y 150-200°C
C within 1-2 h, in one case withinn 0.1 h. Figure 7-20
shows tthe releasess spikes created by thhe temperature increase for spheere 4 with the two
particle defects. These
T
burstss seem to bbe characteeristic for the behavioour of transsient gas
release from defecctive/failed particles iindicating some
s
sponttaneous rellease of gaas atoms
o pores of th
he particle kkernel or th
he buffer lay
yer.
stored inn bubbles or

FIGU
URE 7-20. 88Kr
K release fr
from capsule C with fuel sphere
s
HFR--K6/4.
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Water inngress effeccts were also investigatted by wateer vapor injeection tests into capsules A (no
defectivve particels)) and capsule C (two fa
failed particles) [Röllig
g 1993, Nabbielek 1993,, van der
Merwe 2007]. The 88Kr releasse from cappsule C during the first 2000 Pa w
water vapor injection
i
test is ppresented in Fig. 7-21 where
w
the R
R/B values are
a plotted against
a
injecction time. The
T 88Kr
R/B proogression caan clearly bee distinguisshed. The first peak occcurs after onne and a haalf hours,
as the kkrypton gass is quickly
y extracted from the matrix
m
mateerial by thee water vap
por. This
correspoonds with the
t peak ob
bserved for capsule A where only
y fission prroduct releaase from
matrix release waas measured
d. This rel ease peak for capsulee C is muuch larger than
t
the
correspoonding peaak from cap
psule A, w
which shows that fission gas trappped in thee matrix
materiall was predoominantly released by the failed particles
p
of test elemennt K6/4 prio
or to the
2000 Paa water injeection. The krypton gass trapped in
n the matrix
x material iss quickly ex
xhausted
and onlyy fission prroducts trap
pped in the ffailed particcles are furtther releaseed. The seco
ond peak
starts shhortly after the beginn
ning of the w
water vapo
or injection, and continnues until th
he water
vapor innjection is stopped
s
afteer about 24 h. The kryp
pton releasee then slowl
wly decreasees for the
next 48 hours until the release rate beforee the injectio
on started, is reached.
By com
mparing fisssion produ
uct release profiles frrom test elements coontaining no
n failed
particless, it is sugggested that water
w
vaporr has an effeect on both fuel kernell diffusion rates
r
and
to a lesser extent on
o matrix material
m
graaphite diffussion rates. The
T theory is that water vapor
has onlly a significant effect on fuel ellements con
ntaining faiiled particlees by affeccting the
diffusioon characterristics of the
t materiaals of the fuel
f
elemen
nts. There is little diifference
betweenn the effectts on small (Kr) and llarge (Xe) nuclides, an
nd it can bbe assumed that the
increasee in fissionn product release
r
duee to water vapor is siimilar for all gaseouss fission
productts. Increasess in gaseous fission prroduct releaases in subsequent wate
ter injection
n tests of
similar water vapoor pressures suggest tthat some permanent
p
damage occcurred in the
t UO2
kernel sstructure thaat have no effect
e
on norrmal operattion release rates.

FIGURE
E 7-21. 88Kr release beha
aviour duringg the first 20
000 Pa pH2O
O water ingrress test on capsule
c
C
of HFR-K
K6.
7.2.3.
7.2.3.1.

European Union
U
irradia
ation experim
ment HFR-EU
U1bis
Objectivves of HFR-EU
U1bis

The irraadiation expperiment HF
FR-EU1bis [Fütterer 2008, Groot 2008] aimeed at demon
nstrating
the feassibility of loow coated particle
p
faillure fraction
ns under no
ormal operaating conditions and
more sppecifically:
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•

increased central fuel temperature of 1250°C compared to 1000-1200°C in earlier
irradiation tests;

•

irradiation to a burnup close to 16% FIMA, which is double the license limit of the
HTR-Modul; due to a neutronics data processing error, the experiment was
prematurely terminated at 11.07% FIMA maximum so that this objective was not fully
achieved;

•

confirmation of low coated particle failure fractions at increased temperature, burnup,
and neutron fluence conditions.

7.2.3.2.

Preparation

HFR-EU1bis contained five fuel spheres stacked along the center line in a closely fitting
graphite holder (shroud) composed of two half shells for each sphere. On either axial side of
the fuel sphere section, a thermal barrier in the form of a 5 mm axial gas gap was present
between the fuel section and graphite filler blocks. The two graphite filler blocks on either
side of the fuel section were axially fixed by means of a TZM (a standard titanium-zirconiummolybdenum alloy) plate and a heat shield section.
This assembly was placed in a containment tube made of AISI 321 stainless steel. The
containment tube is placed in the so-called ‘full size HTR fuel element rig’, REFA-170,
which is a standard HFR core insert, consisting of a 316 L stainless steel tube cooled by water
flow at the outside. Between the graphite section and the containment and between the
containment and the REFA two radial gas gaps were present. The irradiated pebbles were 60
mm in diameter with LEU TRISO coated particles and were of former German production,
type AVR GLE-4/2 produced as batch AVR 21-2 in October 1987.
The sample holder was equipped with 24 thermocouples of type N (Nicrosil/Nisil wires, MgO
insulator, Inconel 600 sheath) with an outer diameter of 1.05 mm, a gamma scan wire and the
fluence detector sets. The heat generated by fission and photons dissipated mainly radially
through the materials by conduction and through the gas gaps by conduction and radiation to
the outside containment which was cooled by the down-stream primary cooling water.
The temperature of the fuel surface was controlled by adjusting the He/Ne mixture in both
first and second containment. This temperature adjustment was required to compensate for
changes of time and fluence dependent operating parameters such as fission power depletion
(burnup), dimensional changes of specimen assembly, changes in thermal conductivity and
thermal expansion, changes in nuclear characteristics from cycle to cycle, and movement of
the reactor control rods. The predicted useful range of temperature change by these gas
changes was approximately 120 K [Fütterer 2006]. A schematic of the sample holder is
shown in Fig. 7-22. Fuel sphere numbers 2 to 6 correspond to pebbles HFREU1bis/1 to HFREU1bis/5.
7.2.3.3.

Conduction

The HFR-EU1bis irradiation was performed for 10 reactor cycles in core position G3 (Fig.723).
The first and second containment normally remained closed (stagnant gas) during the first two
reactor cycles (venting only for weekly gas sampling) and was purged with a constant gas
flow during the remaining cycles which facilitated temperature adjustment and gas sampling.
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FIGURE
E 7-22. Concceptual sketcch of the HF
FR-EU1bis exxperiment [F
Fütterer 20008] and an in
nverted X
ray pictuure prior to irradiation.
i

FIGURE
E 7-23. Standdard HFR co
ore configurration showin
ng HFREU1bis in core pposition G3 [Fütterer
2006].

The cenntral fuel teemperature could not bbe directly measured because
b
drililling a holee for the
thermoccouple would have dam
maged severral particless. Thereforee the irradiaation was co
onducted
by conttrolling thee surface temperature
t
e of the pebbles such that the calculated
d central
temperaature remained as con
nstant as ppossible. Du
ue to poweer depletionn with burn
nup, the
surface temperaturre had to bee raised durring the exp
periment fro
om initially 1015°C to 1109°C
misphere off pebble N
No. 4 which
h was used
d as a refeerence temp
perature.
on the upper hem
Measureed temperattures in the sample hollder were sttored in the standard H
HFR data acq
quisition
system. Figure 7-224 shows the average ttemperatures during thee 10 irradiaation cycles without
correction for thhermal drifft and neuutron-inducced decalib
bration. Thhe pebble surface
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temperaatures are encircled. At
A the end oof irradiation
n, 11 out of the 24 theermocouplees (46%)
provided physicallly impossib
ble or unreeliable signals, most of
o them beeing situated
d in the
graphitee between pebbles
p
wheere the meassured tempeerature was routinely bbetween 50 and 100
K higheer than on thhe pebble surface. Succh thermoco
ouple dropo
outs are freqquently enco
ountered
in high temperaturee irradiation
n tests. Sev eral mechan
nisms are su
uspected too have acted
d such as
exposurre to high teemperature and neutronn flux for ex
xtended perriods of tim
me, contact problems
p
in connnectors, vibbrations in
n the experriment, and
d movement of therrmocouples due to
differenntial thermall expansion
n.
The tem
mperatures have
h
been analyzed inn [Groot 20
006] and sh
how that thee center of the fuel
pebbles has indeeed been su
uccessfully kept appro
oximately at
a 1250°C. This test thereby
stretcheed well beyoond the inteended operaational limiits of AVR fuel, in terrms of temp
perature,
but alsoo flux, pebblle power, an
nd spectrum
m hardness.

FIGURE
E 7-24. HF
FR-EU1bis cycle
c
averagged tempera
atures measured in irrradiation rig
g for all
10 irraddiation cycless. Ellipsoids mark axial ppebble positio
ons.
7.2.3.4.

Fission gas
g release meeasurements

For the performancce of HFR--EU1bis, a gas panel installed
i
in a glove boox was used
d for gas
mixing, flow and pressure
p
con
ntrol, and foor gas sampling, in gen
neral perform
med once per week.
The gass panel was operated frrom a PLC--controlled command cabinet
c
whiich also con
ntained a
numberr of alarm functions
f
su
uch as the automatic cut-off of all gas linees to and from
f
the
irradiatiion rig in caase of excesssive radioacctivity releaase. The gass flow comiing from thee sample
holder w
was normaally routed through ann activated charcoal fiilter to minnimize radio
oactivity
release to the HFR
R off-gas sy
ystem. For gas sampliing, this fillter was byp
ypassed and
d the gas
rather ssent throughh a detachaable samplinng vessel with
w a volum
me of 100 ccm3. This sampling
s
vessel w
was then rem
moved from
m the glove box and plaaced on an external muulti-channell gamma
spectrom
meter calibrrated for thee measurem
ment of five different iso
otopes, 85mK
Kr, 87Kr, 88Kr,
K 133Xe
and 135X
Xe. Of eachh sample, several
s
meaasurements were made with the ccounts correected for
decay too determinee the speciffic isotope cconcentratio
on in the pu
urge gas at the momen
nt of gas
samplinng. The staatistical errror of this measurem
ment was beetween 4 aand 9%. With
W
the
knowleddge of gas flow,
f
pressu
ure, and tem
mperature, th
he fission gas
g release rrate R from
m the five
pebbles could be determined and
a related tto the birth rate B from
m neutronicss calculation
ns (error
%), thus yieldding the chaaracteristic R/B value (Fig.
(
7-25) [Fütterer
[
20006].
10-15%
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In the bbeginning of
o the seco
ond irradiattion cycle, an operatin
ng error haad caused a strong
unwanteed temperatture excursiion due to filling of th
he sample holder
h
with pure Ne in
nstead of
He. After the excurrsion, a leak
k was deteccted between the insidee and the ouutside of thee sample
holder. A neutron radiograph
r
attributed tthis leak to a partly mo
olten steel m
minitube run
nning all
along thhe inside off the sample holder to provide gaas for the seecond contaainment outtside the
capsule. Also, the built-in gam
mma scan w
wire and the sheath off one fluencce detector set were
partly m
molten. Aftter some modification
m
n of the gaas panel, th
he irradiatioon could safely be
resumedd with a sinngle contain
nment. Evenn with a single containm
ment, i.e. saame gas miixture on
inside aand outside of
o the samp
ple holder, thhere was su
ufficient tem
mperature coontrol margin left to
maintainn the targett temperatu
ures. Continnuous purgin
ng as opposed to occaasional ventting was
chosen tto perform gas samplin
ng in steadyy-state cond
ditions.

FIGUR
RE 7-25. HF
FR-EU1bis R//B results forr the five fisssion gas isoto
opes measurred [Füttererr 2009].

From thhe five scaanned isoto
opes, four w
were generrally consisstent. The 133Xe coun
nts were
133
133m
systemaatically highher, probably due to itts additionaal precursorrs I and
Xe. An
n upward
trend coould be obbserved at the end off the irradiaation. Only
y a few duubious resu
ults were
scrapped which coould be link
ked to therrmal transieents in the sample hollder during the gas
samplinng.
A first evaluation of the fissio
on gas releaase in HFR
R-EU1bis was
w perform
med [van derr Merwe
2008b]. It was fouund that fo
or center fuuel temperaatures below
w 1300°C, the gas reelease is
attributeed mainly to the contaamination inn fuel and irrradiation rig materialss and only partly
p
to
the releease from coated
c
partiicles. For ttemperaturees above 13
300°C, the fission gass release
increasees beyond what
w
can bee expected from contaamination only and thee presence of
o failed
particless is the onnly possiblee explanatiion. R/B vs half-life graphs sugggest that the
t high
releasess at temperaatures above 1300°C inn HFR-EU1bis may be from a faailed coated
d particle
that doees not release its full kernel rel eased inven
ntory of fisssion gasess below 1300°C. It
appears that an addditional in
n-pile coateed particle failure occcurred durinng the second last
irradiatiion test as the
t fission gas
g release for all nucllides signifiicantly exceeeded the reelease of
contamiination and one failed particle onlly. Whetherr or not thee two (or moore) failed particles
occurredd in the sam
me fuel sph
here or diffe
ferent spheres cannot be
b deduced from the data.
d
The
results w
were obtainned by applying the abbove assump
ptions to th
he krypton R
R/B calculaation and
compareed to R/B frrom contam
mination souurces only and
a actual measurement
m
nts.
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7.2.3.5.

Postirradiation examination

PIE on the five irradiated spheres was conducted in the hot cells at NRG Petten which
included dismantling, metrology, gamma scanning of graphite shells and pebbles, weighing,
visual inspection of the pebbles, gamma scanning of the outer stainless steel containment (to
confirm burnup calculations), X ray photography, neutron metrology on the fluence detector
sets, ceramography and electron probe micro-analysis (EPMA) on one pebble.
The diameter of the pebbles measured in three perpendicular axes was found to have
decreased by 1.29 mm (2.16%) on the average, corresponding to a 6.3% volume decrease. As
expected, the pebbles having received the highest fast fluence showed the most significant
shrinkage.
Gamma scanning of the graphite half shells allowed detecting a significant amount of 110mAg,
134
Cs and 137Cs. Gamma scanning of the pebbles showed the existence of significant
inhomogeneities in the coated particle distribution inside the pebbles. Visual inspection of the
pebbles revealed that their shiny surface was maintained hinting at the absence of corrosion
phenomena.
After completion of non-destructive PIE on the five pebbles irradiated in Petten, four have
been subjected to safety-relevant tests at the JRC Institute for Transuranium Elements (JRCITU) in Karlsruhe in the KÜFA facility to verify fission-product retention by out-of-pile
heating tests beyond 1600°C (see Section 8.2.1.6). The pebble designated HFREU1bis/2 has
been used for PIE at the NRG Hot Cell Laboratories and investigated destructively including
both ceramography and EPMA.
Burnup determination
Several methods can be applied to non-destructively determine the burnup of irradiated fuel
elements. One is gamma scanning for the fission product inventory of 137Cs as monitor
isotope. Fuel burnup determination using wet chemistry is a destructive technique usually
done by measuring the content of an accumulating fission product. The 148Nd isotope proved
to be an ideal monitor, because it is a stable fission product, it has a well known fission yield
independent of neutron energy and similar to that of 235U and 239Pu, is not volatile and has no
volatile precursors. To determine the burnup, two different methods have to be employed to
measure the required U, Pu and Nd-vectors. For U and Pu, thermal ionization mass
spectrometry (TIMS) is extensively used. For the determination of the Nd-vector, ion
chromatography (IC) is used on-line to separate this element from the other fission product
isotopes, which can cause isobaric interferences. Subsequently, the isotopic composition of
Nd is determined by isotopic dilution inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICPMS). For this purpose, a hollow drill will extort a cylinder of pebble material (Figs. 7-26 and
7-27).
Dust from this carottage process may serve as a first integral burnup indicator. From the
extracted cylinder, samples can be taken at different radial positions and be powdered prior to
dissolution for creating a radial burnup profile.
While the intrinsic uncertainty from wet 148Nd analysis is smaller (0.5-2%) than for 137Cs
gamma spectrometry (5-10%), it is probable that the extraction of aliquots from the pebble
required for 148Nd analysis induces errors such that 137Cs measurements can only be
confirmed but not improved. The PIE in combination with fuel performance code evaluation
by IRSN has been reported in [Groot 2008]. The HFR-EU1bis samples continue to provide
interesting results, considering the samples have been subjected to extreme conditions, and
have shown to be of very high quality.
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FIGURE 7-26.
7
Carotta
age of an irraadiated pebb
ble after KÜF
FA-test [Füttterer 2006].

FIGURE
E 7-27. HFRE
EU1bis destrructive PIE procedure.
p
T
TABLE 7-7. Burnup
B
and neutron flueences in HFR
R-EU1bis sph
heres [Kellerrbauer 2010]].

Designation

Burnup
[%
[ FIMA]

Th
hermal flueence
[n/m
m2, E < 0.68
83 eV]

Fast flueence
[nn/m2, E > 0..1 MeV]

HFR
R-EU1bis/1

9.34

1.34×10255

2.41×10
025

HFR
R-EU1bis/3

11.07

1.59×10255

2.86×10
025

HFR
R-EU1bis/4

11.07

1.59×10255

2.86×10
025

HFR
R-EU1bis/5

9.70

1.40×10255

2.51×10
025
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Non-deestructive PIE
P (half sh
hell gammaa scanning)
The releease of silvver (110mAg) shown in F
Fig. 7-28 has
h been significant. Thhe image sh
hows the
110m
Ag counts wheen moving along the ggraphite haalf shells that encased the pebbles during
irradiatiion, but withhout pebblees inside. Tw
wo conclusiions can be drawn:
•

A
Agglomerattes of silverr can be ideentified: hig
gh concentraations of sillver appear as count
ppeaks, but these
t
peakss are uncorrrelated to peebble positiion, half shhell volume or other
eexperiment characterisstics. Additiionally, thee scans in tw
wo directionns show a similarly
s
iirregular sillver distribu
ution.

•

A
Although thhe silver diistribution iis irregular,, a profile can
c be idenntified in which
w
the
hhighest amoount of silv
ver is foundd in the cen
nter of the experiment,
e
and the nu
umber of
ccounts deteected decreaase to eitheer side. At the very en
nd of the hhalf shell sttack, the
ccounts sudddenly peak.

FIGURE
E 7-28. 110mAg
A gamma sccan profile of the graphiite half shellls that encassed the pebblles in the
HFREU
U1bis experim
ment.

The proofile can be explained by the tempperatures att the outer radius
r
of thhe half shellls during
irradiatiion. The teest requirem
ment was a high and
d constant pebble cennter temperrature of
1250°C. The tempeerature grad
dient depennds on the power, and therefore
t
onn the positio
on of the
he flux and power was maximal, therefore
t
pebble iin the HFR core flux profile. In thhe middle, th
the tem
mperature gradient
g
waas maximall, compared
d to locatio
ons at eithher side wh
here the
temperaature gradieent in the peebble was loower. The design
d
of th
he experimen
ent adjusted for this,
and enssured by apppropriate gas
g gap inssulation thaat the outerr half shell temperaturres were
reachedd. The tempperature gradient in thee pebble waas thus com
mpensated too ensure thee central
temperaature requireement (all pebbles
p
withh 1250°C ceentral tempeeratures) waas met.
At eitheer end, beyoond the loweest and highhest pebble in the test, the
t temperaatures dropp
ped quite
quickly. Therefore the profile measured ccan be explaained by silv
ver depositiion at relativ
vely low
temperaature locatioons (at maxiimum fluennce and at eiither end off the experim
ment) and more
m
and
more evvaporation from
f
the half shells to the containment at increasing halff shell temp
peratures
(at eitheer side of thhe maximum
m flux/pebbble power).. An illustraative exampple of the half
h shell
outer raadius temperrature profille can be foound in [Gro
oot 2006].
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The am
mount of silver released in the miiddle of thee experimen
nt has beenn quantified
d. In the
maximuum flux reggion, the fraactional releease of silveer amounts to 7.6%. B
Because the level of
silver detected in the
t center of the experiiment comp
pares well to the level at either en
nd of the
experim
ment, it can be assumed
d that not m
much of thee silver released and acccumulated at these
locationns has movved from th
he half shellls to the co
ontainment.. The releaase rate is therefore
t
considered a reliable estimate of the silveer release fro
om the pebb
ble with higghest burnup
p.
The half shell gam
mma scan forr caesium aas shown in Fig. 7-29 in
ndicates a rregularly disstributed
caesium
m presence in the halff shells, sim
milar for bo
oth perpend
dicular direcctions in which
w
the
scans have been performed. The
T half shhells contain
n a sphericaal cavity inn which the pebbles
have beeen encasedd during irraadiation. Thhe most caeesium is co
ounted at thhe solid partts of the
half sheells, i.e. in between
b
peb
bbles, becauuse more graaphite is preesent at thosse locationss. In case
the counnts are corrrected for volume,
v
thee caesium release
r
proffile shows ppeaks at thee pebble
locationns, indicatinng highest caesium
c
dennsity there, and this proves clearl
rly the origiin of the
caesium
m is from thhe pebbles and
a not duee to uranium
m/thorium contaminati
c
ion of the half
h shell
graphitee.

FIGURE
E 7-29. Cesium profiless (one isotoppe 137, and
d two isotop
pe 134 gam
mma energiess) in the
graphitee half shellss that encased the HTG
GR fuel peb
bbles in the HFREU1biss experimen
nt in two
perpendiicular directtions (indicatted by 0 DEG
G, and 90 DE
EG), as meassured in coun
unts (upper), and after
volume ccorrection inn counts/mm2 (lower).

This is also confirrmed by detailed gamm
ma scannin
ng of parts of
o the half shells, showing no
110m
gnificant quuantities th
han
Ag,, and 134Css/137Cs (in case of
other ggamma emiitters in sig
contamiination othher fission products w
would havee been dettected). Addditionally, neutron
activatioon analysis has shown the contam
mination leveels have beeen very low
w.
The caeesium profiile also sho
ows that thee upper peb
bble (most right pebbble) has a very
v
low
release, while the other
o
4 pebb
bles show a high releaase that can be correlatted to the HFR
H
flux
bucklingg profile and
a
therefo
ore can be correlated
d to power, burnup, aand/or tem
mperature
gradientt. It shouldd be noted that the moost right peebble (uppeer pebble) hhas had thee lowest
central ttemperaturee throughou
ut the irradiaation as shown in [Groo
ot 2006].
The alm
most identical distributiion of caesiium in two perpendicular directionns in the haalf shells
is remarrkable, espeecially in combinationn with the very
v
low caeesium counnts at the most
m right
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(upper) pebble. Suupposed thee caesium rrelease is from
fr
failed particles, itt should bee from a
significaant amountt to lead to this regulaar caesium release disttribution. Inn that case,, at least
some faailed particles would haave been exxpected in th
he upper peebble, but thhis is appareently not
the casee.
An attem
mpt has beeen made to quantify thee amount off caesium present
p
in thhe half shellls, which
amountss to a fractiional release of caesium
m of 0.012%
%. It should
d be noted tthat consideering the
low mellting temperrature of caaesium, mucch of the caeesium is lik
kely to have evaporated
d and has
moved from the graphite
g
hallf shell to the cooler inside of the
t containnment tube. This is
confirm
med by veryy high activ
vity levels of a sweep
p test taken
n from the containmen
nt inside
surface,, gamma scaanning of which
w
revealled significaant presencee of 110mAg,, 134Cs/137Cs only.
Destrucctive PIE (cceramography)
Ceramoography exaamples from
m the centerr and outsid
de of the HF
FREU1bis ppebble are shown
s
in
Figs. 7--30 and 7-31, respectiv
vely. Typicaal kernel ov
verview imaages from th
the center and
a outer
radius oof the fuel zone are giveen in Fig. 7 -32.

FIGURE
E 7-30. Ceraamography off particles frrom the fuel zone
z
center (buffer
(
blackkened by ion etching).

FIGURE
E 7-31. Ceraamographies of particless from the ou
uter radius of
o the pebble
le fuel zone (buffer is
blackeneed by ion etching).
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FIGURE
E 7-32. Typiccal exampless of fuel kernnels after ion
n etching from the pebblee periphery (top) and
the pebbble center (boottom). The left
l side of thhe left picturee was directeed to the pebbble surface.

EPMA analyses haave been peerformed to investigate the distribu
ution of fisssion produccts in the
particless. An exam
mple is show
wn in Fig. 7--33. For mo
ore examplees and evaluuation, it is referred
to [Grooot 2008a]. Remarkable
R
e conclusionns from EP
PMA have been
b
that paalladium, reenowned
for attaccking SiC, had
h accumu
ulated near, but not at the
t SiC layeer (no Pd atttack was ob
bserved),
and thaat most caesium was present
p
in tthe buffer layer,
l
and not
n in the kkernel or th
he other
coatingss. The preseence of caesium in thee buffer coin
ncides with the presencce of xenon
n, also in
the bufffer.

FIGURE
E 7-33. Kernnel ceramogrraphy and coorresponding
g EPMA of a particle fr
from the centter of the
pebble, cconsidering Ru,
R Mo and Pd.
P

Destrucctive PIE froom the samp
ples taken ffrom the cen
nter and thee outside of the fuel zon
ne of the
pebble (Figs. 7-344 and 7-35
5) shows a significantt differencee in responnse to an identical
i
preparattion proceddure: break-out from the SiC co
oating is ap
pparent andd significan
nt in the
central high tempeerature zonee of the pebbble, but allmost absen
nt in the ouuter part of the fuel
This indicatees that the SiC coatinngs have deeteriorated more in thhe high tem
mperature
zone. T
region oof the pebbble. This is in line withh investigattions on SiC
C behaviouur under irraadiation,
both froom past annd ongoing activities sshowing thaat the SiC microstructture is sign
nificantly
weakenned by voidd swelling under
u
(high energy) neeutron irrad
diation at teemperaturess beyond
1250°C.
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HFR-E
EU1bis preliminary ev
valuation
Althouggh speculatiive, fission product diiffusion thrrough SiC coating
c
couuld be enhaanced by
deteriorration underr high enerrgy neutronn irradiation
n (HFR-EU
U1bis has bbeen irradiaated in a
relativelly hard sppectrum) at high tempperatures, especially
e
for
f metallicc elements, whose
diffusioon is dominaated by tran
nsport througgh gaps, (m
micro)crackss and voids.. The explan
nation of
the unifform releasse could bee that caesiuum diffusio
on through the SiC laayer is enhaanced at
(very) hhigh temperature irradiaation due too this mechaanism. Thiss mechanism
m becomes apparent
quite abbruptly at a certain tem
mperature, annd thereforee also the reelease of caaesium by enhanced
e
diffusioon through SiC
S could take
t
place ffrom a distiinct temperrature onwaards. Possibly it has
thereforre not been observed in
n previous teests.

FIGURE
E 7-34. Typiical ceramog
graphy detaails of the SiC
S coating, unirradiated
ed (left), HF
FREU1bis
irradiateed at 1000-1150°C (midd
dle), and HF
FREU1bis irrradiated at 1250°C,
1
show
wing increassed levels
of SiC brreakout due to identical preparation
p
pprocedure.

It shoulld be notedd that HFR-EU1bis hass been operrated at con
nditions weell beyond expected
e
conditioons in HTR systems, an
nd conditionns of tests performed
p
in
n the past. M
More investtigations
on the ssamples will be condu
ucted at NR
RG where a recently in
nstalled SE
EM, with ad
dd-ons is
being aadopted to gain moree insight inn fission product
p
disttributions, SiC microsstructure
developpment, etc., (see Fig. 7--35).
7.2.4.
7.2.4.1.

European Union
U
irradia
ation experim
ment HFR-EU
U1
Objectivves of HFR-EU
U1

The irraadiation expperiment HF
FR-EU1 [M
Marmier 2008] conducteed in two phhases betweeen 2006
and 20110 had the objective
o
of exploring th
the potentiall for high peerformance and high burnup of
the exissting Germaan AVR fu
uel pebbles and newly produced fuel
f
for advvanced applications
such as the concepptual GenIV
V very highh temperaturre reactor (V
VHTR). Irrradiating fu
uel under
defined conditions to high burrnups and teesting it aftterwards in thermal ram
mp tests to simulate
cooling accidents is a licensing requiremeent for new
w fuel and prrovides bettter understaanding of
fission pproduct releease and failure mechannisms shoulld coating failure
f
occurr.
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FIGURE
E 7-35. SEM
M images.
7.2.4.2.

Preparation

The irraadiated pebbbles were 60
6 mm in diiameter with
h LEU TRIISO coated particles. The
T three
Germann pebbles were
w
of typee AVR GLE
E-4 producced as batch
h AVR 21-22 in October 1987.
They w
were manufaactured by HOBEG.
H
Thhe two Chin
nese pebblees were prooduced by IN
NET for
the operration of thee HTR-10 teest reactor.
The dessign of HFR
R-EU1 is based on prevvious experiience of HT
TGR fuel irra
radiations within
w
the
Europeaan Union, namely
n
HFR
R-P4, HFR--K5, HFR-K
K6 and SiC
C coated graaphite spheeres. The
five pebbbles and siix mini-sam
mples (10 cooated particcles each, packed
p
in grraphite pow
wder and
containeed in a niobbium tube) were
w tested in a standarrd re-usablee REFA-1722 rig, slighttly larger
than thhe REFA-170 rig useed in the HFR-EU1b
bis test. This
T
changee was requ
uired to
accomm
modate the two
t
differen
nt capsules and gas lin
nes. A schem
matic drawiing is shown
n in Fig.
7-36.
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E 7-36. Crosss-section off the HFR-E
EU1 sample holder with upper capsuule 1 contaiining two
FIGURE
Chinese spheres andd lower capsule 2 containning three German
G
spheres (left);pree-irradiation
n X ray of
German capsule (rigght) [Laurie 2010b].
2

The sam
mple holdeers (1st conttainment) aare made of
o AISI 321 capsules containing
g several
graphitee cups (SGL
L R6650) holding
h
the pebbles in
n place. Thee REFA-1772 rig formss the 2nd
containm
ment. The upper
u
sample holder (IN
INET fuel) is
i equipped
d with 14 thhermocouplees, while
the low
wer one (AV
VR fuel) has 20. Therm
mocouples are
a of type N made byy Thermoco
oax with
Inconel 600 sheathhs. Nuclear instrumenta
i
ation includes 12 neutro
on fluence ddetector sets, 4 selfpoweredd neutron detectors
d
and
a 4 gamm
ma scan wires. The heat
h
generaated by fisssion and
photonss dissipates mainly rad
dially througgh the mateerials by co
onduction aand through
h the gas
gaps byy conductionn/radiation to the outsiide containm
ment, which
h is cooled by primary
y cooling
water. T
The temperaature of the fuel surfacee could be controlled
c
by
b adjustingg the He/Ne blend in
n
both thee 1st and 2nd
containm
ments. This ttemperaturee adjustmen
nt was requuired to com
mpensate
for chaanges of tim
me and flu
uence depenndent operating param
meters suchh as fission
n power
depletioon (burnup)), dimension
nal changess of specim
men assemblly (graphitee shrinkagee, typical
turn-aroound dose 10-15×1025 n/m2, typiical shrinkaage at turn--around appproximately
y -2% at
470-5000°C), changges in therrmal conduuctivity and
d thermal expansion, cchanges in nuclear
characteeristics from
m cycle to cy
ycle, and m
movements of
o reactor co
ontrol rods.
With tw
wo independdent capsulles containiing the fuell elements in HFR-EU
U1, this exp
periment
was moore compleex in term
ms of desiign and op
peration th
han HFR-E
EU1bis wh
hich had
accomm
modated five pebbles in
n a single ssample-hold
der. Moreov
ver, it was cconnected to
t a new
gas hanndling faciliity [Laurie 2010] that enabled con
ntinuous in
nstead of baatchwise fisssion gas
release analysis.
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The 1st and 2nd conntainments were
w continnuously purg
ged with a constant
c
gass flow of 50
0 ml/min
during tthe whole irrradiation which
w
facilittated tempeerature adjustment and gas sampliing. This
setup w
with a highher gas prressure in the 2nd co
ontainment enabled ppermanent integrity
st
surveillaance of thee 1 contain
nment usingg pressure alarm
a
units. Cycle-by-ccycle turnin
ng of the
experim
ment by 1800° was appliied to flatteen neutron fluence
f
and radial burnnup gradientts across
pebbles.
The expperiment waas designed
d such that despite the decrease in
n power wiith time thee desired
surface temperaturre could bee kept as cconstant as possible fo
or all pebbbles over th
he entire
irradiatiion. This was
w achiev
ved by siziing the gaas gaps between grapphite cups and 1st
containm
ment tube and
a 1st and 2nd containm
ment tubes such that a suitably adj
djusted He/N
Ne blend
enabledd obtaining the required pebble temperatures. Unlike HFR-EU1bbis where constant
central ttemperaturee was desireed, HFR-EU
U1 was con
nducted with
h constant ssurface temp
perature.
While tthis approacch eliminatees uncertainnties in therrmal conducctivity data (order of 10%)
1
for
the calcculation of the evolvin
ng temperatture profile across the pebble, poower depletion with
burnup continuouslly decreasess the centraal temperatu
ures during the
t experim
ment.
7.2.4.3.

Conducttion

HFR-EU
U1 was initially desig
gned to be slower (low
wer neutron
n flux and ffission pow
wer, thus
lower accceleration factor) than
n HFR-EU11bis with an
n initially esstimated 22 calendar months
m
in
positionn H2. Howeever, the HFR converssion from HEU
H
to LEU
U finished only a few
w months
before tthe start of the experim
ment requirred two possition chang
ges inducingg significan
nt power
variations. The irraadiation test was perfoormed in tw
wo campaign
ns from 29 September 2006 to
24 Febrruary 2008 (12
( reactor cycles of 2 8 days each
h) and contiinued from 19 Octoberr 2009 to
19 Febrruary 20100 (4 reactor cycles) tootaling 445 efpd. Thee interruptioon of the test
t
was
imposedd partly by reactor outaage and parrtly by unex
xpectedly hiigh thermoccouple failu
ure in the
capsule with the German
G
sph
heres, whicch required constructio
on of a new
w safety caase. The
irradiatiion of HFR
R-EU1 was done in thee HFR coree positions H2, H4, annd F2; Figu
ure 7-37
displayss the successsive movess.
Measureed temperattures in the sample hollder were sttored in the standard H
HFR data acq
quisition
system.

FIGURE
E 7-37. Standdard HFR co
ore configuraation showing HFR-EU1 in core posiitions H2, H4
4 and F2.
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Figure 7-38 shows the time averaged temperatures for all 16 irradiation cycles without
correction for thermal drift and neutron induced de-calibration of thermocouples. Typically,
circumferential temperature differences of approx. 50 K were observed, mainly due to the
unexpectedly strong axial flux buckling on the top of the capsule. This same axial flux
buckling was too strong to adjust both INET pebbles to the same temperatures despite the
provisions foreseen in the capsule design. In agreement with INET, the target temperature for
a reference thermocouple in the INET capsule was thus changed to obtain approx. 940°C on
pebble INET 2. The 950°C target for the AVR pebbles was maintained. Still, the fuel surface
temperatures were sensitive to HFR power fluctuations, experiment loading and control rod
movements.
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FIGURE 7-38. Cycle averaged temperatures measured in irradiation rig [Laurie 2010].

Thirty-four thermocouples (TC) were built into the experiment. They were supplied by
Thermocoax and were of type N (Nicrosil/Nisil wires, MgO insulator, Inconel 600 sheath)
with an outer diameter of 1.05 mm. Already after 12 irradiation cycles, 4 out of the 14 INET
and 16 of the 20 AVR TC provided physically impossible or unreliable signals. The
experiment ended with 6 out of 14 damaged TC in the INET capsule and 18 out of 20
damaged TC in the AVR capsule. Because in this test TC were considered safety
instrumentation, the unexpectedly massive failure imposed a complete review of the safety
documentation of this experiment. Several mechanisms are usually quoted to have acted such
as exposure to high temperature and neutron flux for extended periods of time, carburization
of the sheath, and movement of TC due to thermal expansion. But because of the
accumulation of defects in the lower AVR capsule, a common cause failure is suspected,
either the high temperature brazing process for the bottom lid transition or the U-bend of the
TC before they enter the capsule from below. Specific PIE is planned to elucidate this
question.
7.2.4.4.

Fission gas release measurements in HFR-EU1

HFR-EU1 was conducted using a newly built gas handling station, the so-called ‘sweep loop
facility’, SLF (Fig. 7-39). This installation was the follow-up installation of the old sweep
loop which was used, amongst others, for the HFR-K5 and HFR-K6 installations.
This installation provides all containments with variable gas blends for temperature control
and enables permanent surveillance of containment integrity as well as gas sampling for
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fission ggas release measuremeents by gamm
mma spectrom
metry with the associatted alarm fu
unctions.
Gas sam
mpling was in general performed once per week
w
per caapsule. Thee SLF was operated
from a PLC-controolled comm
mand cabineet which alsso contained
d a numberr of alarm functions
f
such ass the autom
matic cut-offf of all gaas lines to and from the irradiattion rig in case of
excessivve radioacttivity releasse. Temperrature was adjusted by
b mixing He and Ne
N while
keepingg the total gas flow ratee constant, ttypically 50
0 ml/min. For gas samppling, the gas
g flows
from thee 1st containnment weree routed throough a detaachable grab
b sample wiith a volum
me of 100
cm3. Thhis grab sam
mple was th
hen removedd from the glove box and placed on a multi-channel
gamma spectrometter calibrateed for the m
measurement of five diffferent isotoopes, namelly 85mKr,
87
88
133
135
Kr, K
Kr, Xe annd Xe. Of
O each sampple, severall measuremeents were m
made and th
he counts
were coorrected forr decay to determine
d
thhe specific isotope con
ncentration in the purg
ge gas at
the mom
ment of gass sampling. The statistiical error off this measu
urement rannged betweeen 4 and
9%. Toggether withh the known
n gas flow, ppressure an
nd temperatu
ure, the fisssion gas releease rate
R from the two cappsules could be determ
mined and related
r
to th
he birth ratee B from neeutronics
B value which
w
is
calculattions (errorr approx. 10%) thuss yielding the characcteristic R/B
considered a good health indiicator of cooated particlle fuel. Thee burnup shoown in Fig. 7-40 is
the one pre-calculaated for the experimentt (capsule averaged).
a
Later
L
adjustm
ments will be made
once thhe burnup measuremen
m
nts of the ppebbles and
d the analysses of gamm
mma scan wires
w
and
fluence detectors will
w be available.
At end oof irradiatioon, based on
n 85mKr, an R
R/B of apprrox. 8×10-8 for INET fu
fuel and 2.5×
×10-7 for
AVR fuuel was meaasured (Fig. 7-41), whiich is at leasst two orderrs of magniitude lower than the
R/B corrrespondingg to a theoreetical full fi
fission gas release
r
of a single partticle in the capsules
-4
-4
(approxx. 1.7×10 and 2.8×10 for INE
ET and AV
VR capsulee, respectiveely). In thee earlier
experim
ments HFR-K5 and HF
FR-K6, R/B
B values of 5×10-7 had
d been meassured on freesh fuel.
More reecently andd at very high
h
temperrature, HFR
R-EU1bis [F
Fütterer 20008], [Groott 2008a]
produceed higher R//B of approx. 4×10-6.

FIGU
URE 7-39. HFR-EU1
H
–T
The new sweeep loop facility [Phelip 22006].
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FIGURE 7-41. R/B
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up for INET sspheres (top)) and AVR peebbles (bottoom)[Laurie2010].
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This suggests that in none of the HFR-EU1 pebbles particle failure has occurred. Instead, the
measured fission gas release probably originates from uranium and thorium impurities in the
matrix graphite of the pebbles and in the graphite cups used to hold the pebbles in place. To
validate this assumption, the same neutronic method used for the pebbles was applied to the
graphite cups considering a probable graphite contamination of 50 wt-ppb of natural uranium
and of 250 wt-ppb of thorium [van der Merwe 2008]. Figure 7-42 shows the ratio of fission
rate from contamination to the one from a single particle calculated up to 332 efpd. One can
deduce from this figure that after 332 efpd, contamination accounts for > 11% of one INET
particle and > 22% of one AVR particle. Measured fission gas release must thus be higher
than this value before one may conclude on full particle failure.
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FIGURE 7-42. Relative significance of fission gas release from graphite contamination compared to a
single fuel kernel [Laurie 2010].

During 445 efpd, a pre-calculated maximum burnup of 14.3% FIMA was achieved with a fast
neutron fluence of approximately 4.95×1025 n/m2. Fission gas release from both fuel types
was consistently low thus hinting at absence of fuel damage.
The experiment is planned to be completed with further extensive PIE at NRG Petten and
JRC-ITU in Karlsruhe including KÜFA tests. Dismantling, PIE, transport and safety tests are
planned to take place in the EU project ARCHER starting in 2011 [Groot 2010b].
7.2.5.
7.2.5.1.

European Union irradiation experiment PYCASSO
Objectives of PYCASSO-I and PYCASSO-II

The ‘analytical’ PYCASSO (PYrocarbon irradiation for Creep And Swelling/Shrinkage of
Objects) irradiations focus on determining the effects of neutron irradiation in the temperature
range of 900-1100°C, excluding effects due to the presence of fuel. These irradiations can
therefore be considered separate-effect tests where only the influence of neutron fluence and
temperature on coatings and coating combinations are investigated.
Within the RAPHAEL (V)HTR 6th FP of the EU, the PYCASSO experiments have been
devised to investigate coating behaviour under irradiation. Samples have been included from
CEA (France), JAEA (Japan), and KAERI (Republic of Korea). The partnership for
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PYCASSO was initiated by the RAPHAEL project and is integrated in the Generation IV
International Forum VHTR Fuel and Fuel Cycle project.
The experiment is a separate-effect test where the influence of fuel (coating corrosion or
microstructural change due to fission products), thermal gradients, and variation in coating
microstructure and dimensions have been minimized by the use of dummy kernels (Al2O3 and
ZrO2), high conductivity particle holder material combined with low energy production of the
kernels, and strict (fabrication) quality control and selection procedures, respectively.
The purpose of the experiment for the partners involved was:
•

for CEA to determine the behaviour of pyrocarbon under irradiation, especially the
interaction of pyrocarbon swelling and creep with SiC coating layers, with the results
being used to validate and improve HTGR fuel performance modeling;

•

for JAEA to investigate the behaviour of ZrC coatings which have been successfully
manufactured, but require characterization and PIE;

•

for KAERI to determine the influence of fabrication of pyrocarbon layers with
different densities on the behaviour under irradiation.

For these purposes, dedicated particles have been manufactured consisting of surrogate
kernels (ZrO2 and Al2O3) with different types of PyC/SiC/ZrC coatings and coating
combinations. All specimens delivered have been extensively characterized such that even
potentially small changes due to the irradiation in dimensions, microstructure and density can
be determined accurately after irradiation.
The three partners involved in the PYCASSO irradiations have the following irradiation
targets:
•

CEA: Two drums have been irradiated until two different fluences of 2.05×1025 n/m2
(E>0.18 MeV) and 1.65×1025 n/m2 (E>0.18 MeV) in PYCASSO-I, confirmed by
postirradiation neutron metrology. In PYCASSO-II, fluences of 2×1025 n/m2 and
3×1025 n/m2 (E>0.18 MeV) are targeted for two drums. All particles have a
temperature target of 1000°C.

•

For KAERI and JAEA specimens, two drums with identical content have been
irradiated at two different temperatures, 900°C and 1100°C, with approximately the
same fluence with a maximum of 2×1025 n/m2 (E>0.18 MeV), and 3×1025 n/m2
(E>0.18 MeV) for PYCASSO-I and PYCASSO-II, respectively.

For each separate tray and samples therein, the achieved fast neutron fluence can be
determined with high accuracy, which facilitates correlating material changes with fluence.
The PYCASSO irradiations are performed in the High Flux Reactor (HFR) in Petten, the
Netherlands, under NRG coordination. A detailed description of the PYCASSO irradiation
objectives, the samples irradiated, and irradiation performance can be found in [Groot 2010]
and [Knol 2010].
The PYCASSO irradiations are of a completely new and complex design. The route from the
concept definition via feasibility studies, fabrication and assembly, up to the irradiation took
only 1.5 years. The PYCASSO-I irradiation was conducted between April 2008 and April
2009 and has been successfully de-assembled in the meantime. The follow-up test,
PYCASSO-II, has been irradiated for eight cycles and was terminated in December 2010.
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7.2.5.2.

PYCASSSO layout

Since P
PYCASSO was
w a first of
o a kind exxperiment for
fo NRG, a significant amount of time has
been invvested in thhe design ph
hase of the experimentt. Importantt technical rrequiremen
nts of the
irradiatiions were:
•

cconstant speecimen tem
mperature thrroughout irrradiation;

•

aaccurate fluuence determ
mination off the samples;

•

m
minimum specimen
s
activation
a
ffor easy haandling and
d postirradiiation exam
mination,
ppreferably in
i glove box
x;

•

m
minimal chemical interraction, e.g.. between saamples and sample hollder materiaal.

These bboundary coonditions haave led to tthe design of
o flat disk--like samplee holders (d
diameter
approx. 25 mm) ass is shown in
i Fig. 7-433 where onee layer of particles
p
cann be accomm
modated
per sam
mple holder in
i a hexagonal cavity.

FIGURE 7-43.
7
Prototyp
ype hexagonaal sample holder cup for PYCASSO irrradiations.

Sample holders were
w
made of a tunggsten alloy
y, with hig
gh density and high thermal
gh gamma radiation for the
conducttivity such that suffiicient heatt is generaated throug
temperaatures desireed to be reached, whillst maintain
ning low th
hermal graddients in thee sample
holder. Radially, PYCASSO-II consisted oof the assem
mbled sample holder diisks, a heat shield, a
ment tube, and
a the so-ccalled TRIO
O tube whicch is standarrd HFR equuipment. It is
i cooled
containm
at the ouutside by thhe HFR coo
oling water.. The three gas gaps beetween the sample holders and
the cooling water thus established, havee been adju
usted to ach
hieve the teemperaturess desired
nd compenssating for tthe nuclearr heating
tailoringg the radial heat resisstance by ggas gaps an
profile oof the HFR..
CEA prreferred tw
wo differentt fluence l evels at similar temp
peratures, w
whereas JA
AEA and
KAERI preferred similar fluence levelss at two different tem
mperatures. JJAEA and KAERI
sample holders havve thereforee been com
mbined, and the location
ns of the saample holdeer stacks
have beeen chosen to best meeet the condi
ditions desirred within the limits off the HFR flux and
heating profiles.
In Fig. 77-44, a prelliminary tem
mperature ccalculation result is sh
hown togethher with thee nuclear
heating profile (allso an apprroximate m
measure of location off the partneers’ samplees. High
temperaature fluencce measureement sets have been
n applied that can w
withstand the
t
high
temperaatures in PY
YCASSO-I. These monnitor sets were
w
a novell design, annd the 900°C
C region
containeed a regularr monitoring
g set for refference.
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E 7-44. PYC
CASSO-I pre--calculated ttemperature profile and
d radiation hheating along
g central
FIGURE
axis.

The resuulting PYCASSO-I design containned a total of
o 76 samplle holders. H
Heat generaation and
radial ggas gap widdth have beeen tuned bby adjustmeent of the disk
d
thickneesses and diameters
d
respectiively, resultting in a to
otal of 40 ddifferent types of sam
mple holder disks. Axially, the
temperaature regionns in PYCAS
SSO-I weree established
d by axial gas
g gaps.
In addittion to the sample
s
hold
der disks, seeven dedicaated tungsten alloy com
mponents haave been
designed as samplee stack botto
om and top plates, and axial separator disks. A
At either sid
de of the
total sam
mple holderr stack, refllective heat shields hav
ve been placced for reduucing the ax
xial heat
flow at these locaations. After manufactu
ture, the disks were cleaned by hheating, beefore the
sampless were put in
i the samp
ple holder ddisks, separaated from th
he sample hholder by reefractory
metal ffoil. Exampples are sh
hown in Fiig. 7-45 in
ncluding an
n overview of the asssembled
PYCAS
SSO-I stack.
7.2.5.3.

Conducttion

The PY
YCASSO-I experiment
e
has been peerformed su
uccessfully and the reqquired fluences have
been reaached withiin 3%. Tem
mperatures dduring the HFR
H
cycless are shownn in Fig. 7-46. First
activity measuremeents after dee-assembly have shown
n promising
g results forr a PIE cam
mpaign in
a glovebbox outsidee hot cells. A cell de-asssembly imp
pression is given
g
in Figg. 7-47.
The low
w fluence CEA
C
samplees show low
w activity (F
Fig. 7-48, to
op), and thee high fluen
nce stack
is expeccted to be lower
l
after an additionnal cleaning
g of the sam
mples. The KAERI an
nd JAEA
sampless show conssistently hig
gher activattion (Fig. 7-48,
7
middlee and bottom
m, respectively) by
activatioon of the saamples them
mselves, esppecially of zirconium
z
and
a hafnium
m impuritiess therein.
Possiblyy a longer cooling tim
me and a ccleaning pro
ocedure to remove higghly activee sample
holder ddebris from
m the contain
ner or handdling of limiited amountts of samplees could reduce the
activity to a level appropriate for invesstigation in a glovebox
x. The folllowing PIE
E will be
useful ffor the PYCASSO samp
ples:
• D
Diameter annd sphericitty measurem
ment by imaage analysess and tomoggraphy;
• C
Coating thicckness by to
omography ;
• D
Density by tomography
y and helium
m-pycnomeetry of coatiing fragmennts;
• A
Anisotropy by ellipsom
metry;
• M
Microstructtural examinations byy XRD, SE
EM, EBSD
D, TEM annd high reesolution
ttomographyy;
• M
Mechanicall properties by crush teests and nan
no-indentatio
on.
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E 7-45. PYC
CASSO-I (lo
ower X ray image and photograph
h) and -II (u
(upper X rayy image)
FIGURE
assemblyy showing saample holderr disks of thee three partn
ners involved
d. Photographh shows the complete
PYCASSSO-I stack off sample hold
der disks prioor to placement of radiall heat shield and containment and
a finite eelement modeel of the asseembly.

FIGU
URE 7-46. PY
YCASSO-I avverage drum temperaturees during thee six HFR cyccles of irrad
diation.
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FIGURE
E 7-47. PYCA
ASSO-I de-assembly in hhot cell impression, show
wing de-assem
mbly appara
atus (left),
and retriieved particlles of one tra
ay collected iin a glass con
ntainer (righ
ht).

FIGURE
E 7-48. Dosee rate at 10 cm
c per tray ffor the JAEA
A samples off CEA (top), K
KAERI (mid
ddle), and
JAEA (bbottom).
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A PIE campaign for
f the PYC
CASSO irraadiations haas been pro
oposed for the Europeean FP 7
ARCHE
ER project [Groot 201
10b] and w
will comprisse high precision metrrology and detailed
microstrructural evaaluation. On
ne high-pottential PIE methodolog
m
gy has beenn proposed which
w
is
X ray ttomographyy, by which coating ddimensionss can be measured
m
acccurately in
n a nondestructtive way. An
A examplee of this is shown in Fig.
F 7-49, in which a cross-sectio
on of an
unirradiiated CEA particle
p
is shown,
s
creaated by non
n-destructive X ray tom
mography. Average
drum teemperature readings
r
off the first sixx cycles aree given in Fig.
F 7-50. D
Dismantling and PIE
is part oof the aforem
mentioned ARCHER
A
pproject.

FIGURE
E 7-49. Example of tom
mography onn a CEA pa
article: this cross-sectioon is genera
ated nondestructiively, from a full 3D tomo
ography dataabase of onee particle.

FIGURE
E 7-50. PYCA
ASSO-II averrage drum teemperatures during the first
fi six HFR cycles of irrradiation.
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7.2.6.
7.2.6.1.

Irradiation of Chinese HTR-PM fuel
Introduction

The HTR-PM is a modular pebble bed high temperature gas cooled reactor. The spherical fuel
elements for the HTR-PM will consist of a spherical fissile material zone, in which 7 g of
uranium in the form of ~12 000 low enriched UO2 TRISO coated fuel particles is embedded
in a matrix of graphite material, and a shell of fuel-free pure matrix graphite, surrounding the
spherical fissile material zone. The diameter of the fuel zone is approximately 50 mm. The
thickness of the outer fuel-free shell is about 5 mm.
The specification of HTR-PM fuel element is based on that of HTR-Modul designed by
Siemens/Interatom of Germany and operational requirements of HTR-PM. R&D work of
HTGR fuel element was carried out in experimented scale before 1991. Since 1991, R&D
activities have been focused on fabrication technology for the HTR-10 first core fuel. During
long-term R&D activities, the INET has successfully developed own fabrication technologies
of spherical fuel elements for the HTR-10. In 2000, approximately 20 000 spherical fuel
elements have been fabricated. The performance of the fabricated fuel elements meets the
design requirements of HTR-10 fuel.
Although the existing HTR-10 fuel production line in INET is at laboratory scale, the HTRPM fuel production can be based on the successful fabrication technology of HTR-10 fuel.
The existing lab scale fuel plant at INET is being upgraded for the throughput of 100 000 fuel
spheres per year.
The main purpose of upgrade of the existing lab scale fuel plant at INET is to:
(1) fabricate HTR-PM irradiation test samples, and to
(2) provide successful technology of fabrication process and equipment for the HTR-PM
fuel plant.
To study irradiation performance of the fabricated fuel, an in-pile irradiation test will be
performed to qualify the fabricated fuel for application in the HTR-PM. Fuel qualification is
an essential part of the licensing process for the HTR-PM. This irradiation test is scheduled to
start in 2011.
7.2.6.2.

Irradiation test plan

Samples for irradiation testing will be five fuel spheres characterized by the following
features:
-

Moulded spherical fuel element of 60 mm diameter with a fuel-free shell of > 4 mm
thickness;

-

low enriched uranium (17%), 7 g of uranium per fuel sphere;

-

UO2 fuel kernel;

-

TRISO coating;

-

A3-3 matrix graphite.

Irradiation testing of these fuel elements will be made under the following conditions:
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-

The central temperature of the fuel spheres will be kept in 1050±50°C.

-

The irradiation will be continued until ≥ 100 GWd/tU.

-

Fast neutron fluence (E ≥ 0.1 MeV) is between 2×1025 n/m2 and ～7×1025 n/m2.

-

Initial (about 20 days) maximum power per fuel sphere and particle is 3.5 kW and
300 mW, respectively. Later, the maximum power per fuel sphere and particle will be
limited to about 3.0 kW and about 250 mW, respectively.

-

The impurity contents of sweep gas (helium and neon) should be as low as possible.

-

Temperature measurement will be performed in the fuel-free zone. Isothermal fuel
sphere surface temperature should be achieved by stepped gas gaps between graphite
body and capsule wall.

7.3. IRRADIATION TESTING IN THE JMTR AT JAEA OARAI
7.3.1.

Irradiation testing in OGL-1

Irradiation experiments for the HTTR fuel development were performed mostly by using
Oarai gas loop-1 (OGL-1) and capsules in Japan Material Test Reactor (JMTR) of JAERI.
Various kinds of research efforts have been carried out to confirm the integrity of the HTTR
fuel [Hayashi 1994, Hayashi 2000, Hayashi 2005].
7.3.1.1.

OGL-1

The Oarai gas loop-I, OGL-I, is an in-pile helium gas loop, installed in the reflector region of
the Japan Materials Testing Reactor (JMTR), for irradiation of high temperature gas cooled
reactor fuels at high pressure and temperature. Most irradiation experiments for the HTTR
fuel had been performed in OGL-1 from 1977 until 1995 and capsules, in the range of
temperature and burnup required. Figure 7-51 shows the position of OGL-1 in the JMTR core.
The loop was composed of a concentric double pipe at a part of the JMTR core (Fig. 7-52).
Figure 7-53 shows a gas sweep capsule, one of the capsules of JMTR, which is able to
measure fission gas release rate for the evaluation of the fuel failure fraction of specimens.
TABLE 7-8. Characteristics of the Oarai gas loop-1 (OGL-1) [Hayashi 2000].

Parameter

Value

Core position in JMTR

G, H-3,4

Effective dimension in core [mm × mm]

82 (dia.) × 750

Thermal neutron flux [n/m2 s-1] average
maximum

5.5×1017
4.2

Fast neutron flux [n/(m2·s)]

1.1

Specimen power [kW]

< 135

Helium coolant flow rate [kg/min]

6

Maximum temperature [°C]

1000

Pressure [MPa]

3

Impurity content [vol-ppm]

< 10
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FIIGURE 7-51. Top view onn the OGL-1
1 in the JMTR
R [Sawa 20004].

FIGURE
E 7-52. Lay-out of the OGL-1
O
loop aand the meassuring pointts of the fissiion product plate-out
measureements [Tsuyyuzaki 1985]..

FIGUR
RE 7-53. Gass sweep capsule [Hayashi 2005].

The helium gas looop OGL-1 simulating
s
V
VHTR coollant conditio
ons was alsoo used for plate-out
p
studies in order to conduct
c
• meaasurements of plate-outt distribution in the prim
mary circuitt of OGL- 1,
1
• plate-out measu
urements inn small-size specimens,
• hot gas filter an
nd dust filteer experimen
nts,
• deveelopment an
nd validatioon of a platee-out compu
uter model.
The disttribution off fission pro
oduct plate-oout was measured by a non-destruuctive method using
the handdy-type purre germanium (Ge) deteectors.
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39-40

42-45

46-47

48-51

52-58

59

60-61, 63

64-66

67-73

74-79

80-82

83-91

92-102

103-106

107-115

-

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

HTTR

(a) transient.

JMTR
cycles

OGL-1
cycle

660

216.0

65.0

243.0

195.0

62.3

130.2

145.5

53.8

58.0

21.9

142.3

78.0

40.7

71.6

39.0

Irradiation
time [efpd]

3.6

3.1

1.2

3.7

3.9

1.6

2.8

2.7

1.0

1.4

0.4

3.3

2.0

0.5

0.9

0.6

Burnup
[%FIMA]

1.2

0.44

0.14

0.49

0.31

0.17

0.24

0.28

0.12

0.16

0.04

0.38

0.23

0.09

0.20

0.12

Fast neutron
fluence [1025 n/m2,
E>0.18 MeV]

1320

1345

1350/1500

1340/1500

1340

1350

1330/1500

1340

1390

1380

1480

(a)

1350

1340

1320

1430

1380

-6

-7

HTTR fuel demo

High burnup fuel

Mass prod-long irr

-6

High quality fuel

Mass prod-short irr

-6

Mass prod-transient

Mass production

Metallic FP
behaviour

Matrix graphite test

High-temp transient

Long-term irrad

Medium-term irrad

Short-term irrad

1st irradiation of
VHTR fuel

Commissioning of
OGL-1

Objective

(a)

2.3×10

1.0×10

3×10

-6

1.5×10-5

2.6×10

4×10

-7

1.4×10

R/B
Kr

88

(a)

(a)

Irradiation
temperature of fuel
compact [°C]

TABLE 7-9. Irradiation history of the OGL-1 fuels[Tsuyuzaki 1985].
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FIGUR
RE 7-54. Schemattic of 15th OGL-1 fuel assembly for HTTR fuel irradia
ation testing [Hayyashi 2000].

7.3.1.2.

Results

Table 7-9 shows the irradiation experiments for the HTTR fuel in Japan Material Test Reactor
(JMTR).
The coated fuel particles used in the OGL-1 fuel assemblies No. 6 to 8 were produced in a
small scale fluidized bed coater, while in the assemblies No. 9 to12, trial manufacturing fuels
were used, produced with a large scale fluidized bed for mass production to be applied for
HTTR fuel production. For the 9th assembly loaded with the first mass-production fuel, the
fission gas release, R/B of 88Kr, was found to be relatively high with 1.5×10-5. Also various
defects were observed in ceramography cuts of the irradiated coating layers.
Later, in the 12th fuel assembly, a decrease in the fabrication-induced through-coating defect
fraction could be achieved. Correspondingly, the R/B of 88Kr for was reduced here to an
excellent value of 2×10-6. Thus, the production technology and the irradiation performance of
the HTTR design fuels were successfully demonstrated,
The fuel assemblies No. 13 to 15 employed the first-charge fuel of the HTTR. The 13th
assembly was loaded with high quality fuel, whose as-produced defect fraction could be
drastically decreased compared with previous fuels. The 15th assembly (Fig. 7-54) was loaded
with fuel which had been manufactured in the same apparatus that was used afterwards for the
first charge HTTR fuel production. Both fuel assemblies gave good results in fission gas
release rates during irradiation and in PIE [Hayashi 2000].
The fuel compact was irradiated up to7% FIMA at a temperature of 1200°C. The measured
release rate to birth ratios (R/B) of 88Kr in both inner capsules were less than 10-6 as shown in
Fig. 7-55, a level which corresponds to one particle failure. These results are far smaller than
the safety design value of the HTTR, set at 5.35×10-4, a value that corresponds to1% fuel
particle failure.
In order to investigate fuel behaviour at extended burnup, irradiation tests were performed by
using so-called extended burnup fuel, whose target burnup and fast neutron fluence were
higher than those of the first-loading fuel of the HTTR. In order to maintain fuel integrity at
burnups up to over 5% FIMA, thickness of buffer and SiC layers of the fuel particle were
increased to 90 μm and 35 μm, respectively. The fuel compacts were irradiated at the HFIR
reactor at ORNL (HRB-22) up to 7% FIMA, and at the JMTR over 9% FIMA, respectively
[Sawa 2004b].
The fuel assembly No. 14 in OGL-1 indicated a spike release of fission gas during irradiation
at 1500°C after a transient temperature increase up to this value (Fig. 7-56). But overall, these
three assemblies demonstrated good performance of the loaded fuels giving significantly
lower values in fission gas release rates during irradiation and in particle failure fractions after
irradiation compared to the corresponding design limits for the first charge fuel of the HTTR.
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FIGURE
E 7-55. Meeasured fracctional releaases and irrradiation teemperatures in the accelerated
irradiatiion test of thee first fuel off the HTTR [S
[Sawa 2004b]].

FI
FIGURE 7-566. Capsule irrradiation tesst of extended
d burnup fueel in OGL-1 [[Sawa 2004b
b].
7.4. IRR
RADIATION TESTING IN
N THE HFIR A
AT ORNL OA
AK RIDGE
7.4.1.

Reactor desscription of th
he HFIR

The higgh flux isottope reactorr (HFIR) att ORNL is a light watter cooled, beryllium-rreflected
reactor with a therrmal power of 85 MW
W that uses HEU U-All fuel to prooduce high neutron
fluxes ffor materialss testing and isotope prroduction. It
I has been used
u
extenssively in thee US gas
reactor programmes to irrad
diate coatedd particle fuel. Two specific m
materials irrradiation
facilities are of noote. The larrge ‘remov able berylliium’ (RB) positions ((of which there
t
are
eight) aare 46 mm inn diameter and 500 mm
m long and can accom
mmodate cappsules holdiing up to
24 comppacts, (threee in each grraphite bodyy, eight bod
dies axially) in a single purged celll. The 16
small vvertical expeerimental faacilities (VX
XF) positio
ons are 40 mm in diam
meter and 500 mm
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long. They can acccommodatee capsules holding up
p to 16 com
mpacts (eighht in each graphite
body, tw
wo bodies axially)
a
in a single purgged cell. Th
here is a larg
ge axial fluxx gradient th
hat must
be considered in thhe design off any experim
ment in any
y of these lo
ocations.
7.4.2.

US testing of
o NP-MHTG
GR fuel

In Auguust 1988, thhe Secretarry of Energgy announceed a strateg
gy to acquir
ire New Pro
oduction
Reactorr (NPR) cappacity for producing
p
trritium. The strategy in
nvolved connstruction of a New
Producttion Modullar High Temperatur
T
re Gas cooled Reacttor (NP-M
MHTGR). Specially
S
designed referencee fuel for thee NP-MHT
TGR was successfully manufacture
m
ed, but – ag
gainst all
model ppredictions – unsuccesssfully perfoormed in irradiation tessting. In totaal, about 70
00 out of
the 230 000 fuel paarticles con
ntained in thhe three testts had failed
d. Shortly aafter the com
mpletion
of the irrradiation tests, DOE announced
a
in Septemb
ber 1992 the closeout oof the NP-M
MHTGR
program
mme [Maki 2002].
7.4.2.1.

Fuel Dessign for NP-M
MHTGR

The NP
P-MHTGR fuel
f
elemen
nt consists oof a stack off cylindricaal fuel comppacts contaiining the
fuel parrticles insertted into a grraphite blocck. The reference fuel particle,
p
the so-called TRISO-P
T
particle (with P foor protectivee) schematiically show
wn in Fig. 7-57
7
is a hiigh enriched (93%)
UCO fu
fuel kernel surrounded
d by an eiight layer TRISO co
oating whicch is comp
posed of
concenttric layers of
o low densiity pyrocarbbon (buffer)), high denssity pyrocarrbon (IPyC)), silicon
carbide (SiC), highh density py
yrocarbon (O
OPyC), and
d low density
y pyrocarboon (PPyC) with
w thin
p
n (seal coats) between the bufferr and the IP
PyC and
layers oof extra higgh density pyrocarbon
betweenn the OPyC and PPyC. An additioonal seal coaat was added to the outtside of the PPyC to
reduce any possibble interactiion betweeen the fuel compact material
m
annd the fuel particle
surface.. Specified fuel
f particlee dimensionns and densiities togetheer with the aas-fabricateed values
are pressented in Taable 7-10.
Fuel maanufacturedd for the NP-MHTGR pprogramme was manuffactured to ffull ASME--NQA-1,
1989, sttandards annd achieved a higher quuality level than had beeen produceed previously in the
United States of America.
A
Fu
uel quality variables and
a attributes were meeasured exttensively
betweenn fabricationn steps to ensure
e
confo
formance to fuel speciffication requuirements. The
T NPMHTGR
R test fuel was, therefore, prediccted to perfform with low
l
fissionn product reelease in
reactor service.

F
FIGURE 7-577. Cross-secttion of an as--fabricated NP-MHTGR
N
fuel particlee [Maki 2002
2].
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TABLE 7-10. Performance test fuel dimensions and densities.

Particle thickness [μm]

Density [Mg/m3]

spec. mean

as fabricated

spec. mean

as fabricated

UCO kernel

145-205

200

>10.3

10.51

Buffer carbon coating

90-100

102

0.8-1.10

0.96

IPyC + seal carbon coats

40-60

53

1.85-1.95

1.92

Silicon carbide

30-40

35

≥3.18

3.23

OPyC + seal carbon coats

30-50

39

1.80-1.95

1.86

PPyC + seal carbon coats

40-60

47

0.80-1.10

1.06

The NP-MHTGR fuel particle configuration included four major changes from the previous
evolution (Fort St. Vrain) fuel particle:
(1)

Fuel kernel was UCO rather than UC2;

(2)

The PPyC layer was added to reduce mechanical damage of the fuel particles during
the compacting process;

(3)

The IPyC layer was made thicker for added protection of the fuel kernel from HCl
attack during SiC application;

(4)

Seal coats were added to both sides of the PPyC (for the NP-MHTGR and the inside
only for the NE-MHTGR), and between the buffer and the IPyC.

7.4.2.2.

Fuel capsule irradiation

Three irradiation tests were conducted to demonstrate that the proof test fuel would meet the
performance goals for the NP-MHTGR. One test, designated NPR-1, was to demonstrate
maximum service life conditions for temperature, burnup, and fast neutron fluence. The
second test, NPR-2, was conducted at a lower temperature which was to be more
representative of the core average temperature. These two tests were performed in the HFIR at
ORNL. The third test, designated NPR-1A and a backup test to NPR-1, was performed in the
ATR at the INL.
Each experiment consisted of approximately 75 000 fuel particles in 16 to 20 compacts. The
experiments were designed such that fuel compacts could be irradiated at or near the NPMHTGR design service conditions for temperature, burnup, and fast fluence. The design
parameters for the three capsules are listed in Table 7-11.
Table 7-11. Values of key experiment parameters in NPR capsules.

Test

Capsule
average/peak
temperature [°C]

Peak fluence
[1025 n/m2]

Peak burnup
[% FIMA]

Number of
particles

NPR-1

974/1246

3.7

79

77 500

NPR-1A

977/1119

2.0

64

75 360

NPR-2

753/1024

3.7

79

77 500

NP-MHTGR core

600/1250

3.7

75

1.8×1010
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F
FIGURE
7-5
58. Cross-secction of NPR-1A capsule [Maki 2002]].

The NP
PR-1A capsuule (Fig. 7-5
58) containned 20 comp
pacts, each with about 3770 particcles. The
fuel com
mpact stackk was approximately 1..22 m long, 0.017 m in
n diameter, and was po
ositioned
within aan instrumennted graphite sleeve.
Irradiatiion of the NPR-1A
N
cap
psule begann on Octobeer 2, 1991, and was teerminated affter 64.2
full pow
wer days. Fuel perform
mance modeels predicted no particlle failures iin each of the
t tests.
Howeveer, after reaaching a bu
urnup of 488 %FIMA, the
t on-line monitoringg system deetected a
single pparticle failure in NP
PR-1A. Conntinued mo
onitoring in
ndicated abbout two ad
dditional
particle failures eaach day un
ntil the irraadiation was terminateed after reaaching 64%
% FIMA,
instead of its originnal goal off 75% FIMA
A. It was deecided to reemove NPR
R-1A early to allow
for the eearliest posssible assessment of thee particle faiilures.
Figure 77-59 is a pllot of the 855mKr R/B duuring the ex
xperiment. The R/B reemained low
w during
the firstt 42 full pow
wer days off the experim
ment. Howeever, after 71.4
7 elapsedd days (Figu
ure 7-59,
right), tthe R/B inccreased from
m a value oof 4×10-9 to
o 3.8×10-7, indicating
i
pparticle failu
ure. The
25
2
initial pparticle faillure occurrred at a peeak fluencee of 1.27×10 n/m , a peak bu
urnup of
47% FIM
MA, and a peak temp
perature of 1133ºC. Th
he 85mKr R/B
R continueed to increase over
time to a peak valuue of 1.8×10
0-5. Based oon the peak
k R/B, the to
otal numberr of particlee failures
in NPR--1A is estim
mated to be ~48.
The NP
PR-1 and -22 experimen
nts were irrradiated in the
t HFIR for
f a total oof eight cyccles. The
capsuless were insstrumented to providee measurem
ments of tem
mperature, gas flow, neutron
fluence,, and fissionn gas release. A radiaal schematicc of the cap
psule is shoown in Figu
ure 7-60.
The irraadiation cappsule consissts of a douuble contain
ned, single, purged celll containing
g 16 fuel
compaccts surroundded by H-451 graphite ffuel bodies.
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FIG
GURE 7-59. NPR-1A
N
relea
ase-to-birth ratio for 85m
mKr before and
a after firsst particle faiilure.

Figurre 7-60. Schematic cross--section of th
he NPR-1/2 irrradiation caapsule.

Irradiatiion on NPR
R-1 capsule began Julyy 25, 1991, and
a was com
mpleted on May 29, 19
992, at a
peak fluuence of 3.7×1025 n/m
m2. The caalculated tem
mperatures ranged froom 727 to 1027ºC.
Temperratures remained fairly
y constant over the first three cy
ycles with a gradual decrease
during tthe last thrree cycles as
a the urannium was depleted
d
fro
om the com
mpacts. Mosst of the
burnup was attaineed in the first three cyccles, while in
i the last five
f cycles, the fuel saw
w a high
fast flueence and a lower
l
burnu
up rate. NPR
R-1 experien
nced its firsst particle faailure at a burnup of
72% FIM
MA. Aboutt 526 particlles were esttimated to have
h
failed after the fueel reached a burnup
of 79% FIMA.
Figure 77-61 is a pllot of the 85mKr R/B duuring the NPR-1
N
experriment. Thee R/B remaiined low
-8
(~10 ) during the first
f
120 fulll power daays. Howeveer, at a peak
k fluence off 1.7×1025 n/m
n 2, the
R/B inccreased to 1.7×10-7 ind
dicating partticle failure. The peak burnup andd temperatu
ure at the
m
time off the first paarticle failu
ure were 722% FIMA and
a 1123ºC
C, respectiveely. The 85m
Kr R/B
-4
continueed to increaase during the
t irradiatioon and reacched a final value of ~33×10 at th
he end of
the expeeriment. Baased on thesse results annd activity spikes record
ded by the iionization chamber,
c
526 partticles were estimated to
o have faileed.
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FIGURE
E 7-61. NPR-1 measured
d R/B ratios aas a function
n of full pow
wer days for
133
138
for Xee and Xe (rright) [Maki 2002].

85m

Kr and 888Kr (left);

Irradiatiion of the NPR-2
N
cap
psule begann August 28
8, 1991, and was com
mpleted on May
M 29,
1992, att a peak fluuence of 3.7×1025 n/m2 . NPR-2 op
perated at a lower temp
mperature thaan NPR1. The ccalculated teemperaturess ranged froom 597 to 897ºC.
8
NPR
R-2 experiennced its firstt particle
failure aat a burnup of 75% FIM
MA. Aboutt 135 particlles were esttimated to hhave failed after the
fuel reached 75% FIMA.
F
m
Figure 77-62 is a plot of the 85m
Kr R/B duuring the ex
xperiment. The
T R/B rem
mained low
w (< 10-8)
25
2
during tthe first 120 full poweer days. Hoowever, at a peak fluen
nce of 2.0×
×10 n/m , the R/B
increaseed to 7×10-77, indicating
g particle fa
failure. The peak burnu
up and tempperature at the time
of partiicle failure were 75% FIMA andd 960ºC, reespectively. The 85mKrr R/B continued to
increasee during thee irradiation
n and reacheed a final value
v
of ~6×
×10-5 at the end of exp
periment.
Based oon these reesults and activity spiikes record
ded by the Geiger-Müüller monito
ors, 135
particless were estim
mated to hav
ve failed.

FIGURE
E 7-62. NPR-2 measured
d R/B ratios aas a function
n of full pow
wer days for
for 133Xee and 138Xe (rright) [Maki 2002].

85m

Kr and 888Kr (left);

In total,, about 700 out of 230 000 particlles containeed in the thrree tests faiiled (Table 7-12) in
contrastt with modeel prediction
ns of no faillures.
As a paart of the New
N
Produ
uction-Moduular High Temperatur
T
e Gas Reac
actor (NP-M
MHTGR)
program
mme, an exttensive partiicle fuel andd irradiation
n programm
me was condducted [5]. As
A a part
of this irradiation programmee several caapsules werre irradiated
d. Among th
these were capsules
NPR1, NPR2, annd NPR1A. A total of 221 136 particlees were irrradiated. Of
O these
approximately 700 failed.
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TABLE 7-12. Failed particles in the NPR irradiation tests.
Test

NPR-1
NPR-1A
NPR-2
7.4.2.3.

Irradiation
time [efpd]

165
64.2
175

Targeted

75

Burnup [% FIMA]
Achieved
First failed
particle
observed
79
72
64
48
79
75

Total number
of failed
particles
526
48
135

Postirradiation examination of NPR fuel

A variety of examination techniques including burn-leach and IMGA were used to obtain
information on the failure fraction of fuel particles in individual compacts and on the nature of
the failures. Optical ceramography and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were used to
thoroughly characterize as-manufactured fuel particle quality. NP-MHTGR SiC was
determined to have a larger columnar grain structure than other SiC samples. In some cases,
single grains extended nearly through the coating. The evaluation found evidence of lenticular
voids and flaws in the SiC (called gold spots because of their appearance) that slightly
decreased the structural strength of the SiC. The gold spot formation was determined to be the
result of fuel particles leaving the reaction zone of the furnace during coating and contacting
furnace surfaces to get contaminated with SiC ash, which was then sealed in the coating when
the particle re-entered the reaction zone.
Metallic inclusions (primarily Cr and Ni) in the SiC also accounted for low strength. Gold
spot particles were tested as a group, but did not show a large decrease in measured strength.
Flaws associated with the gold spots however, appear to contribute to a low strength tail to the
strength distribution.
Eight of the 16 compacts from each of the NPR-1 and NPR-2 capsules and all 20 of the
compacts from capsule NPR-1A were given a standard fission gas release test in the TRIGA
Mark 1 reactor facility at General Atomics. In this test, fission gas release was measured
under irradiation for 30 minutes while the compact was held at 1100ºC. The fraction of
exposed kernels in each compact was obtained by dividing the measured R/B values by the
R/B for an exposed kernel (varied from 0.030 to 0.043, depending on the irradiation exposure
of the compact) under the conditions of the TRIGA R/B testing. The capsule average values
of exposed kernel fraction are compared with values based on end of life (EOL) in-pile R/B
and counting radiation spikes. The agreement between values of exposed kernels derived from
EOL R/B and radiation spikes is remarkably good.
A leach burn leach procedure was carried out on compact NPR-1 B6. It consisted of a 24 hour
leach in boiling concentrated nitric acid (14 M), plus hydrofluoric acid (0.03 M) to dissolve
kernels that had been exposed by the failure of all the coating layers. This was followed by a
burn in air at 750ºC for 48 hours to remove all compact matrix and PyC layers (including any
intact IPyC beneath failed SiC), and finally a 48 hour leach (under the same conditions as
before) to dissolve any kernels exposed by the burn, providing a measure of the fraction of
particles with failed SiC but intact IPyC layers. The 95Zr and
remain with the kernel and serve as a measure of the fraction of the kernels in the compact
dissolved in the leach solutions. The results show reasonable agreement with results of SiC
failure fraction based on other measurements. Although used to a very limited extent in this
PIE, LBL showed promise as a method for determining exposed kernel fraction and SiC
failure fraction in irradiated compacts, and is a candidate for continued development.
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Compacts from the NPR-1 and NPR-2 capsules were deconsolidated by an electrochemical
process, and compact NPR-1A 13 was deconsolidated by burning to obtain particles for
IMGA examination to determine the fraction of particles with failed SiC. The IMGA
measured the content of gamma-emitting nuclides in individual particles. The ratio
137
Cs/144Ce was used as a measure of SiC integrity. 144Ce remained within exposed kernels,
whereas 137Cs could only be retained by an intact SiC layer. Agreement between values of
exposed kernel fraction and SiC failure fraction was expected, given the large fractional
failure of the PyC layers discussed below.
Kernels were observed to contain large gas voids and to have undergone swelling at the high
burnups in the NP-MHTGR irradiations (up to 79% FIMA). Generally, the kernels retained a
spherical shape and were contained in the densified buffer coating. Occasionally, the buffer
cracked radially and the swelling kernel extruded through the crack to the IPyC layer. No
chemical attack of the IPyC by the kernel or by fission products was observed.
Most often, shrinkage of the buffer led to the opening of an annular gap between the buffer
and the IPyC. In only about 5% of the buffers did irradiation induced densification of the
buffer lead to the formation of radially oriented shrinkage cracks. Radial cracks were
observed in IPyC layers with increasing frequency as a function of fast fluence, occurring in
up to 65% of the particles in a compact cross-section at the highest exposure.
7.4.2.4.

Most probable causes of fuel particle failure

Evidence from as-manufactured characterization, irradiation, and postirradiation examination
data indicates that irradiation induced changes in material properties of the pyrocarbons
played a dominant role in the failure of fuel particles to retain fission gases. The asmanufactured particle characterization data indicate that the level of as-manufactured defects
in the SiC prior to irradiation (4×10-4) was two orders of magnitude too low to account for the
level of particle failures (up to 4×10-2 in high fluence compacts). Particle failures were a
strong function of neutron fast fluence, as evidenced by the increase in in-reactor fission gas
release with irradiation time. IMGA data indicates caesium release from fuel particles was a
function of both fast neutron fluence and irradiation temperature. Fission gas release data
from postirradiation TRIGA testing indicate fuel particle failure strongly depended on fast
neutron fluence and less strongly depended on irradiation temperature.
These observations are in accordance with the well known behaviour of pyrocarbons to
undergo dimensional changes with fast neutron fluence, sometimes leading to failure of
coating layers [Kaae 1975]. In contrast, SiC is relatively stable under neutron irradiation
[Price 1977]. The experimental evidence strongly implicates irradiation induced changes in
the pyrocarbon layers as having played a leading role in the NP-MHTGR fuel particle
failures. Direct observation by metallography in the PIE confirmed the large scale failure of
pyrocarbon layers and the fluence dependence of these failures.
The PPyC is expected to shrink and fail early under irradiation and widespread PPyC failure
(85 to 100% above a fluence of 1.9×1025 n/m2) was measured by metallography. The OPyC is
also expected to shrink under irradiation, but the extent of OPyC failure observed above
1.9×1025 n/m2 (47-90%) was unexpected and is mostly likely attributable to crack propagation
from the PPyC. The inner seal coat between the PPyC and the OPyC was expected to separate
the two layers and prevent crack propagation. However, the seal coat acted as a strong bond
and facilitated crack propagation.
The most probable of the causes identified was mechanical failure of the SiC induced by the
concentration of tensile stresses in the SiC in the vicinity of cracks in the IPyC, where an
IPyC layer was apparently strongly bonded to the SiC. In compact metallography IPyC
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failures were observed without SiC failures, but all through-wall cracks in the SiC were found
to be in the vicinity of the IPyC cracks.
7.4.3.
7.4.3.1.

Reference irradiation testing for the Japanese HTTR fuel at HFIR
HRB-22 irradiation experiment

The irradiation of the Japanese HTTR fuel was carried out as HRB-22 capsule irradiation test,
which was a part of a cooperative effort between the United States Department of Energy
(US-DOE) and the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI, now JAEA) [Kania
1989]. The fuel for the irradiation test was called high burnup fuel, whose target burnup and
fast neutron fluence were higher than those of the first-loading fuel of the HTTR [Sawa
1998a]. In order to keep fuel integrity up to high burnup over 5% FIMA, thickness of buffer
and SiC layers of fuel particle were increased.
7.4.3.2.

Irradiation capsule

The irradiation capsule HRB-22 was a test capsule containing advanced Japanese fuel to be
later used in the HTTR [Montgomery 1995, Minato 1998]. Its function was to obtain fuel
performance data at HTTR operating temperatures in an accelerated irradiation environment.
The irradiation was performed in the HFIR reactor at ORNL operated at a nominal power of
85 MW(th) throughout most of the irradiation period. The capsule was irradiated for 88.8 efpd
in position RB-3B of the removal beryllium facility over four reactor operating cycles starting
with HFIR cycle 325. The maximum fuel compact temperature was maintained at or below
the allowable limit of 1300°C for most time of the irradiation. Included in the data collected
during the irradiation test are TC and gas flow data, the calculated maximum and volume
average temperatures based on the measured graphite temperatures, measured gaseous fission
product activity in the purge gas, and associated release rate-to-birth rate (R/B) results. Also
included are quality assurance data obtained during the test.
The HRB-22 capsule consisted of a doubly contained, single purge cell with 12 fuel compacts
held in a graphite fuel body. The fuel compacts were annular right circular cylinders with an
outside diameter of 26.05 mm, inside diameter of 10 mm and a height of 39 mm. The fuel
body was fabricated from grade 2020 graphite which was a fine grain graphite manufactured
by the Stackpole Carbon Company. The fuel body with fuel compacts was placed inside a
double-walled Inconel-718 containment. The radial gap between the graphite fuel body and
the containment wall was sized to maintain the temperature as uniformly as possible over the
length of the capsule by machining a steep outer surface to the sleeve. The capsule includes a
facility for introducing a purge gas. Capsule temperatures were adjusted by changing the
composition of the sweep gas, a mixture of helium and neon, flowing in the gap. A typical
radial cross-section of the capsule is shown in Fig. 7-63.
The temperature of the graphite fuel body was monitored by 24 thermocouples (TC) located
at axial positions corresponding to the axial midpoints of each fuel compact. Twenty one of
the thermocouples were arranged in three thermocouple army tubes (TCATs) with seven TC’s
in each tube. The capsule includes facility for introducing a purge gas. Capsule temperatures
were adjusted by changing the composition of the sweep gas flowing in the gap between the
graphite fuel body and the inconel pressure vessel. A mixture of helium and neon was used to
control the temperature. Greater fractions of helium, which has the higher thermal
conductivity, decrease thermal resistance in the gap resulting in lower fuel temperatures. The
same gas mixture occupies the gap between the fuel compact and the graphite fuel body, and
the central cavity in the fuel compact.
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RE 7-63. Schematic draw
wing showingg the radial cross-section
c
of capsule [M
[Montgomeryy 1995].
FIGUR
7.4.3.3.

Fuel dessign and fabriccation

The fueel for the HRB-22 capssule irradiattion test weere TRISO coated fuell particles dispersed
d
in graphhite matrix to form an
nnular fuel compacts. The design
n of the part
rticles was different
from thaat for the innitial core fu
uel of HTTR
R [Saito 1994, Fukudaa 1991]. Thee fuel design
n for the
HRB-222 capsule irrradiation teests is calleed ‘advanceed fuel’. A target burnu
nup of the advanced
a
fuel is 10% FIMA
A, whereas that
t
of the HTTR fuell is 3.6% FIIMA. Sincee the advan
nced fuel
must reetain largerr amounts of gaseouss and solid
d fission prroducts, toggether with
h carbon
monoxide, for a longer time than HTT
TR fuel, thee dimension
ns of the aadvanced fu
uel were
changedd from thosse of the HT
TTR fuel. IIn the advan
nced fuel design, the ddiameter off the fuel
kernel is smaller, and
a both bufffer layer annd SiC layeer are thickeer than thosee of the HT
TTR fuel.
The dim
mensions off the fuel com
mpacts for tthe HRB-22
2 capsule irrradiation teest were the same as
those off the HTTR
R fuel: 26 mm
m outer ddiameter, 10
0 mm innerr diameter, and 39 mm
m length.
Fuel-loaading for the
t HRB-22
2 capsule w
was calculaated based on a singlle constant loading
scheme along the length
l
of th
he capsule. T
The loading
g was based
d upon a m
maximum lin
near heat
235
5
238
m (20 kW/ftt). Inventorry requirem
ments for U, U, annd total uraanium of
rate of 65.6 kW/m
g respectiv
vely [Kania 1989].
each fueel compact were 0.0948, 2.2499, aand 2.3447 g,
The fabbrication prrocess of the
t high buurnup fuel irradiated in the HR
RB-22 capssule was
basically same as that of th
he first loadding fuel of
o the HTT
TR. Major results of the preirradiatiion characteerization arre describedd below. Taable 7-13 sh
hows measuured dimen
nsions of
as-fabricated coated fuel particcles.
TABLE 7-13. Compaarison of maj
ajor specificaations and irrradiation target of extennded burnup
p fuel and
first-loadding fuel of the
t HTTR.

Parameeter

Exteended burn
nup fuel

First-loadding fuel off HTTR

500 - 550
0

600

Buffer llayer thicknness [μm]

90

60

SiC layeer thicknesss [μm]

35

25 - 30

5 - 10

3.6

3-5

1.5

Kernel ddiameter [μ
μm]

Target bburnup [% FIMA]
F
25

2

Fast neuutron fluencce [10 n/m
m]
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Burnup and fast neutron
n
flueence for thee fuel comp
pacts are sh
hown in Fiigs. 7-64 an
nd 7-65,
respectiively. The fuel
fu temperaatures were evaluated based
b
on meeasured TC temperatures. Time
dependeent maximuum fuel tem
mperatures are shown
n in Fig. 7-66. For m
measuremen
nt of the
release rate-to-birthh rate ratioss (R/B) a saample of thee sweep gas was obtainned in a botttle using
the grabb sample appparatus. Th
he sample w
was obtaineed by first evacuating
e
the bottle and
a grab
sample manifold annd then bacckfilling thee system witth the sweep gas. The type and acctivity of
radioacttive fission gas in the grab samplle were measured usin
ng γ-spectrooscopy. Thee gamma
rays weere detected by an intrin
nsic Ge dettector. The measured
m
R/B
R values aare shown in
n Fig. 767.
7.5. IRR
RADIATION TESTING IN
N THE HTTR AT JAEA OA
ARAI
7.5.1.

Reactor desscription of th
he HTTR

The stattus of operaation and teests of the H
HTTR, and
d research on
o nuclear hheat applicaation has
been deescribed in [Sawa 2004
4]. In the H
HTTR, fuel and materiaal irradiatioon tests willl also be
carried out employying superio
or characterristics of thee HTTR. A full scale ssample of fuel,
f
that
is, a fulll block sizee irradiation
n sample, foor the advan
nced fuels will
w be irraddiated in thee central
fuel collumn of the core. Pebble balls cann also be tessted using th
he graphite basket as shown
s
in
Fig. 7-668.

FIG
GURE 7-64. Burnup in irrradiation teests.

FIGURE 7-65. Fast nneutron fluen
nce in irradia
ation tests.
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F
FIGURE
7-6
66. Maximum
m fuel temperratures in irra
adiation tests
ts.

88
FIGURE 7-67.
7
Kr fraactional releease in irradiiation tests.

FIGU
URE 7-68. Prroposed fuel irradiation in
i the HTTR core [Sawa 22004].
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A fuel ffailure test in
i block size will also bbe carried out
o in the ceenter columnn of the corre. Batch
and cappsule irradiaation tests of fuels annd materialss as well ass tritium reecovery testt will be
perform
med in the irrradiation test hole in the replaceeable reflecttor region. Furthermorre, batch
materiall irradiationn tests will be
b carried oout in the peermanent refflector regioon. The therrmal and
fast neuutron fluxes in irradiatiion region aas of the ord
der of 1017 n/(m2·s), annd the temp
peratures
are betw
ween 400 and
a 1100oC,
C dependinng on the ax
xial and radial positioons in the core
c
and
reflector.
7.5.2.

In-reactor performance
p
of HTTR fueel

Since thhe first-loadding fuel of the HTTR
R is the first mass-pro
oduction HT
TGR fuel in Japan,
their quuality shouldd be carefullly inspecteed. In addition to the qu
uality contrrol and assu
urance of
the fabrrication process, the irrradiation tesst was carriied out conffirm the inttactness of the
t firstloading fuel duringg the HTTR operation [[Sawa 2001a].
The irraadiation wass carried ou
ut as the 94F
F-9A capsulle irradiatio
on test in thee JMTR. In order to
investiggate fuel inntactness, th
he fuel com
mpact was irradiated over 7% FFIMA altho
ough the
maximuum burnup in the HTT
TR design ((3.6% FIMA
A which co
orresponds to 33 GWd
d/t). The
fuel com
mpacts weree irradiated at the tempperature of 1300-1350°°C. The maaximum burrnup and
fast neuutron fluence for the fu
uel compactss are 7% FIIMA and 2.7×1025 n/m
m2, respectiv
vely. The
measureed release rate
r to birth rate, (R/B)), of 88Kr in
n both inner capsules w
was less than
n 10-6 as
shown in Fig. 7-669 [Sawa 2002],
2
whicch correspo
onds to onee particle ffailure in th
he inner
capsule. This resuult is far sm
maller than 5.35×10-4 which is th
he safety ddesign valu
ue of the
HTTR. Thus, it was
w concluded that nno significaant addition
nal irradiatiion induced
d failure
occurredd up to 6%
% FIMA that is about ttwo times higher
h
than 3.6% FIMA
A of the maximum
m
burnup in the HTTR core.

FIG
GURE 7-69. Measured
M
(R
R/B) of 88Kr inn the accelerration irradia
ation of the ffirst loading fuel.

During the rise-to-ppower test of
o the HTTR
R, which sttarted in Sep
ptember 19999, primary
y coolant
ments weree carried ouut to measu
ure fission gas concenntrations [F
Fujikawa
samplinng measurem
2002]. T
The concenntrations of fission gas nuclides off 85m Kr, 87Kr,
K 88Kr, 1333Xe, 135Xe, 135m Xe,
and 138X
Xe were leess than 0.1
1 MBq/m3 as shown in
i Fig. 7-70 and 7-711 [Ueta 200
03, Ueta
2003b]. The meassuring meth
hod of radiioactive con
ncentrationss of fissionn gases in primary
coolant is mentioneed in Sectio
on 5.1.3.
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FIGURE 7-70. Primary coolant activity concentrations of Kr isotopes during rise-to power tests.
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FIGURE 7-71. Primary coolant activity concentrations of xenon isotopes during rise-to power tests.

The R/B ratio of fission gases was calculated based on the measured concentrations. Figure 772 shows the R/B of 88Kr as a function of the reactor power [Ueta 2003, Ueta 2003b]. The
(R/B) values are as low as 2×10-9 up to 60% of the reactor power, then increase to 7×10-9 at
full power operation. This result suggests that in lower reactor power, the fission gas release
mechanism is recoil from the contaminated uranium in the fuel compact matrix. Beyond 60%
of the reactor power, the R/B increases presumably because diffusion release becomes the
main release mechanism.
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FIGURE
7-72
2. Measuredd (R/B) of 88Kr
K during HT
TTR operationn.
7.6. IRR
RADIATION TESTING IN
N THE ATR A
AT INL IDAH
HO
7.6.1.

Reactor desscription of th
he ATR

The advvanced test reactor (AT
TR) at INEE
EL is a lightt water coolled, berylliuum-reflected
d reactor
that usees HEU U-A
Al fuel in a four-leaf
f
cloover configuration to produce
p
highh neutron flluxes for
materialls testing annd isotope production (Fig. 7-73)). The cloveer leaf conffiguration results in
nine verry high fluxx positions, termed fluxx traps. In addition,
a
nu
umerous othher holes off varying
size aree available for
f testing. Of interestt here are several holees that can bbe used to irradiate
coated particle fueel. The larg
ge B holess in ATR (of
( which there
t
are foour) are 38
8 mm in
m in leng
gth. They caan accomm
modate five individually
i
y purged ceells, with
diameteer and 760 mm
two graaphite bodiees per cell, containing up to threee compacts per body. Thus, a tottal of 30
compaccts can be irradiated
i
in this locaation. Of sp
pecial note are the veery flat burrnup and
fluence profiles avvailable axiaally in the A
ATR over th
he 760 mm length. Thi
his allows fo
or nearly
identicaal irradiationn of large qu
uantities off fuel.

FIG
GURE 7-73. Schematic
S
off the advanceed test reacto
or (ATR) at IINL.
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7.6.2.
7.6.2.1.

Irradiation experiment AGR
AGR fuel development and qualification programme

The US Department of Energy has embarked on a series of tests of TRISO coated particle
reactor fuel intended for use in the VHTGR as part of the advanced gas reactor (AGR)
programme. The AGR-1 experiment is the first in this series of fuel tests to be irradiated in
the advanced test reactor (ATR). The AGR fuel development and qualification programme
was established to address the following overall goals:
•

•
•

Provide a baseline fuel qualification data set in support of the licensing and operation
of the next generation nuclear plant (NGNP). Gas reactor fuel performance
demonstration and qualification comprise the longest duration research and
development (R&D) task for the NGNP feasibility. The baseline fuel form is to be
demonstrated and qualified for a peak fuel centerline temperature of 1250°C.
Support near term deployment of an NGNP by reducing market entry risks posed by
technical uncertainties associated with fuel production and qualification.
Utilize international collaboration mechanisms to extend the value of DOE resources.

The AGR fuel development and qualification programme consists of the elements fuel
manufacture, fuel and materials irradiations, postirradiation examination (PIE) and safety
testing, fuel performance modeling, and fission product transport and source term evaluation.
The AGR fuel irradiations will be conducted over the next ten years to demonstrate and
qualify new particle fuel for use in high temperature gas reactors. The goals of the irradiation
experiments are to provide irradiation performance data to support fuel process development,
to qualify fuel for normal operating conditions, to support development and validation of fuel
performance and fission product transport models and codes, and to provide irradiated fuel
and materials for PIE and safety testing [Bell 2003, Petti 2005]. The experiments, which will
each contain several separate capsules, will be irradiated in an inert sweep gas atmosphere
with individual on-line temperature monitoring and control of each capsule. The sweep gas
will also have on-line fission product monitoring on its effluent to track performance of the
fuel in each individual capsule during irradiation.
The AGR fuel experiments belong to a category of experiments designated at the INL as
instrumented lead experiments, which derives its name from the instrument leads utilized to
provide continuous monitoring (and typically control) of experiment parameters during
irradiation. Each instrumented lead experiment test train may contain several vertically
stacked capsules, and is typically designed, as the AGR experiments were, for a specific
irradiation position in the ATR. Therefore the design is unique for the irradiation position
location and size, irradiation parameters (e.g. temperature, fluence, monitoring requirements,
etc.) and the umbilical tube routing necessary to connect the experiment to the monitoring,
control and data collection equipment. This section reviews the design of the AGR-1
experiment [Grover 2007, Petti 2008], and discusses the preliminary irradiation results
obtained to-date.
7.6.2.2.

AGR-1 fuel specimens

The fuel is comprised of 350 μm diameter low enriched uranium (LEU) fuel kernels, coated
with traditional TRISO coatings (i.e. a layer of silicon carbide sandwiched between two
pyrolytic carbon layers) to make up the 780 μm nominal diameter TRISO coated fuel
particles. Next the fuel particles are over coated with a thermo-set resin and pressed into fuel
compacts that are then sintered to remove the volatile compounds in the resin. Each compact
contains approximately 4150 fuel particles with a mean uranium content of approximately
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0.9 grams. For AGR-1, four different types of TRISO coatings were produced (baseline,
variant 1, variant 2, and variant 3) to study the impact on key fuel fabrication processing
variables on fuel performance. Table 7-14 presents pertinent attributes of the fuel that is being
irradiated in AGR-1 [Maki 2005].
7.6.2.3.

Experiment capsules

The experiment test train consists of six separate stacked capsules vertically centered in the
ATR core. Each capsule has its own custom blended gas supply and exhaust for independent
temperature control and fission product monitoring. Temperature control of the capsules is
accomplished by adjusting the mixture ratio of two gases with differing thermal conductivities
to control the heat transfer across an insulating gas jacket between the heat source (fuel
fissions and gamma heating of capsule materials) and the relatively cold reactor coolant
(52ºC). Helium is used as the high (thermally) conductive gas and neon is used as the
insulating gas.
A horizontal capsule cross-section at the top of the test train is shown in Fig. 7-74 and a
vertical section of a capsule is shown in Fig. 7-75. The capsules are approximately 35 mm (13/8 inches) in diameter and 150 mm (6 inches) in height - including the plenums between
adjacent capsules. Each capsule contains 12 prototypical right circular cylinder fuel compacts
nominally 12.3 mm (½ inch) in diameter and 25 mm (1.0 inch) long.
The compacts are arranged in four layers in each capsule with three compacts per layer nested
in a triad configuration. A nuclear grade graphite spacer surrounds and separates the three fuel
compact stacks in each capsule to prevent any fuel particles on adjacent compacts from
touching each other, which could possibly cause a premature particle failure. Boron carbide
was dispersed in the graphite spacer to serve as a consumable neutron poison. In addition to
the boron carbide, a thin (0.25 mm thick) hafnium shield next to the outside capsule wall
surrounds the two fuel compact stacks facing toward the center of the ATR core (stacks 2 and
3 shown in Figure 7-74). A thin (0.25 mm thick) stainless steel shield next to the outside
capsule wall blankets the other fuel compact stack (stack 1 shown in Figure 7-74) located on
the side of the capsule facing away from the ATR core.
Stainless steel was used for this shield (versus hafnium) in order to minimize the effects on
the neutron flux to these already lower powered fuel compacts while retaining the same
insulating gas jacket to maintain the proper irradiation temperature. The neutron poisons were
necessary to limit the initial fission rate in the fuel and thereby provide a more consistent
fission rate/power production during irradiation. As the boron carbide is consumed in the
graphite, the fission rate in the fuel will reach a peak at about the mid-point of the irradiation.
The fission rate will then slowly decrease as the fuel continues to burnup. Reducing and
controlling the initial fission rate in this manner decreased the ratio of the maximum to
minimum heat generation rates in the fuel, which will provide better temperature control in
the fuel over the length of the rather long two year irradiation.
There are nominally three thermocouples in each capsule (the top and bottom capsules have
five and two thermocouples respectively for different reasons) located in the top, middle, and
bottom areas of the graphite spacer measuring the temperature of the graphite. Since no metal
could touch the fuel particles, the thermocouples measure the graphite temperature and the
corresponding fuel temperatures are calculated. Type N thermocouples are utilized in the
coolest portion of the capsule (away from core center), and the INL developmental
thermocouples [Rempe 2006] are used in the higher temperature positions within the capsule
(towards core center). Flux wires were also installed in the graphite to measure both the
thermal and fast neutron fluence.
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1.90 ± 0.05

IPyC density
[Mg/m3]

≤ 1.035

≤ 1.035

OPyC anisotropy(a)
(BAF)

1.90 ± 0.05

IPyC anisotropy(a)
(BAF)

OPyC density
[Mg/m3]

≥ 3.19

1.10 ± 0.04

0.95 ± 0.15

Buffer density
[Mg/m3]

SiC density [Mg/m3]

41.0 ± 2.1

40 ± 4

OPyC thickness [μm]

1.019 ± 0.003

1.022 ± 0.002

1.907 ± 0.008

3.208 ± 0.003

1.904 ± 0.014

35.3 ± 1.3

35 ± 3

39.4 ± 2.3

103.5 ± 8.2

SiC thickness [μm]

100 ± 15

Buffer thickness
[μm]

40 ± 4

≥ 10.4

Kernel density
[Mg/m3]

Baseline

IPyC thickness [μm]

350 ± 10

Specific range for
mean value

Kernel diameter
[μm]

Property
349.7 ± 9.0

Variant 2

1.013 ± 0.002

1.014 ± 0.001

1.898 ± 0.009

3.206 ± 0.002

1.853 ± 0.012

1.10 ± 0.04

41.1 ± 2.4

35.7 ± 1.2

40.5 ± 2.4

102.5 ± 7.1

1.018 ± 0.001

1.023 ± 0.002

1.901 ± 0.008

3.207 ± 0.002

1.912 ± 0.015

1.10 ± 0.04

39.8 ± 2.1

35.0 ± 1.0

40.1 ± 2.8

102.9 ± 7.3

10.924 ± 0.015

Variant 1

Actual mean value ± Population standard deviation

TABLE 7-14. Fuel attributes for AGR-1.

1.021 ± 0.003

1.029 ± 0.002

1.911 ± 0.008

3.205 ± 0.001

1.904 ± 0.013

1.10 ± 0.04

39.3 ± 2.1

35.9 ± 2.1

38.8 ± 2.1

104.2 ± 7.8

Variant 3
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25.066 ± 0.080
4.0×10-5
0
0

25.02 - 25.40

≤ 2.0×10-4

≤ 2.0×10-4

≤ 1.0×10-2

Compact length
[mm]

Defective SiC
coating fraction

Defective IPyC
coating fraction

Defective OPyC
coating fraction

12.36 ± 0.01

0.917

1.054 ± 0.019

12.22 - 12.46

≤ 1% of the particles
shall have an aspect
ratio ≥ 1.14.

Sphericity (aspect
ratio)

1.033 ± 0.003

Compact diameter
[mm]

Not specified

OPyC anisotropy
post compact anneal
(BAF)

1.033 ± 0.004

0.905 ± 0.04

Not specified

IPyC anisotropy post
compact anneal
(BAF)

Baseline

Mean uranium
loading [g
U/compact]]

Specific range for
mean value

Property

9.6×10-4

0

0

25.123 ± 0.030

12.36 ± 0.01

0.915

1.056 ± 0.019

1.030 ± 0.003

1.021 ± 0.002

Variant 1

0

0

2.0×10-5

25.077 ± 0.065

12.36 ± 0.01

0.904

1.053 ± 0.019

1.029 ± 0.004

1.036 ± 0.001

Variant 2

Actual mean value ± Population standard deviation

TABLE 7-14. Fuel attributes for AGR-1 (cont.).

0

0

0

25.227 ± 0.037

12.34 ± 0.01

0.912

1.055 ± 0.018

1.036 ± 0.002

1.034 ± 0.003

Variant 3

FIGU
URE 7-74. Horizontal
H
crooss-section of
o an AGR exxperiment cappsule.

F
FIGURE
7-7
75. Vertical ssection of an AGR experim
ment capsulee.

An umbbilical tube (termed a lead-out) hhouses and protects th
he gas liness and therm
mocouple
leads from the expperiment cap
psules to thee reactor veessel wall penetration.
p
Outside thee reactor
vessel w
wall, the gass lines and thermocoup
t
ple leads aree connected to their faccility counteerparts in
the tem
mperature moonitoring, control
c
and data collecction system
m. The leadd-out also vertically
v
locates the experim
ment in thee east largee B irradiattion position
n in the AT
TR core, sh
hown in
Figure 77-76.
The largge B positioons (38 mm or 1.5 inchh diameter) were
w chosen
n for the AG
GR fuel irraadiations
due to the rate off fuel burn
nup and fasst neutron fluence acccumulation in these positions
p
providinng an acceleeration facto
or of betweeen one and three timess that expeccted in the very
v
high
temperaature reactoor (VHTR). This acceeleration facctor was hiigh enoughh to accomp
plish the
irradiatiion within a reasonable time, buut yet low enough
e
to avoid possiible prematture fuel
particle failures sim
milar to those experiennced in past highly acceelerated parrticle fuel teests. The
irradiatiion time foor the AGR
R-1 experim
ment was deetermined by
b the neutrron flux ratte in the
large B position and
a the aveerage burnuup goal of 18% FIMA
A for all fueel compactts, and a
minimuum of 14% FIMA
F
for each fuel com
mpact [Mak
ki 2005]. Th
his requirem
ment in com
mbination
with thee slightly less than 20%
% fuel enrichhment resullted in a rath
her long irraadiation tim
me, and a
significaantly reduceed heat generation ratee towards th
he end of thee irradiationn.
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FIGURE
F
7-766. ATR core cross-section.

As indiccated earlieer, every efffort was maade to flatteen the tempo
oral heat geeneration raate curve
to increease the controllabili
c
ty of the temperaturres at the end of thhe irradiatio
on. This
controlllability was necessary to meet thee time-averaage volume-average tem
mperatures of 1150
+30/-755ºC for thee irradiation
n while staaying below
w the time--average peeak temperrature of
1250ºC and maxiimum instaantaneous ppeak tempeerature of 1400ºC. T
These requiirements
provided some siggnificant ch
hallenges inn the design
n of the AGR-1 expeeriment and
d control
systemss.
Temperrature conttrol system
m
The tem
mperature off each experriment capssule is contrrolled by vaarying the m
mixture of tw
wo gases
with difffering therm
mal conducctivities in a small insu
ulating gas jacket betw
ween the sp
pecimens
and the experimennt containmeent. The coombination of helium and
a neon, w
which is thee typical
mbination cuurrently useed at ATR, is also being utilized in the AGR
R fuel expeeriments.
gas com
Computter controlleed mass flo
ow controlleers are used
d to automaatically blennd the gasees (based
upon feedback from
m the experiment therm
mocouples) to control th
he temperattures.
Fission product monitoring
m
Fission gases are the most common
c
m
materials mo
onitored in lead experriment tem
mperature
control exhaust gasses, and thee AGR fuell experimen
nts are no ex
xception. Thhe experim
ment flow
path is sshown in Fiig. 7-77.
The outtlet gas from
m each capsule is routeed to individ
dual fission product m onitors. Thee capsule
outlet fllows can bee rerouted to
o an online spare moniitor if any monitors
m
expperience detector or
other faailures. Therre is also th
he capabilityy to take a grab
g
samplee of the effl
fluent gas from each
capsule. The fission producct monitorss consist of a specttrometer foor identifying and
quantifyying the fisssion gas nuclides and a gross gam
mma detecto
or to providee indication
n when a
puff rellease of fisssion gases passes thrrough the monitor.
m
Th
he gross gaamma detecctor also
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provides the releaase timing.. With thee combinatiion of a gross
g
gamm
ma detector and a
spectrom
meter beingg continuou
usly on-linee, the grosss gamma deetector resuults can be scanned
quickly to establishh which po
ortions of thhe voluminous spectro
ometer data need to bee closely
scrutinizzed. A pufff release off fission gaases typicallly indicatess when a T
TRISO fuell coating
failure m
may have occurred.
o
Through idenntification and quantiffication (wiith uncertainties) of
the isotoopes, the sppectrometerr can be useed to determ
mine the iso
otopic R/B of the fissio
on gases
being ddetected. Thhe system was
w designedd and respo
onse modeleed to detectt and quanttify each
individuual fuel partticle failure up to and inncluding a very
v
unlikely 250th fueel particle faailure.

FIGURE 7-77. A
AGR-1 Experriment Flow Path.
P
7.6.2.4.

Experiment irradiation and status

The expperiment was
w inserted
d in the easst large B position
p
(B-10) of thee ATR coree in mid
Decembber 2006. Final
F
flow testing of tthe temperaature contro
ol and fissiion gas mo
onitoring
system installationns were acco
omplished aafter the exp
periment haad been inseerted. Irradiation of
the expperiment waas initiated
d on Decem
mber 24, 20
006, and continued uuntil compleetion on
Novembber 6, 2009,, reaching 620
6 effective full power days of irrradiation.
Followiing initial shhakedown of
o the capsuule during the
t first irraadiation cyccle [Grover 2007b],
the AG
GR-1 experim
ment went very well. The fissio
on product monitors ha
had been staable and
provided data reliaably for all six capsulees. After six
x irradiation
n cycles, thrree out of the
t eight
installedd Type N thermocouples had failed, an
nd five ou
ut of the ten installled INL
developpmental Mo-Nb thermo
ocouples hadd failed.
Figure 7-78 is a waveform plot of thee gas flowss and therm
mocouple m
measuremen
nts from
capsule 3 during thhe 4th cyclee. As indicaated in the figure,
f
the capsule
c
wass on mostly
y neon to
keep thee control tem
mperature within
w
the aallowable op
perating ban
nd. Of the th
three thermo
ocouples
installedd in that cappsule, only one was stiill operating
g by the end
d of the cyccle and is plotted
p
in
the figuure. These on-line
o
dataa have beenn gather and
d stored in the
t SAS coomputer pro
ogramme
[SAS] aand will serrve as the AGR
A
program
amme’s dataabase for offficial qualiffication of all AGR
fuel data for the NG
GNP.
Table 77-15 providdes a summ
mary status oof the AGR
R-1 experim
ment at the end of irraadiation.
Detailedd as-run phhysics and thermal
t
anaalyses weree performed
d cycle by cycle to trrack fuel
burnup, fast neutrron fluencee damage aand fuel temperatures during thee irradiation. After
620 efpd, peak burrnups rangeed from 15 to over 19%
% FIMA an
nd fast flueences were between
3.1 andd 4.4×1025 n/m
n 2 (E>0.1
18 MeV). T
The temperaature distrib
bution of thhe fuel in capsule 3
calculatted at the end of thee 4th irradiiation cyclee is shown
n in Figuree 7-79. Th
he mean
temperaature of the fuel is abo
out 1140°C and the peaak fuel temperature duuring that cy
ycle was
about 12250°C.
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FIGURE
E 7-78. Gas flow and thermocouple measuremen
nts from cap
psule 3 durinng the 4th irradiation
cycle.
TABLE
E 7-15. Summ
mary of AGR--1 irradiationn conditions after 13 cycles (620 efpdd), prelimina
ary data.

Cap
psule

Peak com
mpact
burnu
up
[% FIM
MA]

Peeak compa
act
ffast neutron
n
fluence
[1025 n/m2,
E
E>0.18 MeV
V)

Timee-average
peak
temperature
[°C]

Time-a
average
volume-average
temperrature
[°C
C]

6

15.0

3.1

1180

1080

5

18.4

3.9

1230

110
00

4

19.5

4.3

1250

112
20

3

19.6

4.4

1210

1080

2

19.1

4.1

1240

110
00

1

17.2

3.4

1160

104
40

Based oon the fuel temperaturee distributioons during each cycle,, time averaaged peak and
a time
averageed volume averaged
a
tem
mperatures were calcu
ulated as the irradiationn progresseed. After
620 efpd, the timee averaged peak
p
fuel ttemperaturees ranged between 11660 and 1250°C and
time aveerage volum
me temperattures were aabout 100 to
o 140°C low
wer dependiing on the capsule.
Releasee to birth raate ratios have
h
been ccalculated for
f many off the short lived fissio
on gases
[Scates 2008]. Reppresentativee results frrom the six
x capsules for
f 85mKr, 888Kr and 1335Xe are
shown iin Fig. 7-799. In all cases, the R/B
B is less thaan about 1×10-7 indicattive of releaase from
heavy m
metal contam
mination. A failure off one particlle in a capssule would result in an
n R/B of
-6
about 33.5×10 bassed on 4150 particles per capsulle and a rellease of abbout 1.5% from
f
the
kernel w
which is a tyypical valuee at these tem
mperatures and burnup
ps.
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FIGURE 7-79. Fuel temperature distribution in AGR-1, capsule 3.

Expressions for release to birth rate ratios (R/B) of short lived isotopes are often
approximated as:
R
= 3
B

D'

(7-25)

λ

where R – fission product gas release rate, s-1; B – fission product gas birth rate, s-1; D’ –
effective fission gas diffusivity, s-1; λ – fission gas decay constant, s-1.
At constant temperature, this correlation can be expressed as

R
1
log   = cons tan t + n ⋅ log  
B
λ 

(7-26)

where n – a variable exponent which has replaced the 0.5 square root power relation.

Capsule 6
Capsule 5
Capsule 4

R/B

Capsule
Capsule 3
Capsule 2
Capsule 1

FIGURE 7-80. R/B for AGR-1, capsules 1 through 6.
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For diffusive release, values of n have been observed to vary between approximately 0.1 and
0.5 and are dependant upon fuel form, temperature and burnup, while values near 1.0 are
indicative of failure induced release of stored inventory [MartinRC 1993]. A typical plot of
AGR-1 R/B values versus 1/λ is shown in Fig. 7-81, which displays an exponent value of 0.39
for krypton isotopes and a value of 0.36 for xenon isotopes. These values are consistent with
diffusive release from uranium contamination in the fuel matrix.

log (R/B)

-6

Kr
Xe

-7

n = 0.39

-8

n = 0.36

-9
-10
1

2

3

4

5

6

log (1/λ)
FIGURE 7-81. AGR-1 R/B values versus decay constant from capsule 1 after 188 efpd.
7.6.2.5.

Postirradiation examination of AGR-1

The main objectives of the AGR-1 PIE campaign are [Demkovicz 2010]:
•

Assessment of the overall performance of the test train and components and
provide data to verify the test train thermal analyses;

•

Evaluation of fission product retention of the fuel during the irradiation and during
postirradiation accident tests;

•

Characterization of the compacts and individual particles to assess the condition of
the matrix material, kernels, and coatings.

Advanced PIE capabilities for coated particle fuel developed at the INL include high
temperature accident testing, compact deconsolidation and leach burn leach testing, irradiated
particle visual examinations and gamma spectrometry, and detailed dimensional
measurements of fuel and capsule components. The PIE of the AGR-1 experiment is currently
in progress, and will be performed using facilities at both INL and ORNL.
The AGR-1 irradiation test train was shipped in March 2010 to the Hot Fuels Examination
Facility (HFEF) at the INL. It was loaded into the hot cell, visually inspected, and then
examined by gamma spectrometry to get an initial indication of the condition of the interior
capsule components. Complete axial gamma scans of the test train were performed using the
HFEF Precision Gamma Scanner. The test train was scanned in a vertical orientation. Three
different rotational orientations were used so that each scan included only a single compact
stack.
The gross gamma results for fuel stack 3 are shown in Fig. 7-82. The fuel compacts and
interior components of the test train (e.g. capsule heads, Nb gas lines, Hf shrouds) could be
easily resolved from gross and isotopic data.
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FIGURE
E 7-82. Grosss gamma scan
s
results for AGR-1 fuel stack 3,
3 showing tthe location of some
interior components of interest.

After thhe non-desttructive testt train exam
ms, the test train and capsules
c
weere disassem
mbled to
remove the fuel compacts
c
an
nd other coomponents of interestt. To quanttify the am
mount of
irradiatiion inducedd dimensional changee that has occurred du
uring the eexperiment,, a noncontact photo-visuaal inspection system w
was designed
d so that dig
gital imagess with a high
h degree
he fuel comp
mpacts and graphite
g
hollders, from which dim
mensional
of detaiil could be taken of th
measureements withh an uncertaainty of < 00.025 mm could
c
be maade. Imagess are then prrocessed
for dim
mensions by measuring between deefined poin
nts at the ed
dge of the iimaged com
mponents
using im
mage analysis softwaree. The imagge of an irrradiated AG
GR-1 comppact from capsule 4
acquiredd with the inn-cell cameera is shownn in Fig. 7-8
83.
Preliminnary dimennsional dataa from seveeral of the capsules in
ndicates nett shrinkagee for the
compaccts. Diametrrical dimenssional changge was in th
he range off -0.9 to -1.22% with an average
of -1.0%
%, while lenngth changee was betweeen -0.2% and
a -0.9% with
w an aveerage of -0.6%. The
graphitee holders exhibited
e
very
v
differeent behavio
our depend
ding on thee specific capsule.
Preliminnary data inndicate shrinkage of thhe graphite in the outerr two capsuules (capsules 1 and
6) and sswelling in the inner fo
our capsuless (capsules 2, 3, 4, and
d 5). The gra
raphite hold
ders from
capsuless 1 and 6 contained
c
5.5 wt% borron carbidee, those in the
t remainiing capsules 7 wt%
boron carbide.
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F
FIGURE.783.
8 Irradiatedd fuel compa
act from AGR
R-1 capsule 44.

Further PIE works still to be done
d
includee [Demkoviicz 2010]:
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•

The irraadiated AGR
R-1 compaccts will be characterize
c
ed with gam
mma spectroscopy to
determiine invento
ories of kkey fission
n productss and thee burnup. Burnup
measureements from
m spectrosccopy data will
w be com
mpared withh values dettermined
from deestructive measurement
m
ts.

•

Fuel coompacts will be crosss-sectioned and examined with ooptical microscopy.
Analysiis will focu
us on kernnel and coaating microstructures ((including signs of
coating damage or delaminati ons), kernel migration, and fissionn product corrosion
c
of SiC.

•

The exttent of metaallic fissionn product reelease from
m the fuel coompacts du
uring the
irradiatiion will be determinedd by measu
uring the raadionuclidee inventoriees of the
various capsule co
omponents, including the graphitte fuel holdders and th
he metal
capsule parts (e.g. the capsuule shell), during
d
postt-irradiationn examinatiion. The
graphitee holders an
nd graphite end spacerss will be qu
uantitativelyy gamma co
ounted to
110m
137
determiine the inveentory of ffission prod
ducts includ
ding
Agg, Cs, an
nd 154Eu.
Fission products on
o metal ccapsule parrts will first be strippped using an acid
treatmennt, and thee leach sollution will then be analyzed
a
ussing radiocchemical
methods for the fisssion produucts of interrest. In addiition, the grraphite hold
ders will
be gamm
ma scanned
d in both thee axial and radial direcctions with a narrow co
ollimator
slit in ann attempt to
o locate the spatial distrribution of selected
s
fisssion produccts.

•

Compaccts will be electrolytiically decon
nsolidated in order too obtain in
ndividual
particles for subssequent annalysis. Thee deconsolidation proocess is made
m
by
electrolyytic oxidation in conceentrated nitrric acid wheere individuual fuel partiicles can
then be collected an
nd separate d from any fines or larger matrix ddebris by siieving.

•

At INL a system has
h been devveloped to allow
a
inspection of parrticles and selection
s
of indivvidual particcles for speecific experriments. It will
w be usedd to perform
m initial
visual examination
e
n on large batches off particles, to select sppecific partticles by

means of a vacuum needle, and to load particles into glass vials for subsequent
analyses.

7.6.2.6.

•

The ‘leach burn leach’ procedure will be applied as a method for detecting failed
coating layers in large batches of particles. The method involves a preliminary
concentrated nitric acid leach on a batch of deconsolidated particles after compact
deconsolidation and using the particles that have through-coating cracks to
dissolve the uranium oxycarbide kernels. In addition, this method will also be used
to look at the inventory of fission products that have been released from particles
but retained in the compact matrix.

•

Gamma spectrometry will be used to determine fission product inventories in
individual irradiated particles, which allows the degree of fission product release
to be measured. To accommodate variations in kernel size and burnup, this is best
accomplished in practice by looking at the ratio of the fission products of interest
to one that is known to be relatively immobile within the fuel kernel, e.g. cerium.
A relatively low 137Cs/144Ce ratio would indicate a particle that has experienced
high caesium release. Selected particles can be examined in more detail to evaluate
the SiC coating microstructures (e.g. grain size, grain orientation, quantity and
types of defects) that may have contributed to increased release rates. At ORNL, a
dedicated advanced irradiated microsphere gamma analyzer (advanced-IMGA) has
been designed that will enable automated gamma counting of large batches of
particles.

•

Fuel specimens will be characterized by microscopic methods both after
irradiation and after post-irradiation heating tests. Optical and electron microscopy
will be used to characterize compact and particle cross-sections. Elemental
analysis (wavelength dispersive spectroscopy) will be used to examine kernel
microstructures and phase heterogeneity and migration of fission products in the
various coating layers, including corrosion of the SiC layer by palladium or other
fission products. Additional SiC microstructure information will be obtained from
electron backscatter diffraction analysis (EBSD). Coating microstructures and
coating interface phenomena will be explored using TEM or atom probe
tomography.
Conclusions

After 13 cycles, AGR-1 has been successfully irradiated for about 620 effective full power
days with no fuel particle failures. The experiment has reached a peak burnup of 19.6% FIMA
and a peak fast neutron fluence of 4.4×1025 n/m2 (E>0.18 MeV).
Fabrication and assembly as well as initial irradiation of the experiment has provided some
valuable insight into the design and operating characteristics of the test train as well as the
temperature control and fission product monitoring systems. It is anticipated that irradiation
of this experiment will produce more valuable insights and lessons learned that may be
applied to the future AGR experiments. These insights and lessons learned from AGR-1 can
then be utilized to improve the experimental results and data from the future AGR irradiation
experiments to support qualification of particle fuel for use in high temperature gas reactors.
Post-irradiation examination has begun and will focus on evaluating differences in
performance for the various AGR-1 fuel types. This will include an examination of fission
product releases and particle failure fractions during irradiation and during post-irradiation
high temperature accident testing, and detailed characterization of kernel and coating
microstructures and fission product migration within the particles.
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7.7. IRRADIATION TESTING IN RUSSIAN MATERIAL TEST REACTORS
7.7.1.

Description of various Russian MTRs

Several Russian test reactors had been developed to perform irradiation tests and
postirradiation examination of HGTR fuel. Irradiation tests and postirradiation examination of
uranium dioxide fuel spheres and coated particles had been performed at several Russian
experimental bases [Koshcheev 2006]:
• Russian Research Center “Kurchatov Institute” (Moscow);
• Institute of Nuclear Materials (Zarechny);
• Research Institute of Atomic Reactors (Dimitrovgrad);
• Research Physics and Chemistry Institute (Obninsk).
7.7.1.1.

IVV-2M reactor

The water cooled water-moderated test reactor ‘IVV-2M’ (Fig. 7-84) with a 15 MW thermal
power output was commissioned in 1966. The IVV-2M core is composed of fuel assemblies
and beryllium reflector. Each fuel assembly consists of five tubular three layered hexagonal
fuel elements which are placed co-axially between two case tubes. The core is arranged as
sections. Each section comprises six fuel assemblies and a water cavity (a trap) with a
diameter of 60 mm. There is also a cavity with a 120 mm diameter in the center of the core
and those with diameters of 60 mm and 130 mm in the Be reflector. The reactor operates by
cycles with a length of 300 effective power hours each, with shutdowns of approximately two
days between cycles, and is shut down twice yearly for refueling. The effective time of
operation at the rated power of 15 MW is approximately 7500 effective hours per year
[Koshcheyev 2006]. Its maximum thermal and fast neutron fluxes are 4×1018 n/(m2·s) and
1×1018 n/(m2·s) , respectively. Fuel sphere irradiation tests are performed in irradiation rigs
that can accommodate four full-sized fuel spheres per rig.
Design of the tubular IVV-2M FA.
The IVV-2M FA (Fig. 7-84) consists of five tubular three layer hexahedral FE which are
arranged coaxially between two jackets. The fuel elements rest on the ribbed bushing welded
into the tail end. Each fuel element face has a longitudinal rib in the middle. An aluminium
alloy was used for manufacturing the fuel element can as in the rodlike fuel assembly. Fuel is
UO2 dispersed in an aluminium matrix. The outside case tube dimension is about 62.5 mm to
receive wrench. The fuel layer is 500 mm in length, the fuel element wall is 1.35 mm thick.
7.7.1.2.

SM-3 and RBT-6 reactors

Facilities for irradiation of coated particle fuel are being established at the Russian Research
Institute of Atomic Reactors (RIAR), Dimitrovgrad, RF, as part of the DOE/MINATOM
International GT-MHR programme. The use of two RIAR reactors is planned: the SM-3
reactor and the RBT-6 reactor. These reactors provide a variety of test channels and operating
environments. The SM-3 reactor has higher neutron flux locations and can be used for testing
of statistically significant numbers of particles in compacts and to produce irradiated
compacts for accident testing. The lower flux RBT-6 can be used to test fuel compacts and
loose particle samples and fuel material samples to obtain specific fuel material irradiation
characteristics, fission product transport information, and produce irradiated material for
special tests. Full burnup and full fast neutron fluence can be reached in a short time in the
inner positions of SM-3.
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FIGURE
E 7-84. Schem
matic of IVV
V-2M reactorr 1 – shim-an
nd-scram sysstem, 2 – horrizontal expeerimental
channel, 3 – fuel-clladding integ
grity controll system, 4 – core, 5 – irradiation rig(s), and 6 – heat
exchangger.

Coated particle fueel irradiatio
on capsules can be fittted into tesst ‘channelss’ in these reactors.
Each appparatus is made up of
o ‘ampoulees’ (cells). Four channels in SM
M-3 are suittable for
irradiatiion testing of
o coated paarticles. Thee irradiation
n capsule cu
urrently beiing designed
d for the
GT-MH
HR program
mme consistts of three ampoules; each of thee ampouless can accom
mmodate
four com
mpacts; connsequently, a maximum
m of 12 com
mpacts can be
b tested in each chann
nel and a
maximuum of 48 coompacts can
n be tested ssimultaneou
usly in the four
f
SM-3 cchannels. Ampoules
A
are currrently beingg designed for the RB
BT-6 reactorr the Intern
national GT
T-MHR prog
gramme.
These nnew facilitiees will perm
mit multi-celll irradiation
ns of loose particles annd compactss; design
details are not avvailable att this writiing. To reeach full burnup
b
andd full fast fluence
i necessary
y to reduce tthe thermal flux by using neutron shields of materials
m
simultanneously, it is
such as hafnium.
7.7.2.

Russian irrradiation expeeriments

In the R
Russian Federation, th
he concept of fuel forr an HTGR
R core was accepted to
o be the
sphericaal fuel elem
ment [Koshccheyev 20006]. The dessign of spheeres with U
UO2 fuel sphere has
been deeveloped siince the en
nd of 19600s for seveeral Russiaan reactors,, namely: VGR-50
V
(50 MW
W(e)), VG-4400 (400 MW(e))
M
and VGM (200
0 MW(e)). Key
K parameeters of HT
TGR fuel
irradiatiion tests perrformed in these
t
researrch centers are
a given in
n Table 7-166.
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Loose CPs,
fuel pellets

Loose CPs,
fuel pellets

Fuel
compacts,
fuel
coupons

Loose CPs,
fuel
coupons,
fuel
spheres

Fuel
spheres

Fuel
spheres

MT-1,
MT-2

MTI

MT-3

ASU-8

Vostok

PG-100

IVV-2M
(INM,
Zarechny)

MR
(RRC ‘KI’,
Moscow)

Object
under test

Irradiation rig

Reactor

7 - 10

1.5

8 - 50

5.0

9 - 10

5-8

2

up to 6

5 -8

5-8

Thermal
neutron
flux
[1017
m–2·s–1]

2

1.5 - 3

U
loading
[g]

235

1000 1300

750 - 1400

800,
1200,
1400

1100 1950

Irradiation
temperature
[°C]

1.5
(E>0.2MeV)

440 - 1350

13
900 - 1400
(E>0.1MeV) (to 1600 for
a short
time)

12 - 16
(E>0.1MeV)

10 - 13
(E>0.1MeV)

10 - 13
(E>0.1MeV)

10 - 13
(E>0.1MeV)

Fast
neutron
flux
[1017
m–2·s–1]

1.5 - 18

8.8 - 21.5

0.11 - 0.83

500 5300 1)

5 - 15.3

0.76 - 0.96

11 - 17

4 - 12

0.55 - 0.65

0.55 - 0.65

1.4 - 14

Fuel
burnup
[% FIMA]

0.54 - 0.84

Power
[W per
CP]

TABLE 7-16. Parameters of irradiation tests of fuel spheres and coated particles in Russian test reactors.

0.075 - 2.3
(E>0.2MeV)

0.4 - 2.2
(E>0.1MeV)

0.7 - 2.2
(E>0.1MeV)

1.5 - 2.3
(E>0.1MeV)

0.6 - 2.0
(E>0.1MeV)

0.21 - 2.7
(E>0.1MeV)

Fast neutron
dose
[1025 m–2]
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Fuel
Spheres

Loose CPs,
fuel sphere
prototypes
(10-mm
dia.)

Fuel
spheres

Udar

BKS

RBT

RBT-6
(НИИАР,
Dimitrovgrad)

3.1
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0.25 - 0.34

up to 4

0.28

8.5

4-6

up to 25

1.0

up to 10

(1) per fuel sphere.
(2) per ampoule (set of pellets and loose coated particles).
(3) Maximum cycling temperature.

Loose CPs,
fuel
coupons,
fuel pellets

Fuel
spheres

Carat

Cashtan

SM-2

VVR-C
(НИФХИ,
Obninsk)

3.6

1.9

-

5.0
(E>0.5MeV)

0.6
(E>0.2MeV)

1250-1400

1250 -1400

300
(1200(3))
up to 2 000
cycles

800 - 1700

1000 1700

1.0

200 - 800(1)

0.10 - 0.17

10 - 12

4.5 - 11

3 - 24

300 - 700 2)

0.6 – 1.2

6.8 - 41

400 1300(2)

TABLE 7-16. Parameters of irradiation tests of fuel spheres and coated particles in Russian test reactors. (cont.)

1.6 - 2.1

2.0 - 5.1

0.1
(E>0.18MeV)

0.75 - 2.2
(E>0.5MeV)

0.22 - 0.57
(E>0.2MeV)

7.7.3.

Irradiation technology at
a the Institutte of Nuclear Materials

The Insstitute of Nuclear
N
Maaterials (IN
NM in Zareechny) operrates the w
water cooled
d watermoderatted test reactor ‘IVV-2
2M’ which has a therm
mal power of
o 15 MW. Three meaans were
used to insert coateed particles into the irraadiation rigss (Figs. 7-85 and 7-86)):
on of coatedd particles as
a one layer in graphite disks of thee 15 mm
• a loose-ordeered locatio
ddiameter annd the 2 mm
m thickness eeach ((a) in
n Fig. 7-85);
• a uniform volume
v
distribution of coated partticles (hereiinafter a com
mpact of a cylinder
fform), of a 12 to 18 mm
m diameter and a 20 to
o 25 mm heiight in a graaphite matriix ((b) in
F
Fig. 7-86);
• a loose locaation of coated particle s in axial ho
oles of 1.2 mm
m diameteer ((c) in Fig. 7-86).

•
F
FIGURE 7-855. Irradiation rig for testting HTGR coated
c
particles in the IV
VV-2M reacto
or.

•
FIGURE 7-86. Irradia
ation rigs forr testing HTG
GR coated pa
articles in thhe IVV-2M reeactor.
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The ampoule ‘MT’ is a non-instrumented irradiation rig to be placed in the cells of the 27 mm
diameter. In the ampoule, there are three tight capsules. Each capsule has five specimens with
coated particles. Every specimen is made of 10 to 13 graphite disks, each containing
approximately 50 coated particles. Any disk has coated particles of only one modification.
Each sample in a capsule has similar sets of modifications. There is a graphite thermal
insulation between a sample and a capsule’s body. Coated particles are exposed to irradiation
under the temperatures from 1000 to 2000°C to attain the fuel burnup of 5, 10 and 15%
FIMA.
The ‘MT’-type irradiation rig of the 27 mm diameter is designed to test 6 to 8 tight capsules
where 2 or 3 are provided with gas service lines. The channel is to control a gas and volatile
(caesium) fission product release. One specimen in each capsule is in the form of a cylinder or
compact. In order to study a fission products’ release the cavity between the samples and
capsules’ body is filled with micro-spheres of high-purity carbon being a good absorbent of
volatile fission products. Gaseous fission products are sampled by purging with inert gas
which consumption is insufficient to transport carbon micro spheres. During the scheduled
reactor outage, and volatile fission products are sampled by purging when carbon micro
spheres are moved to the place of their analysis. The tests are performed at a neutron flux
density of about 5×1017 n/(m2·s) and temperatures of up to 1500°C.
The ‘ASU-8’-type irradiation rig (Fig. 7-87) of the 60 mm diameter is intended to study
gaseous fission products’ release from three batches of coated particles exposed to irradiation
in separate capsules and under similar conditions. These capsules are of the same design as
the capsules of the ‘MT’ ampoule. They contain the specimens either as sets of 7 to 10
graphite disks with coated particles or one fuel compact. A temperature of coated particle
irradiation is regulated within 600 to 1400°C by traveling the specimens along the core
height. The maximum neutron flux density is 7×1017 n/(m2·s).
The ‘Vostok’-type irradiation rig (Fig. 7-88) is capable for testing of four full scale fuel
spheres in the central core cell of the diameter of 120 mm. Fuel spheres are located in
individual capsules. A fuel sphere is placed into a graphite cap with a gas gap of 1 to 2 mm
between the fuel sphere and graphite cap. Besides, there is another gas gap to regulate
temperatures in the capsule components and fuel sphere. The fuel sphere temperature of 1000
to 1400°C is regulated by varying a gas-carrier composition in the gas gaps. The design of the
irradiation rig provides a travel of capsules along the core height. The maximum thermal
neutron flux density in fuel spheres reaches the value of 1.2×1018 n/(m2·s).
7.7.4.
7.7.4.1.

Irradiation test of fuel spheres
Nominal and transient temperatures

Fuel spheres were tested under irradiation both cyclically (Vostok-1, -2, -3, -4, -5) and in the
long term (Vostok-6) at specified fuel temperatures and up to target fuel burnups and fast
neutron doses. In these irradiation tests the following basic dependencies were obtained:
• at irradiation temperatures of 1000°C, it was detected an insignificant increase of
gaseous fission products’ release. At that, the critical fuel burnup was not reached (its
value is greater than 15 to 20% FIMA); R/B-values usually do not exceed 1×10–6;
• at irradiation temperatures of 1200°C, some coated particles can be depressurized at
fuel burnup of 10 to 15% FIMA which leads to increasing of R/B-values up to 1×10-5;
• at irradiation temperatures of 1400°C, R/B-values were increased up to 1×10-5 at fuel
burnups of 5 to 13 %FIMA.
The obtained results witness about satisfactory serviceability of the fuel spheres tested.
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FIGURE
E 7-87. Irraddiation rigs for testing H
HTGR coateed particles and fuel sphheres in thee IVV-2M
reactor.

FIGURE
E 7-88. Irraddiation rigs for testing H
HTGR coated particles and fuel sphheres in thee IVV-2M
reactor.
7.7.4.2.

Accidentt temperaturess

For a sseries of exxperiments, a short-terrm in-pile heating
h
of fuel spherees (up to 1550 and
1720°C for hundreeds or tens hours)
h
was pperformed at
a fuel burn
nups of 9 to 14 % FIMA
A which
simulatees emergenccy cooling-down of a H
HTGR core (Fig. 7-89).
When fu
fuel temperaatures had reeturned to ttheir nominaal irradiatio
on values, a significant increase
of gaseous fission products’ release werre not obtaained in two experimeents, but in another
experim
ment, the R/B-value
R
fo
or 88Kr wass 4×10-3 with
w
failure of an apprreciable fraaction of
coated pparticles.
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FIGUR
RE 7-89. Releease of 88Kr ffrom a fuel sphere
s
at acccident temperratures.
7.7.5.

Reference irradiation
i
teesting for the Chinese HTR
R-10 fuel

Qualificcation tests on the Chin
nese HTR-110 fuel havee been perfo
formed in thhe Russian IVV-2M
I
reactor [Tang 20066, Tang 200
06b]. An irrradiation teest of four spherical fu
fuel elementts (SFE)
had beeen performeed in the Ru
ussian reacctor IVV-2M
M. The elem
ments were sampled raandomly
from thhe first and second pro
oduct batchhes which were
w
manuffactured forr the HTR--10. The
maximuum burnup of the irrad
diated fuel eelements reeached 107 GWd/t andd the maxim
mum fast
25
2
neutronn fluence was
w 1.31×10
0 n/m . Thhe release-tto-birth ratee ratio (R/B
B) did not increase
significaantly duringg irradiation
n. Howeverr, an in-pile heatup test of elementt SFE 7 in capsule
c
5
led to a failure of approximate
a
ely 6% of thhe coated paarticles. After the test itt was estimated that
the fuel temperaturre had very likely been much higher than the intended
i
16600°C.
7.7.5.1.

Irradiatiion rig

The irraadiation rigg contained five indepeendent capssules as sho
own in Fig.. 7-90. From
m top to
bottom, these capssules are nu
umbered cappsules 1 to 5. Capsule 1 (Fig. 7-991) containeed about
13 500 loose coateed fuel partticles and 660 samples of matrix graphite
g
off the fuel baalls. The
sphericaal fuel elem
ments SFE 5 and SFE 7 from the fiirst batch were located in capsuless 2 and 5
(Fig. 7--90), respecctively, whiile elementts SFE 12 and SFE 8 from the second battch were
located in capsuless 3 and 4. Each
E
capsulle was contrrolled indep
pendently. IIt was contiinuously
swept aand monitoored for gaas fission pproducts reeleases. Thee irradiationn temperatture was
adjustedd by gas mixxture ratio of
o He and N
Ne.
7.7.5.2.

Irradiatiion testing

The irrradiation test started in
i July 20000, and en
nded in Feebruary 20003. The irrradiation
temperaature was keept at 1000 ± 5°C. Thee burnup off the irradiatted elementts SFE5, SF
FE12 and
SFE7 reached 97.3, 107 and
d 95 GWd//tU, respecttively. The fast neutroon fluence reached
6×1025 n/m
m2, respectiv
vely. The leevels of the R/B of 135Xe
X from
1.10×10025, 1.31×10025 and 1.06
four irraadiated fuel elements as a functioon of the burnup
b
are given
g
in Figg. 7-92. Th
he figure
shows thhat the R/B
B values did not increasse significan
ntly during irradiation iindicating that most
likely irrradiation induced faillures of thee coated fueel particles did not occcur. The high
h
R/B
levels w
were mainlyy due to the presence
p
off fabrication
n-induced particle defeccts.
From bburn-leach measuremeents on twoo batches, the averag
ge free uraanium fracttion was
-4
-4
estimateed to be 1.44×10 and 2.3×10
2
, reespectively. The R/B ratio of 135X
Xe of elemeent SFE8
in capsuule 4 was only recordeed up to 37 000 MWd//tU (about 5980
5
effectiive hours) when
w
the
measureement was terminated
t
due to a suudden increaase of fissio
on gas releaase from beelow 10-6
to moree than 10-3 (Fig.
(
7-93) indicating a massive failure
f
of coated particcles in this element
[Tang 22006b].
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FIG
GURE 7-90. Irradiation ttesting rig fo
or HTR-10 fu
uel [Tang 20006].

FIGURE
E 7-91. Side view
v
of capsuule 1 (left) and capsule 5 (right) [Tanng 2006].
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FIGURE
E 7-92. R/B of
o 135Xe of fo
our irradiatedd fuel elemen
nts as a function of the buurnup [Tang
g 2006b].

F
FIGURE 7-993. Gas relea
ase fraction m
measurement of SFE 8 in
n capsule 4 [T
[Tang 2006b]].

The maaximum tem
mperature of
o the HTR
R-10 fuel under
u
accident conditioons is 1200°C. To
understaand the irraadiation perfformance att this condittion, the tem
mperature oof element SFE12
S
in
capsule 3 was adjuusted to 1200 and 12550°C for 20
00 h by chaanging the rratio of Hee and Ne
7 and 57.3 G
GWd/tU, reespectively. Increasingg the temperrature of
when itts burnup reeached 38.7
elementt SFE12 in the capsulee 3 from 10050 to 1200
0°C and to 1250°C cauused an inccrease of
fission ggas release. When the temperature
t
e returned to
o 1050°C, th
he R/B ratioo was restorred to its
initial leevel.
For anyy off-normal reactor co
ondition, thee fuel temperature of a modular H
HTGR is lim
mited by
design tto be below
w 1600°C. To
T test the irrradiation performance of HTR-100 fuel at 160
00°C, an
in-pile hheating testt was arranged. Howevver, since no
n furnace for externaal testing at 1600°C
was avaailable, the fuel elemeent was he ated in thee reactor itsself by incrreasing the thermal
neutronn flux. Moviing capsulee 5 to the ceentral part of the core of maximuum thermal neutron
flux waas the mostt practicablee choice. T
Thus, capsu
ules 1 to 3 were transfferred to th
he upper
region oof the core with
w low th
hermal neutrron flux; heere the fuel temperaturres were nott beyond
1000°C.
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7.7.5.3.

Results and
a discussion
n of postirradi
diation examin
nation

The postirradiationn examination started in Februarry 2004, an
nd containss visual insspection,
dimensiion and weight measurement for the irradiatted fuel eleements, decconsolidatio
on of the
irradiateed balls andd determiniing the disttribution off the solid fission prodducts in thee matrix
graphitee along thee ball diam
meter, measuuring the failure
f
fraction of thee loose coaated fuel
particless obtained from the ball deconnsolidation by the irrradiated m
microsphere gamma
analyzer (IMGA), ceramograaphy examiination of the failed and non-faailed particcles, and
determining the disstribution of
o the solid fission prod
ducts in thee coating byy chemical layer-by
layer annalysis.
Visual iinspection and diameter measurrement
Figure 77-94 showss the photographs of tthe irradiateed fuel elem
ments. It caan be seen that the
appearaance of the SFE5 in caapsule 2 fixxed at 1000
0°C, SFE12 in capsulee 3 fixed at 1000°C
with 1200°C for 2000 hours an
nd 1250°C ffor 200 hou
urs and SFE7 in capsulee 5 fixed att 1000°C
with thee high tempperature heaating at the eend of the test
t is similaar to that beefore the irrradiation
test.

(a) SF
FE5 in capssule 2 (b) SF
FE12 in cap
psule 3 (c) SFE7
S
in cappsule 5
FIG
GURE 7-94. Appearance
A
of irradiated
d fuel elemen
nts [Tang 20004].

The diaameter of SF
FE5, SFE12
2 and SFE7 perpendicu
ular and paraallel to presssing directiion were
measureed before annd after the irradiation test, respecctively. The measured rresults are shown
s
in
Table 7-17, and aree not abnorm
mal.
TABLE 7-1
17. Diameterr change of irradiated fueel elements.

Fuel elem
ment
Perpenddicular to
pressingg direction

Parallel to
pressingg direction
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Befoore irradiation
[mm]

Afteer irradiatiion
[mm]

Relattive changee
[%]

SFE5

60.03

59.68

-0.58

SF
FE12

60.04

59.62

-0.70

SFE7

60.06

59.66

-0.67

SFE5

59.90

59.67

-0.38

SF
FE12

60.06

59.62

-0.73

SFE7

60.19

59.68

-0.70

Electroolytic decon
nsolidation of irradiatted fuel elem
ments
SFE5, S
SFE12 andd SFE7 were electrolyytically decconsolidated
d to obtainn loose coaated fuel
particless for furtheer analysis and
a to deterrmine the distribution
d
of solid fisssion and acctivation
productts in the matrix
m
graph
hite. The pprinciple off this deconsolidationn process iss anodic
oxidatioon of the maatrix graphiite by electrrolysis. Thee anode of a DC voltagge supply iss directly
connectted to the matrix
m
graph
hite of the fuel elemen
nt. A Pt meetal acts as the cathod
de and is
dipped iinto the elecctrolyte solu
ution. A nitrric acid solu
ution is used as the elecctrolyte solu
ution.
By rotaating the sphherical fuel element inn the electro
olyte solutio
on, a cylindder remainin
ng of 60
mm lenngth by 20 mm diameeter of the fuel elemen
nt was obtaained. Thiss cylinder was
w then
insertedd into thee electroly
yte solutionn (perpend
dicular to the soluttion surfacce) and
deconsoolidated in ~5
~ mm step
ps to obtain the loose coated particcles and graaphite powd
der along
an axis through thee center of spherical
s
fu el element. After each step of decconsolidation coated
particless were rem
moved by th
he screeninng. The graaphite powder and eleectrolyte were
w
also
separateed, and theiir relative solid
s
fissionn and activ
vation produ
ucts were m
measured by
y a high
resolutioon G(Li) detector.
d
Th
he ratio off activity measured
m
in
n the graphhite and eleectrolyte
solutionn of each steep representts of the disstribution off fission and
d activationn products along
a
the
sphericaal fuel elem
ment diameeter. Fig. 7--95 gives the
t radioactivity distriibution of nuclides
determined during the axial deeconsolidatiion of SFE1
12 and SFE7
7, respectivvely.
Figure 7-95 revealls low radiioactivity an
and uniform
m distributio
on of the ssolid and acctivation
productts in SFE122 under constant tempeerature for a long timee, and high radioactivitty of the
solid annd activationn products in SFE7 annd relatively
y higher con
ncentration in the center of the
fuel elem
ment due too the failure of the partiicles under too high heeating tempeerature at th
he end of
the in-ppile test.

FIGURE
E 7-95. Radiioactivity disstribution off nuclides determined during the axiaal deconsoliidation of
SFE12 aand SFE7 [Ta
Tang 2004].
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Measurement of failed particles
The IMGA system records the gamma ray energy spectra of individual irradiated fuel particle
from a large population and performs quantitative analysis on those spectra. Judgement
between intact particle and failed particle is based on the activity ratio of two isotopes of
caesium (134Cs and 137Cs) and 144Ce. Therefore, IMGA provides the capability of making
statically accurate failure fraction measurement on irradiated HTGR coated fuel particles.
The IMGA system utilized in the examination of irradiated HTR-10 fuel particles is similar to
the IMGA equipment at ORNL [Kania 1980b] in structure of the system. It consists of three
major components: an automated singularizing particle handling system, a high-resolution
gamma detector, and a computer based pulse height analyzer.
As mentioned above, the actual failure fraction is based on a ratio of the activity of a volatile
fission product to a non-volatile fission product. The boiling point of the element caesium is
678°C, but it is 3470°C for the element cerium. The caesium will therefore escape more
readily from a defective coating than cerium. Thus, the measurement of a low activity ratio of
137
Cs or 134Cs to 144Ce can indicate the failure of a particle.
Each fuel ball contains about 8300 coated fuel particles. The 2014 and 1670 particles sampled
at random from SFE12 and SFE7, respectively, were inspected by IMGA. Their inspection
results are shown in Fig. 7-96 and 7-97, respectively.
If the activity ratio of 137Cs or 134Cs/144Ce in a particle is less than Amean - 3S (where Amean is
the mean value of the activity ratios in determined particles, S the standard deviation), this
particle is considered failed. One of 2014 particles in SFE12 and 47 of 2014 particles in
SFE12 were found failed. In accordance with the R/B curve in Fig. 7-92, failure of one
particle for SFE12 may be caused by manufacture. The failure of the particles in SFE7 was
caused by too high nuclear heating temperature (much more than 1600°C).
Table 7-18 gives the gas fission products release and expected temperature raising process in
the heating testing of SFE 7. During several hours at 1570°C listed in the table, the particles
in SFE7 began to fail quickly. Because a thermocouple was failed, actual fuel temperature in
SFE7 was much more than 1600°C. Too high nuclear heating temperature for SFE7 caused
the failure of the coated fuel particles in SFE7.
Summary
The following conclusions can be drawn from the postirradiation examination:
1. One failed coated fuel particles was found by IMGA method in the 2014 particles
sampled at random from the irradiated SFE12 in capsule 3. This particle may have
become defective already during manufacture.
2. About 3% coated fuel particles failed in fuel sphere SFE7 in capsule 5 based on the
measurement results of 1670 particles by IMGA. The main reason of failure is
probably the too high fuel temperature which is presumed to have largely exceeded
1600°C.
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F
FIGURE 7-966. Activity ra
atios of 137Css and 134Cs/1444Ce determin
ned on particcles of SFE12.

F
FIGURE 7-997. Activity ra
atios of 137Css and 134Cs/144Ce determiined on partiicles of SFE7
7.
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2003-03-02

2003-04-02

2003-04-02

2003-05-02

(2)

(3)

(4)

Date

(1)

Heating test

Heating
sequence

42

22

14

5

Test time
[h]

1280

1570

1470

1440

1000

Expected
TFUEL [°C]
-6

6.61×10-5
2.25×10-2
4.00×10-3

1.36×10-4
5.85×10-2
1.28×10-2

2.48×10

Kr

4.71×10-5

-6

87

9.78×10-5

7.76×10

Kr

85m

Kr
-6

3.98×10-3

2.07×10-2

7.91×10-5

5.23×10-5

4.53×10

88

Kr
-6

5.64×10-4

3.15×10-3

2.76×10-6

2.27×10-6

1.17×10

89

(R/B) of nuclides

TABLE 7-18. Gas fission products release from SFE7 in heating testing [Tang 2004].

Xe
-6

2.39×10-2

9.27×10-2

1.10×10-4

9.11×10-5

2.77×10

135

Xe

1.01×10-3

5.35×10-3

6.64×10-6

4.85×10-6

8.53×10-7

138

7.7.6.

Irradiation programme for South African fuel

Apart from own irradiation capabilities in the SAFARI reactor at Pelindaba, South Africa has
also been considering irradiation testing of PBMR fuel in the following facilities:
•

IVV-2M – The test reactor planned to be used for the PBMR production plant fuel
irradiation programme and a portion of the PBMR laboratory produced fuel irradiation
programme is the IVV-2M reactor located at Zarechny in the Russian Federation.

•

HFR – A portion of the PBMR laboratory produced fuel irradiation programme will be
conducted in the HFR reactor located at Petten in the Netherlands.

•

ATR – A coated particle irradiation of the PBMR laboratory fuel will be conducted in the
advanced test reactor (ATR) reactor located at Idaho National Laboratories in the United
States of America, as part of the AGR irradiation programme.

7.7.6.1.

Testing of laboratory-produced fuel spheres

In order to provide early confirmation of the validity of the PBMR manufacturing process, a total
of nine ‘pre-production’ fuel spheres manufactured in the PBMR fuel laboratory was planned for
irradiation. Of those spheres, five were to be irradiated in the HFR Petten and four in the
IVV-2M reactor. The fuel spheres for these tests contain coated particles produced in a full-sized
coater prototypical of the coaters to be installed in the PBMR pilot fuel plant. Main goal of these
tests is to confirm the performance of fuel produced in the full scale pre-production or ‘advance’
coater as part of the manufacturing assurance programme.
7.7.6.2.

Testing of production plant fuel spheres - overview

A pilot fuel plant will be constructed in South Africa to produce fuel in sufficient quantities to
support the startup and continued operation of the PBMR demonstration plant. This portion of the
testing is on equilibrium fuel spheres manufactured on a fully qualified production line from the
pilot fuel plant. PBMR will be started up with fuel enriched to approximately 4.2% to 4.5% 235U
to control startup reactivity, and will then be transitioned to the use of equilibrium fuel whose
235
U enrichment will be approximately 9.6%. The first test, using four equilibrium fuel spheres,
will be ended when the spheres reach a burnup of approximately 5% FIMA (which corresponds
to the maximum expected burnup of startup fuel in PBMR). In the second test, a total of 12 fuel
spheres will be irradiated until the maximum burnup of approximately 11.6% FIMA is reached.
The fuel spheres manufactured on a qualified PBMR production line will meet all specified
requirements and is to be verified independently during pre-irradiation characterization. Test
objective is to confirm that the behaviour of PBMR fuel spheres under irradiation and
postirradiation heating test conditions meets PBMR requirements for normal operating and
accident conditions regarding:
•

Fission gas release – to be measured in an external gas loop during irradiation and heating
tests;

•

Metallic fission product release – to be determined in the PIE by measuring deposition in
the irradiation capsules that surround the fuel spheres during irradiation; it will be
periodically determined during heating tests by removing and replacing deposition plates
in the test furnace;
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•

Failure of coated particles – to be quantified by means of fission gas release analysis
during irradiation and during heating tests.

Pre-irradiation characterization
Fifteen fuel spheres, in addition to the 16 to be irradiated, have been produced for independent
pre-characterization. This will form part of an independent assessment of the as manufactured
properties of coated particles, fuel spheres and matrix graphite. Pre-irradiation characterization
for fuel spheres and coated particles consists of:
•

Determination of geometrical sizes of kernels, coated particles, and coating layer
thickness;

•

Determination of kernel density, coated particle density, and density of all coating layers;

•

Kernel and coated particle mass determination;

•

Determination of kernel impurities;

•

Ceramography of coated particles to
o investigate the structure of the kernel, buffer, PyC, and SiC layers;
o determine anisotropy of dense PyC layers, including in particles removed from a
heat treated fuel sphere;
o determine uranium distribution in coated particle layers;

•

Determination of free uranium content in spheres;

•

Determination of U/O ratio in kernels;

•

Determination of compression strength of coated particles.

Testing of production plant fuel spheres – partial burnup
The purpose of the test is to confirm that fuel manufactured for use in the PBMR demonstration
power plant can be burned to approximately 5% FIMA, the maximum burnup calculated for the
startup fuel, and will perform satisfactorily under DBA conditions. Four equilibrium fuel spheres
containing a total of approximately 57 800 coated particles will be loaded into an irradiation rig
and inserted into the IVV-2M test reactor. At a burnup of nominally 5% FIMA, the fuel spheres
will be removed from the test reactor and subjected to PIE and heating tests. The successful
completion of this test will confirm production fuel integrity for normal operation and DBA
conditions to a burnup of 5% FIMA.
The irradiation target for the production fuel in the irradiation rig is a burnup value of ~5% FIMA
(48 200 MWd/t) at a constant center temperature of 1200°C. The fast neutron dose at this burnup
is ~1.7×1025 n/m2. The duration of this irradiation will be approximately one year.
Postirradiation examination
PIE work to be performed on the four fuel spheres from the irradiation rig should include
appearance and the measurements of mass, diameter, burnup, and fission product inventory.
Furthermore, all irradiated fuel spheres will be subjected to heating tests simulating DBA
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transient temperatures, first at 1600°C for 100 h and then at 1800°C for 100 h. Following the
heating tests, all heated fuel spheres will be visually examined and their fission product
inventories measured.
One heated fuel sphere will then be deconsolidated to provide coated particles for ceramography
and fission product distribution measurements including the following:
•

Fission product distribution in fuel sphere.

•

Optical ceramography of coated particles.

•

Irradiated microsphere gamma analysis (IMGA) on coated particles.

•

Fission product distribution in coated particles.

7.7.6.3.

Testing of production plant fuel spheres – full burnup proof test

The purpose of the proof test is to demonstrate, using a test sample that is statistically sufficient,
that production fuel spheres meet all coated particle failure and fission product release
requirements under normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and DBA conditions,
including DLOFC and PLOFC temperature transients. It is planned to irradiate 12 production fuel
spheres containing a total of approximately 173 400 coated particles in the IVV-2M reactor.
Irradiation target
The average target burnup for PBMR fuel spheres is approximately 9.6% FIMA, which was
calculated based on six cycles through the reactor core. In PBMR operation, a small number of
fuel spheres could be recycled near the maximum burnup measurement system setpoint with
uncertainty, and pass through the high burnup path near the inner reflector. Therefore, depending
on the setpoint of the Burnup measurement system and the measurement uncertainty, a fuel
sphere could achieve a burnup as high as approximately 11.2% FIMA (109 GWd/t). For this
reason, the value of 11.6% FIMA is listed in Table 7-19 (test summary). The maximum fast
neutron dose estimated in a similar manner is approximately 3.6×1025 n/m2. Normal temperature
cycles in the reactor core will be simulated by irradiation at two representative core temperatures
– one interval at a temperature representative of the low temperature part of the PBMR
temperature cycle and a second interval at a temperature representative of the high temperature
part of the PBMR temperature cycle. At the end of irradiation, the fuel spheres in one of the
irradiation rigs will be subjected to a temperature transient simulating the first part of a PLOFC
transient. In Table 7-19, nominal irradiation targets are compared to parameter values.
Postirradiation examination
PIE work to be performed on one or more of the 12 irradiated fuel spheres should include
appearance and the measurements of mass, diameter, burnup, and fission product inventory. A
deconsolidation should also be done to determine fission product distribution in the fuel sphere
and allow optical ceramography of coated particles and determine fission product distribution in
coated particle
Following irradiation, irradiated fuel spheres will be externally examined and their burnup
measured. One fuel sphere will be deconsolidated to enable ceramography of coated particles to
be carried out and to measure the fission product distribution through the fuel sphere.
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Of the remaining 11 fuel spheres, five spheres will be subjected to heating tests simulating
maximum reactor fault transient temperatures, nominally 1600°C for about 100 h, and six spheres
will be subjected to temperatures of approximately 1800°C for about 100 h. Following heating
tests all heated fuel spheres will be visually examined and their fission product inventories
measured. A summary of the planned irradiation tests for PBMR production plant fuel spheres is
provided in Table 7-20.
7.8. IRRADIATION TESTING IN THE OSIRIS REACTOR AT CEA, SACLAY
7.8.1.

Reactor description of OSIRIS

OSIRIS is an open-core pool type, experimental reactor with a thermal power of 70 MW based
on a light water reactor, and located within the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) center
at Saclay. It is a multi-purpose reactor, used for technological irradiation for the purposes of the
nuclear power industry or those of fundamental research, production of radioelements and doped
silicon, and analysis by activation.
The reactor started operation in 1966 and functions on average 200 days a year, in cycles of
varying lengths from 3 to 5 weeks. A shutdown of about 10 days between two cycles is necessary
to reload the core with fuel, carry out light maintenance operations and the handling operations
required for the experiments. The basic principle of design of an open-core, pool-type of reactor
enables direct access to the core, facilitated by the absence of any pressurization vessel. The core
of the OSIRIS reactor is loaded with 38 standard fuel elements with plates, six control elements,
and seven reflectors made of beryllium. At the end of each cycle, approximately one element out
of six is unloaded to be replaced by a new fuel element. Furthermore, the core houses five slots
for experimental devices.
An OSIRIS fuel element consists of 22 plates, each plate made of alloy U3Si2Al (silicide), 0.51
mm thick, with an aluminium sheath of 0.38 mm thickness in between. The thickness of the
coolant channel is 2.46 mm. The uranium is enriched to 19.75%. The two edge plates contain
boron (a burnable neutron poison) to comply with the regulatory safety margins to control the
reactivity available at the beginning of cycle. It is thus possible to have long operating cycles (4
to 5 weeks). Each control element comprises 17 plates similar to the standard elements and with a
coolant channel thickness of 2.79 mm.
The OSIRIS irradiation facility is designed to allow irradiation of HTGR fuel compacts or loose
fuel particles in the core of the reactor to study damage effects or to apply thermal transient
conditions at the periphery. Being on-purpose-designed for compacts, the present device is
limited to a maximum diameter of 15 mm. The internal component of the sample holder is
designed and manufactured for each type of new loading. The out-of-pile facility is generic and
can be supplemented for specific requirements. In steady-state conditions, the device reaches a
maximum temperature of 1300°C on the surface of the fuel. In transient conditions, it can reach
1600°C. The atmosphere of the samples is a binary mixture of high purity rare gases, helium and
neon. The out-of-pile part can track the irradiation, the thermal conditions and the fission
products release of the two independent fuel columns in quasi-identical conditions.
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92/9.5

Average residence time [days]

End of life fast neutron dose
[1025 n/m2, E>0.1 MeV]

Average discharge burnup
[GWd/t/% FIMA]

Test description

4

12

Pilot fuel
plant

Pilot fuel
plant

Production
plant fuel –
full burnup
demonstration

IVV2M

IVV2M

11.6

5

900/1150

1200

yes

no

Production Number Reactor
Burnup
Temperature Cycle
route
[% FIMA]
[°C]

Fuel to be tested

Production
plant fuel –
partial burnup
demonstration

Test

1068
1593
1319

91/9.4

2.72

925

2.76

6

Design

Eleven fuel
spheres,
five to 1600°C,
six to 1800°C

Four fuel spheres
to 1600°C, then
to 1800°C

Qualification to 5%
FIMA
Zero or low number of
coated particle failures
Full fuel proof test
including simulated
PLOFC in test reactor,
detailed PIE

yes

yes

PIE

Technical objective

900/1150 cycles
1600/1800
1350

111.9/11.6

3.63

731

3

8

Nominal Proof Test irradiation target

Post heat

TABLE 7-20. Summary of PBMR fuel irradiation tests.

1130
-

4.5

Maximum power per fuel sphere [kW]

Maximum temperature [°C]
Normal operation
DLOFC (transient peak)
PLOFC (transient peak)

6

Design limits

Number of Cycles

Parameter

TABLE 7-19. Comparison of nominal proof test irradiation targets with core design parameters.

The temperature is controlled in two independent ways. The first involves operating a bank of
six electrical furnaces automatically controlled by temperature sensors. The second involves
acting upon the composition of the gas mixture to adjust the heat conductivity and thus to
control heat transfer to the fuel. The concentration of helium is adjusted initially by the
operator to place the device in good thermal conditions.
The gamma spectrometry measurements are based on the analysis of Xe and Kr releases.
Volatile fission products are transported by the rare gas flow from the in-pile capsule to the
shielded compartment. The transit time is adjusted according to the period of the considered
isotope. The design of the circuit avoids deposition of solid elements whose decay can
produce Xe or Kr, together with complicated post-interpretations. In the shielded
compartment, a first γ sensor measures the total release rate and the monitoring checks if the
experiment can continue in safety conditions. After this overall measurement of activity,
standard filters fix all the volatile fission products except rare gases.
The high level detection mode proceeds by measuring the gas mixture with the flow. The low
level detection mode is performed on cold traps where the Xe and Kr are continuously fixed.
These cold traps allow integral measurement and avoid sending the released Kr and Xe into
the core by the recirculation of the carrier gas.
After each activity measurement, the cold trap is bypassed and purged, and the second cold
trap is switched to the loop. This measurement procedure can be followed for each of the two
independent capsules. One measurement can be done each day on each capsule. Different
types of calculations can be done on line to determine the R/B rate. Several storage tanks
ensure radioactivity decay before transfer after gas mixture replacement.
7.8.2.
7.8.2.1.

Irradiation experiment SIROCCO
Objectives

The SIROCCO programme is planned by Commissariat à l'Énergie Atomique (CEA) and
AREVA NP [Guillermier 2006]
•

to provide data on fuel performance under irradiation under normal operating
conditions, non-operating conditions and accident conditions;

•

to support development and validation of fuel performance and fission product
transport models and codes;

•

to support the fuel licensing programme.

7.8.2.2.

Preparation

The first irradiation tests will mainly be conducted at the Material Testing Reactor OSIRIS in
Saclay, France, with HTGR fuel coming from the French fuel line named GAIA in
Cadarache, France, and compacted at CERCA, AREVA NP subsidiary in Romans, France.
The objectives of these irradiation campaigns are to verify, on the one hand, the quality of the
fuel in terms of integrity and fission products retention and, on the other hand, the ability of
the reference particle to withstand VHTR conditions. The objectives of the first irradiation
campaign (SIROCCO-1) are to verify the quality of the fuel in terms of integrity and fission
product retention. The fuel to be irradiated in SIROCCO-1 is described in Table 7-21. The
SIROCCO-1 irradiation conditions are described in Table 7-22.
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TABLE 7-21
1. The HTGR
R fuel to be irrradiated in SIROCCO-11.

Typee of particlee

UO
U 2/Buffer//OpyC/SiC//IPyC

Partiicle geomettry

500/95/40/3
5
35/40 μm

Matrrix geometrry

Compact
C

Origgin of particcles

German
G
passt manufactu
ure and CAPRI producction

Enriichment [wtt%]

9.8
9

Packking fractionn

~10%,
~
whicch is ~1500 particles peer compact
TABLE
E 7-22. SIRO
OCCO-1 irra
adiation cond
ditions.

Fuel surface temperatture [°C]

~100
00

Fluence [n
n/m2]

> 2×
×1025

Power den
nsity [W/parrticle]

< 0.2
2

Duration [days]
[

~150
0

The fueel quality veerification will
w consist of a direct comparison
c
n between ne
new French particles
and Gerrman particcles: the Geerman best particle passt fabricatio
on will be ccompacted with the
same CERCA proccess, the same packingg fraction, the
t same en
nrichment aand irradiateed in the
same ddevice (withh a separatte fission ggas releasee measurem
ment system
m) under th
he same
irradiatiion conditioons (Fig. 7-9
98). This w
will allow co
omparison of
o the Frencch new man
nufacture
quality with the German
G
referrence with a high deg
gree of conffidence in tterms of fisssion gas
s
tests. In additioon, these tw
wo sets of particles
p
wiill be charaacterized
release, PIE and safety
before aand after irrradiation witth the samee CEA improved characcterization m
methods.
The vaaluable dataa coming from the oout-of-pile consoles and
a
allowiing the con
ntinuous
monitorring of the fission-prod
f
duct releasee measurements of the whole in-piile containm
ment and
the PIE will be the basis of thee industrial fuel qualification programme.

FIGURE 7-98. 3D vieew of a two capsules samp
ple holder.
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7.9. IRR
RADIATION TESTING IN
N THE HANA
ARO REACTO
OR AT KAER
RI, DAEJEON
N
7.9.1.

Reactor desscription of HANARO
H

The HA
ANARO reeactor at KAERI,
K
Daeejeon, is an
n open-tank
k-in-pool tyype reactorr with a
maximuum thermal power of 30 MW (Figg. 7-99). Thee core is com
mposed of a light wateer cooled
and mooderated innner core and
d a light waater cooled, heavy waater moderatted outer core. The
inner coore has 28 fuel
f
sites to contain low
w enriched uranium off 19.75 w/o in uranium
m silicide
compouund which is
i dispersed
d in the alum
minium maatrix and thrree test sitees for capsu
ules. The
outer coore consistss of four fueel sites andd four test sites, which are embeddded in the reflector
tank surrrounding the
t reactor core and fi
filled with heavy
h
waterr. The tankk, which provides a
large reegion of hiigh thermall neutron fflux, accom
mmodates various vertitical and ho
orizontal
experim
mental holess. The reacttor operatioon cycle is 28 days. The
T reactor has inheren
nt safety
characteeristics suchh as heat reemoval by nnatural circu
ulation and reactor tripp by gravity
y drop of
shut-offf rods.

FIGURE 7-9
99. Schematiic of the HAN
NARO reacto
or at KAERI.
I.

The primary coolaant enters the
t inlet pl enum and flows upward throughh fuel chan
nnels for
cooling. The coolaant is gathered in the cchimney, an
nd then exiits through two outlet nozzles.
Each off the two loops has a 300 kW pum
mp, a 14 MW
W plate-typ
pe heat exchhanger, and
d a check
valve. T
The two looops combinee at a returnning line into the core. For the rem
moval of deccay heat,
two nattural circulation modees are availlable; loop and pool natural circculation. When
W
the
density driving forrce is not en
nough for nnatural circu
ulation, the core is coooled by pool natural
v
The secondary coolant is cooled
c
by a cooling tow
wer with
circulatiion throughh two flap valves.
four coooling fans.
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FIGURE
E 7-100. Hannaro core cro
oss-section. IIR+CT – cap
psule irradia
ation; SOR – shut-off rod
d ; CAR –
control aabsorber rodd ;NTD – neu
utron transm
mutation dopiing.

The quaantity of urranium in one
o fuel eleement is 69
9.1 grams in
n a standardd core elem
ment and
51.4 g inn a reducedd core elemeent. The redduced core elements
e
are introducedd to have a uniform
power ddistribution within a fu
uel assemblyy and located at the ou
utermost rinng of the heexagonal
fuel assembly. Theere are two types
t
of fueel assembliees required for
f HANAR
RO - hexago
onal fuel
assembllies having 36 elements and circullar ones hav
ving 18 elem
ments.
7.9.2.

Irradiation programme for Korean H
HTGR fuel

Within tthe framew
work of the Korean
K
Nucclear Hydrogen Producction Technoology Deveelopment
and Deemonstrationn (NHDD) Project [P
ParkJK 200
05], a seriees of irradiiation tests will be
requiredd for a quaalification of the technnology and the productts [LeeYW
W 2006]. In KAERI,
long terrm plan for the irradiattion tests off the coated
d particle fu
uel is currenntly being evaluated
and estaablished aloong with thee technologgy developm
ment for fueel manufactuuring and design
d
as
well as the perform
mance analysis.
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Recently, KAERI performed a preliminaary analyticcal work fo
or the feasibbility of irrradiation
test of ccoated particle fuel in HANARO
H
w
which is th
he only reseaarch reactorr in the Rep
public of
Korea. F
Figure 7-1001 shows on
ne of the reesults obtain
ned from th
he prelimina
nary analyticcal work
perform
med for thee temperatu
ure distribuution in thee graphite rod clad w
with Zircallloy-4 or
stainlesss steel wherre the coateed fuel partiicles would
d be loaded in nine eveenly arrangeed holes.
More deetailed irraddiation cond
dition is curr
rrently being
g established and evaluuated.

FIGURE
E 7-101. Tem
mperature diistribution inn graphite ro
od with different claddinng materials and with
coated fu
fuel particles in holes.

A non-iinstrumenteed capsule for
f use in tthe irradiation test sho
ould be dessigned to provide a
high tem
mperature condition
c
for
fo the TRIISO coated particle fu
uel held in the capsulee and to
withstannd the therrmal load imposed
i
to the metalllic tubes su
urrounding the test sp
pecimen.
Moreovver, the capssule should
d satisfy a vvariety of reequirementss related to the nuclearr and the
geometrrical characcteristics of the reactor core.
The cappsule considdered in thiss design stuudy has a cy
ylindrical sh
hape and maainly consissts of the
end pluugs, externaal tubes, an
nd specimenns. The cro
oss-sectionaal schematiic view of the test
capsule is shown in Fig. 7-102, left. Teest fuels in
n their com
mpact formss are locateed in the
middle of the capssule. The en
ncapsulatingg tubes aree made of molybdenum
m
m, and the gaps are
filled w
with neon gaas. When the capsule iss loaded into the reacto
or, it works as a heat so
ource by
gamma ray irradiattion. Tempeerature of thhe moderato
or surrounding the capssule is 40ºC.
The irrradiation teest capsule with a diiameter no
ot to exceeed 16 mm should prrovide a
temperaature circum
mstance as high
h
as 950°°C to assure the actuall core condiition for thee TRISO
compacct fuel. The tubes that encapsulate
e
e the test speecimen should withstan
and the therm
mal load
imposedd to the mettallic tubes as a result oof the high temperature
t
e.
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TRISO Fu e l
C omp a ct
Tu b e s

FIGURE
E 7-102. (a) Schematic view of cappsule consid
dered for irradaiation teest;(b) Finitee-element
model off capsule [Chho 2009].

The heaat flux from
m the TRISO
O compact ffuel was thee sum of gaamma heat ffrom the maatrix and
the decaay heat from
m the TRISO
O fuels retaained in the compact. Figure
F
7-1022, right, sho
ows a 2D
finite ellement moddel for a theermal analyssis of the teest capsule. For a heat transfer analysis of
the capsule, the gaap conductaance betweeen the gaps and the convective
c
hheat transfeer to the
moderattor should be consideered. The ggap conducctance depeends on thee gap size, surface
roughneess, gas connductivity, surface tempperatures, an
nd the gas pressure.
p
Thermaal sensitivities of the co
ompact fuel and the inn
ner tube werre investigaated as a fun
nction of
the heatt flux and the
t diameteer of the coompact fuell. The desig
gn variabless considered
d in this
paramettric study, the
t heat flux
x and the diiameter of the
t compact fuel were chosen as they
t
had
been prroven criticcal in a prrevious dessign study which had been carriied out with loose
particless. The resullts showed that
t a capsuule with a co
ompact fuel with the raadius of 5.4 mm and
the heatt flux of 7.664 MW is most
m desirabble in terms of the thermal integritty of the caapsule. A
heat fluux of 7.64 MW
M can be obtained
o
froom a compaact fuel with
h 21 TRISO
O particle fu
uels. The
capsule with this design asssured a teemperature of 956°C for the ccompact fu
uel. The
temperaature of the inner tube was
w 345°C [Cho 2009]].
8.

C
CORE HEA
ATUP SIM
MULATION
N TESTING
G AND OT
THER PIE OF HTGR
R FUEL

8.1. TES
ST BACKGR
ROUND

The cenntral aspect of the safetty philosophhy for an HTGR
H
is thee retention oof fission prroducts particularly those of
o the iodinee nuclides - in the fuell elements during
d
operaation and acccidents.
p
connstitutes thee central
For thiss reason, thee determinaation of the number off damaged particles
objectivve of meaasuring the fission ggas release in the reeactor andd in the extensive
e
postirraadiation exam
minations under
u
accideent conditio
ons. In mod
dern producttion method
dologies,
the heavvy metal coontaminatio
on of fuel eelements is kept very low. Conseequently, so
olely the
fission gas or iodine reelease.
numberr of defectivve particles establishes
e
During a loss-of-fo
forced-convection acciddent, the teemperature in the coree of an HT
TGR will
increasee. The amouunt of this in
ncrease deppends on thee geometrical design off the reactorr and the
nature oof the accideent. The KÜ
ÜFA facilityy was design
ned specificcally to sim
mulate these accident
conditioons and to quantatively
y measure fission prod
duct releasee in this ennvironment. For the
case of the Germaan HTR-Mo
odul conceppt, relatively low accid
dent temperratures of less
l
than
1600°C have been anticipated.
With the increase of
o the core temperature
t
e above norm
mal operatio
on, fission pproducts maay be released ffrom the fuuel elementss into the prrimary circcuit. For a conservative
c
e assessmen
nt of the
fission pproduct releease, the peeak temperaature condittions of a fu
uel elementt in the reacctor core
have to be simulateed. The releevant fissionn products to
t be measu
ured and theeir relevancee in case
of acciddent are giveen in Table 8-1.
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TABLE 8-1. Relevant fission products.

Fission Product

Half Life

I-131

8d

137

Relevance Assessment

Greatest significance for design and licensing

Cs/134Cs
90
Sr

30/2 a
29 a

Long term behaviour after extreme accidents and risk
analysis

110m

Ag

253 d

Small inventory, short half-life.
Important for maintenance

85

Kr
Xe

11 a
5d

Not accident relevant. Particle defect indicator

133

8.2. FUTURE PIE PROGRAMME IN CHINA
8.2.1.

Postirradiation examination (PIE) for the irradiation test of HTR-PM fuel

To study irradiation performance of the fabricated fuel, an in-pile irradiation test will be
performed to qualify the fabricated fuel for application in the HTR-PM. Fuel qualification is
an essential part of the licensing process for the HTR-PM. This irradiation test will start in
2011. After in-pile irradiation test, the following postirradiation examinations will be
performed:
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•

Three irradiated fuel pebbles will be investigated using the KÜFA facility at ITU,
Karlsruhe. The heating curve will be decided before the beginning of the tests. The
maximum heating temperature will be 1800°C up to 150 hours.

•

One KÜFA-tested and one non-KÜFA-tested fuel pebbles will be characterized.
Ceramography samples will be obtained by drilling a bore hole through the center
of the pebble. The drilled-out cylinder shall be cut into three sections
representative of outer, mid-radius and central zones of the pebble.

•

Furthermore, intact and defective coated particles, possibly from both a KÜFAtested and a non-KÜFA-tested pebble will be characterized. Sorted-out particles
suitable for ceramography will be obtained by electrochemical deconsolidation and
IMGA measurements. Ceramography samples with intact particles or defective
particles will be mounted and polished for OM and SEM examination.

•

Burnup measurements will be performed using 137Cs gamma spectrometry.

•

The pebble will be bored with two small holes for the mounts to aid uniform
dissolution in nitric acid under anodic polarization. The deconsolidation of one
pebble will include two stages. In the first stage, a cylinder through the fuel sphere
center with approximately 20 mm diameter will be obtained. In the second stage,
this cylinder will be deconsolidated step by step. In each step, the content of
various solid fission products will be determined after separating the graphite
matrix powder and the coated particles. The coated particles will be washed, dried
and collected. Some particles will then be selected for ceramographic embedding,
polishing and examination.

•

The coated particles from electrochemical deconsolidation will be characterized by
IMGA. This should reveal the number of failed particles and their
condition/fission product release.

8.2.2.

PIE for the future HTR-PM fuel

In order to study the postirradiation performance of HTR-10 fuel, HTR-PM fuel, and some
irradiation tests of HTGR fuel, the construction of a hot cell facility for PIE of the HTGR fuel
is currently planned. This hot cell facility includes burnup measurement, electrochemical
deconsolidation of fuel pebble, KÜFA test system on fuel pebbles, ceramography on fuel
pebbles and coated fuel particles, and optical and scan electron microscopes, and will be built
in INET of Tsinghua University.
8.2.2.1.

Hot cell line

This hot cell facility will consist of five hot cells:
Cell 1:

Receiving and burnup measurement cell
The PIE in this cell will include:
-

Containers with radioactive samples will be transported into the cell. After
opening the box from inside by manipulator, the top lid of the transport
container can be removed by the cell crane and the samples will be
unloaded;

-

Burnup measurement of the irradiated fuel spheres;

-

Dimensional measurement of the irradiated fuel spheres;

-

Weight measurement of the irradiated fuel spheres;

-

Visual inspection of the irradiated fuel spheres;

-

Equipment for cutting and lathing.

Cell 2:

KÜFA test cell on fuel spheres
In order to study the fuel performance under the accident conditions, the irradiated
fuel pebbles will be investigated using the KÜFA in this cell.

Cell 3:

Electrochemical deconsolidation of fuel pebble and IMGA for the irradiated
The electrochemical deconsolidation of the irradiated fuel pebble will be carried
out in this cell. The coated particles will be washed, dried and collected. Some
particles will then be selected for IMGA. The coated particles from
electrochemical deconsolidation will be characterized by IMGA in this cell. This
should reveal the number of failed particles and their condition/fission product
release.

Cell 4:

Metallography cell
Rotating grinders, polishers, ultrasonic cleaning bath, small cutting device, etc will
be installed in this cell.

Cell 5:

Microscope cell
One scanning electron microscope and some optical microscopes will be installed
in this cell.

8.2.2.2.

Operating and service area

The operating area is in front of the hot cell line. This area has a personal entrance/exit
leading to the change rooms. A connection to the first floor gives access to the area for
auxiliary systems for running the cell equipment such as cooling systems, pressure supply,
pumps, ventilation system etc. For material reception the access is via the main lock and the
door in the side of cell 1. The materials access can be done by a monorail-crane.
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The serrvice area behind
b
the hot cell liine can be used for the
t storagee of contain
ners and
contamiinated mateerials. The decontamina
d
ation shop for
f repairing
g contaminaated equipm
ment will
be in thiis area.
8.3. PIE
E ACTIVITIES IN THE EU
UROPEAN UN
NION
8.3.1.

Former testts in the KÜF
FA at FZJ

Demonsstrating the capability of
o sphericall fuel elemeents to withsstand a seveere depressu
urization
accidennt with no measurable
m
loss of fisssion product was a prim
mary objecctive of the German
fuel devvelopment programme
p
. Since the 1970s, irraadiated fuel elements reetrieved fro
om AVR
and from
m MTR tests have beeen investiggated in acccident simu
ulation testss. Prior to the
t mid1980s, tthe temperaature margiins exploredd were up to 2500°C where fissiion productt release
was massive [Schenk 1977].
In respoonse to thee reactor deesigner’s reequirement for a passively safe HTGR, thee KÜFA
(= KÜhhlFingerAppparatur, i.e. cold finger device) furrnace was deesigned andd installed at
a the hot
cells off the Forschhungszentru
um Jülich ffor high precision, on-line measuurements of fission
productt release froom HTGR fuel
f
under ssimulated accident con
nditions. Ussing this dev
vice, the
release behaviour of
o fission gases
g
(Xe, K
Kr) and soliid fission products (Css, Sr, Ag, etc)
e from
irradiateed fuel undder off-normal condittions could be tested and evaluaated up to 1800°C
[Schenkk 1988, Schenk 1989b, Schenk 19997]. This faacility madee it possible to demonsttrate that
modernn LEU UO2 TRISO coaated fuel parrticles retain
n all safety relevant fisssion products up to
1600°C at a level not
n exceediing release uunder norm
mal operating conditionns, which in
n itself is
very low
w.
The maaximum exppected fuel element
e
tem
mperature ev
volution in a depressurrized loss-o
of-forced
coolant accident in
i a small modular H
HTGR is shown
s
in Fig.
F
8-1 [R
Reutler 198
84]. The
maximuum fuel tem
mperature liimit is set aat 1600°C based
b
upon the estimaated maxim
mum core
temperaature of ~1500°C
~
pllus a reassonable esttimate of the effect thermal property
uncertaiinties have on this max
ximum tem
mperature esstimate. Thee figure shoows the tem
mperature
program
mme, with which
w
the conditions
c
inn a core heeatup accideent after deppressurizatiion were
generallly simulatedd in the heaating experi
riments giveen in Table 8-2. For teesting purpo
oses, the
temperaature range of 1600-17
700-1800°C
C is of interrest for core heatup siimulation teesting as
illustratted in Fig. 8-1.
8

FIGURE
E 8-1. Tempeerature evolution duringg a loss of coolant accid
dent in a smaall HTGR and in the
heating ttests.
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Releasee from baree fuel particle kernelss
Little fi
fission prodduct retentio
on can be expected in
n exposed UO2 fuel kkernels at elevated
temperaatures. Figuure 8-2 show
ws that the release of silver,
s
xeno
on, iodine annd caesium
m quickly
approacches 100% during
d
a 160
00°C heatinng test. Beginning in th
he 30 hours heatup phaase to the
test tem
mperature, siignificant reelease alreaddy begins to
o occur for 131I, 133Xe aand 137Cs.

Figure 88-2. Fission product
p
release from expposed UO2 kernels
k
during heating tesst at 1600°C
C [Schenk
1988].

After 500 to 100 hoours at 1600
0°C nearly all of the inventories
i
of these fisssion produ
ucts have
90
been released from
m the expossed UO2 fuuel kernels. Only the fission
fi
produ
duct Sr is strongly
retainedd within thee oxide kerrnels at thiis temperatu
ure (but this is not thhe case forr carbide
kernels)). The prim
mary barrier to the voolatile fissiion productts such as iodine, xen
non and
caesium
m is by the coating
c
layers on TRISO
O coated paarticles, especially the SSiC layer.
Measureement of 131I (T1/2 = 8..02 d) releaase from varrious fuel co
onfigurationns during heating at
1600°C shows threee different types of rellease behaviiour:
1. exxposed UO2 fuel kernells with ~1000% 131I release;
2. irrradiated fueel elements with TRISO
O coated fu
uel particles that were ccontaminateed in the
AV
VR by old failed
f
fuel from
f
the 19660s and 197
70s; 131I releease behavioour is at 10-5 level;
3. fuuel elementss with modeern TRISO coated fuell particles; 131I release behaviour is at the
100-9 to 10-8 leevel.
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Release from irradiated spherical fuel elements

In the period 1985 to 1994, a number accident simulation tests in the range of 1600° to
1800°C were carried out in the KÜFA facility. Eighteen of these tests, four on irradiated fuel
elements from accelerated irradiation tests (HFR-K3 and FRJ2-K13) and 14 on GLE-3 fuel
elements irradiated in the AVR, are listed in Table 8-2. This table identifies the fuel elements
tested, their irradiation history, accident temperature simulation and duration, and the fission
product results of the accident simulation testing. All of the fuel elements identified here
contained modern LEU UO2 TRISO coated fuel particles.
In the unrestricted core heatup simulations tests with irradiated spherical fuel elements, no
single particle failure or any noticeable caesium or strontium release were observed during the
first few hundred hours in any of the 1600°C heating tests. The number of particle failures
and fission product release do increase as the accident simulation temperatures rises to 1700°
and 1800°C. Figures 8-3 and 8-4 show the measured time dependent krypton and caesium
release profiles during isothermal heating tests at 1600° to 2100°C. As representatives for a
whole series of fission products, there is full retention at 1600°C for the accident specific first
hundred hours or more (with 110mAg being an exception). In particular,
•

Caesium is retained at 1600°C in kernel, by SiC and by the A3 matrix of the fuel
element with SiC providing for the strongest retention. This retention, however, can
only be guaranteed by modern high quality TRISO coatings. At 1800°C, there is no
delay by the kernel and the matrix, but SiC also becomes more permeable to most
fission products.

•

Krypton is always released later than caesium, because of the additional retention by
dense, intact pyrocarbon layers. Krypton releases indicate zero particle failures at
1600°C and one single particle failure in the 1700°C test. At ~1800°C, more failures
are observed.

•

Strontium is retained much better in oxide kernels and the sphere matrix than caesium.
Therefore, strontium release comes generally later than caesium, although its retention
by SiC might not be as good.

•

Even in high quality SiC of modern TRISO coatings, silver is already released at
irradiation temperatures above 1100°C and release fractions are approaching 100% in
the accident condition heating tests.

An overview of krypton releases is given in Fig. 8-3, of caesium release in Fig. 8-4. An
attempt to interpret fission product release in terms of particle defects (manufacture) and
accident specific failure is given in Table 8-2 [Schenk 1988].
If the maximum burnup in the fuel element is kept strictly below 11% FIMA, as is typical for
current pebble bed concept HTGR designs, the allowable fuel temperature limit may be
higher than 1600°C. This remains to be established with new experiments. If the burnup of
UO2 TRISO coated particle fuel is pushed to ~15% FIMA, fuel temperature must be
rigorously limited to ≤ 1600°C (Figure 8-5).
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3.5

7.7

8.0

8.6

8.9

9.1

9.2

9.2

9.3

9.8

6.2

9.0

AVR 71/22

HFR-K3/1

FRJ2-K13/2

AVR 82/20

AVR 82/9

AVR 89/13

AVR 85/18

AVR 90/5

AVR 90/2

AVR 90/20

AVR 74/11

AVR 91/31

Fuel
element

2.6

1.6

2.9

2.7

2.7

2.6

2.6

2.5

2.4

0.1

3.9

0.9

Fast
fluence
Burnup
[1025 n/m2
[%FIMA]
E>0.1
MeV]

~10
~10
~10
~10

1620(a)
1620(a)
1620(a)
1620(a)
~10

~10

1620(a)

1700(a)

~10

1620(a)

184.5

~10

1620(a)

1700

500

100

138 (160)

500

500

Time
[h]

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

Temp
[°C]

Heating test

2

1

2

1

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

18

no

3

2

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

manuf. heating

Number of
failed particles(b)

6.2×10-5
7.6×10-4

1.5×10-7
5.3×10-7

2.4×10-3

7.6×10-5

3.0×10-5
1.2×10-3

6.5×10-6

4.6×10-5

3.3×10-6

9.0×10-6

1.3×10-5

1.4×10-6

2.4×10-4

1.0×10-4

6.6×10-9

1.9×10-7

1.4×10-7

1.3×10-9

1.1×10-5

3.9×10-5

6.4×10-7

2.0×10-7

1.1×10-4

Cs

1.8×10-6

137

2.0×10-5

Kr

4.0×10-7

85

Sr

-

8.3×10-5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8.3×10-5

3.8×10-6

3.3×10-7

1.8×10-7

5.3×10-6

90

Fractional release

TABLE 8-2. Results of accident simulation tests with irradiated fuel elements containing UO2 TRISO particles.

6.2×10-1

3.2×10-2

7.6×10-2

3.7×10-2

9.0×10-4

1.1×10-3

6.5×10-3

1.5×10-2

8.3×10-4

1.9×10-2

4.4×10-3

2.8×10-3

2.7×10-2

9.0×10-4

Ag

110m
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8.5

8.7

1.6

5.5

7.1

7.6

10.2

AVR 88/33

AVR 88/15

AVR 70/33

AVR 74/10

AVR 76/18

AVR 88/41

HFR-K3/3

6.0

2.0

1.9

1.4

0.4

2.4

2.3

0.1

(a) simulating calculated core heatup curve.
(b) out of 16 400 particles.

7.6

FRJ2-K13/4

Fuel
element

Fast
fluence
Burnup
[1025 n/m2
[%FIMA]
E>0.1
MeV]

1800

1800

1800

1800

100

24

200

90

175

50

1800
1800

50

20

1800
1600

50

100

1800
1600

138

Time
[h]

1600

Temp
[°C]

Heating test

no

no

no

no

no

1

no

no

~12

no

~3

30

28

~6

no

~4

no

2

no

manuf. heating

Number of
failed particles(b)

4.6×10-4
1.2×10-5
1.4×10-2
2.2×10-2
-2
-2

1.5×10-4
5.9×10-2

1.8×10-4
6.3×10-8
2.9×10-4
1.7×10-3
-3
-4

2.4×10-7
6.5×10-4

1.2×10

4.5×10

7.9×10

1.2×10-4

1.0×10-7

1.8×10

9.9×10-3

Cs

7.2×10-5

137

2.5×10-6

Kr

3.0×10-7

85

Sr

-2

1.5×10-3

1.2×10-4

6.6×10

-

-

1.1×10-2

-

2.3×10-4

8.4×10-6

1.4×10-3

2.0×10-8

90

Fractional release

TABLE 8-2. Results of accident simulation tests with irradiated fuel elements containing UO2 TRISO particles (cont.).

6.7×10-1

7.7×10-2

6.2×10-1

-

-

8.1×10-1

9.1×10-3

2.1×10-1

1.2×10-3

5.3×10-1

4.5×10-4

Ag

110m

FIGURE
E 8-3. Kryptton release during
d
tests w
with irradiateed spherical fuel
f elementts at 1600 to 2100°C.

FIGU
URE 8-4. Cessium release from
f
heatedd spheres as a function off heating timees up to 500 hours.
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1 E+0
1 E-1

85

Kr

Compacts
Fuel spheres

Fractional release

1 E-2
1 E-3
14
4 % fima
1 E-4
1 E-5
1 E-6
up to 11% FIMA

1 E-7
1 E-8
0

200

400

6
600

H
Heating
time at 1600°C (h)

a 1600°C froom compactss with 11 to 14%
1
FIMA bburnup in com
mparison
Figure 88-5. Krypton--85 release at
to spheriical fuel elem
ments with 3.5 to 9% FIM
MA burnup [S
Schenk 1997]
7].
8.3.2.
8.3.2.1.

New KÜFA
A facility for heating
h
tests
Descripttion of facilityy

An up-ggraded verssion of the KÜFA hass been installed in thee hot cells of the Insttitute for
Transurranium Elem
ments (ITU)), Karlsruhee, Germany
y. After com
mmissioningg between 2002
2
and
2005 annd several cold
c
tests on
o all subsyystems, the new KÜFA
A facility iss in operation since
2006.
ÜFA (Fig. 88-6) is to heat
h
the fuel elements up to the expected
e
The bassic functionn of the KÜ
temperaature in a dyynamic heliium atmospphere, and to
t collect an
nd measure the fission
n product
release during a sppecified tim
me period. IIn the curreent upgradeed version, temperaturres up to
2000°C can be achhieved.

FIGURE 8-6. Coold-finger ap
pparatus (KÜ
ÜFA).
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The fueel element is supporteed by threee pins in th
he center off a tantalum
m tube (gass stream
cylinderr) placed innside the fu
urnace. Heliium flows through
t
this tube from
m the bottom
m to the
top. Thhe tantalum tube and the
t fuel eleement are heated by an electricaal resistancce heater
likewisee made of tantalum. A W/Re-theermocouplee placed near the speccimen meassures the
actual teemperature during the heating tessts. This theermocouple can be repllaced if neeeded and
serves ssimultaneouusly for the electronic
e
ccontrol of th
he temperatu
ure of the fuurnace.
8.3.2.2.

Measureement of fissio
on gas releasee

Throughh the analyssis of the reelease curvees, individuaal failed parrticles in thhe fuel elem
ment time
can be detected as
a a functiion of tem
mperature and
a
heating
g time. Thee relevant gaseous
radioacttive isotopee 85Kr (see Table 8.1)) is importaant for this measureme
ment. The reelease of
kryptonn fission gaas is also in
ndicative off the releasse of other fission prooducts, likee iodine,
which aare difficultt to measurre directly bbut is conservatively assumed
a
too be releaseed to the
same exxtent as kryppton.

FIGURE
E 8-7. Schem
matic of the ggaseous fissio
on products release
r
meassurement.

The furrnace is insttalled in an alpha-tightt box in a hot
h cell whiich also conntains the fiilters for
8
the heliuum circuit (Fig. 8-7). Helium carrries the fisssion gases into
i
cold traaps where 85
Kr and
other staable noble gases
g
are traapped. Heree they are ad
dsorbed on active charrcoal filters at liquid
nitrogenn temperatture. The activity inn the cold trap is measured
m
bby on-line gamma
spectrom
metry contiinuously thrroughout thhe test. In principle,
p
on
nly the longg lived 85Kr
K can be
detectedd. However, as long as the coolingg period of the
t fuel elem
ments is lesss than 4 to 8 weeks,
measureements of 133Xe are po
ossible as w
well. The co
old traps aree installed ooutside the hot cell.
After thhe noble gasses are remo
oved, the heelium is rou
uted back in
nto the hot ccell and releeased, in
a controolled manneer, through the ventilattion system. The two cold
c
traps arre placed in
n a room
85
beneathh the hot ceell. The seco
ond cold trrap is to ensure all thee Kr activi
vity is colleccted and
measureed. As soonn as activity is detected in the secon
nd cold trap
p, the first iss changed.
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8.3.2.3.

Measureement of solid fission produuct release

The dettermination of solid fission produuct release is slightly more
m
difficcult than thaat of the
chemicaally inert fission
f
gasees. At highh temperatu
ures, they can get innto the coo
olant by
migratioon/diffusionn and subseequent gaseeous desorp
ption, first from
f
the suurface of the coated
particless and afterw
wards from the surfacee of the fuell element. On
O the otherr hand, such
h fission
productts are re-depposited by adsorption
a
oon cooler su
urfaces, and
d this depossition mech
hanism is
exploiteed for trappiing solid fisssion produccts in the co
old finger teest rig.
To deteect the releaase of solid fission prodducts, a watter cooled cold
c
finger ((Fig. 8-8) protrudes
p
into the hot tantaluum tube justt above the hot cell. Att the end off this cold fi
finger, a rep
placeable
condenssation plate is held in place.
p
Solidd fission pro
oducts releaased from tthe fuel elem
ment are
depositeed on this plate
p
which is held at a temperatu
ure of less than
t
100°C
C, typically 40-80°C
dependiing on the testing tem
mperature. T
This temperrature is much
m
lower than the specimen
temperaature which is in the ran
nge of 16000-2000°C.

FIG
GURE 8-8. Water
W
cooled ccold finger in KÜFA [Keellerbauer 20010].

During testing, thee cold fingeer can be reemoved from
m the furnaace throughh an air-lock
k system
withoutt requiring cool-down of the speccimen. Helium circulaation is mai
aintained du
uring the
condenssation platee changes, which
w
assurres the conttinuous mon
nitoring of fission gas relrease
from thee specimen and the dettection of anny coated paarticle failu
ure.
After reeplacing thee condensatiion plate, thhe cold finger is returneed to its possition just ab
bove the
hot zonne of the fuurnace. Thee plate is nnormally ch
hanged once or twice a day but may be
changedd more freqquently, if necessary.
n
T
The changin
ng procedu
ure lasts onlly few minu
utes and
requiress relatively easy manipulation.
The useed condenssation platees are takeen out of the hot celll to be meeasured by gamma
spectrom
metry in a low backg
ground labooratory (Fig
g. 8-9). Meaasurement of gamma emitters
137
134
131
such as Cs, Cs
C and I is relativelly simple, because
b
theeir individuaal energy lines can
identifyy them. Stroontium-90, a beta emitteer nuclide, has to be seeparated cheemically fro
om other
fission products foor this deteermination. Since stro
ontium emits beta rayys with thee highest
energy, the activiity can also be estim
mated using
g a scintillation counnter after a special
calibratiion. This procedure is relative ly compliccated and in the passt has not yielded
satisfacttory resultss [Schenk 1997]. Alterrnatively, th
he condensaation platess can be leaached in
nitric aacid and thhe resulting
g solution analyzed using
u
an ‘iinduced coouple plasm
ma mass
spectrom
meter’ (ICP
P-MS). Based on past experiencee gathered at
a FZJ, the KÜFA facility can
detect vvery low fractional releases down tto 10-8 [Sch
henk 1997].
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FIG
GURE 8-9. Schematic
S
off the solid fisssion productts measuremeent.
8.3.2.4.

Current heating progrramme at ITU
U

Deliverry of irradiaated samplles
Sampless already irrradiated in
n the Dido aand AVR reactors
r
in Jülich and in the HFR
R-Petten,
have beeen transferrred to the ho
ot cell instaallation of th
he ITU in Karlsruhe,
K
too be tested using
u
the
new KÜ
ÜFA-installaation. Irradiiation detaills are given in Table 8--3.
8.3.2.5.

First heaating tests with
h the new KÜ
ÜFA at ITU

AVR 733/21
A first sspherical fuuel element irradiated inn the AVR reactor oveer estimatedd 235 efpd with
w low
burnup (2.5% FIM
MA) was load
ded into thee furnace an
nd a heating programme
me up to 1800°C was
started. The fuel element
e
witth the code name AVR
R 73/21 waas from the GLE-3 pro
oduction
with 100 g of heavy metal. Ob
bjective off the test waas to prove that all syystems and the data
acquisittion work prroperly und
der hot condditions and to gain an initial
i
experrience of the KÜFA
operatioon. The heatting program
mme was ddivided into two phasess – one phasse at 1600°C
C for 5 h
and a seecond phasee at 1800°C
C for 5 h. Siince, burnup
p, irradiatio
on temperatuure and fastt fluence
were relatively low
w and since this type oof fuel was known to have
h
excelleent retention ability
for fissiion productss, no signifiicant releasee of fission products was expectedd.
The 85K
Kr release during
d
the test was bellow the dettection limit of the appparatus. In order to
detect ssolid fissioon products, two coldd plates weere introducced and annalysed by gamma
spectrom
metry after the test. Results
R
coulld be obtain
ned for 137Cs
C but appaarently therre was a
contamiination of thhe cold platte containerr originating
g from the hot
h cell flooor. After thiss test the
proceduure was chaanged by im
mplementingg the replaccement of all
a containerrs after tran
nsferring
the coldd plates from
m the hot ceell into a cleean environm
ment.
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TABLE 8-3. Fuel elements transferred from the FZJ to ITU-Karlsruhe.

Sample
No

Type

Fuel
Element
No

Burnup
[%FIMA]

Fluence
[1025 n/m2,
E>0.1 MeV]

1

HFR-K5

1

10.6

6.7

4.0

2

2

10.6

8.8

5.8

3

3

10.6

9.1

5.9

4

4

10.6

8.7

4.9

1

10.6

7.2

3.2

6

2

10.6

9.3

4.6

7

3

10.6

9.7

4.8

8

4

10.6

9.2

4.5

1

16.76

1.84

~0.0

10

2

16.76

2.00

~0.0

11

3

16.76

2.02

~0.0

74/16

9.82

3.2

0.5

13

74/18

9.82

4.8

0.8

14

73/21

9.82

2.5

0.3

15

73/23

9.82

2.7

0.3

73/22

16.76

07.02.84

3.4

0.3

17

87/6

16.76

19.11.88

3.51

0.3

18

87/7

16.76

3.53

0.3

19

87/8

16.76

3.53

0.3

20

87/9

16.76

3.56

0.3

21

87/10

16.76

3.51

0.3

5

HFR/K6

9

12

16

FRJ2-KA2

AVR-GLE 3

AVR-GLE 4

Enrichment
End of
[%]
Irradiation
16.05.94

04.05.93

27.04.90

08.02.85
07.02.84

AVR 74/18
A second AVR GLE-3 fuel element, AVR 74/18, with a medium burnup of 4.8% fima was
heated in two phases up to 1600°C for 100 h and then up to 1800°C for 100 h (red curve in
Fig. 8-7). The heating programme followed the full testing procedure including the reactor
simulation at 1050°C for 10 h. From 1050°C, the temperature was increased at 47°C/h to
1600°C according to the HTR-Modul accident simulation. The 137Cs inventory of AVR 74/18
at the beginning of the KÜFA test was determined using gamma spectrometry.
As can be seen in Fig. 8-10, a slightly increasing release of 85Kr could be detected reaching
5.9×10-6 after the 1600°C and 6.1×10-6 after the 1800°C heating phase. This krypton probably
originates from contamination in the matrix graphite grains. The release of 137Cs increased
following a typical curve during both heating phases up to 10-5 fractional release.
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F
FIGURE
8-1
10. KÜFA-III heating test AVR 74/18 [Freis
[
2010]].

HFR-K
K6/2
The irraadiation testt HFR-K6 (see Sectionn 7.0.0) was conducted from 1990 to 1993 in the
t HFR
Petten [[Nabielek 1993] in ord
der to quali fy the finall fuel elemeent design ffor the HTR
R-Modul
reactor (proof testt). Four sph
herical fuell elements were irrad
diated for 6633 efpd. The
T fuel
elementt HFR-K6/22 had a no
ominal burnnup of 9.3%
% FIMA and
a HFR-K
K6/3 had a nominal
burnup of 9.7% FIM
MA.
The heaating test off HFR-K6/2
2 was perfoormed in tw
wo phases. The
T first heeating phase was at
1600°C for 100 h,
h during which
w
the ffurnace inadvertently shut down twice; thee second
8
The 85Kr activitty (black
heating phase was at 1800°C for 200 h ((see red currve in Fig. 8-11).
-8
8
a an extrem
mely low lev
vel of ~10 over aboutt 250 h into the test,
curve inn the figure)) remained at
when a sudden inccrease of 85Kr
K release w
was observeed reaching 1.0×10-5 oof fractionall release.
There w
was presumaably the faillure of one or several SiC
S layers with
w subseqquent slow diffusive
d
transporrt of the kryypton throug
gh the OPyC
C layer. Th
he overall reelease fractioon is still below the
inventorry of one paarticle.
The 137C
Cs activity (see blue curve
c
in Fiig. 8-8) also
o remained
d at a compparatively lo
ow level
-5
reachingg 4.5×10 after 100 h at 1600°C
C, and only with the beginning of SiC faiilure did
caesium
m release increase mo
ore rapidlyy eventually
y reaching 2.1×10-3 at the end
d of the
additionnal 200 hourrs heating at
a 1800°C.

F
FIGURE
8-1
11. KÜFA-III heating testt HFR-K6/2 [Freis
[
2010]].
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HFR-K
K6/3
For thee heating teest of HFR
R-K6/3, Figgure 8-12 illustrates the
t heatingg schedule and the
137
85
measureed release of
o
Cs and
d Kr. Thee test was performed
p
in four phasses. The firrst phase
constituuted 1600°C
C for 100 h, the secondd phase 1700
0°C for 100
0 h, and the third phasee 1800°C
for 100 h. After thee third phasse, a fourth hheating phaase at 1800°°C for a furtther 300 h followed
f
(see redd curve in Fig.
F 8-9). Affter 100 h aat 1600°C, the 85Kr activity deteccted in the cold
c
trap
was at a low valuee of 5.2×10-6
. Until thee end of the third phasee after ~4000 h into the test, the
85
Kr rellease was still low with
w
8.1×100-6 indicatin
ng that no particle haad failed until
u
that
momentt. After starrting the fou
urth phase, a significan
nt release off 85Kr begann reaching 5.5×10-4
fractionnal release and indicating failuree of severaal particles. Later PIE
E using a scanning
s
electronn microscoppe (SEM) co
ould verify tthis assump
ption (Fig. 8-8).
8

F
FIGURE
8-1
12. KÜFA-III heating testt HFR-K6/3 [Freis
[
2008]].

The 137C
Cs release can
c be divid
ded into twoo phases. Up
p to the end of the 17000°C (second
d heating
137
-7
phase) oonly small amounts off Cs werre released with 5.5×10 after 1000 h at 1600°C and
2×10-6 aafter additioonal 100 h at 1700°C.. At 1800°C
C, large releases start following a typical
diffusioon curve reaaching a fraactional releease of 9.3×
×10-4 after the
t third heeating phasee. At the
end of tthe test, a frractional rellease of 4.3 % has been
n measured. It can be sseen from th
he figure
that the release currves of 85Kr and 137Cs ffollow the saame shape in
i the fourthh heating ph
hase.
FR-K6/3 shhowed an excellent
e
As a firrst conclusion it can be said thaat the fuel element HF
coated pparticle perfformance with
w late parrticle failuree at 1800°C
C and a low caesium reelease up
to 1700°C. It is noot clear whether the coooling and ree heating off the spheree induced ad
dditional
failures on the coated particles. Howeverr, such an effect
e
would
d explain thhe sudden reelease of
fission gas at the beginning of the fourrth phase. It
I is assumeed that the performed
d heating
program
mme represeents a conseervative casee with respeect to any possible acciident scenarrio.
8.3.2.6.

PIE for pebbles
p
irradiiated in HFR-E
-EU1bis

HFR-E
EU1bis/1
The irraadiation testt HFR-EU1
1bis (see Seection 7.0.0)) was condu
ucted from September 2004 to
Octoberr 2005 in the
t HFR Petten
P
in orrder to exaamine preseent HTGR fuel underr VHTR
conditioons. Five sppherical fuell elements oof GLE-4.2
2 type were irradiated ffor 249 efpd
d. Of the
five fueel spheres, four
fo have beeen heated inn the meanttime in the new
n KÜFA
A furnace.
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The heaating test of
o HFR-EU
U1bis/1 withh a burnup of 9.3% FIMA
F
was performed in three
phases. The first heeating phase was at 12250°C for 200 h, the seecond heatinng phase att 1600°C
for 200 h, and thee third phasse at 1700° C for 150 h (see red curve in Fiig. 8-13). The
T 85Kr
-6
activity (black currve in the figure)
f
remaained at a low
l
level reaching 1.44×10 of frractional
release after the 1250°C
1
heaating phasee. Further increase during the foollowing heeating at
C to a fractiional releasse of 2.4×10
0-5 seems to originate fr
from single particles
1600°C and 1700°C
with a ffailed SiC layer
l
and sttill intact OP
PyC layer. The overall release fraaction is stiill below
the inveentory of one particle meaning thhat there was
w no presssure vessel failure of a coated
particle during the test.

FIGU
URE 8-13. KÜ
ÜFA-II heatiing test HFR--EU1bis/1 [K
Kellerbauer 22010].

The 137C
Cs activity (see
(
blue cu
urve in the ffigure) is on
n a relatively high leveel already du
uring the
-5
1250°C heating wiith 7.2×10 at the end of this phase. This is presumably
p
y the result of
o partly
the highh temperatuure during irrradiation w
with enhancced diffusion
n through th
the particle coatings
and parrtly release from particles with aan SiC layeer that faileed during irrradiation 100
1 h at
1600°C, and only with
w the beg
ginning of S
SiC failure did caesium
m release inccrease moree rapidly
eventuaally reachingg 2.1×10-3 at the end of the addiitional 200 hours heatiing at 1800
0°C. The
-3
measureed silver reelease was 2.3×10
2
aftter the 1250
0°C phase and
a 7.2×100-3 at the en
nd of the
1600°C phase.
HFR-E
EU1bis/3
The heaating test of
o HFR-EU
U1bis/3 withh a burnup of 11.1% FIMA wass performed
d in two
phases. The first heating
h
phaase was at 1250°C fo
or 100 h followed by a heating phase
p
at
1600°C for 200 h (see red cu
urve in Fig. 8-14). Thee 85Kr activ
vity (black ccurve in thee figure)
was graadually increeasing, but remained aat a low leveel reaching 2.3×10-6 att the end off the test.
The oveerall releasee fraction is still below the invento
ory of one particle.
Similar to the prevvious test, the
t 137Cs acctivity (bluee curve in the
t figure) increased from
f
the
beginninng to a com
mparatively high level already du
uring the 12
250°C phasee reaching 3.9×10-5
-3
after 1000 h. Furtheer strong increase at 16600°C finallly led to a fractional rrelease of 2.7×10
2
.
Since nno pressure--induced paarticle failuure was obsserved durin
ng the test,, this high caesium
release value couldd be explain
ned by SiC failure in quite
q
a num
mber of coateed particless and the
high tem
mperature during
d
irrad
diation. Silvver release reached th
he 10-3 leveel at the en
nd of the
-3
1250°C heating andd 3.6×10 at
a the test ennd.
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FIIGURE 8-14.. KÜFA-II heeating test HFR-EU1bis/
H
/3 [Freis 20110].

HFR-E
EU1bis/4
The heaating test of
o HFR-EU1bis/4 withh a burnup of 11.1% FIMA
F
was performed in three
phases. The first heating
h
phaase was at 800°C for 50 h follow
wed by a sshort (10 h)) second
heating phase at 1250°C, an
nd a third phase representing a core heatuup transientt with a
maximuum temperaature of 7120°C after 770 h and theen remaining
g constant aat that levell for 140
85
more hoours (see redd curve in Fig.
F 8-15). T
The Kr activity (black
k curve in thhe figure) remained
r
below tthe detectioon limit durring the inittial phase, increased to 1.6×10-6 during the 1250°C
phase, aand then fuurther to 1.7
7×10-5 at thee end of the test. The overall releease fractio
on is still
below thhe inventoryy of one parrticle.
The 1377Cs activityy (blue currve in the figure) staarting from the 10-5 level was steadily
increasiing and eventually a fractional rrelease value of almo
ost 1% at tthe test en
nd. Final
fractionnal release measured
m
for silver wass 2.5%.
All heaating tests conducted
c
so
s far in th e new KÜF
FA-II furnaace at ITU are summaarized in
Table 8-4.

FIIGURE 8-15.. KÜFA-II heeating test HFR-EU1bis/
H
/4 [Freis 20110].
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9.3

9.7

9.3

11.1

11.1

9.7

HFR-K6/2

HFR-K6/3

HFR-EU1bis/1

HFR-EU1bis/3

HFR-EU1bis/4

HFR-EU1bis/5

(a) below detection limit.

4.8

Burnup
[% FIMA]

AVR 74/18

Fuel element

4.0

4.0

3.0

4.8

4.6

0.8

Fast fluence
[1025 n/m2,
E>0.1 MeV]

Irradiation

1250

1250

1250

1250

940

940

820

Temperature
[°C]

800
1250
transient
1720

1250
1600

1250
1600
1700

1050
1600
1700
1800
1800

1050
1600
1800

1000
1600
1800

Temperature
[°C]

Heating

48
10
70
~140

100
200

210
200
150

13.5
100
100
100
300

10.5
100
200

10
100
100

Time [h]

1.3×10-5
8.2×10-4
9.4×10-3
2.5×10-2

7.2×10-5
1.2×10-3
4.3×10-3
3.9×10-5
2.5×10-3
1.1×10-5
2.8×10-5
1.7×10-3
9.6×10-3

1.4×10-6
1.0×10-5
2.4×10-5
3.4×10-7
2.3×10-6
- (a)
1.6×10-6
4.1×10-6
1.7×10-5

9.6×10-4
3.6×10-3

1.3×10-7
5.5×10-7
2.0×10-6
9.3×10-4
4.3×10-2

3.2×10-6
5.2×10-6
6.2×10-6
8.1×10-6
5.5×10-4

2.3×10-3
7.2×10-3
-

-

-

6.6×10-6
4.3×10-5
2.1×10-3

Ag

110m

- (a)
- (a)
1.0×10-5

Cs

-

137

3.2×10-7
5.8×10-6
8.1×10-6

Kr

4.5×10-6
5.9×10-6
6.1×10-6

85

Fractional release of

Table 8-4. Results of accident simulation tests in the KÜFA-II furnace at ITU [Freis 2008, Freis 2010].

8.3.2.7.

Other PIIE

HFR-K
K6/3
Followiing the HFR
R-K6/3 heatting test, furrther PIE works
w
were conducted
c
aafter boring
g out and
segmennting a 10 mm diam
meter centraal part of the spherre [Freis 22008, Freiss 2010].
Ceramoographic cuuts were made
m
from four coateed particles disintegraated from different
locationns. The twoo cuts show
wn in Fig. 88-16 indicaate high porrosity in thhe UO2 kernel with
visible ddebonding of the buffeer layer from
m both UO
O2 and IPyC
C layer, and also betweeen IPyC
and SiC
C. Two of thhe four partiicles exhibitt cracks in the
t SiC in raadial directiion.

FIGURE
E 8-16. Ceraamographic cut from tw
wo coated particles
p
takken from HF
FR-K6/3 afteer 400 h
heating aat 1800°C [F
Freis 2010].

FIG
GURE 8-17. SEM
S
frame of a particle ffrom HFR K6/3
K
heated 400 h at 18000°C [Freis 20
010].
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Anotherr six coatedd particles were invesstigated by means of electron m
microscopy showing
but leaving the
higher-qquality picctures con
nfirming thhe occurreence of debonding,
d
microstrructure basiically intactt (Fig. 8-17)).
Measureements of the Vickers hardness on one paarticle have shown goood agreemeent with
literaturre data for beta-SiC
b
ind
dicating a baasically und
damaged miicro-structur
ure of the maaterial.
A hardw
ware & sofftware deveelopment oof an IMGA
A device att the ITU K
Karlsruhe has
h been
recentlyy completedd (Fig. 8-18) and verrified in a small scalee operation on 137Cs-aactivated
ceramicc beads [Corrino 2010].

FIGU
URE 8-18. SSetup of the IMGA
IM
at JRC
C-ITU

In orderr to assess fuel behav
viour and ffission prod
duct releasee in accidennts under oxidizing
o
conditioons, the so--called ‘KO
ORA’ furnaace facility was design
ned and innstalled at the
t ITU,
Karlsruhhe. Similar to the faciility of the same namee which waas successfuully operateed at the
researchh center Jüülich, KORA
A enables the simulaation of botth steam inngress, typically at
800°C, and air ingrress effects on TRISO coated particles in thee range from
m 1300° to 1500°C.
A ‘coldd’ version off KORA-II has been asssembled an
nd connecteed (electricaal, cooling, steam &
gas linees) in the meantime
m
an
nd will startt cold testin
ng in 2011. The ‘hot’ vversion will require
further ssubstantial modificatio
m
ons to furnacce [Kellerbaauer 2010].
8.3.2.8.

Conclusiions from the heating tests iin the new KÜ
ÜFA furnace

Several conclusionns can be drrawn from tthe first serries of core heatup sim
mulation tessts in the
ÜFA-II furnnace [Freis 2008,
2
Freis 22010]:
new KÜ
• The preevious observation thatt no coated
d particle failure occurss during iso
othermal
heating at 1600°C was
w confirm
med by the new
n tests.
• The heaating tests HFR-K6/2 and HFR-K
K6/3 repressenting prooof test fuell for the
HTR-M
Modul have shown
s
exceellent retentiion behavio
our for fissioon productss. Coated
particles remained intact evenn at 1800°C over 100 hours beforee significantt particle
duct releasse remainedd well below the
failure occurred. Metallic ffission prod
expecteed levels fro
om previouss experience. Analysis of the SiC
C microstruccture has
shown that
t it remaiined intact eeven after 400
4 h of heaating at 18000°C.
• In contrrast, the heaating tests w
with the sp
pheres irradiiated in HFFR-EU1bis revealed
worse retention
r
beehaviour forr caesium. Although obviously
o
nno pressure--induced
particle failure occcurred, caessium releasee level was comparativvely high allready at
heating temperaturres as low ass 1250°C an
nd reached the 10-3 rannge at the en
nd of the
tests. Main
M
reasonss for this beehaviour aree believed to
t be on thee one hand the high
irradiatiion temperaature of 12250°C and on the oth
her hand thhe occurren
nce of a
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•

temperature excursion during the irradiation experiment that presumably caused
impairment of quite a number of coated particles.
With the conditions of high irradiation temperature (~1250°C) and high burnup
(~11% FIMA), the limits of coated particle performance may have been exceeded.

Further heating tests will be required to confirm the good retention behaviour of fuel typical
for the operational conditions of the HTR-Modul.
8.4. INVESTIGATION OF TRISO FUEL UNDER RIA CONDITIONS IN JAPAN

For the development of high-performance HTGR fuels, it is necessary to acquire data
concerning fuel behaviour in reactivity-initiated accidents (RIA) where fuel temperatures
could exceed 1600°C for short durations of 1-10 s. At the Nuclear Safety Research Reactor
(NSRR) of the JAEA in Tokai-mura, eight pulse irradiation tests were performed with
unirradiated coated fuel particles with the objective to determine the failure limit and
clarifying the failure mechanism of the HTGR fuel under RIA conditions [Umeda 2010].
8.4.1.

RIA experiments

The fuel particles consisted of a spherical fuel kernel of low enriched UO2 and the TRISO
coating. Figure 8-19 shows the test fuel and test capsules for the pulse irradiation tests. Seven
fuel particles were embedded in a graphite disk of 10 mm outer diameter, 4 mm inner
diameter, and 3 mm height. Thirty-six disks were piled up to form a fuel segment. Thus, 252
fuel particles were contained in one fuel segment. A test fuel rod was composed of two fuel
segments and a zircaloy-2 cladding tube of 12.27 mm outer diameter and 0.86 mm thickness.
K-type (chromel/alumel) thermocouples were attached to the fuel segments and R-type (Pt13%Rh/Pt) thermocouples were welded onto the surface of the cladding tube for the
temperature measurements. The test fuel rod was inserted into the inner capsule which was
filled with nitrogen gas at standard conditions. The inner capsule was mounted in the test
capsule and the inside of the test capsule was filled with water.
The inner capsule has two different diameters in order to obtain data under two conditions by
one pulse irradiation. The diameter of the inner capsule was 60.5 mm for the upper part and
30 mm for the lower part as is shown in Fig. 8-19. Due to the two different thicknesses of
water between inner capsule and test capsule, thermal neutron flux and energy deposition
during the pulse irradiation were different between the upper and lower fuel segments.
The conditions of the four pulse irradiation tests are shown in Table 8-5. In the NSRR, the
pulse shape depends on the inserted reactivity. The pulse width at half maximum of power
was 4-10 ms in the experiments conducted.
Test 522-1 aimed at confirming that no fuel failure occurs at 1600°C which is the fuel
temperature limit during AOO. Therefore the inserted reactivity was determined such that the
fuel temperature in the upper segment position (1U) reached approximately 1600°C. The
energy deposition in the lower segment (1L) was higher since the amount of the moderating
water was larger around the lower segment. Tests 522-2 and 522-3 aimed at the study of the
fuel behaviour during failure and the failure mechanism at higher temperatures. The target
fuel temperatures of the lower segment (2L) in Test 522-2 and upper segment (3U) in Test
522-3 were near the melting point of UO2 (3113 K). Under these conditions, the expected fuel
temperature of the upper segment (2U) in Test 522-2 was below and that of the lower segment
(3L) in Test 522-3 was above the melting point of UO2. In Test 522-4, the inserted reactivity
was selected such that for both segments (4U and 4L) the fuel was sufficiently heated to
temperatures beyond the melting point of UO2.
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FIG
GURE 8-19. Configuration
C
n of test fuel and capsulees [Umeda 20010].
TAB
BLE 8-5. Testt conditions and main ressults.

Test ID
D

In
nserted
reactivity [$]

Segmen
nt

Eneergy deposittion
[k
kJ/g of UO2]

E
Estimated peak
ttemperaturre [K]

522-1

2.16

1U

0.578 ± 0.003

1510 ± 20
2

1L

0.695 ± 0.003

1830 ± 20
2

2U

1.053 ± 0.005

2660 ± 20
2

2L

1.254 ± 0.006

3000 ± 20
2

3U

1.436 ± 0.007

3240 ± 20
2

3L

1.702 ± 0.008

3650 ± 20
2

4U

1.642 ± 0.006

3490 ± 20
2

4L

1.869 ± 0.007

3950 ± 20
2

522-2
522-3
522-4

3.07
3.82
4.14

The eneergy deposiition on the fuel duringg the pulse irradiation was evaluaated on the basis of
the num
mber of fissiions which can be deriived from th
he gamma ray
r measureements. As a result,
the enerrgy depositiion ranged from
f
0.578 to 1.869 kJ//g of UO2 during
d
the puulse irradiations.
8.4.2.
8.4.2.1.

Post-irradiaation examination results
Post-testt appearance

The testt fuel rods were disassembled aft
fter the pulsse irradiatio
on tests. Vissual observ
vation, X
ray raddiography, gamma
g
ray
y analysis, and ceram
mography were
w
carrieed out on the fuel
particless, disks, seggments and test rods.
Visual cchange wass not seen on
o the outsiide of the teested fuel rods.
r
Oxidat
ation of the fuel rod
surface due to the temperaturee rise was aalso not obsserved. Thee X ray radiiographs off the fuel
rods inddicated thatt the fuel particles
p
kep
ept their position in th
he fuel diskks. Furtherm
more, no
particular changes were found
d on the exteernal of the fuel segments (Fig. 8-220).
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FIGURE
E 8-20. Visuaal observatio
on of fuel rodd (top), X rayy radiograph
hy of fuel rodd (middle), an
nd visual
observation of a seggment (bottom
m) with no paarticular cha
ange on appeearance obseerved [Umed
da 2008].

After diisassembling the fuel seegments, thhe fuel diskss were visuaally observeed. The appearances
of the ffuel disks were
w
just lik
ke before thhe pulse irrradiation. Since
S
there was no rad
dioactive
contamiination deteected on thee disk surfacces, it was confirmed
c
that the UO2 of the fuel kernels
did not leak out of
o the graphite disks. The fuel kernels mo
ostly kept tthe globulaar shape.
Howeveer, it was observed thaat a small aamount of UO
U 2 was released from
m the coatin
ng layers
due to ffuel particlee failure in Segments 33L and 4L where the fuel
f
was exxposed to very high
temperaatures.
8.4.2.2.

Temperaature history during
d
pulse irrradiation

In the teemperature histories recorded at thhe inner disk
k surface an
nd claddingg surface, veery sharp
peaks ccould be seen at the beginningg of the pu
ulse irradiaation in thee cladding surface
temperaatures. This is mainly traced
t
back to the gamm
ma heating of the therm
mocouples which is
generallly observedd in the NS
SRR experiiments. On the other hand,
h
the ggamma heatting was
rather sm
mall at the inner disk surface
s
whiich could no
ot clearly bee explainedd at that stag
ge of the
study. T
The temperaature at thee inner diskk surface geenerally reaches the m
maximum aft
fter ~2 s,
which bbecomes higgher with increasing eenergy depo
osition. Tem
mperature inncrease ratees at the
inner ddisk surfacee were smaaller in the two segm
ments 2U an
nd 2L com
mpared to th
he other
segmennts. It is likeely that the thermocoupples in the two segments were noot properly attached
m temperaturres at the cladding surrface are alm
most the
to the innner disk suurface. Thee maximum
same ass those at the disk innerr surface, thhe maximum
m generally being reachhed at ~5 s.
The tem
mperatures at
a the centeer of the fueel particles were estim
mated with tthe ABAQU
US code
using thhe obtainedd transient data
d
of the heat generaation densitty, surface temperaturees at the
inner diisk and claddding. Sincce the fuel reached its peak temp
perature witthin severall tens of
millisecconds after start of the pulse irraddiation, the temperature
t
e data at thee disk innerr surface
in segm
ments 2U and
a 2L werre appropriaately used for the esttimation. T
The heat geeneration
density was calcullated from the NSRR reactor po
ower. Transsient data thhat were ob
bviously
affectedd by the gam
mma radiatio
on were exccluded from
m the estimaation.
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FIGUR
RE 8-21. Calcculated temp
perature histoories at center of fuel parrticles duringg pulse irrad
diations.

Figure 88-21 indicattes the calcu
ulated tempperature chaanges in the eight fuel ssegments du
uring the
pulse irr
rradiations. The temperratures incrreased rapid
dly and reacched peak vvalues from 1510 to
3950 K at 20-40 ms
m after the initiation off the pulse irradiation. Temperatuures in the segments
s
1U and 1L were loower than 1600°C, whiile those in the segmen
nts 2U, 2L, and 3U weere close
melting poinnt of UO2, and those oof segmentts 3L, 4U, and
a 4L werre obviously higher
to the m
than thee UO2 melting point.
8.4.2.3.

Microstrructure chang
ge and fracturee behaviour

Ceramoography wass performed
d in order too clarify thee behaviour of the fuel particles du
uring the
pulse irrradiations. Figure
F
8-22
2 shows som
me results off the ceramo
ography.
No craccks were iddentified in both coatinng layers an
nd fuel kern
nels of segm
ment 1U where
w
the
fuel peaak temperatuure reached
d 1237°C duuring the pu
ulse irradiatiion. Crackinng of the fueel kernel
could bee seen in seegment 1L which
w
saw a peak fuel temperature of 1557°C
C. A releasee of UO2
from thhe fuel kernel through
h the coatiing layer, however,
h
was
w not obsserved in that
t
fuel
segmennt. The crackks in the fueel kernel weere thought to be generrated by the tensile streess as the
w cooled after the puulse irradiation from the peripheryy inwards.
heated ffuel kernel was
Cracks in the fuell kernels were
w
also obbserved in segments 2U
2 and 2L,, in which the fuel
nd 3000 K, respectivelly. The num
mber of craacks increassed with
temperaature reacheed 2660 an
Voids weree seen at thee center of the
increasiing energy deposition.
d
t fuel kerrnels in segm
ment 3U
in whicch the fuel temperaturre reached 3240 K. The
T formation of the ccentral voids is an
evidencce of the melting of th
he fuel kernnel. In segm
ments 3L an
nd 4U, in w
which the peak
p
fuel
temperaature reacheed 3650 and
d 3490 K, rrespectively
y, cracks pro
opagated int
nto the coatiing layer
and a vooid was form
med in the center of thhe fuel kerneel. Moreoveer, traces off UO2 releassed from
the fuell particle were
w
observ
ved in thesee segments. In segmen
nt 4L with the highest energy
depositiion and a fuuel temperaature of 39550 K, the fo
ormation of cracks pennetrating thee coating
layer annd of large central
c
void
ds was remarrkable.
From chhemical etcching studiees, it was cconcluded th
hat significant UO2 grrain growth
h did not
occur inn segments 1U, 1L, 2U,
2 and 2L . The exten
nt of the grrain growthh was judgeed to be
mainly dependent on the temp
perature sinnce the periiods at high
h temperatur
ures were veery short
mall grain growth
g
indi
dicated that the fuel
during tthe pulse irrradiation. Therefore, the very sm
temperaature in thesse fuel segm
ments was well below
w the meltin
ng point of U
UO2 in con
nsistence
with thee calculatedd fuel tempeeratures. As the grain siize became larger towaard the centter of the
fuel kerrnels in seggment 3U, it was pressumed that the fuel tem
mperature w
was higher and the
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durationn at high tem
mperatures was relativvely longer in the centeer region off the fuel keernels. A
columnaar grain groowth was seeen in the vvicinity of th
he void in th
he center off the fuel keernels in
segmennts 3L, 4U, and
a 4L. Cen
ntral void foormation an
nd columnarr grain grow
wth indicatee melting
of the fuel kernell during th
he pulse irrradiation. The
T microsstructure off the buffeer layers
appeareed to be diffferent betweeen intact (11U, 1L, 2U, 2L, 3U) an
nd failed fueel particles (3L, 4U,
4L). Thhe buffer laayers from intact particcles were porous
p
and those of faailed particlles were
dense. T
The differennce in the bu
uffer layer ddensity may
y be related to the failur
ure mechanism.

FIGU
URE 8-22. Ceeramographss of fuel partticles pulse irrradiated witth different eenergy depossitions.
8.4.2.4.

Fractionn of failed fuell particles

For the determinatiion of the fraction
fr
of fa
failed fuel particles,
p
all pulse irraddiated particcles were
n
acid and
a then subbjected to X ray photog
graphy. Sincce UO2 is dissolved
d
given innto boiling nitric
by the acid, whilee the coatin
ng layer is not, only UO
U 2 kernels of the inttact particlees could
unted in thhe photograaphs. The results
r
of tthe failure fraction
clearly be observeed and cou
measureements are listed
l
in Tab
ble 8-6.
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TABLE
E 8-6. Identiffication of the number off ffailed particcles in the diffferent segmeents [Umeda
a 2008].

Segment

Num
mber of failled particlees
(out of 1196)

Fracttion of faileed particless

1

0

0.

2

0

0.

3

0

0.

4

0

0.

5

3

0.0166

6

73

0.3722

7

1455

0.7400

8

1900

0.9699

Figure 88-23 shows the fraction
n of failed ffuel particlees as a funcction of enerrgy deposittion. The
particless began to fail
f above an
a energy deeposition off 1.40 kJ/g of UO2 andd the failure fraction
increaseed as the ennergy depossition increaased. Almo
ost all particcles failed aabove 1.869
9 kJ/g of
UO2. Thhis relationn between energy
e
depoosition and failure fracction is in aaccordance with the
results oof former sttudies. At a level of 1.4436 kJ/g off UO2, just above
a
the faailure thresh
hold, the
fuel tem
mperature was
w estimateed to have reached mo
ore than 32
240 K, whicch is a little higher
than thee melting point of UO2. Thereforre, the failurre of the fu
uel particless was thoug
ght to be
inducedd by the mellting of the UO2 fuel keernels. The failure threeshold obtaiined from th
his study
is beyonnd the safetyy limits of the
t present H
HTGR fuel.

FIGURE 8-23.
8
Fractio
on of failed ffuel particless as a functio
on of energy ddeposition.

O2 decreasess discontinuuously when
n the phase of UO2 chaanges from
m solid to
The dennsity of UO
liquid. Theoreticaally, this phase
p
channge causes a volumee and diaameter incrrease of
approximately 17 and
a 6%, resp
pectively. T
Therefore, th
he failure of the particlle may be ex
xplained
by the m
melting andd swelling processes
p
inn the fuel keernel leadin
ng to a comp
mpression off the low
density buffer layeer in the rad
dial directioon, and sub
bsequently to a kernel--coating meechanical
interactiion, when thhe energy deposition
d
dduring the pulse irradiation is highher than 1.40
0 kJ/g of
UO2.
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8.5. PIE AND ACCIDENT TESTING PLANS FOR THE NGNP PROJECT IN THE USA

As part of the NGNP fuel development and qualification programme, eight fuel irradiation
experiments are planned in the ATR reactor at the INL. The first of these irradiation tests,
AGR-1, was terminated in November 2009. This experiment is intended to act as a
shakedown test of the multicapsule design and to provide early data on fuel performance from
lab scale fuel that will be used in fuel fabrication process development. This test will also
provide samples for postirradiation accident testing where fission product retention of the fuel
at high temperatures will be experimentally measured.
8.5.1.
8.5.1.1.

Postirradiation examination and accident testing
PIE for AGR experiments

At the conclusion of the AGR-1 irradiation the test train will be removed from the reactor and
shipped to the hot fuel examination facility at the Materials and Fuels Complex at the INL for
inspection and disassembly. The large number of fuel compacts involved in the AGR
irradiations and the need to compile a substantial fuel performance database for NGNP
licensing will require the collaborative efforts of the INL and ORNL for the postirradiation
examination of the fuel and capsule components. The PIE for the NGNP fuel will focus on (1)
characterizing the compacts and individual particles to observe the microstructure of the
matrix material, kernels, and coatings, and (2) evaluating the fission product retention of the
fuel during irradiation and during postirradiation accident testing. In addition, the PIE of the
AGR-1 test will include an assessment of the multi-capsule instrumented irradiation test train
performance and provide data to verify the test train thermal analyses. The PIE for the AGR-1
experiment will include the following key activities:
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•

Test train inspections and nondestructive analyses (including isotopic gamma
scanning) to determine the overall condition of the test train exterior and the condition
and location of internal components;

•

Test train disassembly, extraction of fuel and other interior components (including the
graphite fuel holders, melt wires, and flux wires), and evaluation of test train
performance by characterization of thermocouples, melt wires, and flux wires;

•

Dimensional measurements of the fuel compacts and graphite holders;

•

Measurement of fuel and graphite properties, including fuel burnup determinations,
and measurement of fuel and graphite thermal conductivity and thermal expansion;

•

Postirradiated fission metals release analysis by measurement of fission metal
inventories on metal capsule components and gamma scanning of graphite fuel
holders;

•

Deconsolidation of compacts to provide particles for subsequent analyses and leach
burn leach analysis to quantify SiC failure fractions and evaluate fission product
inventories in the compact matrices;

•

Microanalytical characterization of fuel compacts and particles using optical
metallography, scanning electron microscopy, and electron probe microanalysis to
investigate fuel microstructures, the condition of coatings, and fission product
migration;

•

Accident testing to investigate release of selected fission products (including
radioisotopes of Ag, Cs, I, Sr, Te, Eu, Kr and Xe) at elevated temperatures in pure
helium;

•

Irradiated microsphere gamma analysis (IMGA) to measure fission product
inventories and evaluate fission product retention for individual particles.

These experiments will provide the programme with data on uranium oxycarbide particle fuel
performance and on the fundamental effects of irradiation on fuel properties. The results will
indicate if the programme’s current approach to fuel fabrication has been successful in
producing high quality fuel that exhibits good irradiation and accident performance.
In subseqent planned irradiation experiments, the focus will be on demonstrating successful
performance of fuel produced at the production scale, selecting a reference fuel, qualification
of the fuel, and validating fuel performance codes. In addition to the experiments planned for
the AGR-1 fuel, future postirradiation work will include accident release tests under air and
steam ingress conditions. Several irradiation tests will be dedicated to experimental
measurements of fission product transport within the fuel matrix material and core structural
graphite and validation of fission product transport codes.
8.5.1.2.

Accident testing

A critical component of the fuel evaluation for the NGNP programme will be verification of
the fission product retention behaviour at elevated temperatures, similar to those experienced
during a depressurized conduction cooldown accident scenario. Accident test results will
demonstrate the robustness of the AGR fuel and the data will be a key element in the fuel
qualification process.
The performance of fuel under accident conditions will be evaluated by heating compacts and
particles in helium and measuring the release of fission products in dedicated furnaces at both
INL and ORNL. Specific heating temperatures will range from 1400 to 2000°C. The systems
at the two laboratories are similar in their fundamental operation. Condensable fission
products (e.g. Ag, Sr, Cs, I, Eu) will be collected on a metallic surface attached to a water
cooled cold finger located near the heated fuel compacts or particles. The fission products
evolved from the fuel at high temperatures are swept by flowing helium to the condensation
surface. The collection surfaces can be changed periodically during a heating test (typically
several hundred hours) so that time dependent release data are collected. Fission gases swept
from the furnaces will be collected throughout the tests in cryogenic traps and measured by
gamma spectrometry.
The ‘fuel accident condition simulator’ (FACS) furnace has been recently designed and
fabricated for fuel accident testing at INL (Fig. 8-24) [Demkovicz 2010]. This system uses a
graphite heating element and a tantalum hot zone and is capable of sustained temperatures of
up to 2000°C in a helium atmosphere. The peak current through the heater is 1250 A at 28 V.
The system is designed to facilitate remote operation in a shielded hot cell, with an automated
condensation plate exchange capability that requires no direct operator manipulation of the
system. The condensation plate can be kept at a temperature of approximately 60°C during a
1600°C test. The furnace will accommodate samples with maximum dimensions on the order
of 75 mm in diameter and 200 mm in length. The samples will be supported on a tantalum
holder that enters the furnace chamber from the bottom and the vertical location of the sample
within the hot zone can be adjusted as necessary. The system involves multiple water cooled
circuits for the furnace components and the cold finger.
The furnace is currently undergoing extensive remote operation and maintenance engineering
and qualification prior to installation in the hot cells at the hot fuel examination facility
(HFEF) at INL. Calibration tests will then be performed to determine fission product
collection efficiencies on the condensation plate. The fission gas monitoring system for this
furnace will consist of two identical carbon-filled cryogenic traps in the helium sweep gas
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line, eacch with a high-purity
h
germanium
m detector to
o measure accumulated
a
d fission gaases (Kr,
Xe). Thhe system will
w be equipped with in-line parrticulate and
d moisture filters to minimize
m
fouling problems and interfeerences witth the cryo
ogenic traps. The fisssion gas sy
ystem is
currentlly being dessigned and will be insstalled and tested
t
along
g with the ffurnace in HFEF
H
in
2009.
wn test facillity (CCCTF
F) will be used
u
for acccident perfformance
The corre conductioon cooldow
testing aat ORNL. This
T system has been uttilized in paast US HTG
GR fuel PIE programmees and is
specificcally designned for heatiing irradiateed coated particle
p
fuel compacts [[Minato 2000]. The
CCCTF
F is a speciial purpose free standiing hot celll that housees a high teemperature furnace
(Figs. 8-25 and 8-226). The fu
urnace is fullly program
mmemable with
w a tempperature ran
nge from
room teemperature to
t 2000ºC.
Testing is performeed with the fuel housedd in a refracctory metal container
c
thhat separates it from
the surrrounding furrnace. Ultraa-high puritty helium iss used as a sweep
s
gas tto purge thee furnace
throughh a series of liquid nitrogen coooled charrcoal traps. The trapss are contiinuously
monitorred with NaaI detectors to provide real time measuremen
m
nt of fissionn gas (85Kr)) release.
An air-llock at the top of the furnace wiill allow fo
or the inserttion of the water cooled coldfinger aassembly. The
T cold-fin
nger has a rreplaceable deposition cup on thee end which
h attracts
volatile fission prooducts whilee it is insidde the furnaace. Some of
o the irradiiated fuel compacts
c
will neeed to be reeactivated prior
p
to heaating in orrder to produce measuurable quan
ntities of
radiologgically impoortant radionuclides, suuch as the 8 day 131I.

FIGURE
E 8-24. Fuel Accident Co
ondition Simuulator furnacce module du
uring remotee engineering
g work at
Idaho Na
National Labooratory.
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FIGURE 8--25. CCCTF
F at ORNL foor core heatup
up simulation
n testing [Hannson 2004].

A.
FIGURE
E 8-26. The core condu
uction cooldoown test faccility shieldeed cubicle aand high tem
mperature
furnace (inset) at Oaak Ridge National Laboraatory.

The enttire left sidee of the hott cell is a shhielded doo
or that allow
ws personneel access to
o the cell
betweenn experimennts. The furrnace itself is mounted
d on a steel platform aand can be removed
r
from thee cell for maintenance
m
and upgraddes. The versatility of the CCCTFF hot cell alllows for
many ddifferent expperimental assemblies to be instaalled with relatively
r
m
minor alterattions for
remote operation. The
T cell is stainless
s
steeel lined and contains a minimum
m of 4 inchess of lead
shieldinng.
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An auxiliary chamber has shielding equivalent to the cell walls and allows for storage of
radioactive samples while experimental assemblies are installed in the cell. The cells interior
dimensions are 1.22 m (48 in) wide, 1.78 m (70 in) deep, and 2.13 m (84 in) tall.
The NGNP programme currently plans to design and build an additional furnace that can be
used for accident tests under air or steam ingress conditions. This system will have a 1600°C
max temperature capability and will allow injection of controlled air or air/steam mixtures
into the helium supply. The system will utilize a fission gas monitoring system similar to
those currently employed for the existing systems to monitor the release of fission gases
during heating tests.
Because of the importance of 131I in dose calculations for postulated reactor accidents, the
high temperature release of iodine is an important fuel attribute that should be evaluated
during postirradiation accident tests. Because of the short (~8 day) half life of 131I, the
inventory in the irradiated fuel will be essentially zero when PIE begins, several months after
the end of the test irradiation. Re-irradiation of the fuel in a test facility (to generate 131I by
fission) followed immediately by accident testing is the proposed method for acquiring iodine
release data. To accomplish this, the fuel will be re irradiated in the Neutron Radiography
(NRAD) reactor in the HFEF facility. The NRAD reactor is a 250 kW TRIGA reactor located
below the hot cells. A pneumatic transfer system is currently being designed and fabricated to
shuttle samples from the HFEF hot cell to the reactor core and back inside an aluminium
canister. The samples can then be quickly transferred to the FACS furnace for accident
testing.
Metal condensation plates from the furnaces will be analyzed for deposited fission products
including 137Cs, 110mAg, 154Eu by direct gamma spectrometry. It is expected that the quantities
of 131I on the plates will be too low relative to other radioisotopes to resolve their gamma
emissions by direct gamma analysis. Therefore both 90Sr (β emitter) and 131I will be stripped
from the plates using an acid wash following the gamma spectrometry. Strontium and iodine
will then be chemically separated from the leachate solution. Strontium-90 will be measured
by liquid scintillation and 131I will be analyzed by gamma spectrometry.
8.5.1.3.

Deconsolidation, leach burn leach, and irradiated microsphere gamma analysis

Compacts will be electrolytically deconsolidated in nitric acid to release individual particles
from the matrix material for subsequent analyses. A radiochemical analysis of the
deconsolidation solution will be performed to gather information about fission products
retained in the compact matrix. The burn-leach technique will then be used on the loose
particles to assess the SiC failure fractions of the irradiated fuel.
Loose particles from the deconsolidation and/or burn-leach experiments will undergo
irradiated microsphere gamma analysis (IMGA) to measure the fission product inventories.
After gamma counting, the particles will be sorted based on the observed results. This
analysis will be performed on fuel after irradiation (to examine in-pile fission product
behaviour) and after accident testing (to examine high temperature fission product behaviour).
The data will primarily be used to gauge the relative fission product retention in each of the
analyzed particles. The data may also be used to screen particles based on radionuclide
inventories prior to performing other detailed analyses, such as electron microscopy of
particle cross-sections.
A new generation of IMGA instrument is being designed for the NGNP fuel work. This
system will utilize a computer controlled vacumm needle to select a single particle from a bin
and position the particle in front of the gamma detector. This method minimizes the
probability of particle damage and provides a high level of reliability. The system will be
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fully automated to allow continuous operation and maximize the number of particles
analyzed. The specific count time will be influenced by the particular radionuclides of interest
and the measurement geometry. Typical use will involve taking the ratio of various fission
products of interest to one that is known to be relatively immobile within the kernel (such as
144
Ce) to obtain the fraction of the fission product that is retained in the particle. This can
provide data on whether a particle contains coating failures (e.g. by observing high Cs release
resulting in a low 137Cs/144Ce ratio) or whether a particle has abnormally low retention of
various fission metals (e.g. by observing high Ag release resulting in a low 110mAg/144Ce
ratio).
The radionuclides to be included in the analysis for specific particles will be determined prior
to the experiment based on the experimental objectives and data needs. Measurements aimed
at determining fission metals release will include 110mAg, 137Cs, and 154Eu. The number of
particles to be analyzed from each compact or capsule will also depend on the radionuclides
to be counted, which will dictate count times. After IMGA, individual particles of interest can
be selected as appropriate for various microanalyses such as SEM or EPMA.
8.5.1.4.

Microanalysis

Polished cross-sections of irradiated compacts and individual particles will be analyzed using
an array of microanalytical techniques, including optical ceramography, electron microscopy,
and electron probe microanalysis (EPMA). These techniques will be used to characterize the
microstructure of the kernels, coatings, and matrix, and assess any observed coating failures.
Properties of particular interest include fuel kernel porosity, kernel migration, buffer layer
degradation, fractures in the TRISO coating layers, and delaminations between coating layers.
Elemental analysis using EPMA will be used to characterize fission product migration and
distributions within the kernel and coating layers and determine the effects of fission product
corrosion on SiC layer integrity. Microstructural characterization of the SiC layers, including
the use of electron backscatter diffraction for information regarding crystallographic
orientation of SiC grains and grain boundary alignment, will be used to aid in the
interpretation of fission product release behaviour and understand the relationships between
SiC microstructure and release.
8.5.1.5.

Fuel and graphite dimensional measurements

Several fundamental analyses of the fuel compact and graphite fuel holder properties will be
performed to aid in the evaluation of the irradiation conditions.
•

Accurate dimensional measurements of fuel compacts and graphite fuel holders from
the irradiation capsules will be made using a custom vision measuring system in the
HFEF hot cells. The system is being designed to measure the dimensions with a
combined uncertainty no larger than ±25 μm. The data will be used to determine the
irradiation induced dimensional changes of the components and refine the capsule
thermal analyses based on updated gas gap widths.

•

The graphite fuel holders will be gamma scanned in multiple dimensions in order to
map the distribution of fission products and potentially identify specific compacts
from each capsule that have failed particles. The analysis will focus on local ‘hot
spots’ in the graphite formed by fission product release (e.g. 137Cs) from the fuel
compacts into the graphite.

•

Individual fuel compacts will also be gamma-scanned to determine critical fission
product ratios for burnup calculations. To augment these burnup measurements,
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selected fuel compacts will undergo destructive burnup measurements using the
ASTM E321-96 method.
•

The thermal properties (including bulk thermal conductivity and thermal expansion) of
the fuel compacts and graphite holders will be measured experimentally.

8.5.2.

Conclusion

The postirradiation examination of NGNP fuel will assess fuel performance during normal
operation and under accident conditions. The experiments will focus on the fission product
retention of fuel particles and on the microstructural condition of kernels and coatings. This
work will support the fuel fabrication effort by providing feedback on the performance of
kernels, coating, and compacts. Ultimately this data will contribute significantly to the
technical basis for fuel qualification for the very high temperature gas cooled reactor.
9.

BENCHMARKING OF FUEL PERFORMANCE MODELS DURING
NORMAL OPERATION AND OPERATIONAL TRANSIENTS

9.1. CALCULATION MODELS FOR NORMAL OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS
9.1.1.

International code development

A key part of this CRP-6 includes benchmark calculations with fuel performance models
under normal HTGR operating conditions. The normal operation benchmarking has been
structured in two phases:
1. In the first phase, a series of simplified analytical benchmarking problems have been
established as a way to ‘calibrate’ the codes and/or models. This first phase is divided
into three steps. In the first step (cases 1 to 3), it begins with simple analytical cases to
test simple thermo-mechanical behaviour. Pyrocarbon layer behaviour is tested in the
second step (cases 4a to 4d). The third step (cases 5 to 8) represents a single particle
with more complexity added with each subsequent case. These three steps should
allow testing different segments of code structural models under controlled conditions.
2. In the second phase, the codes and/or models will be used to calculate more
complicated benchmarks of actual experiments (cases 9 to 12) that have been
completed and of planned experiments (case 13).
Current participants in the benchmark include France, Germany, Japan, the Republic of
Korea, the Russian Federation, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States of
America.
9.1.2.

Codes used in benchmark exercise

All computer models that were applied in this benchmark exercise are described in the
following in more detail. For direct code-to-code comparison, Tables 9-1 and 9-2 at the end of
this section synthesize the code description and the input parameters.
9.1.2.1.

France: ATLAS code description

The ATLAS module should be able to conduct:
•
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Thermal and mechanical deterministic calculations on an free particle using a finite
element method. The models are one-dimensional for intact particles or particles with

fully debonded layers (V1.0) or two-dimensional for shaped (V1.0), partially
debonded or cracked particles (V2.1).
•

Diffusion calculations of gaseous and metallic fission products through the particle
layers (V2.0).

•

Calculations of fuel elements of compact (V2.1) or pebble type.

•

Probabilistic calculations to estimate the probabilities of failure of the layers during an
experiment (V2.1) or even in a whole core using former calculations.

The ATLAS code is able to perform thermal and mechanical calculations on a free particle
and has been applied to cases 1 to 13 (no failure fraction is given in this document). Version
V2.1 allows calculating the corresponding failure fractions for cases 9 to 13.
The properties which are needed for the kernel are specific heat cp, density ρ, thermal
conductivity λ, expansion coefficient α, Young’s modulus E and the Poisson coefficient ν.
The properties which are needed for the buffer, the PyC and SiC dense layers are specific heat
cp, thermal conductivity λ, expansion coefficient α, Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s coefficient
ν and the irradiation induced creep factor K. The creep Poisson’s coefficient is equal to 0.5.
The thermal loading has two components:
•

The power released by fission in the kernel. At that time, the input data for the code is
the dFIMA/dt (FIMA: fissions per initial metal atom) as a function of time.

•

The imposed temperature to the outer surface of the model.

The loads of the mechanical calculations are of imposed pressure or deformation type and
result from the following physical phenomena:
•

Release of fission gases (Xe and Kr) and production of CO depending on burnup,
temperature, and time.

•

Influence of the graphite matrix of the fuel element on the particle. This influence is,
for the time being, taken into account by a pressure imposed on the outer surface of
the model.

•

Fuel swelling. This includes the solid and gaseous swelling.

•

Fuel densification.

•

PyC and SiC layer irradiation induced dimensional change depending on temperature
and fast neutron fluence.

A finite element method is used and is followed by:
•

A thermal calculation giving the temperature field in the meshing nodes. The thermal
model treats the conduction in the particle. Between kernel and buffer, buffer and the
first dense layer, and between layers if needed, meshes simulate a gaseous joint.

•

A mechanical calculation allows access to the displacements fields, stresses and
strains in the meshing nodes. The mechanical model treats the visco-elasticity with a
large displacement resolution in the particle. The non-linearities are of three types: (a)
the large displacement resolution, (b) the material non-linearity through irradiation
induced creep laws, and (c) the geometrical non-linearity through a contact condition
between disconnected surfaces.
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The main characteristics of the model are as follows:
•

The thermal load is the temperature field resulting from the thermal calculation. The
thermal calculation is performed on the deformed geometry coming from the former
mechanical calculation.

•

The pressure load is calculated at each time step from the free volume (calculated
from the deformed geometry), the temperature, and the quantity of gas (Xe, Kr, CO)
present.

•

The swelling of the kernel and the irradiation induced dimensional change of the
layers are considered as loads of imposed deformation type.

9.1.2.2.

Germany: PANAMA code description

The FZJ computer code PANAMA [Verfondern 1985] simulates the mechanical performance
of TRISO coated fuel particles under given normal operation and accident conditions. The
failure probability, Φp, which is of importance under the conditions of normal reactor
operation and core heatup accidents for modular type HTGRs, is based on a pressure vessel
model and includes a degradation effect on the SiC layer due to fission product corrosion.
In the pressure vessel model, the SiC layer represents the wall of a simplified pressure vessel,
while all other layers are ignored. This pressure vessel is assumed to fail as soon as the stress
induced in the SiC layer by the internal gas pressure, σt, exceeds the tensile strength of the
SiC, σo. The probability for a pressure vessel failure of a particle is a function of time and
temperature and can be described according to the following Weibull equation:

{

Φ p (t , T ) = 1 − exp − ln 2 * (σ t / σ o )

m

}

(9-1)

The tensile strength is a material parameter whose mean value and statistical Weibull
modulus, m, can be derived, e.g. from SiC ring crack tests [Bongartz 1976]. The SiC layer is
weakened under irradiation; its strength is assumed to decrease as a function of the fast
neutron fluence as was derived from measurements on the German particle batch EO 1607.
The effect of fission product corrosion is transformed into a thinning of the SiC layer, i.e. the
pressure vessel wall, at a volume corrosion rate ν according to [Montgomery 1981], thus
leading to a sooner failure of the coated particle at given conditions. The stress induced in the
SiC layer, σt, is determined with the following equation valid for a ‘thin shell’ or ‘soap
bubble’ pressure vessel of radius r, which is equivalent to the mean radius of the SiC layer,
and initial thickness do:
t

=

r* p
* (1 + νt / d 0 )
2 d0

[Pa]

(9-2)

The internal gas pressure p is calculated by applying the ideal gas law to the generation of
fission gases Xe, Kr, and reaction gas CO. The amount depends on the yield of stable fission
gases Ff, burnup Bu, the number of oxygen atoms produced in the kernel Of, and the
temperature T:

p =

(F

d

* F f + O f ) * Bu
V f / Vk

* R *T / Vm

[Pa]

(9-3)

where Fd – release fraction of fission gases (Xe and Kr) from the kernel into the void volume
[Allelein 1983]; Vf – void volume, m3, typically 50% of the buffer volume; Vk – kernel
volume, m3; Vm – molar volume of the heavy metal in the kernel, m3/mole.
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Oxygen production in the particle kernels as a result of the fissioning of 235U or 239Pu is
strongly dependent on the irradiation history and to a great extent on the type of kernel.
Corresponding relationships for Of were derived from tests at Seibersdorf, Austria, covering
an irradiation time up to 550 efpd and a temperature range between 950-1525°C [Proksch
1982]. In case of a transient irradiation temperature history, Of will be stepwise integrated
(upper limit: 0.625). After integration, the total Of value can be taken to derive, in reverse, a
fictive average irradiation temperature corresponding to that temperature, which would result
in the same Of value, if it were kept constant over the same irradiation time.
The validation of the PANAMA model has been made against numerous experiments with
spherical fuel elements heated at accident temperatures in the range of 1600-2500°C. Good
agreement with the Kr release measurements was found in many cases. For fuel exposed to
extreme irradiation conditions, however, the calculated failure fraction has shown the
tendency to overpredict failure.
The material property ‘mean SiC strength’ and its Weibull distribution as well as their fast
fluence dependence are highly significant input parameters. The reference data for SiC
strength (836 MPa) and respective Weibull modulus (8.02) for the unirradiated state, typically
used in predictive calculations, correspond to a former German coated particle batch
production, EO 1607, which appears to represent some kind of average data. It was also the
only particle batch, for which SiC strength and Weibull modulus were measured after
irradiation in HFR-GM1. In this experiment, the fast fluence achieved was 1.8×1025 EDN at
an irradiation temperature of 1185°C. The analyzed strength degradation and modulus
reduction with fast fluence were 687 MPa and 5.98, respectively. That relationship is usually
in PANAMA calculations interpolated or extrapolated to the fast fluences considered,
however, with no assured data basis.
A further improvement of the computer model PANAMA is planned for the future
considering the following aspects:
•

ideal gas law to be replaced by the Redlich-Kwong equation of state;

•

include statistics by conducting a sequence of calculations with varying layer
thicknesses over a given statistical range;

•

incorporate the effects of PyC prestressing on the SiC (depending on shrinkage and
creep in pyrocarbon, the tensile stress in the SiC layer can be reduced significantly);

•

presently free volume in kernel is assumed constant, also no kernel swelling.

For the benchmark calculations here, the PANAMA model – due to its feature of ignoring all
coating layers except for the SiC – cannot be applied to the cases 1 through 8, but has been
applied to the cases 9 through 13.
9.1.2.3.

Japan: RIGID-SIC code description

In Japanese fuel failure modeling, the so-called ‘Rigid SiC’ model [Sawa 1999a, Sawa 1996,
Bongartz 1980] is employed for the stress calculation. In this model, the failure probability of
each coating layer of the coated fuel particle follows the Weibull distribution. The model
consists of three calculation parts, 1) internal pressure calculation, 2) stress calculation, and 3)
failure fraction calculation, as described below.
Internal pressure calculation method

The internal pressure is assumed to be generated from stable gaseous fission products and CO
gas due to excess oxygen by UO2 fission. It is simply assumed that the free volume of the
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gases is calculated from the densities of as-fabricated porous buffer layer and of theoretical
PyC. Finally the internal gas pressure is calculated by using the ideal gas equation.
Stress calculation method

In this model, the following stresses are calculated as input to the failure fraction calculation
(see ‘Failure Fraction Calculation Method’).
For the intact particle, the tangential and radial stresses at the inner surface of the SiC layer at
the time τ, σ ta (τ ) and σ ra (τ ) [MPa], are calculated by the following equations:
σ ta (τ )
σ ra (τ ) =

σ rb (τ ) =

1
1
⋅[σ br(τ )⋅r ( 4)3 −σ ar(τ )⋅r (3)3 + ⋅[σ br(τ ) −σ ar( )]⋅r (4)3 ]
r (4)3 − r (3)3
2
−3⋅(1− ν PyC )
1+ ν PyC + 2⋅(1−2⋅ν PyC )⋅W a

⋅ P(τ ) +

2 (Wa −1)⋅[ S r (τ )+2⋅St (τ )]+3⋅Ga ⋅[ S r (τ )−St (τ )]
⋅
c
c
3⋅C
2⋅Wa ⋅(2⋅ν PyC
−1)−(1+ν PyC
)

2 (Wb −1)⋅[ Sr (τ )+2⋅St (τ )]+3⋅Gb ⋅[ Sr (τ )−St (τ )]
⋅
c
c
3⋅C
2⋅Wb ⋅( 2⋅ν PyC
−1)−(1+ν PyC
)

(9-4)
(9-5)
(9-6)

Wa = {r(3)/r(2)}3, Ga = ln{r(2)/r(3)}, Wb = {r(4)/r(5)}3, Gb = ln{r(5)/r(4)} (9-6a)
where r(n) and r(n+1) – inner and outer radius of the IPyC (n=2), SiC (n=3) and OPyC (n=4)
layer, m; P(τ) – internal pressure at the time ™, MPa; S r (τ ) and S t (τ ) – n radial and tangential
swelling rate of PyC at the time τ, (∆L/L)/1025 n/m2; C – n creep constant of PyC,
c
(MPa·1025 n/m2) PyC
– Poisson ratio of the creep of PyC.
For the SiC failed particle, the internal pressure at time τ, P(τ), MPa, works for the tangential
stress at the inner surface of IPyC layer, σ tI (τ ) , MPa, to be described below ;

σ tI (τ )= P( τ )(Wa+2)/{2(Wa-1)}

(9-7)

For the both SiC and IPyC failed particle, the internal pressure at time τ, P(τ), MPa, works for
the tangential stress at the inner surface of OPyC layer, σ tO (τ ) , MPa, to be described by

σ tO (τ )= P( τ )(2Wb+1)/{2(1-Wb)}

(9-8)

Failure fraction calculation method

The model is based on the following assumptions:
• the intact particle never fails unless the SiC layer is failed;
• outer PyC layer never fails unless SiC and inner PyC layer are failed;
• the failure of each layer is a function of only the tangential stress at the inner surface of
them;
• each layer never fails unless the tangential stress at the inner surface of them is more
than 0 MPa.
The failure probability of each layer is calculated by the following basic equation:

f i (t ) = 1 − exp(−n 2 × (
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σ i (t ) m
) )
σ 0 ,i
i

(9-9)

where fi – failure probability of i layer at irradiation time t; σi(t) – stress on the i layer at
irradiation time t, MPa; σ0,i – strength of the i layer, MPa; mi – Weibull modulus for the i
layer strength.
Probability that the intact particle becomes the through-coatings failed particle (FTC) can be
expressed as follows ;
′ × f SiC × f OPyC
′
FTC = f IPyC

(9-10)

where f‘IPyC – failure probability of the IPyC layer in the SiC failed particle; fSiC – failure
probability of the SiC layer in the OPyC intact particle; f‘OPyC – failure probability of the
OPyC layer in the SiC failed particle.
The probability that the intact particle becomes the SiC-failed particle (FSiC) becomes same as
the failure probability of the SiC layer.
FSiC = f SiC

(9-11)

In the fabrication of coated fuel particles, a few particles are made as initially SiC-failed
particles (i.e. defective SiC coating). In this model, the SiC-failed particle is defined as a
particle that has failed SiC layer but has an intact OPyC layer. The probability that asfabricated SiC-failed particle becomes the through-coatings failed particle (F‘TC) is written as
following equation.
′ = f OPyC
′
FTC

(9-12)

The tensile stress induced in the coating layer is calculated based on a thick-walled spherical
pressure vessel model [Kovacs 1983]. The internal pressure is generated by stable gaseous
fission products and CO gas due to excess oxygen by UO2 fission. The free volume in the
buffer layer is calculated from as-fabricated porous buffer layer density and theoretical
density of the PyC.
9.1.2.4.

Republic of Korea: COPA code description

The COPA (COated PArticle) code consists of nine modules as follows [KimYM 2008]:
•

COPA-BURN. This calculates the neutron flux and fluence with time, and then
burnup, fission rate per volume, power generation and fission product inventory
throughout a fuel element and a fuel particle at a location in a core. This is inserted
into the COPA-MECH, COPA-FAIL, and COPA-FPREL modules.

•

COPA-TEMTR. This calculates the temperature distribution in a coated particle by
using an implicit point scheme finite difference method [Nakamura 1977]. The
numerical modeling is one-dimensional. The geometric elements for the numerical
modeling are a kernel, a gap between a kernel and a buffer, a buffer, a gap between a
buffer and an IPyC, an IPyC layer, a SiC layer, and an OPyC layer.

•

COPA-TEMPEB. This calculates the temperature distribution in a pebble by using the
implicit point scheme finite difference method. This model is one-dimensional for a
pebble. The geometric elements are a fuel region and a matrix graphite region. The
fuel region is assumed to be a mixture in which matrix graphite and coated particles
are homogenously blended.

•

COPA-TEMBL. This calculates the temperature distribution in an equivalent slab of a
block in a prismatic modular reactor by using the implicit point scheme finite
difference method. The equivalent slab is an approximation to a symmetry element in
a fuel block and was devised to calculate the fission product migration in a fuel block
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more easily [Appel 1968]. The numerical model is one-dimensional for the equivalent
slab. The geometric elements considered are a fuel compact, a graphite slab, and a gap
between the compact and the graphite slab. The fuel compact is assumed to be a
mixture in which matrix graphite and coated particles are homogeneously blended.
•

COPA-MECH. This performs mechanical analyses on an intact coated fuel particle by
using a finite element method utilizing the Galerkin form of the weighted residuals
procedure [KimYM 2009]. The models are one-dimensional. The geometric elements
for a numerical modeling are a fuel kernel, a buffer, and three coating layers. This
calculates the contact forces or pressures acting on interfaces between the layers of a
coated particle. This is inserted into the COPA-FAIL to calculate the failure fraction
of the coated particles during a reactor operation.

•

COPA-FAIL. This calculates the failure fractions of coated fuel particles under reactor
operational conditions. This uses a Monte Carlo method for a random particle
sampling in which a sample is equivalent to a coated fuel particle. The particle has
different dimensional sizes, material properties, and fracture strengths of the coating
layers through the Monte Carlo sampling. Kernel diameter, thicknesses of a buffer and
three coating layers, and densities of a kernel, a buffer and three coating layers show
the standard normal distribution. The strengths of the SiC and PyC layers are
expressed in the Weibull distribution. In order to calculate the stresses of the coating
layers of a coated particle and check the particle integrity, the COPA-FAIL uses the
COPA-MECH for an intact coated particle and the statistical correlations obtained in
the COPA-ABAQ for a particle with de-bonded or cracked layers.

•

COPA-FPREL. This analyzes the fission product migration in a coated fuel particle, a
pebble and a fuel block under reactor operational conditions, and during heating and
irradiation tests. The implicit point scheme finite difference method is applied to a
coated fuel particle, a pebble and a fuel block. In a fuel block, the analysis of a fission
product migration is applied to the equivalent slab. The equivalent slab is sized so that
thermal resistances in the slab and the symmetry element are the same. Migration
mechanism is assumed to be diffusion only.

•

COPA-ABAQ. This analyzes the crack and de-bonding of the coating layers by using
ABAQUS. These models are two-dimensional. This produces the maximum SiC
stresses in the cracked or de-bonded particles according to several parameters such as
particle sizes, material properties and irradiation temperature. A statistical correlation
can be developed through a statistical method which correlates the maximum SiC
stress to the particle parameters. The correlation is inserted into the COPA-FAIL to
calculate the maximum SiC stress for particles with de-bonded or cracked layers.

•

COPA-MPRO. This calculates or provides 1) the material properties of the kernel
material, buffer, high density pyrocarbon, silicon carbide, matrix graphite, and
structural graphite, 2) a heat conductance in a gap, 3) the partition factors at the layer
interfaces of a coated particle, 4) the diffusion coefficients of fission products, 5) the
sorption isotherm data of fission products on the surfaces of a pebble, a compact, and a
fuel block, 6) heat and mass transfer coefficients of fission products in helium.

Each module is a stand-alone programme. It is inserted into other modules or is used to
generate the input data for other modules.
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9.1.2.5.

Russian Federation: GOLT code description

The code GOLT (Gazo-OhLajzdaemoe Toplivo - Gas cooled Fuel) [Golubev 2008] is
intended for predicting performance of single as well as a batch of fuel coated particles under
normal conditions irradiation and accidents. The code is developed for different types of
HTGR coated particles including fuel based on PuO2-x.
The version GOLT-v1 is capable to calculate temperature distribution along particle radius,
formation of fission gases, CO, CO2 and internal pressure, fuel kernel swelling, irradiation
induced dimension changes and creep of all coating layers, development of stresses and
deformations in each coating layer, probability of failure of each dense coating layer,
behaviour of coated particles with all probable combinations of failed and intact TRISO
coating layers and total probability of SiC layer and through-coating failure.
Version GOLT-v2 takes into account additional failure mechanisms: KCMI – kernel-coating
mechanical interaction [MartinDG 2002], amoeba effect, corrosion and thermal
decomposition of SiC layer, improved model of buffer behaviour including possibility of its
cracking and debonding from IPyC, as well as possibility of IPyC-SiC debonding.
Version GOLT-v2a is intended for predicting the performance of a single coated particle at
accident or heating test conditions and includes special procedures for transition from normal
to accident mode of calculations.
Version GOLT-v3 accumulates capabilities of version GOLT-v2 and includes Monte-Carlo
procedure to estimate the fraction of failed particles by conducting a sequence of calculations
with varying layer thicknesses, kernel diameter and strength of dense coating layers over a
given statistical range.
Version GOLT-v2 has been applied to calculate cases 1 to 8, version GOLT-v3 to calculate
cases 9-13 of the Normal Conditions Benchmarking and GOLT-v2a to some cases of accident
conditions benchmarking.
General algorithm of calculation

The thermo-mechanical model for single coated particle is based on standard equations of
mechanics of a viscous-elastic body. Boundary conditions on outer surface of a coated
particle depend on whether free particles or particles in a fuel compact or spherical fuel
element are considered. The initial set of differential equations is solved by finite difference
approximation. The coated particle is divided into a set of small spherical sub-layers,
including kernel and buffer, and each sub-layer has individual temperature and properties.
Properties of coating materials (pyrocarbon, silicon carbide, zirconium carbide etc.) depend
on temperature, fast neutron fluence, and time. For all coating layers, anisotropic irradiation
induced dimension changes (IDC) and creep are taken into account. For IDC of pyrocarbon,
available approximations are used which depend on initial anisotropy and irradiation
temperature. The effect of fission product corrosion and thermal decomposition is
transformed into a thinning of SiC layer [US-NRC 2004].
Calculation of temperature profile over particle radius is performed sequentially from fuel
kernel center through all sub-layers to the particle’s outer surface for each time-step. For the
current time step, the following sequence of calculation is performed: burnup, fluence of fast
neutrons, properties of materials, swelling of kernel, generation of fission gases, generation of
CO and CO2, shrinkage of buffer, IDC of dense layers, free internal volume for gases, internal
pressure, current thickness of SiC layer, stresses and deformations in each mesh node
(including kernel and buffer), failure probability for each coating layer. Calculations are
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performed step by step on time, thus, formation of stresses in coated particles during
manufacturing is possible.
All calculations listed above are repeated four times to obtain results for all possible variants
of TRISO coated particle behaviour depending on combination of intact and failed dense
layers of coating. Then the total probability of SiC layer and through-coating failure is
calculated.
Internal pressure

The internal pressure is assumed to be generated from fraction of stable gaseous fission
products, xenon and krypton, released to open porosity of the kernel and to buffer as well as
from generation of CO and CO2 in oxide fuel UO2 or PuO2-x. Internal voidage in the particle
is calculated with account of kernel swelling, thermal deformations and IDC of IPyC layer.
Code GOLT includes two independent subroutines intended for calculation of internal
pressure in fuel based on UO2 or PuO2-x, correspondingly. Generation of CO and CO2 in UO2
fuel is evaluated by Homan’s approximation. For PuO2-x fuel, joint analysis with
thermodynamical code ASTRA [Sinjarev 1982] or analytical approximation [Lindemer 2002]
is used. Finally the Redlich-Kwong or ideal gas equation of state (choosing of equation
depends on available initial data) is applied to calculate the overall internal pressure.
Model of TRISO coating failure

The probability of failure of single spherical coating layer is described according to the
Weibull equation:

{

P(s ) = 1 − exp ln (0.5) * (s / σ m )

m

}

(9-13)

where s – maximal stress in layer, Pa; σm – median strength (P(σm) = 0.5), Pa; m – Weibull’s
modulus.
In the code GOLT, automatic calculation of SiC and through-coating failure probability for
TRISO coated particles is performed. Total probability of SiC layer failure is derived from the
results of calculations of the complete set of possible variants of coated particle behaviour:
V1:

all layers of coating remain intact:

P(V1) = (1-P1) · (1- P0)

V2:

IPyC fails, OPyC remains intact:

P(V2) = (1-P1) · P0

V3:

IPyC remains intact, OPyC fails;

P(V3) = (1-P0) · P1

V4:

IPyC becomes failed, OPyC becomes failed;

P(V4) = P1 · P0

where Vi – i-th variant of TRISO coated particle behaviour; P(Vi) – probability of i-th variant
of TRISO coated particle behaviour; P1 – probability of IPyC failure; P0 – probability of
OPyC failure.
Then the total probability of SiC (or any other material) layer failure can be calculated by the
expression:
i =4

WSiC =  P (Vi ) ⋅ P(W / Vi )

(9-14)

i =1

where P(W/Vi) – conditional probability of SiC layer failure at i-th variant which is
automatically calculated for each variant.
The probability of through-coating failure is calculated by the expression:
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Pthc

= P(W / V4 ) ⋅ P(V4 )

(9-15)

Version GOLT-v3 performs these calculations with account of statistical dispersion of design
parameters: diameter of kernel and layers thicknesses as well as of strength of dense coating
layers. The direct Monte-Carlo procedure is used to calculate fraction of particles having
failed SiC layer and through-coating damage. In the first case, the data obtained are needed to
evaluate metal fission product release and in the second to calculate release of gaseous fission
products.
9.1.2.6.

Turkey: code description

CRP-6 study is performed to verify the finite element model of the coated fuel particle. The
study involves cases starting from simple one layer particle to a real TRISO particle. As the
number of layers increase, the particle faces different loads that simulate irradiation
conditions.
Steady state calculations are performed for Cases 1 to 4c, for internal pressures, temperature
and swelling/shrinkage rate do not change with time. For Cases 4d to 14, transient
calculations are performed. Cases 1 to 8 assume constant pressure inside the IPyC layer. For
Cases 9 to 14, gas pressure inside the IPyC is calculated and presented as a comparison
metric. Tangential and radial stress as a function of fast neutron fluence are other items of the
comparison metric for analyzing the performance of different coated fuel particle models.
Also, for Cases 9 to 14, particle failure probability is calculated and compared for different
models. Individual layer failure probabilities are calculated for the relevant cases.
One approach for prediciting the particle failure probability is assuming the SiC as the
principal barrier and considering its failure probability as the representative of the particle
failure probability. This approach is employed for the analysis. Since tension (not
compression) of the SiC is the main contributor to the failure, tensile stress values of the
tangential stress in the SiC layer is used in the probability calculations.
Main approaches and assumptions for the CRP-6 study are as follows:
• Under irradiation conditions or reactor operation, the particle is under pressure load
from fission gases and CO formed outside the kernel. Ambient pressure is assumed
outside the OPyC layer.
• Under irradiation, PyC shrinks in both radial and tangential directions. At modest
fluences depending on the density, temperature and anisotropy of the material, it begins
to swell in the radial direction and continues to shrink in the tangential direction. This
behaviour puts the PyC layers into tension in the tangential direction. At longer
irradiation times, irradiation induced creep works to relieve the tensile stress on the PyC
layers. Creep is also modeled in the present study.
• The anisotropy of PyC layers affects swelling as a function of neutron fluence.The IPyC
and OPyC layers behave differently in radial and tangential directions as a result of this
anisotropy, which is represented by the Bacon Anisotropy Factor (BAF). Anisotropy of
the PyC layers is taken into consideration starting from Case 4a. Radial and tangential
swelling/shrinkage rates as a function of fast neutron fluence are presented in this
section. These equations change according to the initial BAF of the case and also
depend on material properties and irradiation conditions.
• Thermal expansion is another load factor affecting the SiC and PyC layers taken into
consideration.
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ANSYS finite element commercial code is employed in the analysis. User defined code
packages are added as necessary if models provided by the code. Two dimensional
axisymmetric models are employed to simulate the coating layers of the cases. Internal gas
pressure and ambient pressure are the boundary conditions of the model. Transient and steady
state structural models with material properties of CRP-6 cases are used to calculate the
stressess on the coating layers and failure probabilities.
Gas pressure calculation
For cases 9 to 14, internal gas pressure due to fission product gases and CO is calculated. Xe
and Kr are assumed to be the representative of the gaseous fission products. Stable gaseous
fission products xenon and krypton compose 31% of the fission products. The diffusion of
these gases are assumed to be well represented by the Booth equivalent sphere release model
and which is used explicitly in this study. The release fractions are calculated based on
diffusion calculations using the simple Booth model.
Free oxygen from the kernel immediately reacts with the carbon in the buffer and forms CO
and a few percent of CO2. The following experimental correlation of oxygen release is
employed in this study to calculate the amount of CO formed inside the IPyC layer:

}

log{(O / f ) / t 2 = −0.21 − 8500 / (T + 273)

(9-16)

where O/f – oxygen release at the end of irradiation, atoms per fission; t – irradiation time,
days; T – time averaged particle surface temperature during irradiation, °C.
The ideal gas law is employed to calculate the pressure on the inner side of the IPyC layer as a
function of burnup. The free volume on the inner side of the IPyC consists of the empty
volume of the buffer, which is 50% of the full dense material, and the free volume created by
CO formation within the buffer. On the other hand, this volume is decreased by the swelling
of the kernel, which is assumed to be 0.47% per % FIMA.
9.1.2.7.

United Kingdom: STRESS3 code description

In the UK, stresses in an individual particle are calculated by means of the STRESS3 code
[Walther 1972, MartinDG 2003]. The statistics of particle failure are obtained by performing
STRESS3 runs on many particles that have been randomly selected, using the code STAPLE
[MartinDG 2003].
In the code STRESS3, the whole irradiation history is divided up into a sequence of
consecutive finite neutron dose steps. Values of stresses and strains are known at the
beginning of each step (and assumed to be zero at the start of the calculation). The
requirement therefore is to calculate changes in stresses and strains, Δσ and Δε, for each layer
over the neutron dose step being considered currently, which then enable stresses and strains
to be up-dated for the start of the next step. Spherical symmetry is assumed. As a result,
although all materials comprising the particle may be treated as anisotropic, there are only
either two or four independent values for each property. (With subscripts 1 and 3, or
alternatively 11, 12, 13 and 33 in reduced tensor notation where 1 and 2 denote directions in
the surface of the layer and 3 normal to it.)
For each specific layer the displacement equations, defining the change in strain during the
current neutron dose step is given by
3

1

 
Δε l =   S lm Δσ m + K lm  σ m + Δσ m  ΔΓ  + Tl Δθ
2

 
m =1 
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+ Gl ΔΓ

(9-17)

where l=1,3; first term in brackets – elastic strain; second term in brackets – irradiation creep;
first term following bracket – thermal expansion; last term – dimensional changes under
irradiation.
In equation (9-4), S represents the compliance constant, K the irradiation creep constant, Γ the
neutron dose, T the thermal expansion coefficient, Θ the temperature and G the dimensional
change that occurs per unit neutron dose. The Δ preceding each variable denotes the change in
its value over the course of the dose step. (Additional time dependent factors, relating to
thermal creep and sintering are incorporated into the code, but for the sake of simplicity are
omitted from equation (9-4) since in practice their numerical values so far have assumed to be
zero.) It will be noted that the stress employed in defining the creep strain is the value that
occurs approximately half way through the step (i.e. an implicit-explicit solution is
employed).
In spherical symmetry, increments in radial displacements and strain are related by the
compatibility relation

Δε1 =

Δu
d Δu
; Δε 3 =
x
dx

(9-18), (9-19)

and stress increments by the equation of equilibrium
Δσ 1 = Δσ 3 +

1 d Δσ 3
x
2
dx

(9-20)

where u – radial displacement and x is the radial coordinate.
Eliminating Δσ 1 , Δσ 3 , Δε 1 , Δε 3 from Equations (9-17) and (9-20) produces a differential
equation in Δu
d Δu
d 2 Δu
x
+ 2x
− 2γ Δu = 2(δ + ξ ) x
2
dx
dx
2

(9-21)

where γ, δ, ξ – complex expressions derived from the material properties; γ and δ – constants.
ξ is a function of x since it depends on the known stresses at the start of the step. The solution
has two constants of integration; these are derived from a set of simultaneous equations from
all the layers which define the boundary conditions (continuity of displacements and radial
stresses at the interfaces).
If, at the end of a neutron dose step, the radial stress between two layers is found to exceed the
specified debonding stress, the step is repeated with the boundary conditions modified
appropriately by way of recognising that a gap now exists between the layers; similarly if a
previously opened gap is found to have closed. Again, if at the end of a step the tangential
stress in a layer is found to exceed the fracture stress, failure is simulated by means of a
number of additional pseudo time steps during which creep relaxation is allowed to occur
until the stress in the layer has decreased to some low, residual value. During subsequent
steps the compliance constant of this failed layer is set very high.
The change in voidage during irradiation, due to swelling of the kernel and volume changes of
the layers, is taken into account. Because the voidage in the particle and the gas pressure are
interdependent variables, the gas pressure must be calculated iteratively. In order to calculate
gas pressures the Redlich-Kwong equation of state is used and the presence of CO2 as well as
CO is taken into account.
STRESS3 requires details of the relevant properties of the different materials which comprise
the particle. They may be specified as functions of the neutron dose by providing numerical
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values at user specified doses. Values of properties at doses corresponding to the various steps
in the calculation are then derived by interpolation. Alternatively, the value of any property
may be chosen to remain constant throughout the irradiation.
Information relating to the particle design is then required. This includes the diameter of the
kernel and thicknesses of the various layers, a specification of the material employed in each
layer together with its fractional porosity and fracture stress; also the stress at which
debonding between layers can occur.
Details of the irradiation that need to be specified include the following: the relation between
neutron dose, burnup and time, the fraction of fissions that occur via plutonium versus
burnup, and a wide range of parameters which can vary with neutron dose, including the
irradiation temperature, fuel swelling rate, and the relevant information required to calculate
the quantity and composition of gas in the voidage. As a result complex irradiation histories,
including shut-downs and transients, can be modeled.
The output after each neutron dose step consists of the following information:
(1) the maximum tangential stress in each layer;
(2) the radial stress at each coating interface;
(3) a message when a layer has failed, debonded, or a previously open gap has closed;
(4) the maximum (elastic + creep) strain in each layer;
(5) the size of gaps between layers;
(6) the internal voidage;
(7) the change in the overall radius of the particle.
Calculations can proceed until all layers have failed.
It is perhaps worth emphasizing that one of the strengths of STRESS3 is that it does not rely
on any specific models to define the input data. The user simply inserts numerical data from a
preferred model. For example, this enables the way different PyC dimensional change
recommendations affect the results to be readily studied. Again, the user is not tied to one
specific model to describe the release of oxygen over the course of the irradiation.
The STAPLE code (STAtistics of Particle LifE) [MartinDG 2003] simulates the selection of
numerous particles from a batch, performs a STRESS3 run on each of them, and records the
burnup at which a user specified layer fails. These burnup values are stored in bins, thereby
enabling a histogram of the number of failures in each bin to be obtained, and from them the
cumulative increase in failure fractions with burnup.
For the purpose of selecting particles, any of the following variables may be varied
statistically, assuming a normal distribution: kernel diameter, thicknesses of all the layers,
open porosity of the kernel and layers, and closed porosity of the kernel. All these selections
of property values were performed using a random number generator and a simple algorithm.
Likewise fracture stresses of any or all the layers may be specified in accordance with
Weibull statistics. The output comprises a standard STRESS3 output, obtained by assuming
that all variables adopt their mean value. Finally details of the statistics of particle failure are
printed out.
9.1.2.8.

USA: PARFUME code description

The INL integrated mechanistic fuel performance code for TRISO coated gas-reactor particle
fuel is called PARFUME (PARticle Fuel ModEl). PARFUME describes both the mechanical
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and physico-chemical behaviour of the fuel particle under irradiation, while capturing the
statistical nature of the fuel and also calculates fission product transport under postulated
accident conditions.
Material properties used in PARFUME to represent the shrinkage, creep, thermal expansion,
and elastic behaviour of the coating layers were obtained from a report prepared by the CEGA
Corporation in July 1993 [CEGA 1993].
The PARFUME thermal model is based on a finite difference heat conduction approach with
internal heat generation capabilities for either fuel spheres or cylindrical compacts. Based
upon input boundary conditions, time dependent fuel element temperature profiles can be
calculated for either steady-state or transient conditions. The resulting fuel element
temperature profiles are then used to calculate particle temperature profiles. This model
accounts for the factors that result in the development of a gap between the buffer and IPyC.
These factors include the net effects of kernel swelling; shrinkage and creep in the buffer,
IPyC, and OPyC layers; and the associated kernel/buffer contact pressure. Furthermore, the
model accounts for changes in gap conductivity with changes in particle geometry, gap gas
composition, pressure, and temperature.
Particle internal gas pressures are calculated according to the Redlich-Kwong equation of
state [Redlich 1949]. Parameters utilized by this equation of state are derived from the critical
temperature and pressure of each gas species [Reid 1987] occupying void volume within the
particle. PARFUME considers the generation of CO and the release of the noble fission
product gases, xenon and krypton, in this pressure calculation. Either of two algorithms may
be chosen for calculating CO production. A simple temperature dependent General Atomics
(GA) correlation [Kovacs 1985] is used primarily for comparison to historic evaluations. The
other algorithm is a detailed model derived from thermochemical free energy minimization
calculations performed by the HSC code [HSC 2002]. Input to the HSC code consisted of
elemental fission product inventories generated by the MOCUP [Moore 1995] code which
couples the MCNP [Briesmeister 2000] and ORIGEN2 [Croff 1980] codes. This CO
production model considers burnup, temperature, uranium enrichment, and fuel composition
in the calculation. PARFUME calculates fission product gas release due to both recoil and
diffusion. Direct fission recoil from the kernel to the buffer is accounted for by geometrical
considerations and fission fragment ranges derived from compiled experimental data
[Littmark 1980]. Diffusive release is calculated according to the Booth equivalent sphere
diffusion model [Booth 1957] which utilizes an effective diffusion coefficient formulated by
Turnbull [Turnbull 1982]. This effective diffusion coefficient accounts for intrinsic, athermal
and radiationenhanced diffusion.
A model accounting for release of short lived fission product gases from failed particles and
from uranium contamination in the fuel matrix material is incorporated into PARFUME. This
correlation calculates release rate to birth rate (R/B) ratios for several prominent fission
product nuclides. Also based upon the Booth equivalent sphere gas release model [Olander
1976], this correlation uses different reduced diffusion coefficients for release from failed
particles [Homan 1978] and from uranium contamination [Röllig 2001].
Kernel migration (amoeba effect) occurs within the presence of a macroscopic temperature
gradient and is calculated according to a standard formulation. This algorithm utilizes kernel
migration coefficients derived from experimental data. For UCO fuel where kernel migration
is expected to be miniscule, a General Atomics derived correlation [MartinRC 1993] is used.
For UO2 fuel, where kernel migration can be significant, recent data (from the last 20 years)
[Ketterer 1985, HBK 1985] were fitted to an Arrhenius function to derive a kernel migration
coefficient correlation. Particle failure is assumed to occur when the kernel comes into contact
with the SiC layer.
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A Pd-SiC interaction model is based on fitting all available in-reactor data for Pd penetration
in SiC [Lauf 1984, Minato 1990, Montgomery 1981, Tiegs 1982] to an Arrhenius function.
The resulting penetration depth correlation is folded with finite element stress analyses of
corroded, or thinned, SiC to develop a failure algorithm.
A key element of the PARFUME programme is a closed form solution that calculates stresses
in the coating layers of a one-dimensional (symmetrical) spherical particle [Miller 1993]. This
solution accounts for the irradiation-induced creep and swelling in the pyrocarbon layers in
addition to the elastic behaviour of the three layers of a TRISO coated particle. To treat
situations where the particle temperature varies throughout irradiation, the solution has been
enhanced to include the effect of differential expansion among the layers. Failure of a onedimensional particle occurs if the internal pressure is high enough that the tangential stress in
the SiC layer reaches the SiC strength for that particle.
PARFUME also considers multi-dimensional behaviour that may contribute to particle
failures, such as (i) cracking of the IPyC layer, (ii) partial debonding of the IPyC from the SiC
layer, (iii) an aspherical geometry, and (iv) thinning of the SiC due to interaction with fission
products. To model the first three of these multi-dimensional effects, PARFUME utilizes the
results of detailed finite element analysis on cracked, debonded, or aspherical particles in
conjunction with results from the closed form solution for a one-dimensional particle to make
a statistical approximation of the stress levels in any particle. Using this approach [Miller
2003], numerous parameters can be varied statistically about a mean value, and failure
probabilities may be calculated [Miller 2001, Miller 2002, Miller 2004]. Failure due to
thinning of the SiC caused by SiC/fission product interaction is based on the size of the
thinned area.
The various failure modes are implemented in PARFUME such that a particle fails only in
one mode, that which occurs first. The code uses the Weibull statistical theory to determine
whether particles fail, using a mean strength for the SiC layer that is based on a stress
distribution corresponding to the failure mechanism under consideration. PARFUME retains
the time at which failures occur, allowing for the construction of a time evolution of the
failure probability for a batch of particles.
The failure probability for a batch of fuel particles can be calculated in PARFUME using the
traditional Monte Carlo method or an alternate approach using an integral formulation. The
integration treats each statistically varying parameter as a dimension in parameter space. The
integral convolves density functions representing the statistical distributions for the varying
parameters with the failure probability as it varies over the parameter space. An advantage of
the integration method is that it calculates a very small failure probability as quickly as a large
failure probability, and thus, can be much faster than the Monte Carlo method. Because this is
a multiple integration, the speed of the probability calculation depends largely on how many
parameters are given a statistical variation.
9.1.2.9.

USA: GA code description

The approach employed by General Atomics (GA) in this benchmark study was to use the GA
proprietary codes named PISA to calculate IPyC, SiC and OPyC stress related failure, and
CAPPER to calculate SiC failure due to thermo-chemical effects during the irradiation phase
defined for each benchmark case. The OPyC failure fraction obtained from PISA and the SiC
failure fraction obtained by combining the results from PISA and CAPPER were input to
SORS to define the failure fractions at the start of the heating phase. Coating failure, fission
gas (e.g. 85Kr) release and fission metal (e.g. 137Cs, 90Sr, and 110mAg) release during the
heating phase were calculated by SORS.
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The PISA code

Fission gases are generated within the kernel of the fuel particle with burnup and accumulate
in the porous low density buffer layer. The resulting internal gas pressure can be as high as
several tens of MPa which leads to tensile stresses in the coating layers. PISA [Pelessone
1992] is a one-dimensional finite element computer code that performs thermal stress history
calculations for coated particles under irradiation conditions and calculates failure
probabilities using a two-parameter Weibull model. The PISA code has built-in functions that
calculate the fission gas pressure as a function of burnup, temperature, fuel enrichment and
other parameters. The fission gas pressure is typically applied at the interface between the
buffer and the IPyC layers. PISA can also perform calculations with the assumption that one
or more layers have failed, with failure being defined as the loss of load carrying capability in
the tangential direction while retaining the radial stiffness of the material.
PISA calculates the stress distribution in the coating layers by numerically solving coupled
thermal stress equations. Three material models are considered in PISA to model material
properties: linear elastic, linear viscoelastic materials with stationary creep, and linear
viscoelastic materials with stationary and transient creep. The first material model is for rigid
and dimensionally stable silicon carbide (SiC) and the other two are for pyrocarbon (PyC),
which shrinks and creeps in preferred orientation directions (tangential and radial) during
irradiation. Mechanical failure of a fuel particle coating layer is defined as the stress loading
on the coating layer exceeding the material strength of the coating.
Presently, the PISA code does not perform thermo-chemical calculations to determine the CO
partial pressure. For the benchmark cases, an Excel spreadsheet model was used to calculate
the CO pressures based on a mass balance with number of oxygen atoms released per fission
as an input parameter, which was set at 1.7. The CO partial pressures calculated using the
Excel spreadsheet were provided as input to PISA. The material properties used in PISA were
those defined for the benchmark.
The CAPPER code

The CAPPER (‘capsule performance’) code [Bradley 1992] was developed by GA to predict
fuel performance and fission-gas release (Kr, Xe and I isotopes) for irradiation test capsules
and fuel performance (but not fission product release) in out-of-pile heating tests of irradiation
test fuel using the fuel failure and fission gas release models given in GA’s Fuel Design Data
Manual (FDDM) [GA 1987]. It has the capability of modelling test conditions (temperature,
burnup, fluence, and dimensions) that vary arbitrarily with time and position. CAPPER
contains component models for each of the fuel failure mechanisms and fission gas release
models for failed particles and heavy metal contamination. CAPPER provides options for
using FORTRAN subprogrammes for specific correlations (such as kernel migration in UO2
fuel particles) to be used in place of the FDDM correlations.
Inputs to CAPPER include the fraction of particles having four types of manufacturing
defects: (1) a missing buffer layer (fB), (2) a missing or defective IPyC layer (fI), as indicated
by excessive uranium dispersion in the buffer layer, (3) a missing or defective SiC layer (fS),
and (4) a missing or defective OPyC layer (fO). The fraction of the particle population in the
various defect categories are normally obtained from the fuel product specification or from
quality control measurements performed on the as-manufactured particle population. The sum
of these defective particle fractions is FM. CAPPER calculates the following failure
probabilities using the failure models in the FDDM [GA 1987]:
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POP

Irradiation induced OPyC failure

PIP

Irradiation induced IPyC failure

PIO

Pressure vessel failure in particles with initially intact buffers, SiC and OPyC

PFO

Pressure vessel failure in particles with intact buffer and SiC but a failed or
defective OPyC layer

PKM

SiC failure due to kernel migration

PSR

SiC failure due to SiC corrosion from fission product attack

PSD

SiC failure due to SiC thermal decomposition

PHM

SiC failure due to heavy metal dispersion

For the benchmark cases, the probability for SiC failure due to heavy-metal dispersion is zero
because the fraction of particles having excessive uranium dispersion is defined to be zero.
Thermal gradients have not been defined as inputs for the benchmark cases, but thermal
gradients in German fuel spheres are small so a default value of zero was used in CAPPER for
the sensitivity cases and the heating test cases, with the exception of the HRB-22 cases. For
the HRB-22 heating test cases, a conservative thermal gradient of 104 K/m was used for the
irradiation phase; nevertheless, the calculated values for PKM were negligible.
The fission product release behaviour in TRISO particles depends on the condition of the
silicon carbide (SiC) and the outer pyrocarbon (OPyC) layers, and to a lesser extent the
condition of the inner pyrocarbon (IPyC). Each of these layers can be either intact or failed,
thus there are 23 (eight) coating failure condition categories (one of which is all three layers
intact), each of which has different fission product release characteristics. CAPPER calculates
the fraction of the fuel particle population in each of these failure categories. However, the
IPyC failure fraction is assumed to be 1 in SORS (i.e. no credit is taken for fission product
retention by the IPyC coating layer), so there are only four failure categories of interest with
the following fission product release characteristics:
1 Intact Sic,
intact OPyC

No gas release,
Some Ag diffusive release at high temperature accident conditions

2 Intact Sic,
failed OPyC

No gas release
Some Ag diffusive release at high temperature accident conditions

3 Failed Sic,
intact OPyC

Some diffusive gas release at high temperature accident conditions
No resistance to release from pyrocarbon layers. The fuel kernel
provides some resistance to release

4 Failed Sic,
failed OPyC

No resistance to gas release by coating layers. Only the fuel kernel
provides resistance to gas release
No resistance to release by coating layers. Only the fuel kernel
provides resistance to release

The fraction of particles in Categories 3 and 4 were calculated using the failure probabilities
calculated by CAPPER, except that the value of POP obtained using PISA was substituted for
the corresponding value obtained by CAPPER.
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9.2. BENCHMARK CALCULATIONS FOR A SINGLE COATED PARTICLE
9.2.1.

Description of cases

Benchmark cases 1 through 8 are for single particles while the remaining cases represent a
population of particles within an experiment. Input parameters for the simple analytical cases
1 through 3, are listed in Table 9-3. Table 9-4 lists the input parameters for the analytical
pyrocarbon layer cases 4a through 4d. These cases do have unrealistic input parameters such
as zero burn up and a finite internal gas pressure. This is intended to reduce the model
variability among the different codes. Input parameters for the single particle cases 5 through
8, are listed in Table 9-5. A brief description of each benchmark case follows.
9.2.1.1.

Case 1 – elastic SiC

This particle has a kernel diameter of 500 μm and a buffer thickness of 100 μm. It has only
one coating layer, a 35 μm thick SiC layer. The coating behaviour is elastic.
9.2.1.2.

Case 2 - simple BISO

This particle is the same as in case 1, except that the single coating is a 90 μm thick IPyC
layer.
9.2.1.3.

Case 3 – IPyC/SiC composite without fluence

This particle has two coating layers, an IPyC and SiC layer.
Case 4a – IPyC/SiC composite with no creep and constant swelling

This is the same particle as in case 3, except that it experiences a fast neutron fluence with the
IPyC layer imposed to swell. The internal pressure of 25 MPa is assumed to be constant.
9.2.1.4.

Case 4b – IPyC/SiC composite with constant creep and no swelling

This is the same particle as in case 3, except that it experiences a fast neutron fluence with the
IPyC layer imposed to creep. The internal pressure of 25 MPa is assumed to be constant.
9.3. BENCHMARK CALCULATIONS FOR A SINGLE COATED PARTICLE
9.3.1.

Description of cases

Benchmark cases 1 through 8 are for single particles while the remaining cases represent a
population of particles within an experiment. Input parameters for the simple analytical cases
1 through 3, are listed in Table 9-3. Table 9-4 lists the input parameters for the analytical
pyrocarbon layer cases 4a through 4d. These cases do have unrealistic input parameters such
as zero burn up and a finite internal gas pressure. This is intended to reduce the model
variability among the different codes. Input parameters for the single particle cases 5 through
8, are listed in Table 9-5. A brief description of each benchmark case follows.
9.3.1.1.

Case 1 – elastic SiC

This particle has a kernel diameter of 500 μm and a buffer thickness of 100 μm. It has only
one coating layer, a 35 μm thick SiC layer. The coating behaviour is elastic.
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Yes
Yes
Yes
yes

Fuel particle layers

Buffer densification and
gap formation

Gap conductance effects

Kernel burnup effects on
conductivity
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
yes
Yes

Intact

Any number of coating
layers

Cracked layers

Debonded layers

Faceted particles

Influence of buffer on
stress history in dense
layers

Thermomechanical particle structures modeled:

Yes

Weibull,
Importance Sampling

ATLAS

FRANCE

Fuel element

Thermal model:

Code statistical
methodology

Code name

Participant
country/organization

No

No

No

No

≤4

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Weibull

PANAMA

GERMANY

No

No

No

SiC

4

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Weibull

RIGID SIC

JAPAN
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Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Monte-Carlo
calculation

COPA

KOREA

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Weibull,
Monte-Carlo
calculation

GOLT

RUSSIA
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Ideal gas law

Ideal gas law

Thermal decomposition of
SiC

Fission product/SiC
interactions

Amoeba effect

No

Pd corrosion model

Yes

Yes

Buffer densification

Layer interaction models:

Yes

Kernel swelling

Equation of state for fission
gases, CO and CO2

Proksch

Proksch

CO/CO2 production

As SiC thinning rate
after Benz

As SiC thinning rate
after Montgomery

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Long lived fission gas
release

No

No

GERMANY

Yes

Yes

FRANCE

Short lived fission gas
release

Physio-chemical related models:

As-manufactured defects
(missing or failed) layers

Participant
country/organization

No

No

No

No

No

Ideal gas law

Proksch

Yes

No

Yes

JAPAN
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Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Redlich-Kwong

Homan

Yes

Yes

Yes

KOREA

As SiC thinning rate
after Benz

As SiC thinning rate
after Montgomery

Yes

Yes

Yes

Redlich-Kwong or
Ideal gas law

Homan or Proksch
for UO2
code ASTRA or
analytical approach
for PuO2-x based fuel

Yes

No

Yes

RUSSIA
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Yes
Yes
Yes

Buffer densification and
gap formation

Gap conductance effects

Kernel burnup effects on
conductivity
Yes
≤4
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Intact

Any no. of coating layers

Cracked layers

Debonded layers

Faceted particles

Influence of buffer on
stress history in dense layer

Thermomechanical particle structures modeled:

Yes

Fuel particle layers

Weibull,
Monte-Carlo or
Direct Integration
calculation

PARFUME

USA (INL)

Yes

Turkey

Fuel element

Thermal model:

Code statistical
methodology

Code name

Participant
country/organization

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Deterministic

PISA
CAPPER

USA (GA)
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STRESS3

UK
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Programmemable

Redlich-Kwong

Yes

Buffer densification
Yes
Yes
No

Amoeba effect

Fission product/SiC
interactions

Thermal decomposition of
SiC

Layer interaction models:

Yes

Kernel swelling

Equation of state for fission
gases, CO and CO2

No

Chemical
equilibrium

CO/CO2 production

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

USA (GA)

Long lived fission gas
release

Yes

USA (INL)

Yes

Turkey

Short lived fission gas
release

Physio-chemical related models:

As-manufactured defects
(missing or failed) layers

Participant
country/organization
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UO2

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

oxygen/uranium ratio

oxygen/plutonium
ratio

carbon/uranium ratio

U enrichment

235

Kernel diameter

Buffer thickness

IPyC thickness

SiC thickness

OPyC thickness

Kernel density

Buffer density

IPyC density

SiC density

OPyC density

FRANCE

Type of kernel

Parameter

No

No

No

No

No
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Yes
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Yes

No

No

No
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UO2
(U,Th)O2
UCO

GERMAN
Y
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Yes
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UO2

JAPAN
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UO2

KOREA
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Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

UO2,
PuO2-x,
PuO2-x
in ZrO2
matrix

RUSSIA

TURKEY
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UCO

US (GA)
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Yes

Yes

Yes

Irradiation duration

End of life burnup

End of life fluence

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Ambient pressure

SiC strength

Weibull modulus

Yield of stable
fission gases

Molar volume of
heavy metal

Void volume of
buffer layer

Diffusion coefficient
of fission gases in
kernel

Any
history

Yes

OPyC BAF

Irradiation
temperature

Yes

FRANCE

IPyC BAF

Parameter

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Any
history

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

GERMAN
Y

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Timevolume
average

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

JAPAN

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No
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Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Any
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Yes
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USA
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No
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TABLE 9-3. Input parameters for analytical thermo-mechanical benchmark cases.

Case 1:
Elastic SiC

Case 2:
Simple BISO

Case 3:
IPyC/SiC without
fluence

Oxygen to uranium ratio

2

2

2

Carbon to uranium ratio

0

0

0

10

10

10

Kernel diameter [µm]

500

500

500

Buffer thickness [µm]

100

100

100

IPyC thickness [µm]

-

90

40

SiC thickness [µm]

35

-

35

Parameter

235

U enrichment [wt%]

OPyC thickness [µm]

-

-

-

3

10.8

10.8

10.8

3

0.95

0.95

0.95

IPyC density [Mg/m ]

-

1.9

1.9

SiC density [Mg/m3]

3.20

-

3.20

OPyC density [Mg/m3]

-

-

-

IPyC BAF

-

1.0

1.03

OPyC BAF

-

-

-

Irradiation duration [efpd]

0

0

0

End of life burnup [%FIMA]

0

0

0

End of life fluence
[1025 n/m2, E > 0.18 MeV]

0

0

0

Constant temperature [K]

1273

1273

1273

Internal pressure [MPa]

25

25

25

Ambient pressure [MPa]

0.1

0.1

0.1

Results to be compared

max. SiC
tangential stress

max. IPyC
tangential stress

max. tangential
stresses for SiC
and IPyC

Kernel density [Mg/m ]
Buffer density [Mg/m ]
3
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TABLE 9-4. Input parameters for analytical pyrocarbon layer benchmark cases.

Parameter

Case 4a:
No
creep/constan
t swelling

Case 4b:
Constant
creep/no
swelling

Case 4c:
Constant
creep/constan
t swelling

Case 4d:
Const. creep
and fluence
dependent
swelling

Oxygen to uranium ratio

2

2

2

2

Carbon to uranium ratio

0

0

0

0

10

10

10

10

Kernel diameter [µm]

500

500

500

500

Buffer thickness [µm]

100

100

100

100

IPyC thickness [µm]

40

40

40

40

SiC thickness [µm]

35

35

35

35

-

-

-

-

Kernel density [Mg/m3]

10.8

10.8

10.8

10.8

Buffer density [Mg/m3]

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

IPyC density [Mg/m3]

1.9

1.9

1.9

1.9

SiC density [Mg/m3]

3.20

3.20

3.20

3.20

-

-

-

-

1.03

1.03

1.03

1.03

-

2.715×10-4

2.715×10-4

2.715×10-4

PyC swelling rate
[(ΔL/L)/1025 n/m2 E>0.18
MeV]

-0.005

-

-0.005

correlation (a)

Irradiation duration [efpd]

0

0

0

0

End of life burnup
[%FIMA]

0

0

0

0

End of life fluence
[1025 n/m2, E > 0.18 MeV]

3

3

3

3

Constant temperature [K]

1273

1273

1273

1273

Internal pressure [MPa]

25

25

25

25

Ambient pressure [MPa]

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

235

U enrichment [wt%]

OPyC thickness [µm]

OPyC density [Mg/m3]
IPyC BAF
PyC creep coefficient
[MPa 1025 n/m2 E>0.18
MeV-1]

Comparison metric

inner surface tangential IPyC stress, inner surface tangential SiC
stress as a function of fast neutron fluence
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TABLE 9-5. Input parameters for single particle benchmark cases.

Oxygen to uranium ratio

Case 5:
TRISO
350 μm kernel
2

Case 6:
TRISO
500 μm kernel
2

Case 7:
TRISO
High BAF
2

Case 8:
TRISO
Cyclic Temp.
2

Carbon to uranium ratio

0

0

0

0

10

10

10

10

Kernel diameter [µm]

350

500

500

500

Buffer thickness [µm]

100

100

100

100

IPyC thickness [µm]

40

40

40

40

SiC thickness [µm]

35

35

35

35

OPyC thickness [µm]

40

40

40

40

10.8

10.8

10.8

10.8

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

IPyC density [Mg/m ]

1.9

1.9

1.9

1.9

SiC density [Mg/m3]

3.20

3.20

3.20

3.20

OPyC density [Mg/m3]

1.9

1.9

1.9

1.9

IPyC BAF

1.03

1.03

1.06

1.03

OPyC BAF

1.03

1.03

1.06

1.03

Irradiation duration [efpd]

1000

1000

1000

1000

End of life burnup
[%FIMA]

10

10

10

10

End of life fluence
[1025 n/m2, E > 0.18 MeV]

3

3

3

3

1273

1273

1273

873 to 1273
(10 cycles)

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Parameter

235

U enrichment [wt%]

Kernel density [Mg/m3]
3

Buffer density [Mg/m ]
3

Constant irradiation
temperature [K]
Ambient pressure [MPa]
Results to be compared
9.3.1.2.

Inner surface SiC and IPyC tangential stress histories

Case 2 - simple BISO

This particle is the same as in case 1, except that the single coating is a 90 μm thick IPyC
layer.
9.3.1.3.

Case 3 – IPyC/SiC composite without fluence

This particle has two coating layers, an IPyC and SiC layer.
9.3.1.4.

Case 4a – IPyC/SiC composite with no creep and constant swelling

This is the same particle as in case 3, except that it experiences a fast neutron fluence with the
IPyC layer imposed to swell. The internal pressure of 25 MPa is assumed to be constant.
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9.3.1.5.

Case 4b – IPyC/SiC composite withh constant creep and no sweelling

This is tthe same paarticle as in case 3, exccept that it experiences
e
a fast neutrron fluence with the
IPyC layyer imposedd to creep. The
T internall pressure of
o 25 MPa iss assumed tto be constaant.
9.3.1.6.

Case 4c – IPyC/SiC co
omposite withh constant creeep and consta
ant swelling

This is tthe same paarticle as in case 3, exccept that it experiences
e
a fast neutrron fluence with the
IPyC laayer imposeed to creep and swell aat constant rates. The internal
i
preessure of 25
5 MPa is
assumedd to be consstant.
9.3.1.7.

Case 4d – IPyC/SiC composite withh constant creep and fluence dependent sswelling

This is tthe same paarticle as in case 3, exccept that it experiences
e
a fast neutrron fluence with the
IPyC laayer swellinng at a variable rate. The internaal pressure of 25 MPaa is assumeed to be
constannt.
9.3.1.8.

Case 5 – TRISO, 350 μm
μ kernel

This is a full threee layer (TRISO) coaated particlee with a 35
50 μm diam
meter kerneel under
realisticc service connditions.
9.3.1.9.

Case 6 – TRISO, 500 μm
μ kernel

This TR
RISO coatedd particle haas a 500 μm
m diameter kernel with
h all other pparameters the
t same
as in Caase 5.
9.3.1.10.

Case 7 – TRISO, high BAF

This paarticle is thee same as in Case 6 exxcept that the
t Pyrocarrbon BAF iis increased
d to 1.06
(correlaation (b)).
9.3.1.11.

Case 8 – TRISO, cycliic temperaturee history

This is a TRISO particle
p
subjjected to a cyclic temp
perature hisstory characcteristic of fuel
f
in a
pebble bed reactoor. It is assumed thaat the partticle experiences ten cycles wh
here the
temperaature is initiially 873 K,
K increases linearly to 1273 K an
nd then deccreases imm
mediately
back to 873 K. Thhe period fo
or each cyclle is one-ten
nth the totaal irradiationn time, or 100
1 days
(see Figg. 9-1).

FIGURE
E 9-1. Internaal pressure for
f Cases 1 th
hrough 8.
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9.3.2.

Imposed properties fixed for the benchmark

Table 9-6 summarizes the material properties to be used in cases 1 through 8. The internal
pressure history for case 8 is listed in Table 9-7 and is shown graphically in Fig. 9-2. The
internal pressure to be used at any fluence value between fluence values listed is determined
by interpolating linearly between the pressures listed for the surrounding fluence values. The
change in pressure in this interpolation is in linear proportion to the change in fluence. The
pressure cycles given in Table 9-7 for case 8 are not necessarily realistic. The actual pressure
is likely to drop off almost instantaneously at the end of each cycle. Spreading the pressure
drop over a finite time interval in these calculations is intended to alleviate convergence
problems that could occur when solving for an instantaneous change in pressure. If an
instantaneous change in temperature poses difficulties when solving for case 8, it may
similarly be assumed for this exercise that the temperature drop at the end of each cycle
occurs over a finite time interval.
Material properties are generally obtained from CEGA’s report [CEGA 1993]. Pyrocarbon
creep coefficients of the CEGA report are increased by a factor of 2, based on correlations
with NPR experiments [Miller 2003]. Correlations for pyrocarbon swelling strain rates are
given Table 9-8 and corresponding swelling strain (or ‘irradiation induced dimensional
change’, IIDC) are plotted Fig. 9-3. In case 8, the pyrocarbon creep coefficient is assumed to
vary over the temperature range of 873 K to 1273 K according to correlation (d) given Table
9-8 and Fig. 9-3.
Thermal expansion coefficients shown are obtained from CEGA data. In cases 1 through 7,
the particle is considered to be thermally stress-free. Therefore expansion coefficients are not
actually needed for these cases. In case 8, the particle is considered to be thermally stress-free
at the initial temperature of 873 K. Differential expansion stresses occur as the irradiation
temperature changes. The PyC thermal expansion coefficient given in Table 9-6 for case 8 is
representative of the average temperature of 1073 K. The PyC swelling is assumed to be
isotropic for cases 4a and 4c. Because cases 1 through 8 address only a single particle, mean
strengths and Weibull moduli do not apply.
It is intended that cases 1 through 8 focus only on the behaviour of the outer coating layers
(IPyC, SiC, OPyC). There is no temperature variation assumed through the coating layers.
Except for the internal gas pressure that is applied to the inner surface of the IPyC, kernel and
buffer are assumed not to interact with the outer layers. Internal pressures for each case are
provided in Table 9-7.
For cases 1 through 8, dFIMA/dt is equal to zero, meaning that there is neither heat
production nor fuel swelling or densification. Also fission product release and CO production
models are not applicable.
For cases 1 through 8, the buffer is disconnected from the kernel and the IPyC and its stiffness
is close to zero in order to avoid any mechanical interaction with the layers. The irradiation
induced dimensional change is neglected.
Correlation (a) through (c) and (e) through (f) – PyC swelling rate
.

g=

5

A x
i =0

i

i

(9-22)

where x – fast neutron fluence, 1025 n/m2, E > 0.18 MeV. Divide fast neutron fluences for
E > 0.10 MeV by a factor of 1.10 to obtain fast neutron fluences for E > 0.18 MeV.
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-

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.33

-

3.96×104

3.96×104

3.96×104

3.96×104

3.96×104

3.96×104

3.96×104

3.96×104

3.96×104

3.96×104

1

2

3

4a

4b

4c

4d

5

6

7

8

PyC
Poisson
ratio

PyC
Young
modulus of
elasticity
[MPa]

Case

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

-

-

-

-

PyC
Poisson
ratio in
creep

5.35×10-6

5.50×10-6

5.50×10-6

5.50×10-6

5.50×10-6

5.50×10-6

5.50×10-6

5.50×10-6

5.50×10-6

5.50×10-6

-

PyC
coefficient
of thermal
expansion
[K-1]

correlation (d)

2.71×10-4

2.71×10-4

2.71×10-4

2.71×10-4

2.71×10-4

2.71×10-4

-

-

-

-

PyC creep
coefficient
[MPa/
(1025 n/m2,
E>0.18 MeV)]

correlation (c)

correlation (b)

correlation (a)

correlation (a)

3.70×105

3.70×105

3.70×105

3.70×105

3.70×105

3.70×105

-0.005
(isotropic)
correlation (a)

3.70×105

3.70×105

-0.005
(isotropic)
-

3.70×105

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

-

0.13

3.70×105
-

SiC
Poisson
ratio

SiC
modulus
of
elasticity
[MPa]

-

-

-

PyC swelling
strain rate
[1025 n/m2]-1,
E>0.18 MeV]

TABLE 9-6. Material properties for benchmark cases 1 through 8.

4.90×10-6

4.90×10-6

4.90×10-6

4.90×10-6

4.90×10-6

4.90×10-6

4.90×10-6

4.90×10-6

4.90×10-6

-

4.90×10-6

SiC
coefficient
of thermal
expansion
[K-1]

TABLE 9-7. Internal pressures for benchmark cases 1 through 8.
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Case

Fluence [1025 n/m2]

Internal pressure [MPa]

1

Independent

25 (constant)

2

Independent

25 (constant)

3

Independent

25 (constant)

4a

Independent

25 (constant)

4b

Independent

25 (constant)

4c

Independent

25 (constant)

4d

Independent

25 (constant)

5

Linear ramp

From 0 to 15.54

6

Linear ramp

From 0 to 26.20

7

Linear ramp

From 0 to 26.20

8

0
0.29
0.30
0.59
0.60
0.89
0.90
1.19
1.20
1.49
1.50
1.79
1.80
2.09
2.10
2.39
2.40
2.69
2.70
2.99
3.00

0.
0.14
0.02
0.94
0.04
2.59
0.07
4.87
0.10
7.64
0.14
10.79
0.20
14.26
0.26
17.99
0.33
21.96
0.41
26.13
0.50
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-1.43234×10-1
0.0954
-3.24737×10-2
-0.0249

-2.13483×10-2
-1.83549×10-2

Correlation (f)
radial
tangential

-9.70×10-7

4.386×10-4

Correlation (d)

Correlation (e)
radial for x < 6.08
radial for x > 6.08
tangential for x < 6.08
tangential for x > 6.08

9.82884×10-3
1.71315×10-3

-1.80613×10-2
-1.78392×10-2

Correlation (c)
radial
tangential

1.64999×10-2
-3.29740×10-3

2.62692×10-1
9.07826×10-3
-

1.83715×10-2
-3.42182×10-3

-2.12522×10-2
-1.79113×10-2

Correlation (b)
radial
tangential

2.00861×10-2
2.63307×10-3

-2.22642×10-2
-1.91253×10-2

A1

Correlation (a)
radial
tangential

A0

-3.80252×10-3
5.47396×10-3

-1.74247×10-1
-2.10029×10-3
-

8.0294×10-10

-2.25937×10-3
2.32979×10-3

-5.05553×10-3
5.03465×10-3

-7.77024×10-3
1.69251×10-3

A2

4.73765×10-4
-1.03249×10-3

5.67549x×10-2
1.30457×10-4
-

-

4.03266×10-4
-4.91648×10-4

7.27026×10-4
-8.88086×10-4

1.36334×10-3
-3.53804×10-4

A3

TABLE 9-8. PyC correlations for benchmark cases 4d through 14.

-8.36313×10-3
-

-

-

-

-

A4

4.52013×10-4
-

-

-

-

-

A5

F
FIGURE
9-2. PyC swellinng strain ratte for cases 4d
4 through 144

URE 9-3. PyyC creep coeffficient for ca
ase 8.
FIGU

Correlattion (d) – PyC creep co
oefficient
2

K=

 AT
i =0

i

i

where T – temperature in °C.
The coeefficients Ai (I = 0,…5)) are listed iin Table 9-8
8.
9.3.3.
9.3.3.1.

Results from
m participatiing countries
Case 1: elastic SiC

The resuults are listeed in Table 9-9 and shoown in Fig. 9-4.
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(9-2
23)

TABLE 9-9. Results for case 1: elastic SiC.

Case 1

Maximum SiC tangential stress [MPa]
at the inner surface of SiC

France

125.4

Japan

125.79

Republic of Korea

125.19

Russian Federation

125.2

Turkey

125.2

United Kingdom

125.1

USA/GA

125.9

USA/INL

125.2

Stress (MPa)

100

TURK
EY

JAPA

N

A
KOR
E

IA
RUS
S

U.K.

A

NCE
FRA

125

USA
/G

150

USA
/INL

175

Case 1 SiC
Case 2 PyC

75
50
25
0
Countries Represented

FIGURE 9-4. Case 1 and 2 - Maximum tangential IPyC and SiC stresses.

Analytically, the tangential stress in the thickness of a spherical shell is given by:

σ t (r ) = Pi ⋅

ri3 ⋅ (2 ⋅ r 3 + ro3 )
2 ⋅ r 3 ⋅ (ro3 − ri3 )

− Po ⋅

ro3 ⋅ (2 ⋅ r 3 + ri3 )
2 ⋅ r 3 ⋅ (ro3 − ri3 )

(9-24)

where ri and ro – inner and the outer radius of the shell, m; Pi and Po – pressures acting on the
inner and outer surfaces of the shell, Pa.
With ri = 350 µm and ro = 385 µm, the tangential stress at the inner surface is equal to
125.19 MPa, in good agreement with all codes.
9.3.3.2.

Case 2

The results are listed in Table 9-10 and shown also in Fig. 9-4.
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TABLE 9-10. Results for case 2: single BISO.

Case 2

Maximum tangential stress (MPa)
at the inner surface of IPyC

France

50.4

Japan

50.5

Republic of Korea

50.2

Russian Federation

50.2

Turkey

50.2

United Kingdom

50.2

USA/GA

50.6

USA/INL

50.14

With ri = 350 µm and ro = 440 µm, the tangential stress at the inner surface is equal to
50.20 MPa, in good agreement with all codes.
9.3.3.3.

Case 3: IPyC/SiC without fluence

The results are listed in Table 9-11.
TABLE 9-11. Results for case 3: IPyC/SiC without fluence.

Case 3

Maximum tangential
stress for SiC

Maximum tangential
stress for IPyC

France

104.6

8.8

Japan

123.3

No Data

Republic of Korea

104.38

8.78

Russian
Federation

106.7

9

Turkey

104.2

8.7

United Kingdom

104.3

8.7

USA/GA

104.5

9.3

USA/INL

104.3

8.77

An analytical expression is given in [MartinDG 2004] as follows:
Analytically, the tangential stresses at the inner and outer surface of a spherical shell are given
by:
σ ti =

(2 + m )Pi − 3mPo and σ = 3Pi − (2m + 1)Po
to
2(m − 1)
2(m − 1)

(9-25), (9-26)

where m = (ri/ro)3 and ri and r0 are the inner and outer radius of the shell; Pi and Po are the
pressures acting on the inner and outer surfaces of the shell.
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The pressure between the IPyC and SiC layers, Π is given, with the help of equations (9-25)
and (9-26) by the following relation which equates the radial displacements in the two layers
at their interface:
3Pi − (2ma + 1)Π 1 − μ a Πμ a (2 + mb )Π − 3mb Po 1 − μ b Πμ b
.
+
=
.
+
2(ma − 1)
2(mb − 1)
Ea
Ea
Eb
Eb

(9-27)

where subscripts a and b refer to the IPyC and SiC layers respectively, E is the Young
Modulus and μ is Poisson’s ratio.
The radial stress, – Π, between the two layers is found to be -18.8 MPa. Then, using Equation
(9-25), tangential stresses in the IPyC and SiC are calculated to be 8.8 and 104.4 MPa
respectively, in good agreement with all codes.
9.3.3.4.

Case 4a: IPyC/SiC composite with no creep and constant swelling rate

Results are given in Fig. 9-5 for radial stresses and in Fig. 9-6 for tangential stresses. At the
start of the irradiation, case 4a is equal to case 3.
The irradiation induced dimensional change of the pyrocarbon layer is countered by the SiC
layer, which is about 10 times more rigid. This pyrocarbon dimensional change quickly
creates circumferential compression stresses in the SiC layer and tensile stresses in the
pyrocarbon layer.
In order to calculate these stresses from analytical relations, equation (9-27) may be used, as
in case 3. The only difference being that an extra term ga should be added to the left hand side
of that equation. ga is defined as the overall fractional change in linear dimensions at a
specific neutron dose (being -0.0005×dose in units of 1024 n/m2.
Tangential stresses in the IPyC and SiC are calculated to be 926.80 MPa and -845.71 MPa,
respectively, at the dose of 3×1025 n/m2, in good agreement with all the codes.

Maximum radial stress between IPyC and SiC

Stress (MPa)

180
160

4a - USA/INL

140

4a - USA/GA

120

4a - U.K.

100

4a - RUSSIA

80

4a - KOREA

60

4a - TURKEY

40
20
0
-20
-40
0.0

0.5

1.0
1.5-2
2.0
25
Fluence (10 n.m E>0.18 MeV)

2.5

3.0

FIGURE 9-5. Case 4a - Inner surface radial stress between IPyC and SiC as a function of fast fluence.
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Maximum tangential stresses in the PyC layer

1000
900

With PyC shrinkage and
without PyC creep

800
Stress (MPa)

700
600
500

4a - USA/INL

400

4a - USA/GA
4a - FRANCE

300

4a - U.K.

200

4a - RUSSIA

100

4a - KOREA

0

4a - TURKEY

-100
0.0

0.5

1.0
1.5-2
2.0
25
Fluence (10 n.m E>0.18 MeV)

2.5

3.0

Maximum tangential stresses in the SiC layer

200
100

With PyC shrinkage and
without PyC creep

0

Stress (MPa)

-100
-200
-300

4a - USA/INL

-400

4a - USA/GA

-500

4a - FRANCE

-600

4a - U.K.

-700

4a - RUSSIA

-800

4a - KOREA

-900

4a - TURKEY

-1000
0.0

0.5

1.0
1.5
2.0
25
-2
Fluence (10 n.m E>0.18 MeV)

2.5

3.0

FIGURE 9-6. Case 4a - Inner surface tangential IPyC and SiC stresses as a function of fast fluence.
9.3.3.5.

Case 4b: IPyC/SiC composite with constant creep and no swelling

Results are given in Fig. 9-7 for radial stresses and in Fig. 9-8 for tangential stresses. At the
start of the irradiation, case 4b is equal to case 3.
Because the IPyC creep Poisson’s ratio is equal to 0.5, it is expected that, since the volume
will be conserved, stresses in that layer will decay from the initial value reported in case 3 to a
constant hydrostatic stress of -25 MPa, in good agreement with all the codes.
At the same time, the relaxation of PyC stresses reload the SiC layer and the tangential stress
at the equilibrium is equal to the stress given by equation (9-25), that is to say, with ri = 390
µm and ro = 425 µm, at the inner surface, 139.34 MPa, in good agreement with all the codes.
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0
4b - USA/INL

-5

4b - USA/GA
4b - U.K.

Stress (MPa)

-10

4b - RUSSIA
4b - KOREA

-15

4b - TURKEY

-20

-25

-30
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

Fluence (10

25

2.0

2.5

3.0

-2

n.m E>0.18 MeV)

FIGURE 9-7. Case 4b - Inner surface radial stress between IPyC and SiC as a function of fast fluence.
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4b - USA/INL

10

Stress (MPa)

4b - USA/GA

5

4b - FRANCE

0

4b - U.K.
4b - RUSSIA

-5

4b - KOREA

-10

4b - TURKEY

-15
-20
-25
-30
0.0

0.5

1.0
Fluence (10

1.5
25

2.0

2.5

3.0

-2

n.m E>0.18 MeV)

150
125

Stress (MPa)

100
4b - USA/INL

75

4b - USA/GA
4b - FRANCE

50

4b - U.K.
4b - RUSSIA

25

4b - KOREA
4b - JAPAN

0

4b - TURKEY

-25
0.0

0.5

1.0
Fluence (10

1.5
25

2.0

2.5

3.0

-2

n.m E>0.18 MeV)

FIGURE 9-8. Case 4b - Inner surface tangential IPyC and SiC stresses as a function of fast fluence.
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9.3.3.6.

Case 4c: IPyC/SiC composite with constant creep and constant swelling

Results are given in Fig. 9-9 for radial stresses and in Fig. 9-10 for tangential stresses. At the
start of the irradiation, case 4c is equal to case 3. The irradiation induced dimensional change
of the pyrocarbon layer is countered by the SiC layer which is about 10 times more rigid. This
pyrocarbon dimensional change quickly creates circumferential compression stresses in the
SiC layer and tensile stresses in the pyrocarbon layers. The irradiation induced creep in the
pyrocarbon layers tends to relax the stresses before the latter becomes too great, and an
equilibrium is created between densification and relaxation because the swelling rate is
constant.
Stresses in the equilibrium state may be calculated analytically, making the approximation
that the elastic constant of SiC is infinite and considering the irradiation induced dimensional
change isotropic and the creep Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.5. The IPyC tangential stress, σta is
given by

σ ta = −

2ma g a
− Pi
Ka

(9-28)

where g a is the swelling rate of the IPyC layer. The radial stress at the IPyC/SiC interface, σr
is

σr = −

4 g a (ma − 1)
− Pi
3K a

(9-29)

The value of σr is used in Equation (9-25) to derive the tangential stress in the SiC layer.
Tangential stresses in the IPyC and SiC are calculated to be 26.05 and 86.5 MPa, respectively,
in good agreement with all the codes.
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FIGURE 9-9. Case 4c - Inner surface radial stress between IPyC and SiC as a function of fast fluence.
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FIGURE 9-10. Case 4c - Inner surface tangential IPyC and SiC stresses as a function of fast fluence.
9.3.3.7.

Case 4d: IPyC/SiC composite with constant creep and neutron dose dependent swelling

This case is similar to case 4c except that the swelling of the IPyC layer is both anisotropic
and a function of the neutron dose. Results are given in Fig. 9-11 for radial stresses and in
Fig. 9-12 for tangential stresses. At the start of the irradiation, case 4d is equal to case 3.
According to the equation (17) in [MartinDG 1973] (see equation (9-34) in Section 9.3.3),
once a quasi equilibrium state has been achieved, the IPyC tangential stress is given by

σ ta = −

(

)

4.5ma gˆ 1a − 1.5(ma − 1) gˆ 1a − gˆ 3a
− Pi
2.25 K a

(9-30)

where subscripts 1 and 3 refer to the tangential and radial directions, respectively, and

gˆ = g −

g g
+
−
C C2

(9-31)
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where C is a relaxation time (or rather neutron dose) constant, taken to be 1.7×1024 n/m2.
Good agreement between IPyC stress values calculated from equation (9-30) and those
obtained from the codes was observed. Likewise good agreement was also obtained for
stresses in the SiC layer and at the IPyC/SiC interface, in these cases with the use of equation
(9-30) and equation (9-32) [MartinDG 1973] (see Section 9.3.3).
9.3.3.8.

Case 5

Case 5 is similar to case 4d except that the particle dimension is different, with a smaller
kernel and an additional outer pyrocarbon layer, and that the pressure is not constant but rises
linearly with burnup from 0 to 15.54 MPa. Results are shown in Fig. 9-13.
Case 6 is similar to case 4d, except for the additional outer pyrocarbon layer and that the
pressure is not constant, but rises linearly with burnup from 0 to 26.20 MPa. Results are
shown in Fig. 9-14.
Case 7 is similar to case 6 except that the swelling rate is a little bit higher due to the change
of initial anisotropy (correlation (b) instead of correlation (c)). Results are shown in Fig. 9-15.
9.3.3.9.

Case 8

It is assumed that the particle experiences ten cycles where the temperature is initially 873 K
and increases linearly to 1273 K, and then decreases immediately back to 873 K. The period
for each cycle is one-tenth of the total irradiation time, or 100 days.
Figure 9-16 shows the tangential stresses in the IPyC and SiC layers as a function of neutron
dose. They illustrate how the effect of temperature cycling modifies the long term evolution
of stresses over the course of the irradiation. A very good agreement between the codes is
noted.
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FIGURE 9-14. Case 6 – Inner surface tangential SiC stress as a function of fast neutron fluence.
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9.4. POSTCALCULATION OF IN-PILE FUEL TESTS
9.4.1.

Input parameters and test conditions

The cases regarded here characterize fuel particles from past irradiation experiments. These
include the HRB-22 (Japanese) experiment, HFR-K3 (German) experiment, HFR-P4
(German) experiment and the NPR-1 (USA) experiment. Parameters for these cases are listed
in Table 9-12.
With regard to cases 1 through 8, the main differences are
•

the internal pressure, which is not fixed but rather determined by fission product
release and CO production;

•

the geometry of the particle which describes a population (mean value and standard
deviation).
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9.4.1.1.

Case 9 – HRB-22 experiment

These are LEU TRISO coated particles with a mean kernel diameter equal to 544 µm in
compacts irradiated 89 days until 4.79% FIMA and 2.1×1025 n/m2 (E > 0.18 MeV).
9.4.1.2.

Case 10 – HFR-K3 experiment – pebble B/2

These are LEU TRISO coated particles with a mean kernel diameter equal to 497 µm in a
pebble irradiated 359 days until 10% FIMA and 5.3×1025 n/m2 (E > 0.18 MeV).
9.4.1.3.

Case 11 – HFR-P4 experiment – fuel element 3

These are LEU TRISO coated particles with a mean kernel diameter equal to 497 µm in a
mini-pebble irradiated 351 days until 14% FIMA and 7.2×1025 n/m2 (E > 0.18 MeV).
9.4.1.4.

Case 12 – NPR-1 experiment – compact A5

These are HEU TRISO coated particles with a mean kernel diameter of 200 µm in a compact
irradiated 170 days until 79% FIMA and 3.8×1025 n/m2 (E > 0.18 MeV).
TABLE 9-12. Input parameters for past irradiation experiments.

Parameter
Oxygen to uranium ratio
Carbon to uranium ratio
235
U enrichment [wt%]
Kernel diameter [µm]
Buffer thickness [µm]
IPyC thickness [µm]
SiC thickness [µm]
OPyC thickness [µm]
Kernel density [Mg/m3]
Buffer density [Mg/m3]
IPyC density [Mg/m3]
SiC density [Mg/m3]
OPyC density [Mg/m3]
IPyC BAF
OPyC BAF
Irradiation duration [efpd]
End of life burnup
[% FIMA]
End of life fluence
[1025 n/m2, E > 0.18 MeV]
Time-average, volumeaverage irradiation
Temperature [°C]
Ambient pressure [MPa]
Comparison metric
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2
0
4.07
544 ± 9
97 ± 13
33 ± 3
34 ± 2
39 ± 3
10.84
1.10
1.85
3.20
1.85
1.00
1.00
89

Case 10: HFRK3
B/2
2
0
9.82
497 ± 14
94 ± 10
41 ± 4
36 ± 2
40 ± 2
10.81
1.00
1.88
3.20
1.88
1.053
1.019
359

Case 11: HFRP4
3
2
0
9.82
497 ± 14
94 ± 10
41 ± 4
36 ± 2
40 ± 2
10.81
1.00
1.88
3.20
1.88
1.053
1.019
351

Case 12:
NPR-1
A5
1.51
0.36
93.15 ± 0.01
200 ± 5
102 ± 10
53 ± 4
35 ± 3
39 ± 4
10.52 ± 0.01
0.96 ± 0.05
1.92 ± 0.01
3.23
1.86 ± 0.01
1.058 ± 0.005
1.052 ± 0.006
170

4.79

10

14

79

2.1

5.3

7.2

3.8

1303

1073

1335

1260

Case 9: HRB22

0.1

0.1
0.1
end of life failure fraction

0.1

9.4.1.5.

Case 13 – HFR-EU1 experiment

These are LEU TRISO coated particles with a mean kernel diameter equal to 502 µm in a
pebble assumed to be irradiated 600 days until 20% FIMA and 5.4×1025 n/m2
(E > 0.18 MeV). Input for the ‘future’ irradiation experiment, case 13 (HFR-EU1), is listed in
Table 9-13.
9.4.2.

Imposed properties fixed for the benchmark

Table 9-14 summarizes the material properties to be used for cases 9 through 13. For the PyC
modulus of elasticity, PyC Poisson’s ratio, SiC modulus of elasticity, and SiC Poisson’s ratio,
the values were given in Table 9-6 (cases 3 through 8).
Properties are generally those used in the STRESS3 code (except for case 12). The SiC mean
strength and Weibull modulus are based on data used in German standard calculations (except
for case 12). Properties for case 12 are based on data from [Miller 2003]. The pyrocarbon
creep coefficients of [Miller 2003] were amplified by a factor of 2 (in case 12), based on
correlations with NPR experiments. Correlations for pyrocarbon swelling strain rates are
given in Table 9-8 and corresponding swelling strain (or irradiation induced dimensional
change, IIDC) were plotted in Figs. 9-2 and 9-3.
TABLE 9-13. Input parameters for the future irradiation experiment HFR-EU1.
Parameter
Oxygen to uranium ratio
Carbon to uranium ratio
235
U enrichment [wt%]
Kernel diameter [µm]
Buffer thickness [µm]
IPyC thickness [µm]
SiC thickness [µm]
OPyC thickness [µm]
Kernel density [Mg/m3]
Buffer density [Mg/m3]
IPyC density [Mg/m3]
SiC density [Mg/m3]
OPyC density [Mg/m3]
IPyC BAF
OPyC BAF
Irradiation duration [efpd]
End of life burnup [% FIMA]
End of life fluence
[1025 n/m2, E > 0.18 MeV]
Time-average, volume-average
irradiation temperature
Ambient pressure
Comparison metric

Case 13:
HFR-EU1
2
0
16.7
502 ± 11
95 ± 14
41 ± 3
35 ± 2
40 ± 4
10.81
1.01
1.87
3.20
1.87
1.02
1.02
600
20
5.4
1298
0.1
end of life
failure fraction
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TABLE 9-14. Material properties for benchmark cases 9 through 13.
Case

PyC creep
coefficient
[MPa-1025
n/m2]-1,
E > 0.18
MeV

PyC
Poisson’s
ratio in
creep

PyC swelling
strain rate
[1025 n/m2]-1,
E > 0.18 MeV

PyC
mean
strength
[MPa]

PyC
Weibull
modulus

9

4.93×10-4

0.4

correlation (e)

200

5.0

873

8.02

10

4.93×10-4

0.4

correlation (e)

200

5.0

873

8.02

11

4.93×10-4

0.4

correlation (e)

200

5.0

873

8.02

12

2.70×10-4

0.5

correlation (f)

218

9.5

572

6.0

13

4.93×10-4

0.4

correlation (e)

200

5.0

873

8.02

SiC mean SiC Weibull
strength
modulus
[MPa]

For cases 9 through 14, dFIMA/dt is constant and equal to the ratio burn up over irradiation
time, making active heat production, fuel swelling and densification, fission product release
(CEA model) and CO production (Proksch model) models. Also for cases 9 through 14, the
buffer is disconnected from kernel and IPyC and its stiffness is close to zero in order to avoid
any mechanical interaction with the layers, as it seems to be the case in the German
experiments. The irradiation induced dimensional change of the buffer is made inactive, too,
in order to avoid at the beginning of the irradiation an important gap between the buffer and
the IPyC (increasing the temperature of the kernel), as it seems to be the case in the German
experiments.
These assumptions are due to the lack of knowledge concerning buffer properties and have
consequences on the results: kernel coating mechanical interaction (KCMI), which is
intentionally avoided here, is modeled in STRESS3 [MartinDG 2003] and has a great
influence on the results of cases 9 through 13 given in [MartinDG 2004].
9.4.3.

Results from participating countries

Figs. 9-17 to 9-21 show for cases 9 through 13 the calculation results of
•

the tangential stresses in the SiC layer as a function of irradiation time for a particle
having the mean geometry;

•

the total gas pressure as a function of irradiation time;

•

the failure fraction as a function of irradiation time.

For cases 9 through 13, given the greater complexity associated with simulating a real
irradiation experiment the calculations showed major differences that can largely be attributed
to the physico-chemical models used to calculate fission gas release and CO production in the
kernel.
The effect of creep factor is discussed hereafter.
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FIGURE 9-17. Case 9 – HRB-22 – total gas pressure, SiC stresses and failure fraction as a function of
burnup.
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FIGURE 9-18. Case 10 – HFR-K3/2 – Total gas pressure, SiC stresses and failure fraction as a
function of burnup.
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FIGURE 9-19. Case 11 – HFR-P4-3 – total gas pressure, SiC stresses and failure fraction as a
function of burnup.
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FIGURE 9-20. Case 12 – NPR-1A – total gas pressure, SiC stresses and failure fraction as a function
of burnup.
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FIGURE 9-21. Case 13 – HFR-EU1 – total gas pressure, SiC stresses and failure fraction as a
function of fast neutron fluence.
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Figure 99-22 showss for case 10 (HFR-K33) a comparrison of thee tangential stresses in the SiC
layer ass a function of irradiation time bettween ATLAS and the same calcuulation with
h the UK
code ST
TRESS3. Thhe two curv
ves are globbally in goo
od agreemeent, becausee there is no
o KCMI
with thee STRESS3 model. Thee maximum
m stress is ab
bout 220 MPa for STR
RESS3 and 280
2 MPa
for ATL
LAS indicatting a diverg
gence of ab out 30%.

FIIGURE 9-22. Case 10 – Comparison
C
SSTRESS3-AT
TLAS of tang
gential stressses in SiC layyer.

It appeaars that the different values
v
assum
med for thee creep Poiisson’ ratio,, ν, (0.4 an
nd 0.5 in
STRESS3 and AT
TLAS, resp
pectively) explains th
hese differeences. Thuus a glancee at the
analyticcal expressions definin
ng stresses iin the vario
ous layers [MartinDG
[
1973] reveeals how
dependeent they aree on the vaalue assum
med for ν. As
A a simplee illustrationn of this assertion,
a
equationn (9-30) waas derived frrom equatioon (15) in [M
MartinDG 1973] wheree is written:
For the OPyC layeer, these streesses at the inner and outer
o
surfacces are given
en by

( )

σ 1o ao = −
and

( )

σ 1o bo = −

3 g1o (1 − ν o ) (mo − 2) + 2 Δg o ν o (mo − 1 − mo ln mo ) + 9 mo ν o (1 − ν o ) K o Π
3 K o (1 − ν o ) [mo (1 + ν o ) + 2(1 − 2ν o )]

[

9 g1o (1 −ν o ) + Δg o (1 + ν o ) (mo − 1) + 2(1 − 2ν o ) ln mo
3 K o (1 −ν o ) [mo (1 + ν o ) + 2(1 − 2ν o )]

]

−

(9-32)

mo (1 + ν o ) − (1 − 2ν o )
mo (1 + ν o ) + 2(1 − 2ν o )

Π

(9-3
33)

assuminng ν = 0.5. Values of the
t coefficieents in the first and seecond termss of equatio
on (9-30)
are 4.5, -5.4, -1.4, 3.24,
3
and -0
0.67, respecttively.
r
furtheer:
[MartinnDG 1973] reads
For the IPyC layerr, the corresp
sponding strresses are given
g
by

( )

σ 1i ao = −

[

9 g1i mi (1 − ν i ) − Δg i (1 + ν i ) (mi − 1) + 2(1 − 2ν i ) mi n mi
m
3 K i (1 − ν i ) [2mi (1 − 2ν i ) + (1 + ν i )]

]

−

(1 + ν i ) − mi (1 − 2ν i )
2mi (1 − 2ν i ) + (1 + ν i )
(9-3
34)
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P

where ν – Poisson coefficient of irradiation creep; g – shrinkage rate, xx; K – creep constant,
xx; a and b – inner and outer radius; 1 = radial, 3 = tangential.
The creep Poisson’s factor is taken 0.5 and isotropic swelling is assumed. The above equation
takes into account the effect of the creep Poisson’s factor and the non-isotropic swelling of the
pyrocarbon. If only the main term of that equation is considered, proportional to the tangential
swelling rate, the coefficient taking into account the creep Poisson’s factor is
3(1 −ν )
(1 −ν )[2m(1 − 2ν ) + (1 + ν )]

(9-35)

where ν – creep Poisson’s factor; m = (ri/ro)3 with ri and ro – inner and outer radius of the
shell, m.
With ν = 0.5, this coefficient is equal to the factor 2 of equation (9-13). If ν = 0.4 is
considered, then this coefficient is equal to 1.54, which is about 30% less. Thus, the
divergence between the two calculations is likely mainly due to the creep Poisson’s factor.
9.5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This section presented the calculations of the benchmark of fuel performance models under
normal conditions.
Cases 1 to 7, simplified analytical benchmarking problems to ‘calibrate’ the codes and/or
models, have been compared with analytical formulations. The results from cases 1 through 8
were all very good. Excellent agreement was observed among many of the codes.
The stresses in case 8, which is more complex, taking into account cyclic temperature history
characteristic of fuel in a pebble bed reactor, have been compared and again excellent
agreement was observed among many of the codes.
For cases 9 through 13, given the greater complexity associated with simulating a real
irradiation experiment the calculations showed major differences that can largely be attributed
to the physico-chemical models used to calculation fission gas release and CO production in
the kernel. For German type particles where gas pressures are low, the stress in the SiC layer
is dominated more by the PyC shrinkage than by the internal gas pressure in the particle.
Thus, for low burnup and low temperatures, the degree of accuracy needed in calculating the
internal gas pressure in the particle is less because of this lower impact on stress in SiC.

10.

BENCHMARKING OF FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE BEHAVIOUR
MODELS UNDER ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

10.1. MODELING OF FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE UNDER ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
10.1.1.

Introduction

The transport of any metallic fission or activation product could be calculated if the transport
parameters of the nuclide were available. But it is impractical (and unnecessary) to evaluate
production, transport and release of all species generated in a nuclear reactor. Therefore, only
the radiological most significant nuclides are analyzed. Key radionuclides are selected based
on the combination of their fission yield, their transport and release properties and their
radiological hazard level.
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The radiologically most relevant radioisotopes monitored during accident simulation testing
are listed in Table 10-1. These include the long lived strontium (90Sr), silver (110mAg),
caesium (134Cs, 137Cs), and krypton (85Kr) activation and fission products, and the short lived
iodine (131I) and xenon (133Xe) fission products. Isotopes of the same chemical species are
assumed to result in same release fractions. More nuclides may be added to the above list
depending on the expected fuel conditions.
TABLE 10-1. Radiologically relevant fission products considered in HTGR safety analyses.

Fission product

Half life

131

I

8.021 days

133

I

20.81 hours

134

Cs

2.066 years

137

Cs

30.07 years

Sr

28.78 years

Long term behaviour after extreme accidents and in
risk analyses, formed by 90Kr in the primary circuit

110m

Ag

249.8 days

Small inventory, important for maintenance

111

Ag

7.454 days

Important for normal operation and accident
conditions

85

Kr

10.783 years

Indicator of particle coating failure and conservative
upper limit for iodine release,
important for waste management

90

Kr

32.32 seconds

Precursor of 90Sr

90

Relevance
Greatest significance for design and licensing,
important for heatup accident conditions
Long term behaviour after extreme accidents and in
risk analyses

133

Xe

5.247 days

important for normal operation conditions

137

Xe

3.818 min

Precursor of 137Cs

3

H

14

C

12.323 years

important for waste management

5730 years

important for waste management

The relative characteristics of the metallic fission products of radiological interest for LEU
UO2 TRISO fuel under HTGR service conditions are as follows:
• Silver is known to begin to be released from TRISO fuel at temperatures above 1000°C
of normal operating temperatures, and to be released from intact particles in significant
fractions after several days at 1600°C. A part of the silver may be released from the fuel
in form of the stable (inactive) 109Ag and no longer be subjected to an activation to
110m
Ag. Silver deposits in graphite at 900°C and plates out on metallic surfaces at
temperatures of 800°C and diffuses into the bulk metal, where it is effectively captured.
As a result, silver does not present an important concern with regard to offsite dose, but
can be a dominant contributor to occupational dose depending on component
maintenance requirements.
• Strontium is retained to a large extent in oxide kernels during normal operation even
when coatings are defect and is slowly released at temperatures beyond modular HTGR
accident conditions (i.e. approaching 1800°C for several days). Additionally, it is
strongly adsorbed in matrix material and little is released from spherical fuel elements.
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Different from other species, it is difficult to measure and the results shown have an
uncertainty of an order of magnitude compared to around 10% for others.
• Cesium is also released from particles with defective silicon carbide layers in normal
operation and can be released from the fuel spheres depending on the local conditions.
However, there is a significant delay in release from the sphere due to holdup in the
matrix. In the AVR, the LEU UO2 TRISO spheres were typically net absorbers of
caesium due to the low silicon carbide defect fractions.

The primary isotopes of caesium of interest are 134Cs and 137Cs, whose inventories developed
differently as a function of burnup, but whose release fractions under accident conditions are
very similar. The combination of 85Kr and 137Cs data in the early phase of the heating tests
allow determination of both through-coating failure fractions and failure fractions of particles
with silicon carbide defects and an intact pyrocarbon layer.
10.1.2.

Codes used in benchmark exercise

A total of eight codes from France, Germany, the Republic of Korea, South Africa, and the
USA have been applied to all or a part of the proposed benchmark cases. From the historic
perspective, the comparison is between three ‘old’ (Germany, South Africa, USA/GA) and
five newly developed models.
10.1.2.1.

France: ATLAS code description

The ATLAS code as has been used in the normal operation benchmark was already described
in Section 9.1.2. For the assessment of fission product release, the long lived fission products
behaviour in the different constitutive materials is handled by taking into account [Guillermier
2009]:
• Production of the fission products in the Kernel. A simplified model from calculations
using the codes APOLLO2 and DARWIN/PEPIN of Commissariat à l’Energie
Atomique is used.
• Diffusion of the fission products through the kernel and the layers, using a single
transport law with effective diffusion coefficients.
• Radioactive disintegration.

The whole diffusion mechanism is modeled as follows for each fission product species:
∂c (i )
= −div D (i ) ⋅ grad c (i ) − λ ⋅ c (i ) + s
∂t

(

( ))

(10-1)

where D (i ) c – diffusion coefficient in the layer I, m2/s; c (i ) – concentration of the fission
product in the layer I, kg/m3; s – fission product source term, kg/(m3·s); λ – radioactive
disintegration constant, s-1.
10.1.2.2.

Germany: FRESCO-II code description

The FZJ computer model FRESCO actually exists in two versions. The ‘core’ version [Krohn
1982] was developed first to describe the fission product release behaviour in a pebble bed
core during a core heatup accident phase taking account of redistribution of fission products
by the coolant flow and sorption effects at the graphite surfaces of both the fuel elements and
the top and bottom reflectors. This FRESCO(-I) version requires the input of transient
temperature and coolant flow distribution as the result of a thermodynamic model calculation.
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A follow-up version, FRESCO-II [Krohn 1983], concentrates on a single, representative
spherical fuel element and includes, in addition to the heating/accident phase, also the phase
of irradiation/normal operation. Main purpose of this version was to simulate a complete
irradiation and heating experiment for a spherical fuel element. The important input data
comprise, apart from the fuel geometry and the temperature-time history, the effective
diffusion coefficients for kernel, coating layers, and graphite, as well as a particle failure
function given in form of a step function.
The FRESCO diffusion model distinguishes between two types of particles, intact particles
and defective/failed particles. From the moment of failure, a particle is treated in the model as
a bare kernel which releases activity immediately into the fuel element matrix graphite; the
inventory present in the layers at this time is regarded as released. Since the moment of failure
is important, the particles which fail at a certain time are treated in a separate, independent
diffusion calculation. For this reason, the number of steps in the failure function is limited to
10. The transport of metallic fission products through the fuel materials is modeled as a
transient diffusion process. The transient diffusion equation is typically solved numerically in
discrete steps of time and locations with appropriate boundary and interface conditions.
The rate of migration of a species through a homogeneous medium is defined by its mass flux
and a concentration gradient as the driving force. According to Fick’s first law as described in
[Crank 1975], the flux of atoms diffusing through a medium is proportional to the
concentration gradient:
Jx = − D

∂c
∂x

(10-2)

where J – diffusion flux, atoms/(m2·s); D – diffusion coefficient, m2/s; c – concentration,
atoms/m3; x – position or length, m.
The second Fickian law describes the time dependent change of the concentration field by
diffusion. Assuming the diffusion coefficient D to be a constant and including source (e.g.
production from nuclear fission) and sink (e.g. radioactive decay) terms, Fick’s equation reads
as follows:
∂c
∂ 2c
= D
− λc + S
∂t
∂x2

(10-3a)

or in spherical coordinates:
 ∂ 2 c 1 ∂c 
∂c
 − λc + S
= D  2 +
∂t
r ∂ r 
 ∂r

(10-3b)

where λ – decay constant, s-1; S – fission product production rate, atoms/(m3·s).
The following boundary conditions apply:
• Concentration gradient is 0 at radius r = 0

∂c
∂r

=0

(10-4a)

r =0

• Continuity of flux and concentration is given at the interface between two adjacent
materials with diffusion coefficients D1, and D2:
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c1 = c 2 and − D1

∂c
∂r

= − D2
1

∂c
∂r

(10-4b)
2

• For fission product transport in the fuel element matrix graphite, a third boundary
condition applies describing the mass transfer at the fuel surface which is given by

−D

∂c
∂r

= β ( cbl −c gas ) with cbl = f (c w ,T ) = α c w

(10-4c)

r = rs

where β – mass transfer coefficient from the surface to the coolant; cbl – concentration in the
coolant immediately above the graphite surface, atoms/m3; cgas – mean concentration in the
coolant, atoms/m3; cw – concentration in the graphite near the surface, atoms/m3; α – ratio
between boundary layer and wall concentration and is determined by sorption isotherms. This
third boundary condition defines the release rate from the surface of the fuel sphere into the
coolant. In most cases, free evaporation from the surface can be assumed expressed by

β → ∞ or c w = 0

(10-4d)

The transport speed is determined by the diffusion coefficient D, m2/s, which is typically
depending on the temperature. For gas-in-gas binary diffusion, the diffusion coefficient is
approximately proportional to T1.5. For transport in solids, an Arrhenius-type temperature
dependence [Jost 1960] of the form
 Q 
D = Do exp −

 RT 

(10-5a)

is assumed where Do – pre-exponential factor, m2/s; Q – activation energy, J/mol; R –
universal gas constant, R= 8.3145 J/(mol·K); T – absolute temperature, K.
The transport of mobile fission metals is certainly structure-sensitive and more complex than
classical Fickian diffusion and likely a combination of lattice diffusion, grain boundary
diffusion, pore diffusion, etc., further complicated by effects like irradiation enhanced
trapping and adsorption. Consequently, any quoted diffusion coefficient should be called an
‘effective’ diffusion coefficient which implies that the overall migration process is
approximately described by Fick’s laws [Nabielek 1974].
An effective diffusion coefficient can be deduced experimentally for specific temperatures or
temperature ranges, since the diffusion of fission product atoms increases as the temperature
is raised according to the Arrhenius equation. Sometimes experimental findings suggest the
incorporation of additional dependencies like neutron fluence, Γ, or concentration of the
considered species, c, or the use of two temperature ranges with different activation energies
like one for the normal operation phase and another one for the accident temperature range:
 Q 
Deff = D (T , Γ, c,...) =  Do ,i exp − i 
i =1, 2
 RT 

(10-5b)

The procedure of calculation within a time step is performed in two consecutive parts: first the
diffusive release from intact and defective particles and from the graphite grains is
determined. The sum of those single releases is the overall source term for the fuel element
matrix graphite (grain boundaries). In the second part, the diffusive transport through the
matrix and release into the coolant is calculated. The diffusion calculation is conducted based
on relative values. The inventory of a fission product is built up during the normal operation
phase according to its decay constant until reaching 100% at the end of irradiation and
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beginning of the accident phase, respectively. For long lived species, the buildup is (almost)
linear with irradiation time, while short lived species quickly reach the equilibrium state.
10.1.2.3.

Republic of Korea: COPA code description

The COPA-FPREL code [Kim 2010] analyzes the fission product migration in the coated fuel
particle, pebble, compact and structural graphite of a HTGR fuel under reactor operational
conditions and during irradiation and heating tests. The code uses a finite element method
using the Galerkin form of the weighted residuals procedure [Pepper 1992]. The numerical
method in COPA-FPREL was originally a finite difference method, but it was changed to the
finite element method for easier control of interval size.
In the finite element method, the kernel, buffer and the coating layers of a coated fuel particle
are divided into specified number of intervals, respectively. The diffusion coefficient is
assumed to be constant in the interval. A Fickian diffusion equation including birth rates is
applied to these intervals. The birth rate is the generation rate of the fission products per
volume. The fission products are generated through a nuclear fission in the kernel material
and a uranium contamination in the coating layers, and are transferred from adjacent layers
through recoil. The initial concentration distribution in a particle is expressed by a function of
the radial coordinate, only. The diffusion current is zero at the particle center. The
concentration is assumed to be zero at the particle surface. At the layer interfaces, the currents
in two layers are the same and there exist concentration ratios.
The fuel and graphite regions of a pebble are divided into specified numbers of intervals,
respectively, in which the diffusion coefficient is assumed to be constant. The fission product
transport within a pebble can be described by the Fickian diffusion equation including source
terms. The source terms are the fission product generation rate per volume through nuclear
fissions in a heavy metal contamination and the fission product release rates per volume from
the intact and failed coated fuel particles. The initial concentration distribution in a pebble is
expressed by a function of the radial coordinate, only. The diffusion current is zero at the
pebble center. The fission products evaporate on the pebble surface. The concentration at the
pebble surface is in equilibrium with the vapor pressure on the pebble side of the boundary
layer which forms between the pebble surface and the bulk coolant. The equilibrium is
expressed by a sorption isotherm. The mass transfer occurs through the boundary layer into
the bulk coolant. The resulting system of finite element equations becomes nonlinear because
of the boundary conditions at the pebble surface. An iterative solution scheme is applied to
solve the system of algebraic finite element equations.
There are many symmetrical parts in a fuel block of a prismatic reactor. A symmetrical part
consists of a fuel compact, a gap between compact and structural graphite, structural graphite,
and a coolant hole. For a simple calculation, a symmetrical element is approximated by a onedimensional equivalent slab [Appel 1968, SmithPD 1978]. The graphite length in an
equivalent slab is determined so that the slab and the symmetrical element have the same
thermal resistance. The fission product transport within the compact and graphite in a slab can
be described by the Fickian diffusion equation. The numerical modeling is the same with that
for a pebble except a gap. It is assumed that the vapor pressure in the gap is in equilibrium
with the concentrations on the compact and graphite surfaces simultaneously. The resulting
system of finite element equations becomes nonlinear because of the gap conditions and the
boundary conditions at the graphite surface facing a coolant.
COPA-FPREL takes the fluence, fuel burnup and coolant temperature in the form of
piecewise functions of time. At a certain point of time, it calculates the temperature
distribution in a fuel element using the coolant temperature or uses a constant temperature
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value according to an input option. The material properties such as the diffusivity, sorption
isotherm parameters, mass transfer coefficient, thermal conductivity are updated according to
the temperature distribution in a fuel element. Source terms including the fission product
release rates from the intact and broken coated fuel particles and the fission product
generation rate from the uranium contaminations are calculated. New concentration
distribution in a fuel element is calculated iteratively since a system of finite element
equations is nonlinear. In order to calculate a source term due to the fission product release
rates from the coated fuel particles, a finite element analysis is applied to the coated fuel
particles, too. The temperature and concentration distributions in the coated fuel particles are
calculated through the same finite element method as one applied to a fuel element. The
temperature at the particle surface is the temperature of a fuel element where the particle is
located. The temperature distribution in a coated fuel particle is calculated using the particle
surface temperature or assumed to be constant according to an input option. The time
dependent failure fraction of the coated fuel particles is inputted into COPA-FPREL in the
form of a piecewise function of time.
10.1.2.4.

South Africa: GETTER code description

The GETTER code [Keshaw 2006] calculates the time dependent release of caesium, silver
and strontium from the fuel elements of the PBMR equilibrium core under normal operating
conditions. The code was developed at HRB and used to analyse and model the AVR, THTR
and HTR-Modul reactors, as well as irradiation tests of spherical fuel.
The exact theory can be found in the reference [Keshaw 2006]. Standard coated particles
within the specification limits demonstrate highly efficient retention of the metallic fission
products, with notable exceptions of strontium and the activation product 110mAg. The particle
failure fraction is calculated from a conservative empirical correlation of failure fraction as a
function of temperature, with instantaneous incremental failure assumed when a given
temperature is reached. The GETTER code is also used for calculations of the release of noble
gases, halogens and metallic fission products under accident conditions.
The GETTER code contains thermo-hydraulic and burnup subroutines in order to calculate
fuel temperatures, fission powers and all inventories throughout the history of a fuel sphere in
the core. GETTER calculates the transport of fission products from their birth sites to eventual
release from the fuel surface. Gas precursors and activation products are taken into account.
The input data to GETTER includes:
•

Reactor core geometry (flow channels and core regions).

•

CFD analysis output (core geometry and dimensions, helium pressure, flow speeds
and circulation times through the core and Main Power System (MPS)).

•

VSOP analysis output (fuel residence times, coolant and fuel surface temperatures,
fast and thermal neutron fluxes and cross sections).

•

Cross sections derived from MCNP analyses.

•

Material data (fuel sphere data: uranium loading, enrichment, dimensions, particle
failure fraction, uranium contamination; transport data for all fuel materials).

•

Fission product yields (235U, 239Pu and 241Pu).

•

Reactor specific data (thermal power, number of fuel spheres, etc.).

The output data from GETTER includes:
•

Calculated fuel temperatures.
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•

Fission powers from U and Pu, as well as burnup.

•

Radionuclide inventories in different fuel components.

•

The release rates from different fuel components.

•

Single sphere weighted core average release.

10.1.2.5.

USA/INL: PARFUME code description

The PARFUME computer code is being developed at the Idaho National Laboratory to
support the very high temperature reactor (VHTR) programme. PARFUME is an integrated
mechanistic code that evaluates the thermal, mechanical, and physic-chemical behaviour of
coated fuel particles and the probability for fuel failure given the particle to particle statistical
variations in physical dimensions and material properties that arise during the fuel fabrication
process. PARFUME calculates fractional fission product release based upon the diffusion
model extracted, and then modified, from the TMAP4 computer code. The original coding
was derived to represent the one-dimensional transport of atoms in plane geometry using
finite difference techniques. This coding was modified for use within PARFUME and was
also extended to include the capability to simulate transport in cylindrical or spherical
coordinates. The spherical coordinate extension allows increase fidelity in modeling transport
within fuel particles and pebble bed fuel spheres, while the cylindrical coordinate extension
allows for modeling of prismatic fuel compacts.
Fuel performance is continuously modeled by PARFUME from an irradiation phase through a
postulated accident (or heatup) phase. Both the normal irradiation and accident phase
conditions are user defined. The timing and number of fuel particle failures are tracked
whereby PARFUME then separately considers fission product transport from uranium
contamination, intact fuel particles, particles with initially failed SiC layers, and particles with
induced layer failures.
10.1.2.6.

USA/GA: GA code description

The SORS code was developed by GA for use in calculating the release of fission products,
transuranics, and other radionuclides from the reactor fuel to the coolant for postulated core
heatup scenarios in an HTGR core. SORS calculates the fractional release of fission products
from the fuel particles based on diffusion in a one-dimensional spherical geometry using data
and formulations from GA’s Fuel Design Data Manual (FDDM). In calculating the fractional
release of fission products from the fuel, SORS considers the presence of various types of
defects in the fuel particles at the onset of the accident, failure of one or more of the fuel
particle coating layers by a number of mechanisms during the accident, the heavy metal
contamination fraction, diffusion of volatile and metallic fission products through the fuel
kernel, diffusion of metallic fission products through intact SiC coatings, and diffusion of
volatile fission products through intact OPyC coatings. The calculations account for the
influence of burnup, fast neutron fluence, irradiation and accident condition temperatures, and
radionuclide concentrations.
Fuel particle defect fractions at the onset of an accident (heating phase) are provided as input
to SORS (in data statements within the code) based on the fuel performance results calculated
using the PISA and CAPPER codes. PISA is used to calculate OPyC and SiC coating failure
due to thermo-mechanical effects, and CAPPER is used to calculate SiC failure due to
thermo-chemical effects. Accident scenario parameters are provided as input data to SORS,
including the time averaged temperature during the irradiation phase preceding the accident,
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the burnup and fast neutron fluence at the onset of the accident, and the time-dependant
temperature during the accident.
SORS calculates the SiC failure probability as a function of time during the accident and uses
the values along with the initial failure probabilities and particle defect fractions input to the
code. The fuel particle failure fractions calculated in SORS provide the source terms for
fission product release from the particles, which is calculated using the fission product release
models in the FDDM. These include models for diffusion of gaseous and metallic fission
products from the kernel in failed fuel particles, diffusion of gaseous fission products and
metallic fission product through intact OPyC coating layers in particles having a defective
SiC layer, and diffusion of metallic fission products through the SiC in intact fuel particles.
The SORS calculations, which are for prismatic HTGR cores, do not account for hold up of
fission products in the matrix material of fuel spheres.
10.1.2.7.

USA/NRC: NRCDIF code description

NRCDIF solves the general diffusion equation in the form
∂C
∂C 
1 ∂  m
 r D
 − λC + S
= m
∂t
∂ r 
r ∂r 

(10-6)

where C – species concentration; D – diffusion coefficient; λ – decay constant; S – generation
term; m – type of geometry (i.e. m=0 for cartesian, m=1 for cylindrical, and m=2 for
spherical).
The code is programmemed in MATLABTM where the partial differential equation is
converted to ordinary differential equations using a second-order accurate spatial
discretization on a fixed set of user-specified nodes. For the TRISO particles, the boundary
conditions are symmetry at the particle center and zero concentration on the surface. The
model is intended only to describe the fission product distribution and release from the fuel
particles.
The code can model different particle types, namely, ‘intact’ particles (with all outer layers),
‘failed’ particles with only the fuel kernel, and particles with missing layers. There is no
temperature variation within a fuel particle. The particle temperature can be a function of time
with user-defined Arrhenius-type diffusion coefficients as a function of temperature for each
layer.
The code can calculate the fission product release from particles during normal operation by
appropriate choice of initial conditions (temperature and concentration), and evaluation of the
source term using an effective fission yield for each fission product. Following the normal
operation calculation, the distribution of the fission products in each layer is known which can
be used as initial condition for the accident calculation. The model can be extended to take
into account diffusion in the matrix and graphite block with user defined temperature histories
for each component.
10.1.2.8.

USA/SNL: MELDIF code description

MELCOR is a fully integrated, engineering level computer code that was originally developed
to model the progression of light water reactor severe accidents. The code is being modified
to include models for HTGR safety analysis. The fission product release model for HTGRs,
termed MELDIF, is a finite difference diffusion model, containing models for the major
categories of fuel particles (intact, failed, SiC layer failed, for example) coupled to a graphite
matrix model. Temperature and power conditions for the model are provided by MELCOR
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for each core cell. The model is to be used both for release under accident conditions and
during normal operation. Geometries are included in MELCOR both for the pebble bed
reactor (PBR) and the prismatic modular reactor (PMR).
MELCOR nodalizes the active core into axial levels and radial rings in a cylindrical geometry
to define a core cell location. Within a core cell, there are separate temperatures for each
component, such as fuel particles, graphite matrix, surrounding graphite structures, etc.
Within a core cell, there is one average temperature per component, although there is a
temperature profile considered for some components, such as fuel (pebbles or compacts),
graphite block for a PMR, or reflectors. The component temperatures are used as the
temperature of the TRISO particles and graphite matrix in the cell.
The HTGR fission product model for MELCOR is designed to calculate the released amounts
and distribution of fission products in the modeled HTGR reactor system. To do this, it is
necessary to calculate the amount of fission products generated and released during normal
power operation. This includes the amount of fission products generated in the fuel kernels,
the amount recoiled and diffused to the buffer layer, the amount diffused through the dense
coating layers, the amount released from the kernels of particles with failed coating layers ,
the amount which diffuses through the graphitized matrix (and for PMRs the graphite fuel
block) and the distribution of fission products released and distributed to the reactor system
and adsorbed on dust and other surfaces in the reactor system.
There are two general populations of TRISO particles considered: those with intact coating
layers and those with failed coating layers. A small fraction of fresh fuel particles are also
modeled as failed from the start owing to manufacturing defects, consistent with the design
specification.
For intact particles, the gaseous fission products released accumulate in the buffer; for failed
particles, fission products are assumed to go directly to the graphitized matrix. The
condensable (metallic) and non-condensable (gaseous) fission product release will be
calculated using diffusion based release models. This calculation is performed during normal
operation, to determine the partition of the fission product inventory between the kernel and
the buffer layer, and the amount released from failed particles. There are also contributions to
fission products from uranium contamination in the graphite matrix. In HTGRs, fission
products are not just present in the fuel; they may also accumulate, via adsorption, in graphite
dust that is generated and subsequently distributed in the reactor system, and via plateout in
the primary system. For a PBR, graphite dust is generated primarily due to abrasion during
the circulation of the pebbles through the core and transport within the fuel pebble
recirculation system. Dust is also present, but to a lesser degree, in the PMR reactor system.
The quantity and distribution of dust during normal operation could be calculated by a standalone model or determined from MELCOR calculations of the operating reactor system. A
liftoff model for the dust and fission products is necessary for calculation of the accident
consequences. Existing MELCOR aerosol transport models provide the framework for
calculation of dust and fission product transport in the reactor system.
MELCOR uses a steady-state calculation for normal operation, followed by the accident
simulation. The normal operation calculation is used to generate initial conditions for the
accident simulation and would be done in three stages: (1) establishment of thermal steadystate using an ‘accelerated steady-state’ option; (2) calculation of fission product distribution
and release to the coolant using a diffusion model, and; (3) distribution of the released fission
products in the reactor system, using an ‘accelerated’ run to establish deposition rates and
locations. To do the reactor normal power operation calculation, MELCOR requires the rate
of fission product generation, rate of release of fission products from failed TRISO particles
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and fuel matrix contamination, and graphite dust generation rate and size distribution. During
normal operation, there would be releases of metallic fission products, notably 110mAg and Cs,
from both intact TRISO coated fuel particles, failed TRISO coated particles, and U
contamination. The radionuclide transport models in MELCOR would distribute the dust in
the primary system, and released fission products would accumulate on the dust and surfaces
of the reactor system. For a typical particle burnup of three years and the reactor operating
lifetime of 40 years, it is necessary to run an ‘accelerated’ steady state calculation, as
mentioned above, to reduce computation time. Once the trends in the distribution of dust and
rate of deposition are established, the results would be scaled up to the full operating time.
The final step before the transient run is to scale the fission product distributions to the reactor
inventory provided by ORIGEN.
For accident conditions, the finite difference model for the failed particles is replaced with an
analytic model. Release fractions from the failed particles are convoluted with a failure rate to
give the total fission product release. Since MELCOR is not a fuel performance code, the
empirical fuel failure fraction is provided by a user-input particle failure fraction versus
temperature curve or particle failure fraction versus temperature and burnup.
10.2. BENCHMARK DEFINITION

Similar to the benchmark for normal operation, the accident condition benchmark also
consists of three parts:
(1) a sensitivity study to examine fission product release from a fuel particle starting with
a bare kernel and ending with an irradiated TRISO particle;
(2) the postcalculation of some well documented irradiation and heating experiments;
(3) the prediction of heating tests which are planned in future.
A total of 24 cases have been suggested.
10.2.1.

Fuel particle data

Tables 10-2 and 10-3 give an overview of the benchmark cases to be studied providing the
general characteristics of the fuel spheres/compacts and the coated particles, respectively.
10.2.2.

Diffusion coefficients

The diffusive transport of fission products (caesium, strontium, silver, fission gases) is
calculated assuming that the fuel materials are homogeneous. Therefore, effective diffusion
coefficients are used in code calculations. The set of data to be applied corresponds to the
diffusion coefficients for ‘Germany’ as listed in [IAEA 1997].
10.2.3.

Initial distribution in accidents

The initial distribution of the specific fission product nuclide considered is equivalent to the
initial fissile uranium distribution. By far most of the fissile material is concentrated in the
particle kernels surrounded by an intact coating. The particles are homogeneously dispersed in
the fuel zone of the spherical fuel element. However, there are small fractions of uranium
outside the kernel in the coating and matrix graphite due to the manufacturing process or
natural contamination, respectively. The data to be assumed (Table 10-4) are typical to the
German reference fuel element and have been used in the calculations. The complement to
100 % of the sum of the above fractions is set as the initial kernel inventory.
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-

-

Matrix graphite grade

3

Fuel element type

Matrix density [kg/m ]

Total FE dimension [mm]

Fuel zone diameter [mm]

No of cp per sphere/compact

Packing fraction [%]

Heavy metal loading [g/FE]

Fraction of free uranium

0.

1.0×10-4

Particle

Fuel

U content [g/FE]

15

No of cases for benchmark

235

Sensitivity
study

Parameters

0.10016

1.018

14.6

1631

20 dia

32 length
23-29 dia

A3-27

LEU phase 1

Small sphere

2

HFR-P4

1.004
3.5×10-5

4.2×10-7

10.22

16 350

47 dia

59.98 dia

1750

A3-27

GLE-3
LEU phase 1

Sphere

2

HFR-K3

0.095

2.323

6.8 (fuel)
17.1 (dummy)

2800

-

39.0 length
26.0 outer dia
10.0 inner dia

1690

91 OPB-7

Compact

2

HRB-22

Conducted heating tests

0.

1.0

9.4346

14 580

50 dia

60 dia

1750

A3-3

GLE-4
(AVR 21)

Sphere

1

HFR-K6

TABLE 10-2. Characteristics of the fuel elements in the accident benchmark cases.

7.8×10-6

1.005

6.0

6.2

9560

50 dia

60 dia

1750

A3-3

GLE-4-2
(AVR 21-2)

Sphere

1

HFR-EU1bis

6×10-5

0.62

7.0

7.0

11 240

50 dia

60 dia

1730

A3-3

HTR-PM

Sphere

1

HTR-PM

Planned heating tests
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8.0

500

100

40

35

40

10.81

1.00

1.9

3.20

1.88

1.053

1.019

0

Enrichment [ U wt%]

Kernel diameter [μm]

Buffer layer thickness [μm]

IPyC layer thickness [μm]

SiC layer thickness [μm]

OPyC layer thickness [μm]

Kernel density [g/cm3]

Buffer density [g/cm3]

IPyC density [g/cm3]

SiC density [g/cm3]

OPyC density [g/cm3]

IPyC anisotropy BAF

OPyC anisotropy BAF

Fraction of defective SiC

UO2

-6

< 1×10
no defect obs.
during irrad.

1.019

1.053

1.88

3.20

~1.9

1.00

10.81

40 ±2.2

36 ± 1.7

41 ± 4.0

94 ± 10.3

497 ± 14.1

9.82

LEU UO2

235

Kernel composition

HFR-P4

EUO 2308

Sensitivity
study

Coated particle batch

Parameters

-7

3.4×10

1.00

1.00

1.85

3.20

1.85

1.10

10.84

39 ± 3.1

34 ± 1.6

33 ± 3.4

97 ± 12.9

544 ± 9.1

4.07

LEU UO2

HRB-22

4×10

-5

1.88

3.20

~1.9

1.00

10.81

40 ±2.2

36 ± 1.7

41 ± 4.0

94 ± 10.3

497 ± 14.1

9.82

LEU UO2

EUO 2308

HFR-K3

Conducted heating tests

-5

1.3×10

1.08

1.92

3.20

1.92 ± 0.005

1.02

10.72

38 ± 3.5

36 ± 3.4

39 ±3.9

102 ±11.5

508 ± 10.0

10.6

LEU UO2

EUO 23582365

HFR-K6

1.020

1.029

1.88

3.20

~1.9

1.01

10.85

41 ± 3.8

33 ± 1.9

38 ±3.4

92 ±14.3

501 ± 10.8

16.76

LEU UO2

HT 384-393

≤ 6×10-5

≤ 1.10

≤ 1.10

1.90

≥ 3.18

1.90

≤ 1.10

≥ 10.4

40

35

40

95

500

8.9

LEU UO2

HTR-PM

Planned heating tests
HFR-EU1bis

TABLE 10-3. Characteristics of the coated particles in the accident benchmark cases.

TABLE 10-4. Uranium inventories outside the fuel kernels.
Uranium outside fuel kernel
U in buffer

10.2.4.

Inventory fraction
1.0×10-3

U in IPyC

1.0×10-4

U in SiC

1.0×10-6

U in OPyC

1.0×10-6

U in matrix graphite

1.0×10-7

Sorption effect of metallic fission products on graphite surfaces

At the boundary between fuel element and coolant, transition of diffusing atoms occurs due to
adsorption and desorption (evaporation) processes, respectively. Both are connected by a
steep concentration difference of several orders of magnitude. These concentrations are put
into relation by the so-called sorption isotherms, which are a function of the temperature and
at high surface concentrations (in the so-called Freundlich regime, also of the surface
concentration itself.
The sorption effect is strongly depending on the concentrations of the nuclide considered in
bulk and coolant, on the type of radionuclide and the thermodynamic conditions, but also on
the type of graphitic material. The sorption effect is furthermore influenced by the coolant
velocities being more significant at low gas velocities. Fuel element matrix graphite has a
high sorption capacity for caesium and strontium. This potential increases with fast neutron
irradiation at temperatures below ~1100°C and decreases, if irradiation temperatures reach
~1400°C [Hilpert 1988]. In contrast, the sorption capacity of graphite for silver and iodine is
much smaller.
Since the heated spheres considered here were not in a reactor environment, the assumption is
that no credit should be taken from the sorption effect and that rather transition of the fission
products from the fuel element surface into the coolant is unhindered.
10.2.5.

Code properties comparison

Table 10-5 summarizes and compares some essential code properties including also some
input data which are related to the codes solution method.
10.3. SENSITIVITY STUDY
10.3.1.

Input parameters and test conditions

Table 10-6 lists all 15 cases selected for the sensitivity study and the corresponding boundary
conditions with regard to irradiation and heating conditions.
The cases 1a, 1b refer to caesium release from a fuel kernel at two different temperatures,
while the cases 2a, 2b consider the same heating conditions, but for a particle consisting of
kernel, buffer, and dense PyC layer. All other cases are based on a complete TRISO coated
particle.
In the five cases 3a-e, the TRISO particle is exposed to heating temperatures of 1600°C and
1800°C. Distinction is made with regard to a broken SiC layer (3d) and a through-coating
failure (3e). The four cases 4a-d correspond to the previous cases 3a-c, 3e with the difference
of assuming now a realistic irradiation phase of 500 efpd at 1000°C preceding the heating
phase. The two cases 5a, 5b finally are focusing on a modified irradiation phase assuming 10
temperature cycles to simulate the multi-pass feature of fuel in a pebble bed reactor.
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39 each
fuel zone: 9
fuel-free
zone: 20
36 000
case 5: 8640
360
case 5: 120

Number of nodes
assumed in fuel
element

Time step irradiation
[s]

Time step heating
[s]

yes

Considers
defective/failed
particles as function of
time

Number of nodes
assumed in layers

yes

Considers initial
inventory distribution

39
case 1: 150

yes

Considers retention in
matrix graphite

Number of nodes
assumed in kernel

yes

FRESCO

Calculates Cs, Sr, Ag,
fission gases from cp

ATLAS

86.4 ~ 8640

0.864 ~
86400

fuel zone: 5
fuel-free
zone: 4

5
buffer: 1

25
case 1: 50

yes

yes

yes

yes

COPA

102 – 104

103 - 106

fuel and
fuel-free
zone:
1 - 20 each

1 - 50
each

1 - 50

yes

yes

yes

yes

GETTER

PARFUME

TABLE 10-5. Code properties.

GA Code

NRC Code

SNL Code
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As 3a-c,
crack in
SiC @
1800°C

As 3a-c,
crack in
SiC @
1600°C,
crack in
IPyC and
OPyC @
1800°C

3d

3e

3c

3b

Kernel +
buffer +
IPyC

Bare
kernel

Particle
type

TRISO
coated
particle

3a

2b

2a

1b

1a

Case

Sensitivity
study

-

-

-

Time
[efpd]

-

-

-

Temperature
[°C]

-

-

-

Burnup
[%
FIMA]

Irradiation phase

-

-

-

Fast
neutron
fluence
[1025,
E>0.1
MeV]

1600 + 1800

1600 + 1800

1600 + 1800

1800

1600

1600

1200

1200

Step

Step

Step

-

-

-

-

Ramp
rate to
reach T
[K/h]

Heating phase
Temperature
T
[°C]

TABLE 10-6. Cases of the sensitivity study.

200 + 200

200 + 200

200 + 200

200

200

200

200

200

Time at
T
[h]

85

Cs

Cs

Cs

Cs

Cs
Kr

137

137

137

137

137

Radionuclides to
be
calculated
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5b

5a

4d

4c

4b

4a

Case

Sensitivity
study

As 4a-c,
crack in
SiC @
1600°C,
crack in
IPyC and
OPyC @
1800°C

TRISO
coated
particle

Particle
type

10 cycles
of 100
each

500

Time
[efpd]

600 →1000

1000

Temperature
[°C]

10

10

Burnup
[%
FIMA]

Irradiation phase

2

2

Fast
neutron
fluence
[1025,
E>0.1
MeV]

1600

-

Step

-

Step

Step

1600 +
1800

1600 +
1800

-

-

1800

1600

Ramp
rate to
reach T
[K/h]

Heating phase
Temperature
T
[°C]

TABLE 10-6. Cases of the sensitivity study (cont.).

200

-

200 +
200

200 +
200

200

200

Time at
T
[h]

Cs
Ag

110m

Cs
Ag

Cs
Kr

137

85

137

110m

137

Radionuclides to
be
calculated

10.3.2.

Results on fission product release for case 1

10.3.2.1.

Comparison case 1

The simplest case is the release from a spherical particle kernel with homogeneously
distributed fission products. This case can also easily be calculated analytically by applying
the fractional release term derived from the ‘equivalent sphere model’ [Nabielek 1974]:
∞

F

= 1− 6

exp(−n 2π 2 D′t )

(10-7)

n 2π 2

n=1

where D’ = D/r2 – reduced diffusion coefficient based on the Arrhenius expression above and
divided by the square of the kernel radius; t – heating time, s.
The dimensionless fractional release, F, can be easily computed with the approximations
F ≅6

D ′t

π

− 3D ′t for D ′t ≤ 0.15

(10-8a)

6exp(−π 2 D′t )

(10-8b)

and

F

≅ 1−

π2

for D′t > 0.15

The calculated fractional release values for 137Cs at the end of the 200 hour heating phase at
1200°C (case 1a) and 1600°C (case 1b), respectively, are listed in Table 10-7.
TABLE 10-7. Fractional release of 137Cs after 200 h for case 1.

Participant

10.3.2.2.

Fractional release of 137Cs from a bare kernel
Case 1a (1200°C)

Case 1b (1600°C)

France

0.472

1.000

Germany

0.456

1.000

Republic of Korea

0.473

1.000

South Africa

0.498

1.000

USA/GA

0.453

0.970

USA/INL

0.467

1.000

USA/NRC

0.463

0.998

USA/SNL

0.465

1.000

Analytical solution

0.4673

0.99999959

Findings from comparison case 1

The comparison of the fractional caesium release results shows that most codes come close to
the analytical solution. The three ‘old’ codes (FRESCO-II, GETTER, GA code) are a little bit
off in the 1200°C case, although it’s only about 2% deviation; the latter code was also
somewhat off in the 1600°C case. GETTER requires an irradiation phase to precede a heatup
phase so that transport during the irradiation phase (recoil and knock-out effects) influences
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the release fraction during heatup causing GETTER to overestimate the release when
compared with heatup diffusion only.
One problem in FRESCO-II has been identified to be the limited number of spatial
discretization steps for the diffusion calculation. Figure 10-1 shows the transient caesium
release calculated with FRESCO-II for 1200°C (lower red curve) and 1600°C (upper red
curve). Both red curves are sandwiched between a black curve above representing the
analytical solution and a white curve below, where a smaller number of nodes in the kernel
was chosen (35 as standard vs. 150 for case 1 here). There is also a deviation in the 1600°C
case, which is clearly visible especially in the first 50 hours of heating.
1.E+00

Fractional Release Cesium

8.E-01

6.E-01

4.E-01

2.E-01

0.E+00
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

Heating Time [h]

FIGURE 10-1. FRESCO-II transient fractional release of
and case 2 (blue, green curves) [linear scale!].
10.3.3.
10.3.3.1.

137

Cs for case 1 (red, black, white curves)

Results on fission product release for case 2
Comparison case 2

The results of the calculations for case 2, caesium release from a particle kernel plus buffer
plus dense PyC layer after 200 h heating at 1200°C and 1600°C, respectively, are listed in
Table 10-8.
TABLE 10-8. Fractional release of 137Cs after 200 h for case 2.
Participant

France

Fractional release of 137Cs from a
bare kernel + buffer + pyrocarbon layer
Case 2a (1200°C)
Case 2b (1600°C)
0.028
0.995

Germany

0.026

0.991

Republic of Korea

0.029

0.995

South Africa

0.030

0.993

USA/GA

0.006

0.968

USA/INL

0.026

0.996

USA/NRC

0.026

0.989

USA/SNL

0.026

0.995
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10.3.3.2.

Findings from comparison case 2

The comparison shows that most codes arrive at a fractional release of 2.6-2.9% in the
1200°C case and more than 99% for the 1600°C case. The GA code remains below these
figures with less than 1% and less than 97%, respectively.
The transient release curves as calculated with FRESCO-II were already included in Fig. 101, the green curve for 1200°C and the blue curve for 1600°C. Their respective differences to
the red curves represent the retention potential of the buffer and PyC layers during heating
showing a certain delay in the release. Similar to case 1, GETTER slightly overestimates the
release fraction due to irradiation phase transport. For the GA calculations, it can be seen that
the retention effect of the two layers is much stronger compared to the other codes in the
1200°C case, whereas the release values calculated for 1b and 2b are practically the same, i.e.
no retention effect of the PyC layers in the 1600°C case.
10.3.4.

Results on fission product release for case 3

10.3.4.1.

Comparison case 3

The results of the calculations for case 3 are listed in Table 10-9 considering caesium release
from a TRISO coated particle kernel after 200 h heating at 1600°C (3a) and 1800°C (3b),
heating at 1600°C following by 1800°C (3c), in addition assuming SiC crack at 1800°C (3d),
and finally assuming SiC failure from the beginning plus through coating failure at 1800°C
(3e). The through coating failure in the last case allows also the calculation of fission gas
release.
TABLE 10-9. Fractional release after 200/400 h for case 3.

Participant

Fractional release from a TRISO coated particle
Case 3a
137

Case 3b
137

Cs

Cs

Case 3c
137

Cs

after 200 h

Case 3d
137

Cs

Case 3e
137

Cs

I, gases

after 400 h

-5

0.207

0.222

0.999

0.97

0.98

-3

0.218

0.239

1.000

1.00

1.00

Republic of
Korea

4.72×10

-4

0.210

0.224

1.000

1.00

1.00

South Africa

1.14×10-4

0.203

0.230

1.000

1.00

1.00

USA/INL

1.32×10-4

0.208

0.222

1.000

1.00

1.00

USA/NRC

1.25×10-4

0.207

0.22

USA/SNL

1.00×10-4

0.208

France
Germany

6.59×10

1.15×10

The fractional release curves as calculated with FRESCO-II are given in Fig. 10-2 for all five
cases 3a-e. For the first 200 h, the red and orange curves (identical) represent heating at
1600°C (3a, 3c, 3d), the blue curve heating at 1800°C (3b), and the green curve heating at
1600°C, but with a failed SiC layer. This latter case (3e) is similar to the previous case 2b,
both heating at 1600°C, but with the difference that the caesium has to pass now two dense
PyC layers.
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For the second 2000 h, which is
i heating aat 1800°C, the
t red curv
ve representts the intactt TRISO
particle (3c), whilee the orangee curve is bbased on thee assumptio
on of a faileed SiC (3d),, and the
throughh coating faailure (3e, green curvee) is not visible
v
sincee release frraction has reached
already 100%.
1.E
E+00

Fractional Release Cesium

1.E
E-01
1.E
E-02
1.E
E-03
1.E
E-04
1.E
E-05
TRISO Cs 1800
TRISO Cs 1600 + 1800
TRISO Cs 16-800 failed SiC at 1800
TRISO Cs failed SiC
S at 1600 total at 1800
TRISO I failed SiC at 1600 total at 180
00

1.E
E-06
1.E
E-07
1.E
E-08
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250

300

350
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FIGUR
RE 10-2. FRESCO-II traansient fractional release of 137Cs for case 3.
10.3.4.2.

Findingss from comparrison case 3

Case 3aa representing the ‘classical’ 16600°C accid
dent case exhibits surp
rprisingly diverging
d
fractionnal release values
v
after 200 h for tthe differen
nt models ass is shown iin Fig. 10-3
3 raising
doubts aabout the appplied diffu
usion coefficcients in SiC
C. The recommended ddiffusion co
oefficient
of caesiium in SiC as
a generally
y understoodd is at a tem
mperature off 1600°C:

 125,000 
 51
14,000 
Γ 
−2
D = 5.5 × 10 −14 exxp  exp −
0 −16
 = 1.011 × 10
 + 1.6 × 10 exp −
RT 
RT 
5



m2
s

(10-9)
255

2

where Г – fast neuttron fluencee, = 2, [10 n/m , E>16
6fJ].
A re-check of the FRESCO-II
F
calculationn revealed th
hat a higherr value of D = 1.477×10-16 m/s2
has beenn used insteead leading to higher reelease data.

FIGUR
RE 10-3. Fra
actional releaase of 137Cs for
f case 3a from
fr differentt codes.
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The higgher diffusioon coefficieent is not inn disagreem
ment with the
t recomm
mendation in
n [IAEA
1997] aas can be innterpreted from
fr
Fig. 100-4. The fig
gure shows the Arrhennius diagram
m of the
diffusioon coefficiennt for caesiium in siliccon carbidee including the previouus recommendation
derived by Alleleinn [Allelein 1980] for nnormal opeeration (low
wer dashed lline) and by Myers
[Myers 1984] for accident co
onditions (ddashed linee composed
d of two brranches). Th
hese old
referencce curves are
a compareed with thee new recom
mmendation
n for normaal operation
n (lower
solid linne plus the parallel
p
linees) derived by HRB [C
Christ 1985]] and for (thhe high tem
mperature
branch of the) acccident cond
ditions (steeep solid line) derived
d by Verfoondern [Verrfondern
1989]. FRESCO-III now has implemennted a diffu
usion coeffficient whicch is, for accident
conditioons, compossed of the new
n (Verfonndern) high
h temperatu
ure branch aand the old (Myers)
low tem
mperature branch.
b
Th
here is obvviously an ambiguity in the int
nterpretation
n of the
recomm
mendation inn [IAEA 199
97].
Accordinng to Minatoo [Minato 19
995], the fracctional releasse of caesium
m after 200 h at 1600°C should
s
be

2.1×10-44. Most coddes reach th
his value wiithin a facto
or of 2 or leess. FRESC
CO-II is offf because
of the aabove givenn reason. For the 18000°C heating
g over 200 h, all codees predict a release
fractionn of ~21%.

In case 3c, the com
mbined 1600
0/1800°C heeating, the predicted
p
reesult shouldd be 0.236. It
I is also
well met by all codes. Cases
C
3d andd 3e assumiing failed SiC and throough coating
g failure,
pretty w
respectiively, will certainly result in a practically complete release of caesium, which
w
is
predicteed by all coodes. In casse 3e assum
ming a throu
ugh coating
g failure witth beginnin
ng of the
1800°C heating phhase, fissio
on gases wiill be releaased also. The
T black curve in Fig.
F 10-2
indicatees a spontanneous, steep increase off the fraction
nal release reaching
r
veery soon 100
0%.

FIGURE
E 10-4. Deriivation of a new diffusioon coefficien
nt for caesium
m in SiC froom heating tests
t
with
modern H
HTGR spherrical fuel elem
ments.
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10.3.5.

Results on fission product release for case 4

10.3.5.1.

Comparison case 4

Case 4 also treats a complete TRISO particle, but now includes a preceding irradiation
history. Fractional release results at the end of the heating phase are listed in Table 10-10 for
both 137Cs and 110mAg. In Fig. 10-5, the transient release curves as calculated with FRESCO-II
are given for caesium, silver, and fission gases/iodine.
Assuming a crack of the SiC layer at 1600°C, i.e. with beginning of the heating phase,
caesium release will immediately steeply rise, since the retention in the still existing PyC
layers is small at 1600°C. The additional assumption of cracked PyC layers at 1800°C merely
has a further influence on the caesium release from the particle. It does, however, decisively
influence the release of fission gases, since they will escape the particle only upon a throughcoating failure as is shown with the black curve in Fig. 10-5 starting at time 200 h.
10.3.5.2.

Findings from comparison case 4

Unlike the case 3 with no significant irradiation phase, the diffusion process from the kernel
into the coating over 500 days at 1000°C has further proceeded into the coating with fission
products being sooner released during the heating phase. This effect can be seen from the
difference of the two lower red curves in Fig. 10-5; it is, however, less pronounced with
progressing time and increasing heating temperature.
TABLE 10-10. Fractional release after 200/400 h for case 4.

Participant

Fractional release from an irradiated TRISO coated particle
Case 4a

Case 4b

Case 4c

after 200 h
137

Case 4d

after 400 h

Cs

France

2.55×10-4

0.20

0.21

1.00

Germany

1.47×10-3

0.22

0.24

1.00

Republic of
Korea

8.25×10-4

0.21

0.23

1.00

South Africa

1.64×10-4

0.21

0.23

1.00

USA/INL

4.10×10-4

0.23

0.23

1.00

France

0.27

0.58

0.98

0.98

Germany

0.41

0.87

0.92

1.00

Republic of
Korea

0.55

0.95

0.98

1.00

South Africa

0.42

0.88

0.93

1.00

USA/INL

0.43

0.89

0.93

1.00

110m

Ag
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Silver
Strontium
Iodine
Cesium SiC failure at 1600
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FIGURE 10-5. FRESCO-II fractional release of 137Cs for cases 4a, 3a, and 4d (red), of 110mAg and 90Sr
for case 4a (blue and green), and of fission gases/iodine for case 4d (black).

Comparing the 1600°C case 4a with the corresponding case 3a without irradiation, the
increase of fractional release after 200 h is for all codes approximately the same, the
difference being ~3×10-4. Silver release data are as expected much higher compared to
caesium and are ranging between 27% (ATLAS) and 55% (COPA), while calculated caesium
release values are ranging between 2.55×10-4 (ATLAS) and 8.25×10-4 (COPA), ignoring the
GA result (very high) and the FRESCO-II result (input mistake for Cs diffusion coefficient).
For the 1800°C case (4b), calculation results for caesium are with 20-23% in a narrow range,
for silver with 58-95% in a somewhat wider range. Similar results were obtained for the
combined 1600/1800°C heating case 4c.
10.3.6.
10.3.6.1.

Results on fission product release for case 5
Comparison case 5

Case 5 describes heating at 1600°C, but with a preceding irradiation phase consisting of
10 temperature cycles in the range 600-1000°C with a total irradiation time of 1000 days.
Fractional release data after irradiation (5a) and after the subsequent heating phase (5b) are
given in Table 10-11.
TABLE 10-11. Fractional release after 200/400 h for case 5.

Participant

Fractional release from a cycles irradiated TRISO coated particle
Case 5a
137

Cs

Case 5b
110m

Ag

after irradiation

137

Cs

110m

Ag

after 200 h heating

France

3.78×10-12

1.57×10-5

6.44×10-4

0.14

Germany

2.19×10-19

5.55×10-6

1.22×10-3

0.39

Republic of
Korea

1.92×10-11

1.25×10-5

6.63×10-4

0.54

USA/INL

6.45×10-14

5.06×10-5

3.07×10-4

0.42

500

10.3.6.2.

Findings from comparison case 5

Due to the low irradiation temperature, the fractional release data for caesium at end of life
are very low and should not be taken too seriously, since they may be dominated by effects of
the numerical calculation method rather than the physical model. Only silver release reaches a
level which is within the typically displayed release range. Calculated values differ by one
order of magnitude between 5.6×10-6 (FRESCO-II) and 5.1×10-5 (PARFUME).
To see the difference compared to higher operating temperatures, the calculation was
repeated with FRESCO-II for a maximum cycle temperature of 1250°C. Figure 10-6 shows
the release of the metallic fission products 137Cs and 110mAg. An additional curve (thin blue
line) for the silver radionuclide illustrates the difference to the original case 5a of cycles with
a maximum temperature of 1000°C.
For the subsequent heating phase over 200 h at 1600°C as shown in Fig. 10-7, transient silver
release for the two different temperature curves (blue lines) is compared showing that for
1000°C maximum temperature, silver release is starting at a much lower level, but is quickly
approaching the 1250°C release curve. For caesium (red lines), the transient release for
1250°C maximum temperature (upper red line) is compared with case 4a with shorter
irradiation at lower temperatue (middle red line), and also with case 3a (lower red line) where
no irradiation was assumed.
10.4. POSTCALCULATION OF HEATING EXPERIMENTS
10.4.1.

Input parameters and test conditions

For this postcalculation part of the accident benchmark study, a total of seven heating
experiments with fuel samples from four irradiation experiments have been selected.
Table 10-12 summarized the irradiation and heating conditions of these heating experiments.
For the purpose of easy comparison, the heating temperature/time was precisely defined
including the heatup phase. Furthermore, the krypton release records from the heating tests
were translated into failures of coated particles as a pre-defined boundary condition for the
fission product release calculations.
One aspect that should be mentioned here was not treated the same in all codes: for a
fractional release in a heating test, the reference inventory is the inventory at the beginning of
the test. Therefore, in a calculation, the released amount of a fission product species at the end
of irradiation should be subtracted from the calculated fractional release during heating.
10.4.2.

Results on fission product release for case 6: HFR-P4

The irradiation test HFR-P4 was conducted to explore the potential limits of the German highquality UO2 LTI TRISO fuel beyond the target limits of the HTR-Modul. Particles were
embedded in cylindrical compacts machined from spherical fuel elements with a reduced
spherical fuel zone. Low in-pile R/B values of fission gases indicated no particle failure
during irradiation. Two of the irradiated compacts considered here, HFR-P4/1-12 and/3-7,
have achieved burnups of 11.1 and 13.9% FIMA and fast neutron fluences of 5.5 and
7.5×1025 n/m2, E>0.1 MeV. Both compacts were heated at 1600°C over 300 h [Schenk 1997].
Since it was heating of compacts, the curves represent release from the coated particles
neglecting retention of the compact matrix material.
Due to the small number of coated particles per compact, the level corresponding to one failed
particle is 6×10-4.
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FIGURE 10-6. Fractional release of metallic fission products for case 5, irradiation phase.
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FIGURE 10-7. Fractional release of metallic fission products for case 5, heating phase.
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TABLE 10-12. Postcalculation of heating tests.
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10.4.2.1.

Comparison case 6: HFR-P4/1-12

Figures 10-8, 10-9, 10-10 show the fractional release of caesium, strontium, and silver,
respectively, as a function of heating time for the different codes and the comparison with the
corresponding measurements indicated by the red symbols. No experimental data are
available for silver release.
Cesium release measurements (Fig. 10-8) start at a relatively high level > 10-5, which may be
an indication of the presence of a coated particle with a defective/failed SiC layer. The
calculated release curves remain below the measurements in the first half of the test, but are
rising at a higher rate and eventually exceeding the measurements. Calculations of three codes
are almost identical in the second half of the test, while there are some larger differences in
the first phase. The plateau section in the curves results from the quick release of
contamination outside the SiC.
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FIGURE 10-8. Fractional release of 137Cs from HFR-P4/1-12.
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FIGURE 10-9. Fractional release of 90Sr from HFR-P4/1-12.
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FIGURE 10-10. Fractional release of 110mAg from HFR-P4/1-12 (linear scale!).

With regard to strontium (Fig. 10-9), all codes predict nearly the same transient fractional
release within a range of a factor of about 5, but are by more than three orders of magnitude
above the measurements. Silver release predictions shown in Fig. 10-10 in a linear scale vary
between 40% and 90% at the end of the heating test.
10.4.2.2.

Comparison case 6: HFR-P4/3-7

In this 1600°C test, three particle failures have been observed. The assumption to be
considered in the postcalculation was that the 1st coated particle failed after 49 h @ 1600°C,
the 2nd after 115 h, and the 3rd after 200 h.
Figures 10-11, 10-12, 10-13 show the fractional release of caesium, strontium, and silver,
respectively, as a function of heating time for the different codes and the comparison with the
corresponding measurements indicated by the red symbols.
The observed release of caesium, which is significantly higher compared to 1600°C heating
tests with fuel of lower burnup < 10% FIMA, is in much better agreement with the
calculations than compact HFR-P4/1-12. The particle failures can be clearly identified in the
caesium release curve of FRESCO-II from the sudden puff releases (Fig. 10-10-10-11).
PARFUME and COPA are already above these steps, the steps may therefore not be visible,
whereas ATLAS obviously has not taken into account the three particle failures.
For strontium (Fig. 10-10-10-12), there is again a good agreement among the codes and a
large discrepancy to the measurements. The fact that PARFUME and ATLAS start at a high
level is probably because the release value at the end of irradiation was not subtracted from
the calculated release during heating. For silver (Fig. 10-13), calculations overestimate the
measurements. They are matched well at the beginning, but the measured silver release
flattens abruptly after 50 h and remains almost constant, a behaviour that can hardly be
reproduced by a diffusion calculation.
10.4.3.

Results on fission product release for case 7: HRB-22

The HRB-22 was an irradiation experiment at the HFIR in Oak Ridge dedicated to the
advanced Japanese fuel [Minato 1998]. Four heating tests with unbonded coated particles,
which were extracted from selected compacts, were conducted in the Oak Ridge CCCTF
furnace. Two of these tests have been selected as benchmark examples. Only three codes
postcalculated these two heating tests.
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FIGURE 10-11. Fractional release of 137Cs from HFR-P4/3-7.
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FIGURE 10-12. Fractional release of 90Sr from HFR-P4/3-7.
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FIGURE 10-13. Fractional release of 110mAg from HFR-P4/3-7 (linear scale!).
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10.4.3.1.

Comparison case 7: HRB-22, test 3

For the accident condition test 3 (ACT 3), compact 10 was chosen to extract 25 coated
particles to be heated for 270 h at 1700°C. There was a little amount of fission gas release
observed during the test which, however, never reached a level to justify the assumption of a
particle failure. Postcalculations for caesium are in very good agreement with the
experimental data (Fig. 10-10-10-14). The results for silver, here shown at a linear scale,
conservatively cover the experimental data with a difference of less than a factor of 2
(Fig. 10-15).
10.4.3.2.

Comparison case 7: HRB-22, test 4

For test ACT 4, again 25 individual coated particles were taken from compact 10 for heating
in CCCTF. Heating time was 220 h at 1800°C. The results given in Figs. 10-16 and 10-17
show again a conservative coverage of the experimental data by the postcalculations.
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FIGURE 10-14. Fractional release of 137Cs from HRB-22, Test 3.
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FIGURE 10-15. Fractional release of 110mAg from HRB-22, Test 3 (linear scale!).
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FIGURE 10-16. Fractional release of 137Cs from HRB-22, Test 4.
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FIGURE 10-17. Fractional release of 110mAg from HRB-22, Test 4 (linear scale!).
10.4.4.

Results on fission product release for case 8: HFR-K3

The HFR-K3 irradiation experiment was considered a reference test for a steam-cycle HTGR
using fuel of the AVR 19 reload charge. This test with four spherical fuel elements , of which
two were heated after irradiation [Schenk 1989], belongs to the most well documented of the
German HTGR fuel programme.
It should be mentioned here that both heating tests were part of the analysis study conducted
in 1989 where caesium release from 44 heating tests and strontium release from 10 heating
tests were taken to derive new recommendations for a diffusion coefficient in silicon carbide.
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10.4.4.1.

Comparison case 8: HFR-K3/1

Sphere 1 was heated over 500 h at 1600°C. Despite severe irradiation conditions with a
7.5% FIMA burnup and a fast neutron fluence of 4.0×1025 n/m2, E>0.1 MeV, the observed
krypton gas release remained below the inventory of one particle, therefore no particle failure
was assumed.
The measured transient release curves for the metallic fission products show that, after an
initial increase, the release remains more or less constant, before – in the case of caesium –
the release fraction starts to increase and reaches at the end of the heating test a value of about
1×10-4. Strontium remains below the 10-5 throughout the whole test, while silver, after rapid
increase to a level of ~3%, remains practically constant.
Postcalculation of this test with the various models reveals a tremendous overestimation by all
codes. Measurements are hardly reproducible with a diffusion model using a simple effective
diffusion coefficient.
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FIGURE 10-18. Fractional release of 137Cs from HFR-K3/1.
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FIGURE 10-19. Fractional release of 90Sr from HFR-K3/1.
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FIGURE 10-20. Fractional release of 110mAg from HFR-K3/1.
10.4.4.2.

Comparison case 8: HFR-K3/3

Sphere 3 of the same irradiation test was heated at 1800°C over 100 h, where after 25 h, the
test was accidentally interrupted and later resumed. In contrast to sphere 1, heating of sphere 3
has shown a much more diffusion-like transient behaviour as can be seen from the Figs. 1021, 10-22, and 10-23, respectively. A steadily increasing Kr release was observed after 10 h
heating at 1800°C exceeding the level of one failed particle (6×10-5) after about 50 h at
1800°C. For the postcalculation, it was assumed that 10 particle failures occurred during
heating at 1800°C after 50 h, 55 h, 65 h, 70 h, 75 h, 80 h, 85 h, 89 h, 92 h, and 97 h.
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FIGURE 10-21. Fractional release of 137Cs from HFR-K3/3.
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FIGURE 10-22. Fractional release of 90Sr from HFR-K3/3.
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FIGURE 10-23. Fractional release of 110mAg from HFR-K3/3.

Corresponding postcalculations with diffusion codes – consequently – results in better
qualitative agreement with the measurements. But also the quantitative agreement is much
better in this case, even for silver, for which a more or less diffusion-like behaviour was
recorded (which is not always the case). Largest discrepancy is again with the strontium
overestimated in the calculation by more than an order of magnitude.
The massive overprediction of strontium release in the HFR-K3 heating tests suggests to
possibly adjust downwards the Sr diffusion coefficient in silicon carbide. This, however, can
only be done by taking all experimental evidence together.
10.4.5.

Results on fission product release for case 9: HFR-K6/3

The irradiation experiment HFR-K6 with four GLE-4 fuel spheres was, in conjunction with
HFR-K5, considered to serve as proof test for HTR-Modul fuel, where respective operational
and transient conditions were to be simulated during the test. Due to the decline of nuclear
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activities in Germany, it was not until 13 years after irradiation that postirradiation
examination work was resumed.
The heating test with an HFR-K6 irradiated sphere was one of the first in the new KÜFA
furnace operated at the ITU in Karlsruhe (see Section 8.1.1.). The test was conducted with
sphere 3 which had reached a burnup of 10.9% FIMA (after revision: 9.7% FIMA) and a fast
neutron fluence of 4.8×1025 n/m2, E>0.1 MeV. Heating temperature levels chosen were 1600,
1700, and 1800°C over periods of 100 h each followed by a fourth heating phase again at
1800°C over additional 300 h [Freis 2008, Freis 2010].
The measured krypton release remained surprisingly low, below the level of 10-5 during the
three heating phases. Only with beginning of the 4th heating phase, the release increased
significantly. The assumption with regard to the postcalculation was the failure of 5 particles:
after 119 h, 174 h, 214 h, 258 h, and 288 h, respectively, of the final 1800°C heating phase.
Also the observed caesium behaviour (Fig. 10-24) has shown extremely low fractional release
data which remain during the 1600°C and 1700°C heating phases near the 10-6 level, before
the release starts to increase with the 1800°C phase and eventually reaches ~4%. The 110mAg
isotope was, due to the long time after the irradiation, no longer present in the sphere, while
strontium has not been measured so far.
The postcalculations with the various codes exhibit good agreement among each other, but a
strong overestimation of the caesium release with a difference of several orders of magnitude
during the first few hundred hours of heating, and reduced to about a factor of 10 at the end of
the test. The effect of the few failed particles on the caesium release is not visible due to the
much larger total release (both measured and calculated). The calculated silver release
(Fig. 10-25), again shown for a linear scale, is ranging between 60% and 100% fractional
release at test end.
10.5. PREDICTION OF FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE BEHAVIOUR DURING HEATING
10.5.1.

Input parameters and test conditions

Two examples have been suggested for the prediction section, for which the respective
boundary conditions are listed in Table 10-13. The heating experiment with sphere 1 of the
irradiation test HFR-EU1bis was, at least at the time of definition of the accident benchmark,
in the planning stage and therefore considered a prediction. Experimental caesium and silver
release data have been made available in the meantime. The ‘HTR-PM’ called test has
actually no direct relation to the Chinese HTR-PM design. It is a simple code-to-code
comparison where fuel sphere data assumed are those of the German reference fuel exposed
to a fictive irradiation history.
10.5.2.

Results on fission product release for case 10: HFR-EU1bis/1

As part of the revitalized irradiation programme for HTGR fuel irradiation testing in the
European Union, the so-called HFR-EU1 irradiation experiment was initiated with the goal to
explore the performance limits of the presently existing German and Chinese high-quality fuel
(see Section 7.3.4.). This test with a focus on high burnup (towards 20% FIMA) was
terminated in February 2010. A parallel, congenial test, called HFR-EU1bis, with a focus on
high operation temperature was conducted under simplified conditions and was terminated in
October 2005 with postirradiation examination work having started soon afterwards (see
Section 7.3.3.).
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FIGURE 10-24. Fractional release of 137Cs from HFR-K6/3.
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FIGURE 10-25. Fractional release of 110mAg from HFR-K6/3 (linear scale!).
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TABLE 10-13. Prediction of heating tests.

0.5
10
200
200
200
200
Total: 824

6
200
200
200
200
Total: 836

Time at T
[h]

Sphere 1 out of the five fuel spheres inserted in the EU1bis test, which reached a burnup of
9.3% FIMA and a fast neutron fluence of 3×1025 n/m2, E>0.1 MeV, was planned to be heated
at temperature levels of 1250, 1600, 1700, and 1800°C over 200 h each. The first, relatively
low temperature level was chosen to account for the analysis of the release behaviour of
silver, of which still plenty is available. In the real heating test, there was no 1800°C heating
phase. Another difference was the assumption in the calculations to proceed to the next
temperature level immediately, whereas in the real heating test, the fuel sphere was cooled
down to room temperature after each heating phase. These cool-down and heatup interim
phases took a longer time than the 2 hours assumed in the calculations.
Furthermore, in the release calculations, no particle failure was assumed. For the heating test
itself, this was found to be in agreement with the experiment, since measured krypton release
during heating remained below the level of the inventory of a single coated particle. What
may not be in agreement with the real experiment, is the high chance of presence of
irradiation induced failures of an SiC layer or even the whole coating that could be concluded
from the high R/B gas release measured particularly toward the end of irradiation. To what
extend sphere EU1/1 had contributed to the overall gas release could not be distinguished
during the irradiation test. The transient fractional release curves for the metallic fission
products are plotted in Figs. 10-26, 10-27, and 10-28.
The measured 137Cs activity (see symbols in Fig. 10-26) is on a relatively high level already
during the 1250°C heating. This is presumably the result of the high temperature during
irradiation with enhanced diffusion through the particle coatings and release from particles
with an SiC layer that failed during irradiation. In agreement with the experience with high
silver release at temperatures above 1000°C, the calculated fractional release of 110mAg is
reaching already the percentage range towards the end of the 1250°C heating phase, followed
by the expected steep increase at higher temperatures. Also 137Cs and 90Sr are predicted to
escape significantly from the sphere with beginning of the sphere.
10.5.3.

Results on fission product release for case 11: ‘HTR-PM’

The calculations for the ‘HTR-PM’ case were made based on the assumption of no particle
failure during the heating. Results are shown in Fig. 10-29 with all codes being in fairly good
agreement with each other.
10.6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

National engagement as well as bilateral or multi-national cooperation in HTGR fuel
development is ongoing and is expected to further improve fuel performance and the ability to
make reliable predictions. The accident condition benchmark exercise has successfully
demonstrated to be a useful basis for verification and validation in establishing the reliability
of code predictions. The confidence in the applicability of these codes is strengthened by
validation along the experimental programmes that include both irradiation and heating tests.
Any new HTGR fuel development programme will, however, have to ascertain that the fuel is
consistent with the internationally established standards as described here. Additional
irradiation and postirradiation testing and examination will be required for newly
manufactured fuel, in order to expand and improve the existing statistical data base for fuel
performance analysis. The additional data will demonstrate successful fuel designs, cover the
full range of design and operating requirements of future reactors, strengthen the statistical
viability of the performance base, and confirm expected in-reactor performance. Fuel test
programmes will be continual efforts in that it may be open to new test requirements or new
understandings of fuel performance.
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FIGURE 10-26. Fractional release of 137Cs from HFR-EU1bis/1.
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FIGURE 10-27. Fractional release of 90Sr from HFR-EU1bis/1.
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FIGURE 10-28. Fractional release of 110mAg from HFR-EU1bis/1.
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FIGURE 10-19. Fractional release of 137Cs from the ‘HTR-PM’ fuel sphere.

From the codes that have been applied to all or part of the cases suggested for the accident
benchmark, most represent developments from the recent years to be compared with some
older codes, where development was often constraint by requirements of computer technology
at that time. This valuable accident benchmark exercise is beneficial to both types of models
since it provided the opportunity for confirmation/validation and identified the areas for
further improvements, some conclusions can be drawn:
• In the sensitivity study, most codes have shown good agreement among each other.
Some differences can be explained by different assumptions for input data or boundary
conditions. With regard to the sensitivity identified for the number of nodes in the
diffusion calculation for the kernel, the application of the analytical solution offered by
the Booth model appears to be more accurate method. Time step length may also
influence the calculational results.
• From the postcalculations of heating tests and comparison with the measurements, it
appears that the diffusion coefficient for caesium in silicon carbide, which was
recommended following the evaluation of 44 heating experiments, is still varying over a
broad range.
• The ambiguity in the explanation of the recommended diffusion coefficient of caesium
in silicon carbide of [IAEA 1997] should be eliminated by saying (as most seem to
understand it) that the formula recommended is the sum of the low temperature ‘HRBbranch’ with the high temperature ‘FZJ-branch’:
 514,000  m 2
 125,000 
Γ 
−2
1
.
6
10
exp
D = 5.5 × 10 −14 exp  exp −
+
×


−
RT 
RT  s
5


where Г – fast neutron fluence, 1025 n/m2, E>16fJ.
• It is obvious that in particular the strontium data are largely overpredicted in most cases.
While the retention capability of UO2 and the matrix material of the fuel spheres is
visible, it is most probably the diffusive transport through the silicon carbide layer that
appears very conservative and should undergo a thorough review.
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• Silver release measurements are often unusual and inconsistent, and therefore extremely
difficult for postcalculation. There are presumably other mechanisms for transport and
retention working than treated by a simple diffusion model. The diffusion coefficient
recommended in [IAEA 1997] was derived from a 1500°C heating test at Harwell.
• One of the most recent heating tests, HFR-K6/3, has shown supremely low krypton and
caesium release values, which are largely overpredicted by the model calculations. This
extremely good accident condition performance of the very latest manufacture of
German TRISO fuels should be the starting point of further studies: if results of this
type can be substantiated reproducibly, new HTGR designs might benefit from
potentially higher accident temperatures than the presently established 1600°C limit.
The new limit has to be quantified taking account of the burnup and neutron fluence
levels reached during irradiation.
• Problems that arose with validation along experimental results may require expansion of
postexamination after irradiation and heating.
11.

SPENT FUEL TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL

11.1. EXPERIENCE WITH SPENT FUEL TREATMENT FOR SHUT-DOWN HTGRS

Every nuclear facility must be decommissioned at the end of its lifetime. Decommissioning
includes clean-up of radioactivity and subsequent demolition of the plant. According to
internationally acknowledged definitions by the IAEA, there are three options for
decommissioning:
•

Immediate dismantling or early site release or decon where the facility will be
decontaminated and dismantled soon, i.e. a few months or years after shutdown.

•

Safe enclosure or safestore where the facility is put into a safe storage configuration
for a period of 40-60 a before contamination and dismantling activities will start.

•

Entombment where all radioactive material will remain on-site with no requirement
for total removal. The radioactive parts of the facility will be encased in a long lived
structure, e.g. concrete, and maintained until radioactivity is no longer a concern and
site license can be terminated.

Which one of the above options will be selected, is usually determined by individual national
policy and the owner’s strategy.
Between the 1960s and 1980s, HTGR spent fuel processing was extensively studied in the
USA and in Germany at laboratory scale and later at pilot scale. The experience achieved in
the past was mainly on 233U recovery from mixed (Th,U)O2 coated fuel particles.
These works have essentially dealt with the head end process to recover the kernels of
uranium and thorium oxides by elimination of the successive layers of carbon and silicon
carbide (SiC). After this step, the uranium and the thorium were recovered and separated from
the fission products by the THOREX process (dissolution of the oxide by HNO3/HF, then
extraction of the thorium and uranium by tributylphosphate (TBP) and used for the refabrication of the oxide.
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11.1.1.
11.1.1.1.

Germany
Decommissioning strategy for gas cooled reactors

Since the end of the 1970s, the HTGR fuel strategy was guided by the need to meet nonproliferation aspects and to find a convincing publicly accepted spent fuel concept. The
German reference spherical fuel element with its safety related properties has many positive
features, which are effective not only during normal operation and during accidents, but also
under conditions of intermediate storage and final disposal:
•

Efficient use of uranium and in-situ generated plutonium in LEU fuel due to high
burnup;

•

Isotopic composition of the spent fuel which is non-proliferation friendly;

•

TRISO coating of the fuel particles providing an effective long-term barrier against
fission product transport and reduces the need for additional barriers;

•

Passive air cooling systems being sufficient from the beginning of intermediate
storage due to the low power density of the fuel;

•

Disposal techniques developed for medium active waste applicable to spent HTGR
fuel;

•

Homogeneous graphite matrix minimizing any spent fuel conditioning effort;

•

Corrosion resistance of both matrix graphite and particle coatings against repository
relevant salt brines allowing a simple fuel disposal packaging concept;

•

Small and easy-to-handle equipment in intermediate and final storage.

For these reasons, the concept of spent fuel treatment was selected in Germany in 1985 for the
two HTGRs which were operated, the AVR test reactor in Jülich and the prototype reactor
THTR-300 in Hamm-Uentrop. This option of direct disposal, which is presently the only
accepted method of spent HTGR fuel management in Germany, involves the two steps of
•

intermediate dry storage in appropriate containers and facilities;

•

transfer to a deep-mined salt dome repository for final disposal utilizing techniques of
treatment similar to heat generating medium active waste (MAW).

But also for the period of longer-term interim storage, until a final disposal site has been
selected, dry storage in casks is to be applied.
11.1.1.2.

Handling of spent fuel from the AVR

At the end of 1988, after 21 years of operation, the AVR reactor was permanently shut down.
Application for the license for decommissioning was submitted in December 1987. Until the
license was granted, the reactor was held at ‘zero-power operation’. Safestore
decommissioning of the AVR began in 1994. It was split into two phases [Marnet 1998]:
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1.

Defueling of the reactor, dismantling of plant systems outside the reactor
building;

2.

Dismantling of components, alteration of components, installation and
operation of new facilities for the state of safe enclosure as well as operation
in the state of safe enclosure.

Originally a strategy for a complete removal was investigated consisting of a step-by-step
dismantling, which allowed the plant to be transferred into a configuration of safe enclosure
after either step [Marnet 1998].
In 2003, the AVR GmbH was taken over by the ‘Energiewerke Nord’ (EWN) in Lubmin,
Germany, and the decommissioning strategy was changed. In an agreement between the
Federal Government and the State of NRW, it was decided to not only have a safe enclosure
of the AVR reactor, but to have the site returned to green-field status by the year 2012. The
plan is to lift the grouted reactor pressure vessel including all internals with a weight of some
2100 t as a whole out of the reactor building and store it in a separate building.
The AVR was primarily used to test the HTGR concept, the fuel, and the components.
Fueling of the first core loading started on July 14, 1966, with about 30 000 first core fuel
elements, 70 000 moderator (graphite) balls, and 3000 absorber balls. In sum, more than 290
000 spherical fuel elements of 5 different types and 15 variants (carbide/oxide, BISO/TRISO,
HEU/LEU) (Table 11-4) with more than 6 billion coated fuel particles plus about 80 000
graphite (moderator) balls were inserted into the core. Fuel element design also changed soon
with reload charge 3 from machined graphite shells to pressed matrix materials.
Using high enriched mixed carbide/oxide fuel at the beginning, the reactor core was, since
mid 1982, gradually converted to low enriched fuel. By the end of operation, a total of 2.4
million spheres were recycled in the core, some 180 400 fuel elements were removed from the
core. The detailed fuel composition of the reactor core during the years of operation was
described already in Section 3.4.2. The composition of the reactor inventory of totally ~110
000 fuel spheres remaining in the reactor at the end of operation was about 50% of HEU and
50% LEU fuel. The exact fuel composition after terminating the operation of the reactor is
given in Table 11-1 [Pohl 2001]. At present, all fuel is stored in CASTOR casks at an interim
dry storage facility at FZJ.
TABLE 11-1. Fuel inventory of AVR at the end of operation [Pohl 2002].

AVR fuel
Type
HEU
LEU

Number of fuel
elements (rounded)

Variant
5 g Th

GO, GFB-3, -4, -5

39 300

10 g Th

THTR

17 400

10% enrichment

GLE-3

24 500

16.7% enrichment

GLE-4

29 000
Total:

110 200

Defueling started in April 1994 with HEU fuel only. Due to the fact that a particular license
was required for LEU fuel handling in the hot cells of FZJ, all LEU fuel identified was
reshuffled back into the core. Selection was made by measurement of the 232U isotope which
is practically present in the thorium containing HEU fuel only. During operation, a perfect
distinction by 233Pa in the gamma scan was possible. The defueling process was interrupted
after having discharged 35 000 HEU fuel elements with a HEU share in the circulated
elements reduced to 17%. After the LEU license was finally granted, defueling was resumed
in March 1996. It was restricted at the beginning by the fact that upper limits for heavy metal
and 239Pu contents had to be obeyed. After obtaining the permission for considerably higher
limits, unselective defueling could begin with still 63 000 spheres in the core. The defueling
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process was accompanied by regular criticality measurements to ensure in-time
countermeasures in case of too high a fuel concentration in the core center conceivably
resulting from the fresher fuel of the outer zone displaced to the inside during defueling. The
defueling was completed by the middle of 1998 [Pohl 1998].
Table 11-2 lists the book balance of charged and discharged AVR fuel elements. The figure of
‘12’ as the overall difference should not be taken too seriously due to the uncertainties in
counting spheres in cases of misidentifying fuel types, broken spheres, or problems with the
charging system. As a result of an inspection for residual fuel in the core, the equivalent of
197 fuel elements was said to be unretrievable [Pohl 2002]. It is an estimated upper limit of
fuel loss in the core, but was considered by the regulator to be sufficiently low and safely
enclosed to remain in the reactor during its interim storage. All lost fuel is classified as HEU
fuel with originally 5 g of thorium. Total heavy metal left in the core was calculated to be
486 g of uranium (including 71 g of 235U and 24 g of 233U), 7.2 g of plutonium, and 1180 g of
232
Th [Pohl 2002].
TABLE 11-2. Book balance of charged and discharged AVR fuel elements [Pohl 2002].

Fuel type

HEU
5 g Th

Fuel
variant
UCC
T
GK
GO
GFB-3,4,5

HEU
10 g Th

GFB-1,2
THTR

Charged

Fraction
of total
fuel [%]

30 155
7504
50 794
90 396
17 290
total:

10.4
2.6
17.5
31.1
5.9

3050
35 415
total:

1.0
12.2

Total HEU:

Charged

Discharged Difference

196 139

201 945

-5806

38 465

32 978

5487

80.7

234 604

234 923

-319

LEU 7% enr

GLE-1

2400

0.8

2400

2327

73

LEU 10% enr

GLE-3

24 611

8.5

24 611

24 412

199

LEU
enr

GLE-4

29 090

10.0

29 090

29 031

59

Total LEU:

19.3

56 101

55 770

331

Total:

100.0

290 705

290 693

12

16.7%

The book discharge deviations were corrected not until after final defueling. It was, however,
known by sphere measurements before the KAHTER fuel loading that in the last years of
operation, GLE-1 elements were no longer in the reactor, and that the number of the old HEU
elements with 10 g of Th was only around 2000 (instead of over 5000 as in the book). Both
were confirmed in the defueling process.
Steel cans with a capacity of 50 fuel spheres each were filled at the AVR site and transported
to the hot cells at FZJ, where they were sealed and stored in a water pool serving as buffer
storage. The steel cans were then opened and the fuel from those, which did not indicate water
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penetrattion, was repacked
r
in
nto larger, ddry storagee canisters with a cappacity of 950 balls
(Fig. 111-1 top) [Krrumbach 20
004]. Fuel e lements wh
hich were fo
ound wet duue to leaky sealings
of the steel cans, were also given intoo the dry storage caniisters, but tthen sealed
d with a
particular leak-tighht welding. The dry sttorage caniisters are filled with hhelium of 0.1
0 MPa,
their specified leakk tightness is
i < 10-2 Paa L/s. The employmen
e
t of the 9500-ball canissters was
r
g step to the reference 400
4 L final ddisposal dru
ums.
considered to ease the future repackaging
For the intermediatte storage, two
t conceptts are being applied:
(i)

canister storage behindd a concretee shielding; or

(ii)

storage direectly in shieelded contaiiners.

FIGURE
E 11-1. AVR spent fuel management iin the hot cellls at FZJ (to
op), AVR cannister storagee (bottom
left), storrage in CASSTOR casks (bottom
(b
right)
t).

A naturral convectiion type, dry
d storage facility, wh
hich is opeerated sincee 1981 with
hout any
disturbaance, took up
u 72 of th
he dry storrage canisteers in 36 po
ositions up to now (F
Fig. 11-1
bottom left). Heat removal
r
dessigned for 77.2 kW is su
upported by
y an air ventting system
m of 2000
Nm3/h. According to the seco
ond conceppt, two of th
he canisterss are inserteed into a CASTOR
C
THTR/A
AVR type storage
s
cask
k closed by a double lid
d system.
The CA
ASTOR caskks are stored at FZJ in the intermeediate dry storage
s
facillity licensed
d to take
up a tottal of 158 caasks (Fig. 11-1,
1
bottom
m right). Th
he maximum
m heat produ
duction of 15
5 kW (if
complettely filled) is
i passively removed bby natural co
onvection [R
Röllig 19877].
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This procedure has been done for all fuel discharged during reactor operation and after reactor
shutdown, which are approximately 290 000 fuel spheres in (presumably) 153 CASTOR
casks. Last transport to the storage site was in August 2000. As of September 2004, the AVR
container store contains 132 CASTOR casks with a total of 250 560 spheres and the dry
storage facility contains 34 fuel canisters with a total of 32 264 spheres.
11.1.1.3.

Handling of spent fuel from the THTR-300

The concept of the ‘Thorium Hochtemperatur-Reaktor’, THTR-300, in Hamm-Uentrop dates
back to the end of the 1960s. The THTR-300 with a thermal power of 750 MW was operated
for a total of 16 410 hours or an equivalent time of 423 days of operation at full load.
Construction (1971-1983) and operation (1983-1988) of the reactor were characterized by
various licensing-technical and political obstacles which eventually ended up in the decision
by the operator in September 1989 for decommissioning the reactor.
The decommissioning procedure is conducted in four consecutive steps [Schröder 1993]:
1.

Shutdown operation; primary circuit depressurized; helium substituted for nitrogen;
shutdown rods fully inserted and locked; removal of decay heat (< 20 kW) by
natural convection and radiation;

2.

Unloading the reactor and spent fuel storage as a prerequisite for safe enclosure;
reactivity < 0.95 during unloading by addition of 7000 absorber balls; core
inspection device for visual control of fuel-free state;

3.

Establishment of safe enclosure; residual radioactivity sealed from environment and
controlled; effective dose from release into environment < 0.1 mSv/a; all buildings
except for reactor hall, reactor building, and auxiliary building to be released from
the validity of the Atomic Act;

4.

Operation of passively ‘safe enclosure’ over 30 years; largely no maintenance;
monitoring the few remaining systems to be operated from adjacent fossil power
plant.

Steps 2, 3, and 4 require a license according to the German Atomic Act.
The establishment of the configuration of safe enclosure was achieved in February 1997
(comparable to the IAEA passive SAFE STORAGE option). The operation of the safely
enclosed plant will last for 30 years, before a complete dismantling may take place.
The THTR fuel concept was designed for a high enriched uranium-thorium fuel cycle. The
reference fuel particle consists of a homogeneous U-Th mixed oxide kernel surrounded by a
BISO coating. Total particle diameter is about 760 μm. The spherical fuel element contains
approx. 34 100 of those BISO coated fuel particles. The total heavy metal content amounts to
1.032 g of 93% enriched uranium and 10.2 g of thorium per fuel sphere.
The initial THTR core contained a total of 674 200 spherical elements, of which 358 200 (or
35%) were fuel elements, 272 500 (40%) were graphite elements, and 43 500 (7%) were B
and Hf-doped absorber elements. During THTR operation, 1.3 million spheres were
circulated, 235 000 of which were permanently removed and replaced by fresh fuel [Bäumer
1991]. At the time of termination of operation on September 1, 1989, a total of 704 426
operating elements were in the core and the loading facility [Knizia 2002]. In addition, the
internal operating element storage contained about 240 000 operating elements. From the core
itself, approximately 670 000 operating elements (Table 11-3) had to be finally removed, 84%
of which were fuel elements.
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TABLE 11--3. Composittion of THTR
R core [Nieph
haus 2000].

N
Number of operating elements in
n the core at
a beginnin
ng of unloadding processs
563 0000
76 0000
31 0000
Σ 670 0000

Fueel elements
Graaphite elements
Ab
bsorber elem
ments
Op
perating eleements

Unloadiing of the THTR
T
pebblle bed core w
was initiateed in Decem
mber 1993 w
with a conceept based
on detaiiled calculaations and teests with a ccore model.. The unloading processs was comp
pleted in
Octoberr 1994 achieeving the sttate of a ‘nuuclear fuel free’
f
reactor. The unlooading proceess is, in
principlle, similar too the dischaarging proceess during normal
n
operration exceppt for somee process
engineeering modifi
fications con
ncerning thee replacemeent of the helium
h
gas bby nitrogen
n and air
as welll as the reeduced tem
mperature inn the depreessurized reactor. Abssolutely su
ubcritical
conditioons during the
t unloadin
ng process w
were guaran
nteed by inssertion of booth reflector and incore conntrol rods annd by the ad
ddition of 44200 absorber elementss.
The unlloading of the
t THTR pebble bedd was monittored by means of thee burnup measuring
m
system, a graphite--moderated 500 W ‘Sm
mall Burnu
up Measurin
ng Reactor’ (SMR), co
ontaining
3.6 kg oof 235U in form of 20
0% enrichedd U-Al fuel in 767 strip-shaped fuel elemeents with
rectanguular cross-ssection (15×1.1 mm2) and 89-71
11 mm leng
gth. In the SMR, a reactivity
effect w
was created when a TH
HTR fuel ellement was passing. Operating
O
eleements werre sorted
by this w
way and traansferred to steel canistters each co
ontaining 21
100 elementts. The flow
w pattern
of the sppheres duriing the unlo
oading proceedure was examined
e
in
n experimennts using a 1:2 core
model sshowing thaat a central funnel is foormed which
h leads to a mixture off fuel elemeents with
differennt burnups [B
Bäumer 199
91b].
The diaagram in Fig.
F
11-2 sh
hows the nnumber of discharged absorber eelements (A
AE) and
graphitee elements (GE), resspectively, per each of the 26
68 ‘unloadding steps’, which
correspoonds to 21000 discharg
ged fuel eleements or one
o filled stteel canisteer. Furtherm
more, the
mean buurnup of thhe removed fuel elemeents is plottted exhibitin
ng different
nt phases du
uring the
unloadinng process. The minim
mum in burnnup around unloading
u
step
s 150 is ddue to fuel elements
e
from thhe surface of
o the outer upper corre with a low-irradiat
l
ion historyy, whereas the
t later
increasee in burnupp is from hiighly irradiaated fuel frrom the botttom edge oof the core [Plätzer
1998].

FIGURE
E 11-2. Disccharged abso
orber (AE) aand graphitee elements (G
GE) per unlloading step (= 2100
fuel elem
ments) and mean
m
burnup of fuel elemeents [Plätzerr 1998].
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The effi
ficiency of the
t selection
n process w
was about 97%,
9
meanin
ng that from
m the total of about
300 0000 graphite elements
e
an
nd 43 500 abbsorber ballls, approxim
mately 3% have gone with the
fuel eleements intoo the fuel canisters [N
Niephaus 2000].
2
The inventory of fissile material
remaining in the coore after com
mpletion off the unload
ding processs was estimaated to be 0.976
0
kg,
significaantly lowerr than the required valuue of 2.5 kg..
Betweenn start andd end of pllant operatiion, ten co
ontainers were filled w
with about 17 000
damageed operatingg elements mainly
m
due to control rod operatio
on, four moore were fillled until
the end of fuel unlooading.
An at-reeactor canisster storagee for spent T
THTR fuel (Fig. 11-3)) with 72 sttoring posittions for
three caanisters each plus ninee more posiitions for hiigh active waste
w
was llicensed in 1982. It
receivedd its first reegular spen
nt fuel in 1 988. All fu
uel canisters were storred there fo
or 1-2 a.
Shieldinng is givenn by concreete walls off 1.9 m thickness. Thee store is ddesigned fo
or a heat
removall of 232 kW
W which is realized by a forced con
nvection coo
oling [Rölliig 1987].
For the following step of sto
orage and trransport of the fuel ellements to an externall interim
store, reespective caasks of the CASTOR
C
T
THTR/AVR
R type have been used with one CASTOR
C
to contaain one fueel canister with
w approxximately 21
100 fuel eleements. Maaximum burrnup per
fuel eleement conttainer was about 8.8%
% FIMA, maximum decay heatt per fuel element
containeer was abouut 100 W, both
b
values significanttly lower th
han the desiign values. Neutron
dose rattes at the looaded transp
port and stoorage cask were
w
shown
n to be less than 1 μSv
v/h. Two
more CA
ASTOR cassks were filled with thee SMR fuel elements.

FIGURE 11-3. T
THTR-300 sto
ore for spentt fuel.

The storrage licensee for the cassks in the innterim storaage site Ahaaus (BZA) w
was issued in 1992.
Special six axle raailway wago
ons were avvailable to carry three casks eachh. By April 1995, a
total nuumber of appproximately 620 0000 spent fueel elements had been transported
d in 306
CASTO
OR casks inn 57 shipm
ments from the THTR
R site to th
he BZA. A schematicc of the
complette spent fueel managemeent is shownn in Fig. 11
1-4.
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The TH
HTR fuel wiill remain in
n the interm
mediate storrage until a final dispossal site is available,
with thhe repositorry Gorleben
n representiing a cand
didate site. In contrastt, the graph
hite and
absorbeer elements, because off their low rradioactivity
y and heat generation, will possib
bly go to
the reppository Koonrad [Schrröder 1993 ]. The fueel would th
hen be reppackaged from
f
the
CASTO
OR casks to 400 L wasste containeers with a capacity of 1500-1800 fuel elemen
nts to be
disposedd in a bore hole
h field.
All stilll unused freesh fuel elem
ments, at thhe time of final
f
shutdow
wn a total oof 362 348 spheres,
was solld back to the manuffacturing coompany NU
UKEM, wh
hich then sshipped thee fuel to
UKAEA
A in Dounreeay for reprocessing [D
Dietrich 200
06].

FIG
GURE 11-4. THTR-300 sspent fuel ma
anagement [S
Schröder 19993].
11.1.1.4.

Transport and storagee container CA
ASTOR THTR
R/AVR

With thhe developm
ment of tran
nsport and sstorage cask
ks, the tendency was toowards awaay-fromthe-reacctor storagee facilities having thee advantagee of increaasing the sstorage cap
pacity as
needed. Transport and storag
ge containerrs of the CASTOR
C
ty
ype have allready been
n proven
good foor LWR fuel elementss. The deveelopment of
o CASTOR
R THTR/AV
VR casks began
b
in
1982. T
The CASTO
OR for HTG
GR fuel as sshown in Fig. 11-5 is a massive ccast iron caask to be
closed bby a primarry and a secondary lidd and a pro
otection sheet. The lid system is designed
d
such thaat the required control of leak tighhness can be
b done at the
t storage site. Dimen
nsions of
the caskk are given in Table 11
1-4. A transsport licensse for these CASTOR ccasks was issued
i
in
1987.
11.1.1.5.

Heat andd acivity relea
ase from spentt fuel spheres

Most off the activity of spentt fuel existss in a solid
d, non-releasable form.. From the gaseous
fission aand activatiion productts, only the long lived isotopes aree of importtance with regard
r
to
spent fuuel storage. During traansfer of sppheres from the small to
t the largeer storage canisters,
c
fuel speecific data (type,
(
burnu
up) were coollected to know
k
about the exact aamounts of fuel and
radioacttivity conteents in the dry
d storage.. 3H, 14C, and
a 85Kr haave been ideentified as the only
considerable contrributors to radioactivee release from
f
spent HTGR fuuel at inert storage
conditioons [Krumbbach 2004].
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TABL
LE 11-4. Dim
mensions of C
CASTOR THT
TR/AVR caskk [Niephaus 22000].

Parameter

Value
V

Outerr/inner lengtth [mm]

278
80/1964

Outerr/inner diam
meter [mm]

138
80/640

Materrial

Nodular graph
hite cast ironn

Weighht

26.1 t

Integrral tightnesss of either liid

10-5 Pa L/s

Conteents

190
00 fuel spheeres (AVR)
210
00 fuel spheeres (THTR
R)

FIG
GURE 11-5. CASTOR
C
TH
HTR/AVR caskk to take up one THTR fu
uel canister [[Niephaus 20
000].
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An aqueous solution can penetrate the A3 matrix graphite of a fuel element through its open
pore system. Under normal conditions, a sphere takes up about 8 ml. Under pressurized
conditions and dissolution of the pore gases in the liquid, this amount raises to conservatively
estimated 23 ml [Fachinger 2006]. Hydrogen atoms in the water may be substituted by tritium
leading to HTO molecules accounting for 95% of the tritium inventory in the storage
container. In combination with radiolysis, HT or T2 gas will be formed. The 85Kr is a fission
product and mainly contained in the fuel particles. Its amount is directly related to the
uranium contamination in the matrix and the number of failed particles.
FZJ conducted an experimental programme to test the storage behaviour of spent AVR fuel
measuring activities and decay heat production of 17 spheres with a burnup in the range of
4-16% FIMA and decay periods of 150-1700 d showing good agreement with respective
ORIGEN predictions [Brinkmann 1980].
First measurements of activity release from AVR spent fuel were conducted in the 1970s in a
facility simulating dry storage conditions [Duwe 1980]. It consisted of a furnace with a
capacity of five spheres and two gas-tight storage containers which could take up 20 spheres
each. These were connected to a sweep gas circuit including traps for the gaseous species. The
furnace could be heated up to 400°C, while the two containers were kept at temperatures of
140°C (maximum temperature at dry storage) and 40°C (nominal operating temperature of
disposal site), respectively. Fuel types investigated were UCC with 16.7-18.0% FIMA burnup
for testing carbide fuel and GO-THTR with 5.1-6.5% FIMA for testing oxide fuel [Duwe
1980].
As is shown in Fig. 11-6, tritium was found to be released at rates independent of the fuel type
explained by the fact that its origin is mainly from 3He and impurities in the graphite. A
repetition of these measurements a few weeks later exhibited reduced rates, a depletion effect
showing that only a part of the tritium adsorbed on the pore surfaces is available for release.
The activities released into the containers were found to show no significant further increase
after 50 d at 40°C and after 10 d at 140°C, respectively, due to the depletion of the inventory
and increasing partial pressure in the void volume [Duwe 1980].
The isotope 226Ra can be neglected under interim storage conditions. Unlike the 3H and 85Kr
release rates into the container were observed to significantly increase during the investigation
time. The depletion effect was not observed for 85Kr.
Furthermore measurements on the release of 3H and 85Kr were made using two specially
prepared canisters. One canister is filled with GK type (average burnup 15% FIMA), the other
one with GO type fuel balls (12.4% FIMA), with all fuel discharged from the AVR at the end
of 1976. The canisters were equipped with valves to allow sampling of the inside gas
atmosphere. The void volume of the canisters is 118 L initially consisting of normal air (at
25°C) with a relatively high moisture content (10-20 mg of H2O per liter of air), which
originated from the former interim storage in a water basin.
Tritium and krypton-85 activities were measured during storage over several years. For the
first three years, the observed increase in 3H activity corresponds to an average of
7.4×10-3 GBq/a for both GO and GK fuel, whereas for 85Kr, the average release rate was
3.7×10-3 GBq/a for GO fuel and 1.9×10-3 GBq/a for GK fuel [Duwe 1986]. Activity release
rates from AVR spheres into the canister gas atmosphere are shown in Fig. 11-7 in an
Arrhenius-type diagram for 3H and 85Kr.
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FIGURE
E 11-6. 3H (left)
(
and 85Kr
K activity rreleased from
m 20 GO fu
uel elementss in open an
nd closed
containeer (7 L void volume)
v
overr 100 d [Duw
we 1980].

Also thee release froom the two AVR canissters inside a CASTOR
R cask into th
the cask atm
mosphere
was expperimentallyy investigatted. Betweeen 1987 an
nd 1992, on
ne CASTOR
R THTR/AV
VR cask
and onee TN-AVR 2 cask weree externallyy heated up to 55°C. The higher teemperature resulted
in the rrelease of moisture
m
and
d thus of trritium in form of HTO
O. Due to thhe fact that leakage
rates froom a cask lid
l are by th
hree orders of magnitu
ude lower th
han those frrom a canister plug,
activity release from CASTOR
R casks, whhich are closed with tw
wo lids, intoo the environ
nment is
expected to be neglligibly low.
With reegard to 14C,
C an activaation produuct from 14N and 13C, high conceentration vaalues are
typicallyy found neaar the sphere surface reesulting from
m coolant deposition.
d
IIt can be relleased as
CO2 durring oxidatiion processees. The 14C is bound to
o the binder material inn the matrix graphite
and, at presence of
o moisture in the stoorage contaiiner, is libeerated as gaaseous CO2 during
corrosivve reactionss. For the 14C activity m
measuremen
nts conducteed on the saame two can
nisters in
the tim
me 1986-89, the fractio
ons of O2 and CO2 and
a the 14C concentraations are listed
l
in
Table 11-5.
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FIGURE
E 11-7. Arrhhenius diagra
am of 3H annd
2000].

85

Kr release rates fro
om experimeental data [Niephaus
[N

TABLE 111-5. 14C conncentrations and O2 andd CO2 fractions in the can
nister gas atm
mosphere forr GK and
GO fuel elements [Röllig 1989].

GK fuel
f
elemen
nts

GO
G fuel elem
ments
144

14

Time [a]
0=Oct 1983

O2
[vool%]

CO2
[vo
ol%]

C
[Bq
q/ml]

Tiime [a]
0=S
Sep 1982

O2
[vol%]

CO2
[vol%]

C
[Bq/ml]

0.

2
21.

0.
0

00.

0.

21.

0.

0.

2.77

100.2

5.7
5

nnot
meeas

3.8

7.4

7.0

not
meas

3.88

6
6.6

7.8
7

1229

4.9

6.1

8.5

72

4.11

6
6.3

8.6
8

1337

5.2

5.7

8.6

81

4.66

6
6.0

8.9
8

1666

5.7

5.0

9.2

99

5.33

4
4.2

10
0.9

2228

6.4

4.3

9.2

108

The deccreasing am
mount of O2 and the conncomitant increase
i
of CO2 show tthe corrosiv
ve origin
of the 14C. The accumulated CO2 corressponds to a carbon losss of averagged 7.7 mg per GK
sphere (after 5.3 a)
a and 6.5 mg
m per GO
O sphere (after 6.4 a). Considerinng an averaaged 14C
inventorry of 5.5×1106 Bq per fuel spheree, the fractiional release rate of 144C into the canister
atmosphhere is 8.6×
×10-4/a. It is
i a conservvative figurre used for the first 100 years. Fo
or longer
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times, the depletion of oxygen in the container atmosphere can be taken into account [Röllig
1989].
To judge upon the 14C activity in the storage canisters of THTR fuel, the experimental data
gathered with the stored AVR fuel is taken and transferred to the conditions of THTR fuel.
For a fuel lifetime of 1000 efpd in the THTR core, the 14C inventory is 0.015 GBq per fuel
sphere (to be seen as an upper limit). With a void volume of 206 L in the (one) canister
initially consisting of a helium-air atmosphere (at 200°C), the 14C activity in the canister gas
accumulates to 0.27 GBq after 10 a of storage time. This is conservative with respect to the
smaller amount of oxygen available to each fuel element in the THTR canister [Röllig 1989].
A 14C inventory of 0.004 GBq per spent THTR fuel sphere was calculated with the ORIGENS 2 code based on a target burnup of 11.4% FIMA and three years of cooling time [Niephaus
2000].
Since 1988, also 14C activities of the gas atmosphere inside the CASTOR cask for the AVR
spheres, but outside the two canisters are being measured. These values, however, are much
lower because of the low leakage rates of the canisters [Röllig 1989].
A tritium inventory of 0.53 GBq per sphere spent was calculated with the ORIGEN-S 2 code
for THTR fuel elements for a target burnup of 11.4% FIMA and 3 years of cooling time
[Niephaus 2000]. For the tritium activity inventory in a HEU fuel element from the AVR, an
upper limit has been estimated to be 2.5 GBq with about 20% inside the coated particles and
80% inside the matrix material. A respective value for the 85Kr inventory in a HEU fuel
element, considered as an upper limit for all AVR fuel spheres, was assessed to be 17.3 GBq,
almost everything inside the coated particles. The estimated figure for 14C in the matrix
material is 0.045 GBq [Niephaus 2000].
After shutdown of both German HTGRs, a more detailed analysis has been made to estimate
the realistic radioactive inventory of all spent fuel. With respect to the AVR fuel with its
different types, it is wise o further subdivide fuel types into burnup classes to avoid a
calculation based on an inappropriate averaging of the burnup and allow for a more precise
assessment of the single nuclide activities. For this purpose, 12 reference fuel elements have
been defined representing all spent AVR fuel [Pohl 2003]. Table 11-6 summarizes the results
listing for each reference group the total activity (sum of all individual activities > 106 Bq
from fission and activation products and actinides) as of the year 2003 as well as for a
selection of nuclides their relative contribution to the total activity [Pohl 2003b]. The results
of a respective study for the spent THTR fuel are shown as well in the table. Activity data are
here based on the year 1998 corresponding to a 10 years cooling period [Niephaus 2000].
11.1.1.6.

Safety research and testing of HTGR fuel spheres for direct storage in salt mine

The MAW concept involves stabilization by cementing and the use of thin-walled containers.
The reference design provides for 400 L canisters (1500-1800 spheres) stapled up to a height
of 8 m to resist a rock pressure of 25 MPa in a < 100°C temperature environment. Release of
activity is limited to 0.41 GBq of 3H and 1.10 GBq of 85Kr, respectively, per canister and
year. Mechanical tests with (unirradiated) single spheres and sphere arrangement and later, on
a pilot scale, with 180-liter canisters containing 800 spheres have shown the strong influence
of a backfilling. Utilizing cement or quartz sand backfilling, neither sphere failure nor a
remarkable volume change of the package was observed when imposing a pressure of 25
MPa. Only slight failures (< 3%) in the upper region were found for a rock salt grout
backfilling. In contrast, the pebble bed with no backfilling was crushed to small pieces by
more than 90% [Brinkmann 1990].
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An acciident scenarrio to be co
onsidered foor final storrage of spent fuel is thhe event off a water
ingress into the saalt mine where
w
the evvolving sallt brine wo
ould start coorroding th
he waste
packagee and may reach the fuel particlles. Since intact coatiings have eexcellent lo
ong-term
chemicaal resistancce, a releasse of activvity from leeaching is only possiible with defective
d
particless. In an exxperimental series, sinngle bare fu
uel kernels – HEU (U
U,Th)O2 TR
RISO of
12.1% F
FIMA irraddiated at 90
00°C, LEU UO2 TRISO of 10.7%
% FIMA irrradiated at 1000°C,
unirradiiated UO2 – were leached with a saturated brine
b
at presssures of am
mbient/13 MPa
M and
temperaatures of am
mbient/90°C
C (Fig. 11-8)). The resullts for the hiigher tempeerature and pressure
reveal a nuclide speecific leach
hability withh Cs, Sb, or Eu being well
w mobilizzed in contraast to Ru
or Am. A rapid release of actiivity was obbserved for UO2 with almost
a
100%
% within 10
00 d, and
for (U,T
Th)O2 a 30--50% fractio
on within 1 -2 a. Underr these storaage typical cconditions, some of
the kernnels had paartly disinteegrated and released a large portiion of theirr inventory [Brodda
1988].

FIGURE
E 11-8. Radioonuclide leaching from iirradiated UO
U 2 (left) and
d (U,Th)O2 (rright) kernels
ls with Qbrine at 13 MPa presssure and 90
0 °C temperaature [Brodd
da 1988].

The leakk resistancee of complete spent AV
VR fuel sph
heres of diffferent types and also on
ne of the
non-heaated spheress of the HFR
R-K3 experriment in a salt
s brine was
w experim
mentally inveestigated
at presssures up to 30 MPa an
nd temperaatures up to
o 150 °C ov
ver up to 11230 days. Leached
activitiees were maainly given by 137Cs, 1 34Cs, 90Sr, 144Ce, 133Ba, 154Eu, 600Co. The teests have
revealedd a gradual release of the
t matrix ccontaminatiion into the brine, for C
Cs about 10
0-20% of
its invenntory in thee matrix. Fig
gure 11-9 shhows the 1377Cs release rate under ffinal storage typical
conditioons revealinng lower fig
gures for TR
RISO fuel. Total releasse fraction iis < 10-4 aft
fter more
than fouur years. Reelease from defective pparticles is by
b orders off magnitudee higher. Lo
ong-term
129
99
9
237
relevantt nuclides like I, Tc, Np, are expected to exhiibit much llower releaase rates
[Ganserr 1987].

FIGUR
RE 11-9. Cessium release in leach testts with irradiiated AVR fu
uel elements aat 13 MPa pressure
p
and 90 °C temperatture [Kirch 1990]GO:
1
BIISO coated (U,Th)O
(
fue
l;
GLE:
TRIS
ISO
coated
UO
U
2
2 fuel.
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90 000
24 400
42 000
11 400
28 300

21 100
15 200
2000

2400

24 600

8700
20 400

290 700

617 606

HEU-2
2.1
2.2
2.3

LEU-3

LEU-4

LEU-5
5.1
5.2

Total

HEU-2

No. fuel
elements
rounded

HEU-1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

Fuel
type

5.0

(av 8.6)
3.5
11.0

8.5

8.0

(av 6.7)
10.0
2.0
12.0

(av 14.9)
13.6
21.0
18.2
7.5
16.0

Burnup
[%
FIMA]

0.8
3.7

5.5

7.7

8.8
1.4
13.0

5.0
13.6
9.7
2.4
7.9

Operation
time [a]
H

0.3
0.6

8.43×1016
1.31×1017

0.3

7.45×1015
1.1
0.4

0.2

1.29×1015

6.30×1014
4.71×1015

0.2
0.1
0.2

0.3
0.2
0.3
0.6
0.3

3

7.60×1015
1.15×1015
9.40×1014

2.35×1016
9.39×1015
1.63×1016
1.78×1015
9.57×1015

Total
activity
[Bq]
Kr

2.0

THTR

1.2

1.5
1.3

1.1

0.7

1.2
1.6
1.3

1.1
0.9
1.3
1.6
1.3

AVR

85

C

0.002

0.004

0.001
0.002

0.002

0.002

0.003
0.003
0.004

0.004
0.006
0.004
0.002
0.004

14

Sr

22.9

23.3

22.8
21.1

19.2

16.2

24.4
24.1
24.3

24.0
24.1
24.0
24.2
24.0

90

Cs

0.5

0.1

0.05
0.1

0.2

0.03

0.1
0.05
0.2

0.03
0.04
0.2
0.1
0.2

134

Cs

23.1

24.5

23.9
23.7

22.4

22.3

24.6
24.5
24.5

25.2
24.8
24.5
24.7
24.5

137

Fraction of total activity [%]

TABLE 11-6. Predicted total activity of AVR spent fuel for the year 2003 [Pohl 2003].

Pu

0.1

0.7

0.03
0.2

0.3

0.5

0.7
0.006
0.8

0.6
1.2
0.9
0.1
0.7

238

Pu

0.2

2.0

2.6
7.6

11.9

20.4

0.2
0.1
0.3

0.3
0.3
0.4
0.2
3.3

241

The release behaviour of HTR fuel elements under final disposal conditions was
experimentally examined for spent AVR fuel spheres which were given into a saturated
quinary alkaline solution (Q-brine) representative of salt repository conditions [Duwe 1993].
The leaching process at 90°C temperature and 13 MPa pressure exhibited two distinct phases:
removal of surface activity on a short-term (~weeks), and removal of activity from uranium
contamination and defective/failed particles on a longer term. The experiments have shown
that leaching rates did not significantly differ from those at higher pressures (30 MPa) in
previous tests. Major differences in the release behaviour were given between BISO and
TRISO coated fuel. TRISO fuel with the lower uranium contamination of the matrix showed a
respective lower long-term release [Duwe 1993].
Apart from the above ‘integral’ tests, further investigations were also concentrating on the
understanding of the behaviour of the single components under respective conditions. These
included the measurements of corrosion rates of the fuel materials matrix, pyrocarbon, silicon
carbide, as well as the leaching of uranium and thorium from particle kernels. Results have
shown that corrosion rates for A3 matrix are higher at the presence of oxygen. The significant
increase in an argon atmosphere under γ-radiation is due to the generation of radiolysis
products. Respective results for pyrocarbon are similar to those for matrix material. Corrosion
rates for silicon carbide were found to be strongly related to the corrosive environment and
the temperature. Leaching tests with different types of unirradiated kernels in Ar at 90°C for
more than one year exhibited lower dissolution rates for (Th,U)O2 kernels by one to two
orders of magnitude compared to UO2 kernels [Fachinger 2006].
Visco-plastic behaviour in rock salt will eventually close gaps/voids, so-called convergence,
around the storage arrangement and imposes a hydrostatic pressure buildup according to the
depth of the disposal location which, after all gaps are closed, corresponds to the total
mountain pressure. Convergence is enhanced with increasing temperature. For a depth of 8001000 m and a maximum temperature of 200°C, a temporarily and locally limited maximum
pressure of about 30 MPa has to be taken into consideration [Rebmann 1988].
If there are gaps between coating layers or between particle and overcoating, they may
interrupt the transfer of the pressure load from the outside to the particle. Convergence was
measured in the ASSE salt mine at a rate of about 0.3 mm/a. The annular gap around the
waste barrels in a bore hole is expected to close after approximately 200 a [Rebmann 1988].
Crushing tests with thin-walled 180 L drums containing graphite spheres and various kinds of
back-filling materials at loads up to 25 MPa (= maximum rock pressure) have shown that a
back-fill with quartz sand fully stabilized the volume with hardly any sphere damage. In
contrast, a salt grout filling has led to considerable sphere breakage, and packages with only
fuel spheres inside were size-reduced with all fuel elements cracked.
In the 1970s, an in-situ demonstration test of direct final storage with about 100 000 AVR
fuel elements in 100 canisters was planned and prepared at the Asse salt mine in Germany.
The retrievable canisters with 950 spheres each were intended to be placed into four 36 m
deep bore holes at the 750 m level of Asse [WolfJ 1975]. Before starting the experiment,
however, the project was stopped in 1978 for political reasons [Merz1993].
Resuming respective works in 1983, the project MHV (MAW and HTR Fuel Element Test
Storage in Bore Holes) was started focusing on the retrievable in-situ disposal for
demonstrating respective handling techniques. Five 1 m diameter bore holes with a depth of
10 m were drilled in the Asse salt mine (Fig. 11-10). One hole was considered to contain four
gas-tight stainless steel canisters with 950 spent AVR fuel elements each.
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The maaterial to bee controlled
d accordingg to IAEA standards were
w
444 ‘eeffective g’, where
‘effectivve grams’ for
f enriched
d uranium aare defined
d as the Utot (in gramss) multiplied
d by the
square of the enrrichment (w
which was 52.4%). Therefore
T
th
he test sitee was classsified as
‘location outside facilities’
f
which
w
can hhandle < 1 ‘effective kg’,
k the low
west level of
o IAEA
control [Buttler 19887].
The prooject also inncluded an electrical
e
heeating to keeep the temp
perature at a level of 70°C
7
and
comprehhensive deevices for measuring
m
geo-mechaanical param
meters, gass release and
a
heat
developpment (see Fig.
F 11-10)). The test w
was planned
d for a duraation of 5 yyears [Kirch
h 1990].
This prooject, howeever, was also discontinnued for fin
nancial reasons, the dem
monstration
n storage
test nevver did mateerialize.

FIIGURE 11-100. Planned demonstratio
d
n test for final disposal of
o spent HTG
GR fuel spherres.
11.1.2.

United Kingdom

Late in the Dragonn project, a programme
p
of fuel recovery from still unirraddiated fuel particles
and com
mpacts was initiated [Price 2010]. The amoun
nt of fuel to be treated w
was estimatted to be
235
about 31 kg of U,
U its conveersion into a saleable asset was considered
c
a useful add
dition to
the fundds availablee. The first stage
s
of the recovery prrocess invollved oxidatiion of the carbon of
the fuell bodies andd the outer carbon
c
layeers of the fu
uel particle coatings.
c
Foor the particcles with
O coating, which was the majorit
ity of the fu
uel to be reecovered, thhis meant a burning
a TRISO
down too that layer. In the seco
ond stage, thhe particles were crush
hed and the product oxidised to
remove any residuual carbon from
f
the paarticle kernels and the inner pyroocarbon lay
yers. The
residue was transfeerred to the Winfrith A
Analytical Chemistry
C
Group
G
for chhemical purrification
of the U3O8. The reetrieved fisssile fuel wass eventually
y shipped baack to Germ
many.
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There have been several studies of the options for decommissioning the Dragon reactor. In the
absence of a United Kingdom disposal site for the disposal of high and intermediate level
radioactive waste, the cost estimates resulting from these studies must be viewed as very
approximate. It was anticipated that two factors would dominate the rate of decommissioning
of the Dragon Reactor: the supply of finance and the ranking of the order in which the
UKAEA's liabilities might be decommissioned. As Dragon was a gas cooled reactor with a
low inventory of radioactive contamination, it was virtually certain that it will not rank highly
for whatever funds are available for decommissioning.
The Dragon spent or partially spent fuel consisted of small uranium carbide or oxide spheres,
approximately 1 mm diameter, coated with layers of carbon and silicon carbide. The particles
were consolidated into compacts, small annuli ~45 mm long with a 30 mm central hole.
Various other types of fuel and geometry were used during the 16 years of the experimental
programme but due to the small size of the Dragon core, the amount of spent fuel was
dominated by the amount of driver fuel needed to keep the reactor in operation.
These waste packages contain fuel consisting of uranium and uranium/thorium oxide and
carbide kernels, graphite and some ZrC, covered with carbon and SiC layers to give 0.1-0.25
mm particles. The fuel particles are mixed with graphite and compressed into compacts and
some of the fuel has disintegrated. Chemically, the composition of the packages is
•

~95% graphite/pyrocarbon;

•

~5% heavy metal oxides and carbides (U/Th/Zr);

•

14

•

Th - Thorium oxide & thorium carbide (ThC & ThC2);

•

U - Uranium oxide and uranium carbide (UC & UC2);

•

Pu - Plutonium oxide and plutonium carbide (PuC).

C - graphite and pyrolytic carbon;

Following defueling of Dragon, 75 000 fuel compacts were placed untreated in mild steel
storage containers 2.62m long (Fig. 11-11) stored on-site in the Dragon fuel store, considered
an interim measure. Long term storage in such containers, however, was inappropriate
because of the possibility of corrosion of the cans. It was also considered that shorter stainless
steel containers were easier to handle for transport off-site. Because of timing uncertainties,
any new stainless steel canisters needed to be compatible with confirmed storage on the
Dragon site. After it became obvious that corrosion could potentially affect the container
integrity for long-term storage, UKAEA required sorting and repackaging of the Dragon fuel
into stainless steel containers to be then relocated to Harwell. The total number of containers
shipped to Harwell was 85.
There is no detailed publically available experimental characterization or inventory data for
the Dragon waste packages, and published inventories are based on calculations using
inventory codes. The Dragon waste packages are the property of the Nuclear Decommissing
Authority (NDA), and are classified in the UK as ILW as their heat generation rates are low
enough not to require engineered cooling [DEFRA 2005]. The situation with regard to the
Dragon spent fuel is untypical because of the low heat generation rates as fuel waste streams
arising from the treatment of spent HTGR fuel would be generally classified as high level
waste.
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FIGURE 11-11.
1
Dragoon irradiated
d fuel storagee container.

Since thhe core of thhe Dragon reactor
r
was unloaded in
n Decemberr 1975, the installation is being
held in a care andd maintenan
nce state. W
With the rem
moval of alll fuel and m
moderators,, stage 1
decomm
missioning of
o Dragon is
i considereed completee. Currently
y, stage 2 ddecommissio
oning of
the seccondary coontainment structures is expectted to beg
gin in 20038, with stage 3
decomm
missioning of
o the reacto
ors complette by 2053 [DEFRA
[
20
005].
11.1.3.
11.1.3.1.

USA
Peach Bottom

Peach B
Bottom (seee also Sectio
on 5.1.6) opperated succcessfully fo
or seven yeaars until it was
w shut
down foor decommiissioning in
n late 1974 because it had compleeted its dem
monstration mission
[Scheffeel 1976]. An
A extensive and highlly successfful End-of-L
Life (EOL) R&D Prog
gramme,
jointly ssponsored by
b US-DOE
E and EPRI , was condu
ucted with the
t primaryy goal of geenerating
real-tim
me integral data
d
to validate HTGR
R design meethods with
h emphasis on reactor physics,
core theermal/fluid dynamics, fission
f
prodduct transpo
ort, and matterials perfoormance, esspecially
perform
mance of thee Incoloy 80
00 used for tthe steam-g
generator superheaters [[Steward 19
978].
Plant D
D&D
The deccision to deccommission
n the Peachh Bottom HT
TGR was based on a sttudy of the benefits
to be deerived from
m further op
peration beyyond depleetion of corre 2 relativee to the inv
vestment
necessaary to satisffy the NRC
C’s requirem
ment for a full-term
f
liccense. Baseed on techn
nical and
econom
mic evaluatioons of several options,, a mothballling (SAFE
ESTOR) of the facility
y under a
Part 50 possessionn only licen
nse was seleected [Stou
uky 1973]. An
A importaant considerration in
this deccision was thhat Peach Bottom
B
Unitt 1 is co-loccated on a site
s with twoo much larg
ger 1060
MW(e) BWR IIIs (Peach Bo
ottom Unitss 2 and 3) which will undergo D
D&D begin
nning in
~2015 oon the curreent schedule [US-NRC
C 2008]. Att that time, it should bbe a relativeely small
incremeental task too complete the D&D oof Unit 1, esspecially sin
nce the radi
dioactivity will
w have
decayedd over seveeral decades by that ttime. The following
f
decommissio
d
oning activ
vities for
Peach B
Bottom unit 1 were acco
omplished [[Kohler 197
77]:
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•

Shipment off-site of all fuel and source materials for storage and eventual permanent
disposal;

•

Removal of liquids, pressurized gases, and flammable materials from the containment
building;

•

Decontamination and retirement of major equipment;

•

Removal and burial of fission product traps, delay beds (parts of the He purification
system) and other contaminated materials;

•

Complete closure of the primary system;

•

Release of the control room, laboratories, etc., for unrestricted use.

As indicated above, Peach Bottom decommissioning offered a unique opportunity to conduct
EOL research and surveillance in a prototype HTGR. With the agreement of Philadelphia
Electric Company, a contract was negotiated between General Atomic, ERDA (precursor to
DOE), and EPRI, and in March 1975, the Peach Bottom EOL Programme was initiated.
Three consecutive phases of the programme provided input to the HTGR design methods
validation [Steward 1978]:
1.

Nondestructive fuel and primary circuit gamma scanning;

2.

Destructive removal of materials samples from a steam generator and other primary
circuit components;

3.

Laboratory examinations of removed components.

The component removal activities were performed largely by Catalytic, Inc., under
subcontract to General Atomic, with site support services provided by Philadelphia Electric
[CATALYTIC 1977].
Component removal site work commenced with the establishment of restricted access areas
and installation of controlled atmosphere tents to maintain a relative humidity < 30%. Mockups were used extensively to test and develop the tooling and to train operators under
simulated working conditions. Examples are shown in Figs. 11-12 and 11-13. Primary circuit
ducting samples were removed by trepanning, and steam generator access was achieved by a
combination of arc gouging and grinding.
Tubing samples were removed using internal cutters and external grinding. The special
tooling used was developed by Power Cutting, Inc., under subcontract to Catalytic, Inc.
Throughout the component removal phase, strict health physics, safety, and quality assurance
programmes were implemented. Dose rates for certain operations, especially those involving
the removal of steam-generator tube samples, were significant (Fig. 11-14).
A total of 148 samples of primary circuit ducting and steam generator tubing were removed
with no significant health physics or safety incidents. These samples were packaged in special
inerted containers for shipment to General Atomic. Additionally, component removal served
to provide access for determination of caesium plateout distributions by gamma scanning
inside the ducts and for macro-examination of the steam generator from both the water and
helium sides. Subsequent evaluations at General Atomic indicated excellent performance of
the steam generator and other materials, together with close correlation of observed and
predicted fission product plateout distributions [Steward 1978].
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F
FIGURE
11--12.Trepan ccutting tool mounted
m
on duct
d mock-upp.

F
FIGURE 11--13. Steam generator
g
tubb bundle mocck-up showin
ng practice tuube sampling
g.
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FIGU
URE 11-14. Radiation levvels during steam genera
ator tube tamp
mpling.

Spent ffuel storagee/disposal
Peach B
Bottom Unit 1 was opeerated with two batch--loaded corees, each connsisting of 804 fuel
elementts. The basiic Peach Bo
ottom fuel eelement con
nsisted of a graphite cyylinder 89 mm
m (3.5
in) in diiameter andd 3.66 m (12
2 ft) long ass shown in Fig.
F 11-15. Within eachh fuel element were
30 annuular fuel coompacts, eaach 76 mm
m (3 in) lon
ng, consisting of pyroocarbon coaated fuel
particless bonded inn a carbonaaceous matrrix. The compacts werre stacked oon a graphiite spine
which w
was surrounnded by a low-permeaability 89 mm
m (3.5 in
n) diameter graphite sleeve as
shown iin Fig. 11-116. The uran
nium (93.155% enriched
d in 235U att BOL) andd thorium within
w
the
compaccts were inn the form
m of carbiddes uniform
mly disperssed as coaated particlles in a
carbonaaceous matrrix. Top and
d bottom reeflectors weere attached to the endss of the sleeeve. The
fuel elem
ments weree made of graphite
g
andd ceramic materials
m
exccept for a sttainless steeel screen
located near the boottom (cold end) of the fuel elemen
nts.
Core 1 operated frrom March 1966 (initiial criticality), until Occtober 19699, when it was
w shut
down too replace thhe core [Sccheffel 19766]. In July 1970, the second core
re of Peach Bottom
started ccommerciall operation and in Octtober 1974, having succcessfully coompleted itts design
lifetimee of 900 efppd, it was sh
hut down. P
Plant operattion with ad
dditional new
ew cores cou
uld have
been routinely conntinued; how
wever, sincee the researrch objectiv
ves had alreeady been achieved,
a
and com
mmercial poower generaation alone from the plant
p
was no
ot sufficienntly econom
mical, the
plant w
was permanently shut down.
d
All sspent fuel elements
e
from both coores were stored
s
in
individuually sealedd canisters when
w
they w
were shipped
d from the Peach
P
Bottoom site. Mo
ost of the
spent fuuel was shippped to INL. Some fuell test elemen
nts were sen
nt to ORNL
L.
PB coree 1 spent fueel elements
As of O
October 1986 [Morisette 1986], theere were 814 PB core 1 elements sstored in op
pen-field
drywells at the Idaaho Chemicaal Processinng Plant (IC
CPP), Fermii-1 Blanket Storage Faacility, at
INL. Thhese elemeents includeed 813 reguular fuel ellements and
d one fuel test elemen
nt. Each
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element was placed in a sealed aluminium canister with a stainless steel liner at the plant site
after removal from the reactor.
Because of fuel-compact swelling in core 1 fuel elements, the outer graphite sleeve was
fractured in ~78 fuel elements, and two elements were broken during removal. It was
necessary to remove these fuel elements with a special failed fuel element tool. A salvage
canister was also used at times to handle leaking canisters. A standard core 1 storage canister
is shown in Fig. 11-17. The canisters were shipped to the INL in the PB shipping casks. The
elements were positioned within the cask with a basket assembly. At INL, the entire basket
assembly loaded with canisters was lowered into a drywell. A loaded basket normally holds
18 fuel elements.
PB core 2 spent fuel elements
As of October 1986 [Morisette 1986], there were 785 PB core 2 elements at the Irradiated
Fuel Storage Facility (IFSF) at INL. The remaining irradiated elements, including 33 test
elements which were irradiated in core 2, were either shipped to GA or to ORNL for PIE. All
spent fuel shipped to GA for PIE was subsequently shipped to INL. The spent fuel shipped to
ORNL has been consigned to irradiated waste or placed in long-term storage. The exact
disposition of these elements can be determined from the shipping records at ORNL.
11.1.3.2.

Fort St. Vrain

The FSV reactor (see Section 5.1.7) had many design features similar to the GT-MHR, e.g.
graphite moderation, helium coolant, and very similar designs for coated fuel particles, fuel
elements, and control rods (see Table 11-7 for a detailed comparison). The fuel compacts,
which were inserted into machined blind holes in the fuel elements, were composed of TRISO
coated fuel particles bonded together with a carbonaceous matrix into fuel compacts. Coolant
holes, slightly larger in diameter than the fuel holes, were drilled in parallel through the block
to allow the helium to be circulated through the fuel element to remove the heat generated in
the fuel. A standard FSV fuel element, prototype for the GT-MHR, is shown in Fig. 11-19.
In 1973, Fort St. Vrain began operation under DOE sponsorship to demonstrate gas cooled
reactor technology. By 1979, ownership of the plant had transferred to PSCo. The plant's
operating life was cut short by poor performance, especially because of chronic water ingress
problems associated with malfunctioning of the water-lubricated bearings used in the helium
circulators [Copinger 2004]. The utility shut down Fort St. Vrain permanently in 1989, and
began decommissioning activities in November 1992 (e.g. [Fisher 1998]). During the next
three-plus years, 4000 m3 (140 000 cubic feet) of irradiated waste - graphite blocks, support
structures and concrete - were removed and shipped to the Hanford disposal facility in
Richland, Washington. By early 1996, decommissioning was completed several months ahead
of schedule and under the estimated $189 million budget [NEI 2007]. The NRC released
PSCo from its operating license in mid-1997 [US-NRC 1997].
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FIGURE 11-15. Peach Bottom fuel element.
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FIGURE 11-16. Peach Bottom fuel compact assembly.
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FIGURE 11-17. Peach Bottom core 1 non-failed fuel element storage canister.
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FIGURE 11-18. Peach Bottom core 2 storage container.
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TABLE 11-7. Comparison of FSV and GT-MHR core designs.

Parameter

FSV

GT-MHR

Reactor power [MW(th)]

842

600

Power density in the core [MW/m3]

6.3

6.0

Columns in the core

247

102

6

10

1482

1020

131.80

91.28

Cylindrical

Annular

Rows of elements in the inner reflector

0

5

Rows of elements in the core

10

3

Different radial/azimuthal loadings in core

6

6

Number of control rods Inner reflector
Core
Outer reflector

N.A.
74 (37 pair)
37

0
12
24

Number of shutdown holes in the core

37

12

Fissile material

93% enriched U

19.8% enriched U

Fertile material

Thorium

Natural uranium

Average loading per element [g] at time point:
232
Th
235
U + other fissile
238
U + other heavy metal

BOIC(a)
10 738
486
36

BOEC(b)
0
555
3716

Average heavy metal enrichment [%]

4.3

13.0

Radial leakage from core

2.0

10.5

Fuel elements per column
Fuel elements in core
Core volume [m3]
Core geometry

(a) BOIC = beginning of initial cycle.
(b) BOEC = beginning of equilibrium cycle.

Fort St. Vrain was the first US nuclear power plant to be fully decommissioned following a
substantial commercial operating history (e.g. [Fisher 1998, NEI 2007]. After
decommissioning the nuclear portion of the site, PSCo re-employed the turbines and other
non-nuclear buildings to generate natural gas-fired electricity [UEC 2005].
Plant D&D
Brief summaries of the successful FSV D&D project are given, e.g. in Refs. [Fisher 1998,
NEI 2007, TRENTEC 2005, UCC 1994]; of these, the paper by Fisher [Fisher 1998] is the
most comprehensive. Nevertheless, it only provides an overview of the project, and the
specific ‘lessons learned’ that could be applicable to a future D&D project for an advanced
HTGR, such as the GT-MHR, are therefore limited. One of the reasons for the limited
availability of detailed FSV D&D information is probably the intention of PSCo and the
Westinghouse D&D team to patent and market some of the innovations developed during the
FSV D&D project for future decommissioning efforts [NEI 2007].
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FIGURE
E 11-19. Forrt St. Vrain sttandard fuel element.
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Defueliing
Defuelinng was the first step in
i the decom
mmissionin
ng process. There had been an ag
greement
betweenn PSCo andd DOE to sh
hip all of thee FSV spentt fuel to INL
L for long-teerm storagee prior to
a final ddisposition to be determ
mined at a future date. Initially, spent
s
FSV ffuel was sh
hipped to
INL witthout incideent, but pollitical devellopments so
oon foreclosed that opttion. Conseequently,
PSCo chhose to connstruct an on
n-site interim
m storage facility.
f
Thee dispositionn of FSV sp
pent fuel
is described in morre detail in a following subsection.
Primarry circuit coomponent removal
r
Followiing the defu
fueling, the most challlenging phaase of the FSV
F
D&D project began: the
removall of contam
minated prim
mary circuit componentts from the PCRV
P
and tthen the destructive
removall of the PCR
RV itself. Those
T
compoonents that had been co
ontacted byy the helium
m coolant
134
137
were mooderately coontaminated
d by plated out fission products, su
uch as Css and Cs that had
been reeleased from
m the reacttor core [Joovanovic 1992]. How
wever, the ddominant so
ource of
radioacttivity was in-situ
i
neutrron activatiion of the primary
p
circcuit componnents, inclu
uding the
metallicc reactor innternals and
d (somewhhat surprisin
ngly) the PCRV
P
conccrete. To minimize
m
occupattional expoosure, the PCRV
P
wass flooded with
w
water to shield the workeers from
radioacttivity. Usinng two circu
ulating loopps of 32 liteers/s (500 gallons
g
per m
minute) eacch and a
side streeam demineeralizer, thee water wass filtered an
nd processed
d to improvve water cleeanliness
and clarrity for the divers.
d
The maj
ajor phases of the PCR
RV removall are shown
n schematically in Fig.. 11-20 [TR
RENTEC
2005]. F
First, the 12200 t, 4.57 m (15 ft) thick, reinfforced concrete top heead was rem
moved to
provide access to the
t internal PCRV cavvity. This sttep was acccomplished by using diamondd
ng the top head concrrete into 12
2 pie-shapeed wedges. Each of
wire cuutting cables and cuttin
these 100-ton weddges were radioactive
r
due to neutron activation and rread approx
ximately
0.015 Sv (1.5 rem)) per hour att the bottom
m of the wedge (Fig. 11-21, left). A
After remov
val from
the PCR
RV, the weddges were placed
p
in a llarge segmeenting tent, cut into thrree pieces, placed
p
in
special steel cans and
a shipped as low leveel waste to Hanford. Th
he ~25 mm
m (1 inch) th
hick steel
ng oxilance cutting toolls, removed
d and also shhipped as lo
ow level
PCRV lliner was thhen cut usin
waste. A
At the com
mpletion of the top heead removaal effort, which took aapproximately nine
months,, the upper plenum
p
of the
t reactor w
was open, and
a PCRV in
nternals wer
ere accessiblle.

FIGU
URE 11-20. D
Destructive removal
r
of PCRV.
P
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A rotatiing work pllatform wass then instaalled on top
p of the PCR
RV. From tthis platform
m, more
than 50000 graphitee components were reemoved fro
om the upper cavity. T
These com
mponents,
some off which reaad as high as 0.3 Gy (30 rad) peer hour, weere removedd and placeed into a
transferr basket thatt had been lowered intto the waterr. The basket was thenn drawn into
o a leadshieldedd bell and was
w subsequ
uently takenn to a hot cell.
c
There, the basket was lowereed into a
shippingg cask for shipment as low level w
waste to Han
nford.
To expoose the loweer plenum, the core suppport floor (CSF) had to be raisedd and remov
ved. The
CSF waas a 1.52 m thick, 9.45
5 m diameteer, concretee structure encased
e
in a carbon steeel liner.
Since thhe CSF wass radioactivee, steel shieelding plates were posiitioned abovve the floorr prior to
its remooval with a hydraulic jacking systtem. Shield water in th
he PCRV prrotected und
derwater
divers w
which entered into the steam geneerator ducts that went through
t
thee core suppo
ort floor.
Once innside these ducts
d
the div
vers cut theeir way to acccess the un
nderside of tthe CSF wh
here they
severedd all the connnections so
o it could bee raised and
d removed [UCC
[
1994]]. The CSF - due to
the addded weight of the shielld plates, thhe attachmeents on the underside,, and any entrained
e
water - weighed 3113 t during its removall. Again using diamon
nd-wire cuttting technollogy, the
CSF waas sectionedd, removed from
f
the buuilding, and shipped offf site as LLW
W.
Once thhe CSF waas extracted
d, all compponents with
hin the PC
CRV were rremoved, in
ncluding
12 steam
m generatorrs and fourr helium ciirculators. Then,
T
the activated
a
cooncrete ring
ging the
inside oof the PCRV
V beltline an
nd lower pleenum areas was remov
ved using diiamond-wiree cutting
technoloogy (Fig. 11-21, rig
ght). The upper belltline conccrete sidew
wall block
ks were
approximately 2.4 m wide, 0.7
76 m thick, and 12.8 m long. The lower plennum concrette blocks
were appproximatelyy 2.4 m wid
de, 0.69 m th
thick, and 7.9 m long.

FIGU
URE 11-21. Removal
R
of P
PCRV top heead (left) and
d side wall (rright).
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Steps also were required to radioactively decontaminate the entire PCRV cavity, the reactor
building and the support buildings to meet the final acceptance criteria. Decontamination was
also required on plant piping and the balance of plant systems and equipment. Depending on
their levels of contamination, these systems either were cleaned and left in place or removed
for disposal as LLW. During the dismantlement, decontamination and system-removal
process, 511 shipments, containing 2.6×106 GBq (~71 412 Ci) of LLW and weighing
approximately 6800 t, were made without incident to the LLW burial site at Hanford. This
effort was required to meet the NRC's release criteria of 0.05 µSv (5 µrem) per hour exposure
rate above background 1 meter from previously activated surfaces and components, and less
than 5000 disintegrations per minute (83 Bq) per 10 cm2 for previously contaminated surfaces
and components. The dose from all sources of residual activation had to be less than 0.1 mSv
(10 mrem) per year based on an occupancy factor of 2080 hours per year.
Final site survey
The final radiological survey process began in late 1994 and continued throughout 1995 and
into 1996. The final survey plan, which required NRC approval, took more than six man years
to complete. The objective of the survey was to allow for unrestricted release of FSV from the
NRC license. The actual survey consisted of characterization, final survey, investigation, and
remediation measurements which accounted for the more than 400 000 physical
measurements taken throughout the facility. This effort took more than 900 man-months over
a period of one and a half years to complete. The final survey areas for the entire FSV site
were divided in to 10 survey groups. Each area was evaluated to determine its classification as
unaffected, suspect affected or non-suspect affected. By the end of the survey, over 300 areas
had been surveyed.
To confirm the accuracy of the final survey results, PSCo contracted for an independent
verification survey, and the NRC conducted its own verification survey. Two specific issues
that had to be addressed were hard-to-detect radionuclides and background determination.
Hard-to-detect radionuclides identified at FSV were tritium and iron-55. Since these two
nuclides cannot be easily measured as part of a general survey, site specific release criteria
were determined for FSV. These release criteria were lower than the regulatory numbers to
include the effects of the hard-to-detect radionuclide contribution. The background
determination was important as well because the release criteria was ≤ 0.05 µSv/h above
background. Background measurements both onsite and offsite varied between 0.02 and 0.35
µSv/h. Permission was obtained from the NRC to use gamma spectroscopy to directly
measure exposure rate from licensed material in selected areas. This effort cost approximately
$20 million (more than 10% of the total D&D project cost).
During the four year decommissioning period, and despite the fact that personnel spent 340%
more time in the radiologically controlled areas than originally forecast, the project
experienced a total radiation exposure of only 3.8 man-Sv (380 man-rem). This number,
approximately 12% under the original radiation exposure estimate, is roughly equivalent to
the expected man-Sv exposure during one year of operation for an LWR. In addition, the FSV
personnel contamination rates were only 54% and 24% of the contamination rates for typical
pressurized water reactor and boiling water reactor outages, respectively. Moreover, the
project maintained (including all subcontractors) a remarkably low lost-workday incident rate
of 0.70 per 200 000 man-hours.
Of particular interest here are the potential ‘lessons learned’ from the FSV D&D project for
the D&D of future MHRs, such as the GT-MHR. Some of the FSV experience is only
marginally applicable because of the PCRV used in FSV as opposed the steel pressure vessels
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used in MHRs. However, two important areas that should be of direct relevance is the amount
and distribution of radionuclides in the graphite structures, especially the permanent
reflectors, and the efficacy of the various decontamination protocols used during the FSV
D&D. Unfortunately, little quantitative information on these topics is provided in the
available open-literature references. Presumably, considerable data on these topics were
generated during the comprehensive final site survey.
In recognition of the potential future value of these final survey data, EPRI funded the
preparation of a report describing the FSV final site radiation survey process, the methods and
techniques used, and particularly lessons learned [EPRI 1998].
Spent fuel storage/disposal
The FSV active core was made up of 1482 hexagonal fuel elements stacked in columns six
blocks high. Each fuel compact was formed by binding two types of TRISO coated fuel
particles, so-called fissile and fertile particles, with a carbonaceous matrix: (Th,U)C2 fissile
particles, containing thorium and 93.15% enriched U-235, and the ThC2 fertile particles. The
standard FSV fuel element had no metallic components. A few fuel elements also contained
neutron sources which were contained in stainless-steel canisters, and selected surveillance
and test elements contained small dosimeters. In addition, numerous fuel elements had blind
holes at the corners of the block that contained burnable poison in the form of boron carbide
particles bonded together in a carbonaceous matrix analogous to the fuel compacts.
Prior to the final shutdown of the FSV reactor, there were three refuelings of one segment
each; each segment consisted of about one-sixth of the core. The first 726 discharged fuel
elements were shipped to the INL [Lotts 1992] and stored in a special convection cooled
facility built for that purpose at the ICPP facility. There is still unused storage space, but in
1988 the governor of Idaho blocked any further receipts of FSV spent fuel in the state of
Idaho. The remainder of the fuel is now stored in an independent storage facility [PSCO
1991] which was built on the FSV site. Other details on the FSV spent fuel can be found in
[Morisette 1986b].
The FSV spent fuel elements stored at the ICPP are in 6.4 mm (0.25 in) thick carbon-steel
canisters with a diameter of 457 mm (18 in) and a length of 3.35 m (11 ft). They have
ungasketed lids that are held in place by remotely operable clamps. Each canister contains
four FSV fuel elements with a total of 182 canisters at the INL site.
The FSV ‘independent spent fuel storage installation’ (ISFSI) shown in Fig. 11-22 is a
‘modular vault dry store’ (MVDS) facility which was designed for interim storage of FSV
spent fuel for 40 years [US-NRC 1991]. Each fuel storage container can accommodate up to
six fuel elements or up to 12 half-height reflector elements stacked vertically. A matrix of 45
fuel container storage positions is provided within each of six concrete vault modules that
were designed for shielding and criticality control. The medium within the storage container
is ambient air, and the decay heat is removed by once-through, buoyancy-driven air flowing
across the exterior of the storage containers. The entire end of life FSV core was transferred to
the ISFSI during the December 1991, to June 1992, time frame. It is planned that this FSV
spent fuel will eventually be transferred to a geologic repository for permanent disposal.
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F
FIGURE
11-2
22. FSV indep
ependent spen
nt fuel storag
ge installatioon.
11.2. WA
ASTE CONCE
EPTS FOR PR
RESENT AND
D FUTURE HTGR
H
DESIG
GNS
11.2.1.
11.2.1.1.

China (HTR
R-10)
HTR-10 fuel
f storage

The sitee of HTR-10 is located
d in the Insstitute of Nu
uclear Enerrgy Technollogy (INET
T). INET
itself is located in the northweestern subuurb of Beijin
ng city, abo
out 40 km fr
from the city
y center.
The stoorage of thhe spent fu
uel elemennts in the HTR-10 reeactor buildding is su
urely the
intermediate storagge. The issu
ues of handdling, interm
mediate and final storagge of the sp
pent fuel
elementts remain too be studied.
The fueel elements are designeed to pass tthe reactor five
f
times in
i average tto reach an average
burnup of 80 000 MWd/tU
M
affter about 11080 efpd. According
A
to
t calculatiions, the disscharged
spent fuuel elements have a bu
urnup distribbution betw
ween 74 300
0 and 87 1000 MWd/tU
U. In the
case off full powerr operation, 25 spent fuel elemeents per day
y are generrated. The concrete
or building is big enou
ugh to storee all spent ffuel elemen
nts of the
comparttment insidde the reacto
HTR-100, about 900 000 fuel spheres, w
which are ex
xpected to accumulatee over 20 years of
operatioon on an aveerage load factor
f
of 50%
%.
The speent fuel ellements aree dischargeed into con
ntainers [Xiao 2001]. Each conttainer is
designed to receivee 1000 spen
nt fuel elem
ments. The container is made
m
of staainless steell and has
an outerr diameter of
o 622 mm and a heighht of 1000 mm.
m Thee spent
s
fuel coontainers arre stored
in a conncrete comppartment inside the reacctor building
g and cooled by naturaal air convecction.
The inteermediate sttorage systeem in the reeactor build
ding consistss mainly off receiving the
t spent
fuel eleements, trannsporting and
a
storingg the contaainer with the
t spent ffuel elemen
nts. The
intermediate storagge system iss located at the bottom
m of HTR-10
0 reactor buuilding at th
he height
level off -18m. Therre are 45 sto
orage wellss in the spen
nt fuel store. These wellls are arran
nged in a
5×9 arrray. The diistance betw
ween the w
well centers is one meter.
m
Two spent fuel storage
containeers are perppendicularly
y stacked in each well.
11.2.1.2.

Treatmennt and storagee of radioactivve wastes

The wasste managem
ment strateg
gy for the H
HTR-10 is guided
g
by th
he followingg objectives:
• Prrevention off the generaation of wasste;
• M
Minimizationn of the gen
neration of w
waste;
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• Clearance of waste for re-use and recycling;
• Disposal of waste.
Treatment of radioactive solid waste
The radioactive solid waste from HTR-10 mainly consists of
• evaporated residuals and concrete solidification waste;
• worn ion-exchange resin from wastewater disposal facilities;
• filters and other absorbing components in helium purification system and its
regeneration system as well as ventilation system;
• worn equipment and parts;
• graphite powder caused by the abrasion of fuel balls;
• other low active solid wastes.
The quantity of the above-mentioned radioactive solid wastes will be approximately 5 m3.
The treatment strategy of the radioactive solid wastes is that
• the radioactive waste will be classified and collected into the 200 L standard waste
barrels according to their kind and radioactive level;
• the evaporated residuals and loose solid waste such as molecular sieve and active
carbon will be disposed of by concrete solidification method;
• the used ion-exchange resin will be temporarily stored;
• the compactable dry solid waste will be compressed, packed, and collected in the 200 L
standard waste barrels;
• the radioactive solid waste will be temporarily stored at the HTR-10 site and transported
at regular intervals to the nation′s regional waste repositories.
Treatment of radioactive liquid waste
The radioactive liquid waste from the HTR-10 mainly consists of
• condensed liquid from helium purification system;
• leakage liquid waste;
• waste water from the decontamination rooms, solidification system, and laboratories;
• waste water from decontaminating equipment and flushing floor;
• waste water from the laundry and shower, etc.
Liquid radioactive wastes are classified into three categories based on their origin, radioactive
level, and chemical composition. Category I mainly consists of condensed liquid from helium
purification system under normal operation and at accident condition. Category II mainly
consists of leakage liquid waste, waste water from decontamination rooms, solidification
system, and laboratories, and from decontaminating equipment and flushing floor. Category
III mainly consists of the waste water from the laundry and shower, etc.
The waste water quantity of category I is approx. 0.2 m3 per year. It will not be treated, but
rather collected in a container for temporary storage. The waste water quantity of categories II
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and III is approximately 60 and 600 m3 per year, respectively. They will be collected in
containers that have a net capacity of 5 m3 each, then transported to the INET waste water
treatment workshop if the radioactive level in the waste water is greater than the level
prescribed for release to the environment. The system of radioactive waste water treatment
consists of the following components: waste water receiving pool, filter, evaporation facility,
cooler, ion-exchange units, clear water pool, and other auxiliary facilities.
If a decision sampling determines that the activity concentration of the treated waste water is
lower than 1.85 Bq/L, it is possible to discharge it under control. If quality permits, the
regenerated and treated waste water will be recycled.
Treatment of radioactive gaseous waste
The gaseous radioactive waste from HTR-10 primary circuit, helium purification system, fuel
handling system as well as ventilation system and others will be treated prior to release to the
atmosphere via the high stack. Treatment comprises pre-filtration, absorbing and final
absolute filtration to remove the entrained reaction gases, vapors and particulate matter.
11.2.1.3.

Decommissioning consideration

Decommissioning of the HTR-10 is subject to the Chinese national standards and codes for
research and test reactors [Sun 1998]. China′s national nuclear safety authority has issued the
following documents which are applicable to the decommissioning work of HTR-10:
•

Nuclear safety regulation HAF 1000-1 ‘Safety Regulations on the Design of Research
Reactors’;

•

Nuclear Safety Regulation 1000-2 ‘Safety Regulations on the Operation of Research
Reactors’;

•

Regulatory Guide HAF 1004 ‘Decommissioning of Research Reactors and Critical
Facilities’.

Regulations require that the issues of decommissioning a reactor should be considered already
in its design and operation stages. Technical approaches of decommissioning HTR-10 depend
on a number of aspects, but mainly on the national strategies. The designed life of the
HTR-10 is 20 years. Until its decommissioning, much development is expected in the national
nuclear strategies, including the fuel cycle/waste disposal strategies. But also INET will
conduct much development work. The decommissioning programme for the HTR-10 will be
strongly dependent on the status of these developments then.
Independent of the above strategic development, the following activities will be performed
when HTR-10 is to be put out of service:
(1) After sufficient cooling time, the fuel elements will be removed from the reactor
core into the storage containers. All spent fuel storage containers are supposed to
be transported to places designated by the nation for further treatment or storage.
(2) Removable radioactive materials will be removed from the HTR-10 site and
transported to the nation′s regional waste repositories. The following radioactive
materials are relevant to the decommissioning work of HTR-10:
- Metallic materials: the reactor pressure vessel and metallic core internals,
the steam generator and its pressure vessel, the components of the fuel
handling system and the reactor shutdown system, components and pipes
of some auxiliary systems, mainly of the helium purification system and
its regeneration system;
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-

Graphite and
a carbon bbricks of th
he core internals includiing dust;

-

Filters and
d other absoorbing comp
ponents of the
t helium ppurification
n system
and its reg
generation ssystem as well
w as the veentilation syystem.

-

Routine liquid and solid radio
oactive matterials whicch were prroduced
during reaactor normall operation.

((3) For the remaining
g componennts and stru
uctures, deco
ontaminatioon will be made
m
as
much as
a reasonab
bly possible..
((4) Radioaactive site and compoonents will be sealed or
o blocked,, the facility
y being
under appropriatee monitoringg and surveiillance.
11.2.2.
11.2.2.1.

Japan (HTT
TR)
Fuel storrage system fo
or the HTTR ffuel

The fueel assemblyy of the HTTR is dischharged from
m the core after
a
660 effpd. The maximum
m
bumup is designedd to be 33 GWd/t
G
as a bblock average value [Sawa 1996].. A flow diaagram of
wa 1998b] is shown in Fig. 11-23.. Fuel hand
dling and
fuel treaatment of thhe HTTR faacility [Saw
storage systems inn the HTTR
R building aare shown in Fig. 11-2
24. The fuell handling machine
moves nnew fuel asssemblies from
f
the neew fuel storrage cell to
o the reactoor before op
peration.
Upon reaching thee final burn
nup, the fuuel assembllies are tran
nsferred byy the fuel handling
h
machinee to the spennt fuel storaage pool in the reactor building.

FIGURE 11-23.
1
Fuel ttreatment flo
ow in the HTTR facility.
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FI
FIGURE
11-2
24. Fuel handdling and sto
orage systems in the HTTTR.

The speent fuel storage system
m in the reaactor buildiing consistss of a spentt fuel storaage pool,
pool waater coolingg and puriffication systtem, etc. The spent fu
uel storage pool in thee reactor
buildingg, which is fabricated of
o ferroconccrete with sufficient sh
hielding for personnel, includes
63 storaage racks ass shown in Fig. 11-25. It can store spent fuell assembliess of about two
t
core
inventorries. The sppent fuel sto
orage pool iis lined insiide the pooll with stainlless steel to
o prevent
pool waater leakagee. When po
ool water leeaks, the leaakage can be
b detectedd by monito
oring the
water frrom the leakkage check ditch whichh is located
d within the lining. Thee storage racck forms
a verticaally arrangeed cylindrical vessel wiith a shieldiing plug, an
nd has sufficcient distance to the
adjacennt storage raacks to maaintain subccriticality. The
T pool water
w
coolinng and purrification
system removes thhe decay heeat from thhe spent fueel assemblies. The maaximum deccay heat
from thee two core inventories
i
of spent fueel assembliees is evaluated to be 555 kW and th
he cooler
is designned to keepp the water temperature
t
e below 65 °C.
°
After m
more than tw
wo years of cooling
c
in thhe fuel storaage pool, th
he spent fueel will be traansferred
from thhe reactor buuilding to the
t air coolled spent fu
uel storage racks
r
in thee spent fuell storage
buildingg. Storage capacity
c
off the air coooled spent fuel storage pool willl be about ten core
inventorries.
11.2.2.2.

Reprocesssing procedu
ures for HTTR
R fuel

Accordiing to the basic Japaneese concept,, all spent fu
uels includiing the HTT
TR fuel shalll finally
be reproocessed. Esttimated quaantities of raadioactivity in the HTT
TR are listedd in Table 11-8.
JAEA's studies on HTGR fuell reprocessiing were foccused on th
he applicabiility of the graphiteg
CO2 reaaction technnique and jet grind meethod to head-end reprrocessing. A block diaagram of
JAEA's head-end reprocessing is illusstrated in Fig. 11-26
6. The grapphite-CO2 reaction
techniquue has beenn developed
d to reducee CO gas reelease in th
he burning process of the fuel
compaccts and fuel kernel. Thee jet grind m
method was investigated
d to reduce maintenancce works
of roll-ggap clearancce of the ro
oll grinder w
which was used
u
to remove the SiC
C layer from
m burned
SiC parrticles. Thee feasibility
y of these methods was approv
ved througgh laboratory scale
experim
ments and thhe research and develoopment work
k was termiinated. Piloot scale testss will be
carried out to confiirm the appllicability off these meth
hods to the HTTR
H
spent
nt fuel in futture.
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F
FIGURE 11--25. Spent fueel storage syystem in the HTTR
H
reacto
or building [S
[Sawa 1998b]].
TABLE 11-88. Quantities of radioactiive nuclides in
i an HTTR core load [SSawa 1998b].

Quan
ntity [Bq/fu
uel assemblly]
Acttinides (and
d daughters)

8.1×1015

Fisssion produccts

3.5×1016

Carrbon-14

2.1×1
109

Trittium

8.0×1
107

FIGURE
E 11-26. Blocck diagram of JAEA head
d-end reprocessing [Sawaa 1998b].
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Uranium recoveryy experiencces in fuel ffabrication process
In the fu
fuel fabricattion processs, uranium iin the as-fab
bricated fueel compact is recovereed by the
process illustrated in Fig. 11-2
27 [Sawa 19998b]. Sincce this proceess is almosst the same as burngrind-leeach methodd in the heaad-end reproocessing meethod of thee spent fuell, useful datta can be
obtainedd to investiggate the heaad-end reproocessing meethod.

FIGURE
E 11-27. Block diagram off uranium reecovery in fueel fabricationn process.

The SiC
C layer is removed
r
frrom burnedd SiC particcles by the grind-crushh method. For this
purposee, a hard dissk crusher is used in tthe recovery
y process as
a is shown in Fig. 11--28. The
crushingg gap was selected to meet the ffollowing crriteria: (i) crush
c
efficieency of coaated fuel
particle should be as high as 100%; andd (ii) UO2 kernels
k
shou
uld not be crushed in order to
prevent uranium coontaminatio
on in the crrusher. The crush efficciencies werre investigaated as a
functionn of the crusshing gaps. The resultss are summaarized in Taable 4. In thhe recovery process,
a 0.60 m
mm crushingg gap was selected.
s
Thhrough the fabrication
f
of
o the HTTR
R first-load
ding fuel,
about 100 kg of UO
U 2 was recovered. Thhe experien
nce shows that
t
100% of crush effficiency
a no re-ad
djustment oof the crushiing gap wass needed durring the fab
brication.
could bee obtained and

FIGURE 11-28. Hardd disk crusheer in recoveryy process.
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JAEA studied the graphite-CO2 reaction and jet grind method as a head-end reprocessing
technique to reduce CO gas release and maintenance for controlling roll-gap clearance in the
roll grinder. The feasibility of this method was approved through laboratory scale
experiments.
The reprocessing of HTGR fuel has also been studied by the Japanese company NFI under the
condition that the same process be applied as that for LWR fuels [Katanishi 2004].
Separation of coated fuel particles from fuel compact
The first step of the head-end process is to take out the coated particles from the fuel
compacts. Some techniques, such as electrical method, chemical method, mechanical crushing
method, or combustion method, were already proposed for this step. A complete separation of
particles and graphite is not possible by the electric method. Drawbacks of the chemical
method are the low separation efficiency, difficulties in the recovery of chemicals, and
corrosion of materials. The recovery rates of graphite and fuel particles are also low in the
mechanical crushing method. After consideration of these features of each method, the
combustion method with burning of graphite in an air environment was selected as reference
method for the further investigations. This method has been already adopted, on a smaller
scale, in the recovery of faulty coated particles in the HTTR fuel production plant.
Removal of the silicon carbide layer from the coated particles
After removal of graphite by burning, the second step of the head-end process is to take out
the fuel kernels from the chemically stable SiC layer. Some mechanical methods for crushing
the SiC layer, such as roller method, jet mill method, or rotating disk method, were already
proposed. The roller method shows the problem of maintaining the gap width to crush the SiC
layer. Maintenance ability and confinement of radioactive materials are other problems in this
method. In the jet mill method, the coated particles are accelerated in a fluidized bed and
collide with a plate to crush the SiC layer. A facility for separation of small fragments of SiC
from exhaust gas is necessary in this method. The rotating disk method is to crush the SiC in
the gap between a static disk and a rotating disk. This method has been adopted in the
recovery of faulty coated particles in the production of HTTR fuels, and its availability was
established. The rotating disk method was therefore selected as the reference method for
further investigations.
Removal of inner graphite layers from fuel kernels
The third step is to remove the two remaining graphite layers, iPyC and buffer layer, by
roasting in an air envronment. A mixture of oxidized fuel (U3O8) and small fragments of SiC
is obtained after the third step.
11.2.2.3.

Conditioning process

After the head-end process, the HTGR fuels are supplied to the separation process of the
reprocessing plant for LWR fuels. The solution of spent fuel must meet the acceptable
conditions of the reprocessing plant in Rokkasho as listed in Table 11-9 [Katanishi 2004].
These are conditions in order to ensure the safe condition of subcriticality. Sampling and
analysis of the solution are conducted upstream of the separation process to certify that the
solution meets the acceptable conditions.
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TABLE 11-9. Acceptable conditions of separation process for criticality safety.

Limitation
Enrichment of 235U

< 1.6 wt%

Isotopic composition of 240Pu

> 17 wt%

Concentration of uranium

< 300 g/L of U

Concentration of plutonium

< 3.5 g/L of Pu

Enrichment of 235U of HTGR spent fuel was calculated to be 4.5%. If the concentration of
uranium in the solution of spent fuel of HTGRs is adjusted to be 250 g/L of U, the
concentration of plutonium becomes 6.6 g/L of Pu. Both values do not meet the acceptable
conditions.
Therefore, a process for conditioning of the spent fuel solution is necessary after the head-end
process. In this conditioning process, the U3O8 is dissolved with nitric acid and fragments of
SiC were removed. The nitric solution of spent fuel is diluted with depleted uranium solution
in order to meet the condition for 235U enrichment. When the solution is diluted by a factor of
3.5 with depleted uranium solution with an enrichment of 0.2wt%, the enrichment of both
235
U and Pu becomes 1.43 wt%. This diluted solution meets the acceptable condition.
On the other hand, the isotopic composition of 240Pu is calculated to be 17.4% which would
meet the acceptable condition. However, it will be possible to have smaller value due to the
dispersion of burnup distribution in each fuel batch during reactor operation. In order to solve
this problem, the solution of HTGR fuel is mixed with a solution of LWR fuel which has
higher composition of 240Pu than 17% in the measurement and adjustment tank of the
reprocessing plant.
Figure 11-29 shows the outline of the conditioning process. HTGR spent fuel (a mixture of
U3O8 and fragments of SiC) after the head-end process is accepted by the spent fuel supply
hopper from the head-end process and supplied to the dissolver tank to be dissolved by nitric
acid. SiC fragments are left as undissolved residue and removed by a screw conveyor to the
washing tank. The nitric solution of spent fuel is moved to the solution catch tank and
supplied to the centrifugal clarifier to remove the undissolved residue. The clarified solution
is supplied to the mixing tank. The residual enrichment of 235U and the concentration of
uranium are adjusted by mixing with a solution of depleted uranium. The adjusted solution of
spent fuel is supplied to the separation process of the Rokkasho reprocessing plant.
In the separation and waste treatment processes, radioactivity and decay heat in HTGR fuels
are approximately 30% larger than those in LWR fuels, and they are 20% larger in the process
of Pu treatment. This problem can be solved by a prolongation of the cooling period of the
HTGR fuel up to four years, i.e. the same as the cooling period as LWR fuels. Mixing with a
solution of LWR fuels in the measurement and adjustment tank is another way to solve this
problem [Katanishi 2004].
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FIGURE
E 11-3. Proccess flow of conditioning
c
process.
11.2.3.
11.2.3.1.

South Africca (PBMR)
Storage tank

Differennt from thee HTR-Mod
dul (casks) or THTR--300 (drum
ms), spent fu
fuel storagee for the
PBMR has been coonsidered to
o be done inn tanks. Thee PBMR uses an arranggement with
h twelve
storage tanks (Fig.. 11-0), cap
pable of stooring a totaal of more than
t
six miillion spherres [Fuls
e
spennt fuel, used fuel (aveerage burnuup sphere from an
2007]. The spherees can be either
equilibrrium core), or graphitee spheres. A
All storage tanks havee the same design, altthough a
distinctiion is madee between a spent fueel tank, a used
u
fuel taank and a ggraphite tan
nk. This
distinctiion describees the predeefined conttents of the tank. The cooling
c
dessign is the same
s
for
all tankks and will be adjusteed to the heeat load in
nside the tank. A storaage tank iss a large
cylindriical pressuree vessel, 18
8 m high wiith a 3.1 m inner diam
meter. It is m
made of thin
n-walled
carbon steel and caan sustain an
a internal pressure off 1 MPa. In
nside the tannk are a nu
umber of
ubes. The fuuel spheres are stored in an inert gas environ
nment at
verticallly arrangedd cooling tu
atmosphheric pressuure. The deccay heat is ttransferred from
f
spheree to sphere tto the tank surfaces,
s
and thenn via convection to the outside airr. No heat iss actively removed from
m inside thee tank.
11.2.3.2.

Tank cubbicle layout an
nd airflow

Each stoorage tank is located in
i its own cconcrete cu
ubicle (see Fig.
F 11-1). The cubiclee is split
into an upper and lower caviity at the leevel of the tank suppo
ort. At the upper cavitty is the
gamma shield whhich allows human acccess, even when the tank contaains fuel, and
a also
separatees the inlett from the outlet airfflow. A theermal shield is locateed around the
t tank
extendinng from thee ring supp
port down tto the botto
om preventing thermall radiation from
f
the
tank to the surrounnding concrrete structurres, and also
o directs the cooling aair downwarrds from
the top of the cavvity and upwards alonng the tank. At the bo
ottom of thhe tank cub
bicle, the
cooling air splits up
u into the cooling
c
tubbes inside th
he tank and the gap beetween the tank
t
and
the therrmal shield. All decay heat is absoorbed by thee cooling aiir as it flow
ws upward along
a
the
tank. Thhe flow colllects abovee the tank, m
moves pastt the horizo
ontal part off the gamm
ma shield
and exitts at the cenntral outlet in
i the upperr floor.
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FIGURE
E 11-30. Stoorage tank arrangement
a
t for PBMR
R spent and used fuel aand graphitee spheres
[Casperssson 2010].

FIIGURE 11-31. Layout off the storage tank in its co
oncrete cubiccle.
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The tubes inside the tank, along with the gap between the thermal shield and the tank act as
vertical heated chimneys. As a result, the storage tank has a strong passive cooling ability.
The flow path as described above and depicted in Fig. 11-31 will exist for active and passive
cooling, and for all heat loads that could exist inside the tank.
11.2.3.3.

Cooling modes

The storage tanks can be cooled in three different modes. The primary cooling mode is closed
loop active cooling. In this mode, the cooling air is circulated in a closed loop around the tank
cubicle. The two cooling and conditioning units condition the closed loop air to a purity level
such as to prevent any significant corrosion on the tank over the 80 year storage. The heat is
transferred from the internal loop to the atmosphere via an air-to-air heat exchanger. If the
active cooling fails for some reason, louvres will automatically open to bypass the heat
exchanger and filters. This allows air from outside to directly enter the tank cubicle, cool the
tank, and exit at the exhaust duct. Heat removal is then achieved in an open loop passive
cooling mode. This mode can be sustained indefinitely. Passive cooling is therefore the
ultimate decay heat removal mechanism, while active cooling is only employed to protect the
tanks from corrosion.
11.2.4.

USA (GT-MHR)

Spent fuel elements discharged from a GT-MHR are considered ideal waste forms for
permanent disposal in a geologic repository The graphite fuel elements and the ceramic
coatings on the fuel particles are as-manufactured engineered barriers that provide excellent
near field containment of radionuclides. Because of the high level of plutonium destruction
and degradation achieved by GT-MHR, the isotopic composition of residual plutomum in
spent fuel elements would not be practical for use in nuclear weapons and for energy
production Dilution of plutomum within the relatively large volume of GT-MHR fuel
elements provides excellent resistance to diversion throughout the fuel cycle.
Based on previous studies conducted at ORNL [Lotts 1992] and in Germany [Brücher 1991],
whole-fuel elements disposal of GT-MHR spent fuel has been recommended as the preferred
option because of advantages related to ease of implementation, proliferation risks, safeguards
requirements, cost and schedule [Kiryushin 1998]. which concluded that whole elements of
HTGR spent fuel containing uranium and thorium coated fuel particles repository and should
perform better than unreprocessed LWR spent fuel.
According to the current conception of management with spent fuel from GT-MHR, the spent
fuel is moved to the on-site long-term storage. Storage methods considered are concrete
storage casks (current the preferred choice), dual-purpose casks, an expanded in-plant storage
facility, or a modular vault dry storage (as is currently used at Fort St. Vrain).
As a preferable spent fuel disposal method the following operations are considered:
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•

Place spent fuel in multi-purpose canisters (MPC) in reactor service building;

•

Load canister into concrete cask;

•

Move cask to storage facility;

•

Store 10 years or until final disposal facility is available;

•

Load MPC into shipping cask;

•

Ship spent fuel in MPC to final disposal facility.

A conceeptual desiggn has been
n developedd for an MP
PC (Fig. 11-32) whichh would be used for
storage,, transportaation, and permanent
p
ddisposal off spent fuell. The GT--MHR MPC
C would
contain 42 fuel hexxagonal graaphite elem
ments of 0.8 m in lengtth and 0.36 m across the
t flats,
arrangedd as seven columns with
w six fueel elements per column
n. Each fueel element contains
~20 milllion coatedd fuel particlles.

FIIGURE 11-32. Multi-purp
rpose canisteer (MPC) [Kiiryushin 19998].

The folllowing resuults have beeen obtainedd from evalu
uations of whole-eleme
w
ents disposaal:
•

Graphitte comprises most of th
the volume of GT-MH
HR spent fueel. Becausee of very
low levvel of imp
purities in nuclear-grrade graph
hite and exxcellent irrradiation
perform
mance of coated
c
partticle fuel, the graphiite does nnot becomee highly
radioacttive during
g irradiatioon. The high-purity,
h
nuclear-grrade graph
hite fuel
elementts are non-ccombustiblee by conventtional stand
dards, and oxxidation of graphite
and other fuel elem
ment compoonents at rep
pository tem
mperatures w
would be neegligible
over geoologic time periods.

•

Becausee of the relaatively low volumetric decay heat for GT-MH
HR waste packages,
the peakk fuel/graph
hite temperaatures will not
n exceed ~220°C.
~

•

GT-MH
HR TRISO coated partticle fuel offfers the ben
nefit of longg-term conttainment
for radiionuclides without
w
havving to rely on perform
mance of thhe waste pacckage or
geologic media. Quantitative assessmentt show that the TRISO
O coating is capable
to mainntain its in
ntegrity for hundreds of thousan
nds to milliions of years in a
repositoory environm
ment. Previious experim
mental stud
dies [Stantonn 1981, Graay 1982]
have shhown that th
he corrosionn rates of py
yrocarbon, SiC,
S and nucclear-grade graphite
are verry low (eveen relative to waste glass) and are ideal componentts of an
engineeered barrier for a wastte-managem
ment system
m. A key coonclusion from
f
the
ORNL study [Stan
nton 1981] w
was that co
oated particle waste prrovides mucch better
long-terrm containm
ment of radiionuclides th
han glassified waste foorms.
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•

For release by groundwater transport, only nuclides with high mobility are
expected to reach the accessible environment within the 10.000 year time period
currently specified by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The
nuclide of most concern is carbon-14, because nearly all of the inventory is
external to the coated particles and can be released by groundwater leaching of the
graphite. Conservative estimates of release and transport show that the dose rates
resulting from aqueous 14C release are well below the applicable EPA criteria for
any anticipated GT-MHR spent fuel disposition strategy. Preliminary estimations
show that 14C activity may reach up to 55.5 GBq/m3 (1.5 Ci/m3), more than five
times less of criterion given in EPA requirements of 8 Ci/m3 (~296 GBq/m3) for
low level waste.

•

Preliminary evaluations of a GT-MHR MFC conceptual design show that all
regulatory requirements for storage, transportation and disposal are met with
significant margin. The GT-MHR MFC containing 42 fuel elements has overall
dimensions nearly identical to those for an LWR MFC designed for 21 pressurized
water reactor (PWR) fuel assemblies, but the weight with spent fuel is be about
one-half that of the PWR MFC. The GT-MHR MFC decay heat load is
significantly lower: 760 W for GT-MHR vs. 13.200 W for the LWR MFC (with
both values based on a decay time of 10 years following discharge from the
reactor). These advantages allow storage of the MPC without active cooling. The
estimated maximum dose rate determined by of actinides activity after 1000 years
disposal is amount to ~10 mrem/year that is less than dose-rate limit from EPA
requirement for controlled area of fuel storage (~25 mrem/year).

•

The large volume of GT-MHR spent fuel relatively to that of the LWR, which
results primarily from dilution of the plutonium within the graphite fuel elements
and results in significant safeguards and security advantages for the GT-MHR,
does not adversely affect repository land requirements. Land requirements are
determined primarily by decay heat load and not by physical volume of spent fuel.
On a per unit electrical energy basis, the GT-MHR MFCs and thermal/mechanical
design requirements for the repository itself, the GT-MHR will requires less
repository area. For the current reference areal power density limit of ~14 kW/m
(57 kW/acre), GT-MHR spent fuel requires about one-half of the repository land
area of LWR spent fuel per MW(e)-year. The corresponding number of waste
package that can be loaded into the repository per a square meters are about 19 for
the GT-MHR vs. only one for the LWR.

11.3. ADVANCED APPROACHES FOR HTGR SPECIFIC WASTE MANAGEMENT IN FUTURE
SYSTEMS

HTGR waste management includes the management of both spent fuel and irradiated graphite
[Brossard 2009]. Regarding the spent fuel, current research activities deal with long-term
repository/direct disposal for SiC particles. Confirmatory tests which prove the long-term
integrity of the coating layers are needed. But also the reprocessing of fuel is investigated,
which would result in a significant reduction of waste volumes and potential. An important
issue is here to access the particle kernels for dissolution. Regarding graphite management,
works deal with technologies to separate highl-activity from low-activity fractions and
evaluate the feasibility to reuse the graphite.
VHTR can also be used for minor actinide incineration or transmutation due to the high
burnup capabilities of coated particle fuel. These features can be used in symbiosis with other
reactor types to reduce mnor actinide contents and decay heat. The deep burn potential of
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VHTR avoids multi-recycling of spent fuel as it would be needed for alternative routes.
Although a once-through uranium cycle is being envisioned initially for a VHTR, the
potential for deep burn of plutonium and minor actinides as well as the use of thorium based
fuels will be accounted for as evolutionary steps towards a closed cycle. To answer these
questions, an international collaborative programme has been set up between the USA, Japan,
the Republic of Korea, the European Union and France, under the GIF umbrella. The
‘VHTR/Fuel and Fuel Cycle’ (VHTR/FFC) project arrangement (PA) became effective in
2008 [Brossard 2009].
11.3.1.
11.3.1.1.

Project DEEP-BURN: development of transuranic fuel for HTGRs
Background

Studies of the VHTR fuel cycle must involve: (i) use of light water cooled reactor (LWR)
spent fuel as kernel feedstock; (ii) recycle of spent VHTR fuel; (iii) use of the VHTR in the
management of transuranics (TRU); and, (iv) the geologic storage performance of spent
VHTR fuel. Examination of these aspects of the fuel cycle and defining a resolution path for
any technology gaps is essential for determining future deployment options of the VHTR.
The deep burn project has been initiated by the Office of Nuclear Energy (NE) to establish the
technological foundations supporting the role of the VHTR in the nuclear fuel cycle. The
project will include a quantitative assessment of the scope, cost, and schedule implications of
incorporating various fuel cycle considerations into a prototype-VHTR project.
The concept of destruction of spent fuel TRU in a TRISO-fueled gas cooled reactor is known
as deep burn. The term ‘deep burn’ reflects th
fuel from deep burn can be either placed directly into geologic storage to provide long-term
containment of the residual radioactivity, or recycled into fast reactor fuel. Deep burn rapidly
and effectively reduces the inventory of TRU from spent fuel without the need for repeated
re-cycles, destroys weapons-usable materials contained in spent fuel, and precludes the
possible weapons-related use of the residuals thereby providing strong proliferation barriers.
The DB-VHTR concept is particularly attractive because it employs the same reactor design
that is used for the NGNP programme with the same potential for highly efficient electricity
and hydrogen production.
During deep burn irradiation, the various TRU constituents of the deep burn TRISO
(DB-TRISO) fuel particle are progressively destroyed according to their cross-section for
fission or capture of neutrons. For instance, already at the 50% FIMA burnup level, almost all
the 239Pu (~90%) has already been destroyed thereby eliminating the risk of future diversion
of spent fuel for weapons production. Of crucial importance to the deep burn concept is the
interplay between 239Pu, 240Pu and 241Pu. Plutonium-239 is a strong fissile isotope, while 240Pu
is a strong burnable poison that is also a fertile isotope producing 241Pu. The utilization of the
short lived 241Pu in the high burnup TRISO fuel without reprocessing is a special feature of
deep burn. The sequence 239-240-241 produces a very steady reactivity behaviour over long
periods of time leading ultimately to the achievement of better than 60% FIMA burnup
without exceeding allowable TRISO fuel fluence limits.
Different from the ‘classical’ TRISO fuel production, manufacturing of DB-TRISO will
require the additional implementation of remote handling techniques and the development of
fuel designs specifically geared to very high burnup. Preliminary studies show that up to 20
times more energy can be extracted from DB-TRISO fuel in VHTRs than from mixed oxide
(MOX) fuel in LWRs. If these results can be validated, the deep burn concept would create a
completely different paradigm for the near-term economics of closed fuel cycles. The cost of
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spent LWR fuel reprocessing would be partially or fully offset by the value of the recovered
TRU in a deep burn VHTR (DB-VHTR) producing power at competitive cost.
11.3.1.2.

Objectives

The current project aims at establishing the technological foundations supporting the role of
the VHTR in the nuclear fuel cycle. This includes a quantitative assessment of the scope, cost,
and schedule implications of incorporating various fuel cycle considerations into a prototypeVHTR project. The medium-term objectives, which would take several years to achieve, are:
•

Analysis of the DB-VHTR as a TRU burner, including neutronics, thermo-hydraulics
and safety aspects;

•

First-principle model of DB-TRISO fuel for incorporation in the VHTR design tool;

•

Production of sufficient amounts of high-quality TRU-bearing DB-VHTR fuel to
begin irradiation experiments;

•

Flowsheet development for aqueous and pyro-chemistry reprocessing methods for
VHTR spent fuel;

•

Quantitative assessment of waste management and geologic storage options for VHTR
spent fuel;

•

Cost analysis and roadmap development for the VHTR fuel cycle options, including
recommended interfaces with NGNP and GNEP/AFCI programmes.

11.3.1.3.

Scope of work

Preliminary assessments of the DB-VHTR indicate that fuel cycle lengths of 1 to 1.5 years are
feasible and that the reactivity swing over the cycle could be managed. There is a need for
additional analysis to develop a self-consistent fuel management, thermal-hydraulic, and fuel
performance approach, including burnable poisons, for the DB-VHTR to determine that the
TRU burnups of such magnitude are achievable with sufficient margins of power peaking,
peak fuel temperature, and fast fluence to acceptable limits.
Using generic NGNP-type prismatic and pebble bed reactor cores, the project will perform
physics calculations to evaluate the capabilities of this reactor to perform destruction and
utilization of LWR spent-fuel TRU and to improve the performance of the geologic repository
or synergistically complement fast recycling reactors.
While DB-TRISO fuel can in principle be irradiated to very high burnups of 40-50% FIMA
within previously-achieved fluence limits of TRISO fuel, DB-TRISO fuel is expected to
greatly exceed historically-achieved burnups. The chemical and physical changes to the fuel
kernel during deep burn will be extreme and necessitate a deeper understanding of the fuel
behaviour during irradiation. Kernel, coatings, and fission product transport behaviour will be
modeled using leading-edge computational methods to provide predictive capabilities for
integration with high fidelity nuclear models of the gas cooled reactor.
There is a long history of international TRISO coated particle fuel fabrication up to and
including production scale. Remote fabrication at each step (kernel, coating, compacting) of
such fuels has been studied as part of other DOE fuel programmes. Both MOX fuel and
curium targets have been made via sol-gel technology. A pilot scale remote operating coater
was designed and operated ‘cold’ as part of the U/Th gas reactor fuel programme. Automated
compacting technology was developed as part of Fort St. Vrain development. These
technologies have been demonstrated at the proof of principle stage and designs exist for
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larger scale remote systems. Engineering scale demonstrations are needed to assess technical
and economic feasibility of remote fabrication of DB-VHTR fuel. Of specific concern is the
ability to perform remote maintenance on the CVD coaters and the need to produce high
quality, low-defect fuel in the remote environment.
The project will initiate steps towards the manufacture of testable amounts of DB-TRISO fuel
and to establish the processes for large scale fabrication. Designs and plans for permitting and
installation of coating and compacting facilities for TRU fuel will be developed. The project
will establish surrogate coating operations and functional and operational requirements for the
Pu and 241Am equipment. The use of zirconium carbide (ZrC) will be considered, either on the
kernel itself or on the buffer layer, or as a replacement for silicon carbide. The project will
produce the first ‘sparse’ kernels containing TRU materials (a few particles with the required
amounts of americium among many kernels) and perform hot tests, though not in the first
year.
Small quantities of TRISO fuel containing limited quantities of radioactive TRU such as 239Pu
and 237Np have been successfully fabricated and tested in the past. Studies on the disposition
of weapons-grade Plutonium indicate that extremely high burnup can be achieved by using
oxide fuels, oxygen getters and perhaps dilution with inert materials. LEU and HEU TRISO
fuel have been extensively tested both with respect to fluence and burnup.
The project will establish a similar database for the deep burn fuel by irradiating DB-TRISO
fuel manufactured in the course of this programme in high-flux facilities in statistically
significant sample sizes and perform postirradiation testing to provide feedback to the fuel
designers. The project will perform an analysis of existing irradiation facilities and develop a
plan for irradiation and accident testing. This plan will include plans for the required
irradiation campaigns, the testing at off-normal conditions, and the modifications to test
equipment and facilities needed to test DB-TRISO fuel.
Recycle of actinides from VHTR fuel
In the early days of VHTR technology, a crush-burn-leach process was proposed to reprocess
VHTR fuel. This process produced large quantities of carbon dioxide that needed to be
trapped. A new head-end process consistent with the UREX+ separation technologies has
been identified and demonstrated at the proof of principle level for TRISO fuel in the past few
years. The process flow consists of separation of the compacts from the graphite block,
disposal of the graphite block as low level waste, grinding and jet-milling of the compact
components (matrix, coatings, fuel kernels) into a fine powder to support chemical separation,
and leaching, to dissolve the TRU for aqueous separation or a novel electrochemical process,
termed METROX, for the pyroprocessing separation.
The project will develop a full flowsheet for TRISO recycling using both aqueous and nonaqueous reprocessing, particularly as it pertains to spent DB-TRISO fuel. The process of
crushing the ceramic coatings and exposing the spent-fuel kernels to dissolving agents will be
brought up to today’s standards of low secondary waste streams and process losses. The
project will study the crush-leach flowsheet to minimize waste, establish and test a laboratory
filtering system, and study the suitability of the fuel solution for liquid separation. Laboratory
scale tests of the equipment for separation of the solid coating and compact material from the
fuel solutions will be performed.
The project will investigate the METROX process, a promising head-end coupling for TRISO
fuel into pyroprocessing for metallic reactor fuel. Early studies successfully demonstrated
process feasibility with uranium based fuel but additional study is required to qualify the
process for TRU-bearing fuel. The project will construct a complete mass balance flowsheet
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including identification of waste form types and quantities, and conduct experimental studies
needed to validate process chemistry.
Waste management and repository performance of VHTR spent fuel
TRISO fuel provides very strong barriers to the dispersal of the long lived components of
radioactive spent fuel. The TRISO SiC coating acts as a pressure vessel to contain the helium
produced during storage from the alpha decay processes. Preliminary measurements have
indicated that the corrosion rate of both pyrocarbon and silicon carbide coatings in the
repository are extremely slow in air, moist air and water, to the point that there is reasonable
expectation for containment of radioactivity over millions of years. Also, the use of a DBVHTR to recycle LWR spent fuel could reduce the heat load to the repository by a factor of
2-3, given the high destruction rate of TRU in the deep burn irradiation. Additional testing is
needed to characterize degradation of the fuel compact and fuel particle under repository
conditions and long-term modeling of repository behaviour.
The project will study the long-term behaviour of spent TRISO in dry and wet environments
and develop a strategy for the geologic storage of DB-TRISO. The project will develop a plan
for measuring corrosion rates of pyrocarbon and silicon carbide coatings in repository
atmospheres. Relevant tests representing coating corrosion in the repository will be defined
and exploratory testing to refine protocols will be performed.
Integration of the VHTR in the overall nuclear fuel cycle
The most likely role of the VHTR is to operate on LEU fuels for nuclear power or process
heat and hydrogen-production applications. In this mode, the VHTR offers some fuel cycle
advantage compared to LWRs because the rate of TRU production per energy generated is
reduced by a factor of 2-3; this behaviour is attributed to improved thermal efficiency,
together with higher fuel enrichment and burnup in the VHTR.
The current TRU destruction scenario adopted by GNEP/AFCI is termed the single-tier
approach; it is the simplest demonstration of closing the fuel cycle. In this case, spent fuel
from LWRs is sent directly to the advanced burner reactor (ABR) for destruction. Our studies
suggest that DB-VHTRs can have a synergistic relationship with the ABR when operated in
dual-tier mode. This synergy allows relaxed operating parameters for the two reactor types
and a smaller inventory of recycling TRU relative to the single-tier approach. It would also
reduce the number of fast reactors by a factor of 3 as compared to the LWR two-tier scenario
(i.e. thermal to fast reactor ratio of 9 to 1 rather than a 3 to 1 ratio).
The project will assess the future role for VHTRs in delivering energy products including
consideration of its fuel cycle and TRU-management function. As gas cooled reactors may
play an important role in the sustainable expansion of nuclear energy and in the TRUmanagement for the whole nuclear energy system, the project will perform a dynamic analysis
of the evolution from today’s reactor park to future reactor parks. Such dynamic analysis will
focus on the correct assessment of the mass-flows, waste inventory and arisings, separatedTRU inventories, the delay times in deployment, and the overall economic impacts.
The project will assess the role of Pu and minor actinide burning in DB-VHTRs in the context
of a fuel cycle that includes LWR and fast-reactor fuels. The role of DB-VHTRs in burning
Pu both from the stockpile and LWR reprocessing will be examined. The project will
formulate a range of scenarios in which the VHTR burner are operated in conjunction with
today’s reactors to achieve fuel cycles in which waste discharges for geological disposal are
minimized.
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As part of the dynamic analysis, the project will explore the economic viability of the whole
fuel cycle infrastructure required to support the introduction of the VHTR. Based on the massflow analysis and the technical description of fuel cycle infrastructure, proliferation and
physical security risks will be evaluated.
11.3.2.

Project PUMA: utilisation and transmutation of plutonium and minor actinides

The project PUMA, ‘Plutonium and Minor Actinide Management in Thermal HighTemperature Gas cooled Reactors’, was a Specific Targeted Research Project (STREP) within
the Euratom 6th Framework Programmeme running from 2006 to 2009 [Kuijper 2010]. The
project’s main objective was to investigate the possibilities for the utilisation and
transmutation of plutonium and especially minor actinides in contemporary and future (high
temperature) gas cooled reactor designs which are promising tools for improving the
sustainability of the nuclear fuel cycle. Earlier projects already indicated favorable
characteristics of HTRs with respect to Pu burning. The PUMA project tasks included the
investigation of
•

core physics of Pu/MA fuel cycles for HTGRs to optimize the coated particle fuel and
reactor characteristics and to ensure nuclear stability of a Pu/MA HTGR core;

•

requirements and design of innovative fuel forms for Pu and Minor Actinide
incineration in HTGRs;

•

analysis of the VHTR’s impact on the entire nuclear fuel cycle and economics, its role
in a future nuclear energy park, the implications on fuel cycle, economics and sociopolitical aspects.

The reference systems chosen were contemporary representatives of the two main HTGR
designs, the PBMR-400 as pebble bed HTGR with continuous reload of fuel elements and the
GT-MHR prismatic block HTGR.
Fuel compositions studied were Pu as a first reference fuel composition with the isotope
vector of first-generation plutonium; PuMA, a mixture of plutonium and minor actinides;
Pu2xMA, a fuel composition with double minor actinide content compared to PuMA; IMX,
an inert-matrix fuel with isotope content identical to PuMA; and WP, so-called ‘wallpaper’
fuel with the same isotope content as PuMA where the fuel kernels are condensed to the outer
diameter of the fuel zone leaving the central part of the pebble free of fuel. The IMX fuel
features a fuel kernel diameter of 500 μm, while others have fuel kernel diameters of 200 μm.
The total heavy metal loading per fuel pebble is 2 g.
Recent FZJ activities were dealing with a fuel composition of plutonium with thorium to
satisfy safety regulations. To combine this requirement with a high burnup of the total
plutonium content of the fuel and in particular the amount of the fissionable isotopes, the fuel
composition should be optimized. The combination of plutonium with an additional amount
of thorium has in general many positive effects as the reduction of peak fuel temperature,
power per pebble, power density and because of the Doppler broadening at higher
temperatures a negative temperature reactivity effect. In addition, the breeding effect
generates an additional amount of the fissionable isotope 233U. A negative effect is seen in the
additional mass of thorium increasing the total heavy metal load per pebble which reduces the
moderation ratio to an under-moderated stage – and therefore criticality – of the core.
Although none of the computer models applied has been specifically validated for Pu and/or
MA fuels, most of the codes have the potential to be successfully used for complex and
detailed HTGR Pu/MA investigations. Calculations have been carried out to determine the
equilibrium state of the core in each case, the power density distribution and core inventory of
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actinides and selected fission products at equilibrium, the amount and composition of fresh
and discharged fuel, temperatures at nominal conditions, temperature reactivity coefficients,
control rod worth, and reactivity effects of water ingress.
The results obtained demonstrate the excellent plutonium and minor actinide burning
capabilities of the high temperature reactor. The largest degree of incineration is attained in
the case of an HTR fuelled by pure plutonium fuel as it remains critical at very deep burn-up
of the discharged pebbles. Addition of minor actinides to the fuel leads to decrease of the
achievable discharge burn-up and therefore smaller fraction of actinides incinerated during
reactor operation. The inert-matrix fuel design improves the transmutation performance of the
reactor, while the ‘wallpaper’ fuel does not have advantage over the standard fuel design in
this respect. For validation purposes, it was recommended to examine the possibility of using
low/zero-power critical facilities, such as the Petten Low Flux Reactor, to yield experimental
data on the reactor physics properties of HTGR Pu/MA based fuel.
Prior to any modeling of helium behaviour in fuel particles, the production of helium itself
must be calculated. In the evolution of a fissionable nuclide, a higher neutron flux imposes
higher total reaction rates which comprise fission and neutron capture, thus enhancing both
burnup and transmutation to an alpha emitter. At lower burnup rates, the process of alpha
emitter formation, particularly of 241Am, is more efficient.
Alpha decay of heavy metal nuclides is an overwhelming contributor to helium production in
all locations. This term is responsible for differences in helium production depending on
locations. Second contributing term of ternary fission is, due to its nature, proportional to the
burn-up but its contribution is below 10%. The alpha emission from oxygen is very small due
to deeply moderated neutron flux. The highest values of helium production on discharge
occurs when fuel is kept in the reactor core for a long residence time under relatively lower
burnup rates in order to reach the target burnup, as it is generally the case for pebble bed fuel.
Experiments have shown that He will be released from the kernel, but not from fresh kernels.
Indeed, fresh fuel has shown a remarkable stability – up to 2500 °C. For modelling purposes,
100% release of helium from the kernel is justified. The diluted kernel concept was first
invoked by Belgonucleaire brings many benefits. The fuel modelling studies have clearly
indicated the advantages that can be gained by dilution. Essentially, for a given buffer layer
thickness, more volume is available to accommodate the CO and He released. Chemical
thermodynamic models have been deployed to design a kernel that will show limited CO
production. The most important point here is that substoichiometric Pu or Am oxides are
essential. Further improvement can be achieved by chemical buffering of the fuel by the
addition of Ce sesquioxide which takes up oxygen to form the dioxide. Ultimately any coated
particle design must be validated in an irradiation test.
Pu/MA transmuters are envisaged to operate in a global system of various reactor systems and
fuel cycle facilities. The integrated LWR-HTR-GCFR system basically aims at closing the
current nuclear fuel cycle. LWR spent fuel along with depleted uranium becomes valuable
material to both produce energy and drastically reduce the natural uranium demand as well as
the mass of the long-term radiotoxic component in the nuclear waste to be geologically stored.
Also a strong reduction of Pu (and, if necessary, Np) stockpiles can be achieved due to the
HTGR loaded with fertile-free fuel, in parallel with an important change of its isotopic
composition, which becomes highly proliferation resistant. Fuel cycles become long due to
the very favorable neutron economy that is typical for He cooled reactors.
A study on proliferation resistance has taking into account several possible proliferation
pathways: (i) diversion of un irradiated fuel for the purpose of constructing a fissile device;
(ii) undeclared access to fissile material in irradiated fuel for the purpose of constructing a
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fissile ddevice; (iii) clandestinee irradiationn of fertile taargets; and (iv) postulaated threat of
o a subnationall organisation stealing radioactivee material for
f use in a dispersal weapon. Th
he study
highlighhts that a prismatic VHTR
V
corre would be
b amenable to conveentional safeguards
accountting and veerification procedures
p
with fuel blocks
b
acco
ounted for individually in the
same way as LWR
R fuel assem
mblies. Howeever, a mod
dified approach would bbe needed in pebble
bed corees because of
o the impraacticability of accountiing for indiv
vidual fuel sspheres.
11.3.3.

Improved fuel
f
treatmen
nt methods

A charaacteristic feaature of HT
TGRs is the vast amoun
nt of graphiite that is beeing used in
n a plant
mainly serving as structural and
a moderaator materiaal. Looking at the activve core of a pebble
bed HT
TGR, a fracttion of 93.6
6 % of the m
mass (or 96
6.6 % of thee volume) cconsists of graphitic
g
matrix m
material (Fiig. 11-33). In
I contrast, the fuel eleements in a block-typee HTGR aree mainly
compossed of highlyy graphitizeed standard nuclear graaphite with only little m
matrix materrial used
for the ccompacts.

FIG
GURE 11-33.. Mass fractiions of the dif
ifferent HTGR fuel materrials.

t
retrievaal of irradiiated graph
hite from tthe reactorrs under
Alternattive approaaches on the
decomm
missioning are
a currently
y under dis cussion witthin the EU project CA
ARBOWASTE [von
Lensa 22010]. A chharacterization program
mme has beeen started to
o localize thhe contamin
nation in
the miccrostructure of the irraadiated grapphite and to
t better un
nderstand thheir origin and the
release m
mechanism
ms during treeatment andd disposal.
It has bbeen discovvered that a significannt part of th
he contamination (inccluding 14C)) can be
removedd by thermaal, chemicaal, electrochhemical or micro-biolog
m
gical treatm
ment. The feeasibility
of the associated processes is
i experimeentally inveestigated to
o determinee and optim
mize the
decontaamination factors.
f
Re--use of the purified material
m
is also addresssed eitherr to find
alternatiive applicaations in nu
uclear technnology or to close th
he ‘graphitee cycle’ fo
or future
graphitee moderatedd reactors. Other objeectives are the dispossal behavioour of graph
hite and
carbonaaceous wasttes and the improvemen
i
ble waste paackages. Diffferent disp
posal and
nt of suitab
treatmennt strategiees need to be analyzeed for a fu
uture VHTR
R. Figure 1 1-34 illustrrates the
differennt choices foor HTGR sp
pent fuel maanagement (e.g.
(
for blo
ock type fueel):
•

D
Direct dispoosal (Path A);
A

•

Separation of moderato
or and fuel ccompacts or coated parrticles (Pathh B);

•

nels with reprocessingg of the UO
U 2 fuel
Separation of graphitte, coatingss and kern
((Path C).
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FIGURE 11
1-34. Spent ffuel managem
ment optionss for VHTRs.

A signifficant reducction of disp
posal volum
me can be achieved
a
if the
t spent fuuel (coated particles
or comppacts) can be
b separated
d from the m
matrix and these
t
waste streams beiing treated either as
high levvel waste (H
HLW) with
h regard to tthe coated particles
p
or as long livved low lev
vel waste
(LLW) or intermeddiate level waste
w
(ILW)) with regarrd to bulk of the moderrator graphite. If the
UO2 fueel will be reprocessed
r
another waaste stream of carbonaaceous wastte would arrise from
the pyroocarbon andd SiC coatin
ngs.
Reproceessing of sppent HTGR fuel has foormerly beeen developed in USA aand German
ny based
on incinneration annd mechaniical techno logies. Theese combusstion proceesses to exttract the
coated pparticles froom the HTG
GR fuel eleement matrrix cannot be
b used anyymore, in particular
p
14
due to the releasee of C to
o the envirronment. In
n addition, the mechan
anical methods like
grindingg and crushhing, which have been investigated and used in the 19700’s, lead to a crosscontamiination of thhe moderato
or graphite w
with the HL
LW from the spent fuell particles.
Therefoore future prrocesses haave to separrate graphitee from coatted particless without damaging
them annd without significant contaminaation transfe
fer. Differen
nt technicall options arre under
developpment for seeparating the coated parrticles from
m the matrix of HTGR ffuel elemen
nts:
•

A maturingg technolog
gy is basedd on pulsed
d high volttage dischaarges which
h enable
sselective fraagmentation
n of fuel eleements and coated particles. Signifficant progrress with
tthis technollogy has beeen achieveed by the JR
RC and SelFrag AG w
which prod
duces the
eequipment. CEA has pursued reseearch in thiss area at labo
oratory scalle.

•

N
NECSA is performing deconsollidation tessts with plaasma, laserr, molten salt,
s
and
eelectrochem
mistry.

•

Subatech haas studied in
ntercalationn methods.

•

IIn the past, FZJ has deeveloped a process bassed on hom
mogeneous ooxidation to
o weaken
tthe strengthh of the grap
phite and too ease its deccomposition
n.

At CEA
A, the fragm
mentation tests have beeen continueed with pulssed power eequipment by
b using
unirradiiated compacts contaiining differrent amoun
nts of dumm
my TRISO
O particles. Energy,
frequenncy and the number
n
of pulses,
p
the ggeometry of electrodess, the liquidd medium within
w
the
reactionn vessel andd the numbeer of compaacts per run have been varied to opptimize the process,
e.g. to m
minimize unndesired fin
nes. Segregaation of parrticles from compacts aappears to be
b easier
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than fraagmentationn of massivee graphite aas fragmenttation takes place at thee interface between
particless and graphhite.
JRC annd SelFrag have perfo
ormed testss with surrrogate pebb
ble fuel eleements and
d coated
particless in commercially avaailable highh-voltage discharge installations. The produ
uct to be
fragmennted is pouured into a vessel, w
which is fillled with water.
w
An eelectrode deelivering
repetitivve HV disccharges und
der water iss plunged in
nto the vessel creatingg shock waaves (see
figure 44). Coated particles
p
werre liberated intact from
m their matrix.

FIGU
URE 11-35.Pu
ulsed Powerr Defragmenttation (from www.selfragg.com).

The eneergy consum
mption of the
t process is low and
d the installation is suiitable for a hot cell
environnment and industrially
i
material streeams. Afterr further fra
ragmentation
n of the
relevant m
coated particles, the
t
fragmeentation prooduct can directly bee fed into classical aqueous
reprocesssing.
Compleementary tessts were maade by Subaatech using HTGR com
mpact fuel w
with surrogaate ZrO2
TRISO particles too test two seeparation meethods: low
w (H2SO4+H
H2O2) and hiigh (H2SO4+HNO3)
a
miicrowaves. In both casses, the TRIISO separattion was
temperaature acid trreatments applying
complette but som
me TRISO layers
l
oxiddized at hig
gh temperatture. At low
w temperatture, the
segregaation of graaphite grain
ns is facilittated by in
ntercalation of sulfuricc acid betw
ween the
graphenne layers. The
T obtained
d acid-grapphite intercaalation com
mpounds (GI
GIC) consistt of pure
phases of high quaality suggesting their potential fo
or industriaal recycling . Figure 11
1-36, top
left, shoows some GICs
G
after treatment
t
annd extracted
d coated paarticles can be seen in Fig. 1136, top left.
Additional deconsoolidation teests at NEC
CSA on HTGR fuel peebbles perfoormed with plasma,
laser, m
molten salt and electrrochemistryy were also
o successfu
ul and are further op
ptimized.
Anotherr method iss the homog
geneous oxxidation of the
t fuel maatrix, as form
merly deveeloped in
Germanny.
JRC annd SelFrag have cracked the coattings of iso
olated (dum
mmy) fuel kkernels in the same
device aas already described
d
ab
bove, only w
with differeent operating
g characteriistics. Figurre 11-36,
bottom left, shows the fragmeented coatinngs and Fig. 11-36, botttom right, the separated (nonirradiateed) kernels.. Alternate processes
p
foor the separration of thee fuel kerneel from the coatings
are studdied such ass mechanicaal milling, jeet stream prrocesses, mo
olten salt, pplasma, com
mbustion,
fluorinaation etc.
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E 11-36. Graaphite interccalation comp
mpounds, GIC
Cs (top left);; extracted ccoated particcles from
FIGURE
compactts (to right); fragmented
f
coatings
c
(boottom left); reetrieved surrogate fuel keernels (bottom right).

Conditiooning proceesses were also investtigated for the disposal of fractuured TRISO
O coated
particless layers. SiC-glass com
mposites froom glass frit have been examinedd. For the choice
c
of
the glasss, low visccosity and low
l
temperaatures (to limit RN vo
olatility) annd limited reactivity
with SiC
C (to avoid bubbling) were
w the moost importan
nt parameterrs.
The reccent progresss in the arrea of wastee managem
ment confirm
ms feasibilitty of closed
d HTGR
fuel cyccles, with soome further technologyy developmeent pending
g. Separationn of spent fuel
fu from
the irraadiated matrrix materiaal is feasiblle and enab
bles reprocessing and recycling of these
materialls. Howeverr, this still needs
n
to be confirmed for
f irradiateed fuel.
11.3.4.

Treatment of irradiated
d matrix (and
d structural) graphite
g

Radioacctivity in grraphite and carbonstonee results fro
om the neutron capturee reaction on
n carbon
itself annd on impurrities like ch
hlorine, cob alt, iron, lithium, nitrog
gen, etc. Beesides the acctivation
of carboon and of stable
s
impu
urities theree are also th
he fission products
p
froom natural uranium
present in the graphhite as an im
mpurity andd from surfaace contamin
nation via thhe coolant gas.
g
y possible tto purify graaphite from
m other radiooactive elem
ments by
Whereaas it appearss principally
applyingg e.g. methhods as alreaady used duuring the faabrication off high–puritity nuclear graphite,
g
the queestion still remains
r
on the possib ility for thee removal of
o 14C from
m the bulk material
consisting of 12C (888,89%) and
d 13C (1 11%
%) in naturaal carbon.
It has bbeen observved that, th
hermal and chemical treatment showed
s
a ssignificant selective
s
release of 14C, whiilst the bulk
k material w
was only sllightly corro
oded. In thee first expeeriments,
060°C, in aan inert atm
mosphere
differennt graphite grades werre heated uup (or ‘roassted’) to 10
(Fig. 111-37). The fractional
fr
reelease of 14C went up to
o about 10%
% although tthe mass loss of the
sampless was ratheer low (0.16-1.36%). A release up
u to 20% was foundd for a testt, which
experiennced a minoor air ingress correspoonding to th
he mass losss of 1.36%. These experiments
provided first indiccations that higher selecctive remov
val of 14C may
m be possiible.
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FIG
GURE 11-37
7. 14C releasee during heatting in an arg
gon atmosphhere.

on that mostt 14C is creaated via thee neutron
These results have been explaained by thee assumptio
activatioon of 14N which
w
might have been adsorbed within
w
the po
ore system oof the fuel matrix
m
in
case of the AVR, or
o has been
n provided bby the air environmen
e
nt during neeutron irradiiation of
the MER
RLIN sampple taken fro
om the therm
mal column
n of the FRJ-1 material test reactorr at FZJ.
Meanwhhile, there are
a indicatio
ons that alsoo 14C stemm
ming from neutron
n
actiivation of 133C is not
part of the graphite lattice an
nymore, beccause the reecoil energy
y during thee activation
n process
14
exceedss the energiies of the chemical
c
annd crystal bonds.
b
Thuss, most C may exist in more
reactivee chemical bonds as compared tto the regu
ular 12C an
nd 13C atom
ms, in the graphite
structurre. During thhe heating in
i an inert aatmosphere, the adsorbed oxygen ppreferentially reacts
with thee loosely boond 14C atom
ms and rele ases the 14C as 14CO and/or 14CO2 . Once thiss oxygen
reservoiir is depleteed, the release of 14C sloows down.
Further experimentts with injecction of watter steam orr oxygen were perform
med in the faacility as
1
The carbon monnoxide and carbon dio
oxide produuced during the heat
illustratted in Fig. 11-38.
and cheemical treatm
ment was captured
c
in washing bo
ottles. Samp
ples were sstepwise tak
ken from
these bottles and analysed with
w
liquid scintillation
n counters (LSC) to determine 14C and
tritium rreleases.

FIGURE 11
1-38. Facilityy for thermall and chemical treatment.t.
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These eexperimentss achieved much
m
higheer fractionall 14C releasees as e.g. shhown in Fig
g. 11-39,
whilst tthe total mass
m
loss kept in the range of some
s
perceent. Compleementary to
o argon,
nitrogenn was also used as carrier gas. T
The HTGR A3 fuel matrix materrial was tak
ken from
flakes oof the particle-free zonee from brokken AVR fuel pebbles. The 14C rellease reacheed nearly
80%, w
whereas the related
r
masss loss was oonly 3%.
It must be noted thhat such ex
xperiments nneed to be repeated an
nd optimizeed, but they provide
first inddications thaat purificatiion of i-graaphite seem
ms to be possible even for most off the 14C
content..

FIGURE
E 11-39. 14C releases in oxidizing
o
atm
mosphere.

A viablle strategy for the recy
ycle/reuse oof graphite is the estaablishment oof a processs which
takes thhe graphite from its reetrieved forrm and con
nverts it intto a suitablle intermediate (i.e.
carbon bblack) for itts inclusion into produccts for use within
w
the nuclear
n
induustry.
To maxximize the benefits
b
of the
t initial rooasting phaase, the grap
phite shouldd be in a paarticulate
form too increase the
t surfacee area and conversely
y reduce the closed ppore volumee of the
graphitee. This is achieved as a by-produuct of the frragmentatio
on and segrregation pro
ocess for
separatiing the grapphite from th
he fuel partiicles.
The roaasting phase enables the
t release of the maajority of th
he 14C (up to 90%) from
f
the
14
graphitee with minim
mal conversion of the graphite to the gas phase (< 10%
%). This C rich gas
stream m
might then be
b used for other purpooses. Once the majority
y of the 14C has been removed,
it is theen converteed by mean
ns of steam
m into carbo
on monoxid
de which ccan be sepaarated or
further oxidized too carbon dio
oxide. The w
water invollved can be recycled too collect thee tritium
releasedd from the graphite.
g
Th
he residue caan be packaaged and gro
outed for loong term sto
orage.
In termss of maxim
mizing the reecycle oppoortunity of the
t graphitee, the reverssal process (through
the Sabbatier or Boosch reactio
ons) enabless the produ
uction of caarbon black to be inco
orporated
into thee productionn of carbon based prodducts for app
plications in
n the nucleaar industriees. These
may incclude the production
p
of
o (i) silicoon carbide for use in disposal sittes as a baackfill or
encapsuulant, (ii) abbsorbent maaterial to reemove nucllides from liquid/gaseo
l
ous waste, (iii)
(
new
graphitee for use in graphite moderators,
m
((iv) graphitte electrodess for use inn waste vitriification.
The usee of these reecycled products aims at minimizzing the requ
uirement foor the use of similar
virgin ggraphite products, thereeby minimissing waste generation.
g
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The production of the various carbon based artefacts is currently underway, with the
evaluation of these being undertaken towards the end of the CARBOWASTE programme.
This evaluation phase will address the viability of using recycled graphite for production of
new reactors, moderators and fuel components, through detailed assessment of the candidate
products properties, characteristics and fitness for purpose.
In addition to the work being undertaken under the CARBOWASTE programme, other work
in this field is being performed internationally, which supports the viability of graphite
recycle. One of these activities is the Deep-Burn project in the USA (see Section 11.3.1).
Initial results of the work taking place in this field are very encouraging and exhibit the
significant potential for the recycling of pre-existing irradiated graphite to be an increasingly
viable and considered option compared to the previously considered packaging and burial
[von Lensa 2010].
11.3.5.

Conditioning of waste for disposal in final repository

Disposal of irradiated graphite imposes specific issues due to the porosity of the material and
significant contents of long lived activation products like 14C and 36Cl. Leach experiments are
undertaken to clarify the radioactive releases under disposal conditions. Also the chemical
form of the 14C releases has an impact on the retention within the waste packages and
potential releases to the environment.
Deep or shallow geological disposal of irradiated graphite is studied in many countries. Long
lived 14C and 36Cl complicate the disposal of carbonaceous wastes and graphite. The disposal
performance might be enhanced by specific conditioning techniques in adequate waste
packages, e.g. by confining the waste in stable matrices emplaced inside containers resistant
to radiation, corrosion and mechanical damage. Recycled carbon based products may
contribute to the packaging and confinement function. Decontamination will also lead to new
waste streams with corresponding disposal needs for new carbonaceous waste products. An
important point of the experimental programme within the EU project CARBOWASTE [von
Lensa 2010] is the development of new ceramic or vitreous waste matrices for graphite dust.
High waste loadings can be achieved without loosing stability in aqueous solutions.
The mobility of long lived radionuclides like 14C and 36Cl under repository conditions prior to
and after groundwater access is an important concern. It has been shown that 36Cl exists
already under reactor conditions in two chemical forms, an inorganic very mobile one and an
organic one more fixed. Only the latter is expected to resist under disposal conditions. Access
of groundwater to the pore space in graphite has been studied as first step for the release of
radionuclides from graphite. The results show that small hydraulic gradients are sufficient for
water infiltration into the pore space. Water saturation of a significant fraction of the pore
volume is rapid even at low pressures. Water saturation rates increased with irradiation. Water
access leads almost instantaneously to leaching of > 60% of the 36Cl inventory. Both diffusive
and advective transport properties for radionuclide transport in graphite were studied.
Radionuclides released from graphite may in principal be retained by engineered barrier
materials surrounding the waste. However, first project results show that 36Cl retention on
cementitious barriers is rather weak. Performance analyses have shown that clay barriers are
beneficial for reducing 36Cl release while 14C release is slow in presence of cementitous
barriers. Dose contributions of radionuclides originating from irradiated graphite are very low,
so that for, e.g. 100 year old graphite, radiolytic effects are not very relevant anymore.
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12.

REGULATORY PERSPECTIVES ON HTGR FUEL SAFETY AND LICENSING

As for any nuclear power plant design, fuel safety performance3 and fuel fission product
retention capability are important elements of the nuclear safety and licensing review
conducted by a national nuclear safety regulator. For high temperature gas cooled reactor
plants, regulators consider the performance and fission product retention capability of the fuel
to be singularly important elements of the nuclear safety and licensing reviews. Accordingly,
fuel performance and fuel fission product retention are areas of focus and emphasis for HTGR
safety and licensing reviews conducted by national nuclear regulators. The reasons for this are
multiple and include: the central importance of fuel performance and fuel fission product
retention in the overall HTGR safety case; reliance on the fuel as the most important and
essential barrier to prevent unacceptable releases of fission products from the facility during
normal operation and potential accident conditions; the desire on the part of HTGR plant
designers to utilize a vented, low pressure, fission product confinement building rather than an
essentially leak-tight, pressure retaining, fission product containment building; the use of an
event specific mechanistic approach, rather than a bounding approach, for calculating
radiological accident source terms and; the significant differences between HTGR fuel and
LWR fuel with respect to design, manufacture, performance, fission product retention
characteristics and analytical modeling.
The purpose of this section is to present, at a high level, the safety performance objectives, the
expectations and potential safety research issues bearing on regulatory assurance of HTGR
fuel performance and fuel fission product retention capability for HTGR safety and licensing.
The expectations and R&D issues described in this section are drawn from the licensing
safety review conducted by the South African National Nuclear Regulator (NNR) for the
PBMR as well as the pre-licensing safety reviews conducted by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) for the PBMR, the GT-MHR, and the NGNP VHTR. Additionally,
regulatory research that has been conducted by NNR and NRC provide input and context to
these expectations and related potential safety research issues.
Expectations will differ somewhat depending on whether the HTGR designer or license
applicant references and places significant reliance on the design, manufacture, performance
experience and established data base for a specific historical (i.e. reference) fuel design or
whether the designer or license applicant relies mostly on the design, manufacture process
development, performance experience and data base developed specifically for the proposed
fuel design.
In general, the expectations and potential safety research issues associated with HTGR fuel
safety and licensing can be catalogued into one of several interrelated technical review areas.
These are: fuel design, fuel fabrication development, fuel qualification testing, fuel
performance analysis, accident source term analysis, production fuel fabrication quality
assurance and in-reactor fuel performance monitoring. The following sections document the
identified expectations and selected safety R&D issues. These expectations and issues reflect
the current status of ongoing HTGR regulatory reviews as of 2010.

3

As used in this section ‘fuel safety performance’ is the capability of the high density layers of the coated fuel
particles in the fuel element to maintain integrity during fuel fabrication and the reactor specific core conditions
associated with normal operations and the licensing basis events (i.e. transients and accidents).
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12.1. FUEL DESIGN
12.1.1.

Safety performance objective

The fuel design specifications (together the fuel manufacture specifications) are adequate to
achieve the required fuel safety performance and the required fuel fission product retention
for the design service conditions associated with normal operations and the licensing- basis
events for the reactor design specific application.
12.1.2.

Expectations

The full scope of fuel design specifications (i.e. key fuel design parameters/characteristics and
related acceptance criteria), including the design parameters and associated design acceptance
criteria, which are important to the safety case, are documented.
The full scope of fuel design specifications which are important to ensure fuel particle failure
rates stay within the design fuel particle failure rates for fuel fabrication and the design
specific service conditions of normal operations and licensing basis events, are documented.
The full scope of fuel design specifications which are important to ensure fuel fission product
transport rates (i.e. fission product diffusion rates) in the kernels and the coatings of fuel
particles and in the fuel matrix material remain within the design basis fission product
transport rates for the design specific service conditions of normal operations and licensing
basis events, are documented.
The full scope of the fuel design specific service conditions (e.g. maximum operating
temperature, maximum fast fluence, maximum particle power, maximum burnup, maximum
helium impurity levels) which are important to ensure fuel safety performance and fuel fission
product retention for normal operations are documented.
The full scope of fuel design specifications needed to ensure integrity of the fuel element
(compact, pebble) for the service conditions of normal operations and licensing basis events,
are documented.
The full scope of fuel design specifications needed to control the rate of dust generation by
the fuel for the service conditions of normal operations are documented.
12.1.3.

Fuel design based on a reference fuel design

The reference fuel is clearly identified.
The fuel design specifications do not differ from the reference fuel design specifications.
The qualification and experience data of the reference fuel envelopes the fuel design
specifications or is supported and justified by additional qualification data.
12.1.4.

Potential safety research issues

HTGR designers seek to use the SiC layer fission product diffusion coefficients and
associated supporting experimental data of a reference fuel design for their design specific
fuel. In this regard, the effects of the SiC coating layer microstructure (e.g. grain size, grain
structure, grain orientation, grain boundaries) are well-recognized as important to affecting
the diffusion rates of radiologically important metallic fission products, (e.g. Cs, Ag) in the
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SiC layer. However, the effects of microstructure are not yet completely understood or
quantified. Accordingly, SiC microstructures developed to be equivalent to a reference fuel
SiC microstructure is currently accomplished by using the SiC coating process specifications
of the reference fuel and a qualitative comparison and acceptance of equivalency of the
resulting microstructure. The absence of an extensive theoretical and quantitative
understanding of the effects of SiC microstructure on SiC diffusion rates has resulted in the
lack of a quantified acceptance criteria for equivalency of SiC microstructures. Research
could be conducted to adequately understand the theoretical and quantitative relationship
between SiC microstructure to fission product diffusion rates to assure and confirm the
equivalency of SiC microstructures and the diffusion rates associated with the reference fuel.
12.2. FUEL FABRICATION DEVELOPMENT
12.2.1.

Safety performance objective

The fuel fabrication development programme provides the necessary and sufficient fuel
fabrication requirements and quality control requirements needed to assure that the production
fuel performance and fission product retention behaviour during the conditions of normal
operations and potential licensing basis events for the reactor specific application are
consistent with the manufacture, fuel performance and fission product retention behaviour
demonstrated by the fuel used for the fuel qualification irradiation and accident condition
testing programme.
12.2.2.

Expectations

The fuel fabrication development programme provides the necessary and sufficient fuel
manufacturing specifications, including the important manufacturing process parameters and
related acceptance criteria and, the important fuel product parameters and related acceptance
criteria used in production fuel manufacture.
The fuel fabrication development programme develops the necessary and sufficient fuel
manufacture inspection methods, procedures and related acceptance criteria and the fuel
manufacture testing methods, procedures and related acceptance criteria needed to show that
the fuel manufacture product specifications are met.
The fuel manufacturing specifications together with the fuel manufacture inspection and tests
methods assure that the fuel particle defect rate from manufacture and the fuel particle failure
rates that could occur during the conditions of normal operation and licensing basis events are
within the design fuel particle failure rates demonstrated by the fuel qualification programme.
The fuel fabrication development programme establishes sufficient fuel manufacturing
knowledge and experience to support effective evaluation of the impact of variations of fuel
manufacture on fuel quality and fuel safety performance.
The development of the fuel fabrication and quality control requirements are based on the use
of prototypical production scale fuel fabrication equipment and processes and quality control
The developed fuel fabrication process equipment, monitoring and control systems are highly
reliable in ensuring that the important fuel fabrication process parameters stay within the
acceptable ranges. Features are developed to continuously record the operating values of the
important process parameters and preclude operation outside the acceptable range.
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Inspection, calibration and preventive maintenance methods and procedures are developed or
referenced for the fuel fabrication process equipment, monitoring and control systems. The
appropriate frequency for implementation is established or referenced to ensure proper
operation of the equipment.
Appropriate sampling methods, mixing methods, statistical analysis methods and acceptance
criteria are developed to show, at a high confidence level, that the fuel meets the fuel product
specifications.
Training is developed to ensure a high level of human performance of the production fuel
fabrication facility personnel.
If a production fuel fabrication facility is not yet operational to provide fuel for fuel
qualification testing in support of a plant operating license, the fuel used for the fuel
qualification irradiation and accident condition simulation testing is provided by ‘production
scale’ fuel fabrication equipment and methods. In this regard the production scale fuel used
for fuel qualification testing is to:
•

Use the same fuel manufacturing equipment (e.g. design, process control system) and
processes (e.g. automation software) that are be used in the production fuel fabrication
facility

•

Use the same fuel manufacturing process specifications and fuel product specifications
that are used in the production fuel fabrication facility

•

Use the same fuel characterization methods that are used in the production fuel
fabrication facility

•

Meet the same fuel manufacturing process specifications and fuel product
specifications that are used in the production fuel fabrication facility

•

Use the same sampling, mixing, statistical analysis methods and acceptance criteria
that are used in the production fuel fabrication facility

•

Use the same calibration testing equipment, calibration inspection procedures and
maintenance procedures for the fuel fabrication equipment as used for the production
fuel fabrication facility equipment.

12.2.3.

Fuel fabrication based on the fabrication of the reference fuel

Fuel fabrication specifications are equivalent to the reference fuel specifications.
The fuel meets the fuel manufacturing specifications of the reference fuel.
Fuel fabrication process is equivalent to the reference fuel process; fuel fabrication process
development is sufficient to enable the effect of deviations from the reference fuel process on
fuel quality to be effectively evaluated.
Any change to the fabrication process used for the manufacture of the reference fuel, based on
advances in state of the art of fuel manufacture methods or the state-of-knowledge of the
effects of fuel manufacturing methods on fuel properties, is fully evaluated.
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12.2.4.

Potential safety research issues

Before deployed for use in production fuel characterization, a new state of the art fuel
characterization method is benchmarked against the existing fuel characterization method and
calibrated against a standard.
Before deployed for use in production fuel fabrication, the efficacy of a potential new fuel
product specification (e.g. SiC strength) is demonstrated and the effectiveness and reliability
of the associated characterization method (e.g. crush strength) is validated.
12.3. FUEL QUALIFICATION TESTING
12.3.1.

Safety performance objective

The fuel qualification test programme provides the necessary and sufficient data needed to
demonstrate the safety performance and the fission product transport and release behaviour of
the qualification fuel during the conditions of normal operations and the licensing basis events
for the reactor specific application. The data is sufficient to develop and validate the fuel
safety performance and fuel fission product transport and release models used for predicting
the fission product release from the fuel for the conditions of normal operations and the
licensing basis events for the reactor specific application.
12.3.2.

Expectations

The fuel qualification irradiation test conditions (e.g. neutron flux energy spectrum and
intensity, fuel burnup, fast neutron dose, irradiation temperature, helium impurity levels)
conservatively bound the design conditions of normal operations for the reactor specific
application.
•

The rate of irradiation is either realistic or conservative (with respect to fuel
performance) relative to the rate of irradiation predicted for the fuel operating in the
reactor specific application.

•

The neutron flux energy spectrum is either realistic or conservative (with respect to
fuel performance) relative to the rate of irradiation predicted for the fuel operating in
the reactor specific application.

The fuel qualification irradiation tests provide fuel margin data on fuel performance (i.e.
particle failure fraction) and fuel fission product transport and release (e.g. fission product
diffusion rates) for conditions beyond the design conditions for normal operations (e.g. fuel
burnup, fast neutron dose, irradiation temperature).
The fuel qualification accident simulation testing is conducted to provide data on fuel
performance and fuel fission product transport and release for each type of licensing basis
event (e.g. core heatup, core heatup with air ingress, core moisture ingress, core reactivity
increase) which is applicable to the reactor specific application.
The fuel qualification accident simulation test conditions (e.g. fuel burnup, fast neutron dose;
time temperature accident heatup profile, maximum accident temperature, fuel oxidation)
conservatively bound the conditions for the licensing basis events for the reactor specific
application.
The fuel qualification accident simulation tests provide fuel margin data on fuel performance
(i.e. particle failure fraction) and fuel fission product transport and release (e.g. fission
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product diffusion rates) for conditions beyond the predicted maximum accident conditions
(e.g. maximum transient accident temperature, maximum fuel oxidation).
During the fuel irradiation and accident conditions simulation tests fuel fission product
releases are monitored and recorded. After completion of the fuel irradiation tests and
accident condition simulation tests, fuel particle mechanical, geometrical, and chemical
characteristics which are important to understanding, quantifying and confirming fuel particle
performance and fuel fission product transport are examined and characterized.
The fuel qualification irradiation and accident condition testing facility includes instruments
that accurately and continuously monitor and record test conditions, and fuel performance and
fission product release.
A sufficient quantity of manufactured fuel particles are characterized (e.g. defect rate),
irradiation tested and accident condition tested to obtain a statistically significant database, for
developing analytical models for fuel predicting fuel performance (e.g. fuel particle failure
fraction curve or response surface) and predicting fuel fission product transport and release
(e.g. fission product diffusion rates).
Applicable nuclear quality assurance requirements are implemented for the fuel qualification
test programme, including fuel manufacture, irradiation testing, accident condition testing and
postirradiation examinations and analyses.
12.3.3.

Fuel qualification based in part on fuel qualification testing of the reference fuel

To utilize the fuel irradiation test data, accident condition test data and operating experience
data for a reactor specific application, the reference fuel:
•

design and manufacture are equivalent to the design and manufacture of the fuel for
the reactor specific application.

•

physical, materials, structural and micro-structural characteristics are equivalent to the
physical, materials, structural and micro-structural characteristics of the fuel for the
reactor specific application.

•

irradiation test conditions conservatively envelope the operating conditions of the fuel
for the reactor specific application.

•

accident simulation test conditions conservatively envelope the fuel accident
conditions for the reactor specific application.

•

behaviour and failure mode(s) that are observed in postirradiation examinations are
equivalent to the behaviour and failure mode(s) of the fuel for the reactor specific
application.

Where one or more parameters of the reference fuel qualification envelope (i.e. irradiation
conditions, accident conditions) does not bound the required fuel qualification envelope for
the reactor specific application (i.e. gaps exist), fuel qualification test data are obtained for the
fuel for the reactor specific application.
Notwithstanding the applicability of the reference fuel data to the fuel for the reactor specific
application, supplemental fuel performance and fission product transport and release data
from fuel irradiation and accident condition testing is provided for the fuel for the reactor
specific application to confirm and further support the fuel performance and the analytical
models developed from the reference fuel data.
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12.3.4.

Potential safety research issues

To model the effects of fuel oxidation on the local rate of fuel particle failure during a core
heatup accident with air ingress, integral effects test data for the specific fuel design and
manufacture for the reactor specific accident conditions is needed. Margin data on fuel
performance (i.e. particle failure fraction) for fuel oxidation beyond the design basis oxidation
conditions will be needed.
To model the effects of hydrolysis of fuel particles of exposed kernels on fission product
release from the kernel during a moisture ingress accident, integral effects test data for the
specific fuel design and manufacture for the reactor specific accident conditions will be
needed. Margin data on fission product release from exposed fuel kernels for fuel kernel
hydrolysis beyond the design basis hydrolysis conditions will be needed.
HTGR fuel qualification irradiations are typically performed in material test reactors (MTRs).
As such, consideration needs to be given to the differences between the HTGR design specific
neutron energy spectra and MTR neutron energy spectra. Differences could potentially result
in differences in fuel particle failure probability. For low enriched uranium (LEU) fuel,
neutron spectral differences affect uranium-to-plutonium conversion, isotopic fission ratios,
and the resulting inventories of fission products within the fuel. These have the potential to
affect fuel performance. The following observations bear noting in this context:
•

Plutonium fission generally accounts for a large and variable fraction of the total
burnup in LEU fuel. For a given initial uranium enrichment and total fuel burnup, the
magnitude of the plutonium fission fraction will vary with changes in the neutron
energy spectrum. An HTGR spectrum may tend to convert more uranium to plutonium
than a water cooled MTR spectrum. Furthermore, for a given inventory of 239Pu in
relation to 235U, the harder thermal neutron spectrum in an HTGR, typically peaked
around the 0.3 eV fission resonance of 239Pu, will favor 239Pu fission over 235U fission.

•

The different fissionable nuclides (mainly 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 241Pu) that undergo fission
in LEU fuel have very different yields of certain fission products that can affect
TRISO fuel failure particle mechanisms and fission product release rates. In particular,
the fission yields of palladium and various rare earths are many times higher from
plutonium fission than from 235U fission. Therefore, the total production of these
fission products may be more a function of plutonium burnup than initial heavy metal
burnup.

•

It is known that palladium and various rare earth fission products can degrade particle
coating layer integrity. For palladium in particular, the following has been noted:
‘Fission product palladium is known to attack SiC at localized reaction sites. In high
burnup LEU fuels, 25 to 50 times more Pd is produced than in either high burnup
HEU fuels or LEU low burnup fuels because of the large fraction of fissions from Pu
that are expected at high burnup. As a result, the potential for Pd attack of the SiC
could be higher in LEU high burnup fuels. A review of the international database
shows no strong dependence on burnup or the composition of the kernel, although
theoretically this could be important.’

Initial information needed for evaluating the effects of differences in the MTR neutron energy
spectra and the HTGR design specific neutron energy spectra. The would include calculating
or measuring the following quantities as functions of total burnup and irradiation time: (a)
fissions of 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu, and (b) inventories of palladium, selected rare earth
fission products. The integral effects of the resulting inventory differences in palladium and
selected rare earths on particle failure probability would then involve conducting sensitivity
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studies. The sensitivity studies would involve the use of a mechanistic fuel performance code
(that models the effects of palladium and rare earth attack on the SiC layer integrity and
particle failure probability) comparing the predicted failure rates between irradiations in the
MTR and the specific HTGR for the design fast neutron fluence and design burnup
conditions.
12.4. FUEL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
12.4.1.

Safety performance objective

Analytical models and methods used for predicting fuel particle failure and fuel fission
product transport and release in the safety analysis evaluation model are adequately
developed, verified validated and assessed.
12.4.2.

Expectations

If a mechanistic fuel performance code (i.e. fuel particle failure is based on a mechanistic
failure criteria) is used in the safety analysis evaluation model, the code is developed and
assessed in accordance with regulatory requirements and guidance for the development and
validation of safety analysis codes that are used in the licensing basis safety analysis
evaluation model.
If an empirical fuel performance model (i.e. fuel particle failure is based on fuel particle
failure test data) is used in the safety analysis evaluation model, the fuel performance model is
to provide very high confidence that the actual particle failure rate would not exceed the
predicted particle failure rate.
The fission product transport and release data obtained from the fuel qualification irradiation
tests and fuel qualification accident condition tests and the fission product data from
postirradiation examinations are analyzed to develop either conservative models for
predicting fuel fission product transport and release or best-estimate models with uncertainties
for predicting fuel fission product transport and release.
12.4.3.

Potential safety research issues

If a mechanistic fuel performance code is used as part of the safety analysis evaluation model,
separate effects test data on important material properties would be needed for the modeling
of such properties in the fuel performance code. It is expected that data for the specific fuel
design and manufacture, as appropriate would be obtained. Data on material properties, such
as SiC strength, PyC strength, PyC irradiation induced shrinkage, PyC irradiation induced
creep, bond strength between layers, kernel swelling and PyC thermal expansion coefficient
could be required.
If a mechanistic fuel performance code is used as part of the safety analysis evaluation model,
integral effects test data on the effects of irradiation conditions and accident conditions on the
number of fuel particle failures and fission product releases will be needed to validate the
predictions of the fuel performance code.
Metallic fission product (e.g. Cs) release data obtained from accident heat up simulation tests
is used for predicting metallic fission product diffusion coefficients for the fuel temperatures
associated with a core heatup accident. Because these heatup tests are conducted as part of the
postirradiation testing and therefore do not include the effects of irradiation on bulk diffusion
within the grains of the coating layers or along the grain boundaries of the coating layers. The
use of this data, especially for SiC layer, as ‘margin data’ used for predicting fission product
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diffusion for fuel operations at irradiation temperatures above the design operating fuel
iradiation temperature could be non-conservative. Such postirradiation data would not account
for the effect of increased diffusion due to neutron irradiation causing a continuous production
of defects in the layer lattice and grain boundaries. The Cs diffusion rate would miss this
effect and thus potentially underpredict the Cs diffusion rate during irradiation. It would be
expected that margin data for metallic fission product diffusion for fuel operating irradiation
conditions above the maximum fuel operating conditions would be obtained by irradiation
rather than by postirradiation testing.
Metallic fission product (e.g. Cs) release data obtained from accident heatup simulation tests
are used for predicting metallic fission product diffusion coefficients for the fuel temperatures
associated with a core heatup accident. Because these heatup tests are conducted as part of
postirradiation testing, they do not address any diffusion-related phenomena that are present
during irradiation and absent afterward. The additional use of such postirradiation heatup data
as ‘margin data’ for predicting fission product diffusion during irradiation at operating
temperatures above those addressed by the fuel qualification irradiations could therefore be
non-conservative. For example, recent experiments and multi scale (e.g. atomic level)
simulations suggest that lattice vacancies in the grains and grain boundaries play an important
role in both the solubility and the diffusion of Cs in SiC. Further, iIt is well known that
neutron irradiation produces not only extended defects such as dislocation loops and voids but
also temporary lattice vacancies and interstitials that disappear soon after irradiation stops.
These non-equilibrium vacancies and interstitials would be expected to increase the solubility
of Cs in SiC and accelerate Cs diffusion during neutron irradiation conditions. Postirradiation
measurements would miss this effect and thus potentially underpredict Cs diffusion during
irradiation. In general, the evaluation of diffusion effects during irradiation should consider
how the concentration of lattice vacancies increases with both irradiation intensity and
temperature. In this regard, a statistical comparitive analysis should be conducted for the
diffusion coefficients based on irradiation conditions and the diffusion coefficients based on
postirradiation conditions for the same temeratures. The comparison would be used to assess
whether or not the effect of irradiation on the diffusion rates is significant.
12.5. ACCIDENT SOURCE TERM ANALYSIS
12.5.1.

Safety performance objective

Analytical models and methods used for predicting the core-wide release of fission products
from the fuel during normal operations and licensing basis events for the reactor specific
application are adequately developed, verified, validated and assessed.
12.5.2.

Expectations

The expectations documented in Section 12.4 apply to this section.
The fuel particle design failure fraction curve (or response surface) is to provide 95%
confidence that the particle failure fraction would not exceed the design particle failure
fraction curve (or response surface).
The fuel particle design failure fraction curve (e.g. particle failure fraction versus fuel
temperature) or failure fraction ‘response surface’ (e.g. particle failure fraction versus fuel
temperature and fuel burnup) is to include the fuel particle defect fraction from fuel
manufacture, the fuel particle failure fraction due to normal operating conditions (e.g. fuel
temperature, burnup) and the fuel particle failure fraction due to accident conditions (e.g. fuel
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temperatures associated with core heatup, fuel oxidation associated with air ingress, kernel
energy deposition and temperature increase associated with reactivity insertion).
The fuel particle design failure fraction curve (or response surface) and is based on the fuel
failure data from fuel qualification irradiation tests and fuel accident condition tests and
associated postirradiation examinations of the design specific fuel.
The fuel fission product transport models (e.g. fission metal diffusion in the fuel kernel,
coating layers and matrix; fission gas release from the kernel) are based on data from
irradiation testing, accident condition testing and postirradiation examinations for the design
specific fuel.
The test data for developing the fuel fission product transport models are to span the predicted
range of fuel operating conditions (e.g. temperature, burnup) and accident conditions (e.g. fuel
accident temperature, fuel oxidation) for the reactor design specific application.
Fission product transport for intact coated particles, coated particles with failed coating layers
and defective coated particles (from manufacture) are modeled.
The analytical models and methods developed for predicting core-wide fission product release
from the fuel during normal operation and accidents are validated against integral fuel
irradiation and accident condition fission product release tests.
The integral tests are to involve a significant number of failed fuel particles and significant
fission product releases from the fuel form (i.e. fuel compacts, fuel spheres) associated with
the reactor design specific application. Potential biases and uncertainties in the predictions are
assessed and quantified.
The fuel fission product transport models and methods are validated against integral fuel
irradiation tests and accident condition tests.
The fuel fission product transport models are to account for all radiologically important
fission products (e.g. Cs, Sr, I, Ag, Kr, Xe) and include the effects of radionuclide decay.
The time dependent fission product releases from the fuel in the core are based on the local
fuel conditions (e.g. fuel temperature, fuel burnup) and the timing of fuel particle failures in
the different regions in the core.
12.5.3.

Source term models based on reference fuel source term models

The fuel fission product transport models (e.g. fission metal diffusion in the fuel kernel,
coating layers and matrix; fission gas release from the kernel) for the reference fuel are
confirmed and supplemented by data from irradiation testing, fuel accident condition testing
and fuel postirradiation examinations for the fuel for the reactor specific application.
12.5.4.

Potential safety research issues

While iodine-131 is an important radionuclide for modeling the dose consequences of HTGR
accidents, it has a half-life of only about 8 days. As such, accident simulation heatup tests
which take place several months after fuel irradiation ends do not attempt to measure 131I
release from failed fuel particles since there is no longer a detectable concentration of 131I in
the particles. To obtain accurate data on 131I releases for modeling accidents which result in
fuel particle failures, the irradiated fuel should be re-irradiated just prior to the accident
testing to re-establish a known I31I concentration in the intact particles. 131I released from
particles that fail during the accident heatup tests should be collected (via cold plates) and
analyzed.
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Metallic fission products released by the fuel and adsorbed in carbonaceous (e.g. graphite,
matrix) dust that is generated by the fuel during normal reactor operation can significantly
contribute to the magnitude of metallic fission product release outside the plant during a rapid
depressurization event due to the mobility of the dust. Currently, there is only limited
operational data and no significant experimental separate effects data available to accurately
model the magnitude and the physical characteristics of carbonaceous dust that is generated
by the fuel during normal power operation. Research could be conducted to obtain data on the
rate and characteristics of carbonaceous dust generated during normal operations to reduce the
uncertainties associated with the accident source term calculation modeling in this area. The
results of such testing could also be used to develop a specific test and acceptance criteria for
fuel manufacture (i.e. Section 12.2).
12.6. PRODUCTION FUEL FABRICATION QUALITY ASSURANCE
12.6.1.

Safety performance objective

The production fuel to be loaded in the reactor core is fabricated to the required level of
quality established by the fuel fabrication development programme and will have fuel
performance and fission product retention behaviour demonstrated by the fuel qualification
testing programme.
12.6.2.

Expectations

Production fuel fabrication uses the identical/equivalent equipment and the same fabrication
methods, procedures, acceptance criteria and know-how established by the fuel fabrication
development programme. These include the:
•

same manufacturing specifications (fuel product specifications and fuel process
specifications) and related acceptance criteria;

•

same inspection methods, procedures and related acceptance criteria and the fuel
manufacture testing methods, procedures and related acceptance criteria;

•

identical/equivalent fuel fabrication process equipment, monitoring and control
systems;

•

inspection, calibration and preventive maintenance methods, equipment, procedures
and acceptance criteria for the fuel fabrication process equipment, monitoring and
control systems;

•

sampling methods, mixing methods, statistical analysis methods and acceptance
criteria.

The fabricated fuel meets the full scope of fuel manufacturing specifications.
Training is provided for the production fuel fabrication facility staff that has a role in fuel
quality.
Significant deviations in fuel quality are fully evaluated by staff with adequate knowledge and
experience.
Changes to implement advances in the state of the art of fuel manufacture are fully evaluated
for acceptability
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12.7. IN-REACTOR FUEL PERFORMANCE MONITORING
12.7.1.

Safety performance objective

The systems and analysis methods that monitor the performance of the fuel in the reactor core
during reactor operations is capable of assessing core-wide fuel fission product barrier
performance and detecting if core-wide fuel fission product barrier performance degradation
places fuel barrier performance outside the envelop assumed in the safety analysis.
12.7.2.

Expectations

The systems and analysis methods provided to monitor the performance of the fuel in the core
during reactor operations are expected to provide for reliable and accurate monitoring.
The systems and analysis methods continuously monitor (e.g. continuous activity, grab
sample) the non-condensable fission products circulating in the helium coolant.
The systems and analysis methods monitor (e.g. plate out probes) the condensable fission
products circulating in the helium coolant.
The systems and analysis methods measure the condensable fission products that have plated
out or settled out on surfaces within the reactor system.
The systems and analysis methods measure the condensable fission products absorbed in
carbonaceous dust that is circulating in the helium coolant or has settled out on surfaces
within the reactor system.
The systems and analysis methods monitor radiologically important isotopes (e.g. iodine,
caesium, krypton, silver) released from the fuel.
Threshold action levels are established for monitored parameters indicating when fuel fission
product barrier performance is approaching the envelope for fuel fission product barrier
performance assumed in the safety analysis.
For the initial fuel core load associated with a new reactor design specific application a
representative sample of irradiated fuel at end of life burnup is subject to accident condition
heatup testing and postirradiation examination to confirm fuel fission product barrier
performance during operation was within the fuel fission product barrier performance
assumed in the safety analysis.
12.7.3.

Potential safety research issues

If the measured fuel performance is below the fuel performance assumed in the safety
analysis, it is expected that a full evaluation, including fuel safety research as needed, will be
implemented to establish the root causes and corrective actions that may be associated with
the technical areas in this section.
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ABBREVIATIONS
ACS

auxiliary cooling system

ADU

ammonium diuranate

ADUN

acid deficient uranyl nitrate

ALARA

as low as reasonably achievable

ASME

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

ASTM

American Society for Testing and Materials

ATR

advanced test reactor

AWD

ageing, washing and drying vessel

BAF

Bacon anisotropy factor

BEST

Code name for sample holder at HFR Petten

BET

Brunauer, Emmett, Teller

BUMS

burnup measurement system

CAPRI

CEA AREVA PRoduction integrated

CCCM

carbon-carbon composite material

CCCTF

core conduction cooldown test facility

CCD

charge coupled device

CEA

Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique

CERCA

Compagnie pour l’Etude et la Réalisation de Combustibles
Atomiques

CSF

core support floor

CTE

coefficient of thermal expansion

CVI

chemical vapor infiltration

CUP

carbonization under pressure

D&D

decontamination & decommissioning

CVD

chemical vapor deposition

DPA

displacements per atom

EFPD

equivalent full power days

EPMA

electron probe micro analysis

EPR

European pressurized reactor

ESRF

European synchrotron research facility

FACS

fuel accident condition simulator

FFD

fuel failure detection

FIMA

fissions per initial metal atom

FMPS

fission product monitoring system
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FP

framework programmeme

FSV

Fort St. Vrain

FZJ

Forschungszentrum Jülich

GA

General Atomics

GAIA

lab scale experimental manufacturing line for coated particles

GenIV

generation IV nuclear reactor

GSP

gel supported precipitation

GTHTR

gas turbine high temperature reactor

GT-MHR

gas turbine- modular helium reactor

HEU

high enriched uranium

HFEF

hot fuel examination facility

HFIR

high flux isotope reactor

HFR

High flux reactor, Petten

HLW

high level waste

HMTA

hexamethylenetetraamine

HTE

high temperature electrolysis

HTGR

high temperature gas cooled reactor

HTR-PM

high temperature reactor pebble modular

HTTR

high temperature engineering test reactor

ICP-MS

induced couple plasma mass spectrometer

ICPP

Idaho Chemical Processing Plant

IHX

intermediate heat exchanger

ILW

intermediate level waste

IMGA

irradiated microsphere gamma analyzer

INET

Institute for Nuclear and New Energy Technology

IPyC

inner pyrocarbon layer

ITU

Institute for Transuranium Elements, Karlsruhe

JAEA

Japan Atomic Energy Agency

JMTR

Japan Material Test Reactor, Oarai

KAERI

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

KCMI

kernel coating mechanical interaction

KÜFA

kühlfinger apparatur

LEU

low enriched uranium

LEUCO

low enriched uranium oxy carbide

LLW

low level waste

LOFC

loss of forced convection

LWR

light water reactor

MAW

medium active waste

MHTGR

modular high temperature gas cooled reactor

MTR

material test reactor

MTS

methyltrichlorosilane

NGNP

next generation nuclear plant

NHDD

nuclear hydrogen production technologies development and
demonstration project

NIIAR

State Scientific Center – Research Institute of Atomic Reactors

NRAD

neutron radiography

NRG

Nuclear Research and Consultancy Group, Petten

OAF

optical anisotropy factor

OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

OGL

Oarai Gas Loop

OKBM

Experimental Mechanical Engineering Construction Office

OPTAF

optical anisotropy factor

OPyC

outer pyrocarbon layer

PBMR

pebble bed modular reactor

PCI

phase contrast imaging

PCR

primary coolant radioactivity

PCRV

prestressed concrete reactor vessel

PCS

power conversion system

PFP

pilot fuel plant

PHP

process heat plant

PIE

post irradiation examination

PLC

programmemable logic controller

PSA

particle size analyzer

PVA

polyvinyl alcohol

PYCASSO

pyrocarbon irradiation for creep and swelling/shrinkage of
objects

QC

quality control

QUATTRO

code name for sample holder at HFR Petten

RAPHAEL

ReActor for Process heat, Hydrogen And ELectricity
generation

RB

removable beryllium
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REFA

Code name for sample holder at HFR Petten

RIAR

Russian Institute forAtomic Reactors, Dimitrovgrad

RPV

reactor pressure vessel

SEM

scanning electron microscopy

SGL

Sigri Great Lakes, Bad Godesberg

SI

sulfur-iodine

SLF

sweep loop facility

SMR

small medium sized reactor

SPN

self powered neutron detector

TC

thermocouple

TEC

thermal expansion coefficient

TEM

transmission electron microscopy

THFA

tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol

TRIO

code name for sample holder at HFR Petten

VHTR or V/HTR

very high temperature reactor

VNIIMN

A.A. Bochvar All Russian Institute of Inorganic Materials

XRD

X ray diffraction
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